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PREFACE

Foreign Relations of the United States is a series of volumes of dip-

lomatic correspondence published by the Department- of State for each

year beginning with 1861 (excepting 1869). The regular annual vol-

umes have been supplemented by special volumes on particular sub-

ty jects. For the period beginning with 1914 these extra volumes have

*dT included World War Supplements for the years 1914 to 1918 inclusive
;

*^"f volumes on Eussia for the years 1918 and 1919; The Lansing Papers,

^ 1914-1920; Japan: 1931-1941; and the Paris Peace Conference, 1919,

\J these last named volumes being still in the course of publication.

The compiling and editing of the Foreign Relations volumes is per-

.,^y formed by the Research Section in the Division of Research and Publi-

cation in accordance with the principles set forth in an order approved
on March 26, 1925, by Mr. Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary of State.

This order, which is still in force, is given here in full :

The publication of diplomatic correspondence relating to matters which are

still current often presents an insuperable obstacle to effective negotiation, but

it Is obvious that after the completion of the business In hand, as much of the

correspondence as is practicable ought to be made public. This object is attained

by the publication of Foreign Relations which presents, in a form economical,

compact and easily accessible, the documentary history of the foreign relations

of the United States. The editing of Foreign Relations must, therefore, be rec-

ognized as an Important part of the duties of the Department of State.

The Chief of the Division of Publications [Division of Research and Publica-

tion] is charged with, the preparation for this purpose, as soon as practicable

after the close of each year, of the correspondence relating to all major policies

and decisions of the Department In the matter of foreign relations, together with

the events which contributed to the formulation of each decision or policy, and
the facts incident to the application of it. It Is expected that the material thus

assembled, aside from the omission of trivial and inconsequential details, will

be substantially complete as regards the files of the Department,
The development of the science of international law has become a matter of

such weight and general concern that it is recommended that the Chief of the
Division of Publications [Division of Research and Publication], with the help
and counsel of the Solicitor [Legal Adviser], should give special attention to the

publication of all important decisions made by the Department relating to inter-

national law, with a view to making available for general study and use the
annual contributions of the Department to this important branch of jurispru-
dence. It is likewise believed that the Department may profitably inaugurate
the practice of printing a record of treaty negotiations, and it is, therefore, sug-

gested that such material be added, beginning with Foreign Relations 1918,
which is now in the process of editing.

"*'"""'-- - m
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When the documents on a given subject have been assembled in the Division

of Publications [Division of Research and Publication], they should be sub-

mitted to the Solicitor [Legal Adviser] or to the Chief of the appropriate division

which has had immediate supervision of the topic. The Solicitor [Legal Adviser],
or the heads of these divisions, respectively, are charged with the duty of review-

ing the material thus assembled and indicating any omissions which appear to

be required. Omissions of the following kind are recognized as legitimate and

necessary :

(a) Matters which if published at the time would tend to embarrass nego-
tiations or other business ;

(&) To condense the record and avoid needless details ;

(c) To preserve the confidence reposed in the Department by other govern-
ments and by individuals ;

($) To avoid needless offense to other nationalities or individuals by excising
invidious comments not relevant or essential to the subject; and,

(e) To suppress personal opinions presented in despatches and not adopted
by the Department. To this there is one qualification, namely, that
in major decisions it is desirable, where possible, to show the choices

presented to the Department when the decision was made.

On the other hand, there must be no alteration of the text, no deletions without

indicating the place in the text where the deletion is made, and no omission of

facts which were of major importance in reaching a decision. Nothing should

be omitted with a view to concealing or glossing over what might be regarded

by some as a defect of a policy.

Where a document refers to two or more subjects, provided there are no other

objections, it should be printed in its entirety, and not divided for purposes of

more exact classification in editing. Great care must be taken to avoid the

mutilation of documents. On the other hand, when a foreign government, in

giving permission to use a communication, requests tlie deletion of any part of it,

it is usually preferable to publish the document in part rather than to omit it

entirely. A similar principle may be applied with reference to documents origi-

nating with the American Government.

The Chief of the Division of Publications [Division of Research and Publica-

tion] is expected to initiate, through the appropriate channels, the correspondence

necessary to secure from a foreign government permission to publish any docu-

ment received from it and which it is desired to publish as a part of the diplo-

matic correspondence of the United States. Without such permission, the docu-

ment in question must not be used. The offices and divisions concerned in this

process of editing may be expected to cooperate heartily with a view to the prepa-

ration of an adequate and honest record.
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MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES TO CONGRESS, DECEMBER 2, 1930

To THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPEESENTATITES :

I have the honor to comply with the requirement of the Constitu-

tion that I should lay before the Congress information as to the state

of the Union, and recommend consideration of such measures as are

necessary and expedient.

Substantial progress has been made during the year in national

peace and security; the fundamental strength of the Nation's eco-

nomic life is unimpaired; education and scientific discovery have

made advances; our country is more alive to its problems of moral

and spiritual welfare.

ECONOMIC SITUATION

During the past 12 months we have suffered with other Nations

from economic depression.

The origins of this depression lie to some extent within our own
borders through a speculative period which diverted capital and

energy into speculation rather than constructive enterprise. Had
overspeculation in securities been the only force operating, we should

have seen recovery many months ago, as these particular dislocations

have generally readjusted themselves.

Other deep-seated causes have been in action, however, chiefly the

world-wide overproduction beyond even the demand of prosperous
times for such important basic commodities as wheat, rubber, coffee,

sugar, copper, silver, zinc, to some extent cotton, and other raw
materials. The cumulative effects of demoralizing price falls of these

important commodities in the process of adjustment of production
to world consumption have produced financial crises in many countries

and have diminished the buying power of these countries for imported

goods to a degree which extended the difficulties farther afield by
creating unemployment in all the industrial nations. The political

agitation in Asia
;
revolutions in South America and political unrest

in some European States ;
the methods of sale by Eussia of her increas-

ing agricultural exports to European markets; and our own drought
have all contributed to prolong and deepen the depression.
In the larger view the major forces of the depression now lie outside

of the United States, and our recuperation has been retarded by
TO
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the unwarranted degree of fear and apprehension created by these

outside forces.

The extent of the depression Is Indicated by the following approxi-
mate percentages of activity during the past three months as compared
with the highly prosperous year of 1928 :

Value of department-store sales .......... SSSe of 1928

Volume of manufacturing production ........ 80% of 1928

Volume of mineral production .......... 909c of 1928

Volume of factory employment ..... . .... 84# of 1928

Total of bank deposits ............. 105# of

Wholesale prices all commodities ...... ... S3# of 1928

Cost of living ....... . ......... 949cofl928

Various other indexes indicate total decrease of activity from 1928

of from 15 to 20 per cent.

Tliere are many factors which give encouragement for the future.

The fact that we are holding from 80 to 85 per cent of our normal

activities and incomes
;
that our major financial and industrial institu-

tions have come through the storm unimpaired; that price levels of

major commodities have remained approximately stable for some time
;

that a number of industries are showing signs of increasing demand
;

that the world at large is readjusting itself to the situation
;
all reflect

grounds for confidence. We should remember that these occasions

have been met many times before, that they are but temporary, that

our country is to-day stronger and richer in resources, in equipment,
in skill, than ever in its history. We are in an extraordinary degree
self-sustaining, we will overcome world influences and will lead the

march of prosperity as we have always done hitherto.

Economic depression can not be cured by legislative action or

executive pronouncement. Economic wounds must be healed by the

action of the cells of the economic body the producers and consumers

themselves. Recovery can be expedited and its effects mitigated by
cooperative action. That cooperation requires that every individual

should sustain faith courage ;
that each should maintain his self-

reliance
;
that each and every one should search for method of improv-

ing Ms business or service; that the vast majority whose income is

unimpaired should not hoard out of fear but should pursue their

normal living recreations; that each should seek to assist his

neighbors who may be fortunate; that each industry should assist

its own employees: that each community and each State should assume

its full responsibilities for organization of employment and relief

of distress with that sturdiness and independence which built a

great Xation.

Our people are responding to these impulses in remarkable degree.
The contribution of government lies in encouragement of this

voluntary cooperation in the community. The Government, National,
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State, and local, can join with the community in such programs and do

its part. A year ago I, together with other officers of the Government,
initiated extensive cooperative measures throughout the country.

The first of these measures was an agreement of leading employers
to maintain the standards of wages and of labor leaders to use their

influence against strife. In a large sense these undertakings have

been adhered to and we have not witnessed the usual reductions of

wages which have always heretofore marked depressions. The index

of union wage scales shows them to be to-day fully up to the level of

any of the previous three years. In consequence the buying power of

the country has been much larger than would otherwise have been the

case. Of equal importance the Nation has had unusual peace in in-

dustry and freedom from the public disorder which has characterized

previous depressions.

The second direction of cooperation has been that our governments,

National, State, and local, the industries and business so distribute

employment as to give work to the maximum number of employees.
The third direction of cooperation has been to maintain and even

extend construction work and betterments in anticipation of the future.

It has been the universal experience in previous depressions that

public works and private construction have fallen off rapidly with

the general tide of depression. On this occasion, however, the in-

creased authorization and generous appropriations by the Congress
and the action of States and municipalities have resulted in the ex-

pansion of public construction to an amount even above that in the

most prosperous years. In addition the cooperation of public utili-

ties, railways, and other large organizations has been generously

given in construction and betterment work in anticipation of future

need. The Department of Commerce advises me that as a result, the

volume of this type of construction work, which amounted to roughly

$6,300,000,000 in 1929, instead of decreasing will show a total of about

$7,000,000,000 for 1930. There has, of course, been a substantial de-

crease in the types of construction which could not be undertaken in

advance of need.

The fourth direction of cooperation was the organization in such

States and municipalities, as was deemed necessary, of committees

to organize local employment, to provide for employment agencies,
and to effect relief of distress.

The result of magnificent cooperation throughout the country has

been that actual suffering has been kept to a minimum during the

past 12 months, and our unemployment has been far less in propor-
tion than in other large industrial countries. Some time ago it became
evident that unemployment would continue over the winter and would

necessarily be added to from seasonal causes and that the savings
of workpeople would be more largely depleted. We have as a Nation
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a definite duty to see that no deserving person in our country suffers

from hunger or cold. I therefore set up a more extensive organization
to stimulate more intensive cooperation throughout the country*
There has been a most gratifying degree of response, from governors,

mayors, and other public officials, from welfare organizations, and
from employers in concerns both large and small. The local com-
munities through their voluntary agencies have assumed the duty of

relieving individual distress and are being generously supported by
the public*

The number of those wholly out of employment seeking for work
was accurately determined by the census last April as about 2,500,000.

The Department of Labor index of employment in the larger trades

shows decrease in employment since that time. The problem
from a relief point of view is somewhat less than the published es-

timates of the number of unemployed would indicate. The intensive

community and individual efforts in providing special employment
outside the listed industries are not reflected in the statistical indexes

and tend to reduce such published figures. Moreover, there is esti-

mated to be a constant figure at all times of nearly 1,000,000 unem-

ployed who are not without annual income but temporarily idle in

the shift- from one job to another. We have an average of about

three breadwinners to each two families, so that every person unem-

ployed does not represent a family without income. The view that

the relief problems are less than the gross numbers would indicate is

confirmed by the experience of several cities, which shows that the

number of families in distress represents from 10 to 20 per cent of the

number of the calculated unemployed. This is not said to minimize

the very real problem which exists but to weigh its actual proportions.
As a contribution to the situation the Federal Government is

engaged upon the greatest- program of waterway, harbor, flood con-

trol, public building, highway, and airway improvement in all our

history. This, together with loans to merchant shipbuilders, im-

provement of the Xavy and in military aviation, and other construc-

tion work of the Government wiU exceed $520,000,000 for this fiscal

year. This compares with in the fiscal year 1928. The
construction works already authorized and the continuation of policies

in Government aid will require a continual expenditure upwards of

half a billion dollars annually.
I favor still further temporary expansion of these activities in

aid to unemployment during this winter. The Congress will, how-

ever, have presented to it numbers of projects, some of them under
the guise of, rather than the reality of, their usefulness in the increase

of employment during the depression. There are certain common-
limitations upon any expansions of construction work. The
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Government must not undertake works that are not of sound eco-

nomic purpose and that have not been subject to searching technical

investigation, and which have not been given adequate consideration

by the Congress. The volume of construction work in the Govern-

ment is already at the maximum limit warranted by financial pru-

dence as a continuing policy. To increase taxation for purposes of

construction work defeats its own purpose, as such taxes directly

diminish employment in private industry. Again any kind of con-

struction requires, after its authorization, a considerable time before

labor can be employed in which to make engineering, architectural,

and legal preparations. Our immediate problem is the increase of

employment for the next six months, and new plans which do not

produce such immediate result or which extend commitments beyond
this period are not warranted.

The enlarged rivers and harbors, public building, and highway

plans authorized by the Congress last session, however, offer an

opportunity for assistance by the temporary acceleration of con-

struction of these programs even faster than originally planned,

especially if the technical requirements of the laws which entail

great delays could be amended in such fashion as to speed up acquire-

ments of land and the letting of contracts.

With view, however, to the possible need for acceleration, we,

immediately upon receiving those authorities from the Congress five

months ago, began the necessary technical work in preparation for

such possible eventuality. I have canvassed the departments of the

Government as to the maximum amount that can be properly added
to our present expenditure to accelerate all construction during the

next six months, and I feel warranted in asking the Congress for an

appropriation of from $100,000,000 to $150,000,000 to provide such

further employment in this emergency. In connection therewith we
need some authority to make enlarged temporary advances of Fed-

eral-highway aid to the States.

I recommend that this appropriation be made distributable to the

different departments upon recommendation of a committee of the

Cabinet and approval by the President. Its application to works

already authorized by the Congress assures its use in directions of

economic importance and to public welfare. Such action will imply
an expenditure upon construction of all kinds of over $650,000,000

during the next twelve months,

AGRICULTUEE

The world-wide depression has affected agriculture in common with
all other industries. The average price of farm produce has fallen

to about 80 per cent of the levels of 1928. This average is, however.
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greatly affected by wheat and cotton, which have participated In

world-wide overproduction and have fallen to about 60 per cent of the

average price of the year 1928. Excluding these commodities, the

prices of all other agricultural products are about 84 per cent of

those of 1928. The average wholesale prices of other primary goods,
such as nonferrous metals, have fallen to 76 per cent of 1928.

The price levels of our major agricultural commodities are, in fact,

higher than those in other principal producing countries, due to the

combined result of the tariff and the operations of the Farm Board.

For instance, wheat prices at Minneapolis are about 30 per cent higher
than at Winnipeg, and at Chicago they are about 20 per cent higher
than at Buenos Aires. Corn prices at Chicago are over twice as high
as at Buenos Aires. Wool prices average more than 80 per cent

higher In this country than abroad, and butter is 30 per cent higher
in Xew York City than in Copenhagen.

Aside from the misfortune to agriculture of the world-wide depres-
sion we have had the most severe drought. It- has affected par-

ticularly the States bordering on the Potomac, Ohio, and Lower

Mississippi Rivers, with some areas In Montana, Kansas, Oklahoma,
and Texas. It has found its major expression in the shortage of

pasturage and a shrinkage In the corn crop from an average of about

2,800,000,000 bushels to about 2,090,000,000 bushels.

On August 14 I called a conference of the governors of the most

acutely affected States, and as a result of Its conclusions I appointed
a national committee comprising the heads of the important Federal

agencies under the chairmanship of the Secretary of Agriculture.
The governors In turn have appointed State committees representa-
tive of the farmers, bankers, business men, and the Red Cross, and

subsidiary committees have been established in most of the acutely
affected counties. Railway rates were reduced on feed and livestock

in and out of the drought areas, and over 50,000 cars of such products
have been transported under these reduced rates. The Red Cross

established a preliminary fund of $5,000,000 for distress relief pur-

poses and established agencies for Its administration in each county.
Of this fund less than $500,000 has been called for up to this time

as the need will appear more largely during the winter. The Fed-

eral Farm Loan Board has extended its credit facilities, and the

Federal Farm Board has given financial assistance to all affected

cooperatives.

In order that the Government may meet its full obligation toward

our countrymen In distress through no fault of their own, I recom-

mend that an appropriation should be made to the Department of

Agriculture to be loaned for the purpose of seed and feed for ani-
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mals. Its application should as hitherto in such loans be limited to

a gross amount to any one individual, and secured upon the crop.

The Red Cross can relieve the cases of individual distress by the

sympathetic assistance of our people.

FINANCES OF THE GOVERNMENT

I shall submit the detailed financial position of the Government

with recommendations in the usual Budget message. I will at this

time, however, mention that the Budget estimates of receipts and

expenditures for the current year were formulated by the Treasury
and the Budget Bureau at a time when it was impossible to forecast

the severity of the business depression and have been most seriously

affected by it. At that time a surplus of about $123,000.000 was esti-

mated for this fiscal year and tax reduction which affected the fiscal

year to the extent of $75,000,000 was authorized by the Congress, thus

reducing the estimated surplus to about $48,000,000. Closely revised

estimates now made by the Treasury and the Bureau of the Budget
of the tax, postal, and other receipts for the current fiscal year in-

dicate a decrease of about $430,000,000 from the estimate of a year

ago, of which about $75,000,000 is due to tax reduction, leaving about

$355,000,000 due to the depression. Moreover, legislation enacted by

Congress subsequent to the submission of the Budget enlarging Fed-

eral construction work to expand employment and for increase in

veterans' services and other items, have increased expenditures during
the current fiscal year by about $225,000,000.

Thus the decrease of $430,000,000 in revenue and the increase of

$225,000,000 in expenditure adversely change the original Budget
situation by about $655,000,000. This large sum is offset by the

original estimated surplus a year ago of about $123,000,000, by the

application of $185,000,000 of interest payments upon the foreign debt

to current expenditures, by arrangements of the Farm Board through

repayments, etc., in consequence of which they reduced their net cash

demands upon the Treasury by $100,000,000 in this period, and by
about $67,000,000 economies and deferments brought about in the

Government, thus reducing the practical effect of the change in the

situation to an estimated deficit of about $180,000,000 for the present
fiscal year. I shall make suggestions for handling the present-year
deficit in the Budget message, but I do not favor encroachment upon
the statutory reduction of the public debt.

While it will be necessary in public interest to further increase

expenditures during the current fiscal year in aid to unemployment
by speeding up construction work and aid to the farmers affected

by the drought, I can not emphasize too strongly the absolute necessity
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to defer any other plans for increase of Government expenditures.

The Budget for 1932 fiscal year indicates estimated expenditure of

about $4,054,000,000, including postal deficit. The receipts are esti-

mated at about $4,085,000,000 if the temporary tax reduction of last

year be discontinued, leaving a surplus of only about $30,000,000.

Most rigid economy is therefore necessary to avoid increase in taxes.

IfATIONAL DEFENSE

Our Army and Navy are being maintained at a high state of

efficiency, under officers of high training and intelligence, supported

by a devoted personnel of the rank and file. The London naval treaty

has brought important economies in the conduct of the Navy. The

Navy Department will lay before the committees of the Congress
recommendations for a program of authorization of new construction

which should be initiated in the fiscal year of 1932.

LEGISLATION

This is the last session of the Seventy-first Congress. During its

pluvious sittings it has completed a very large amount of important

legislation, notably: The establishment of the Federal Farm Board;

fixing congressional reapportionment; revision of the tariff, includ-

ing the flexible provisions and a reorganization of the Tariff Com-

mission; reorganization of the Radio Commission; reorganization
of the Federal Power Commission; expansion of Federal prisons;

reorganization of parole and probation system in Federal prisons;

expansion of veterans5

hospitals; establishment of disability allow-

ances to veterans; consolidation of veteran activities; consolidation

and strengthening of prohibition enforcement activities in the

Department of Justice; organization of a Narcotics Bureau; large

expansion of rivers and harbors improvements; substantial increase

in Federal highways; enlargement of public buildings construction

program ;
and the ratification of the London naval treaty.

The Congress has before it legislation partially completed in the

last sitting in respect to Muscle Shoals, bus regulation, relief of

congestion in the courts, reorganization of border patrol in prevention
of smuggling, law enforcement in the District of Columbia, and other

subjects.

It is desirable that these measures should be completed.
The short session does not permit of extensive legislative programs,

but there are a number of questions which, if time does not permit
action, I recommend should be placed in consideration by the Congress,
perhaps through committees cooperating in some instances with the
Federal departments, with view to preparation for subsequent action.

Among them are the following subjects:
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EJLEOERICAL POWER

I have in a previous message recommended effective regulation of

interstate electrical power. Such regulation should preserve the

independence and responsibility of the States,

RAILWAYS

We have determined upon a national policy of consolidation of

the railways as a necessity of more stable and more economically

operated transportation. Further legislation is necessary to facili-

tate such consolidation. In the public interest we should strengthen
the railways that they may meet our future needs.

ANTITRUST LAWS

I recommend that the Congress institute an inquiry into some

aspects of the economic working of these laws. I do not favor repeal
of the Sherman Act. The prevention of monopolies is of most vital

public importance. Competition is not only the basis of protection
to the consumer but is the incentive to progress. However, the inter-

pretation of these laws by the courts, the changes in business, espe-

cially in the economic effects upon those enterprises closely related to

the use of the natural resources of the country, make such an inquiry
advisable. The producers of these materials assert that certain un-

fortunate results of wasteful and destructive use of these natural

resources together with a destructive competition which impoverishes
both operator and worker can not be remedied because of the prohibi-
tive interpretation of the antitrust laws. The well-known condition

of the bituminous coal industry is an illustration. The people have a

vital interest in the conservation of their natural resources; in the

prevention of wasteful practices ;
in conditions of destructive compe-

tion which may impoverish the producer and the wage earner; and

they have an equal interest in maintaining adequate competition.
I therefore suggest that an inquiry be directed especially to the effect

of the workings of the antitrust laws in these particular fields to

determine if these evils can be remedied without sacrifice of the

fundamental purpose of these laws.

CAPITAI/~GAINS TAX

It is urged by many thoughtful citizens that the peculiar economic

effect of the income tax on so-called capital gains at the present rate

is to enhance speculative inflation and likewise impede business

recovery. I believe this to be the case and I recommend that a study
be made of the economic effects of this tax and of its relation to the

general structure of our income tax law.
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IMMIGRATION

There is need for revision of our immigration laws upon a more
limited and more selective basis, flexible to the needs of the country.

Under conditions of current unemployment it is obvious that per-

sons coming to the United States seeking work would likely become

either a direct or indirect public charge. As a temporary measure

the officers issuing visas to immigrants have been, in pursuance of

the law, instructed to refuse visas to applicants likely to fall into this

class. As a result the visas issued have decreased from an average
of about 24,000 per month prior to restrictions to a rate of about

7,000 during the last month. These are largely preferred persons
under the law. Visas from Mexico are about 250 per month com-

pared to about 4,000 previous to restrictions. The whole subject

requires exhaustive reconsideration.

DEPOETATIOK OF ALIEN CRIMINALS

I urge the strengthening of our deportation laws so as to more fully

rid ourselves of criminal aliens. Furthermore, thousands of persons
have entered the country in violation of the immigration laws. The

very method of their entry indicates their objectionable character,

and our law-abiding foreign-born residents suffer in consequence.
I recommend that the Congress provide methods of strengthening
the Government to correct this abuse.

POST OFFICE

Due to deferment of Government building over many years, previous
administrations had been compelled to enter upon types of leases for

secondary facilities in large cities, some of which were objectionable
as representing too high a return upon the value of the property. To

prevent the occasion for further uneconomic leasing I recommend
that the Congress authorize the building by the Government of its

own facilities.

VETEKANS

The Nation has generously expanded its care for veterans. The
consolidation of all veterans' activities into the Veterans' Adminis-

tration has produced substantial administrative economies. The con-

solidation also brings emphasis to the inequalities in service and

allowances. The whole subject is under study by the administrator,
and I recommend it should also be examined by the committees of

the Congress.
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SOCIAL SERVICE

I urge further consideration by the Congress of the recommenda-

tions I made a year ago looking to the development through tempo-

rary Federal aid of adequate State and local services for the health

of children and the further stamping out of communicable disease,

particularly in the rural sections. The advance of scientific discov-

ery, methods, and social thought imposes a new vision in these matters.

The drain upon the Federal Treasury is comparatively small. The
results both economic and moral are of the utmost importance.

GENERAL

It is my belief that after the passing of this depression, when we
can examine it in retrospect, we shall need to consider a number of

other questions as to what action may be taken by the Government
to remove possible governmental influences which make for instability

and to better organize mitigation of the effect of depression. It is

as yet too soon to constructively formulate such measures.

There are many administrative subjects, such as departmental reor-

ganization, extension of the civil service, readjustment of the postal

rates, etc., which at some appropriate time require the attention of

the Congress.

FOREIGN EELATIONS

Our relations with foreign countries have been maintained upon
a high basis of cordiality and good will.

During the past year the London naval pact was completed, ap-

proved by the Senate, and ratified by the governments concerned.

By this treaty we have abolished competition in the building of

warships, have established the basis of parity of the United States

with the strongest of foreign powers, and have accomplished a sub-

stantial reduction in war vessels.

During the year there has been an extended political unrest in the

world. Asia continues in disturbed condition, and revolutions have

taken place in Brazil, Argentina, Peru, and Bolivia. Despite the

jeopardy to our citizens and their property which naturally arises

in such circumstances, we have, with the cooperation of the govern-
ments concerned, been able to meet all such instances without friction.

We have resumed normal relations with the new Governments of

Brazil, Argentina, Peru, and Bolivia immediately upon evidence that

they were able to give protection to our citizens and their property,
and that they recognized their international obligations.
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XVHI MESSAGE OF THE PRESIDENT

A commission which was supported by the Congress has completed
its investigation and reported upon our future policies in respect to

Haiti and proved of high value in securing the acceptance of these

policies. An election has been held and a new government established.

We have replaced our high commissioner by a minister and have

begun the gradual withdrawal of our activities with view to complete
retirement at the expiration, of the present treaty in 1935.

A number of arbitration and conciliation treaties have been com-

pleted or negotiated during the year, and will be presented for approval

by the Senate.

I shall, in a special message, lay before the Senate the protocols

covering the statutes of the World Court which have been revised

to accord with the sense of previous Senate reservations.

HERBERT HOOVER
THE WHITE HOUSE, December 2, 1930.
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GENERAL
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Date and
number Subject

1930

Jan. 19

(4)

Jan. 20
(8)

Jan. 23
(16)

Jan. 24
(18)

Jan. 25
(11)

Jan. 28
(22)

Jan. 31

(14)

Feb. 1

(25)

Feb. 4
(35)

[Note: Names of governments represented at the London
Naval Conference; list of the American delegates and advisers.]

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Report of conversation with the British Prime Minister regard-
ing proposed procedure of the Conference and attitude of the
various delegations; opinion that the British delegation will co-

operate fully.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that friendly and satisfactory conferences have
been had with the French and Italian delegations.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Completion of conference organization at morning's plenary
session; information that speeches of the delegations, except the
French, were general in character.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Decision of heads of delegations to hold daily meetings to dis-
cuss procedure for disposing of the various questions coming be-
fore the conference.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Observation that the 107 ratio
insisted upon by Japan is undoubtedly considered only in con-
nection with war with the United States.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that a plenary session has been scheduled for

January 30 for the purpose of discussing appointment of a com-
mittee to consider the several methods of naval limitation.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Indication from Japanese of desire
that the American Ambassador make some authoritative state-
ment to dispel the popular opinion in Japan that possibility of
war between Japan and the United States over China is basis for
U. S. opposition to an increase in Japanese ratio.

To the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

Importance of taking the utmost care, both as to substance and
phraseology, in any attempt to explain America's policy in re-
lations with Japan in terms of American and Japanese policy in

regard to China.

(Repeated to London.)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

For the President: Substance of naval strength proposals pre-
pared by the American delegation and recommended for submit-
tal to the British and Japanese delegations (text printed) ; desire
for criticisms.

XIX
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Date and
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1930
Feb. 5

(55)

Feb. 5

(36)

Feb. 6

(39)

Feb. 6

(41)

Feb. 7

(42)

Feb. 7

(67)

Feb. 8

(75)

Feb. 10

(84)

Feb. 12

(60)

Feb. 13

(36)

Feb. 14

(27)

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

President's approval of suggestions contained in telegram No.
35, February 4.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Request that substance of telegram No. 35 of February 4 be
communicated to the Acting Secretary of the Navy, for discussion
with the President only ;

also that substance of the proposal be
communicated to Senators Swanson and Hale, with messages
endorsing the proposal from Senators Robinson and Reed of the
American delegation.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Message from Senator Robinson to Senator Swanson (text

printed), observing that American proposal is based on Senator
Swanson's suggestion for giving options to permit Great Britain
and the United States to duplicate each other's cruiser fleets

exactly if they so desire.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Statement for the press (text printed) concerning nature of the
American delegation's proposal.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that the statement was well received by the Brit-

ish press; inquiry as to Senator Swanson's reaction.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Opinion that statement was favorably received; also that Sen-
ator Swanson seemed pleased.

To the Ch airman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Hope that at some appropriate time the delegation will propose
to the British that they reconsider the proposed special category
of police cruisers.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Hope of the President that the figure of 200,000 tons of de-

stroyers may be cut down to 150,000 tons.

From, the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Opinion, after conference between the American and British

delegations, that it will be easy to arrive at an agreement pro-
vided France or Japan does not interpose difficulties.

To the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

Information that the American delegation is apparently stand-

ing firm until after the forthcoming Japanese elections, and that

they seem obdurate against any concession to Japanese point of

view; request for comments.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Advice that American refusal to
consider the 10-7 ratio desired by Japan is interpreted as an
indication that the United States foresees the probability of

war; but that the Ambassador has repeatedly pointed out that

Japan's demands for a higher ratio may equally be taken by the
American people as proof of belligerent intentions on the part of

Japan.
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Date and
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1930
Feb. 16

(67)

Feb. 18

(121)

Feb. 19

(73)

Feb. 22

(131)

Feb. 23

(80)

Feb. 24

(32)

Peb. 25

(34)

Feb. 26

(149)

Feb. 27
(91)

Feb. 28

(95)

Feb. 28

(154)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

For the President and the Acting Secretary of State: Inten-
tion of making clear to the Japanese delegation that American
delegation is opposed to any change in the large cruiser ratio and
is opposed to modification of the Washington battleship treaty
unless successful treaty covering all auxiliary vessels is negotiated.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Lack of any particular suggestions to offer; doubt that results
of the Japanese elections will make any substantial changes in
the Japanese position.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Adjournment of Conference until February 26, owing to in-

ability of French delegation to participate until a new govern-
ment is formed.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Desire for more information as to the Chairman's feeling about
the Conference.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that continuance of informal negotiations with
the British has resulted in a situation where agreement could be
reached at once unless upset by the French figures; that if French
will not reduce their figures the next problem will be the ques-
tion of making a three-power agreement with a withdrawal
clause to protect Great Britain against France.

From the Ambassador in Japan (iel.)

For repetition to London: Advice that the elections have re-

sulted in a decisive victory for the Government, which now has
an unassailable position and is expected to prosecute its foreign
and domestic policies in a decisive manner.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Press report that British and Ameri-
can delegates will propose a three-power conference if the French
do not reduce their demands; statement by the Japanese Foreign
Minister that his Government would give favorable consideration
to the idea.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Assumption that consideration is being given to possibility of

a three-power agreement with a political clause in the event of

menacing building.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that informal conversations with the Japanese
continue but that no figures have been accepted as yet.

(Request for repetition to Tokyo.)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that a tentative agreement with the British has
been reached and that active negotiations with the Japanese are

taking place.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Development of French propaganda for a Presidential state-
ment of policies in regard to the Kellogg Pact with a view to

giving the French some sort of American political security assur-
ances.
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Date and
number Subject Pag

1930
Feb. 28

(97)

Mar. 3

(35)

Mar. 3

(41)

Mar. 3

(103)

Mar. 3

(167)

Mar. 3

(168)

Mar. 4
(171)

Mar. 4
(107)

Mar. 4
(108)

Mar. 5

(178)

Mar. 5

(HI)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Report of meetings looking toward a treaty to regulate use of

submarines in warfare; proposal by American delegation of the

adoption of the first four articles (Root resolutions) of the sub-
marine treaty signed at Washington Conference in 1922; and
request for views of Mr. John Bassett Moore and Mr. Elihu Root
on three specified points.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

Press reports reaching Japan in regard to American-Japanese
conversations at the Conference; request for information.

To the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

Statement that telegram No. 35 has been repeated to London
since the Department does not have the desired information.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Opinion that possibility of making treaty may ultimately de-

pend upon question of political security; belief that French may
suggest reduction in naval armament in the shape of an amend-
ment to the Kellogg Pact; request for President's views as to how
far support should be given to a possible conference resolution call-

ing on all signatories of the Kellogg Pact for a consultative amend-
ment to that pact.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Suggestion by the President that consideration be given to mak-
ing proposal that parity should exist among all naval powers on
destroyers and submarines.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

[From the President.] Interpretation of American public
opinion in regard to expansion of the Kellogg Pact and entangle-
ment in political guarantees; disposition not to expand the

Kellogg Pact as the price of French cooperation.

To
the^

Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Disinclination to be involved in amending of Kellogg Pact;
opinion that American delegation should take the offensive

against French proposals by demanding a reduction in such cate-

gories as submarines and destroyers.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

For the Ambassador in Japan: Present status of conversations
with Japanese delegation.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Belief that parity suggestion should be discussed with British
before being introduced to Conference; other reasons why it will

take time and opportunity.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Points to be considered in regard to parity plan for reducing
destroyer and submarine strength.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

British agreement with TJ. S. attitude in regard to amending
the Kellogg Pact; Prime Minister's intention of proceeding with
other powers if France refuses to join.
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Date and
number Subject

1930
Mar. 5

(175)

Mar. 6

(181)

Mar. 7

(39)

Mar. 7

Mar. 8

(121)

Mar. 8

(122)

Mar. 9

Mar. 10

(126)

Mar. 11

(198)

Mar. 11

(199)

Mar. 12

(128)

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

For Senator Heed from his secretary: Disinclination of Senator
Moses to share view that consultative treaty could not be put
through the Senate.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Conversations with Senators Borah and Swanson, neither of
whom favored any kind of political pact.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Conversation with the Foreign
Minister in regard to figures being discussed at the Conference;
Japan's willingness to sign either the Washington submarine
treaty or a new one with the United States alone.

From Mr. Elihu Root

Expression of views on submarine treaty as requested by the
chairman of the American delegation in his telegram No. 97,
February 28.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Report that negotiations with Japan are progressing; that the
American delegation opposes any serious reduction in aircraft
carriers.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

For repetition to Tokyo: Information' that in the negotiations
with the Japanese the matter of the application of 20,000 tons is

now the narrow margin of difference.

From Mr. John Bctssett Moore
Expression of views on submarine treaty as requested by the

chairman of the American delegation in his telegram No. 97,
February 28.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

British-French-American conversations in which the American
position on modification of the Kellogg Pact was made clear;

opinion that a consultative pact would not reduce French figures,
that what France wants is a security pact of mutual military
assistance; report that negotiations with the Japanese progress
slowly.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Approval of course being pursued; tentative suggestion that it

would be helpful to public opinion if the information should
leak out that what France wants is a security pact of military
assistance.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Views on submarine treaty and on Mr. Root's letter of

March 7.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Conference with the press at which the U. S. position as to

political pacts was explained; conclusion that as a tactical ma-
neuver it would be wise to proceed with drafting of a two-power
treaty with Great Britain.
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1930
Mar. IS

(207)

Mar. 13

(133)

Mar. 13

(134)

Mar. 14

(211)

Mar. 14

(136)

Mar. 14

(44)

Mar. 17

(140)

Mar. 18

(48)

Mar. 19

(145)

Mar. 19

(147)

Mar. 20

(51)

Mar. 20

(53)

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel)

Request for opinion as to whether the President should issue a

public notice in regard to the American position.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

For repetition to Tokyo: Status of negotiations with Japa-

nese; intention, if agreement is not reached soon, to proceed with

two-power treaty establishing parity in auxiliary categories be-

tween America and Great Britain.

From the Chairman of ihe American Delegation (tel.)

For repetition to Tokyo: Agreement with Japanese as to fig-

ures which they will recommend to their delegation and to Tokyo
and which Americans will recommend to U. S. delegation, to

Washington, and to the British.

To the Chairman ofihe American Delegation (tel.)

Approval of recommendation to Japan.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Details of agreement with Japanese; report on various Amer-
ican-British-French-Italian conversations; belief that statement

by the President would help.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Policy followed in conversations
with Foreign Minister concerning Conference.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information concerning French-Italian difficulties; opinion
that Presidential statement should not be made now, since three-

power pact is almost achieved and since France has given up the
idea of a consultative pact.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Unfortunate situation caused by
publication of a statement giving the figures of the tentative
agreement fairly accurately but interpreting them most unfairly;
efforts of the Foreign Minister to remedy situation.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Hope that Japanese will ratify agreement although it is

reported that there is a real controversy between Japanese civil

fjvernment
and naval party; differences of opinion as to whether

rench are protecting their position or trying to break up Confer-
ence.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Change in submarine treaty suggested by British Foreign
Office (text printed) ; request for Mr. Root's views.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)
Press report of conversation between the Prime Minister and

the chief of the Naval Staff, who proposed that the Government
explore the possibility of a political treaty to cover the Pacific
and to include Japanese-American relations with respect to China.

To the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)
that the Japanese will not propose a political treaty

(Information transmitted to London.)
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To the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

Suggestion that it be emphasized to Japanese that the present
naval proposals are the limit of American concessions.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Efforts of the Foreign Minister to
obtain ratification of the tentative agreement.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.}

For repetition to Tokyo: Intention, if the agreement is repu-
diated by Tokyo, to begin immediate preparations for a two-

power agreement with Great Britain on auxiliary categories, at
the conclusion of which the American delegation will return to

Washington.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.}

Advice from British Ambassador in France that French believe

they can do nothing further in London so long as Britain will not
enter into a security pact and so long as Italy continues to
demand parity. Opinion that the attempt to secure a five-

power pact is almost at an end.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London : Report that the Japanese Govern-
ment has not considered proposing a political treaty relating to
the Pacific.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Opinion that the only thing to do is to press for a three-power
agreement.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Mr. Root's opinion that the Washington treaty is superior to
the submarine treaty suggested by the British Foreign Office but
that the change would be compensated for by French ratification.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

For repetition to London: Information that chief of Japanese
delegation has given out a statement that the agreement under
consideration is not an American proposal but an agreement
reached by three delegations.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Sent to the Ambassador in Japan: Message for delivery to
the Prime Minister if the Ambassador and the Foreign Minister
think it wise (text printed) .

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Statement that two fundamental controversies exist, (1) be-
tween British and French, and (2) between French and Italians,
in neither of which can America take a leading part; explanation
to French of U. S. attitude in regard to a consultative pact.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Conference with British in regard to respective positions on
political pacts.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Receipt by peace societies of three telegrams asserting that
American delegates have stated that everything would be set-

tled if the President would offer a consultative pact; request
for information.

69

70

71

72

73

73

74

74

75

75

79

81
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1930
Mar. 25

(259)

To ike Chairman of the American Delegation (id.)

Further Information concerning cables being sent from London
to various groups In the United States; statement by the Pres-

ident to the that no government has proposed a consultative

} pact to the United States.

Mar. 25
j

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Emphasis on seriousness of situation set forth in telegrams Nos.
I 25$ and 259, March 25.

Mar. 26
j

From ike Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(162) 1
Press issued March 25 (text printed) to refute rumors

j
that r. S. delegation has changed its views on consultative pacts.

Mar. 26 From tte Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(103) Assurances that nothing of the nature mentioned in Depart-

j

merit's No. 258, March 25, has been said by any II. S.

i delegate.
I Trend in favor of five-power pact; possibility that France and
Britain may reach a security agreement; likelihood that consult-
ative as set forth in telegrams Nos. 156 and 161 'may be

| brought up.

Mar. 26 : To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Points for consideration with respect to question of a consulta-
tive pact.

Mar. 27 F*-om the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(165) being considered by delegation for limitation on possible
consultative pact.

Mar. 27 . Prom the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

{167}
; Suggestion by Morrow, Robinson, Reed, and Dawes for a con-
sultative clause (text printed) to be placed in the naval treaty.

Mar. 27 To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(269) Indications of Senate opposition to consultative pact; attitude
of Department.

Mar. 28 To the of ike American Delegation (tel.)

(271) President's position regarding a consultative pact; statement of

difficulties involved; and a suggested formula (text printed).

Msr. 2S
'

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(171; i Serit to the Ambassador in Japan: Statement suggested by
J and adopted by heads of delegations, March 25 (text

I

printed'
11

: making dear that compromise proposal emerged from
< U. S.-Britiah-Japanese negotiations.

Mar. 2S
j

From fht Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

'172;
i From^ the Ambassador in Japan: Japanese public opinion
I

eonemilns: the naval agreement; desire to know real attitude of
i Jbpaie%e delegation.

Mar^ 29
'

To tie Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

*274, New cLaft formula for consultative pact which has been sug-
ge-ted text printed).

Mai\
j!9 ] F. om the of iht American Delegation (tel.)

( 177}
j

A '

***Iys;s summary of various forms of political pacts which
. have given support during week past.
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To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Message which may be delivered as a personal message from
the President to Briand and Tardieu (text printed) .

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.}

Assumption that British statement of March 30 ends possibility
of five-power

f

pact; belief that every effort should be made to

effect three-power agreement.
(Footnote: Quotation from British statement to the effect that

any further military or naval commitments are impossible.)

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.')

Suggestion that if there is no longer hope for a five-power agree-
ment a message might be conveyed to the Prime Minister from
the President on the possibilities of a three-power treaty.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL)
Belief that there is still hope for a five-power treaty and that

the British statement of March 30 has cleared the atmosphere.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation {tel.}

From the Ambassador in Japan: Information that instructions
are being sent to Japanese delegation; opinion that agreement will

be accepted with slight change.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that the reply of the Japanese Government has
been presented and that it is substantially a complete acceptance
of the compromise agreement; belief that British-French negoti-
ations are hopeful.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Report that, following meeting with the British and Japanese,
there seem to be no serious obstacles to agreement with Japan;
and that the President's message has been read to Briand.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Impression that a three-power pact is the inevitable conclusion
and that there might be danger in extending five-power negoti-
ations too long.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Propositions under consideration by the British and French in
regard to security agreement.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

^
Report that Briand is taking security plan to Paris for con-

sideration of French Government, that there is yet hope for five-

power treaty, but that three-power treaty is also being discussed.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that French-British negotiations continue but that
French-Italian deadlock remains; report that all five powers
have adopted the declaration regarding protection of lives from
submarine attack which was submitted to Root in telegram No.
147, March 19. Possible outline for a five-power treaty on other
subjects should the five-power agreement on auxiliary tonnage
fail.

96

99

99

100

101

102

102

103

104
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Apr. 10

(211)

Apr. 10

(212)

Apr. 11

(323)

Apr. 22

(253)

Apr. 22

May 20

(127)

May 24

(6&T1)

June 5

(A 3861;
1/45)

Oct. 3

(16)

Oct. 22

(265)

Oct. 27

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (iel.)

Report that all questions have been settled with Japanese;
that British have practically given up hope of agreement with

Italy and France on auxiliary tonnage; and that, to forestall

acrimonious termination of the Conference, a composite treaty
on basis outlined in telegram No. 207 has been proposed.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL)

Statement that agreement has been reached with British, and
Japanese and that attempt is being made to reach agreement with
French and Italians so that work may be embodied in a single
treaty. Skeleton of proposed five-power treaty.

(Request for repetition to Tokyo.)

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL}

By instruction of the President: Congratulations on success
of result achieved.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL)

For the President: Notification that the naval treaty is signed.

Treaty for the Limitation and Reduction of Naval Armament
Text of treaty signed by the United States, France, Great

Britain, Italy and Japan.

To the Ambassador in Great Britain (teL)

Proposal for exchange of notes (text printed) to clear up pos-
sible misunderstanding of article 19.

(Footnote: Sent also to Ambassador in Japan, mutatis mutan-
dis, on same date.)

From the Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador in Japan

Desired statement of Japan*s understanding of article 1 9.

From the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the Amer-
ican Ambassador in Great Britain

Desired statement of Great Britain's understanding of article
19.

To the Minister in the Irish Free State
(tel.\

_ Understanding that, since Japan has ratified treaty, Australia,
New Zealand, and India will ratify promptly; instructions to
take up matter with Free State in the interests of immediate
action.

(Footnote: Information that Japan ratified treaty on
October 2.)

From the Ambassador in Great Britain (teL)
Press communique* (text printed) concerning deposit of rati-

fications at Foreign Office on October 27.

frocks-Verbal of Depo&ii of Ratifications
Text of proces-verbal.
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1930
Oct. 27

(25)

From the Minister in the Irish Free State (tel.)

Advice by President of Irish Free State that treaty will not be
ratified until Dail meets in November.

(Footnote: Information that ratification was deposited on
December 31, 1930.)

[Note: Statement issued by Department on September 30,

1941, concerning the termination of certain parts of the treaty
and the ratification of part IV without limit of time by France,
Italy, and various other countries.]

130

130

NEGOTIATIONS LOOKING TOWAKD A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OP^'FBENCH AND
ITALIAN NAVAL CONSTKUCTION

1930

May 16

(42)

Aug. 11

(181)

Sept. 6

(281)

Sept. 26
(87)

Oct. 8

(927)

Oct. 14

(324)

Oct. 15

(258)

From the Minister in Switzerland (tel.)

Report of statement by Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs,

Grandi, that Italy intends to equal French 1930-31 naval pro-
gram but is willing to retard, reduce, or stop building to the same
extent that France will do likewise while the two Governments
attempt to solve the difficulties arising from their naval pro-
grams.

From the Ambassador in Great Britain (tel.)

Information that French and Italians have arranged for infor-
mal conversations to begin in Paris on August 15.

From the Ambassador in France (tel.)

Understanding that nothing definite was accomplished in
French-Italian conversations, the essential obstacle being Italy's
insistence on parity and France's inability to concede it.

From the Minister in Switzerland (tel.)

Provisions of French proposal of September 19; Italian atti-
tude that it represents a retrogression. Indications that the
next session of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament
Conference will begin with the matter unsettled.

From the Ambassador in France
Statement of the French position by the President of the

Council of Ministers.

From the Ambassador in France (tel.)

Information obtained by Acting Military Attach6 concerning
French naval program for 1931.

To the Ambassador in Great Britain (tel.)

Information that officials of the Department have proposed to
the British and Japanese representatives that the three countries
suggest to France and Italy that they defer the parity issue until
1936, in the meantime issuing unilateral declarations of their
naval programs which, presumably, would have been worked out
beforehand and which would constitute no threat to the levels set
forth in the London Naval Treaty. Explanation of IT. S. Gov-
ernment 1

s desire not to be alone in its efforts.

132
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133

133

135
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137
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Date and
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1930
Oct. 16

(190)

Oct. 16
(260)

Oct. 16

(91)

Oct. 16
(261)

Oct. 20
(334)

Oct. 22

(197)

Oct. 22
(337)

Oct. 23
(268)

To the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

Summary of October 15 conversation with the Japanese

Ambassador, at the close of which the Secretary stated his inten-

tion of taking up the matter with the French and Italian Ambas-
sadors in the near future and expressed his hope that the Japanese
Foreign Minister might do something of the same sort.

To the Ambassador in France (tel.)

Account of conversation with the French Ambassador in which
the Secretary made his proposal for unilateral declarations of

naval programs; similar conversations with the Italian, British,
and Japanese Ambassadors, urging them to join in representa-
tions.

(Footnote: Sent also to Ambassador in Great Britain.)

To the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

Conversation with the Italian Ambassador in which the Secre-

tary stressed the importance of a French-Italian agreement
before the November 6 meeting of the Preparatory Commission.

To the Ambassador in France (tel.)

Instructions to take Mr, Gibson, who will arrive in Paris
October 24, to see the Prime Minister and the Foreign Minister
for the purpose of discussing Department's telegram No. 260,
October 16.

(Footnote: Information that a similar telegram was sent to
the Ambassador in Italy instructing him to take Mr. Gibson to
see the Italian Foreign Minister, and that the Embassy in Japan
was informed of these steps.)

From the Charge in France (tel.)

Conversation with the Counselor of the British Embassy in

regard to the source of U. S. information on the French naval
program.

From the Ambassador in Japan (tel.)

Information that the Japanese Ambassadors in France and
Italy have been instructed to express verbally the views outlined
by the Secretary to the Japanese Ambassador in the United
States.

(Footnote: Statement that on October 30 the Japanese Ambas-
sador reported to the Department the steps taken by his Govern-
ment.)

From the Charge in France (tel.}

Opinion of the Counselor of the British Embassy that the
French have no intention for the present of making any announce-
ment regarding a building program the effect of which might be
unfortunate.

To the Ambassador in Great Britain (tel.)

^
Account of telegram received by the British Ambassador from

his Government concluding that joint representation might do
more harm than good; explanation that U. S. suggestion was not
for joint action; belief that British are overly optimistic in be-
lieving that rumors concerning French naval program are un-
founded; instructions to discuss the matter with the Prime
Minister.

(Repeated to Embassy in France.)
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To the Charge in France (tel.)

Belief that the French Ambassador has not put across true gist
of Secretary's suggestions; instructions that Mr. Gibson should

emphasize each point as if the French Government had no pre-
vious knowledge of the subject.

(Footnote: Repeated to the Ambassador in Great Britain.)

From the Ambassador in Great Britain (tel.)

Prime Minister's statement that matter had never been pre-
sented to him as outlined on the basis of Department's No. 268,
October 23, and that he intended to take it up with Foreign
Minister in detail.

From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

Account of Japanese Charge's conversation with Grandi.

From the Charge in France (tel.)

From Gibson and Wilson: Report that British, French, and
Japanese Governments have apparently misunderstood Sec-

retary's suggestion; clarifying conversations with British Am-
bassador, who now agrees as to widsom of suggested course, and
with Japanese Ambassador, who now states that he will take
similar action.

From the British Ambassador
Instructions issued to British Ambassadors in France and Italy

(text printed) to express British interest in the reaching of a
French-Italian naval accord and to tender good offices of British
Government to that end.

From the Ambassador in Italy (tet.)

Advice from the British Ambassador that he has received his
instructions and will make representations to the Italian Gov-
ernment.

Memorandum "by the Assistant Secretary of State

Conversation, October 27, with the Italian Ambassador, who
stated that Italy had taken the initiative in presenting com-

fromise
proposals but that Mussolini felt that a one-sided

talian declaration might be too dangerous, since there was no
proof that France would not continue her building program.

From the Charge in France (tel.)

From Gibson and Wilson: Information from British Ambassa-
dor that he has carried out his instructions, and that Foreign
Office official replied that first step toward resumption of negotia-
tions must come from Italy.

From the Ambassador in Great Britain (tel.)

Report of representations made by British Ambassadors in
France and Italy.

To the Chargt in France (tel)
For Gibson: French Ambassador's inquiry as to what kind of

French-Italian compromise the Secretary would recommend, in

reply to which the Secretary reiterated his suggestion that, until

1936, Italy lay aside her insistence upon parity and France her
insistence upon the exact figures of the loi navale, with the idea
that a modus vivendi might then be worked out and announced in
unilateral declarations.
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1930
Oct. 27

(341)

Oct. 27

(342)

Oct. 28

(343)

Subject

Oct. 28

(344)

Oct. 28

(345)

Oct. 30

(349)

Oct. 30

(2S3)

Get, 30

Oct. 30

(101)

From the Chargt in France (tel.)

From Gibson: Explanation of the Secretary's plan to the

President of the Council of Ministers, who, when he understood

what was really intended, expressed approval of the idea.

From the Chargt in France (tel) .,,.,,
From Gibson: Assertion by the President of the Council that

the real obstacle to naval agreement is to find levels which will

satisfy the British, but that negotiations are now going on which

he hopes will soon be successfully concluded.

From the Charg6 in Fiance (tel.)

From Gibson: The Japanese Ambassadors account of his con-

versation with the Secretary General of the Ministry for Foreign

Affairs, who thought that the only way to break the deadlock was
for the United States, Britain, and Japan to consult with France

to fix a level in auxiliary craft satisfactory to parties to the London

Treaty and to France
,~
after which the Italian problem would be

simpler.

From the Chargt in France (tel.}

From Gibson: Supplement to telegram No. 341, October 27,

giving full summary of remarks to the President of the Council.

From the Charg6 in France (tel.)

From Gibson: Discussion with a Foreign Office spokesman in

which the spokesman urged that Italy be informed that France is

anxious to resume conversations at any time, and also set forth

the terms of an arrangement regarding auxiliary tonnage now
being discussed with the British (text printed) .

From the Charge in France (tel.}

Report of press telegram to the effect that Washington says
Gibson has a free hand to try to bring France and Italy together
and may visit Rome; request for instructions as to handling of

anticipated inquiries.

To the Chargt in France (tel.}

Information that Secretary has refused either to affirm or deny
press inferences; suggestion that discussion of the subject be
avoided as far as possible.

Memorandum by the Secretary of Siate

Conversation with the Italian Ambassador in which the Secre-

tary said that Gibson was going to Rome to confer with Grandi
and expressed his hope that Grandi would hear him with the
carefulattention which the importance of the situation demanded;
and in which the Ambassador presented a memorandum (text
printed) with reference to the French contention that France must
defend herself on two seas.

From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

From Gibson: Report that message has been delivered to
Grandi but that Grandi expressed no views as to the possibilities
of a solution by the method suggested and seemed to have little

hope of an agreement.
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From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

From Gibson: Interview with the press, whose information

regarding naval conversations was so inaccurate that it could be
denied and a statement made that the agenda of the Preparatory
Commission was being discussed. Explanation that the agenda
has been discussed in detail and that it has been made clear to
France and Italy that the naval conversations involve only a
repetition of the substance of the Secretary's conversations with
the French and Italian Ambassadors.

From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

From Gibson: Account of two conversations with Foreign
Office officials who seemed more optimistic, and of a courtesy call

on Mussolini during which the naval problem was not mentioned.
Intention to leave shortly for session of Preparatory Commis-

sion at Geneva.

To the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

For Gibson: Reported British suggestion for solution of naval

problem.

From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

From Gibson: Request for reassurance that line taken with the

press agrees with the Secretary's.

To the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

For Gibson: Information, in reply to telegram ISTo. 104, that the
the Secretary has not denied categorically that French-Italian
difficulties are being discussed but has denied any suggestion of

good offices, mediation, or set formulae, and has emphasized con-
nection between Gibson's visit and forthcoming meeting of Pre-

paratory Commission.

From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

From Gibson: Comments from various sources on Secretary's

suggested method of solution.

To the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

For Gibson: Possible desirability of suggesting to the French
that they issue a unilateral declaration on basis of figures accept-
able to the British, with a proviso that they will be observed up
to 1936 unless some other power's naval construction should
render alteration necessary.

(Footnote: Repeated to the Ambassador in Great Britain.)

From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

From Gibson.: Pessimistic attitude of Grandi as a result of a
statement by the French Ambassador that Franco would continue
conversations if Italy would abandon the idea of parity. Con-
viction that Italians sincerely desire an agreement and will make
substantial sacrifices if they can avoid the appearance of diplo-
matic defeat.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Prepara-
tory Commission (tel.)

Suggestion that in the event of a French-Italian deadlock a

proposal based upon a differentiation between replacement and
construction might be put forth.
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166
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3>ate and
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1930
Nov. 6

(3)

Nov. 6

Nov. 6

(1)

Nov. 7
(9)

Nov. 8
(361)

Nov. II

(14)

Nov. 13

(IT)

Nov. 13

Nov. 13
(20)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Prepara-
tory Commission (tel.)

Efforts to correct misunderstanding between French and
Italian Governments in regard to message delivered by French
Ambassador to Grand! as reported In telegram No. 107, Novem-
ber 3.

Memorandum by the Secretary of State

Conversation with the French Ambassador who put forth the

proposition that if France should build three battleships, as she
had a right to do under the Washington Treaty, this would es-

tablish the desired superiority ov^er Italy and permit France to
be generous to Italy in the matter of auxiliary vessels.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory
Commission (tel).

Account of conversation with the French Ambassador of same
date; indications that plan proposed is more acceptable to the
French Admiralty than to the Prime Minister. Approval of

suggestion set forth in telegram No. 2, November 5.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Prepara-
tory Commission (tel.)

Opinion that it may be possible to exercise conciliatory influ-

ence in French-Italian negotiations, explanation that it is being
made clear, however, that the United States has no desire to
exercise mediation or good offices.

From the Charge in France (tel.)

Indications of great confidence of the French in Gibson's

ability and disinterestedness.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Prepara-
tory Commission (tel.)

Various points discussed by French and Italian officials;
information that the possibility of a distinction between re-

placement and new construction is being examined by Britain
and France.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Prepara-
tory Commission (tel.)

Italian delegate's description of his recent conversations
with the British and the French.

Memorandum by the Secretary of State

Conversation with the Italian Ambassador in which the Am-
bassador expressed Grandi's doubts that the French wished to
make an agreement, in reply to which the Secretary stated that
he was confident that the French were ready to make a fair

agreement and that he hoped the Italians would not block it.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory
Commission (tel.)

Three possibilities for solution of French-Italian difficulties as
set forth by British delegate (Craigie); misgivings in regard to
plan for France to reach agreement with Britain and enter London
treaty without Italy.
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From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory
Commission (tel.)

Suggestion by Craigie to Italian and French delegates of new
plan for auxiliary vessels.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory
Commission (tel.)

Information that French-Italian discussions are adjourned
while French Cabinet is being reconstituted. Conversation with
Italian delegate, who brought the matter up to date, including
statement hi figures of Craigie's latest plan, and his attitude con-

cerning it.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory
Commission (tel.)

Craigie's opinion that the additional 8,000 tons of submarines
which the Italians demand is now the only important point be-
tween France and Italy.

From the Minister in Switzerland (tel.)

Information that Craigie has been invited to Rome to discuss
his proposal; possibility that Japanese may object to submarine
levels set forth therein.

From the Ambassador in Italy (tel.)

Italian official's private assurance to Craigie that Italy will be
able, if France does the same, to accept his proposal with the ex-

ception of the submarine tonnage and the scrapping of pre-
Washington cruisers; Craigie's hope that negotiations can be con-
cluded before January 16 meeting of the Council of the League of
Nations.

(Repeated to Brussels and Berne.)

From the Charge in 'France (tel.)

Craigie's statement that it is difficult for the French to con-
centrate on negotiations because of political crisis.

(Repeated to Brussels, Berne, and Rome.)

To the Ambassador in Belgium (tel.)

Italian Ambassador's assertion that Craigie's proposal is

being cordially considered by the Italian Government but that
the situation is made more difficult by the malevolent attitude
of the French press. Authorization to proceed to London and/or
Paris for any appropriate action.

From the Ambassador in Belgium (tel.)

Doubt that it would be wise to proceed either to London or to
Paris at the present time.
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1930

Nov. 15 ' From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(23) i Request for advice on broad escape clause (text printed) which
I

it is proposed to circulate In advance as a proposed "American
|
amendment."

I

Xov. 17 : To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(6) ; Approval of t lie text of escape clause with two possible changes
'

(text printed;.

Xov. IS Fr&rn the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL')

(26) I

Desire to know what comment on the amendment the De-
! partment proposes to make to the press, in view of second sug-
i gested change.
i

Xov. 18 i
7*0 the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(7) j Suggest Ion that, to avoid undue comment, the phraseology
|

of the second suggestion might be made identical with that of
I London Xaval Treaty, or that United States might refrain

I
from making any proposal whatever regarding the escape

I

clause.

Xov. 18 From the Chairman cf the Arriericcn Delegation (tel.*)

(27)
|

Inquiry regarding slight modification of Department's
i suggested wording.

NOT. 19 ! To the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL}

(8) | Opinion that phraseology of London Xaval Treaty should be
I

used or that no American proposal regarding escape clause
i should be made.

Nov. 19
' From ike Chairman of the American Delegation (teL}

(29)
I

Decision that it would be better not to circulate an American
! escape clause at present but to let it come out in the course of the
i debates; further suggestions in regard to form of clause, with
|

request for comments.

NOT. 20
|

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(9) f Enumeration of four alternative plans of action in regard to an
] escape clause, in the order of the Department's preference, and
; request that the Department be informed as to which plan is

\ finally decided upon.

Nov. 21 t From the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL)

(33) |
Account of conversations with other delegates which have

! confirmed the opinion that the best course is the one indicated by
1 the Department as first in the order of preference ; draft of clause
'

which it is planned to circulate the following day (text printed).

Xov. 22 : To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

(10) . Approval of draft clause set forth in delegation's telegram jSTo.

: 33, November 21.
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1930
Nov. 26

(39)

Nov. 28
(45)

Nov. 28
(13)

Dec. 1

(49)

Dec. 4
(54)

Dec. 4
(55)

Dec. 5

(20)

Dec. 9
(60)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Discussion of texts drawn up by the special subcommittee deal-

ing with chapter V of the convention relating to the Permanent
Disarmament Commission; opinion that the}' meet U. S. views in

most of the essentials; request for permission to express approval
of texts at third reading and willingness to accept them as basis for

discussions at the General Disarmament Conference.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Report of rapid progress toward third reading; explanation
that these texts should be regarded as constituting only a memo-
randum as a starting point for discussions in the final Conference.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Approval of tex'ts as telegraphed, on the understanding that
such approval does not prejudice Department's attitude at final

Conference when figures are under discussion.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (teL)

Report of progress toward approval of final drafting and report.

From ibe Chairman of the American Delegation (teL)
Fear that there will be an excessive amount of self-congratula-

tion on results achieved by draft convention, with resultant dis-

illusionment; information that in order to sound a note of warn-
ing as to realities a speech has been prepared which is being sub-
mitted for Department's approval.

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Text of speech referred to in telegram No. 54, December 4.

To the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Approval of tenor and purpose of speech; suggestion that one
quotation be omitted.

(Footnote: Information that speech was altered as suggested
by Department before being delivered December 9.)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation (tel.)

Information that Commission adjourned on the afternoon of
December 9.

197

199

200

200

200

201

20S

203

CONFERENCE FOR THE CODIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, HELD AT THE
HAGUE, MARCH 13-ApRiL 20, 1930, AND TEXT OF PROTOCOL RELATING TO
MILITARY OBLIGATIONS IN CERTAIN CASES OF DOUBLE NATIONALITY.

1929
Oct. 15

(C.L.
271.

1929. V.)

Dec. 12

FTom the Secretary General of the League of Nations
Invitation to the first Codification Conference, which is to meet

at The Hague on March 13, 1930 t to consider the questions of: (1)

nationality, (2) territorial waters, and (3) the responsibility of
states for damages caused in their territory to the persons or
property of foreigners.

To President Hoover
Recommendation that Congress be requested to give favorable

consideration to the enclosed draft of a joint resolution providing
\ for U. S. representation at the Conference.

204

206
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!

Feb. 27
'

To Mr. Dcnd Hunter Miller, Editor of Treaties, Department of

\

State.

i
Designation of Mr. Miller as chairman of the American deiega-

|

tion and of Mr. Hackworth as alternate chairman.
I

Feb. 27
j

To the Chairman of the American Delegation and the Alternate
Chairman

Information that according to present advice it is not expected
that conventions will be signed: instructions not to sign a conven-
tion without prior cable authorization.

Mar. I To the Minister in Switzerland (tel)

(16) Communication for the Secretary General of the League giving
names of delegates and technical advisers (text printed).

Mar. 24 From the Minuter in the Netherlands (tel.}

(37) From Miller: Report that after a week of daily meetings the

progress is limited and slow.

Mar. 31 From the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

(42) From Miller: Statement that there is no possibility that Con-
ference will adopt as a clause of a nationality convention the pro-
posal of National Woman's Party that there be no distinction
based on sex: suggested form of a resolution by the Conference
(text printed) recommending the principle to the study of the
Governments.

(Footnote: Department's approval of form of resolution.)

Apr. 5 From the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

(46) From Miller: Opinion that the proposed convention on nation-

ality should not be signed because of certain features not accept-
able to L nited States.

Apr. 6 From the Minister in ih* Netherlands (tel.)

(49) From Miller: Information that nationality convention will be
open for signature until December 31, 1930; opinion, however, that
it is better to say at this Conference that United States will not
sign.

Apr. 6 From the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

(50) From Miller: Present belief that result of the Conference will

be a set-back to the idea of codification of international law, as

nationality agreement will be limited, and others, if reached at all,

will be limited. Opinion that discussions have been valuable,
however.

Apr. 7
j
To the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

'

For Miller: Instructions to inform Conference that delegation
has recommended against signature of nationality convention

; even though signature is permitted until end of 1930.

Apr. 7 From the Minister in the Netherlands (lei.)

(53) ;
From Miller: Proposal to commission on territorial waters that

'..
the commission abandon idea of a signed convention and submit

. to the Governments for future consideration a report of com-
;
- mission's studies and deliberations; information that this plan
I will be followed.
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From the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

From Miller: Recommendations adopted by commission on
nationality (text printed): comments and recommendations
thereon.

From, the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

From Miller: Various protocols adopted by commission on
nationality (texts printed); recommendation that tlie protocols
not be signed.

To the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

For Miller: Approval of recommendations in telegrams Nos.
54 and 55 of April 8.

From the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

From Miller: Recommendation that U. S. delegation be given
authorization to sign the Final Act of the Conference; explana-
tion that it will contain nothing of a contractual nature.

To the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

For Miller: Telegram from chairman of Inter-American
Commission of Women (text printed) stating that XL S. delega-
tion is not fighting to prevent adoption of nationality conven-
tion based on sex discrimination and is supporting two articles
based on inequality; request for information concerning the
two articles mentioned.

To the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

For Miller: Information that feminine lobby is working for

postponement of any convention on nationality; reiteration of
view that none of these subjects is ready for world codification
and that satisfactory conventions have not been expected;
suggestion that view might be expressed that U. S. Government
deems it unwise for the Conference to attempt to legislate on
questions where there is real conflict of opinion.

To the Minister in the Netherlands (iel.)

For Miller: Authorization to sign Final Act provided it is

merely a record and binds no one.

From the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

From Miller: Texts of the articles referred to in telegram No.
30, April 10, and reasons for action taken; opinion that action of
the Conference on. nationality has not crystallized the views of
other countries in opposition to U. S. policy but that, on the
contrary, the discussions have shown world opinion to be in a
state of flux with the trend toward U. S. policy.

From the Minister in the Netherlands (tel.)

From Miller: Report on last two sessions of the Conference,
the last session being devoted to the signing of a nationality
convention, three protocols, and the Final Act, of which the
U. S. delegation signed only the Final Act.

To the Minister in Switzerland (tel.)

Instructions to proceed to Geneva to sign the protocol relating
to military obligations in certain cases of double nationality
(full powers being forwarded by mail) .

(Footnote: Signature of protocol on December 31, 1930.)
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XL MST OF PAPERS

GEXERAL
CONFERENCE FOE CODIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW, HELD AT THE HAGUE,
MARCH 1.'{-APRIL 1*0, 1JO, AND TEXT OF PROTOCOL RELATING TO MILJTART OBLI-

GATIONS IN 'CERTAIN CASES OF DOUBLE NATIONALITY Continued

Date and Subject
number

:

1930

Apr. 12
:

Protocol Relating^
to Military Obligations in Certain Cases

'

of Double Xationality
Text of protocol signed at The Haffue.

1937
Feb. 24 Pmfa

:
Text of prores-verbal regarding the deposit of the ten ratifica-

tions or accessions referred to in article 1 1 of the protocol relating
to military obligation? in certain cases of double nationality,

; signed at the Hague, April 12, 1930.

224

230

ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES REGARDING A PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THS
COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OP NATIONS

1930 .

May 22 From, the British Embassy
Information concerning; proposed amendments to the Cove-

:
nant of the League ; inquiry as to whether the proposed new para-
graph 7 bis in article 15 is likely to affect adversely the prospects

; of the V. S. Senate's accepting the Protocol of Accession of the

j

United States to the Permanent Court of International Justice;
1 and indication that in such event the British Government would
; be inclined to oppose the new paragraph.

Slay 27 j
To the British Embassy

i

Advice that the new paragraph 7 bis would effect a fundamen fcal

i change in the situation which existed at the time of the Senate
i reservation and at the time the protocol of accession ofthe United
! States to the Permanent Court of International Justice was signed.

May 27 ! Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Western European
I Afairs
I

Conversation with the Counselor of the British Embassy in

I which the Counselor was informed that the statement supra was
i the Department's only observation concerning the new para-
1

graph, since the United'States did not wish to prevent the League
I

from carrying out its wishes in the matter.

232

233

234

POLICY OF UNITED STATES REGARDING THE BANK FOE INTERNATIONAL
SETTLEMENTS

Mar, 5
'

Prom tk? Chargl in Siritzerland

(1336)
'

Request for instructions as to the attitude and duties of the

\
Legation and the Consulate in respect to the Bank for Inter-

'

national Settlements to be opened at Basel on April 1.

Apr. 29 To the Charge in Switzerland
(873) Instructions as to the attitude of the Legation in regard to the

bank, with reference also to instructions being sent to the
Consul at Basel.

Apr. 29
.

To the Consul at

Instructions with regard to the new Bank for International
Settlements, with explanation that the Consul is charged with
no special mission toward the Bank and that the United States
Is not a party to the international agreements pursuant to which
it founded.
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LIST OF PAPERS XLI

GENERAL
PRESENCE OP AMERICAN UNOFFICIAL OBSERVERS AT GENEVA DURING THE
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES FOR A TARIFF TRUCE, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1930
AND NOVEMBER 1930

Date and
number Subject Page

1930
Jan. 18
(C.L.9.
1930. II.)

Feb. 8

(12)

Feb. 8

(31)

Feb. 28

Mar. 25

Oct. 9

(1692 L.
N. 1824)

Oct. 14

(98)

Nov. 18

Nov. 28

From the Secretary General of the League of Nations
Information concerning the Conference to convene on Feb-

ruary 17, 1930.

To the Charg^ in Switzerland (teL)

Note for the Secretary General (text printed) conveying
U. S. Government's intention not to participate in Conference
but to follow its action with sympathetic interest; instructions

to inform Secretary General that Mr. Edwin C. Wilson is being
associated with the Consulate at Geneva to follow the
proceedings.

To the Ambassador in France (teL)

For Wilson: Instructions to proceed to Geneva for the du-
ration of the Conference to assume charge of the political and
economic work of the Consulate insofar as it relates to the
Conference.

From the Consul at Geneva (teL)

From Wilson: Report that the subject being discussed which
is of principal interest to the United States is the question of the
effect of multilateral economic agreements upon the most-
favored-nation clause in bilateral treaties; summary of position
of the question.

From the Consul at Geneva (teL)

From Wilson: Description of three documents signed at final

plenary session, March 24; information that a conference will be
held in November to decide whether and when the commercial
convention is to come into force.

From the Charge in Switzet land
Transmittal of a letter from the Deputy Secretary General of

the League stating that a second Conference of Concerted Eco-
nomic Action is to meet at Geneva November 17, and offering
facilities to a U. S, representative or observer.

To the Minister in Switzerland (teL)
Instructions to advise Secretary General that the American

Consul at Geneva will be instructed to follow the proceedings.

From the Consul at Geneva (teL)

Convening of the Second Conference; report that the date
for ratifications of the commercial convention of March 24 will

probably be extended and the fixing of the time for its coming into
force will probably be postponed until the January meeting.

From the Consul at Geneva (tel.)

Information that Conference, which ended November 28, is

considered to have been a failure as far as negotiations with a view
to ameliorating present tariff conditions are concerned; summary
of results of Conference.
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243

244

244

245



XLII LIST OF PAPERS

GENERAL
CRITICISM OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS IN AMERICAN TARIFF LEGISLATION

Date and
number

Subject Page

1930

Apr. 11

May 6

May 12

July 3

(676)

To Senator Reed Smoot
Provisos in the pending tariff bill which are inconsistent with

the most-favored-nation treaties of the United States; suggested

provisions for reconciling the bill with U. S. treaty obligations.

From the Under Secretary of State to the Secretary of State

Memorandum by the Chief of the Treaty Division (text

printed) enumerating provisos of bill which violate treaty obli-

gations, and suggesting a means of avoiding such violation. Dec-
laration that the memorandum is correct but that the Department
has done all it can in the matter.

From the German Embassy
Expression of grave concern felt by German industries over the

effect the new tariff bill will have on their trade.

From the Ambassador in France
Letter from the French Minister of Commerce, July 2, con-

cerning unfortunate repercussions on French opinion of U. S.

actions, particularly concerning laces, and Ambassador's reply of

July 3 (texts printed) ; opinion that it is important that considera-
tion be given to the matter if a possible tariff war is to be pre-
vented.

246

247

248

249

REPRESENTATIONS BY FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS REGARDING SENATE BILL?
FOR THE DEPORTATION OF CERTAIN ALIEN SEAMEN

1930
Jan. 23

Apr. 1

Apr. 8

(1280)

Apr. 15

From the British Embassy
Representations against Senate bill 1941 which is identical with

Senate bill 717 of the 70th Congress; opinion that it would conflict

with well-established international practice and would discrimi-
nate against foreign vessels trading in U. S. ports.

From the Canadian Legation
Expression of concern in regard to possible passage of Senate

bill 1941 and House bill 7763.

From the Netherlands Legation
Request that Legation's note verbale of January 17, 1928, be

considered applicable to the bill (S. 202) providing for the depor-
tation of certain alien seamen, which was ordered reported favor-

ably from the Senate Committee on Immigration on April 7, 1930.

From the German Embassy
Statement that the apprehension expressed by the German

Government on January 21, 1928, with regard to Senate bill 717
also applies to bills S. 202, S. 1941, and H."'R. 7763.

252

253

254

255

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LOAD LINES, HELD AT LONDON,
MAY 20-JULY 5, 1930

1929
Dec. 21

(664)

From the British Ambassador
Information that a committee had been appointed 2^ years

before to review work previously done on load lines, to consider
certain special problems, etc.; inquiry whether, in the opinion of
the IT. S. Government, the report of the committee would form a
suitable basis for international discussion.

255



LIST OF PAPERS XLIII

GENERAL
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LOAD LIKES HELD AT LONDON, MAY 2O-

JULY 5, 1930 Continued

Bate and
number Subject Page

1930
Feb. 7 I

To the British Ambassador
I Opinion that an international meeting to discuss load lines

1 would be desirable and that the committee's report would proper-
ly form the basis for discussion.

Feb. 7 1
From the British Ambassador

(63) I Invitation to the conference looking to the conclusion of a con-

vention on load lines, to be convened in London, May 20, 1930.

Apr. 29 To the American Delegation
Instructions to U. S. delegates, including plenary powers to

negotiate, conclude, and sign a convention on load lines.

May 8 To the British Ambassador
Formal acceptance of invitation; list of names of delegates and

technical advisers.

May 8 To the Ambassador in Great Britain

(357) Information as to action taken, and instructions to follow pro-

ceedings of Conference with care since the Department is not

represented on the delegation.

July 5 International Load Line Convention and Final Protocol

Text of convention and protocol signed by the United States
and 29 other countries.

July 5 Final Ad of the Load Line Conference
Text of the Final Act signed by the United States and 29 other

countries.

256

257

258

260

261

261

273

DISINCLINATION OF THE UNITED STATES To ACT To SECFBE RATIFICATION OF
DBAFT CONVENTION ON OIL POLLUTION OF NAVIGABLE WATEBS

1929

Aug. 22

1930

May 23

June 7

June 12

From the British Embassy
British Government's interest in the adoption of the oil pollu-

tion convention prepared as a result of the conference at Wash-
ington in 1926; inquiry whether the U. S. Government, if officially

approached, would be willing to exert its good offices on behalf of
the draft convention.

From the British Ambassador
Request for reply to Embassy's aide-mSmoire of August 22,

1929.

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs
Request for authorization to explain orally to an officer of the

British Embassy that the U. S. Government is not at present dis-

posed to make any move in the matter.
(Footnote: Information that the request is marked "O. K." by

the Under Secretary of State.)

Memorandum by the Chief of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs
Conversation with the Second Secretary of the British Embassy

in which it was explained that those especially interested thought
that it

vj
ould be well for the United States "first to regulate the

matter in its own waters by domestic legislation and then to
revert to discussion of an international agreement.
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XLIV LIST OF PAPERS

GENERAL
COOPEBATION OF THE UNITED STATES WlTH SEVERAL OTHER

RECONNAISSANCE SURVEYS FOR AN INTER-AMERICAN HIGHWAY

Date and
number

1930

July 1

(31)

July 11

(46)

July 12

(33)

July 16

(49)

July 21

(119)

Aug. 27

(133)

Sept. 2

(83)

Oct. 1

(40)

Oct. 7

(2834)

Oct. 10

(69)

Subject

To the Minister in Panama
Notification of the departure for Cristobal of the members of

the Technical Committee on Inter-American Highway Recon-
naissance Surveys; information that Panama has not requested
U. S. cooperation in the surveys; and instructions to bring the
matter to the attention of the appropriate officials in order that
such cooperation may be made available if the Panaman Govern-
ment so desires. Formal instructions for delivery to the members
of the Committee (text printed) .

(Footnote: Information that instructions in regard to the
same matter were sent on July 22 and 23 to American diplomatic
missions in Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, and Nicaragua.)

From the Minister in Panama (tel.}

Report that the Panaman Government is taking steps to

request cooperation of the Tecllnical Commission and has offered
the Commission office quarters in the National Palace; request
for instructions as to acceptance.

To the Minister in Panama
Advice that the Department perceives no objection to the

Commission's acceptance of the office quarters.

To the Minister in Panama (tel.}

Receipt of formal notification of Panama's desire for U. S. co-

operation in the survey; instructions to present the members of
the Commission to the appropriate authorities for that purpose.

From the Minister in Panama
Official presentation of members of the Commission and expres-

sion of appreciation for office quarters made available.

From the Minister in Nicaragua
Nicaraguan desire for survey to begin there as soon as engineers

find it convenient, and expression of gratitude for U. S. cooper-
ation.

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.}

Honduran acceptance of the cooperation of the U. S. engineers.

To the Minister in Honduras
Instructions to ascertain whether it will be agreeable to Hondu-

ras to have the surveys begun there as soon as the engineers
are able to proceed to that country.

From the Charge in Mexico
Note from Foreign Office declining U. S. offer, stating that the

National Commission of Roads will do the work in Mexico, and
naming the places where the Inter-American Highway will cross
the Mexican frontier.

From the Minister in Panama (tel.)

Request for verification of press reports that Honduras has re-

quested cooperation; Committee's desire for Honduras to be in-

formed that engineers can begin about November 1.



LIST OF PAPERS

GENERAL

XLV

COOPERATION OF THE UNITED STATES WITH SEVERAL OTHER GOVERNMENTS IN
RECONNAISSANCE SURVEYS FOR AN INTER-AMERICAN HIGHWAY Continued

Subject

From the Minister in Guatemala
Guatemalan pleasure in receiving U. S. cooperation if it occa-

sions no expense.

To the Minister in Honduras (tel.}

Request for reply to instruction No. 40, October 1, in view of

engineers' availability to begin survey in Honduras November 1.

To the Minister in Panama (ieZ.)

Advice that Honduras has requested cooperation but that no
reply has been received as to time.

From the Minister in Panama
Desire of Technical Committee to continue its survey into

Costa Rica from Panama; request for information as to attitude
of Costa Rica and also of Salvador.

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Honduran willingness for the engineers to come about Novem-
ber 1.

To the Minister in Panama
Notification of Honduran agreement to November 1st date;

instructions to ask if Committee has mailed first quarterly report
to Department; and information that Costa Rican Government
has not as yet requested cooperation.

From the Minister in Panama
Report that the Costa Rican Minister in Panama has rec'om-

mended to his Government that the cooperation of the U. S.

engineers be requested at an early date.

From the Charg& in Panama
Memorandum by the chairman of the Technical Committee

(text printed) of a conversation with the Costa Rican Minister
in Panama in regard to the proposed survey work.

To the Minister in El Salvador
Instructions concerning cooperation needed from El Salvador

even though that section of the Highway has already been
located and partially or completely constructed.

291

292

292

292

293

293

294

294

296

CONVENTION ON THE REGULATION OF AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC, SIGNED AT WASH-
INGTON, OCTOBER 6, 1930

Convention on the Regulation of Automotive Traffic
Text of convention signed at the Pan American Union in Wash-

ington.
(Footnote: Principal objections on the part of U. S. Govern-

ment to this convention, which was never submitted to the
Senate.)

From the Chairman of the American Delegation to the Pan Ameri-
can Conference on the Regulation of Automotive Traffic

Report on the Conference under the headings of: (1) antece-
dents of the convention, (2) the Conference at Washington,
and (3) the Inter-American Highway.
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XLVI LIST OF PAPERS

GENERAL
THE CHACO DISPUTE BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY

ACCEPTANCE BY BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY OF THE TTRUGUYAN FORMULA FOR CARRfXlNG
OUT THE TERMS OF THE ' CONCILIATION AGREEMENT OF SEPTEMBER 12, 1929

Subject Page

From the Charg6 in Uruguay
Report on negotiations being carried on in Montevideo be-

tween the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers and the Uruguayan
Foreign Minister regarding the manner of exchanging Forts
Vanguardia and Boquer<5n; Foreign Minister's statement con-
cerning the Uruguayan proposal for conciliation (text printed) ;

and information that the Bolivian Minister has stated that his
Government would accept the proposal, but that the Paraguayan
Minister has declined to comment.

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Bolivian intention of breaking off negotiations in view of

Paraguayan refusal to accept Uruguayan proposal; Foreign
Minister's plan to request Bolivia to postpone action and to

urge Paraguay to cooperate in preventing break-down of nego-
tiations; and Foreign Minister's hope that U. S. Government
will make similar representations to Paraguay.

To the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Information that Legation at Asuncion has been instructed
to express hope that Paraguay will find it possible to accept
Uruguayan proposal.

From the Minister in Paraguay (tel.)

Foreign Office note (passages printed) setting forth Paraguay's
objections to the Uruguayan proposal.

To the Charge in Uruguay (tel.}

Instructions to cable the text of the Uruguayan proposal as
made to Paraguay.

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Text of the Uruguayan proposal to Paraguay.

From the Minister in Paraguay (tel.)

Report that Uruguayan mission favors acceptance of pro-
posal offered by Paraguay, and that a new arbitration agree-
ment is now being drafted.

To the Minister in Paraguay (tel.)

Information that Paraguayan Charge* has presented reasons
why his Government could not agree to Uruguayan formula;
U. S. hope that Paraguayan Government will see its way clear
to accept the Uruguayan proposal.

To the Minister in Paraguay (tel.)

Request for opinion as to whether there is a likelihood that
Paraguay will accept Uruguayan proposal.

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Foreign Minister's efforts to work out formula satisfactory to

Paraguay.
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314

314
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LIST OF PAPERS XLVII

GENERAL
THE CHACO DISPUTE BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY Continued

Subject Page

To the Charg6 in Uruguay (tel.)

Instructions to tell the Foreign Minister that the United
States has been urging Paraguay to accept Uruguay's proposal
and has suggested to other neutral countries that they do like-

wise.

From the Minister in Paraguay (tel.)

Conversations with the Foreign Minister, who states confi-

dentially that Uruguay has accepted new formula mentioned in

telegram No. 6, January 13, but desires to add a declaration to

which the Foreign Minister is at present inclined to object.

(Repeated to La Paz and Montevideo.)

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Attitude of the Foreign Minister that action in exchanging
forts could not be more simultaneous than that provided for in

Uruguayan proposal.

To the Chargb in Uruguay (tel.)

Understanding that the Foreign Minister of Paraguay has

suggested that a protocol be signed]at Montevideo which does not
set forth in detail the procedure for the execution of the obliga-
tions

; opinion that this would put the matter back into the hands
of Uruguay and give tacit consent for that country to proceed on
the basis of its own formula.

From the Charg6 in Uruguay (tel.)

Foreign Minister's opinion that article 5 of the conciliation

agreement did not give Uruguay full liberty of action in carrying
out the protocol, and his intention to propose that Bolivian and
Paraguayan representatives make a declaration that they in-

terpret article 5 as permitting Uruguay the necessary liberty of

action.

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Foreign Minister's decision to propose that Bolivian and Para-

guayan Ministers sign a protocol to the effect that in accordance
with article 5 they grant the Uruguayan Government authoriza-
tion to give ample instructions for the fulfillment of the Washing-
ton protocol.

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Advice from Foreign Minister that Paraguay has accepted his

proposal and that a favorable reply is expected from Bolivia;
protocol which he has proposed that they sign (text printed) .

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Information that the Bolivian Minister has been authorized to

sign protocol, amending it to fix May 1 instead of April 10 as date
for renewal of diplomatic relations.

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Report that, because of the slight changes in wording, Para-

guayan Minister transmitted amended text to his Government
nine days ago; and that Uruguayan Foreign Minister declares
that unless Paraguay accepts, Uruguay will make no further
efforts in the matter.

To the Chargt in Uruguay (tel.)

Department's hope that Uruguay will revert to original sug-
gestion if Paraguay does not accept the modified formula.
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XLVIII LIST OF PAPEES

GENERAL
THE CHACO DISPUTE BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PAKAGTTAY Continued

Date and
number Subject Page

1930
Mar. 29

(20)

Apr. 10

(1018)

July 24

(51)

From the Charge in Uruguay (tel.)

Information that Paraguay has accepted Uruguayan protocol
with Bolivian amendment in the form set forth.

From the Charge in Uruguay
Report of final negotiations; protocol of April 4, signed on

behalf of Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay (text printed).

From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Notification that the final act in accordance with the Wash-
ington agreement was signed July 23 and that Forts Boquer6n
and Vanguardia were returned in the presence of Uruguayan
officers.

323

324

327

ACCEPTANCE BY BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY OF THE PROPOSAL OF THE NEUTRAL
NATIONS TO INSTITUTE DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS IN WASHINGTON FOR THE
SETTLEMENT OF THE BASIC QUESTION

1930
Jan. 6

(2)

Jan. 14
(2)

Jan. 21
(11)

Jan. 22
(14)

Jan. 22
(7)

Jan. 24
(3)

To the Charg^ in Bolivia (tel.)

Agreement of five neutral Governments to present to Bolivia
on January 9 the note proposing that the basic question out-

standing between Bolivia and Paraguay be settled by direct

negotiations between their representatives in Washington or,

failing that, by the good offices of a commission appointed by the
five neutral Governments; instructions to proceed in accordance
with agreement; and information that Mexican modification of
note was accepted by all the neutral Governments.

From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Information that note has been presented but probably will
not be considered seriously by President Siles due to internal

political situation; opinion that President will endeavor to re-
main in office instead of calling elections, and that Paraguayan
delay in effecting the Washington conciliation agreement will be
utilized to make the appearance of a national danger.

From the Minister in Paraguay (teL)

Foreign Minister's intention to notify the League of Nations
of the recent Bolivian movement toward war.

From the Charge in Peru (tel.)

Conversation between the American Ambassador in Argentina
and the President of Peru in which the latter stated his views
regarding the role of the United States in Latin American affairs
and stressed his opinion that the United States should take the
Chaco dispute in hand and address the two Governments very
firmly.

To the Charge in Bolivia (teL)

Instructions, unless it appears inadvisable, to express U. S.
Government's hope that reports regarding imminent Bolivian
attack on Paraguay are unfounded.

From the
Charge^

in Bolivia (tel.)

Report on military action of January 16; opinion that attack
was provoked by Bolivia to create national emergency which
would justify the President in postponing elections.

327
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329
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330
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LIST OF PAPERS XLIX

GENERAL
THE CHACO DISPUTE BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY Continued

Date and
number Subject

1930
Jan. 24

(10)

Jan. 25

(9)

Jan. 27

(4)

Jan. 28

(ID

Feb. 1

(8)

Feb. 8

Feb. 13

(12)

Feb. 19

Feb. 25

(13)

Feb. 27

(15)

Feb. 27
(16)

From the Chargb in Switzerland (tel.)

Message from Acting President of the Council of the League of

Nations to Bolivia, Paraguay, and members of Council (text

printed) expressing hope that no incident will compromise success
of pacific procedure.

To the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Instructions to make representations regarding the recent
hostilities and the possibility of the acceptance of one of the sug-
gestions made by the neutral Governments in their note of

January 9.

From the Charg6 in Bolivia (tel.)

Report of representations made and of Foreign Minister's
statement that he had not studied note of neutral Governments
because he was awaiting results of the Uruguayan representations
relative to completion of the conciliation agreement.

To the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Explanation that there is no connection between the Uruguayan
proposal for the exchange of Forts Vanguardia and Boquertfn and
the neutral Governments' suggestion for a settlement of the
fundamental question; instructions to call this to the attention
of the Foreign Minister.

From the Charg6 in Bolivia (tel.)

Report that, in spite of his statements and promises, President
Siles has not yet considered the neutral note of January 9.

From the Brazilian Ambassador
Explanation of Brazil's unostensible role in the Bolivian-

Paraguayan controversy, and expression of wishes for the success
of U. S. diplomacy.

From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Manifesto issued by the Nationalist Party (text printed) ex-

pressing belief that the President's term of office should be

extended; opinion that the President will continue to delay con-
sideration of neutral note, since the national crisis provides the

principal reason for his continuance in office.

To the Brazilian Ambassador
Expression of appreciation for the friendly interest of Brazilian

Government.

From the Chargb in Bolivia (tel.)

Report that a special Cabinet meeting has been called to draft
answer to neutral note but has been postponed; information that
manifesto concerning continuance of President's term has now
been formalized and that only the President's consent is needed.

From the Chargfi in Bolivia (tel.)

Bolivia's acceptance of the neutral Governments' proposal for

conversations between the diplomatic representatives of Bolivia
and Paraguay at Washington.

From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Reply of the Bolivian Government, February 25 (text printed),
to the neutral Governments' note of January 9.

518625



UST OF PAPERS

GENERAL
THE CHACO DISPUTE BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY -Continued

Date and
number Subject

1930
Mar. 5

(16)

Mar. 8
(18)

Aug. 19ig. U
(67)

Sept. 12

(70)

Sept. 13

(22)

To the Chargt in JBol-ivia (tel.)

Instructions to oftU on the President and express U. S. grati-
fication at Bolivian, decision.

From the Charge in, Bolivia (tel.)
President's readiness to start direct negotiations at Washing-

ton as soon as conciliation agreement is fulfilled.

From the Minister -i'n, Paraguay (tel.)

Information from. Bolivian representative in Paraguay that
Bolivian junta does not favor beginning of conversations in

Washington until a,f-fcer installation of civil government, but that
it will yield if United States desires that they begin without delay.

From the Minister -77, Paraguay (tel.)

Foreign Minister's desire for Department's opinion as to best
time for opening conversations at Washington.

To the Minister in f^czraguay (tel.)

Indication that any time agreeable to Paraguay and Bolivia
will be satisfactory -fco U. S. Government, as the conciliation agree-
ment has now been fulfilled.

DISPUTES

GTXA.TEMALA AND HONDURAS

1930
Apr. 25

(47)

Apr. 28
(56)

May 21

(24)

May 22

(29)

To the Minister in Cricatemala (tel.)

Advice that boundary conference [held at Washington, January
20-July 16, 1930] is making advances but is hampered by unyield-
ing attitude taken fc>y both delegations under instructions from,
their Governments. ^Description of a boundary line thought to be
acceptable to Hondixras; and instructions to bring it to the atten-
tion of the Guatemalan Government and, if it is rejected, to en-
deavor to have delegation given as much latitude as possible to
arrive at a solution.

From the Minister -i-n Guatemala (tel.)

Report that President and Foreign Minister have rejected the
line mentioned and. maintain that the delegation has full powers.

To the Charg^ in Honduras (tel.)

Information concerning progress of conference, and instruc-
tions to take up wltli Honduran Government the desirability of
giving its delegation ample authority to negotiate a settlement.

From the Charge in, Honduras (tel.)

Telegram from ttie President to the delegation in Washington
(text printed) confirining powers to discuss boundary question in
all its aspects.



LIST OP PAPERS LI

GENERAL

BOUNDARY DISPUTES Continued

Subject Page

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Indication by the President of what he would and would not be

willing to concede; Foreign Minister's proposal that the Depart-
ment suggest a line.

(Footnote: Information that discussions to reach an agreement
on a boundary line continued until June 12, when the chairman
announced that on June 13 the conference would pass to a dis-

cussion of a possible treaty of arbitration to end the boundary
question.)

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Willingness of Honduran Government to accept Department's
suggestion that the Arbitral Commission be composed of one dele-

gate proposed by Honduras and one by Guatemala, presided over

by the Chief Justice of the United States.

To the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Advice that suggestion as to composition of Arbitral Commis-
sion was not made by Department, and explanation of how it

came to be agreed upon; also that difference of opinion between
the two delegations concerns the competency of the Central
American Tribunal established by treaty of 1923.

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.}

Notification that the Honduran delegation has informed the
President that it has accepted Department's proposal that the

competency of the Central American Tribunal be submitted to a

special tribunal.

To the Ambassador in France (tel.")

Communication for the Chief Justice of the United States (text

printed) inquiring as to his willingness to be the third and presid-
ing member of a special tribunal to determine the competency of
the Central American Tribunal; explanation that in the event the

special tribunal decides that the Central American Tribunal is

competent, it will constitute itself the Central American tribunal
to determine the question at issue.

From the Ambassador in France (tel.)

Telegram from the Chief Justice accepting designation (text

printed) .

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of Siate

Treaty of arbitration between Guatemala and Honduras, signed
at Washington, July 16, and supplementary convention (texts

printed) .

[Note: Exchange of ratifications October 15, 1931 ; appointment
of Chief Justice of the United States to form and preside over
Arbitral Tribunal.]

348

348

349

350

351

352

352

361



LII LIST OF PAPERS

GENERAL

BOUNDARY DISPUTES Continued

HONDURAS AND NICARAGUA

Date and
number

Subject

1930
May 21

(1)

June 13

(70)

June 14

(HI)

June 19

(Tl)

June 19

(54)

June 25

(74)

June 27
(53)

July 2

(80)

July 3

(57)

July 7

(58)

To the Minister in Honduras
Understanding that procedure now contemplated for adjusting

boundary dispute embraces the signature of a protocol of agree-
ment based upon the 1906 award of the King of Spain and provid-
ing for a commission of engineers composed of one Honduran, one

Nicaraguan, and one American who is to act as president; advice
that Department is prepared to authorize U. S. Ministers in both
countries to collaborate in preparing protocol; general outline of

protocol (text printed) to be submitted if and wh.en it seems
propitious.

(Footnote: The same, mutatis mutandis, to the Minister in Nic-

aragua.)

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

President Moncada's conviction that the creation of a bound-
ary commission is the best way of solving frontier difficulties,

including banditry; concurrence in President's view, and opin-
ion that negotiations should be reopened promptly.

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

President Colindres' statement that he would be pleased if

negotiations were reopened and a boundary commission created
as soon as possible.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel} .

Report that President has'instructed Foreign Minister to draft

protocol; desire for authorization to proceed with offer of collab-
oration.

To the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Instructions to proceed with offer of collaboration.

(Similar 'instructions sent to Tegucigalpa.)

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

President's indication that he would welcome Department's
assistance in preparing draft protocol. Telegram sent to Minis-
ter in Honduras (text printed) stating intention of submitting
Department's outline of protocol as soon as Minister in Honduras
is prepared to take similar action.

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Telegram sent to Minister in Nicaragua (text printed) report-
ing Honduran acceptance of U. S. offer of assistance, and Minis-
ter's intention of submitting Department's outline.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Notification that Department's outline of draft protocol was
submitted to Nicaraguan Government this date.

(Repeated to Tegucigalpa.)

From the Minister in Honduras (tel)
Notification that the Department's outline of draft protocol

was submitted to Honduran Government on July 2.
(Repeated to Managua.)

From (he Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Note from the Foreign Minister, July 5 (excerpt printed),
accepting the Department's outline of the protocol and inquir-
ing as to place at which it is to be signed.



LIST OF PAPERS LIII

GENERAL

BOTTNDABY DISPUTES Continued

Subject Pago

To the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Advice that the selection of the place at which the protocol is to
be signed is a matter for agreement between Honduras and

Nicaragua.
(Similar telegram sent to Managua.)

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Information that Nicaragua will probably propose the addition
of a provision to protect property rights in transferred territory.

(Repeated to Tegucigalpa.)

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Telegram sent to Tegucigalpa (text printed) explaining that
some of President's advisers think that Nicaragua is making all

the concessions, and requesting advice as to any concessions which
Honduras claims to be making.

From, the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Telegram sent to Managua (text printed) stating that Hon-
duras does not object to the additional provision which Nicaragua
will suggest, and inquiring whether Nicaragua would accept an
invitation from Honduras to sign the protocol at Tegucigalpa.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Telegram, sent to Tegucigalpa (text printed) setting forth
changes and additions desired by Nicaragua in the draft protocol,
and inquiring as to their acceptability to Honduras.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

President Moncada's desire that the protocol be signed in

Managua.
(Repeated to Tegucigalpa.)

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Intention, if Department does riot object, to submit to Hon-
duran Government for approval the changes arid additions desired
by Nicaragua.

To the Minister in Honduras* (tel.)

Authorization to submit changes to Honduran Government.

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Information that Foreign Minister has submitted a counter-
proposal which has been sent to the Minister in Nicaragua;
statement of points upon which there is likely to be greatest
disagreement.

To the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Authorization to present Honduran counterproposal to Nica-
raguan Government.

(Repeated to Minister in Honduras.)

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Telegram sent to Tegucigalpa (text printed) stating that Nica-
ragua accepts the Honduran counterproposal with the omission
of article 5, and pointing out that opposition in Nicaragua would
be lessened if protocol were signed in Managua.

367

367

368

368

369

370

371

371

371

372

372



LIV LIST OF PAPERS

GENERAL
BOUNDAEY DISPUTES Continued

Date and.
number Subject

1930
Sept. 18

(87)

Sept. 25sept. 2

(120)

Nov. 21
(157)

Nov. 22
(158)

Nov. 29
(163)

Dec. 5

(135)

Dec. 6
(167)

Dec. 8
(136)

From the Minister in Honduras (tel.)

Telegram sent to Managua (text printed) conveying informa-
tion that Honduras agrees to omission of article 5 and signature
of the protocol in Managua.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.}

Telegram sent to Tegucigalpa (text printed) setting forth
Government's desire to postpone signature of protocol until
after November elections in order to avoid its becoming involved
in party politics.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.}

Report of conversation with the Foreign Minister concerning
the President's desire for definite assurance of cooperation of
Honduras in suppression of banditry before signing the boundary
protocol.

(Repeated to Tegucigalpa.)

From the Minister in Nicaragua
Information from Minister in Honduras that Honduran forces

on the border have been increased and that vigorous pursuit of
bandits in Honduras can be expected.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Opinion of the Foreign Minister that the boundary protocol
will be signed before the end of the year.

To the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Instructions to express to the President the Department's hope
that he may see his way clear to have the protocol signed at an
early date.

From the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Notification that Nicaragua is prepared to sign the protocol
in Managua at the end of December.

To the Minister in Nicaragua (tel.)

Instructions to inform the President that the Department is

gratified at his decision and is notifying the Minister in Honduras
in order that appropriate action may be taken.

(Footnote: Information that tie protocol was signed at

Managua, January 21, 1931.)

ARGENTINA
REVOLUTION IN ABGENTINJL

1930
June 26

(899)

Aug. 29
(HI)

From the Charge in Argentina
Factors in the current situation which may produce an upset

in government.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (tel.)

Report that the coup d'ttat in Peru has made a strong impres-
sion in Argentina and may have been used in an attempt to

persuade the President that his life is in danger and that his only
safeguard is to resign.



LIST OF PAPERS LV

ARGENTINA
REVOLUTION IN ARGENTINA Continued

Subject Page

From the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)
Information that the President has delegated his authority to

the Vice President and that martial law is expected to be declared

shortly.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)
Account of the coup whereby General Uribura emerged as head

of a provisional government pledged to remain in power only until
elections can be held

; opinion that the provisional government is

composed of honest patriots and that its action had the approval
of the majority of the population; and recommendation that the
U. S. Government be prepared to recognize this government at an
early date.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)
Further indications of popular approval of the actions of the

provisional government, and renewal of recommendation for an
early U. S. recognition.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)

Receipt of note signed by new Foreign Minister giving official

notice of coup and its purposes.

To the Ambassador in Argentina (teL')

Information that there appears to be no possibility of immedi-
ate recognition; also that a proposal has been made that Great
Britain and the United States discuss the matter.

From the Ambassador in France (teL)

Report of Foreign Office press statement that France will

await action of the United States.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)
Information that several governments are prepared to extend

recognition but are disposed to await U. S. action; opinion that
the United States would gain by extending recognition first

without waiting for British action.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)

Report that Chile has recognized the provisional government
and that Norway only awaits U. S. action to do likewise.

To the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)

Request for information, concerning control of provisional
government over provinces, and its relations with, other political

parties.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (teL)

Description of provisional government's relations with
provinces and with other parties, all of which attest to the

popularity of the movement.

From the Assistant Secretary of State to the Under Secretary of
State and the Assistant Secretary of State

Conversation with the British Ambassador, who stated that his

Government intends to recognize both Peru and Argentina on
September 17, and expressed his hope that the U. S. Govern-
ment would do likewise at the same time; opinion that it would
be unwise not to do so.

379

379

381

381

382

382

382

384

384

384

385
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ARGENTINA
REVOLUTION IN ABGENTIJTA Continued

Bate and
number Subject

1930
Sept. 16

Sept. 16
(134)

Sept. 16
(104)

Sept. 16
(114)

Sept. 17

Sept. 17
(136)

Sept. 18
(362)

Sept. 20
(57)

From the Assistant Secretary of State to the Secretary of State

Two telephone conversations: (1) with the British Ambas-
sador, who was informed that the IT. S. Government is consider-

ing the matter of recognition; (2) with the Counselor of the
British Embassy, who stated that Great Britain is postponing
action until September 18.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (tel.)

Notification that Germany and Paraguay have recognized
the new government.

To the Ambassador in Argentina (tel.)

Instructions incident to recognition September 18; informa-
tion that similar action will be taken as to Bolivia and Peru.

From the Minister in Colombia (tel.)

Information that Colombia will recognize Argentina, Bolivia,
and Peru on September 18.

Press Release Issued by the Department of State
Statement by the Secretary of State concerning TJ. S. policy in

connection with the recognition of Argentina, Bolivia, and Peru
on September 18.

From the Ambassador in Argentina (tel.)

Plans to comply with Department's instructions as of Septem-
ber 18; report that Denmark, France, Italy, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, and the Vatican have extended recognition.

From the Charge" in Cuba
Cuban intention to recognize Argentina, Bolivia, and Peruwhen

the United States does.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.)

Report that Brazil is entering into friendly relations with
Argentina and Bolivia.

(Footnote: Information that Brazil recognized Peru on Sep-
tember 20.)

386

386

386

387

387

389

390

390

AUSTRIA

CONSENT TO SUBOBDINATION OF THE ATJSTEIAN RELIEF LOAN TO A PROPOSED
NEW AUSTBIAN LOAN

1930
Mar. 12

Mar. 15

From the Consul at Geneva (tel.)

From Wilson, American unofficial representative on the Rep-
aration Commission: Request for instructions as to whether
the Department desires the Reparation Commission to take ac-
tion indicated in article 6 of the draft agreement for Austrian debt
settlement or to take no action in view of imminent ratification of

Hague agreement of January 20, 1930; draft decision to be taken
by Reparation Commission (text printed) submitted for approval
in case Department desires that such action be taken.

To the Consul at Geneva (tel.)

For Wilson: Instruction that since draft agreement was sub-
mitted to Congress, it is desirable that Reparation Commission
take decision; approval of suggested draft decision.

391

392



LIST OF PAPERS LVII

AUSTRIA

CONSENT TO SUBORDINATION OF THE AUSTRIAN RELIEF LOAN TO A
NEW AUSTRIAN LOAN Continued

PROPOSED

Subject Page

From the Ambassador in France (teL} 393

Reparation 302: Report that the Reparation Commission has:

(1) approved the plan for the repayment of Austrian relief bonds,
and (2) adopted the draft decision set forth in Mr. Wilson's tele-

gram of March 12.

From the Austrian Minister 393
Resume" of situation, and request that U. S. Government now

consent to the release from prior charge in favor of relief bonds,
of certain revenues to cover service of the new investment loan;
information that similar request is being submitted to Sir

Frederic Leith-Ross, chairman of the Relief Bonds Committee,
which represents the other Governments holding relief bonds.

To the Ambassador in Great Britain (teL} 395
Instructions: (1) to ascertain what reply Sir Frederic Leith-

Ross is making to Austrian request, (2) to obtain a direct state-

ment from Government to which accredited regarding action
taken with respect to subordinating its lien, and (3) to repeat the

foregoing as Department's instruction to representatives at

Copenhagen, Paris, Rome, The Hague, Oslo, Stockholm, and
Berne, substituting for (1) a statement of information received
from Leith-Ross.

From the Ambassador in Great Britain (teL} 396
Letter addressed by Leith-Ross to the Austrian Minister in

London, April 16 (text printed), approving the specific securities

proposed, and indicating that the release of these securities is

subject to the coming into force of the Hague agreements of

January 20, and to a similar release by the United States.

From the Austrian Minister 397
Advice that Austria has now complied with all the provisions

of Public Resolution 81 whereby Congress authorized the settle-

ment of Austria's indebtedness to the United States; request that
a time and place be set for the exchange of signatures of such an
agreement.

From the Minister in Sweden (teL} 398
Note from the Foreign Minister (excerpt printed) stating that

Sweden had approved Leith-Ross' letter of April 16 to the
Austrian Minister in London.

From the Ambassador in Great Britain (teL') 398

Foreign Office note, May 1 (excerpt printed) , stating that the
Leith-Ross letter embodied the intentions of the British Govern-
ment.

From the Ambassador in France (teL} 399
Statement from the French Government that Leith-Ross'

letter expresses the conditions to which it has subordinated its

adhesion to the emission of the new loan. PP

From the Minister in Switzerland (teL} 399
Swiss statement, May 1 (excerpt printed), confirming the

declarations of Leith-Ross' letter.

From the Minister in Norway (teL} 400
Information that Norway has agreed to subordinate the lien in

question on the conditions set forth in Leith-Ross' letter.



LIST OP PAPERS

AUSTRIA

CONSENT TO SUBORDINATION OF THE AUSTRIAN RELIEF H.OAN TO A PROPOSED
NEW AUSTRIAN LOAN Continued

Date and
number

Subject

1930
May 15

(25)

May 19

(25)

May 22

(26)

May 22

(75/R)

May 23

(170)

May 26

(37)

May 29
(43)

June 3

(41)

June 20

June 21

(50)

June 21

From the Charge in Denmark (tel.)

Note from Foreign Minister, May 14, stating tlaat Denmark,
by the declaration made in Leith-Ross' letter, has renounced its

liens upon certain Austrian revenues on the conditions that the

Hague agreement of January 20 shall come into force, and that
a similar renunciation is made by the United States,

To the Charg6 in Denmark (tel.")

Inquiry as to whether Danish note states that Denmark has
renounced its lien on all revenues mentioned in Leith-Ross' letter

or only on customs and tobacco revenues.

From the Chargi in Denmark (tel.}

Information that Danish note of May 14 mentioned only cus-
toms and tobacco revenues but that a further note of May 20
includes all revenues mentioned in Leith-Ross' letter.

From the Austrian Minister

Explanation that the London relief agreement of June 15, 1928,
provides that Austria must obtain the consent of the relief-

creditor governments prior to settling the so-called 3?orfait debts;
request for IT. S. consent to the settlement of th.ese debts; and
information that an identical request has been submitted to the
Relief Committee.

To the Ambassador in France
Information that the French statement is not directly respon-

sive to the Department's inquiry; instructions to endeavor to
obtain a statement that Leith-Ross' letter is approved by the
French Government and was made pursuant to its authority.

From the Chargt in Italy (tel.)

Statement from Foreign Office (excerpt printed.^ giving Italian
concurrence in declarations made by Leith-Ross and stating
conditions of assent.

To the Charge in Italy (tel)

Inquiry concerning the meaning of a phrase in the Italian
statement.

From the Charge in Italy (tel.)

Explanation of Italian intention in the phrase to which De-
partment referred.

From the Netherlands Minister
Information that the Netherlands has given its assent to the

suspension of its lien upon certain Austrian Revenues.

From the Charge in Italy (tel.}

Note verbale from the Foreign Office, June 20 Ctext printed),
explaining that by its former communication the Italian Govern-
ment had intended to act unconditionally with regard to the
letter by Leith-Ross and the request of the U. S. Embassy.
From the French Ministry for Foreign Affairs to the American

Embassy in France
Statement that Leith-Ross acted as the representative of the

Relief Credits Committee and that his letter had. the approval
of the French Government.



LIST OF PAPEES LIX

AUSTRIA

CONSENT TO SUBORDINATION OF TEE AUSTRIAN RELIEF LOAN TO A PROPOSED
NEW AUSTRIAN LOAN Continued

Date and
number Subject Page

1930
June 26

(195)

June 27
(199)

June 27

June 28
(202)

June 30

July 2

From the Ambassador in France (teL]

Reparation 312: Information that, in order to comply with
II. S. Treasury requirements, the Austrian section of the Repa-
ration Commission is meeting and will probably recommend that
the Commission adopt a decision to the effect that as of the
date of the coming into force of the Hague agreement of Janu-

ary 20 the first charge on Austrian assets created by article 197
of the Treaty of St. Germain shall cease to have effect.

From the Ambassador in France (teL]

Reparation 313: Notification that on June 26 the Reparation
Commission sent a letter to the Austrian Minister at raris in

the sense indicated in telegram of that date and that the letter

will be approved by the Commission retroactively on June 28.

To the Austrian Minister
Statement that the II. S. Government offers no objection to the

settlement by Austria of the so-called Forfait debt's.

From the Ambassador in France (teL)

Reparation 314: Report that Reparation Commission has ap-
proved letter of June 26; receipt of certified copy of procfcs-verbal
of deposit of ratification of the Hague agreement of January 20.

From the Austrian Legation
Note from Leith-Ross (text printed) giving notice of ratifica-

tion of the Hague agreement of January 20 by the contracting
parties; request for IF. S. declaration of release of the necessary
securities.

From the Secretary oj the Treasury
Declaration of release of lien for the payment of A ustrian. relief

bonds held by the United States (issued by authority of Public
Resolution 81).

406

406

406

407

407

408

TREATY AND EXCHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND ATTSTHIA
FOR EXTRADITION AND COMMUTATION OF DEATH PENALTT, SIGNED JANUARY 31.
1930

1930
Jan. 31 Treaty Between the United States of America and Austria

Text of treaty and exchange of notes signed at Vienna.
408

BOLIVIA

REVOLUTION IN BOLIVIA

1930

May 29
(31)

May 29
(32)

From the Charg6 in Bolivia (teZ.)

Information that President Siles resigned May 28, turning over
the Executive power to the Cabinet, and that elections for a con-
stituent assembly to revise the Constitution have been called for
June 29.

From the Charge in Bolivia .

Note from the Foreign Minister, May 28 (text printed), giving
official notice of the action taken; request for instructions regard-
ing the question of recognition of the new government-

415



LX LIST OP PAPERS

BOLIVIA
REVOLUTION IN BOLIVIA Continued

Date and
number

Subject

1930
May 31 From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

(33)
Brazilian Minister's statement that Ms Government will main-

tain cordial relations with the provisional government but will not

recognize 'its constitutionality or negotiate with it, and his expres-
sion of hope that the "United States will take the same attitude.

June 2 To the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

(2Q) Explanation that the Department does not desire to raise any
question regarding recognition of the new regime; instructions to
continue normal diplomatic relations but not to take part in any
joint action of diplomatic corps; authorization to inform the
Brazilian Minister.

June 3 From, the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

(34j Information that all the diplomatic corps received practically
the same instructions as in Department's No. 20; signs of dissen-
sion in the Cabinet and of dissatisfaction in some parts of the

country.

June 18 From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

(35) Report that there have been several demonstrations in favor of
Siles and smaller ones against him, that there is much communist
activity, and that the Army has gained two more Cabinet posts.

June 22 From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.'}

(37) Information that an attempt against the government, including
plans for Siles' assassination, was frustrated June 21.

June 25 From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

(41) Information that Oruro has been taken by revolutionists, that
federal troops there refused to take any action, and that an early
movement against the government in La Paz is expected.

June 30 Press Release Issued &t/ the Department of State

Resume' of several communications from the Charge* in Bolivia,

including information regarding a military junta which will govern
the country for the present.

July 1 From the Ambassador in Chile (tel.)

(51) Advice that Siles will arrive in Arica July 2, and that the Chil-

ean Minister in Bolivia has been instructed to express good will to
the junta but that recognition for the present is not contemplated.

July 2 From the Charge* in Bolivia (tel.)

(47) Report that the junta remains well in control of the situation,

|

and that the Legation has not been approached regarding recog-

j

nition.

Julv 9 1
From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

(48) ;

Advice that the junta hopes that recognition will come "spon-
|
taneously."

1

Aug. 22 i From the Charg in Bolivia

(505) Information that the junta has announced elections for Janu-

ary 4, 5, and 6, 1931; description of the steps taken to secure a
more popular and representative vote; and report that the three

Carties
have committed themselves to a coalition ticket headed

y Dr. Salamanca for President.



LIST OP PAPERS LXI

BOLIVIA
REVOLUTION IK BOLIVIA Continued

Date and
number Subject Page

1930
Aug. 23

Aug. 30
(57)

Sept. 9

(25)

Sept. 10
(59)

Sept. 11

(60)

Sept. 16

(38)

Undated
FRec'd

Sept. 18]

(63)

Memorandum by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Latin Ameri-
can Affairs

Conversation with the Bolivian Minister, who called to inform
the Department of the coalition ticket,

From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Beport that the junta in Bolivia is negotiating with the junta
in Peru for mutual recognition.

From the Minister in Ecuador (tel.)

Information that Ecuador has decided to give full recognition
to the present Government of Bolivia.

From the Minister in Bolivia (tel.)

Desire to leave La Paz for the present because of the embarrass-
ment created by the frequent raising of the question of U. S. rec-

ognition of the junta.
(Footnote: Information that the Minister had been assigned

June 4, 1930, but had not yet presented his credentials.)

From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Notification that Chile recognized the Bolivian Government
on September 10.

To the Minister in Bolivia (tel.)

Instructions to inform Bolivian Government on September 18
of readiness to present letters of credence and enter into full diplo-
matic relations.

From the Charge in Bolivia (tel.)

Beport that instructions given in telegram No. 38 have been
carried out and that arrangements are being made for the Minister
to present his letters of credence.

426

426

427

427

427

428

428

DISINCLINATION OF THE UNITED STATES To APPOINT OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE
ON AMERICAN BANKERS COMMISSION To DEAL, WITH BOLIVIAN ECONOMIC AND
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

1930
Oct. 13

(70)

Oct. 18
(71)

Oct. 20
(45)

From the Minister in Bolivia (tel.)

Information that Government is planning to invite a commis-
sion of U. S. bankers to visit Bolivia for the purpose of recom-
mending steps toward avoidance of financial collapse; suggestion
that bankers be notified.

From the Minister in Bolivia (tel.)

Receipt of a memorandum representing views of the Government
as to practical remedies for the threatening financial crisis; For-

eign Minister's request that invitation be transmitted to the bank-
ers and that the Department be asked what its attitude would be
toward the appointment of an official representative on the com-
mission.

To the Minister in Bolivia (tel.)

Information that U. S. Government does not desire to have a
representative on the proposed commission,, but will transmit

project to bankers and will be glad to cooperate informally.

429

429

430



BRAZIL
REVOLUTION IN BKAZIL

Date and
number Subject

1930
Oct. 4

(62)

Oct. 7

(73)

Oct. 9

(78)

Oct. 9

(57)

Oct. 10

(83)

Oct. 11

(60)

Oct. 12

(88)

Oct. 14

(96)

Oct. 15

(97)

Oct. 15

(64)

v
Oct. 17

(66)

From the Charge in Brazil (tel)

Report that revolutions have broken out in Pernambuco,
Minas Geraes, and Rio Grande do Sul.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.)

Report that the revolutionists have not made much progress
and that Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, and Bahia are quiet.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.)

Suggestion that the Department consider the question of

having U. S. Naval vessels in the vicinity of Pernambuco, since

it seems probable that a serious engagement will take place there
which will endanger American lives.

To the Charg e in Brazil (tel)

Explanation that the Department would be loath to send war-

ships to Brazil; instructions as to various steps to be taken in

attempting to assure safety of U. S. citizens.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.)

Report that the Department's instructions have been trans-
mitted to the U. S. Consuls at Pernambuco and Bahia and that
the Foreign Minister has given assurances that the Federal
Government will give attention to foreigners insofar as possible.

To the Charg^ in Brazil (tel)

Press statement issued by the Department (text printed)
announcing that the U. S. S. Pensacola is being ordered to
Guantanamo and will proceed to Brazil in case necessity arises to
evacuate Americans whose lives might be in danger.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel)
Advice that the press notice contained in Department's No. 60

of October 11 is giving concern to the Brazilian Government;
suggestion that it would be appreciated if the Department would
state to the press that Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo are quiet and
that there is no danger to U. S. lives and property in those cities.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.}

Report that the Government has closed the port of Recife and
has requested that U. S. merchant vessels not call there; infor-
mation that the Consul at Recife is concerned over the food
supply of the city; and request for instructions.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel)
Notification that several other ports have been temporarily

closed by the Government to keep revolutionists from, receiving
munitions.

To the Charge" in Brazil (tel)

Telegram sent to Consul at Pernambuco, October 14 (text
printed) , stating that the Department will not take steps to have
U. S. ships call there if Brazilian authorities refuse to give them
clearance for that port.

To the Charge in Brazil (tel.}

Secretary's statement to the press October 15 (text printed)
giving n otice that friendly relations with Brazil continue and that
the Government of Brazil has a perfect right to buy munitions in
the United States.
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1930
Oct. 17

(67)

Oct. 17
(105)

Oct. 17

Oct. 18

Oct. 18
(107)

Oct. 18

Oct. 18

Oct. 18
(109)

Oct. 20
(69)

Oct. 20
(70)

Oct. 20
(71)

Oct. 20

To the Chargi in Brazil (tel.)

Advice that the Pensacola will proceed down the coast of Brazil

stopping at Para", Pernambuco, and Bahia, and that the com-
mander has been ordered to do nothing but get in touch with
U. S. Consuls, make inquiries, and take off Americans if necessary.
Advice that the Consuls at Par, Pernambuco, and Bahia have
been informed.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.}

Information that, in accordance with the contract between the
two cou itries, the members of the American Naval Mission in
Brazil are taking no part in the current operations.

From the Consul at Porto Alegre (tel.)

Intention of the revolutionary government to suppress certain

lighthouses. Report thab U. S. lives and property are being
respected and protected anusuallj- -well; request that Department
issue ^statement to this effect in order to counteract statement to
the contrary being attributed to the Consul.

From the Consul at Bahia (tel.)

Report of tense situation and reasons why the arrival of the
Pensacola will be glad news.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.}

Inquiry as to whether the Brazilian Government should be
informed in the usual manner that the Pensacola will call at Para",

Pernambuco, and Bahia.

From the Consul General at Sao Paulo (tel.)

Report of recent defeat which has left Government forces on the

defensive; further report on military situation.

From the Consul at Bahia (tel.)

Report that apparently revolutionists have invaded State of
Bahia and that there are rumors of their early arrival in the city.

From the Charge in Brazil (tel.)

Recommendation that the Pensacola proceed directly to Bahia
in view of reports from there; information that the President h?s
been urged by certain of his supporters to come to an agreement
with the revolutionists but that he has refused.

To the Charge in Brazil (tel.)

Instructions to inform Brazilian Government in the usual
manner of the visit of the Pensacola.

To the Charge in Brazil (tel.)

Approval of course of action outlined in telegram No. 105 of
October 17.

To the Chargt in Brazil (tel.)

Information that, in reply to a request for instructions, the
Consul at Pernambuco has been told to inform the local de facto
government of the visit of the Pensacola but to omit ofiicial calls
on the revolutionary authorities.

To the Consul at Porto Alegre (tel.)

Advice that on October 18 the Secretary made the statement to
the press requested in the Consul's telegram of October 17.
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1930
Oct. 21

Oct. 21

(115)

Oct. 22
(72)

Oct. 23

Oct. 23

Oct. 24
(122)

Oct. 24
(124)

Oct. 25

Oct. 27
(131)

Oct. 28

Oct. 31

Nov. 4
(139)

From the Consul at Porto Alegre (tel.)

Favorable arrangements made by revolutionary authorities for

payment of all requisitions of U. S. property,

From the Charg6 in Brazil (tel.)

Information that the German Consul at Bahia has reported the
arrival of the British cruiser Delhi and that the German Minister
has requested the Karlsruhe to stop at Bahia and has instructed it

to get in touch with the Pensacola.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Notification that at the request of the Brazilian Government
the President has issued a proclamation prohibiting the export
of arms and munitions of war to Brazil except under license of
the Secretary.

Press Release Issued by the Department of State

Statement by the Secretary that the placing of the embargo is

merely the usual action taken in accordance with general prin-
ciples of international law and is not the expression of any per-
sonal bias.

From the Consul at Bahia (tel.)

Report of rumor that Algoinhas has been captured; report
that the British cruiser is at Bahia, that the German cruiser is

outside, but that there is no news of the Pensacola.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Information that Federal Government is losing control of the
forts and barracks in Bio de Janeiro.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Information that a military junta has taken over the govern-
ment; advice that the Embassy has declined asylum to many
applicants and will shelter no refugees.

From the Consul at Bahia (tel.)

Arrival of the Pensacola October 24, 5 p. m.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Communication from the junta, October 26 (text printed),
giving notice of the deposition of President Washington Luis,
the organization of the junta, and its intention to recognize all

national obligations.

From the Consul at Porto Alegre (tel.)

Advice that all lighthouses began to function again on Octo-
ber 27.

From the Consul at Porto Alegre (tel.)

Information that the entrance to the port of Rio Grande,
which had been obstructed by the revolutionists, has been
officially reopened under compulsory pilotage.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Report that the British Ambassador has inquired whether
the Department is considering the question of recognizing the
provisional government; comments on the situation.
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1930
Nov. 5 From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

(141) Receipt of note dated November 3 from the Foreign Ministry
stating that the junta has delivered the administration of the

country to Dr. Vargas as chief of the provisional government, and
requesting U. S. recognition of the new government; request for

instructions.

Nov. 5 From the Ambassador in Cuba (tel)

(130) President Machado's indication that Cuba desires to follow U. S.

policy regarding recognition of new government in Brazil.

Nov. 5 To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

(78) Request for an appraisal of the present situation and for full

and frank views and recommendations concerning recognition.

Nov. 5 From the Ambassador in Peru
(222) Report that the Peruvian junta accorded recognition to the

Brazilian junta on November 1.

Nov. 6 From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

(143) Report of recognition by Chile, Portugal, and Uruguay, and of
intention of Italy and Ecuador to do likewise.

Nov. 6 To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

(79) Advice from the British Ambassador that he is being instructed
to say that the change in government will not cause any change
in diplomatic relations between Great Britain and Brazil.

Nov. 7 From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

(144) Appraisal of situation as requested in Department's No. 72 of

November 5; conclusion that if by November 15 the situation is

unaltered and is likely to remain so, recognition might be ad-

vantageous.

Nov. 7 To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

(81)
'

Comments on views expressed in Ambassador's No. 144 and
inquiry as to whether Ambassador would be willing to advise that
the de facto control of the present government is sufficiently

complete for prompt recognition.

Undated From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.}

[Rec'd Opinion that provisional government fully controls the coun-
Nov. 8] try and is supported by the people and that it is not necessary to

postpone recognition until after November 15.

Nov. 8 To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

(82) Instructions to state that the U. S. Government will be happy
to continue with the new Governmentjthe same friendly relations
as with its predecessors. InstructiorTto advise British, Colom-
bian, and Cuban colleagues at once.

Nov. 8 To the Minister in Colombia (tel.)

(62) Notification of recognition of Brazilian Government.
(Footnote: The same, mutatis mutandis, on the same date to

the Ambassador in Cuba.)

518625 45 5
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1930
Nov. 8

(83)

Nov. 8

(132)

Nov. 8
(145)

Nov. 10

(146)

Nov. 11

(147)

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Instructions to inform the Foreign Minister that the United
States is continuing the embargo under which the export of arms
is prohibited except to the Government of Brazil, at the same
time making clear that this action was not partisan in intent,
but was required under the convention of February 20, 1928,
which is now in force between the two countries.

(Footnote: Information that the embargo was lifted on March
2, 1931, at the request of the Brazilian Embassy.)

From the Minister in Colombia (tel.)

Colombian recognition of Brazilian Government, November 8.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Report that instructions in Department's No. 82 of November
8 have been carried out in full.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Information that Argentina, England, France, and the Vatican
also extended recognition on November 8.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Statement that action has been taken on Department's No.
83 of November 8.

452

453

453

453

453

TERMINATION OF CONTRACT FOR AMERICAN NAVAL MISSION TO BRAZIL, SIGNED
JULY 6, 1926

1930
Oct. 21

(72)

Nov. 4
(140)

Nov. 5

(77)

Nov. 1

(151)

Nov. 18

(153)

Nov. 20

(90)

From the Brazilian Ambassador
Request that the United States renew the contract of the U. S.

Naval Mission to Brazil for four more years.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.}

Desire of the provisional government that the U. S. Mission con-
tinue to operate after the end of the present contract, November
6, until the provisional government has had an opportunity to de-
cide whether it wishes to renew the contract.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Resume* of previous negotiations and conversations regarding the
Naval Mission; statement that the United States is perfectly will-

ing to have the Mission carry on until the provisional government
has had an opportunity to reach a decision in the matter.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Foreign Minister's expression of his appreciation of the U. S.

Government's courtesy in allowing the Mission to remain until

a decision can be made.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Information that the Brazilian Government cannot renew the
contract of the Naval Mission for financial reasons.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Instructions to ascertain the views of Brazilian authorities and
chief of Naval Mission and also to submit personal recommenda-
tions with regard to time necessary for closing official and personal
business of Mission.

454

455

455

457

457

457
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Subject Page

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Suggestion of January 31, 1931, as date for termination of
Mission's services.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Approval of January 31 date.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Desire that State and Navy Departments concur in recommen-
dations made in despatch No. 3466, infra.

From the Ambassador in Brazil
Recommendation that the office of Naval Attache* be restored

to the Embassy and that Lieutenant Commander Blandy be des-

ignated as Attache*.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Disposition of the Departments concerned to comply with rec-

ommendations in No. 3466; desire, however, to await formal
notification of Brazil's disposition with reference to the Naval
Mission.

From the Ambassador in Brazil

Exchange of notes with the Foreign Minister, December 2-4
(texts printed) , establishing formal provisions for the termination
of the services of the U. S. Naval Mission on January 31, 1931.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Belief that announcement of Lieutenant Commander Blandy 's

appointment as Naval Attach^ will have beneficial effect in Brazil.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Advice by the Navy Department that Lieutenant Commander
Blandy will be detailed to the Embassy February 1

; instructions
to inquire of Brazilian Government whether designation is agree-
able.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Report that Brazilian Government is agreeable to designation
of Lieutenant Commander Blandy.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Notification that Lieutenant Commander Blandy has been

designated as Naval Attach^ upon termination of Naval Mission;
request that Foreign Office be informed.

458

458

458

459

460

460

463

463

463

463

GOOD OFFICES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE ON BEHAXF OF THE NATIONAL CITY
BANK IN SECURING REMISSION or FINE IMPOSED UPON ITS SAO PAULO BEANCH

1930
Feb. 27

(6)

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Information that the Brazilian Government intends to fine the
Sao Paulo Branch of the National City Bank $3,000,000 for

alleged illegal actions of their exchange man at Sao Paulo; in-

structions to report on situation and, unless objections are per-

ceived, to present to authorities the .Bank's request for delay of

notification of the fine.

464
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GOOD OFFICES OF THE DEPAKTMENT OF STATE ON BBHALT- OF THE NATIONAL
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BRANCH Continued

Date and
number Subject

1930
Feb. 28

(5)

Feb. 28
(7)

Mar. 3
(8)

Mar. 4
(7)

Mar. 5
(9)

Mar. 6
(8)

Mar. 10
(11)

Mar. 11
(12)

Mar. 11
(13)

Mar. 12
(10)

Mar. IS
(14)

Mar. 13
(11)

Apr. 1

(17)

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Verification of Department's facts; and intention to use influ-

ence with Foreign Office to obtain postponement.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (teL)

Telegrams from Bank representatives, February 27 (texts

printed), emphasizing need for action by Department, and report-
ing that Bank has been notified officially that it has 15 days to
make deposit and defense.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (telJ)

Instructions to investigate reported new order prohibiting the
giving of guarantees instead of making a cash deposit, and to use
good offices in the matter.

From ike Ambassador^ in Brazil (ZeL)

Report that even informal diplomatic intervention would not
be well received until the fine is deposited, after which it may be
possible to obtain modification of the amount.

To the Ambassador in Brazil

Inquiry whether telegram. No. 7, March 4, means that it is not
possible to put up a bond instead of depositing securities or cash.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Advice that matter of filing bond is yet under consideration.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.}

Desire of the Bank that efforts now be concentrated on obtain-
ing permission for them to put up a guarantee rather than cash.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (teL")

Reasons why the Department considers that the fine has created
a serious situation; reiteration of instructions to endeavor to ob-
tain great reduction in amount with opportunity for Bank to file

bond.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Proposed method which the Bank requests be presented to the
Brazilian Government for effecting payment of fine.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)
Advice that the Foreign Minister understands the international

feature of case and deplores precipitous action of bank examiner;
request for friendly message which can be transmitted to the
Foreign Minister.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (feZ.)

Instructions for the desired friendly message for the Foreign
Minister.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Foreign Minister's assertion that IT. S. good offices have succeed-
ed in modifying attitude of Brazilian Government.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Information that Bank reports that no progress is'being made
and feels that an informal inquiry by Ambassador would expedite
matters.
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1930
Apr. 2

(14)

Apr. 11

(20)

June 3

(39)

June 11

(33)

June 14

(42)

July 11

(41)

%
(444)

July 24
(45)

July 25

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Assurance that Embassy is supporting the matter actively;
opinion that it will be better if Bank does not press for immedi-
ate action.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Instructions, if no objection is perceived, to assist Bank official

in obtaining interview with President.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Report from Bank that papers regarding fine have been before
the President for a month; authorization to make inquiry desired

by Bank.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Action taken to promote rapid solution* suggestion that the
Secretary discuss matter with Dr. Valle, Foreign Office official

visiting in the United States.

To the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Intention of Mr. Valle to cable Rio de Janeiro regarding the
situation.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Advice from the President on July 10 that he had given orders
to effect the cancelation of the entire fine.

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Ministerial order canceling fine (extract printed) .

From the Ambassador in Brazil (tel.)

Text of further provisions of the Ministerial order to the effect

that the Bank shall be fined for an infringement of the stamp
tax and that there shall be an investigation of an irregularity of

functional procedure on the part of the broker of public funds.

From the National City Bank of New York (tel.)

Expression of appreciation for cooperation given.

471

472

472

472

473

473

473

474

474

ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL GRANTING RELIEF
FROM DOUBLE INCOME TAX ON SHIPPING PROFITS

1929
Mar. 5

(1419)

Mav 31

(NO/56)

From the American Ambassador in Brazil to the Brazilian Minister

for Foreign Affairs
Request that vessels operated by the United States Shipping

Board be exempt from payment of Brazilian income tax, since

U. S. revenue laws seem to meet the requirements of Brazil's

Executive Decree No. 5,623 of December 29, 1928.

From the Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador in Brazil

Letter from the Brazilian Finance Minister, May 29 (text

printed), explaining that it will be sufficient for the Foreign
Ministry to inform the Finance Ministry that the necessary law

exists; information that the required action has been taken.

475

476
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BRAZIL
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FROM DOUBLE INCOME TAX ON SHIPPING PROFITS Continued

Date and
number Subject Page

1929

Sept, 17

(1467)

1930
Mar. 11

(NC/15)

Aug. 21

(1526)

Sept, 1

(NC/72)

From the American Charge in Brazil to the Brazilian Minister for
Foreign Affairs

Request for information concerning certain points in regard to
the exemption of U. S. navigation companies from Brazilian in-
come tax.

From the Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American
Ambassador in Brazil

Information requested in the Charge's note No. 1467 of Sep-
tember 17, 1929 including statement that no income tax has been
collected from U. S. vessels since December 29, 1928.

From the American Ambassador in Brazil to the Brazilian Minister
for Foreign Affairs

Advice that as of January 1, 1929, Brazilian ships are not sub-
ject to U. S. income tax.

From the Director of Commercial and Consular Affairs in the Bra-
zilian Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador
in Brazil

Expression of appreciation of Ambassador's note No. 1526, of

August 21.

477

478

478

479

REPRESENTATIONS AGAINST BRAZILIAN POLICY OF REQUIRING BRAZILIANS OF
DUAL NATIONALITY To USE BRAZILIAN PASSPORTS ON LEAVING BRAZIL

1930
Apr. 1

(462)

Apr. 11

(471)

June 12

June 12

(1541)

From the Consul General at Rio de Janeiro
Notice published by the British Consuls General at Rip de

Janeiro and Sao Paulo (text printed) to the effect that Brazilian
officials will no longer visa the British passports of persons of
dual British and Brazilian nationality and that such persons will
have to enter and leave Brazil on Brazilian passports. Opinion
that this precedent may affect U. S. citizens.

From the Consul General at Rio de Janeiro

Report that a case has arisen in which the Brazilian authorities"
refused to visa the U. S. passport of a U. S. citizen with dual
nationality, and that the matter was taken up with the police,
who ordered that the U. S. passport be visaed.

To the Consul at Bahia
Transmitted of despatches Nos. 462 and 471 from the Consul

General at Rio de Janeiro and instruction to follow a procedure
similar to that mentioned in No. 471 should similar cases arise.

(Footnote: The same, mutatis mutandis, to the Consuls at

Para, Pernambuco, Porto Alegre, Santos, and Sao Paulo.)

To the Ambassador in Brazil
Transmittal of despatches Nos. 462 and 471 from the Consul

General at Rio de Janeiro and instructions to take up the matter
with the Brazilian Government.

479

480

481

482
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1930

July 23
(3387)

Aug. 30
(1562)

Aug. 25
(58)

Sept. 3

(3414)

From the Ambassador in Brazil
Information that the Foreign Office has instructed the Brazil-

ian Ambassador to confer with the Department concerning the
status of children born in Brazil of IT. S. citizens; recommendation
that, pending the solution of this matter, cases be referred to the

Embassy instead of the police.

To the Ambassador in Brazil
Advice that IT. S. Consuls in Brazil are being instructed to take

up such cases with the Embassy in the future.

From the Brazilian Ambassador
Explanation of the viewpoint of Brazil concerning passports

issued to persons of dual nationality; belief that proper directions

may be issued for the adjustment of the interests of bearers of

American passports who are also citizens of Brazil.

(Footnote: Information that a memorandum of the Solicitor's

office, dated October 10, stated that in view of the outbreak of

revolution in Brazil it was an inopportune time to take up the
matter again.)

From the Charge in Brazil
Information that it has been possible to secure police yisas on

the U. S. passports of several persons with dual nationality, but
that it has been impossible to obtain action in the case of several
minors.

482

483

484

485

BULGARIA

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE MINISTER IN BULGARIA TO REFRAIN FROM ASSOCIATING WITH
His COLLEAGUES IN GIVING ADVICE TO THE BULGARIAN GOVERNMENT

1930
June 13

(11)

To the Minister in Bulgaria
Instructions to refrain from associating with the British, French,

and Italian representatives in giving friendly advice to Bulgaria
concerning domestic affairs or relations with other European gov-
ernments.

CANADA
PROPOSED CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA TO AMEND THE

CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF SMUGGLING, SIGNED JUNE 6, 1924

1930
Mar. 22
(1343)

From the Charg in Canada
Canadian note (text printed) with regard to measures under

consideration for further control of smuggling operations,
explaining that a bill has been introduced into the House of Com-
mons to amend the Export Act as regards liquor, and suggesting
the conclusion of a treaty with United States to amend the con-
vention of June 6, 1924.

488



LXXII LIST OF PAPERS

CANADA
PEOPOSED CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED
THE CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF
1924 Continued

CANADA To AMEND
SIGNED JUNE 6,

Date and
number

1930
Apr. 1

(40)

Apr. 4
(52)

Apr. 10

(58)

Apr. 16

(819)

May 22

(1428)

June 4
(1443)

Sept. 17
(19)

Oct. 6

(61)

Oct. 25
(86)

Subject

To the Charg& in Canada (tel.)

Note for the Canadian Government (text -printed) expressing
U. S. readiness to conclude a treaty amendlno-tlie treaty of June
6, 1924, and stating that the U. S. Gove:m:m.ent laopes to submit
a draft within a few days.

From the Charge in Canada (tet.)

Information that Canadian Government is also preparing a
draft treaty.

From the Charg6 in Canada (tel.)

Report that Canadian draft will be rea,dv about April 16;
Canadian inquiry whether it would be convenient to have sig-
nature take place at Ottawa.

To the Charge in Canada
Draft of convention (text printed), and.

powers will be forwarded later.
information that full

From the Charge in Canada
Canadian counterproposals and counterdraft of convention

(texts printed).

From the Charge in Canada
Report that the bill to amend the Export} Act lias now become

law.

To the Minister in Canada
Proposed changes in language of certain

draft.
articles in Canadian

From the Minister in Canada
Conversation with the Under Secretary of State for External

Affairs, who stated that no reply could foe made to U. S. sugges-
tions until the Government had an opportunity to give further

study to the whole matter.

From the Minister in Canada
Receipt of a note from the Acting Secretary of State for Exter-

nal Affairs to the effect that U. S. suggestions are receiving care-
ful consideration and that Canadian views "wall foe expressed at
an early date.

CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA :FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE
FRASER RIVER SOCKETE SALMON FISHERIES, SIGNEJ> MAT 26, 1930

1930

May 29 To President Hoover
Presentation to the President for transmittal to the Senate of

a convention in substitution for the one serxt to t-lie Senate by the
President on April 18, 1929, and returned to the President by the
Senate by Resolution of December 13, 1929 ; explanation of points
of difference.
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CANADA
CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA FOR THE PROTECTION
OF THE FRASER RIVER SOCKETS SALMON FISHERIES, SIGNED MAY 26, 1930
Continued

Date and
number Subject Page

1930
May 26 Convention Between the United

States^ of America and Canada
Text of convention signed at Washington.

[Note: Text of protocol of exchange of ratifications, signed at

Washington July 28, 1937.]

505

512

CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA FOR THE PRESERVATION
OF THE HALIBUT FISHERY OF THE NORTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN AND BERING SEA,
SIGNED MAY 9, 1930

1930
Mar. 6

(793)

Apr. 17

(1380)

May 7

(70)

May 8

(55)

May 9

To the Charg^ in Canada
Proposals for the revision of the Canadian draft of the halibut

convention; instructions to present them to the Canadian Gov-
ernment along with a copy of the revised draft convention.

From the Charg in Canada
Canadian note, April 16 (text printed), stating that Canada

is prepared to accept the U. S. draft with two minor changes.

From the Charg6 in Canada (telJ)

Slight change desired by Canadian Government; request for

instructions.

To the Charg^ in Canada (tel.)

Advice that proposed change is acceptable; instructions to

notify Department immediately of date and hour of signature,
in order that statement may be given to press.

Convention Between the United States of America and Canada
Text of convention signed at Ottawa.

513

517

518

518

518

PROJECT FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAY BY JOINT ACTION
OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

1929
Mar. 1

(33)

Apr. 15

Apr. 19

From the Canadian Minister
Information that the Canadian Government has invited the

Governments of the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec to take

part in a conference on the problem of the St. Lawrence
development.

From the Minister in Canada
Information that the Minister is still urging the appointment of

commissioners with a view to the formulation of a convention for

the St. Lawrence project. Conversation with the Prime Minister,
who said that the conference with the Premiers of Quebec and
Ontario would take place in May, and intimated that after the
conference he would be in a position to agree to the appointment
of the commissioners; request for approval of line of action.

To the Minister in Canada
Approval of line of action.

522

523

524



LXXIV LIST OF PAPERS

CANADA
PEOJECT FOB IMPROVEMENT OF THE ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAY BY JOINT ACTION

OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA Continued

Date and
number

1929

Sept. 23
(1138)

Oct. 25
(104)

Nov. 15
(222)

Nov. 25
(230)

Deo. 3
(233)

1930
June 28

(130)

July 9

Aug. 26
(1)

Sept. 11
(31)

Subject

From the Minister in Canada
Report that the conference with the Premiers will probably be

postponed until November and that the Canadian Government
has inquired whether the United States would allow Canada to

improve the channel from Lake Ontario to Prescott on both sides

with the understanding that the United States will reimburse
Canada at some future date; suggestion that the Department
might say that it prefers to have the benefit of the judgment of the

commission before undertaking any piecemeal improvements.

To the Minister in Canada (teL)
Instructions to suggest to the Prime Minister that the commis-

sioners be appointed, ^nd to say to him that if the commissioners
recommend the immediate improvement of the section proposed
by Canada, the President will recommend to Congress that an ap-

propriation be voted to carry out the works in U. S. waters.

From the Minister in Canada (tel.)

Informal conversation with the Minister of Public Works, in

which the latter stated that if the United States could not agree
to the reimbursement plan, Canada would certainly be permitted
to do the improvement without reimbursement; request for in-

structions before taking the matter up formally with the Prime
Minister.

From the Minister in Canada (tel.)

Presentation to Prime Minister of substance of Department's
No. 104, October 25; Prime Minister's statement that he is arrang-
ing for the conference of Premiers in December, and his opinion,
with regard to the appointment of commissioners, that it might be
better to have the work done by the International Joint Commis-
sion.

From the Minister in Canada (tel.)

Information from Prime Minister that conference of Premiers
cannot be held before January.

From the Canadian Charge
Transmittal of report on the international rapids section of the

St. Lawrence by the Canadian members of the Joint Board of

Engineers and the engineers representing Ontario; statement that
the Canadian members of the Joint Board of Engineers are pre-
pared to participate in further consideration of the engineering
problems of this section.

To the Canadian Charge
Suggestion that the Canadian Government indicate a date on

which it would be convenient for the Joint Board of Engineers to
convene.

To the Minister in Canada
Note for the Secretary of State for External Affairs (text

printed) inquiring whether Canada is now in a position to appoint
commissioners to discuss the St. Lawrence seaway and formulate
an appropriate treaty.

From the Minister in Canada
Note from the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Septem-

ber 10 (text printed), stating that it will not be possible to deal
comprehensively with the St. Lawrence question at present, but
that it will be taken up again after the Imperial Conference set



LIST OF PAPERS LXXV

CANADA
AVIATION RADIO CONFERENCE BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED

STATES AND CANADA, HELD AT NEW YORK, APRIL 10-11, 1930

Date and
number Subject Pago

1930
Mar. 29

(38)

Apr. 5

(53)

Apr. 15

Undated

June 19

(71)

Aug. 18

(804)

To the Charg^ in Canada (teZ.)

Information that Federal Radio Commission suggests that a
conference regarding aviation radio communication be held at
New York between Canadian and U. S. representatives on or
before April 10; instructions to ascertain whether Canada will

agree to proposed conference.

From the Charge in Canada (tel.)

Notification that Canada has agreed to proposed conference.

From the Chairman of the American Delegalicn
Names of U. S. and Canadian delegates, and report on the

conference.

Minutes of Informal Canadian-United States Conference
Text of minutes of the two meetings of the conference on

aviation radio held at U. S. Customs House, New York City,
April 10 and 11.

From the Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs to the

American Chargt in Canada
Information that Canada is prepared to accept the recom-

mendations of the conference.

From the American Clmrgi in Canada to the Canadian Secretary
of State for External Affairs

Advice that the U. S. Federal Radio Commission has adopted
the recommendations of the conference.

533

534

534

535

541

542

CHILE
CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CHILE FOB PREVENTION OF

SMUGGLING OF INTOXICATING LIQUORS, SIGNED MAY 27, 1930

1930
Feb. 17

(12)

May 23

May 26
(40)

May 27

From the Chilean Ambassador
Inquiry as to whether the U. S. Government is disposed to

sign with Chile a convention for the prevention of smuggling of

intoxicating liquors which will permit Chilean vessels carrying
such liquors to call at U. S. ports.

To the Chilean Ambassador
Advice that the United States will be glad to conclude such a

treaty with Chile; submittal of draft treaty for consideration.

From the Chilean Ambassador

Ileceipt of instructions to sign the proposed treaty.

Convention Between the United States of America and Chile

Text of convention signed at Washington.

543

543

544

545
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THE LONDON NAVAL CONFERENCE, JANUARY 21-APRIL 22, 1930
*

[The Governments represented at the Conference were the United

States of America, France, Great Britain and the states of the British

Empire which were separate members of the League of Nations (Aus-

tralia, Canada, India, the Irish Free State, New Zealand, and the Union
of South Africa) , Italy, and Japan. ,

Following is the list of the American Delegates and Advisers :

DELEGATES

Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of State.
Charles G. Dawes, Ambassador to Great Britain.
Charles Francis Adams, Secretary of the Navy.
Joseph T. Robinson, United States Senator.
David A. Reed, United States Senator.

Hugh S. Gibson, Ambassador to Belgium.

Dwight W. Morrow, Ambassador to Mexico.

ADVISERS

Admiral William V- Pratt.

Hugh R. Wilson, Minister to Switzerland.
Rear Admiral Hilary P. Jones (retired) .

Arthur Wilson Page.
J. Theodore Marrmer, Chief of the Division of Western Euro-

pean Affairs, Department of State.

Ray Atherton, Counselor of Embassy in Great Britain.

George A. Gordon, Counselor of Embassy in France.

George Rublee.
Lieut. Col. Charles Burnett.]

1 For the antecedents of the Conference, see Foreign Relations, 1*929, vol. i,

pp. 132 ff.

The acts of the Conference and other relevant data are printed in Department
of State Conference Series No. 6, Proccedinffs of the London Naval Conference
of 1980 and Supplementary Documents (Washington, Government Printing: Office,

1931) ; a similar text, in both English and French, was issued by the British

Foreign Office under the title Documents of the London Naval Conference, 1930
(London, 1930). Further pertinent material is contained in Department of State
Conference Series No. 3, London Naval Conference, Speeches and Press State-
ments t)y Members of the American Delegation, Jamiary W-April 20, 1980
(Washington, Government Printing Office, 1930).
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500.A15a3/621 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

{Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, January 19, 193011 a. m.

[Eeceived 3 p. m.
2
]

4. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. My tele-

gram No. 1, January 18, 1 p. m.2a
Yesterday afternoon I had a

conversation of about three and one-half hours with Prime Minister

MacDonald. Of this time we spent two hours quite alone. The Prime
Minister's son was present for half an hour and Marriner and Craigie

s

joined us for the last three-quarters of an hour. As a result of the

Parliamentary session the Prime Minister appeared tired. He said to

me that he had never known any day whether or not before the day's

session was over he might not find himself out of office.

He agreed with me that if the heads of the delegations were allowed

to constitute a steering committee that would be the best system, but

that the fact that Tardieu 4 wanted to bring Briand 5 with him to the

first meeting to discuss the subject somewhat complicated this. Fur-

thermore, it appears likely that should Tardieu be wanted back in

France, Briand might be agreed upon as the head of the delegation.

The matter has been left in abeyance until other delegations are

heard from, although I said I would be quite willing to come alone

even if France brought tfvo.

The Japanese, the Prime Minister said, had been very stiff in de-

manding a 10-10-7 ratio. Admiral Takarabe 6 was very firm indeed,

although he felt that Wakatsuki 7

appeared somewhat more con-

ciliatory. I told him that if a treaty which started out with a con-

dition precedent of such a ratio for Japan were submitted to the

American Senate, I felt that there was no possibility of its being

accepted. I pointed out that Japan would be more reluctant to allow

any treaty to be made without them which might make it possible
for Great Britain and the United States to build against them fully
two to one, and I also mentioned the financial difficulties of building
in Japan at the present time. The Prime Minister agreed with me
absolutely on the necessity for remaining stiff against this prelimi-

nary demand by Japan for 10-10-7. After Marriner and Craigie

2
Telegram in three sections.

2ft Not printed.
3 R. L. Craigie, head of the American Department of the British Foreign Office.
4 Andre" Tardieu, President of the French Council of Ministers and chief of

the French delegation.
5 Aristide Briand, French Minister for Foreign Affairs and memher of the

delegation.
6
Japanese Minister of Marine and member of the delegation.

T
Reijiro Wakatsuki, chief of the Japanese delegation.
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had joined us, somewhat later, we reverted to the question of possible

face-saving clauses for the satisfaction of Japanese public opinion.
The question of Japan's financial necessities was again stressed by us,

and we agreed that unless the battleship program were coupled with
a simultaneous agreement on auxiliary vessels we would not consent

to its alteration.

The French, the Prime Minister said, had been acting very badly
in the whole matter, but they had become somewhat more conciliatory

since his rather stiff answer to their last note. He said that with

reference to the proposed Mediterranean Pact 8 what France desired

was a guarantee, which he could not give of course, nor would he be

willing to enter into a treaty which would not embrace all the powers
of the Mediterranean, including Yugoslavia and Spain. The Spanish
Ambassador had told him, he said, that after the Conference had

got under way, Spain could not be brought into it. I told him that

if the French were satisfied with a consultative treaty I had a feeling
that they might not stand out for an absolute guarantee. Then the

Prime Minister told me that in the strictest confidence he would show
me a draft which he had made on this subject and which was precisely
in the form of the Pacific treaty between the four powers.

9 I told

him that I felt that the first article of that treaty as he adapted it

might bo just the ladder that the French would need to come down on.

After this we discussed the points causing the irritation of the

French against the British: (1) the attitude of Snowden at The

Hague;
10

(2) the suspicion resulting from the visit to America of

the Prime Minister;
11 and (3) the about-face on the trained reserve

question made by Cecil.12

Tardieu, I pointed out, had won a victory at The Hague, and as he
felt reassured respecting the visit to Washington, the other items would
be less troublesome. MacDonald also told me that he was prepared
to concede the position on trained reserves, and that, in talking to

Marrinor, Craigie had supplemented this information by saying that

this was a concession which they would not wish to make too early in

the proceedings and at any rate certainly not before the Conference

had opened.

8 See the French memorandum of December 20, 1020, Foreign Relations, 1029,
vol. T, p. 209.

11

Treaty signed at Washington, December IB, 1021, HM., 1022, vol. T, p. 33.
10
Philip Snowden, Chancellor of the Exchequer and hencl of the British repre-

sentation at. the international conference held at; The Hague, August G to 31, 1929
See Oroftt Britain, Growl. ttl!)2, Mlsn. No. 5, (1029): Protocol With Annexes
Approved at the- Plenary Rcwion of the ffaffuc Conference, Aufrust 8.1, .7,980; also
Omd. 3417, Misc. No. 7 (1020) : International Agreement on the Evacuation of
the Rhin <:?an d Terr 1 1o i "?/.

11 See Foreign Relations, 1020, vol. nr, pp. 1 If.

32 Viscount Cecil of Ohelwood. See League of Nations, Official Journal, Special
Supplement. No. 78, ''Records of tho Tenth Ordinary Session of the Assembly,
Minutes of the Third Commit tee (Reduction of Armaments)/ 1

p. 72.
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His discussion of Italy's position he opened by saying that Italy

was worse than France, and, as I expressed some surprise, he depicted

Italy's economic restlessness and her strong desire for colonies now
in the possession of France. In the matter of French and Italian

naval building, I told him that I felt, of course, quite disinterested

except insofar as it might have reference to the British.

Before we began discussing the possibility of making economies

in battleships, Craigie and Marriner had joined us.

The first economy suggestion was that replacements be postponed.
The second was that the units be reduced in size.

The third was that the number of units be reduced.

MacDonald said that while I was at sea he said almost exactly the

same thing in a press statement and that, therefore, my statement of

the case was almost telepathic. I had already seen an excerpt from it,

I said, which stated that he would consent to a full holiday extending
until 1936.

Then I offered him congratulations on the advances in this position
from that which he had adopted while in Washington. He said that

both politically and financially he regretted to have to do this but

that this was a point on which he felt he must yield, although he was

really worried by the industrial aspect of the matter. I have told

him that I desired to warn him that probably we would not be able

to go along with Great Britain regarding the question of reduction

in size of ships, particularly during the period of transition, and that

it was our opinion that not much economy would result from it. The

question of the reduction we felt should be by numbers
;
he said that

the British Admiralty, in his opinion and Craigie's, would agree to a

reduction in numbers, and he further pointed out that he had been
told by the Japanese that if numbers were reduced they would expect
an addition to their ratio. It might be dangerous, I pointed out, to

reduce the difference in strength existing between battleship fleets

and other war vessels, especially with regard to the three main naval

powers, and in this matter he said that he felt that there was a prac-
tical identity of interests between the United States and Great Britain.

The conversation was most friendly in its whole tone, and I feel

that from the British delegation we will have a full measure of

cooperation.

STIMSON
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500.A15a3/629 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, January 20, 1930 2 p. nu

[Received 2: 10 p. m.13
]

8. The following summarizes tlie situation up to the present.

The element of the situation which is most important is that on the

voyage over and here the American delegation has developed into a

loyal, harmonious unit which is working together as one man. Mac-

Donald, on the other hand, has to divide authority with his Dominions

who insist upon representation in the meetings of committee chair-

men. The Dominion representatives, however, are individually

friendly and amenahle and the smooth working of the Conference

will not, in my opinion, be obstructed by them.

At my country house yesterday I had a very friendly and satis-

factory conference with the delegation from Italy, and after that

Morrow and I had a satisfactory conference with Tardieu and Briand.

Tardieu is apparently sincerely desirous of agreement and has defi-

nitely abandoned the position that this Conference cannot be final

but must be contingent on general disarmament by the League of

Nations. Tardieu at the preliminary meeting for organization of the

delegation chairmen proved himself to be practical minded and made

suggestions in the direction of informality and simplicity in the

future working of the Conference. In comparison with the attitude

of the French in previous conferences these suggestions were novel.,

I believe that MacDonald will cooperate with me in respect to the-

Japanese demands, although I have had no further conference with

the Japanese. A favorable outlook for an agreement resulting from
the Conference has in general been confirmed by events since my ar-

rival in England, as it is evident that MacDonald will remain in

office on his opponents' sufferance until the Conference has been con-

cluded. One of the most important factors, in my opinion, at present
is to convince the British public and the Conservatives that our parity
demand is genuine and that we will insist upon it; in case I find it

necessary to make some emphatic statement to this effect I hope
you will bear this necessity in mind. I also trust that no public
statement will be made by the President bearing on the details of ne-

gotiations unless I am given opportunity for comment and ample
notice as of course any statement that is made by him must be made

good while the Prime Minister can, without being taken too seriously

here, give utterance to pious hopes and aspirations. This applies

among other things to battleship [sia] abolition.

STIMSON

"Telegram in two sections.
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50<XA15a3/639 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, January 23, 1930 6 p. m.
[Keceived 7 : 20 p. m.14]

16. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Tar-

dieu, Briand, MacDonald, Henderson,
15 and Morrow dined with me

on Tuesday evening. The French had as their interpreter Paul
Mantoux.16 The British Prime Minister said he considered it de-
sirable to know what matters were to be discussed at the plenary
session today and in the meantime what progress we could make. He
was turning over in his mind whether it would not be desirable that
the respective delegations hold separate meetings, as for example,
between Japan and the United States, between Japan and Great

Britain, between Great Britain and the United States, or between
France and Italy.

France, Tardieu stated, favored both reduction and limitation of
armament but felt that further limitation was the pathway to reduc-
tion. It was felt by Henderson that disappointment would result

if reduction could not be achieved and that a bolder policy of reduction

should be aimed for by the Conference at the outset. This was agreed
to in not quite such strong terms by MacDonald. It was suggested

by Tardieu that if we should use the present programs of the various

Governments as a basis, making it clear that the Conference would
result in a reduction in the programs as distinguished from reduction

of existing navies, this would be a beginning of reduction of arma-
ment. The question of ratios and its consequent concomitant of

prestige arose later in the evening. It appeared, I said, that because
minds were fixed on prestige, programs were apt to be large. It 'was

pointed out by me that possibly this desire might be satisfied in either

one of two ways, by raising the ratios or by a change in the nature of
the contract. The dangers inherent in the first method were then

pointed out by me, that is, that reduction on the one hand would be
prevented by it and antagonisms on the other aroused by it.

The method which I had discussed with the President was then

suggested by me, that is, to avoid all implications of contractual

inferiority by merely setting out programs which could not be de-

parted from without a notice say of one year and without giving
sufficient reason therefor, thus releasing the other signatories from

"Telegram in two sections.
15 Arthur Henderson, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and member

of the British delegation.
36 Former head of the Political Department, Secretariat of the League of

Nations.
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their corresponding programs. The French seemed to consider this

suggestion as helpful and I am informed that Tardieu privately said

he considered their difficulties might be solved by my proposed second

method. I was informed by Hankey
1T on the following day that he

was urging this method upon the Prime Minister as for a long time

he had been convinced that it would be the ultimate solution.

I conferred yesterday with the Prime Minister concerning agenda
of today's plenary session and informed him that I did not propose
to set out a long and detailed argumentation for the maintenance of

a large navy and that I hoped that he and the other nations would

do likewise as it did not -seem wise to me to dig in behind any set

statement of needs and the reasons why they should be adopted.
This was not agreed to altogether by him as I believe the political

effect of some patriotic statement of Britain's dependence on the sea

was valued by him at this time. Mr. Wakatsuki, upon whom I subse-

quently called, agreed to the limitation of his statement to generali-

ties. This was done by him. The statement of the Italians was
likewise based on the point of view that no reduction could be too

great and that naval needs were relative. It was still apparently
considered politically necessary by the French that a detailed state-

ment be made by them.

There was no friction in this morning's plenary session
;
the election

of Sir Maurice Hankey as Secretary General and a decision that in

case of absence of the Prime Minister the chair should be taken by
the heads of the other delegations in the English alphabetical order

completed the organization of the Conference. The policy suggested
in the paragraph above was followed in the speeches. A very long

expose of French coast line area and commerce was read by Tardieu,
who frequently stressed the point that these items for France were only

exceeded by similar statistics for Great Britain, the United States

and Japan. During most of Tardieu's speech his manner was re-

strained and almost perfunctory, giving the impression that the

effect at home was the essential object of his speech. He stated, how-

ever, in the last paragraph that any idea of absolute needs was

necessarily modified by relative considerations such as a condition of

naval agreement and security. The speech of the Italian delegate

was moderate and conciliatory, only stating in principle that equality

with the navy of the largest European continental power was the

Italian need.

STTMSON

r
Col. Sir Maurice Hankey, secretary of the British delegation.
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500.A15a3/641 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Sti'mson) to the Acting'
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, January 24, 1930 6 p. iru

[Received January 24 4 : 29 p. m.]

18. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. At Mac-
Donald's invitation we had a two hours' conference on Thursday with
the heads of the delegations. The only one of the Dominions repre-
sented was Australia, the others having been persuaded by MacDonald
to eliminate themselves. Procedure was discussed at length with quite-

favorable results. Speed in providing methods for sorting out and

reporting upon all possible questions before the Conference was par-

ticularly urged by MacDonald and Tardieu. An agreement resulted

that the heads of delegations should meet every day, beginning Mon-
day, in order that they might discuss the various questions before the

Conference and examine how the various questions should preliminar-

ily be disposed of for investigation and report, tliat is, either by ref-

erence to subcommittees of various kinds or by the sessions of the chiefs

of delegations themselves. The informal meetings between the sep-
arate delegations now in progress will not be interfered with by these-

meetings. We have received today tentative agenda of subjects to be
thus considered and will receive these each day for revision in advance
of the following day's meeting and no subject which is objected to by
any chief delegate will be taken up. Conferences liave been held today
between some of us and the Italians and the Japanese. Yesterday
and today we have also been in almost continuous session, as a dele-

gation, making good progress on our own positions as regards various

questions.

We feel in view of this week's experience that our delegation is

absolutely harmonious and particularly well prepared in advance
of any other delegation here. Figure studies which have been of
much use to us are apparently lacking even to the British.

STIMSOK
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SOO.A15a3/G44 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

TOKYO, January 25, 1930 9 a. m.

[Keceived January 25 6 : 48 a. m.]

11. Kepeat to London.18

1. The only public explanations of the Japanese position with

respect to cruisers are based upon formulae representing the strength

of opposing sides in the great sea battles of the past, for example, the

comparative strengths of the Japanese-Russian fleets in the battle

of the Straits of Tsushima, or, of the British and German, fleets at

the battle of Jutland, and attempt to adduce from the figures the

principle that a superior fleet could not be assured of victory unless

it had a preponderant relative strength of 10-7, and, conversely, that

fleet weaker than its enemy by any proportion less than 7-10 would

be certain to meet defeat. It is the opinion of our own Naval Attach^

as well as that of other Naval Attaches in Tokyo that this is rubbish.

2. [Paraphrase.] It is undoubtedly only in connection with war
with the Unitetl States that the 10-7 ratio is considered. The Japa-
nese naval experts believe that the United States in such an event

would not permit the development of a war of exhaustion but as soon

as possible would seek a final conclusion. This belief is based on the

reason that the United States would have to bring over an effective

military force
;
that the use of the best part of the American merchant

marine would be required for the transportation of a large army across

the Pacific
;
that the capture of American carrying trade by British

and other foreign merchant marines and the loss of the United States

foreign marketing would result from the diversion for a long period
of time of a large proportion of American merchant vessels. It is

consequently believed that as soon as possible the American Navy
would try to corne to grips with the Japanese Navy.

3. The great distance between Pearl Harbor and Japan, it is be-

lieved, would prevent the American battle fleet from effectively carry-

ing on offensive operations against Japan from Pearl Harbor. The
American battle fleet, therefore, would immediately upon the outbreak

of war proceed to Manila in order that they might operate against

Japan from that base which is close enough to permit the freest use of

cruisers and submarines as well as of capital ships. The Caroline

and Marshall Islands, through which the American battle fleet would
have to pass, are mandates of Japan. Excellent places for conceal-

ment of submarines are afforded by these islands. For attacks upon
the American battle fleet the Japanese would here undoubtedly exploit

M
Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 19,

January 25, 9 a. m.
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the use of the large submarine contingent upon which they insist

The Japanese realize only a portion of the battle fleet could be de

stroyed by their submarines, but they appear to have confidence ii

their ability to destroy enough ships to reduce the preponderance o:

the American battle fleet, thus making it possible for the Japanese

fleet to meet the American fleet on terms which would be more 01

less equal.

4. There is naturally no public discussion of the above but undoubt

edly the demand for a 10-7 ratio would largely disappear if Japai

could be made to understand that we have no plans in regard to Chin?

which might conceivably lead to war. [End paraphrase.]
CASTLI

5OO.A15a3/649 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Actinc

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, January 2fe, 1930 3 p. m
[Ueceived January 28 12 : 55 p. m."

22. Three and a half hours were wasted in yesterday morning's

meeting of the heads of the five delegations by debate between th<

French and Italians concerning whether the items proposed by one

or the other should precede each other on the informal agenda con-

cerning the disposal of which a consultation was to be held betweer

tlie heads of delegations. The alphabet, it was finally agreed, should

decide this question and the Italian proposition should be preceded

by the French proposition so labeled. In the meanwhile progress ir

the study and consideration of a more detailed plan is being made bj
the American delegation.
The heads of delegations at their meeting this morning determined

to hold a plenary session of the Conference at 10 o'clock on Thursday,
the 30tli

?
in order that they might discuss the appointment of a com-

mittee on which should be represented not more than two delegates
from each of the five countries. This committee would report to the

Conference and its duty would be to consider the methods of limita-

tion, i. e. (1) global, (2) by categories, and (3) by categories with a

transfer possibility.A statement will be made by the Italian delegate to the effect that
decisions on any of these methods cannot be accepted by Italy until
there is a more exact determination of the question of ratio and
tonnage level but that the committee will not be opposed by Italy,The general principle and the parliamentary question involved in
the setting up of the committee and its terms of reference as above
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described will be discussed in the plenary session. The plenary ses-

sion's real object is to prevent the press from getting too restless

over the lack of open meetings and to allow time necessary to continue

informal discussions between delegates which are now showing real

progress and going at full speed.

Admission will be granted to a limited number of press representa-

tives and the arrangements for this are now being elaborated between

the press officers of the various delegations and the British press office.

STIMSOK

500.A15a3/661 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKYO, January 81, 1930 1 p. m.

[Received January 31 9 : 35 a. m.]

14. Telegram to be repeated to London.19

Evidently acting under instructions, Hanihara 20 last night spoke
to me of the impression which prevails in Japan that the plans of the

American Navy are based on the possibility of war with Japan in

order to force acceptance of our ideas in regard to China. Japan
realized, he said, that a war with the United States would be the

worst possible disaster and that therefore Japan even from a selfish

point of view could never think of it, but that unfortunately on account

of the belief above expressed there was extreme nervousness here.

This fear would never be understood in the United States, I said,

and I could conceive of no circumstances in which the United States

would go to war with Japan over China, that our aims approximated
the Japanese as both countries wanted only a China which was sub-

stantially and politically sound. I was assured by him that this im-

pression which he said prevailed was not the belief of his Government
but that popular opinion had to be taken into account and that popular

opinion felt that this possibility of war over some Chinese question
was the basis for our opposition to a slightly larger ratio for Japan.
Dooman 21 was told very much the same thing by Vice Minister

Yoshida who stated that if I could make some authoritative statement

contradicting the idea it might be most helpful. I had already planned
to say in my speech at the dinner of the America-Japan Society that we
have at present no quarrel on the subject of China and that I foresee

none in the future but merely closer cooperation in forwarding our

**
Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 39,

January 31, 9 a. m.
20 Masanao Hanihara, former Japanese Ambassador in the United States.
31
Eugene H. Dooman, First Secretary of Embassy in Japan.
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common aim to help China to achieve political and economic stability.

There has been, as you know, a radical change in the Japanese policy

toward China and it is now clearly recognized that friendly assistance

must be the basis for their relations. The above suspicion of our

purpose, in my mind, is certainly the principal reason that a higher

ratio in large cruisers is insisted upon by the Japanese.
CASTLE

500.A15a3/661 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Japan (Castle)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 1, 1930 5 p. m.

25. Your No. 14, January 31, 1 p. m.

1. The question you present involves problems both of facilitating

the work of the Naval Conference and of the continuous conduct of

relations with the Far Eastern countries. Mindful of the difficulties

which arose in consequence of statements in the Lansing-Ishii notes 23

and in the Anglo-Japanese Treaties of Alliance 24 the Department
feels that utmost care should be taken with regard to both substance

and phraseology in any attempt to explain policy of the United States

in relations with Japan in terms of American and Japanese policy

in relation to China.

Careful consideration should be given to the effect not only in Japan
but elsewhere of any statement which may be made. For example, it

is likely that the statement "closer cooperation in forwarding our

common aim to help China to achieve economic and political sta-

bility
55 would be misunderstood in China and would be susceptible to

interpretations disadvantageous to us.

One might safely say, instead, that it is the desire of this Govern-

ment, and we are assured and confident that it is also the desire of

Japan, to see China achieve economic and political stability. In brief,
we believe that it is not necessary to characterize or define our policy
or aims with regard to China in terms of Japan's policy or aims, and
that it is desirable to avoid putting the two in the same brackets.

The suggestion is offered that you emphasize the point that the China

policy of this Government is completely defined in the Washington
treaties of 1922, particularly the Nine-Power Pact relating to prin-

23 For Lansing-Ishii agreement of November 2, 1917, see Foreign Relations,
1917, p. 264; for cancelation of the agreement, see ibid., 1922, vol. n/p. 591.

24 For Anglo-Japanese alliance, see treaty of January 30, 1902. Foreign Rela-
tions, 1902, p. 514; treaty of August 12, 1905, ilia., 1905, p. 488; and treaty of
July 13, 1911, British and Foreign State Papers, vol. civ, p. 173.
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25 and in the Kellogg Peace Pact,
26

agreements which commit
the United States and Japan to each other and to countries which are

parties to these agreements and which are regarded in the United

States as conclusive evidence that no country signatory to them has

any aims regarding China likely to lead to armed conflict with any
other.

2. .Any statement regarding American naval plans should avoid

mention, if possible, of any particular country. It would be safe to

state officially at any time or place that the foreign policy of the

United States rests on principles which preclude any thought on the

part of either the American Government or the people of resorting to

war as an instrument of policy.

3. We are repeating this telegram to London today.
27 It is assumed

that if the Secretary wishes to alter or to add to the suggestions made

herein, you will in due course receive a further instruction.

COTTON

500.A15a.V665 : Telegram
K

Th& Chmtvnan of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

LONDON, February 4, 1930 7 p. m.

[Received 9 : 23 p. m.27a
]

35. [Paraphrase.] For the President. The American delegation,

after prolonged consultation with Japanese and British delegations,

unanimously favors submitting to Great Britain and Japan the fol-

lowing tentative suggestions which are to be considered not as a

collection of separate offers but as a whole. While Admiral Jones

approves the balance of the program, he still is convinced that 21

cruisers are essential. The entire plan is cordially endorsed by
Admiral Pratt, and all seven American delegates are now united in

believing that the 21 cruiser program could be insisted on only with

great danger to the Conference's success.

Your criticisms at the earliest possible moment will be appreciated.
We have not submitted these written detailed suggestions either to

tho British or the Japanese, but wo are encouraged by their statements

in our conferences to believe that a plan along these general lines may
be approved by them. The utmost secrecy should be maintained for

tho present as to the detailed proposal, of which the following will be

the substance: [End paraphrase.]

"Treaty signed at Washington, February 6, 1022, Foreign Relations, 1922,
vol. i, p. 270.

20
Treaty for the Renunciation of War, signed at Paris, August 27, 1928,

1028, vol. i, p. 153.
37
Telegram No. 45, 5 p. m. ; not printed.

**
Telegram in five sections.
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CRUISERS

FOR UNITED STATES

Total tons Type

180, 000 18 10,OCO tons carrying guns of 8-inch caliber

70,500 10 Existing Omahas .

76, 500 . . New cruisers carrying guns not exceeding 6-mch caliber

327,000 .. Total

(a) The United States shall have the option of the following:

150, 000 15 10,000 ton cruisers carrying guns of 8-inch caliber

70, 500 10 Existing Omahas
118, 500 . . New cruisers carrying guns not exceeding 6-inch, caliber

339, 000 . . Total

FOR GREAT BRITAIN

110, 000 11 10,000 [ton] cruisers now completed carrying8-inchguns
20, 000 2 10,000 ton cruisers now building carrying 8-inch guns
16, 800 2 8,400 ton cruisers now building carrying 8-inch guns
91, 000 14 New cruisers mounting 6-inch guns

101, 200 21 Existing cruisers mounting 6-inch guns
339, 000 50 Total

(a) Great Britain may retain four cruisers of Hawkins class car-

rying 7.5-inch guns until replacement by 6-inch cruisers/. To be

replaced by 1934-5.

(6) Great Britain shall have the option of the following:

176, 800 18 10,000 ton (or smaller) cruisers carrying guns of 8-inch
caliber

75, 000 . . New cruisers carrying guns of 6-inch caliber

75, 200 . . Existing cruisers carrying guns of 6-inch caliber

327, 000 . . Total

FOR JAPAN

28, 400 4 7,100 ton cruisers carrying 8-inch guns
40, 000 4 10,000 ton cruisers now completed carrying 8-inch guns
40, 000 4 10,000 ton cruisers now building carrying 8-inch guns
81, 455 17 Cruisers carrying guns not exceeding 6-inch caliber

8, 800 . . Existing or new cruisers carrying guns not exceeding
6 inches

198, 655 . . Total

Replacements

1. N"o cruiser may be replaced until it shall have reached a life of

20 years from date of completion, unless it shall have been lost through
an accident.

2. Tonnages are given in Washington standard tons.

3. Old tonnage may be retained over the age limit if not replaced,
but the same right of replacement is not lost by delay in scrapping
after reaching the age limit.
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DESTROYERS

Total tonnage of destroyers and destroyer leaders shall be :

For United States, 200,000; for Great Britain 200,000; for Japan

120,000.
1. Existing destroyers and leaders may be retained and vessels

building may be completed up to the above total allowed tonnages.

2. Existing vessels shall not be scrapped except to comply with the

allowed tonnage until the vessel has reached an age limit of 16 years.

3. Old tonnage may be retained over the age limit if not replaced,

but the right of replacement is not lost by delay in scrapping after

reaching the age limit.

4. No new vessels shall be laid down prior to 31 December, 1936,

except to replace vessels reaching the age limit or lost through accident.

5. Maximum unit displacements shall be limited as may be agreed

upon in conference. We suggest 1,850 tons for United States, Great

Britain, and Japan, and 3,000 tons for France and Italy.

SUBMARINES (If retained)

Total tonnage of submarines shall be :

For the United States 60,000.
For Great Britain - 60,000.
For Japan 40,000.

1. Existing submarines may be retained and vessels building may
be completed up to the above total allowed tonnages.

2. Existing vessels shall not be scrapped except to comply with

the allowed tonnage until the vessel has reached an age limit of 13

years.
3. No new vessels shall be laid down prior to 31st December, 1936,

except to replace vessels reaching the age limit or lost through accident.

4. Submarine tonnages are given in Geneva standard tons, surface

condition.

5. Maximum unit displacement shall be limited as may be agreed

upon in conference.

6. Old tonnage may be retained over the age limit if not replaced
but the right of replacement is not lost by delay in scrapping after

reaching the age limit.

7. Submarines to be limited to the same rules of international law
as surface craft, in operations against merchant ships.

BATTLESHIPS

1. The replacement tables of the Washington Treaty
28 are modi-

fied as follows to comply with these principles :

(a) Immediate scrapping of old ships down to a total of 15-15-9.

28
Treaty signed at Washington, February 6, 1922, Foreign Relations, 1922,

TOl. 1. 1>. 247.
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(b) No new ships to be laid down prior to 31 December, 1936 except

as provided below in paragraph 4.
. .

(c) Each nation may retain two old battleships for training pur-

poses or for use as targets provided these vessels shall be rendered

incapable of further war-like service as prescribed in the Washington

Treaty.

2. Tonnages are in Washington standard tons. Three thousand

standard tons have been added to each of the Idaho, Mississippi and

New Mexico to allow for future modernization.

3. Should any provision be made for replacements of battleships,

each nation may retain old tonnage if not replaced, and the right of

replacement of that tonnage is not lost by such postponement.

4. In order to realize now the parity of battleship tonnage which

was ultimately contemplated by the Washington Treaty by balancing

the Rodney and Nelson, the United States may lay down one 35,000 ton

battleship in 1933, complete it in 1936, and on completion scrap the

Wyoming. If the United States shall exercise this option, then a

similar option as to replacing one capital ship shall be granted to

Japan.
5. "Modernizing" existing ships includes increase in gun elevation.

6. The foregoing principles will result in a schedule substantially
as follows :

FOR UNITED STATES

Standard

Scrap Florida 21,900
Utah 22,000
Arkansas 26,100
Total 70,000

2. Total tons now on hand, 532,400.
Scrap in 1930-31, 70,000.

Remaining first of January 1936, 462,400.
Scrap Wyoming in 1936, 26,000, leaving 436,400.
One new ship 35,000. Total 471,400.

FOR GEEAT BRITAIN

Standard

Scrap Iron Duke . . . 26,250
MarTborough . .

Emperor of India
Benbow ....
Tiger ....
Total

26,250
26,250

26,250

28,900
133,900

Total tons now on hand, 606,450.
Scrap [in] 1930-31, 133,900.
Remaining until 31st December 1936, 472,550.
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FOR JAPAN

Standard

1. Scrap Kenya 26,330
2. Total tons now on hand, 292,400.

Scrap in 1930-31, 26,330.

Eemaining until 31st December 1936, 266,070.

AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

The minimum limitation of 10,000 tons shall be stricken from the

definition of aircraft carriers in the Washington Treaty, so that all

such vessels shall be charged against the permitted tonnage.

f , EXEMPT CLASS

(a) That all naval surface combatant vessels of less than 500 tons

standard displacement be exempt.

(b) That all naval surface combatant vessels of 500 to 3,000 tons

individual standard displacement should be exempt from limitation,

provided they have none of the following characteristics :

(1) Mount a gun greater than 5-inch caliber.

(2) Mount more than two guns above 3-inch caliber.

(3^
Are designed or fitted to launch torpedoes.

(4) Are designed for a speed greater than 16.5 knots.

(c) That all naval vessels not specifically built as fighting ships

nor taken in time of peace under Government control for fighting

purposes, which are employed in fleet duties or as troop transports

or in some other way other than as fighting ships, should be

exempt from limitation provided they have none of the following
characteristics :

Mount a gun greater than 6-inch caliber.

Mount more than four guns above 3-inch caliber.

Are designed or fitted to launch torpedoes.
Are designed for a speed greater than 16.5 knots.

Are armored.
Are designed or fitted to launch mines.

Are fitted to receive planes on board from the air.

Mount more than one aeroplane launching apparatus on the

center line
;
or two, one on each broadside.

(d) Certain existing vessels of special type to be exempted by
mutual agreement.

STIMSON
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500.A15a3/665 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 5, 1930 10 a. m.

55. The suggestions contained in your telegram No. 35, February 4,

have been considered and are heartily approved by the President.

COTTON

500.A15a3/667 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 5, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received February 5 1 : 55 p. m.]

36. At the request of the Secretary of the Navy, and if the President

sees no objection, please communicate to Acting Secretary of the Navy
Jahncke, for discussion with the President only, the substance of our

telegram No. 35, February 4. Thereupon see Senators Swanson and
Hale ** at the request of Senators Robinson and Reed, and communicate

to them the substance of our proposal with messages as follows :
w

"For Senator Swanson from Robinson :

Please keep this strictly confidential except for Senator Hale. All

delegates agree that American proposal best possible, and that insist-

ence on 21 cruisers would make Japanese demands for 8-inch gun
vessels so large that Australia and New Zealand would insist on
building such vessels independently of British Navy. I am thor-

oughly satisfied with the methods of working out this proposal with
the negotiations incident to it, and of the value of the proposal to
the interest of the United States.

For Senator Hale from Reed :

Kindly regard this as strictly confidential except for Senator
Swanson.
After conversations with British and Japanese our delegation is

unanimous that we have outlined the best proposal that can be made.
Japanese insistence of basing their figures on American 8-inch-gun
cruiser tonnage will bring about cruiser building by Australia and
New Zealand, consequently parity could only be obtained with Great
Britain alone and not with British Empire. You will see that in
other directions we would receive many compensating advantages."

STIMSON

29 The ranking minority member and the chairman, respectively, of the Naval
Affairs Committee of the Senate.

80
Quoted passage not paraphrased.
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500.Al5a3/668 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the

Acting Secretary of State

LONDON, February 6, 1930 5 p, m.

[Received February 6 1 : 05 p. m.]

39. Delegation's No. 36, February 5, 5 p. m. If you have delivered

yesterday's message please communicate the following message from
Senator Robinson to Senator Swanson :

You will have noted that the American proposal is based on your
suggestion that options be given so that Great Britain and the United
States may, if they so desire, exactly duplicate each other's cruiser

fleets, ship for ship, ton for ton, and gun for gun. The whole dele-

gation joins me in thanking you for this suggestion which has
contributed much to the possibility of solution of this problem.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/670 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

LONDON, February 6, 19307 p. m.

[Received February 63 : 20 p. m. 31
J

41. Having learned this afternoon that garbled reports of our

plan were in the hands of hostile newspapers, in order to place the

advantages of the American proposal in the public eye as soon as

possible and to prevent all leaks which would concern themselves

only with its alleged disadvantages, I have decided, after consulta-

tion with the Prime Minister and Mr. Wakatsuki, to issue the at-

tached statement to the press tonight for release for tomorrow

(Friday) morning's papers.

At the opening of the Conference the United States delegation
made no statement of its position or the needs of its country beyond
the historical fact of the agreement in principle for parity between
Great Britain and the United States. We are now in a position
where we can go further. Following discussions among ourselves

and negotiations with the British and Japanese which have clarified

the limits of possible agreement, our delegation has made suggestions
as follows :

First, with Great Britain immediate parity in every class of ship
in the Navy. The gross tonnage of these two fleets is substantially

1,200,000 tons apiece. The negotiations last summer between Presi-

dent Hoover and Prime Minister MacDonald 32
practically reduced

31
Telegram in five sections.

32 See Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. m, pp. 1 ff.
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the discussions of parity between them to the comparatively insignifi-

cant difference in their respective cruiser class tonnage of 24,000

tons. We propose to settle this difference as follows : Of the larger
cruisers armed with 8-inch guns, Great Britain will have 15 and the

United States 18, an advantage to the latter of 30,000 tons. In this

case our advantage in large cruisers will be compensated to Great

Britain by a lesser tonnage on our side in smaller cruisers of 12,000

tons, but under the arrangements stated below this can be equalized

at our option. .

Of the smaller cruisers armed with 6-inch guns, Great Britain will

have an initial advantage; but, in order to insure exact equality of

tonnage, the United States makes the suggestion that each country
will have the option of duplicating exactly the cruiser fleet of the

other. Thus Great Britain would have the option, by reducing its

number of small cruisers, to increase its large cruisers from 15 to 18

so as to give it a total tonnage of 327,000 tons, the exact amount of

tonnage which the United States now asks. On the other hand, the

United States would have the option, by reducing its large cruisers

from 18 to 15, to increase the number of its small cruisers so as to

give it a total cruiser tonnage of 339,000 tons, the exact amount of

tonnage which the British now ask.

In battleships we suggest by reduction in number on both sides

to equalize our two fleets in 1931 instead of in 1942. At present the
British battleship fleet contains two more vessels than ours. In de-

stroyers and aircraft carriers we suggest equality in tonnage, and
in submarines the lowest tonnage possible.
As is well known we will gladly agree to a total abolition of sub-

marines if it is possible to obtain the consent of all five powers to such
a proposition, and in any event we suggest that the operations of sub-
marines be limited to the same rules of international law as surface
craft- in operation against merchant ships so that they cannot attack
without providing for the safety of the passengers and crew.

Second, our suggestion to the Japanese would produce an over-all

relation satisfactory to us and, we hope, to them. In conformity with
oor relations in the past it is not based upon the same ratio in every
class of ships.
We have not made proposals to the French and Italians whose

problems are not so directly related to ours that we feel it appropriate
at this time to make suggestions to them. A settlement of the Italian
and French problem is essential, of course, to the agreement
contemplated.
The United States delegates do not

^
feel at liberty to discuss any

further details in figures, and it is obvious that the announcement of
hypothetical figures by others is calculated only to provoke argument.
Our delegation is in agreement on every item of our program and

we are in the most hopeful spirit that in cooperation with the other
delegations the primary purpose of the Conference, namely, the ter-
mination and prevention of competitions in naval armament and such.
reductions as are found consistent with national security, may be
accomplished.
This is all that we deem it helpful to state until our suggestions

have been considered by the delegations to whom they have been sent.

STIMSOIST
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500.A15a3/671 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 7, 1930 10 a. m.

[Keceived February 7 7 : 10 a. m.]

42. Except for figures contained in statement transmitted in tele-

gram No. 41, February 6, 7 p. m., none will be given out here. It is

desired that none be given out in Washington, as to do so would em-

barrass Japanese negotiations. The statement was very well received

by the British press. What is Senator Swanson's reaction ?

STIMSOX

500.A15a3/671 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 7, 1930 2 p. m.

67. Your No. 42, February 7, 10 a. m. No figures have been given
out here

;
and although it is quite clear that your statement had the

President's approval, there has been no specific statement made that

he approved it. We do not want to give the impression that you are

operating under instructions from here. Your concrete proposal
has been sent to Castle. Your statement was widely carried in the

press here, but it is too early to appraise reaction. It is favorable,

as far as we have it. Swanson was very much pleased, I think, and,
while he has made no public statement and says that he is going to

withhold judgment, I feel certain that his judgment is favorable.

Senator Hale has made no public statement, but he does not like it.

My own personal feeling is that the form and matter of your

proposal are going to be approved, and that there is not going to

be any opposition except that which comes from a small group who
would never agree to anything anyway. What makes the most im-

pression is the unanimity of action of your delegation; I think that

there will be a very general impression that you have done a good job,

and that if you did not ask for more it was for the reason that you
are exercising sound judgment on the spot. There is to a rather

remarkable degree a willingness to trust the delegation, as far as I

can read the press. A note consistently running through the press
is the cool, deliberate manner in which the delegation has gone about

ascertaining what was wise before they offered proposals.
COTTON

51862545 7
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500.A15a3/684d : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American,

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 8, 1930 4 p. m.

75. ... It is our conviction that the objections which have so far

become articulate in Congress to your plans as announced, come from

Hale and Britten ^ and that they voice positions which we believe to

be untenable. Some regret still exists that the totals in the cruiser

category are still so high and we hark back to the negotiations which

took place by cable before MacDonald's visit and to the conversa-

tions when he was here at which time he hoped to do something further

in the direction of cruiser reduction. It is our hope that at some appro-

priate time and in the delegation's discretion, you will propose to

the British that they consider the old suggestion of police cruisers,

at least between you and them. At that time there was in our minds
a tentative suggestion that there be substituted a special category of

police cruisers of limited speed and armament or alternately of 6-inch

gun cruisers over age, but kept in service for police purposes, in lieu of

a certain tonnage allocated to the 6-inch gun cruiser category. Of
course, you will understand the reasons for this suggestion, how it is

made, and that we are not attempting to press an instruction on

the delegation. Nevertheless, we cannot abandon the hope that Mac-
Donald will be sympathetic toward this proposal. Perhaps it is

the sort of suggestion which should be relegated to a later stage in

the discussions.

COTTON

5O0.A15a3/6S4c : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 10, 1930 2 p. m.
84. There was one other matter, in discussing your offer further

with the President before his departure for Florida, concerning which
you probably understand his wishes

;
at the risk, however, of repetition

we again explain that 200,000 tons for destroyers seems to be a very
high figure. Presumably it is now being placed that high by you so
that negotiations between Great Britain and France may be left in

33 Fred A. Britten, chairman of the Naval Affairs Committee of the House of
Representatives.
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a better position ;
the President hopes, however, that 150,000 tons will

be the limit for the final figure.

In regard to your offer, the above is the last comment. It appears
to us here that your general strategy is correct; only those who will

oppose whatever you do are opposed to your plan.
COTTON

500.A15a3/688 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 12, 1930 7 p. m.

[Received February 12 5: 05 p. m.]

60. A conference, in which all pending propositions between the

two countries were discussed, was held yesterday afternoon, those

present being the Prime Minister, Henderson, Alexander 34 and

Craigie for Great Britain, and Adams, Reed, Marriner and myself for

the American delegation. It was shown, as a net result of the con-

ference, that an agreement will probably be easy between Great Britain

and ourselves, provided France or Japan does not interpose difficulties.

With regard to the cruiser proposition, we are standing firm, while

it is understood by Great Britain that, unless serious changes should

be made in our proposal in other directions which would make it

necessary as a counterpoise, the Rodney option
35 will probably not

be insisted on.

I have, in the private meetings of the chiefs of delegations, sharply,
and thus far successfully, prevented any battleship discussion on the

ground that, until we are assured that a general agreement in all the

auxiliary categories is possible, the United States will discuss no

changes in the Washington Treaty. I am, therefore, refusing to

discuss battleship questions in the press and trust that, regardless

of criticisms either in the press or in the Senate, the same policy will

be followed by you in Washington. It is not my desire that I should

be forced into a position where a battleship agreement will seem so

easy that, even if in the auxiliary categories Japan or France remains

obdurate, it will be difficult to avoid pressure for a separate agree-

ment on the subject of battleships.

Tardieu's first figures were received by the Prime Minister yester-

84 Albert Victor Alexander, First Lord of the Admiralty and member of the
British delegation.

35
See telegram No. 35, February 4, from the chairman of the American delegation,

p. 13.
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day immediately after the interview with us, and later in the evening

he stated that the high levels which they had suggested had some-

what discouraged him. Judging, however, from a private talk with

Tardieu, it remains my own feeling that our cruiser figures will be

left unchanged by eventual concessions from Tardieu. Japanese

counter figures are expected today; we believe, however, that not

until after their elections on February 20, will the Japanese come

down to earth.

SUMSON

500.A15a3/68Sc : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Japan (Castle)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 13, 1930 5 p. m.

36. The situation at the London Conference is difficult to appraise.

With regard to Japan, our delegation appears to be standing firm

until after the forthcoming Japanese elections; they seem pretty

obdurate against any concession to the Japanese point of view. I

think it probable that that position contributed to the unanimity in

our delegation. We should like to have your comments.

COTTON

500.A15aS/689 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKYO, February 14, 19309 p. m,

[Eeceived February 14 11 : 55 a. m.]

27. Your telegram "No. 36, February 13
}
5 p. m. Please repeat to

London. ^

I think that certain thoughtful Japanese regret that demand for

10-7 ratio in auxiliary ships was made practically a sine qua non of

the Japanese program. They must now face the fact, however, that

a large proportion of their people have been taught to look upon this

ratio as essential to national safety; that being so, they feel that they
cannot surrender. The ratio has become a political doctrine of major
importance. The fact that the United States refused to consider this

ratio is taken as an indication that we foresee the possibility of war.
I have pointed out repeatedly that Japan having accepted the 10-6
ratio in Washington, the belief is general in the United States that

Japan's demands for a higher ratio may equally be taken by the

38
Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No 103,

February 14, noon.
'
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American people as proof of belligerent intentions on the part of

Japan. Baron Shidehara 37 told me this afternoon that the press

has just been asking him urgently whether America could possibly
think that Japan could attack either the mainland or the Philippine
Islands because of this larger ratio. He told them that whatever

America might think, an attack was impossible since even if it were

immediately successful with regard to the Philippines it would be only
the beginning of a war in which Japan would in the long run be com-

pletely ruined. I reminded him that it was nevertheless true that

the man in the street in America, believing Japan to be already fully

protected, would inevitably think some such thing, all the more so- as

no precise or technical reasons had ever, as far as I knew, been ad-

vanced as to why Japan needed this 10-7 ratio for defense. Shidehara
said that it would be as difficult to give technical reasons as to give

convincing technical reasons why the United States must have parity
with Great Britain; that all the Navy would say was that Japan
might have a sporting chance with this ratio against the United States,
whereas with the 10-6 ratio it would have no chance at all. Shidehara
added that even with this chance the final result for Japan must be

disastrous.

It is also said in Tokyo that no attempt is being made in the London
Conference to maintain the Washington ratio with France or Italy,

that this proves that the Washington Conference ratios were not

intended to cover smaller craft, and that the American attempt to

hold Japan to them is unfair. That we have no particular interest in

France and Italy is admitted, but this very fact is noted to prove Eng-
land's greater generosity, in view of her keen interest in European
armament.

I have tried to give you in my cables the exact Japanese point of

view in the belief that knowledge of it may assist our delegates to

suggest compromises if any are possible along the lines of least re-

sistance. I was told yesterday by the French Charge that he believed

no compromise possible on submarines either with France or with

Japan. My thought that he might be urging the Japanese Govern-

ment to stand firm on this point was confirmed by Shidehara who said

that the Charge had told him that Japan and France should stand

unwaveringly together on this issue as their interests with regard to

it were identical. Shidehnra told him that Japan would not make

agreements of this sort with anyone, as it would not do to divide the

Conference into opposing groups; that each nation must stand on its

own feet. I am sure he was sincere in this and that Japan will not

make any private'agreement.
CASTLE

87
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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500.A15a3/691 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 16, 1930 5 p. m.

[Keceived February 164 : 20 p. m.
38

]

67. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Your

telegrams No. 103, February 14, noon,
38a and No. 106, February 14, 7

p. m.
38b At present we are in the center of discussions, and three of us

by invitation have been sitting in on the negotiations between France

and Great Britain for two days. It is our belief that they intend to

agree eventually, although on the cruiser question they are still some-

what apart, have not yet reached submarines, and are making counter

declarations as to the impossible positions occupied by each other.

Great optimism is felt by Morrow, who is familiar with French
methods.

We shall meet the Japanese delegation on Monday to make clear

our position (1) against any change of the big cruiser ratio, and

(2) that, unless a successful treaty covering all auxiliary vessels is

negotiated, the Washington battleship treaty should not be modified.

We have reason to believe that it is time to communicate these posi-
tions directly, even though it has already- been done indirectly. An
interlude for the above to sink in over the Japanese election day will

then probably occur. The Japanese, we feel, have no case for the

modification of the Washington ratio in regard to cruisers and no

existing construction or program on which to base it, as opposed to

the French who have a pretty good case for modification of the Wash-

ington ratio. The situation in regard to Japanese submarines is

different, and we would desire a compromise which would reduce
both sides by 1936. Negotiations, however, are rendered delicate and
difficult by the Japanese political situation.

The position of Italy is one of sitting silent on the sidelines ; and

keeping on friendly personal terms with her delegation is all that
we are doing. My new form of treaty with a speech in support of it

is being held in reserve; if the time comes when it seems that it will

bridge a final gap it is to be used.

It is not believed by any of us that the Conference will fail. Three
causes are delaying its progress : first, the inability of MacDonald to

delegate and organize his work
; second, the enforced absences every

week of Tardieu in Paris
;
and third, the elections in Japan referred

88
Telegram in two sections.

** See footnote 36, p. 24.
885 Not printed.
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to above. The American delegation is well organized and, whenever
it did not seem to cost too much on account of apparent eagerness, has

taken the initiative. We are as cordial and united as ever, and more

helpful and loyal support has never been given a chairman.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/691 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 18, 19307 p. m.

121. Your telegram No. 67, February 16, 5 p. m., has been con-

sidered. We have no particular suggestions to offer. We do not

expect the Japanese position to be changed substantially by the elec-

tions on the 20th. If before reaching a final result, and to reach it

you decide that concessions are to be made by you in the cruiser class

although you do not yourselves believe such concessions to be justi-

fied, it seems here to be of importance that the right to build such addi-

tional unjustified tonnage should arise only toward the very end of the

treaty period for the following reasons: (1) that not until that time

will the United States have built up its cruiser category anywhere
near to where it should be, and the same is not true with regard to

Great Britain or Japan; (2) that right to build additional unjustified

tonnage should not arise until after or until time of the conference

which will be called toward end of the treaty period; (3) that such

right to build shall arise at so late a date that any other nation which
feels that it is threatened thereby will very shortly be in a position to

be free of the treaty and to build as it chooses; and (4) because if this

course is followed it will tend to place a financial burden in certain

years which would be likely to be a handicap to actual building.
The foregoing are suggestions only.

COTTON

500.A15a3/697 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 19, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived February 19 12:57 p. m.]

73. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Since the

French delegation cannot participate until a new government has been

formed, the Conference has been adjourned until February 26. The

performance of important informal work will not be interfered with
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by this recess. The adjournment was recommended byme to the Prime

Minister because I felt that otherwise the Conference would have an

appearance of futility; it is also our hope that the return of the French

delegation will tend to be hastened by the knowledge of the fact that

the adjournment was made necessary by their situation. It is also

our hope that the pressure for news on correspondents will be lessened

by the fact of adjournment.
STIMSON

500.A15a3/704a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimsori)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 22, 1930 11 a. m,

131. Being somewhat disturbed, we desire that your feeling about

the Conference be made known to us more fully. There is undoubt-

edly a waning of public interest here. While this may be inevitable

and perhaps should not bother us, there is a strong feeling here that

nothing is being done to keep down the levels which in every category

being considered by the Conference are terribly high. I regret to

have to bother you, but more frequent reports are needed.

COTTON

500.A15a3/702 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 23, 19303 p. m.

[Received February 23 12 noon.39
]

80. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Your
No. 131, February 22. Following adjournment I pushed forward
informal negotiations with the British which resulted in situation

where agreement could be reached at once unless it were upset by
the French figures. The only issue remaining is whether the total

American cruiser tonnage shall be 320,000 or 327,000. The remainder

follows substantially the lines of the offer sent you, with elimination

of the new Rodney; modernization of old battleships is legalized,
an arrangement supported by both Jones and Pratt as parity. We
have hopes of limiting the Japanese to their present fleet, but we
have agreed with the British to delay pressing for final conclusions

until after the elections in Japan, as it is believed that a showdown
before elections would mean increase in Japanese demands.

89
Telegram in three sections.
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The presentation of the high French figures and the fall of the

French Government which came immediately afterward caused a

wave of pessimism here which is evidently echoed in the press. The
French figures were not surprising, however, after the French note

of December 20 last,
40 and Tardieu intimated to me privately that

these would be reduced. The serious feature of the situation is the

intense popular feeling among the British against the French, which
will make it impossible for the Prime Minister to keep his figures
down unless the French recede very substantially. In addition to the

above, I have had personal talks with Baldwin, Lloyd George,
Churchill and Grey.

41
They all approve parity with us, but they

are disturbed lest MacDonald may not meet the threat from France.

Our first problem is, obviously, to get the French to come down
from their original figures, which are all we have at present. Then
if they will not come down far enough to permit the British to make
a satisfactory agreement with us, we shall have to face the second

problem : Whether it will be possible to make a three-power agreement
with a withdrawal clause to protect the British against the French.

There is no change in the pact situation. The British kave sug-

gested a consultative pact to the French, who are still holding out for

a guarantee. At one time Briand suggested to me that he would like

to discuss with me later a supplement to the Kellogg Pact, but I took

this to mean something quite separate from the Naval Conference.

I have not given anyone encouragement as to our entering a Mediter-

ranean Pact, either consultative or of guarantee. If the President

has any new ideas on this subject, I should like to be advised.

As far as a waning of public interest is concerned, before I sailed

I warned everyone that that was inevitable. This work is a slow,

persuasive job, consisting of picking up and binding together the

fragments left unfinished from the Washington Conference of 1922.

We are doing as well as I expected we should do. Indeed, I think

that we can say for this administration that it has clearly accom-

plished one of our chief purposes, that of healing the serious friction

which had arisen between America and Britain over cruisers. Every-
one here is agreed on that.

MacDonald is staying with me tonight at Stanmore. If there is

anything further tomorrow I shall report it.

The President will receive by the Aquitania a long personal letter

which I sent last Tuesday.
42

*
Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, p. 299.

41
Stanley Baldwin, leader of the Conservative Party; David Lloyd George,

leader of the Liberal Party; Winston Churchill, former First Lord of the Ad-

miralty and member of the House of Commons; Earl Grey of Fallodon, former
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and member of the House of Lords.

42 Not printed.
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500.A15a3/705 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Extract]

TOKYO, February 24, 19303 p. m.

[Eeceived February 24- 9 : 30 a. m.]

32. Eepeat to London.43 The elections have resulted in a decisive

victory for the Government. The latest figures give the Minseito 273

seats, Seiyukai 174, balance of 19 seats being scattered among various

proletarian groups and independents. . . .

The Government now has unassailable position and is expected to

prosecute its policies both foreign and domestic in a decisive manner.

CASTLE

500.Al5a3/711 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKYO, February 25, 19305 p. m.

[Eeceived February 25 7 : 45 a. m.]

34. Please repeat to London.44
Eeport in press. It is stated in

Neigo that Stimson and MacDonald will propose that the Conference

resolve itself into one of three powers should the French not agree
to reduce demands. I questioned Shidehara whether Japan would, if

this report is true, agree to this. Favorable consideration, he said,

would certainly be given to the idea and he asked whether I believed a

conference of three powers would be successful. My reply was that it

seemed far more hopeful than at Geneva,
45 since the British cruiser

demands were reduced, to which he was in agreement. The presence
of Sarraut,

46 he believed, will make it almost impossible for the French
to agree.

CASTLE

48 Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 157,
February 24, 10 a. m.

44 Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 140,
February 25, 9 a. m.

45 Three-Power Conference, June 20-August 4, 1927, Foreign Relations, 1927,
vol. i, pp. 1 ff.

" Albert Sarraut, Minister of Marine in the French Ministry formed on February
21, 1930.
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500.A15a3/7lTa : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimsori)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 26, 1930 8 p. m.

149. Your personal letter to the President 46a
containing a resume of

affairs to February 17 has been received and read. Although the

following course is not being recommended to you, we assume that

you are considering whether or not a wise course may not be a three-

power agreement with a political clause in event of menacing building.
The reasons which make a step of that sort seem wise to us are (1) be-

cause in such a compact you can establish the present building pro-

grams at lower levels than you could if more governments were

involved, particularly France; (2) because of apparent political in-

stability of the French Government.

COTTON

500.A15a3/716 : Telegram

The Chairman of the Ainerican Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 27, 1930 noon.

[Received February 278 : 06 a. m.]

91. The informal conversations with the Japanese were resumed

by a conversation between Senator Reed and Ambassador Matsu-

daira 4T after a luncheon at tHe Japanese Embassy on Tuesday. A
possible scheme of compromise on figures was worked out by the two

of them together but as yet this delegation and as far as we know the

Japanese delegation have not accepted these figures. Thus any pos-

sible figures which might appear in Tokyo either in press leaks or

otherwise lack any official approval and are completely unofficial.

When any definite progress has been made you will be informed.

Please repeat to Tokyo.
47*

STIMSON

*ea Not printed.
47
Japanese Ambassador in Great Britain and member of the Japanese dele-

gation.
47a Transmitted to the Embassy in Japan as Department's telegram No. 38, Feb-

ruary 27, 10 a. m.
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50<XA15a3/718 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 28, 19302 p. m.

[Keceived February 28 11: 55 a. m.]

95. A tentative agreement was reached with the British yesterday,

the difference being split at 323,500 tons on total cruiser tonnage.

The attempt to limit the size of 6-inch cruisers so far as America is

concerned is withdrawn by them, while the Rodney option is with-

drawn by us. The modernization of old ships including gun mount-

ings is, by satisfactory exchange of notes withdrawing protests,

legalized by them. Of course the tonnage proposed for destroyers

and submarines depends directly on Japan and France, but Great

Britain and the United States will try t reduce these tonnages as

iar as possible below our original offer which was sent to you in our

telegram No. 35, February 4. We are encouraged by this settlement

as being at least a definite step forward, although of course it may
be jeopardized or modified by French or Japanese action. It is highly

approved by Heed and unanimously by the whole delegation. With
the Japanese active negotiations are taking place.

We have received your telegram No. 149, February 26. You will

have been reassured as to our attitude on the three-power pact by my
telegram No. 80, February 23

;
we still plan, however, to make stren-

uous efforts to get the French in.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/723a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimsori)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON February 28, 1930 5 p. m.

154. Apparently with the sympathetic support of Briand, and

starting with certain of the American correspondents, a pretty defi-

nite drive appears to have developed demanding that the President
make a public announcement of policies concerning the Kellogg Pact
with a view to satisfying the French of some sort of political security
assurance on the part of the United States. This movement has now
taken the form of statements from European correspondents to the
effect that the President should save the Conference by making some
commitment, and that it will be the President's fault if the Confer-
ence fails on account of his not solving, even by so moderate asstir-
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ances, French security needs. Private advices that such action OB
his part would satisfy the French are also given the President.

Such steady reiteration that the future of the Conference depends
on the President's courage, that he can save the Conference, and that

on him rests the responsibility for failure appears to us to be wholly
French propaganda intended in the first place to see if it is possible
to secure some American political assurances and in the second place
to throw on the President or on the United States responsibility for

failure.

These developments have been followed up here by considerable

agitation from peace groups demanding that the President by such

action save the Conference. Of course, the President has ignored
all such activities entirely, but we thought that you ought to know
what was going on, especially as there may possibly be an opportunity
for this activity to be checkmated by you.

500.A15a3/721 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting-

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, February 28, 19307 p. nx

[Keceived February 286 : 29 p. m.48
J

97, The lawyers representing the several powers have been meeting

during the past week with a view to agreeing upon provisions of the

treaty to regulate use of submarines in warfare.

Proposal has been made by us to adopt text of the first four articles,,

generally known as the Eoot resolutions, of treaty regulating use of

submarines and noxious gases in warfare which all powers at Wash-

ington Conference in 1922 signed and which was subsequently ratified

by all with exception of France.49

Being unable to obtain abolition of submarines we desired to obtain

the most effective attainable restriction of their use. The best way to

accomplish our object seemed to us to propose adoption of the first

four articles of the 1922 submarine treaty on account of prestige they
have derived from their acceptance by the Washington Conference,,

and from their ratification by the Senate of the United States and

by the constitutional authorities of three of the other four powers.

It now seems clear, as a result of the preliminary discussions, that

the French will not agree to article III of our proposal making pro-

Telegram in three sections.

Foreign Relations, 1922, vol. i, p. 267.
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vision for trial and punishment, as if for an act of piracy, of persons
who violate rules set forth in article I; and further that the French
will not agree to article IV, which prohibits use of submarines as

commerce destroyers as between the parties 'to the treaty.

The following clause has been proposed by the French representa-
tives : "In operations against merchant vessels, submarines are bound
to conform to the rules of international law which govern surface

war vessels."

Our articles I, II, and IV might be acceptable to Italy, but objec-
tion is made to article III, which provides for punishment. The
French clause quoted above is preferred by Italy to our article I.

Probably Japan would accept the four articles of the 1922 treaty
as we have proposed, although the Japanese do not like article III.

They may also have some suggestions in the way of verbal alterations.

Great Britain is willing to accept all four articles of the 1922 sub-

marine treaty, but does not feel that article IV will be a real deter-

rent. The British think, moreover, that France cannot be induced

to accept more than articles I and II.

My strong personal feeling is that the French proposal will be much
less effective than articles I and II would be, in that the clause pro-

posed would not make clear exactly what the rules of war required

and, as a result, in the event of another war, it would not so strongly
and promptly crystallize the public opinion of the world against

possible submarine abuses. See speech by Mr. Elihu Eoot in support
of articles I and II.50 My personal inclination also is to favor article

III, but I am keeping my mind open as to possible improvement.
If possible, I wish that you would consult Mr. Root and Mr. John

Bassett Moore 51 and then give me the benefit of their views, as well

as of your own, on the following questions :

1. Do you agree that articles I and II of the 1922 submarine treaty
are a more desirable form of statement than is the proposed French
clause?

2. Is inclusion of article III essential? Some hold opinion that
the prescription of punishment of an individual for act ordered by his

Government would not have much preventive effect.

3. In event that the number of powers participating in the sub-
marine treaty were reduced from five to three, would you think desir-

able the inclusion of article IV, which prohibits use of submarines as

commerce destroyers as between the three powers while other powers

w
Conference on the Limitation of Armament, Washington, November 12 y

1921-Feftruary 6, 1922 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1922), p. 268.
61
Experts in international law. Mr. Root had been Secretary of State, 1905-

1909 ; Mr. Moore had been Counselor of the Department of State, 1913-1914.
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are not bound by this prohibition unless it be by later accession to

the treaty ? This last question is not to be considered from the stand-

point of national policy but from that of the enforceability of articles

I and II.

STIMSOK

500.A15a3/728 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

TOKYO, March 3, 19302 p. m.

[Keceived March 3 7 : 52 a. m.]

35. Repeat to London.52

Telegram dated London, March 2, to the Tokyo Nichi Nichi:

"According to information gathered in various quarters, the Reed-
Matsudaira conversations cover a discussion of the building of large
cruisers after 1936. If the United States should increase its fleet to

18 after 1936, the United States would apparently be prepared to
allow Japan to build one more large cruiser. It is believed that the
United States proposes that until 1936 she should have 16 such
cruisers. It is also receiving attention [that] the United States has

proposed that with regard to submarines the United States should
retain 60,000 tons and Japan about 50,000 tons."

Telegram dated March 1 from Dentsu Press Agency:

"The following is one of the important features of the proposal
submitted by Mr. Eeed to Mr. Matsudaira during the meetings which
have been held since the 27th ultimo between these two delegates:

'Assuming that the United States were prepared to reduce the

number of its 10,000 ton 8-inch cruisers and built instead a certain

number of 9,000 ton cruisers armed with 6-inch guns, would Japan
be satisfied with its present strength in 8-inch cruisers?'

It cannot be determined whether or not the foregoing is a definitive

proposal; but the American naval authorities have been conducting

investigations into the efficiency of 6-inch guns and are of the opinion
that cruisers mounted with guns of this caliber could be profitably

employed ;
in the light of which fact it is highly probable the report

of Mr. Reed having made the foregoing proposal is correct.
35

For my confidential information I should be glad to know some-

thing of the nature of Reed's tentative proposals.
CASTLE

02 Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 163,

March 3, 9 a. m.
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500.A15a3/T28 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Japan (Castle)

-, March 3, 1930 1 p. m.

41. I have repeated your 35 to London as I do not know tlie answer.

COTTON

500.A15a3/731 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation {Stimsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 3, 1930 6 p. m.

[Received March 35 : 36 p. in.53]

103. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Your

telegram No. 154, February 28, 5 p. m. The possibility of making any

treaty may ultimately depend upon the question of political security

and it may well become pivotal. I am sending this estimate of the

situation on to you so that you may be fully prepared in case the neces-

sity for quick decisions occurs. The French, -we hear
5
will return to

London next Thursday and the events will then, undoubtedly move

quickly. This is merely to prepare you for all eventualities and in

laying the possibility of last measures before you, I do not mean to

paint too dark a picture.

The French, at their last meeting before Tardieu left, demanded
ten new and two old. 8-inch cruisers. MacDonald was ^ot willing
to concede any old ones and only seven new ones, which was one

more than the British Admiralty advised. They had not reached the

difficulties regarding the submarine program. Thus far no argument
has made any impression upon the Italians, "who are unyielding in

their insistence upon parity with France. If Great Britain would
offer them some kind of security in the Mediterranean, they could

make concessions, they have privately indicated to us. The pub-
lic anxiety and feeling against France suddenly aroused here by her

demands is the serious factor in the situation and. I am of the opinion
that if France persists in her program MacDonald may find him-
self eventually unable to cany through even a three-power treaty
on the basis of our present tentative agreement with a clause similar

to article 21 of the Washington Treaty. MacDonald has stated that

if necessary he is in favor of such a three-power treaty but it is

possible, I believe, that in the last event public opinion may compel
him either to demand a much higher building program than that

53

Telegram In five sections.
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now agreed upon between us or to remain entirely free. The follow-

ing is the situation as to security proposals: The British originally
declined to give a guaranty pact for the Mediterranean. Informally
the British suggested a consultative Mediterranean Pact, but the

French were of the opinion that it added nothing to the Covenant
of the League of Nations. An alternative form of agreement along
the lines of the Locarno Covenant 54 has been informally submitted

by the French, and this alternative form of agreement is still under
discussion between France and Great Britain. I have informed both

Great Britain and France that, whether consultative or guaranty,.
America would not join in such a pact.

Briand has suggested on two occasions that eventually he would
wish to discuss with me an amendment to the Kellogg Pact, a matter

which had been broached last summer in conversations between

Claudel and me.54a I told him that I should be glad to talk the whole
matter over with him after these naval negotiations have ended. It is

my surmise, though Briand has said nothing, that they will propose

something in the nature of a quid pro quo for reductions in naval

armament in the shape of an amendment to the Kellogg Pact. These

are reasons why France might readily believe such a proposition on

her part reasonable: (1) Because the need of additional machinery
in the pact was brought up by me last summer, although what I had

in mind was an investigative rather than a consultative clause ;
and

(2) because the same suggestion for a consultative clause such as

Briand now has in mind was made by Chief Justice Hughes last

April.
55

As you know, it is suggested by your cable that the proposal i"s being

urged by the French indirectly through the press and otherwise.

Our information is that the Locarno proposal is still under discussion

and this proposal is much more according to France's wish. The

danger to the naval treaty in the Senate, should any political agree-

ment be presented as a condition, is recognized.

It does not seem to me, however, that the Kellogg Pact suggestion

is inherently objectionable and if France should bring it forward its

presentation to the Senate would almost necessarily have to be at a

different time and as a different matter from the naval treaty, since

much time for its negotiation with the other signatories would be

required. I think, therefore, it should be given most careful consld-

64
Treaty of Mutual Guarantee, signed at Locarno on October 16, 1925, by

Great Britain, Belgium, France, Germany, and Italy ; League of Nations Treaty
Series, vol. nv, p. 289.

*** See "Informal Suggestions for Further Implementing the Treaty for the

Renunciation of War," Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, pp. 59 n*.

55
Speech delivered by Charles Evans Hughes, President of the American

Society of International Law, at the twenty-third annual meeting of the Society,

Washington, April 24, 1929.

51862545 8
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eration before rejection, should the point be reached where it offered

the only solution to a complete failure of the Conference. The rela-

tions of the French with us make it easily possible to bring forward

any such proposition directly and they should not be forced to use

propaganda, and I am quite in harmony with the President's refusal

to give attention to attempts made indirectly to get from him a pro-

nouncement on the subject.

If the question of security arises when the French return, I plan,

first, to encourage the making by the Mediterranean powers of a satis-

factory pact among themselves; and, second, to urge the consultative

features of article 21 of the Washington Treaty upon the French.

These would probably have to be introduced into any new treaty in

order to assure them of consultation with America as to naval problems
which may in the future arise. The British will not consent to

a three-power treaty if none of these steps are sufficient to save the

treaty from failure. May I have the President's views as to how
far a Conference resolution calling upon all the signatories of the

Kellogg Pact for a consultative amendment to that pact can be sup-

ported by us ? I append, in order that a full background of the matter

may be before the President, a draft of the proposed treaty drawn up
by us but which has been withheld awaiting a favorable opportunity
to bring it forth at a time when final differences may be bridged by it.

It has been shown to both MacDonald and Tardieu, but they have not
been given copies. They are inclined to favor it. The consultative

feature of article III has already been approved by the Senate, having
been copied exactly from article 21 of the Washington Treaty. Here
follows the present draft: 56

"Article I. The contracting powers recognize the sovereign right
of each power to determine for itself the amount and kind of naval
armament necessary for its defense. They also recognize that in order
to prevent competition in armaments and the international suspicion
inseparable therefrom it is essential that each power in exercising its

right should endeavor to adopt such a program of naval armament
as will not alarm the other powers or be regarded by any of them
as a menace, and such as to effect reduction of its naval armament to

the lowest point consistent with national safety.
Article IL The programs of naval armament for the period ending

December 31, 1936, herein below set forth have been adopted in
accordance with the principles stated above. They are not intended
to define the relative maritime interests of the several contracting
powers.

Program of the United States of America:

Program of the British Empire :

Program of France :

Program of Italy :

Program of Japan :

1

Quoted draft treaty not paraphrased.
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Article III. The contracting powers agree not to exceed the pro-
grams herein set forth during the period ending December 31, 1936

;

provided, however, that if during the term of the present treaty the

requirements of the national
security of any contracting power in

respect of naval defense are, in the opinion of that power, materially
affected by any change of circumstances, the contracting powers will,
at the request of such power, meet in conference with a view to the
reconsideration of the provisions of the treaty and its amendment
by mutual agreement.

Article IV. If at such conference a mutual agreement of the five

contracting powers is not reached as to the amendment of the pro-
visions of this treaty, then the power which has requested such con-
ference may give six months' notice to the other contracting powers of
its intention to alter its program and will inform the other powers
of the exact nature of such alterations. Upon the expiration of said
six months said power shall be free to alter its program accordingly.
Upon receipt of such notice each of the other contracting powers,
absolves itself from the obligations of this treaty and in such case

may alter its program as it may determine for itself."

STIMSOK

500.A15a3/731a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the' Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimso^i)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 3, 1980 7 p. m,

167. [From the President.] Of course we are most anxious over

the situation of the Conference. Due to French propaganda, the

support of the American public is rapidly dividing. We could not

hope to have the support of the war groups and we are rapidly losing

support of the peace groups.
It appears to me that some vigorous leadership by the American

group is needed. Unless France is prepared to take a real cooperative

part we must prepare the way for three-power action, for it appears
here that she has no intention of cooperating; and we must prepare
for her isolation and assessment with responsibility.

Would you not consider making a definite proposal to the Confer-

ence, as a start, that parity should exist among all naval powers on

destroyers and submarines, the latter at a maximum of 40,000 tons

with an appropriate reduction, say 100,000 tons in destroyer fleets,

both of these to be brought about prior to 1936 by obsolescence.

The following are the reasons :

1. Theory that the weaker naval powers do not need a large num-

ber of submarines unless they wish them for offensive purposes,

because the submarine is the coast defense weapon for these weaker

powers.
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2. The American and British theory that v?e would be better off

if submarines were abolished surely leads to the logic that we are

proceeding to our objective if we can hold down the number of them.

3. Accomplishment of tonnage reduction is of great importance,

economically.

4. It is important morally and the Conference would be saved from

the present prospect of increasing world tonnage by attempts to limit

instead of decreasing tonnage.

5. Parity should flatter Japan, France, and Italy. The responsi-

bility will be placed squarely upon the shoulders of France for un-

dermining the Conference should she oppose it Japan and Italy

should not oppose full parity and France would be isolated. It would

restore confidence in this country back to the plane of our initial high

purposes if such a position of the American delegation is made- known

and it would not seem necessary to await tlie return of the French

delegation. The President submits the above.
COTTOK

500.A15a3/731b : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stims&n)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 3, 1930 8 p. m.

168. [From the President.] Eeferring to the Department's tele-

gram Jfo. 154 5 February 28, 5 p. m.
3
it is asserted here repeatedly and

with assurance that you are personally in favor of expanding the

Kellogg Pact by a Presidential declaration.

With regard to this question it is also asserted that the delegation is

divided, and that Senator Robinson disapproves.
We do not believe either of these reports, but the agitation is

assuming dangerous proportions, as witness tlie petition sent you this

morning by the Foreign Policy Association, Such agitation will

undoubtedly result in placing upon our shoulders the blame for the

failure in relation to France.

From the beginning our assumption was that the Kellogg Peace

Treaty marked a new era in international relations and that the pro-
visions of this treaty warranted a reduction in strength by the naval

powers of the world. Upon this thesis the whole Conference was
launched and not upon the theory that before such a reduction could
take place it would be necessary to have further political agreements.
The Kellogg Pact would be repudiated if the Conference were
launched on any other basis.
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We are of the opinion that the American public in the end will

resent French cooperation at the expense of expanding the Kellogg
Pact and we are not disposed to expand it as the price of French

cooperation. The objectives of such extension will be interpreted

by our public as involving us directly in the politics of France for

the purpose of giving them guarantees. The entanglement of politi-
cal guarantees in these negotiations, though they may be indirect,
is more dangerous than anything else to the whole American accept-
ance of results. We could expect only the most embarrassing and

dangerous consequences if we were to make a declaration of what
we believe to be the logical procedure under the Kellogg Pact in case

of international controversy, under the present situation. If it were
made at any other time than in connection with this Conference it

might have no dangerous results.

The French, for instance, are bound to use it as a tangible justifica-

tion for some action and this would in turn be proof to the people
of this country of a dangerous involvement on our part with the

Eepublic of France.

If any such political appendix is entered into by the Conference,
Senator Robinson is being accepted by the Democratic Party to lead

the opposition. Such a point of opposition would also be welcome to

certain independent Eepublicans. I am of the opinion that even if

the President were to make any coincidental declaration that could

be interpreted as such a policy there would not be the remotest pos-

sibility of ratifying a naval agreement. Such a declaration inde-

pendent of any naval agreement which might be entered into might
have the effect of an acceptance of the naval agreement by the Senate,

but it would certainly result in a reservation or a resolution denying
the authority or binding character of any such declaration in order

to humiliate the President or to serve political purposes. In order

that you might fully understand our next telegram, the President has

sent you the foregoing.
COTTON"

500.A15a3/731 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 4, 1930 7 p. m.

171. Your telegram DTo. 103, March 3.

1. Tour position that the United States should join in no Mediter-

ranean Pact but would not object to an agreement of this sort among
other powers, is in accordance with our views.

2. In principle, we accept articles 3 and 4 of the form of treaty
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proposed by you, and we agree that they follow article 21 of the

Washington Treaty fairly closely. We are confident, however, that

it would be an improvement if you could amend the concluding

phrase of your article 3 to read "meet in conference with a view to

agreement on alteration of the programs of naval armament.
55 We

also suggest omitting the words "the amendment of the provisions"

in the first sentence of your article 4, and substituting "alteration of

programs" in their place. It is our purpose by these changes to

emphasize that the Conference is not to be on political matters or

to cover joint naval action, but merely to deal with programs of

construction or scrapping armament. We want, in other words,

such a clause to be definitely different from the one in the Four-

Power Pacific Treaty, thus making it impossible to misunderstand

the clause as one under which there might creep into being a new

Holy Alliance of the Allied and Associated naval powers.
3. With regard to amending the Kellogg Pact, it is our feeling

that it is due to the pact that the state of the world has been so far

changed as to permit this Conference to bring about a reduction in

arms now. The United States feels proud of its share in initiating

the pact with France and does not desire to be mixed up in efforts

to amend it which may not be understood by some of its signatories
and which may seem to go too far to some of them. We would,

nevertheless, if France "so desires, agree to take up and explore,

entirely separately from the naval treaty, the possibility of a general

agreement by all nations to initiate investigation of controversies

which have not otherwise been settled, thus making public opinion
more effective. On the other hand, we cannot agree to consult as

to other coercive sanctions or to consult only with the allied naval

powers. An agreement of this sort would be so diluted and atten-

uated as to be of no real value to the French even for temporary
political purposes unless there were an exaggeration of its meaning.
It cannot, moreover, be doubted that opponents of naval reduction
would exaggerate it as an excuse for belaboring the results of the
London Conference if the naval treaty included any agreement for
consultation or conference.

Mowrer's ST
press reports and those of other correspondents close to

Briand indicate that an all-round 25 percent cut in programs is likely
to be proposed by the French. Such proposals are obviously put
forward solely with a view to causing embarrassment and reinforcing
in our mind the desirability of your taking some such action as indi-

cated in our telegram of yesterday, No. 167.

We are not, as we see it, particularly interested in the size of the
French fleet inherently, except in so far as it reflects on us through
w Paul Scott Mowrer, special correspondent for the Chicago Daily News.
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boosting the British fleet, but it does seem to us that the Conierence

has reached a stage where our delegation is bound to be embarrassed

by the French taking the offensive and raising serious disturbances

in the United States, as they have already in various directions

begun to do.

It seems to us from this distance improbable that there is any indi-

cation on the part of France of actually building a 725,000 ton fleet

and that the British would be amply safe up to 1936 in proceeding
with a program like the one we have outlined possibly even with

such reduction in destroyers and submarines, and that a general pro-
vision that thei British shall be free to take such steps as will give
them protection in the event that the combined fleets of any two
other powers, excepting the United States and Japan, shall exceed or

threaten to exceed the British fleet.

Less even than France is Italy likely to build such a fleet and
Britain would certainly be amply protected until 1936 under such an

arrangement. It is not necessary to formulate in those terms the

two-power condition.

The time has come, we strongly feel, for the American delegation.

to take the offensive against the French proposals by demanding a

reduction in certain categories such as submarines and destroyers be-

fore the American public shall have become completely prejudiced

against us through the French. The support of the American public
would tend to be restored through any indicated demand on our part
for limiting the tonnages now under discussion.

COTTON

500.A15a3/733 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 4, 1930 8 p. m.

[Eeceived 9 : 11 p. m.58
]

107. Department's No. 163, March 3, 9 a, m.58a Please transmit the

following to Castle from Reed as the delegation's No. 27: 59

The present situation in its bearing upon Japan is substantially
as follows. The American naval proposal

&0 and the subsequent

Japanese proposal,
01 both made early in February, are the only

formal proposals which have been submitted. There has been no
recession on the part of either delegation from the positions outlined

68
Telegram in two sections.

Ma See footnote 52, p. 35.
59 Transmitted to the Embassy in Japan as Department's telegram No. 43,

March 4, midnight.w See telegram No. 41, February 6, 7 p. m., p. 19.
** See Proceedings of the London Naval Conference, p. 244.
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in these proposals, which you have received and which have also been.

published.
In the effort to devise suggestions to get around the deadlock, I

have held frequent and informal meetings with Matsudaira. It has
been suggested, but the suggestion has not yet been approved by either

delegation, that the construction of our eighteen 8-inch-gun ships
should be so planned that the last three should be laid down in the

years 1933, 1934, and 1935, respectively. By this procedure Japan
would be assured that we shall not have actually in service more than
fifteen ships to her twelve when the next Conference will convene.

We have worked out this schedule in connection with the general naval

study of the possibilities of completing the construction called for
under the proposals now being discussed between the Japanese, the
British and our delegation. This suggestion is not inconsistent with.

the Japanese position and appears to preserve the American position.
There seems to be no substantial dispute in regard to cruisers carrying
0-inch guns, as the Japanese demands are not in excess of what we are

prepared to allow. They ask 105,000 tons in destroyers as against
150,000 tons for the British and Americans. Ninety thousand for

Japan is our maximum. In view of the great preponderance in de-

stroyers which we now have this appears fair.

The British apparently acquiesce in the suggestion concerning sub-
marines which has been made to the effect that Britain and America
should scrap down to 60,000 while all submarines becoming 13 years
old between now and 1936 should be scrapped by Japan, thus giving
the Japanese on that date 52,000 tons. The Japanese appear willing
to accept the proposal on capital ships which was outlined in our

original proposition for immediate scrapping and a construction

holiday, it being understood that no new battleships to match the

Rodney would be built by America or Japan. The fact that unless
an agreement is reached on auxiliaries there can be no battleship
holiday has been impressed upon them. Unless we can get a com-
prehensive treaty now, the Washington schedule must be adhered to
as our delegation and the Washington administration will not yield
at this point nor do I believe the British will do so. This fact should
be strongly impressed on the Tokyo authorities.

A
a

minimum of new construction outlay by Japan and the least

possible scrapping of ships, which she now has, are called for by the

suggestions now under consideration. Japan would be given by these

suggestions in the two classes, which are its principal concern, 72
percent in 8-inch cruisers and 87 percent in submarines in actual
commissioned tonnage at the time of the 1935 Conference. Natu-
rally, however, at the completion of construction then under way if
no change were made in the 1935 Conference Japan would be at

approximately 60 percent in 8-inch-gun tonnage. If the Japanese
insist on a flat 70 percent it can lead only to a disruption of the

. Conference and will
necessarily arouse alarm in America and the

: demand that the treaty forbidding fortification of Manila be termi-
nated. Our argument to the Japanese here is that our generous
offer to scrap capital ships and half our destroyer fleet clearly shows
our pacific intentions. It developed last night in conversation with,
the British that they are willing to go as far as, but no further than,
the suggestions which have been made, especially with regard to the
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building of two additional 8-inch, cruisers of 8,800 tons each by the

Japanese. This proposal would clearly be cause for great alarm to

Australia and New Zealand. It has been our effort to impress upon
the Japanese that a large part of our cruiser, destroyer, and submarine
fleet must remain in the Atlantic and at Hawaii and Panama. The
Japanese would be given a clear supremacy over us in the Western
Pacific by the suggestions we are now discussing. It is realized, I

believe, by Ambassador Matsudaira that we have gone as far as it is

possible to go in these suggestions and that even for this it will be
difficult to get the

e

unanimous approval of our delegation. Possibly
Japan's naval officials think they can secure better terms by holding
out, but you will be absolutely correct in assuring Tokyo officials that
this is not the case, should the question be broached.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/734 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 4, 1930 9 p. m.

[Received March 4 8:20 p. m.]

108. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Your

telegrams No. 167, March 3, 7 p. m., and No. 168, March 3, 8 p. m.

Some of your inquiries have been answered in my telegram No.

103. la I am glad to learn from your telegram No. 167 that you are

willing to have parity in destroyers and submarines. Provided

it can be done without precipitating a break with France, which

we are still hopeful of avoiding, I agree with you that the present
situation needs a new expression of the high purposes with which

yu initiated this movement toward naval limitation. Ambassador

Edge,
62 who arrived today, is very confident that Tardieu and Briand

will return to the Conference most anxious to reach an agreement.
To reach any agreement, however, they regard some political pact as

an essential condition. Morrow has been in continuous contact with

Aubert,
63 who is the right-hand man of Tardieu during the inter-

regnum, and Massigli,
64 who is the right-hand man of Briand. They

are both hopeful that a satisfactory Mediterranean agreement can be

reached with Great Britain and they assure him that the French

desire to reach an agreement.
I am told that on Thursday Briand will be here to stay perma-

nently and that MacDonald on Friday morning proposes to call the

Ma
Ante, p. 36.

^Walter E. Edge, American Ambassador in France.
03 Louis Atibert, former Director of the Public Information Service, French

High Commissioner's Office in the United States, and member of the delegation.M
Kene" Massigli, head of the League of Nations Department, French Ministry

for Foreign Affairs, and member of the delegation.
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heads of delegations together. Tardieu cannot be absent from home

continuously, for the position of the new French Government is not

secure enough to permit it. He will be here for the coming week

end and possibly subsequent week ends.

In view of the fact that MacDonald is Chairman and host of the

Conference I believe he is entitled to be consulted before a step is

taken which may vitally affect its outcome, therefore your proposi-
tion could hardly be put forward publicly by us without full previous
conference with him for we already have different tentative agree-
ment. Furthermore, we are not in the position to be sure that a

three-power agreement is possible, although I have for 10 days been

pressing him on the subject.
We think the Japanese attitude as to cruisers less defensible than

that of the French; they have been adhering very stubbornly to

position which we cannot accept. I think you will see, for all these

reasons, that before your suggestion can be carried out it will require
time and opportunity. I have not had an opportunity to confer with
the delegation today for I have a cold and am confined to my house
at Stanmore. I shall, however, confer with them and also Mac-
Donald as soon as possible. I am glad to have your suggestions.

STIMSOK

500.A15a3/738a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to th<e Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 5, 1930 10 p. m.

178. Reference is made to your telegram No. 107, March 4, 8 p. m.,
and to our telegram No. 167

?
March 3, 7 p. m., regarding cuts in

destroyer and submarine strength.
We would like to put the following before you merely for your

consideration and without any final views on the subject :

(1) From our point of view a compromise with Japan giving
her larger cruiser strength and reducing her strength in submarines
and destroyers below present suggestions is a much less important
concession than if the French were given any kind of direct or
indirect political commitment.

(2) The Japanese fleet, assuming that it finally included 52,000
tons of submarines, 90,000 tons of destroyers, 6-inch cruisers in an
amount which in your No. 107 is indicated as satisfactory to you,
and with 8-inch cruisers in the amount even to that which in No. 107
you say is desired, would still be greatly inferior to the American
fleet and no national anxiety as to our dominance in the Pacific in
case of controversy need be caused by it.

COTTON
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500.A15a3/737 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 5, 19307 p. m.

[Eeceived March 5 4: : 20 p. m.65
]

111. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Answer-

ing further your cables No. 167, and No. 171 to American delegation

on March 3, 7 p. m., and March 4, 7 p. m., respectively. Both tele-

grams were carefully considered this morning by the delegation.
1. Your attitude regarding any proposal to amend the Kellogg

Pact is clearly understood by us
;
it coincides entirely with our view.

I have had a personal talk with MacDonald, since the arrival of your

telegram; have explained to him our position on this matter; and

have received his cordial agreement. We need not fear, therefore,

that the British will add any pressure in support of such a proposal

by France.

2. With regard to your submarine and destroyer-reduction pro-

posal, contained in your telegram No. 167, the delegation is of

the opinion that your suggestion with regard to an offer of parity at

a very low figure in submarines may offer a valuable opportunity to

improve our tactical situation. The whole delegation feels, however,
that it cannot be done, without endangering the success of the Con-

ference, before the French return to London. We will use it later

after the Conference is under way and I have already begun to take

such steps for its use.

I cannot explain at length at present but the delegation also felt

that there were differences in the situation of the destroyer fleet which

militated against taking a precisely similar situation as to destroyers.
3. MacDonald assured me today that he would go forward with the

other powers in case the French would not join in an agreement.
MacDonald is very anxious to make a four-power agreement, if pos-

sible, which would include Italy. We feel certain that Japan would
not dare to remain out but in case they all prove obdurate he is

willing to make a two-power agreement with us.

4. I am giving out tonight the following press statement in an

attempt to relieve somewhat the pressure which is being brought

upon you by peace supporters who are ignorant of the true situation :
66

"There seems to be an impression that the work of the American

delegation at this Conference is likely to result in an increase instead
of a reduction in the tonnage of the navies of the world. The surest

way to answer that is to give such results as seem to be within reach

*
Telegram in two sections.

*
Quoted statement not paraphrased-
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up to date. The plan which in its essentials appears to be acceptable
to America and Great Britain provides ior a net reduction in the
tonnage of the American fleet, in capital ships, cruisers, destroyers
and submarines, built, building or appropriated for, of over 200,000
tons and an even larger reduction on the part of the British fleet.

If vessels authorized but not commenced were included in existing
fleets the amount of the reductions would be much greater.
Of course these reductions are contingent upon some reductions

being made in the fleets of other powers,"

STIMSOIE*

00.Al5a3/739a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

WASHINGTON, March 5, 1930 8 p. m.
175. For Senator Reed from Huntley.

67 Senator Moses told me
today he dees not share the view that a consultative treaty cannot be
put through the Senate, and says that he does not see why anyone
who subscribed to the Knox formula ** in the League of Nations fight
cannot support such a treaty if one should be signed as a by-product
of the London Conference. Considering Moses 3

prominence in anti-

League fight, this statement is very significant. Senator Watson says
Fess sounded Senate key-note on Conference yesterday when, in the
course of speech, lie summarized administration achievements and
reviewed Conference background.

09

The principal features relating to this Conference of this speech are :

[Here follows a summary of the speech.]

500.AI5a3/741a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American
Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 6, 1930 p. m.
181. I had a talk with Swanson and Borah, separately, today and

I gave them a fair picture of my idea of the present situation of
the Conference without showing them any of your cables. They both

^
T. A. Hontley, secretary to Senator Reed.

"The form of reservation proposed by Senator Knox of Pennsylvania on
.November 8, 1919, for consent to the ratification of tlie Treaty of Versailles
(Treaties, Conrentiam, etc., Between the United States of America and Other-
Poieer*, 1910-1923 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1923), vol. m, p.
3329) In such terms as would make the United States a consulting member of
the League of Nations ; Congressional Record, vol; 58, pt 8, p. 8000, pt 9, p. 8742.

Speech delivered by Simeon D. Fess
r Senator from Ohio, on March. 4, 1930 ;

Congressional Record, vol. 72, pt. 5, p. 4666.
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talked freely, although I told them I was not trying to commit them

as to their views. Senator Borah stated that the best agreement
would be with the five powers but a three-power agreement would be

good. He also stated that a five-power agreement with any kind of a

political pact would not be as good as a three-power agreement with-

out a political pact. Borah stated that it is not so much the political

pacts that he objects to but that the tonnage demands of France are

impossible and France is behaving like a spoiled child. However,
he is of the opinion that international trouble would more likely be

created by a political pact than by giving Japan a couple of addi-

tional cruisers and France a great many more cruisers and sub-

marines. Since he does not think they will build he does not care

how many they have the right to build. Owing to the present condi-

tions of the fleets and also the present trade conditions he cannot

bring himself to fear Japan as an immediate potential enemy.
Swanson on the other hand dislikes political pacts and he fears

the Senate's reactions and reservations on them. He would not con-

sider a three-power agreement as bad. He does not like Japan and

consequently does not want to give them much. On the whole,

rather than political assurances and agreements, he would prefer to

make concessions to France and Japan in cruisers.

COTTON

500.A15a3/741 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKYO, March T, 19309 p. m.

[Eeceived March 7 12 : 40 p. m.70
]

39. To be repeated to Heed in London.71 I am grateful for your

message, which was clear and interesting. I have been told by
Shidehara that, with regard to your conversations, he had just

received a personal message from Matsudaira. The figures were

exactly those sent by you. This seemed extremely generous, I said,

and if accepted by the delegations it surely was a basis for agreement.
The several points were discussed and I made it very plain that the

suggested revision of the capital ship program depended absolutely

upon agreement on auxiliaries. He said, in regard to large cruisers,

that since we were definitely allowed eighteen such an arrangement
was a denial of the 10-7 ratio demanded by Japan. I told him that

it seemed to leave the question open for the next Conference, and the

fact that the requested ratio was more than maintained could be

70
Telegram in two sections.

"Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 184,
March 7, 11 a. m.
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established in public opinion prior to that time by the Japanese

Government. If our last three cruisers could be postponed until

1935, he said that agreement would be simple, that then another

cruiser might also be asked for by Japan. My answer was that

Great Britain would certainly have something to say in this regard

and that American public opinion was. of equal importance with

Japanese; that if these demands which seemed excessive were insisted

upon by Japan very bad feeling in America would certainly be

caused, something far more to be feared than an extra cruiser or

two
;
also that he was mistaken in saying that eighteen cruisers was

what we wanted, for actually our minimum had been twenty-one,

and furthermore in reducing to eighteen we had inade a great

sacrifice, and that the only compromise could not certaiaaly be limited

to ourselves. Shidehara is, I believe, personally willing to accept

American suggestions in regard to the cruiser question but fears the

opposition of the Navy. The telegram has been shown to no Navy
men by him.

The submarine question Shidehara considered the most difficult

and asked the reason for our great opposition to submarines. Our

belief, I said, was that submarines were bound to be used in the way

they had been used by the Germans. Denying that Japan would

ever so use them, he stated that they were wanted by the Japanese

Navy only for coast defense, that ratio was not a iraatter of con-

cern inasmuch as Japan could never be attacked by -Ajonerican sub-

marines, but that a certain number for coast defense -was estimated

as necessary. Japan, he said, not only would be ready to sign the

Washington submarine treaty but, skice France would not agree

that submarines could not even be used for visit and search of

merchant vessels, would gladly sign a new treaty -with the United

States alone. The London arrangement, I pointed out, involved

more than Japan and the United States, and France would be

encouraged in its demands by the large submarine tonnage for

Japan. We were not discussing ratio, I pointed out, but only
whether Japanese submarines should be scrapped down to 52,000 tons

when they reached 13 years of age. The United States was offering

to scrap at once a large part of its submarine fleet.

He heartily concurred when I told him that it would be a tragedy
if the Conference should be disrupted by Japanese insistence on 70

percent. There was a clear understanding that our talk was as in-

formal as yours and Matsudaira's. The suggestion made as to the

submarine treaty was the only new one. Any discussion of fortifica-

tions was avoided because anything in the nature of &, threat is not

only ineffective but dangerous when dealing with the Japanese . . .
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In addition, looking at it from the broader aspect, nothing would

be more certainly disastrous to peace in the Pacific regions than the

construction of further fortifications. Only as a last resort could this

be justified.

CASTLE

500.A15a3/781

Mr. Elihu Root to the Acting Secretary of State

NEW YORK CITY, March 7, 1930.

DEAR MR. COTTON : I have your letter of March 3rd 72
enclosing the

paraphrase of a cable despatch from Secretary Stimson saying that

he would like my views upon three questions regarding the Wash-

ington treaty in relation to the use of submarines concluded February

6, 1922.

The first question is whether the first and second Articles of the

Washington submarine treaty constitute a more desirable form of

statement than the clause now proposed by the French in London, as

follows :

"In operation against merchant vessels submarines are bound to con-

form to the rules of international law which govern surface war
vessels."

My answer is a clear affirmative. The proposed French alternative

is not merely a weaker statement but it is an abandonment of the

chief and avowed purpose of the Washington provisions. That pur-

pose is stated in Article Two of the Washington treaty in these

words :

"so that there may be a clear public understanding throughout the
world of the standards of conduct by which the public opinion of
the world is to pass judgment upon future belligerents."

The rules of international law are known only to experts, who can

always dispute about them indefinitely. Upon such a basis no clear

public understanding can be reached and therefore no public con-

demnation can follow. If the French are unwilling to agree to the

first two Articles, it would be infinitely better to have no treaty at

all than to make a treaty in the form they propose, which would vir-

tually be a retirement on the part of the United States, Great Britain,

Italy and Japan from the statement of the rule and the effect of the

rule contained in the treaty of Washington. About the only thing we
could be sure of then would be that the statement of rules and the

effect of them in the Treaty of Washington is not correct because all

73 Not printed; see telegram No. 97, February 28, 7 p. m., from tbe chairman:

of the American delegation, p. 33.

M OWO*^ /5
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the nations which joined in making that statement have given it up.

As to Articles Three and Four the situation is entirely different.

They propose new provisions not yet forming a part of international

law, and their omission from the new treaty would merely indicate

that general acceptance of those provisions had not been reached,

which is, of course, true. I think, however, that if a new treaty were

made on the subject there should be a clause which prevented the new

treaty from impairing in any way the obligations of Articles Three

and Four between the powers which have entered into them.

I should think that the French would understand that a refusal

to agree to Article Four of the Treaty of Washington was notice to

the world that she intends to use submarines as commerce destroyers

and that her refusal to agree to Article One is notice to the world

that she intends to be as free as possible from any application of the

rules of international law in the use of submarines as commerce

destroyers.

To be more specific, I do not think the inclusion of Article Three

is essential.

I do not think it desirable to include Article Four in a treaty to be

signed by only three powers. The provision limited to three powers
would necessarily be futile and it would rather tend to confuse the

application of Article One.

If there is anything more I can do or say let me know and I shall

be glad to do what I can.

Faithfully yours, ELIHU BOOT

500.A15a3/742 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 8, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received March 8 9 : 15 a. m.]

121. Your telegrams No. 177, March 5,
72tt and No. 178, of March

5. We are making progress in our negotiations with Japan. We
are close together and I believe that better results than in your
telegram No. 178, March 5, can be had. Time,, however, is necessary
for such negotiations and no hurry is possible. There has been a

basic change in the situation covered by your No. 178. Both the

British Admiralty and Japan object to the 10,000-ton proposition
and it is, therefore, not available. In addition serious aircraft carrier

reduction is opposed by our entire delegation as well as Admiral

Pratt, who has been most liberal on other matters
; first, because the

tonnage allotment of the Washington Treaty is probably low in

proportion even to our proposed reduced fleet on account of the
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development in aircraft in the last 10 years in which the American

Navy has played a leading part ;
and second, because in the Lexington

and Saratoga there is frozen a disproportionate amount of this

tonnage and, since the expense of scrapping them would never be

faced by Congress, there is practically no value in the theoretical

suggestion of reserving a right to replace them. For a long time

the matter has been carefully considered and we believe that to make
a serious reduction without proportionate compensation would

cripple the fleet in the feature in which it is most advanced. A slight

reduction of 10,000 or 15,000 tons purely for moral purposes may
eventually become possible but there is doubt even of that.

Yesterday the Kellogg Pact amendment was broached to me by
Briand but my reply was that I considered such a suggestion wholly

separate from the question of security in the Naval Conference and
the subject was at once dropped by him.

I am informed by the British Government that they have practi-

cally abandoned the thought of giving any guarantee.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/743 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 8, 1930 2 p. m.

[Keceived March 8 11 : 40 a. m.]

122. The following to be repeated to Tokyo.
73 From Eeed for the

Ambassador.

With reference to your telegram (Department's No. 184, March 7,

11 a. m.),
73a we continued negotiations yesterday with Wakatsuki and

today with Matsudaira. The matter of the application of 20,000 tons

is now the narrow margin of difference. All possible concessions

have been made by us. We have offered to allow the Japanese to

retain 20,000 tons of cruisers over 20 years of age but without the

right to replacement in order that we may give apparent compliance
with the Japanese popular insistence on 70 percent. Spreading this

20,000 tons over various categories of modern ships is asked by the

Japanese. This would be fought bitterly by our Navy people, as

well as by the British Admiralty and Dominions, and I know that it

78 Transmitted to the Embassy in Japan as Department's telegram No. 44,

March 8, noon.
73a See footnote 71, p. 49.
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will not be acceptable to our delegation. The actual effective strength

of the Japanese will always be in excess of TO percent during the

life of the treaty on account of the proposed spread of our building

program over the 6-year period of contemplated treaty. It is hoped
that this point will be conceded by the Japanese, for agreement seems

impossible without this concession.

STIMSOK

500.A15a3/782

Mr. John Bassett Moore to the Acting Secretm-y of State

WINTER PARK. FLOKIDA, March 9, 1930.

[Received March 12.]

DEAR MR. COTTOET : Your letter of the 3d inst. has just reached me.74

I left New York on February %

28th and have been traveling.

I have not read the Washington Submarine treaty since Febru-

ary 1923, and no copy of it is now at hand
; but, speaking from mem-

ory, it is my impression that the proposed French substitute for

Articles 1 and 2 may be taken to imply what those articles prescribe

in detail. I therefore assume that France would not hold out against

those articles, although she might desire some changes in specifica-

tions or in phraseology.
Article 3 I have never myself been able to regard as sound or as

practicable. The word "piracy" has been and still is popularly and

promiscuously used as an epithet to render odious things done on

land as well as on the sea. Take, for instance, the phrase "literary

piracy." But, to assume to classify and to punish as piracy acts done

by individuals under public authority is contrary to the elementary

legal conception of the pirate as a person who cruises and commits

acts [not] authorized by a recognized government. The article, in

my opinion, is also incapable of just and effective execution, and, if

its enforcement were attempted, would inevitably lead to reprisals.

The retention of the submarine as a commerce destroyer seems

logically to exclude article 4. The distinctive advantage claimed

for the submarine, as a fighting machine, is, I believe, that it is the

most effective means of discharging torpedoes, especially at battle-

ships. If there has been any proposal to abolish the use of torpedoes
for offensive purposes, I have overlooked it.

Sincerely yours, JOEC^ST B. MOOEE

74 Not printed ; see telegram No. 97, February 28, 7 p. m., from the chairman
^f the American delegation, p. 33.
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500.A15a3/744 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 10, 19308 p. m.

[Keceived 8 : 40 p. m.]

126. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. I took

Morrow with me on Saturday morning and had a conference "with

Henderson. Henderson and Briand, I had learned, were about to

meet and I wished Henderson to know clearly the American position
in opposition to the consultative pact. A definite and clear statement

of this was made to him. This precaution was a fortunate one, as it

developed that he felt quite differently from MacDonald and such a

pact had even been drafted by him.

That afternoon I had tea at Stanmore with Briand and Leger,
with Morrow present, and had a long talk with them. I then told

them that I had reached the conclusion that any blending of a suc-

cessful naval treaty and the Kellogg Pact now would be disastrous

to both
;
that I was a friend of both. I gave them a full and careful

explanation of my position on the modification of the Kellogg Pact,

filling in fully the background since last summer when the subject

was first broached; and my reasons for the conclusion which I had
reached. I told him why the papers in America relied on by him
did not represent real public opinion on the subject and explained

fully to him the situation as to that public opinion. The interview,

which was long and friendly, terminated in his telling me that the

matter was ended so far as he was concerned and that he fully

understood my position.

Briand and Massigli had a long conference at Chequers on Sunday
with Henderson and the Prime Minister, as I was told by the Prime

Minister today. He had overruled Henderson, so he told me, on

the subject of a consultative pact. The interview with Briand, he

said, had been long and friendly, and any idea which Briand had

bad of a guarantee of military assistance was ended. The Prime

Minister hoped that through some other formula an agreement with

the French could still be worked out. He is thinking of inserting a

preamble in the proposed naval treaty which would recite and

reaffirm the Kellogg Pact as to the renunciation of war. The follow-

ing sentence from the joint statement made at Eapidan
7B
might pos-

sibly serve as the basis for such a preamble :
n

"After full consideration our Governments resolve to accept the

peace pact not only as a declaration of good intentions but as a posi-
tive obligation to direct national policy in accordance with its pledge."
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Negotiations between the French and the British -were resumed

today, with Morrow, Robinson and myself present. This session later

merged into a session of a subcommittee, which lasted all day and
will continue tomorrow, for the purpose of analyzing the British-

French figures. Morrow was present.

Morrow and I believe that a purely consultative pact would not help
in reducing France's figures, unless the French people would falsely

conceive such a pact to imply that we would give military assistance

against an aggressor, and it seems to us that what France really
wants is a security pact of mutual military assistance against an

aggressor. We are convinced, in other words, that American news-

papers such as the Baltimore Sun., the World, and the New York

Timcs^ which have been attacking the President for not favoring a

purely consultative pact, are wrong in their belief that France would
be satisfied with such a pact.

Reed, aided by me, has been carrying on negotiations with the

Japanese contemporaneously with the foregoing negotiations. The

negotiations with the Japanese are very tedious, as the Japanese, evi-

dently in an endeavor to satisfy internal dissensions in their delega-

tion, are bringing to us recurrent propositions which they know we
will refuse; however, we believe we are slowly reaching a point of

agreement with them which will be satisfactory.
The Italians remain nonccoperative.
The reference to the Rapidan joint statement wliieh the Prime

Minister made last eight in his broadcast was suggested to him by
me in order that pressure on the President might be relieved by giving
evidence that the Prime Minister did not expect America to cooperate
in affairs in Europe.

STIMSON

COO.A15a3/744 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimzon)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 11
5
1930 1 p. m.

198. Just had a consultation regarding your telegram No. 126,
March 10. There is no comment. The course which you are pur-
suing is all right ;

we do not well see how you could take any other.

If the information leaked out that what France wanted, is a security
pact of mutual military action against an aggressor and that a
purely consultative pact would not help in reducing lier figures, it

might be helpful to public opinion here. It is impossible, of course,
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to do that here. The reporters who are supposed to represent the

views of Briand give just the opposite impression in American papers.

However, you will have to decide whether to follow this suggestion.
You will understand that it is only a suggestion.

COTTON

500.A15a3/72I : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 11, 1930 5 p. m.

199. Your telegram No. 97, February 28
;
7 p. m.

[Here follows the substance of Mr. Root's letter of March 7. printed
on page 51.]

We have not yet heard from Mr. Moore. My feeling is that articles

III and IV, to which Mr. Root refers, are of even less importance
than he views them. To me, article III always seemed and still seems

definitely unwise. I cannot imagine that a naval officer in command
of a submarine would be affected by it in the least and I certainly

do not believe in post-war trials. I should not think that it would be

necessary to insert the clause he suggests preventing a new treaty

from impairing in any way the obligations under articles III and IY
of the powers which have entered into them. I agree with Mr. Root

that inclusion of article IV in a three-power treaty is not desirable,

and I clo not regard it as essential in a five-power treaty.

With regard to articles I and II, I agree with Mr. Root that they
are far better than the proposed French clause, but I would not agree
that these articles could not be changed or modified in expression to

meet the wishes of any of the powers : but because of its vagueness?

the particular French expression seems to me very objectionable.

COTTON

500.A15a3/747 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 12, 19306 p. m.

[Received March 12 5 : 25 p. m.]
128. Your No. 198, March 11, 4 p. m. I had already had a con-

ference with the press yesterday afternoon at which time I explained
our position to them as to political pacts. I pointed out that America
is already a party to many pacts which make consultations obliga-

tory and that our objection to a consultative pact was not because of
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its nature; that It "was because the French would naturally feel,

under the circumstances in which the proposed pact is presented.

that it is an equivalent for their abandoned naval strength and they

may claim reimbursement in kind in an emergency. All our best

American reporters were present and they expressed themselves as

understanding our position and as much gratified at having
it explained to them.

MacDonald will not resign, though he lost an important vote in

the House of Commons last night. His position has caused us some

apprehension for some time for fear of a possible slip-up.
'

It is

quite possible that the Conservative leaders, though they are anxious

to permit him to finish the Conference, might, by accident, lose

control of their own followers.

I have come to the conclusion that both for the reason of the

possible eventuality just mentioned and as a tactical maneuver

against the delays which we are suffering from Japanese and French

sources, we should proceed, therefore, with the drafting of a two-

power treaty with Great Britain. I discussed the matter with

MacDonald this morning, and he agreed with me. He also told me
that he had specific information that the delays we have encountered

during the past week with the Japanese were instigated by the

French. Consequently, I had a conference with Wakatsuki this

morning; after some further futile negotiations over figures, I told

him that the adverse vote in the House of Commons last night had
troubled me greatly, and that I was proceeding to close up with
MacDonald. Although my statement was made under the usual

pledge of secrecy, what I said will probably leak out and I advise you
of it so that you may be prepared to back us up at home.
The proposed two-power treaty might cover all categories but

cariy a provision that the sections which relate to reductions under
the Washington Treaty would not become effective unless and until

a treaty with Japan is made by both Great Britain and the United
States to cover all categories of fleets. An immediate treaty for a

battleship equivalent or reduction between the British and ourselves
would be just what the Japanese would most like, of course, as it

would permit them to economize on battleship replacements and yet
leave them free to proceed with their auxiliary construction.

Negotiations between Alexander for the British and Dumesnil 77

for the French with reference to the respective fleet figures are con-

tinuing, with Morrow sitting In. Alexander has been patient in,

handling the situation and has spoken very plainly to the French,
but the latter are unyielding. Last evening he made them the offer

w
Jacques-Louis Dumesnil, Minister of Marine in the French Ministry formed

by Tardlen on March 2, 1930.
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of 66,000 tons in submarines, that figure being the amount remaining
in 1936 if they ceased all new construction. Dumesnil stated in reply
that such figures were not even inside the zone of possible negotiation.

Tardieu is coming to London for the week end*

STEMSON

500.A15a3/747 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 13, 1930 2 p. m.

207. Your telegram No. 128, March 12, 6 p. m.

(1) In regard to situation which has developed at the Conference,
we agree, of course, that a two-power pact is better than nothing,
but that a three-power pact would be very much stronger in all its

implications. A serious question arises as to whether at the right

moment, no doubt later on, we would not make some intermediate

concession to the Japanese to bring them into the pact.

(2) We should also like to have your view as to whether the

moment has not arrived when the President should issue a public
notice in the nature both of an appeal and a definition of the Amer-
ican position. The reasons for the disavowal of a political pact under

the setting staged by the French have appeared in the press here, but

it would be desirable to have them formally and extensively rammed
home to the American public. The pronouncement might be in the

nature of an appeal for reduction and limitation, stating that these

negotiations were undertaken in consequence of the Kellogg Pact,

which is already a security pact of the first order; also a strong

statement might be added on necessities of the world in the matter of

naval arms. Then possibly a statement might be included to the

effect that upon some entirely separate occasion when there could be

no connection with question of French naval armament, the Govern-

ment of the United States would be prepared to take part, as occa-

sions arise, in investigatory processes, which would be for the general

purpose of establishing public opinion but for no purpose of

sanctions.

If it is your belief that such a statement as sketched would be

advantageous, it is highly desirable that you formulate broad lines of

it and send it to us.

(3) We assume that you still expect to draft a five-power treaty

on humanization of use of submarines
;
in that regard, it does not seem

to us to be important whether or not departure from the form of the

Washington Treaty be made, nor do we believe that articles III and

IV of that treaty are of real importance.
COTTON
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500.A15a3/749 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LOXDOX, March 13, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received March 13 1 : 05 p. m.]

133. To be repeated to Tokyo.
78

The following is the present situation : We have stood firm against

allotting more than 108,400 tons of S-Ineh-giin cruisers to Japan
but our offer has been to defer until 1933. 1934, and 1935., respectively,
the laying down of our last three cruisers. The offer of the Japanese
has been to limit their 8-inch-gun cruisers to twelve In number, but

they requested the privilege before 1936 of replacing the Fnrutaka
class with lQ

;
GOO-ton ships. Eeed was told by Matsudalra that this

had been suggested by you in Tokyo and in Washington. Seed's

reply was that there must have been a misunderstanding.
We have stood fast at the present Japanese tonnage of 98,415 tons

of 6-Inch cruisers except when we agreed, in a talk between Stimson
and Wakatsuki on Wednesday, to ascertain what view regarding a

possible Increase of Japanese 6-Inch cruisers to 108,000 tons would
be held by our Xavy. Having discovered the bitter opposition of

the 2favy and the majority of our delegates to this Increase, we are

Informing the Japanese delegates of Its Impossibilities today.
The Japanese appear satisfied with 97,500 tons of destroyers and

the allotment of this mur-h Is agreeable to us.

Eeed has held out in talks with Matsudalra for 60.000 tons of

American submarines against 52,700 tons of Japanese, but yesterday
In the Stimson-Wakatsuki talk It was intimated that parity at 52,700

might be acceptable. The Japanese would be satisfied with this

we believe.

Particularly with regard to the French Is the Conference situation

at this moment critical. If Japan cannot agree with us within a
few days. MacDonald has agreed with Stimson that we will prepare
a two-power treaty establishing parity with Great Britain and
America In auxiliary categories of fleets by which competitive build-

Ing in them would be ended. The battleship program of the Wash-
ington Treaty will not be modified by this treaty since we will not
do that unless by a treaty covering all categories In which Japan
joins. You can readily see how favorable. In view of French diffi-

culties, will be the public reaction In America and Great Britain if

a three-power treaty covering all categories including battleships, can
be joined by Japan. An unfortunate effect correspondingly would

Transmitted to the Embassy in Japan as Department's telegram No. 46
March 13, 2 p. m.
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be caused by a Japanese refusal to join. It is essential to have an

early decision.

That we have gone to the limit to accommodate Japan should be

impressed upon Shidehara. The increase in speed limit of exempt
vessels from 18 to 20 knots has been reluctantly agreed to by us.

Maximum submarine displacement has been raised from 1
5
800 to

2,000 tons. Japan has been conceded the right to build two 5,000-ton

minelayers in the special class, and we have agreed to allow her to

retain in the special class for use as training ships five old cruisers

of 43,690 tons. Parity in submarines and particularly 70 percent in

6-inch-gun cruisers has been agreed to by us. An agreement is

impossible on the 70 percent ratio 8-inch-gun cruisers, as it would

not be acceptable to Great Britain and our Senate. We can go no

further.

STIMSOX

500.A15a3/750 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsan) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 13
?
19306 p. m.

[Received March 132 : 25 p. m.]

134. To be repeated to Tokyo.
79 Our telegram of March 13, 3 p. m.

An agreement was reached with Wakatsuki and Matsudaira in

further conversation with the Japanese this afternoon that the

following limits for Japan will be recommended to their delegation
and to Tokyo: 8-inch, 108,400; 6-inch, 100,450; destroyers, 105,500;

submarines, 52,700. This will mean 60 percent in 8-inch, 70 in 6-inch,

70 in destroyers, and submarine parity. We have agreed to make
the same recommendation to the British as well as to our delegation
and to Washington. A reservation will be inserted by Japan to the

effect that after the expiration of the treaty she may claim that

10,000-ton cruisers will replace the Furutdka class in 1943. A state-

ment reserving the right to oppose this claim if then made will be

signed by us.

STTMSON

79
Transmitted to the Embassy In Japan as Department's telegram No. 47,

March 13, 3 p. m.
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500.A15a3/750 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March. 14, 1930 3 p. m.

211. Your telegram No. 131, March 13, 6 p. in. We approve your
recommendation to Japan.

COTTON

SOO.A15a3/755 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 14, 19303 p. m.

[Received March 14 2 :10 p. m.]

136. For the President and the Acting Secretary of State. Tour
No. 207, March 13, 2 p. m.

1. Probably as result of my statement to Wakatsuki on Wednes-

day relative to a two-power pact, negotiations with the Japanese
moved forward yesterday and culminated in an agreement sup-

ported by all our delegation and by the majority of Japanese delega-
tion (see our telegram Xo. 134, last night). Settlement was sub-

mitted by us last evening to the British and approved by them.

Wakatsuki and Matsuduira have agreed to use their earnest efforts

to have it approved at Tokyo.
In view of the difficulties of negotiation we think this settlement

very satisfactory. Admiral Pratt highly approves. By it the Japa-
nese are held down to their existing construction of eight cruisers;

they are allowed only about 2,000 tons additional 6-inch cruiser con-

struction; their existing destroyer fleet is reduced by 17,000 tons and
their submarine fleet is reduced to amount which it will reach in

11*36 by obsolescence without any additional construction.

2. Alexander. Henderson, and Dumesnil on Wednesday afternoon

reported to foil committee on the negotiations as to the fleet figures
of the British and the French. The committee was composed of

the foregoing, with the addition of MacDonald for the British and
Briand and Massigli for the French. Robinson, Morrow, and I sat

in. Nothing came from the meeting but discouraging counter state-

ments. The French adhered to their high figures and Dumesnil
made unyielding statements of the absolute needs of the French. A
tense atmosphere pervaded the meeting, and I said nothing as I
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was afraid that the French might feel that our opposition amounted

to a virtual combination with Britain. In all Conference circles on

that evening there was great pessimism and Briand issued a pessimis-

tic statement which indicated the impossibility of obtaining a sub-

stantial five-power treaty.

Morrow and I called on Briand and Dumesnil yesterday morning,
at which time I stated as forcibly as possible our views on the im-

pression which would be made on the American public by their

figures. In an endeavor to maintain the friendly relations which

we have had with the French and at the same time to impress them

with the serious effect which would be produced upon relations with

America by their attitude, I had made this statement the most care-

fully thought out one that I had yet made. At once Briand abandoned

the assertions of absolute needs made by Dumesnil and limited him-

self to arguments which had as their basis relativity with Italy and

the latter's stubborn position. Briand showed a much more hopeful
attitude at the close of the conference and it found us joined in an

effort to find means of accord with Italy.

3. Grandi,
80 in the meantime, had been worked upon by MacDonald,

who reported to me that afternoon that Grandi had made some slight

concessions toward giving figures for examination. At the close of

the day a much more hopeful attitude prevailed than at the close of

the previous day. There is much dependent on Tardieu's visit

tomorrow.

During the conference Briand admitted that he had not expected
me to yield to his suggestion of America's joining a consultative pact,

but that he had made the application because he had been directed to

do so. The possibility of securing a five-power pact which will be

successful depends upon two things: (1) our ability to induce Italy

to make some statement as to her needs; and (2) the possibility which

still exists that Britain may give France some material assurance

which would induce France to reduce her figures.

4. I think that a statement from the President along general lines

suggested in our No. 128
3
March 12

3
6 p. m. ?

would possibly help. The
delicate and critical situation may change with Tardieu's arrival.

Will send suggestions as to what we think would be most likely to help
situation here, after consultation with delegates, if it should be de-

sired to make the statement.

STIMSON

M Dino Grandi, Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs, and fcead of the Italian

delegation.
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500.A15a3/752 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKTO, March 14, 19306 p. m.

[Eeceived March 14 7 : 07 a. m.]

44. Please repeat to London.81 A personal suggestion made to you
last February was the only reference I have ever made to the possi-

bility of eventual replacement of the Furutafca class by 10
5
000-ton

cruisers. It has never been mentioned here by me because I have

never deviated from the original American program, except when

conversing with Shidehara as fully reported in my telegram No. 39,

March 7, 9 p. m., when I urged the generosity of Reed's attitude and
stated that I was sure the limit of concession had been reached by the

United States. This evening I will see Shidehara.

CASTLE

500.A15a3/760 : Telegram

TJie Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 17, 19306 p. m.

[Received March 17 4:23 p. m.]
140. (1) A five-hour conference took place at Chequers yesterday

between the French and British delegations. The true results of
the situation are difficult to appraise, but Davres and Morrow,
both of whom have known Tardieu in past negotiations, share my
impression that he hopes eventually to make a five-power agreement.
Tardieu is very stubborn in regard to his figures and is making

great efforts to persuade both the British and us to help Mm to

bring Italy down to a sufficient margin of naval inferiority.
Whether he is doing this for domestic politics only or whether it

masks some international order between the two nations, I am not
yet able to determine. As our work progresses, the situation may be
clarified. The French have stated the amount of tonnage superiority
they demand over the Italians, and by taking old tonnage into con-
sideration it is not impossible that such a tonnage superiority may
be worked out from the status quo. Aside from this, however, Italy
is trying to force France to concede formal naval parity, while

to tlie American delegation as Department's telegram No. 209,
14, 10 a. m.
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France is trying to force Italy to concede formal naval inferiority.

Neither can hope to win this issue, yet neither one will yield.

MacDonald and I are trying to suggest some formula of mutual

reservations and agreement upon a modus vivendi which is not to

represent real maritime interests. I believe that if any solution is

reached, it will be along some such line as this. I am assuming in all

of this, however, that there is no secret military issue involved, and

as to that I am not yet sure.

() In further answer to your No. 207, March 13, 2 p. m., I have

consulted the delegation^ and we are clearly of the opinion that the

situation would not be helped on this side by any Presidential state-

ment. We are strongly opposed to any appeal, either here or at

home, for reduction. Assuming that Japan ratifies the Japanese

agreement, we shall have accomplished a three-power settlement

which should receive, we believe, the hearty approval of the President

and of the American public. When it was submitted to the Presi-

dent in February (our telegram No. 35, February 4), its adoption
received his hearty approval. For him now to appeal for reduction

would give, almost inevitably, the impression that he is in sympathy
with the recent criticism of the pacifist press, which has of necessity

been ignorant of the details of the settlement and of the difficulties

against which we have labored. A result of that sort would be

most unfair to the delegation.
As far as a statement regarding the consultative pact is concerned,.

my decision has been expressly accepted by both Briand and Tardieu,

and accordingly there is no reason for such a statement here. The
matter is no longer an issue in the Conference. The press summaries

received from you seem to indicate that my statement has been ac-

cepted fairly well by the American press, even papers like the Times

and the World, their former attitude being taken into consideration ;

but if the President wishes to ram home the subject still further, I

perceive no great objection, from this end of the line, to doing so,

except for the danger which always exists in stirring up a dead

issue. It is our general impression that it would be better to with-

hold all Presidential statements until our negotiations are concluded,

when a statement from him will undoubtedly be very helpful in

bringing home the character of such a settlement as we may accom-

plish and the reasons for it.

STIMSON
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500.A15a3/761 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Parapnrase]

TOKYO, March 18, 19303 p. m.

[Received March 18 9 : 05 a. m.]

48. Please repeat to London.82 There was published last night a

statement alleged to have been made by the Japanese Navy Depart-
ment which has undoubtedly been repeated to London. The state-

ment gives fairly accurately the figures of
a
the tentative agreement

but it interprets them most unfairly and would appear to be intended

to make difficult Japanese official consent. The final paragraph reads

as follows :
83

latest American proposal constitutes a concession in appear-
ance but in contents it still adheres to its own contentions. Due to

ignorance of this fact or due to propaganda for some ulterior pur-
pose, reports are being circulated to the effect that the United States
has recognized Japan's demand. This gives the people of Japan ex-

ceedingly erroneous information. The Japanese Navy by no means
accepts such a proposal."

The Vice Minister of the Foreign Office, Yoshida, said that Shide-

hara immediately telephoned the Vice Minister of the 5?avy, who, it

is stated, knows nothing of the statement and will issue a denial

that it was of an official nature. The Vice Minister believes that

some person in the
i;

big navy*' group gave out the statement. The

papers are absolutely incorrect in alleging that the Premier passed
on the statement. As the denials never have the effect of the orig-
inal statement, the Foreign Office is very angry, for this makes its

task more difficult. I told him that it utterly discouraged me when
I saw it because it looked like a failure in London by which relations

for years would be embittered. Without an agreement in London,
I reminded Yoshida, the cruiser law presumably would be carried

out as it stood. They knew this, he said, and Baron Shidehara was

preparing a strong statement to be presented at the Friday meeting
of the Cabinet. The necessity for prompt and favorable decision.

was again urged by me since the limit of concession has been reached

by the United States. Anything further, I reminded him, would

probably not in any case be acceptable to Great Britain since the

question is by no means solely between the United States and Japan.
Then he desired to know whether I believed England would sign
a three-power treaty with the figures which the delegations have

agreed to recommend to their Governments, if France persisted in

the stand which it has taken. He was informed that I naturally

K
Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 225,

March 18, 9 a. m.n
Quotation not paraphrased.
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could not interpret British views but that it appeared probable to

me that Great Britain would accept either of them if a political
clause calling for further discussion in case the French construction

program became menacing, were added. I do not believe that the

situation here is as bad as has been made out by the papers.
CASTLE

500.A15a3/762 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 19, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received March 191 : 03 p. m.]

145. In an effort to bring matters to a head, we are holding confer-

ences constantly. However, there are no further definite results that

I can report at this time. I learned on Monday through Japanese

delegation representative that the French were endeavoring to get
the Japanese to raise their figures regarding submarines. Castle in

Tokyo confirmed this later. This effort was reported to us by a

representative of the Japanese delegation and we together with the

British are taking steps to accelerate this tentative agreement by
the Japanese Government at Tokyo. We are still hopeful that the

Japanese Government will ratify our tentative agreement without

any substantial alterations but our informant here thinks that there

is a real controversy between Japanese civil government and the

naval party there.

As to whether the French are merely protecting their position to

maintain their present high tonnage figures or whether they are

making an effort to break up the Conference, there is a difference of

opinion here. We are doing our utmost to combine patience with

energy in bringing the situation to a focus. We are inclined toward

the former hypothesis but we are not neglecting to prepare ourselves

against the latter.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/765 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LOINDOST, March 19, 1930 1 p. m.

[Eeceived March 19 5 p. m.]

147. The following as substitute for subdivisions 1 and 2 of

article 1 of submarine treaty was suggested by Malkin, legal adviser

of British Foreign Office :
S4

84
Quoted passage not paraphrased.
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"1. In their action with regard to merchant ships submarines must
conform to the rules of international law to which surface war
vessels are subject ;

2. In particular except in the case of persistent refusal to stop
on summons, or of active resistance to visit or search, a warship,
whether surface vessel or submarine, may not sink a merchant vessel
without having first placed the passengers, crew and ship's papers In
a place of safety. For this reason the ship's boats are not regarded
as a place of safety unless the safety of the passengers and crew is

assured, in the existing sea and weather conditions, by the proximity
of land, or the presence of another vessel which is In a position to
take them on board.55

Mr. Root's purpose of clearly defining for the benefit of public
opinion the rules of international law preventing inhumane practices

against merchant vessels are fully met, in the opinion of Malkin and
my own adviser, Eublee, in the foregoing. Both Malkin and Rublee
believe it an improvement in its definition of "a place of safety".
In their opinion French criticism of Root's article for combining rules

of visit and search with rules for protecting life is to a certain degree
well founded and they feel that in that respect this proposal is

superior.
The fact that it comes from the British who are chiefly interested in

limiting submarine attack against commerce and the fact that it may
satisfy the French who are actively opposing the Root form makes
it worthy of careful consideration but I am not committed to this,
however. Does Root see any serious objection to this substitute?
I should like to know.

STJMSOST

500.Aloa3/T66 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

TOKYO, March 20, 1930 11 a. m.
[Eeceived March 20 9 : 05 a. m.]

51. Eepeat to London.*5 My 50, March 19, 4 p. m.86 The NicM
NicJii this morning carries the following article :

"Admiral Kanji Kato, chief of the Naval Staff, and Vice Minister
Admiral KobayasM called on the Prime Minister yesterday after-
noon. There was a full exchange of opinion. Admiral Kato going-
into the American proposal at great length and explaining the effect
which

_it
would have upon the disposition of Japanese naval forces.

He pointed out that while there was virtual agreement over the cle-
mand for the global ratio in auxiliary vessels, the inferior ratio of 6O
*
Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 234,

March 20, 9 a. m.m Not printed.
'
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percent in heavy cruisers and the inability of Japan to construct new
submarines before 1936 made it impossible for Japan to accept the

proposal. He then went on to say that as Japan had gone so far as

to^ surrender parity and accept the 70 percent ratio, which is the
minimum compatible with national security, as the basis of the agree-
ment it now remained for the United States to make the next con-
cession. After the Prime Minister had put several questions regard-
ing the future of the Conference, Admiral Kato brought out his last

and final plan. He proposed that the Government should explore the

possibility of establishing a political treaty to cover the Pacific and
to include Japanese-American relations with respect to China. Mr.
Hamaguchi promised to give the suggestion the most careful con-
sideration."

CASTLE

500.Al5a3/766 : Telegram

TTie Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Japan (Castle]

[Paraphrase]

* WASHINGTON, March 20, 1930 5 p. m.

53. Last two sentences of your telegram N"o. 51, March 20, 11 a. m.
We hope that the Japanese Government will not formulate any
proposal along this line. The Department is of the opinion, in view

of existing treaties already in force, that no useful purpose is likely

to be served by a further political treaty with Japan relating to the

Pacific. Furthermore, the Department considers, in view of the his-

tory of Anglo-Japanese Alliance and Lansing-Ishii notes, that it

would be gratuitously offensive to China and a possible source of

embarrassment to have relations with China determined or defined

by a treaty between Japan and the United States in which China

would not be included. If the matter is broached to you in any con-

nection, you should not give any encouragement to this idea unless

otherwise instructed by the Secretary of State.

Our delegation informed of the foregoing.

COTTON

500.A15a3/768a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Japan (Castle)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 20, 1930 6 p. m.

54. You may emphasize the following: After conference with

leaders, we are convinced that present naval proposals to Japan are

all it would be possible for us to attempt to carry. Alternative is

full twenty-three cruiser program.
COTTON

518625 45 10
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5GO.A15a3/768 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKYO, March 21, 1930 noon.

[Eeceived March 214 : 23 a. m.]

53. Yesterday Sliidehara assured me that he was exploring every

possibility to bring about acceptance by Japan ;
he stated that he was

in communication daily with Hainaguchi and the Navy but that

he was not optimistic. He promised to bring the contents of your

telegram, which I gave him in writing, to Hamaguchi's attention

immediately. He evidently was opposed to my approaching the

Prime Minister directly ;
if I saw Hamaguchi personally, sensational

articles might do great damage for the press is watching every move.

It is Shidehara's understanding that on replacement of Furutaka
class it was agreed that at the next conference Japan should have the

right to demand replacement by one 10,000-ton cruiser when our

16th had been built, another when our 17th had been built, and
another when our 18th had been built. Hfe stated he was not sure

that the United States reserved the right to oppose but that England
had reserved this right. I told him that we reserved the right to

oppose ;
that the original idea had been that Japan would claim right

to replace Furutaka, class by large cruisers in 1943 but I would
consult you as to whether the situation had changed any. He was
of the opinion that only the British opposed the idea at present. I
told him that the United States, I felt, was firm for the 10-6 ratio

in 8-inch cruisers because these were associated, in some way, with

capital ships, and that because Japan agreed to this ratio the United
States had agreed not to fortify its Pacific possessions. Failure to

reach agreement, I impressed upon him, could only lead to a full

resumption of the building program of the United States.

With regard to the Eeed-Matsudaira conversations, Shidehara
stated that Japan did not have a full account of them and this was
one difficulty because the Navy keeps asking if this or that proposi-
tion was advanced by them. I feel that decision cannot be reached
until next week for he has not asked for full information on certain

points.

Shidehara's vigor of presentation or willingness to take respon-
sibility should not be distrusted for I am sure he fully realizes that
his statesmanship is at stake.

Please .repeat to London.88

CASTLE

aa.81^*^ to tte A^erfcan delegation as Department's telegram No. 238,
21, 5 a. in.

.
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500.A15a3/769 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 21, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived March 21 3 : 58 p. m.]

149. Repeat to Tokyo.
89

Agreement of the three delegations in

regard to replacement of Fv/rutaJca class is that a reservation will be

inserted by Japan to the effect that at the next conference she will

be free to claim the right of replacement by a 10,000-ton cruiser of

each vessel of that class when 20 years old. This right of replace-

ment will not be conceded by Great Britain or America and if it is

then asserted each will be free to oppose the claim. As your tele-

gram stated, your understanding of the matter is still correct. We
have been repeatedly asked by Matsudaira to surrender on this point
and until it became clear that neither Great Britain nor ourselves

could yield, he did not abandon his insistence.

Our agreement is here continually claimed by the newspapers
as an American proposal and they say that in Japan a counter-

proposal is being considered. The lack of a public statement by
either the Japanese delegation or the Tokyo authorities that this is

not an American proposal but is in fact an agreement reached by
the three delegations, is surprising to us. Should Tokyo repudiate
this agreement we would have difficulty in continuing to negotiate

with a delegation which is without power and which its Government
does not support. If the proposal is repudiated by Tokyo or a

so-called counterproposal is sent we will immediately commence

preparation of a two-power agreement with Great Britain on aux-

iliary categories and the American delegation will return to Wash-

ington on the termination of that agreement.
Because we have been urgently requested by Wakatsuki and

Matsudaira to say nothing until the Japanese Government has acted

we have refrained from making any press statement.

STIMSON

89 Transmitted to the Embassy in Japan as Department's telegram No. 55,

March 21, 5 p. m.
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500.A15a3/770 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 22, 19301 a. m.

[Received March 21 10: 30 p. m.]

152. Tyrrell
* this evening has advised MacDonald from Paris that

the following position has been decided upon by the French :

1. The French believe that their delegation cannot do anything
more in London so long as France is being asked by Great Britain

to lower her figures without entering into a Mediterranean agreement
with her and so long as Italy's demand for parity continues.

2. Therefore, if the British have decided to refuse a Mediterranean

agreement and can do nothing more with the Italians and also will

agree to let the French figures stand as they are, the French will help
wind up the Conference with a report to the League which would
contain certain agreements with respect to the regulation of reduc-

tion, naval holiday for certain construction, methods of limiting naval

armament, and so forth,

Of last two clauses the former refers evidently to a battleship

holiday and the latter to certain recommendations of a minor char-

acter made by a subcommittee.

The British press is asked by Tyrrell to exercise restraint; he re-

pores that the French press, though quiet, is well informed. He
expects to have a conference with Briand tomorrow to confirm the

foregoing. According to information which Tyrrell has received,

Briand will not return to London for several days and Tardieu will

be away until the 31st, unless given assurance of [security pacts?]

along above lines. In the latter case they might return earlier.

A meeting of the heads of delegations will probably be called by
MacDonald tomorrow afternoon to consider this. It is my belief,

based upon my observations of the effect of the French attitude

throughout the Conference on other delegations and on public opinion

here, that this will end the attempt to secure a five-power agreement
and that MacDonald will try for a smaller one. Owing to the rest-

lessness of the public, there is grave doubt in my mind whether serious

mutual press recriminations can be successfully prevented. In the

light of MacDonald's efforts, through which some real but slight steps
toward reconciling the figures of the French and Italians have been

made, and also because of the setback to the cause of the desire of

Europe for peace, this would be a great pity. MacDonald and
Craigie think that tonight's decision will represent an effort by
m
Sir William G. Tyrrell, British Ambassador in France.
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Tardieu, under the influence of certain extremists, to force the issue

in France's favor. If so, it will almost certainly not succeed and the

result will probably be that the security France already has will be

greatly diminished. Our refusal to enter a consultative pact, as you
will notice, is not mentioned by the French as a reason for their

action. The view which I formerly expressed that there was no in-

tention on their part to rely upon such a pact from us is confirmed

by this.

STIMSON

SOO.A15a3/771 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKYO, March 22, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received March 22 i : 31 a. m.]

54. Your telegram No. 53, March 20, 5 p. m. I think that there is

no danger that this matter will arise unless it is mentioned in the

press. The Government here has not considered it, so Shidehara

tells me; one reason is that it would scarcely be possible to arrive

at a formula by which China would not be irritated. We are not

more sensitive than he is on this point. He was told that, despite any-

thing the press might say, we should always consider the Kellogg
Pact as effective as in any other connection so far as China was

concerned and that there was no necessity of committing this to

paper. Please repeat to London.91

CASTLE

500.A15a3/773a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 22, 1930 1 p. m.

2M. To press for three-power agreement is the only thing we can

see to do.

COTTON

ttl Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 242,
March 22, 10 a. m.
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500.A15a3/765 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 22
5 1930 2 p. m.

245. Your Xo. 147, March 19, 7 p. m., last paragraph. It is Mr.

Root's opinion :

1. That the Washington Treaty is superior to the proposal of

Malkm in that the latter does not directly state the rules as a founda-

tion for public opinion.

2. That the substance of what is most important is included, how-

ever, and
3. That a valuable addition is made by the clause as to what is

meant by safety.

4. That the change would be compensated for by French ratifi-

cation. At the same time he thinks that the criticism that the Wash-

ington provision joins search and seizure regulations with rules for

protection of life has no merit.

The rights of search and seizure furnish the only foundation for

the right to threaten lives on a merchant vessel, and the only basis

for the protection of such lives rests upon definite rules pertaining
to such rights.

COTTOK

500.A15a3/774 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Castle) to the Acting Secretary of State

TOKYO, March 23, 1930 noon.

[Eeceived March 23 4 : 33 a. m.]
55. Your 55, March 21, 5 p. m.

91a
Eepeat to London.92

Wakatsuki gave out a statement that this is not an American
proposal but an agreement which was reached by three delegations.
His statement was published in all the Japanese newspapers yesterday
morning.

CASTIJS

** See footnote 89, p. TL
88
Transmitted to the American delegation as Department's telegram No. 248.
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500.A15a3/776 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 23, 19303 p. m.

[Eeceived March 2311 : 20 a. m.]

155. Castle has been sent the following telegram :

"If Shidehara is satisfied and yon think it advisable to deliver to

Hamaguchi a message from me, you might do so along the following
lines :

'It is my feeling that the greatest naval powers of the world are presented
with an opportunity to consolidate the good relations existing between them.
The removal of all question of competitive building would mean progress
together in the direction of the pacific growth of the future welfare of these
three great peoples. The stability of the peace of the whole world would be
increased as well.*

You should tell Hamaguchi that Shidehara has seen this. I hope
that I have made it clear that the delivery of the message is not to
be made unless thought wise to do so by both you and Shidehara.
It is our desire that nothing be done which the opponents of the

agreement would misconstrue."
STIMSON

500.A15a3/777 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 23, 19309 p. m.

[Keceived March 237 : 32 p. m.93
]

156. The following is our survey of the situation.

(1) Negotiations as to the relative size of their fleets have been
conducted by the French and the Italians and by the French and
the British. On some of these negotiations, particularly those be-

tween the British and the French, we have sat in at the request of
both sides. I have conferred many times with MacDonald, Briand,
and TardieUj in addition to which Morrow has kept in constant touch
with Aubert and Massigli. The French, in coming to the Confer-

ence, we believe desired it to succeed; however, from the first they
have insisted upon a mutual assistance security pact in which Britain
would participate. France would have substantially reduced her

figures, we think, had she gotten such a pact. Whether under Brit-
ain's two-power European standard such reduction would have been

enough to meet the figures in the agreement we have had with Great

w
Telegram in six sections.
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Britain we cannot say, because negotiations between Great Brita.Ixi

ynd France have not gotten that far. We have never been

directly by France to give her a consultative pact ;
and we are

tain, on information we have gotten; that even had such a pact

offered she would not have, on that basis alone, reduced her figures.

(2) A pivotal point in pi-eventing an agreement between the Britlslx

and the French has been the unwillingness of MacDonald to satisfy
the French on the subject of European security. In Ms former-

administration, you will remember, the protocol idea, so-called, with
the purpose of strengthening the League of Nations sanctions even
to military protection against an aggressor, was partly his doing.
The subsequent Conservative Government repudiated this tentative

arrangement for the protocol. Chamberlain substituted Locaimo
for this protocol idea. The French assert, in this regard, that the
hope was held out to them by the British that the League would l>e

strengthened not by a sweeping agreement for sanctions but by a,

series of regional pacts, the parties to which would be those coun-
tries having a vital interest in the particular regions to be protected.
Ten months ago when MacDonald entered office there was under-

way in England a decided reaction against that country entering
into any further sanctions through which they might become in-
volved in a continental struggle. With the coming of our negotia-
tions, the French demand for security through a Mediterranean Pact},
which was suggested by them in their December note, was refused.

by MacDonald, who has not since forsaken that position. Two weeks
ago French disquiet was added to by his public statement in oppo-
sition to entangling alliances. The French claim that they cannot
understand this change from Britain's former attitude toward them.
It would now be difficult, and perhaps impossible, for the MacDonald
Government to reverse itself completely in this position, as theire
seems to be an increasing volume of public opinion in Britain in.

support of MacDonald?

s attitude toward keeping free from further
entanglement in continental affairs. Not all members of his o'wn.
Cabinet, however, have heartily supported this position. Henderson,
who was at Geneva for seven weeks negotiating the protocol in 19254,
feels, has always felt, that Britain, provided she could get In
return definite naval reduction from France, should add to or art,

least reaffirm definitely her European obligations. He criticizes
France on the ground that she does not offer great enough reduction
of armament in return and not because she asks for more security.
In brief, he feels that France never gave sufficient consideration In
return for the Locarno Agreement, although he feels it was all riglxfc
for Britain to join this agreement and even the protocol idea. The
permanent officials of the British Foreign Office, who realize th.sti>
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Britain we cannot say, because negotiations between Great Brita

and France have not gotten that far. We have never been ask

directly by France to give her a consultative pact; and we are c<

tain, on information we have gotten, that even had such a pact be

offered she would not have, on that basis alone, reduced her figur<

(2) A pivotal point in preventing an agreement between the Briti

and the French has been the unwillingness of MacDonald to satis

the French on the subject of European security. In his form

administration, you will remember, the protocol idea, so-called, wi

the purpose of strengthening the League of Nations sanctions ev
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arrangement for the protocol. Chamberlain substituted Locar:
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hope was held out to them by the British that the League would
'

strengthened not by a sweeping agreement for sanctions but by
series of regional pacts, the parties to which would be those cou

tries having a vital interest in the particular regions to be protecte
Ten months ago when MacDonald entered office there was und

way in England a decided reaction against that country enterii

into any further sanctions through which they might become i

volved in a continental struggle. With the coming of our negoti

tions, the French demand for security through a Mediterranean Pac
which was suggested by them in their December note, was refus<

by MacDonald, who has not since forsaken that position. Two wee!

ago French disquiet was added to by his public statement in opp
sition to entangling alliances. The French claim that they cann
understand this change from Britain's former attitude toward thei

It would now be difficult, and perhaps impossible, for the MacDona
Government to reverse itself completely in this position, as the
seems to be an increasing volume of public opinion in Britain :

support of MacDonald's attitude toward keeping free from furth

entanglement in continental affairs. Not all members of his ov

Cabinet, however, have heartily supported this position. Henderso
who was at Geneva for seven weeks negotiating the protocol in 192

feels, and has always felt, that Britain, provided she could get
return definite naval reduction from France, should add to or ;

least reaffirm definitely her European obligations. He criticiz

France on the ground that she does not offer great enough reductic
of armament in return and not because she asks for more securit
In brief, he feels that France never gave sufficient consideration :

return for the Locarno Agreement, although he feels it was all rig]
for Britain to join this agreement and even the protocol idea. Tl
permanent officials of the British Foreign Office, who realize th
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they must continue to have France as their nearest neighbor, seem

to share Henderson's feeling. Tyrrell, who is now in Paris and

who has much weight with the permanent officials, we have been

told, shares this view.

(3) The British effort, in place of the security pact, has princi-

pally been to endeavor to secure from Italy for France a reduction

corresponding to or greater than that which she asks of France in

order to force the latter's figures down. We have from time to time

been invited to sit in on these negotiations by both sides as friendly

impartial counselors, but have taken no part, though we have been

present. No substantial success has come from these negotiations.

France and Italy, both of whom have been very stubborn in their

demands for parity in the one case or superiority in the other in

naval strength, have toward the end shown some willingness to set

aside their theoretical positions and instead to stand upon reserva-

tions thereof with the aim of adopting a modus vivendi. Willingness
to make concessions with regard to over-age tonnage has been asserted

by both, but as the matter stands neither has made any concessions

in building programs or under-age tonnage.
British opinion considers France's submarine and perhaps her

cruiser program a serious menace, though we do not believe she is

consciously building against Great Britain. A series of unpleasant

incidents, which have occurred recently, have been the basis of sus-

picion and fear of France and Italy toward each other. I have

no evidence of any danger to peace between the countries which is

specific and imminent.

(4) The outcome of the interview between Tardieu and MacDonald
last Sunday, which was unfortunate, has complicated the situation

during the past week. Apparently MacDonald gave the French
some ground for their belief that he has appealed to Mussolini

through the Ambassador to get more definite figures. It was

apparently through a French source that the possibility of British

influence at Eome leaked out to the press. Both the Italians and

MacDonald were greatly irritated. A dispute on fact arose between

the French and English as a result. There had already existed a

distrust between MacDonald and Tardieu, which has been added to

temporarily at least by this incident. The incident has also brought
forth a strong statement from the Fascist Council giving unqualified

support to insistence upon parity by Grandi. Of course we had no

representative at the meeting at Chequers, and I did not know of

any action which was being taken in Home by MacDonald. I had,

however, solely for his information, apprised Garrett of the situa-

tion.96

John W. Garrett, American Ambassador in Italy.
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(5) Since day before yesterday when I sent my No. 152, MacDo:

aid and I have not talked; but on Sunday Craigle told me th

Massigll has tried to soften the position taken by the French \

reported by Tyrrell from Paris and claims that that report is exa,

gerated ;
that there is no intention by Tardien and Briand to ei

negotiations, but that the latter will be back Tuesday.

(6) It will be seen from the foregoing that two fundamental co:

troversies exist, the first between the British and the French ai

the second between the French and the Italians. We can proper

take no leading part in either. The parties to the controversies mu
themselves work out their problem with such friendly help as -v

can give. A mistaken idea as to the fundamental nature of tl

controversies is the basis, we think, for the idea of the America

press that by some simple act or statement we could bring aboi

their solution.

(7) The following is our position with reference to a consultatr

pact:
I have made clear to Briand and Tardieu that a consultative pa

is not inherently objectionable to us, as we have already joined mai
of them, of which the Washington Disarmament Treaty was one.

told them that there was little doubt that a consultative provisk
with respect to matters of naval program in a treaty growing out <

the Conference would be favored by us. I have made clear that 01

objection was to a pact which, because of the circumstances und
which it would be given, would be considered as a quid pro quo f<

French reduction in naval armament: that we objected to any pa
which might be the basis of a future demand for military assistant

Tardieu and Briand have both told me that they fully appreciate
that no pact could be given by us which was subject to any constru

tion of an implied promise of military assistance. We have be(

assured by the French that what they wanted and must have as

condition precedent to reduction of their program was a treaty <

mutual assistance with Britain, or at least that Britain's existii

obligations under the Covenant of the League of Nations be amplifi*
or clarified. They consider this especially important, because th<

believe that Britain apparently wishes to back away from the Eur
commitments which she already has made. A reason or plau

ible excuse is thus afforded France for getting a navy of some kir

with the possibility facing them of confronting a European situ

tion with Great Britain neutral. French public opinion, from tl

best sources we have, is solidly behind Tardieu and Briand. Wb
the French are asking of Great Britain is understandable if we co:

sider the continental agreements of the past decade, though we ha1

no sympathy with their action. Our belief is that France is see!
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ing to force participation in European sanctions by Britain through,

a French naval program very alarming to public opinion in England.
This is particularly true with reference to France's submarine pro-

gram. Due to this the future of European politics gives us serious

anxiety.

(8) Should Great Britain and France resume negotiations it is

possible that a situation might arise in which it would be safe and

appropriate to make a promise of some consultation. This is for

your consideration. It might be of moment to both France and

Great Britain if they had an assurance that we could be consulted

when an emergency arose with respect to our method of exerting our

peaceful influence toward maintaining the world's peace, in case

Britain upon consideration, should try to reach an agreement with

France based upon some security pact, or amplification or inter-

pretation of their covenants under the League as a quid pro quo for

the reduction of the French Navy. The matter has been discussed

by the delegation and we feel that a consultative arrangement of

this sort would have to be safeguarded (1) by a separate security

pact between France and Great Britain, and (2) by specific clauses

which would clearly and expressly deny any promise of military

assistance. The Eapidan joint statement of October 9 97 has been

studied in this connection as a guide for a statement setting forth in

their relation to Europe the different functions of Britain and
America.

(9) With respect to our future action, we hope to confer with

MacDonald on Monday. Confirmation of my views as to the effect

of France's position, as stated in my No. 152, has been gotten as a

result of a conference Saturday with our delegation.
A new and favorable factor in the situation may be introduced as

a result of cables from Tokyo which indicate a probable approval of

our agreement.
STTMSON

500.A15a3/785 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 25, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received March 25 1 : 35 p. m.]

161. Morrow, Robinson, and I conferred with Alexander, Hender-

son, and MacDonald yesterday. The conference was held at my sug-

gestion, for I wished to be sure that there existed no misunderstanding
117 See press release issued by the White House, October 10, 1929, Foreign

Relations, 1929, vol. m, p. 33.
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as to the positions of our respective delegations, especially where

political pacts were concerned. The French in their December note,

you -will recall called attention to the relationship existing between

the questions of disarmament and security. I reviewed the French

position since that note, speaking of the way in which they relied

upon the Covenant of the League of Nations, and particularly of

the manner of the sanctions to be used against an aggressor; also, of

the desire of the French that a mutual assistance pact be made, to

which all Mediterranean countries would be a party, as this would

be a contributory reason toward armament reduction. I called the

Prime Minister's attention to his reply to the French note and, as I

understood it, to the British position that they would be unwilling
to assume any continental obligations in addition to those they now
had. I told him that the French had repeatedly made it clear to us

that they wanted a treaty of mutual assistance as a condition of reduc-

tion of armament ;
that in the absence of a formal request from them

asking for consultative provisions in the Pact of Paris, we had told

them definitely that a consultative pact could not be given them, as a

substitute for the military mutual security which they desired.

I told MaeDonald that ve obviously could not, and had not, made

any susrfirestion as to reconsideration of Britain's own situation with

respect to France, as that was a question in which she and her neigh-
bors on the continent were solely concerned. This situation seemed to

be one of the things holding up a five-power agreement. I had

previously pointed out to the Prime Minister the careful distinctions

regarding the respective contributions our two countries could make
toward world peace as set out in the Kapidan joint statement of

October 9.

In the presence of Henderson and Alexander, MacDonald made
two statements, the first of which was that Britain would be willing
to make a formal statement of some sort to the French following
the language in annex F to the Locarno Agreement,

98 which would
make it clear that she would be bound to loyal and effective coopera-
tion in support of the Covenant and in resistance of an act of

aggression; but that France had not yet been advised of this inten-
tion. Second, that Great Britain would be willing to participate in

a later conference of Mediterranean countries.

TL then told the Prime Minister that if the other nations would
tate care of the question of mutual assistance in such a way as to

secure a substantial reduction of armament, I should think it possible
for us to consider Tnth an open mind the question of a provision for

"Collective note to Germany, December 1, 1926, regarding art 16 of the

Covenant
of the League of Nations, Leagoe of Nations Treaty Series, vol. uvt
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consultation among the signatories to our agreement, with explicit

denial of military action. Opinion was expressed by Henderson that

he thought the conference should proceed* along this line, provided

substantial continental reduction in naval armament could be secured

thereby. Approval of what I had said was expressed to the meeting

by Senator Kobinson, who afterward told me that under these circum-

stances he did not think the treaty would be weakened in the Senate

by such a consultative provision.
STIMSON

500.A15a3/7S7a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 25, 1930 7 p. m.

258. Peace societies yesterday received three telegrams asserting

that statement was made by three American delegates in interviews

that everything would be settled if the President. would take action

in offering a consultative pact. It is most embarrassing to have such

pressure applied in a matter regarding which we have heard nothing
as to wording or import.

It is asserted, they say, that if this were done Great Britain would

be enabled to give guarantees of a more formal character. These

reports are persistent and, obviously, annoying and the subject is

being given much space in the press.

We should know exactly the terms proposed before such a subject

is given consideration by you. Are you not able to reassure us as

to the position of the delegates? -It would be helpful under the

circumstances if you could do so.

COTTON

500.A15a3/787b : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 25, 1930 8 p. m.

259. E. T. Stone, whose residence is given as 8 Park Place, St.

James, London, has cabled to persons having a connection with, the

Foreign Policy Association that important members of your staff

have given him information to the effect that dissatisfaction exists

among the members of the delegation due to their not having received

from the President constructive support, and that it is felt by them
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that if he would follow the recommendations as to a consultative

pact, etc., made by the American delegation, he could save the situa-

tion with the French.

We have stopped a move of the Foreign Policy Association to

call a general meeting in New York for the purpose of protesting

the action of the Administration and the President.

The advices in your No. 156, March 23, strictly contradict the

foregoing. We believe that the whole idea of such a pact has been

originated by those New York groups who have been trying to secure

its advancement at the Conference. They have used propaganda

here, and we think that some of the French delegation have contacts

with Stone or other agents of theirs and from them have gotten some

encouragement. Through such correspondents as James " and Mow-
rer these ideas have filtered back to the United States. Would it

not be advisable for you or Morrow, or some other member of your

delegation, to talk with Stone, giving him the facts which you have

given us, and endeavor to find out which member of your staff has

been giving out information which is being used against the work
of the delegation and the Administration.

We think that dangerous ground is being trodden both in the

interests of our country and delegation by outside groups who take

it upon themselves to put forth ideas and to establish activities with

other governments.
The President today, because of this agitation, stated to the press,

not for publication nor to be attributed to any authority, that no

government represented at the Conference had proposed a consulta-

tive pact to the United States. He said that the terms advocated by
outside groups for such a pact would not reduce tonnage at all and
that other governments know fully that the United States cannot
enter any pact which implied either directly or indirectly the use

of naval forces; that the pacts proposed by these groups were not

of this nature and the situation was not met or assisted by them
;
and

that it was an entirely unwarranted belief on their part that the

United States' offering of such a pact would secure reduction of

tonnage.

COTTON

500.A15a3/787c : Telegram

TJie Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American
Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 25, 19309 p. m.
260. Our telegrams ISTos. 258 and 259, March 25, 7 p. m. and 8

p. m., respectively, were written after we had read your No. 161,
99 Edwin Leland James, press correspondent for the New Torfc Time*
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March 25, 5 p. m. The matter is assuming considerable seriousness

over here, and the President is bothered. I am amazed at the cable

advices of which Stone is the source.

COTTON

500.A15a3/787 : Telegram

TJie Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

LONDON, March 26, 193011 a. m.

[Eeceived March 2(> 6:52 a. m.]

162. The following statement was issued last night by the dele-

gation in view of the rumors current in certain of the British news-

papers, particularly the Daily Herald, that the United States had

changed its point of view on the matter of consultative pacts :

"Rumor was current last evening to the effect that the American
delegation had made a change of their attitude toward consultative

pacts and were willing to enter into such a pact for the purpose of

saving the Conference. It was authoritatively denied at the head-

quarters of the American delegation that any change had taken place
in the attitude of the American delegation, and its attitude: remains
as its spokesmen gave it out several weeks ago. At that time it

was made clear [that] America had no objection to enter[ing] a con-
sultative pact as such

;
on the contrary, the United States is already

a party to a number of treaties involving the obligation of consulting
with other powers. It will not, however, enter into any treaty,
whether consultative or otherwise, where there is danger of its obli-

gation being misunderstood as involving a promise to render mili-

tary assistance or guaranteeing protection by military force to another
nation. Such a misunderstanding might arise, if the United States
entered into such a treaty as a quid pro quo for the reduction of the
naval force of another power. That danger has hitherto inhered in
the present situation, where France has been demanding mutual mili-

tary security as a condition of naval reduction, as appears from her

original statement of her case last December. If, however> this de-
mand for security could be satisfied in some other way, then the

danger of misunderstanding a consultative pact would be eliminated
and in such case the question would be approached from an entirely
different standpoint. In such a case the American delegation would
consider the matter with an entirely open mind."

\\ STIMSON
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500.A15a3/788 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 26, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived March 263 : 10 p. m.]

163. 1. Nothing of the nature mentioned in your telegram No. 258,

March 25, has been said by any American delegate. No attention

should be paid to it, for it is nonsense. In my telegram No. 156,

March 23, paragraphs 7 and 8, and in my telegram No. 161, March 25,

I stated our position on a consultative pact and it has not changed. I

can assure the President that nothing coming from this delegation is

responsible for this situation and I am sorry he has been troubled.
*

3. Statement by President, mentioned in your telegram No. 259,

March 25, is entirely in accord with our position and is accurate in

every respect.
4. I learned that a story was to be published by the London Herald

to the effect that owing to the intervention of the President our

delegation had completely changed its position on a consultative pact,
so I issued my press statement last evening. Today the situation

changed in favor of a five-power treaty. I was told by MacDonald
that my statement helped greatly. I believe Great Britain has at

last changed its position with regard to security for France.

Although I have discreetly refrained from inquiry I believe this to

be a fact. I am informed by MacDonald that Briand will arrive

tonight. He will discuss pacts with Henderson tomorrow. Mac-
Donald also informed me that this morning the French had reduced
their figures considerably; they are now within about 400,000 tons
total tonnage of meeting the figures of the British. The trend for
the last 24 hours has been more encouraging than anything we have

experienced for a long time, but there are many difficulties still

remaining in the road. I had lunch with Lloyd George. He has
been pessimistic and seemingly antagonistic but he now seems to

think the Conference will be successful. His statement is significant,
as his coalition is a big factor in keeping MacDonald in office.

5. In view of this change and the possibility of a security agree-
ment between Great Britain and France, it is very likely that a con-
sultative pact of the nature suggested in my Nos. 156 and 161 will
be brought to the front. I assume that if we adhere to the safe-

guards enumerated by me it will meet with the President's approval.
Next week we shall probably have an important plenary session.
There will be a review of the progress made to date, and it may
well be that an opportunity will be presented at that time or later
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at which a message to the American delegation from the President

can be presented with powerful effect to the Conference. This possi-

bility we will consider and we will let you know in time if it seems

desirable.

6. Tokyo reports remain encouraging; they counsel patience on

ground that Government is making progress towards a favorable con-

clusion. I am informed from British and American sources that

French have worked hard to delay or disrupt an agreement with

Japan, in submarine figures particularly.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/788a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 26, 1930 6 p. m.

265. After reading your yesterday's press statement and after con-

ference with the President, I send you the following :

It is our wish to call the following points to your attention with

respect to the whole question of a consultative pact :

1. If the provisions of the Four-Power Pacific Treaty
x are applied

to a setting which is European, even though a reservation is made

against military action, they become an entanglement of the first

order in European affairs, this being particularly true of paragraph
2 of the Pacific Pact. The two settings present this essential dif-

ference : With respect to Europe, if included in the present treaty, it

would apply to every European political disturbance which might
affect any one of the five parties; with respect to the Pacific Pact,
we have possessions in the East and the Pact refers solely to those

possessions.

2. The supplementary agreement of December 13, 1921 [February

6, 1922
2
] , by delimiting action further under those provisions, which

cannot be included in the present treaty, modified the Pacific Pact.

3. To repeat the text of the Pacific Treaty as a part of the text of

the present proposed treaty would be to incur, therefore, the greatest

possible dangers. We would be drawn into questions into which we
could not go if the pact were so drawn as to be confined to Europe ;

and if such a pact were not confined to Europe, other powers would
be drawn into questions affecting the Western Hemisphere, and this

we cannot allow.

4. To us it would appear that the provisions of any such pact

\ Signed December 13, 1921, Foreign Relations, 1922, vol. i, p. 33.

id.,p.46.

518625 i5 11
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would necessarily have to be strictly limited to an agreement of

mutual frank communication with the purpose of finding means for

peaceful settling of any dispute apt to occasion war between those

signing, and that such interchanges should be confined wholly to the

ascertainment of peaceable methods and should leave out specifically

all consideration of military or other sanctions, that no signatory
shall be obliged to take part in such interchanges dealing with prob-

lems in which they say they have no concern, and it should contain

an affirmation that it is this country's policy not to become involved

in controversies with respect to Europe.
5. There are certain implications which some will draw if some of

the Pacific Pact terms were included in this treaty. It would be

interpreted as a declaration of the purpose to dominate the world

by five naval powers. It is true that even the adoption of the above

modified form if it employed the word "consultation" would be

interpreted in all probability as leaving the implication of conference

and it should not be "consultation" but rather "communication."

6. It appears to us important that, as early as possible and prior
to further discussion as to a consultative pact, your Conference ascer-

tain whether or not France will be satisfied enough with the sanctions

which Great Britain is willing to offer to reduce her terms to an

approved level before you discuss the terms of any arrangement
which they may ask of you. As ciny arrangement which might be

made by you would have to be so diluted as not to be particularly

valuable, it would seem improbable that any consultative arrange-
ment would be asked of you. We think the above course best because

the whole matter in public discussion on this side has assumed undue

importance.
7. It is our desire, in any event, to be consulted and informed as

to the form in which you propose to put your commitments before

you have discussion as to their terms.

500.A15a3/790 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (jStimson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 27, 19303 p. m.

[Received March 27 11 : 40 a. m.]
165. Referring to your telegram No. 265, March 26. We have no

idea of following the form of the Four-Power Pacific Treaty, as we
are already fully aware of the dangers. We have also been considering
the advisability of ascertaining the extent to which the French would
be willing to reduce their building program, before we bind ourselves
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to any formal pact whatever. We are of the opinion that this is an

express condition of the negotiations the British and French are now

carrying on. I have had in mind, in addition to the limitation pro-

posed in paragraph 4 of our cable 3 as to the discussion being limited to

methods for pacific settlement, a limitation somewhat as follows :

"The United States' obligation shall extend only to an examination

of the situation as it may affect the interests of her nationals and of

herself".

Before consenting to the use of her fleet it is Britain's desire to

ascertain the effect which such use would have upon United States

trade and policy and the above would be in line with her desire to

obtain this information.

This matter is being discussed by our delegation today; I shall

consult you, of course, as to the form which seems most acceptable

to us just as soon as we reach an agreement and I shall get your views

before submitting or proposing it to other parties. I hope you will

keep me promptly posted as to the President's views as they may
develop, as matters are now moving rather rapidly.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/794 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stitnson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 27, 1930 7 p. nu

[Received March 27 5 p. m.]

167. It was decided by the heads of delegations this afternoon to

hold a plenary session on Friday, April 4, when full reports and dis-

cussions will be made of the progress of the Conference up to that

date. Briand has been in conference during the day with the British

and I understand that with respect to figures encouraging progress is

being made. The pessimism that MacDonald had last week has

changed and he is now hopeful for a treaty by the five powers.

Morrow, Robinson, Reed, and Dawes this afternoon produced a

suggestion for a consultative clause to be placed in the naval treaty.

This was done after a long and thorough conference. I examined it,

upon my return from meeting, and I believe it the best suggestion
thus far. I think it meets the limitations I had in mind.

The following is the suggestion :

"The signatories hereto shall settle all disputes between them by
pacific means. As to what measures may be adopted to maintain

peace among them, the high contracting parties shall consult with

3 Presumably telegram No, 161, March 25, 5 p. m., p. 79.
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one another frankly and fully but this agreement to consult or any
consultation between the parties shall not imply a commitment on the

part of the signatories or any of them to use military force or take

any coercive action."

Senators Eobinson and Eeed feel sure that such a clause would be

approved by the Senate
; they also feel strongly that it would not be

helped and might be harmed by a declaration "that the policy of the

United States is not to entangle itself in European controversies."

I send the suggestion along to you for your consideration and any
comment you may care to make.

STIMSON

500.AI5a3/794b : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 27, 1930 8 p. m.

269. For your information the situation here is as follows :

1. With regard to a consultative pact, friends of the Administration

in the Senate indicate an overwhelming Senate opposition. Intima-
tions from Senators George and Swanson also indicate this to be true.

They do not know the terms of such a pact, of course, but they con-

template that it is akin to the Pacific Pact. We are positive that a

consultative pact in terms of the Pacific Pact would be impossible of
ratification at present but if it were of a different nature and suffi-

ciently limited there might be a change of opinion.
2. We are of the opinion that the British and French negotiations

should be settled before any discussion of the text of the consultative

pact is entered upon, although we do not wish our view on tactics
to override your views. To put it another way, we should not engage
in this problem until the British and French have settled their guar-
antees on one side and their tonnage on the other; for with the
obvious leaks of every text and detail of your negotiations, the pact
will become the battleground here and will overshadow the entire
disarmament program. It is not desirable to have it develop un-
necessarily to a serious question, for if the negotiations between
Great Britain and France should fail it would unnecessarily consoli-
date opposition to any form of agreement. We take it that no such
pact will be included in a three-power treaty. Moreover, we think
it very desirable that the other delegations should present the form
of the consultative clause and by stating your receptive position you
have laid the groundwork for this already. They should be warned

that^nothing
in the nature of the text of the Pacific Pact would be

possible but this should be done at an appropriate time. It is
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suggested that you might consider repeating from the Kellogg Pact

the two important paragraphs as a preamble to any other under-

taking.
In our view, the text of the pact ought to come from some other

governments and the reason is that if we presented the test the

effort of the other delegations, undoubtedly, would be to put more

teeth in it and we might fail on the question of words, the import
of which would be almost impossible to establish clearly in the mind
of the public.

On the other hand, should they present a form of pact of as mod-
erate a basis and we proceeded to take any teeth out, our position

would be much stronger here.

We have received your telegram No. 165, March 27. The above

was written before its receipt, but we do not think position is

changed.
. COTTON

500.Al5a3/803a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimsori)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 28, 1930 4 p. m.

271. I think you should understand the President's position re-

garding a consultative pact and I, therefore, submit the following
for your own personal information. From the very beginning, his

attitude, as you know, has been against inclusion of any political

undertaking as a part of disarmament agreement. Both of us were

of the opinion that the Kellogg Pact was the political basis for

reduction of arms at the present.

At the time this situation began to loom up as a result of peace

society and French propaganda, we observed from your telegrams
Nos. 126, 128, 136, and 152 3a a continuous refusal to agree to any
consultative pact or any other political pact with the exception of

consultation provisions with respect to a naval program in. the treaty

growing out of the Conference and of the general purport of the

Washington Armament Treaty. We had no intimation that there

was any possible change until we received your No. 156
;

3b then your
No. 161,

3c
regarding the offer you had made to the British, was received

before we were able to reply to your No. 156.

At his press conference the same day but before the receipt of

your Nos. 156 and 161, the President made a strong statement to the

8b
Ante, p. 75.

"Ante, p. 79.
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newspapers, not for quotation, to the effect that such a pact would be

of no purpose or effect on reduction of tonnage, relying of course on

your previous statements. He has continuously advised Senators,

newspaper editors, and other persons who have been agitating this

question that no political action could be taken by this Government.

He is much pressed, therefore, on the inconsistency of the present

situation. He does not intend to embarrass the negotiations, how-

ever, by explanations or other statements but he is of the opinion that

any form of political pact would very likely strengthen the opposi-

tion of big navy people by including others.

We are of the opinion that this situation leads to some important
considerations.

First, there should be strict limitation of our commitments within
the spirit of the President's Armistice Day speech.

4

Second, a political pact should be a separate treaty from the

naval treaty as was the case of the Pacific treaties, so that if the

political pact should not receive confirmation it would not put the
disarmament program in danger ;

and at some appropriate time pur
colleagues in the Conference could be informed that it would be im-

possible for us to guarantee ratification and that two treaties must
not be contingent upon each other.

Third, we should be fully advised as to any new departure in the

negotiations even though it would mean delay, so we could have
time to reflect on it before you indicate your position.

This is merely an explanation of the difficulties which confront us

here and the things that should be safeguarded against, and the

President does not wish you to think that this is in the nature of

criticism.

The President and I suggest that you consider a repetition of the

two vital clauses of the Kellogg Pact, instead of the formula in your
No. 167 4a and then continue as follows :

5

"In accordance with the spirit of this undertaking the signatories
declare that in event of controversy among them they will advise with
one another fully and frankly to the end that they may discover

pacific ^means of settlement (it being the clear understanding that so
far as it concerns the United States 'pacific means' shall exclude from
discussion any military or other coercive action.)

"

The foregoing formula does not necessarily represent our final opinion.
It is suggested further that the Bryan treaties 6 be considered by

you as to the possibility of rendering them binding upon all parties.

COTTON
*
Delivered on November 11, 1929 ; Congressional Record, vol. 72, pt. 1, p. 505.

4a
Ante, p. 87.

*
Quotation not paraphrased.8 For the Bryan treaties for the advancement of general peace, see Foreign

Relations, 1914, index, p. 1130; toi&., 1915, index, p. 1328; and iU&., 1916', index,
p. 1007.
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500.A15a3/799 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 28, 19304 p. m.

[Eeceived March 2812 : 80 p. m.]

171. Have cabled following to Castle, today, 4 p. m.:

"Keferring to your cable today, noon, and your question regarding
actual part taken by Japanese delegation in the settlement now under
consideration at Tokyo. At a meeting of the heads of delegations
held on Tuesday, March 25, the following was adopted on Wakat-
suki's suggestion as a correct statement of the facts :

7

'In regard to Japan a compromise had emerged from the negotiations between
the delegations of the United States of America, the United Kingdom, and
Japan, which the Japanese delegation had agreed to recommend to its Govern-
ment. It was incorrect to say as had been said that that compromise proposal
was an American proposal since, as he had stated, it had emerged from the

negotiations.'
"

STIMSON

500.A15a3/801 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Extract-Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 28, 1930 6 p. m.

[Eeceived March 281 : 20 p. m.]

172. The following telegram has been received from Castle, dated

March 28
3
noon :

I took your personal message for the Prime Minister 8
immediately

to Shidehara, who said that it was very friendly and that he himself
would give it to Hamaguchi. A message from MacDonald was
delivered in the same manner by the British Ambassador. Both he
and Shidehara urged me not to attempt to see Hamaguchi personally,
as to do so would produce a dangerous public reaction. If you were
here you would understand the need of extreme caution. It is most
essential to prevent private conversations with many influential men.
Much discussion has taken place in the press over whether or not

the Japanese delegation is actually back of the agreement ;
the Navy

intransigents are still calling it "the American proposal", in spite of
the fact that frequent denials have been made. The papers say that

you discussed the question with Wakatsuki on March 25; I should
find it very helpful to know the real attitude of the Japanese
delegation."

STIMSON
7
Quoted passage not paraphrased.

8
See telegram No. 155, March 23, 3 p. m., from the chairman of the American
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500.A15a3/804a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimsori)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March. 29, 19302 p. m.

274. It has been suggested that a new formula draft be cabled to

you for your consideration, as it contains a new Idea. This new

formula, which follows, does not represent my personal view: 9

"In accordance with the spirit of this undertaking, i. e.
5
the Kellogg

Pact, the signatories declare that in the event of a controversy

among them which cannot be settled by direct negotiation, those

signatories not parties to the controversy will advise and use their

good offices to the end that they may discover a pacific means of

settlement it being the clear understanding that 'pacific means' shall

be interpreted as excluding all coercive action."

COTTON

500.A15a3/804 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stirnso<n) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, March 29, 1930 6 p. m.

[Eeceived 7 : 44: p. m.
10
]

177. Your telegram No. 271, March 28.

1. An analysis and summary of the various forms of political pacts
which in one form or another have been given support in respect
to this Conference will help you best to understand the past week's

events and to secure future coordination.

(a) Ambassador Houghton on his return from London brought
tp my attention almost a year ago the British desire for consultative

arrangements with us as a precaution against a clash between our
Navies when the British Fleet was serving as an ancillary to the

League of Nations and might thus interfere with, our trade. This

danger is well known; it has been the subject of frequent discussion

and the attention of British statesmen has been preoccupied by it.

The purpose of such a consultative arrangement would be to obviate

friction between the United States outside the League and a Europe
organized under the League. Particularly as the British Navy will
be supported by the navies of the other members of tlie League, it is

important for us to know what course will be pursued by it in case
0f an impending emergency. Eventually such, consultations are
certain to take place; it would, however, appear of great advantage
to all parties if they should occur prior to the creation of an irrevo-

*
Quoted passage not paraphrased.
Telegram in six sections.
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cable situation fixed by the League Council's vote. It appears to me

that a consultative pact of this kind is the only one having a direct

connection with this Conference's problems, for the British have

been embarrassed by the absence of such consultation in fulfilling

their obligations under the League of Nations and the Locarno

Agreement toward the French and therefore French security is

impaired in the opinion of the French.

(&) At the time of the Kusso-Chinese crisis last summer, Claudel,

acting for Briand, suggested to me that, in order to provide ma-

chinery to meet such a situation, there be added to the Kellogg Pact

a consultative clause based on the Four-Power Pacific Treaty.

While I have always felt that a clause of this kind offered many
difficulties to the Kellogg Pact and have had a preference for other

machinery which I have had in mind, nevertheless I expressed myself ,

as being ready to discuss the proposition.

(c) The French in their note to the British on December 20, on

the subject of the Naval Conference, brought up their demand for

an agreement as to mutual assistance. They suggested different

forms which such assistance might take, for example, the amplifica-

tion and clarification of tlie Locarno Agreements now existing and a

Mediterranean Pact. Because of this demand and its temporary
refusal by the British, as I have stated before, it was impossible for

the United States to consider any political pact, even solely for con-

sultation, as a substitute for the French demand, for fear that it

would lead in the future to misunderstandings as to the scope of

American obligations.

(d) Apparently the situation was further complicated and all

distinction between these fundamentally different forms of political

pacts was confused when the Foreign Policy Association and French

propaganda entered into the discussion and it was taken up by the

American press.

(e) My press conference of March 11 was prompted by this con-

fusion of legitimate consultation with implied obligations. In that

conference I made it clear that our objection was not to consultative

pacts in themselves, but to the circumstances which surrounded the

broaching of the question. In my many conferences with Mac-
Donald I also made this plain, as well as to Tardieu and Briand

;
see

my telegram No. 156, March 23, 9 p. m.
2. MacDonald's position on this matter, as stated in my telegram

No. 156, has gradually shown a decided cleavage from that of his

Foreign Office. Since he retained personal control over the negotia-
tions and was decidedly in opposition to the granting of the French

demand, those who thought otherwise could never discuss the ques-
tion of a change in this attitude.
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3 Upon receipt of advices from Tyrrell on the evening of March

21 a* I reported in No. 152, March 22, MacDonald apparently thought

it impo^ible to bring about an agreement between the five powers. I

think such a feeling on his part was justified, in view of Tyrrell's

advices and MacDonald's own views with respect to the French. On

Saturday, March 22, there was a strong effort made, apparently by

the permanent officials of the Foreign Office, to further, even on new

lines, a five-power agreement. Apparently Henderson sympathizes

with'their view. That the Conference was on the brink of a precipice,

with the consequent disastrous result to the whole European peace

situation which would follow failure on such issues, was recognized

by all parties. Consequently all parties attempted to canvass entire

situation prior to a break which would be final. A. meeting at one

o-clock on Saturday, the 22d, was held by our own delegation, at

which time the situation was discussed from all angles. Craigie told

me last Saturday that Massigli's view of the situation was that it was

not so hopeless as Tyrrell's report indicated. Therefore, we sent you
our No. 156, on Sunday, March 23, containing our complete summary
of the situation.

4. I sought the conference with Alexander, Henderson, and Mac-

Donald on Monday morning, March 24, as reported to you in my
telegram Xo. 161, March 25, because it had become clear to us that there

were decidedly different points of view in the British delegation as to

the proper course to pursue with respect to France and because we were

unwilling to have any possibility of misunderstanding with us

prevent the saving of the situation. This was the first real oppor-

tunity we had had to discuss with the Prime Minister and Henderson

the question which seemed to be holding up the Conference. Obvi-

ously the question which the French regarded as fundamental was
what was the true British position with respect to the clauses in the

Covenant of the League of Nations providing for mutual assistance.

The British had been a party to these clauses for more than a decade,
but the apprehensions of the French had been aroused by MacDon-
ald's attitude. Especially did his radio speech on "entangling
alliances55

disturb them.

5. French diplomatic and journalistic methods throughout the

Conference have apparently irritated MacDonald, whose great
patience, tact, and industry have characterized his conduct of the

negotiations. We have felt, as we viewed the general peace problem
of Europe, that Henderson's view toward France was the sounder
one. I believe I am accurate in saying that the spirit of that portion
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of the Rapidan statement of October 9 which follows : "the part of

each of our Governments in the promotion of world peace will be

different, as one will never consent to become entangled in European,

diplomacy and the other is resolved to pursue a policy of active

cooperation with its European neighbors; but each of our Govern-

ments will direct its thoughts and influence towards securing and

maintaining the peace of the world" is being adhered to by the

Foreign Office and Henderson.

6. The importance of my statement made on March 24th to the

British, which merely repeated what I had already said to Tarclieu,

Briand, and MacDonald (emphasized, however, by the impending
crisis), was that it gave Henderson his first opportunity to urge

upon MacDonald a reconsideration of the British position toward

the French; and MacDonald had evidently been won over to Hen-
derson's view by Tuesday morning, as the latter then was given

authority by the Prime Minister to telephone to Briand at Paris

that they would discuss the subject of mutual security with the

French. The French themselves had, at the same time, evidently

experienced the beneficial effect of the threatened failure of the

Conference and the invitation to return to London was accepted by
Briand. In the French afternoon papers of Tuesday incorrect and
sensational accounts of the changes in the situation were already

appearing; and the necessity of our midnight statement was occa-

sioned by these incorrect accounts reaching London that same

evening.
7. You can see from the foregoing the rapid course of events which

the impending failure of the Conference produced and during which
an opportunity for the British to change their position was furnished

by our statement. I need not tell the President how much I regret
that my statement, contained in my telegram No. 156, failed to reach

him before he had given out his press statement on Tuesday. It was
sent at 9 p. m. on Sunday, and there had been inserted sections (7)
and (8) expressly to warn you that the matter of a consultative pact
might come up, although we were surprised with the rapidity with
which matters moved. I appreciate the fine sporting spirit of the

President toward us in the face of the extreme difficulty into which
he had been put. Please tell him so.

8. I will discuss with the delegation promptly your suggestion,
in your telegram No. 271, for a consultative clause, and you will be

kept advised of any changes in the negotiations.

STIMSON
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500.A15a3/810 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimsori)

WASHINGTON, March 31, 1930 5 p. m.

280. [Paraphrase.] You may say to Briand and Tardieu, if you
think it will help, that the President has sent a personal message
for them. You may make any alterations or deletions you wish in

the text which follows. It is our object to emphasize to the French

that if American cooperation is to be secured, it should be accom-

plished by dealing with positive problems successfully and to build

up gradually the principles and methods. The message reads : [End
paraphrase.]

"At this distance from the Conference I cannot hope to know all

its difficulties and problems, but I have, as well as I have been able,
followed the course of argument and it is possible that my estimate
of the American position may be of help to them now.

I have given a great deal of consideration to the position of our
relations with Europe, especially with France, and the setting of
the United States in the whole picture of international cooperation
as affected by the current possibilities of the naval conference. You
are well aware of my own intensely sympathetic feeling toward
France and of the deep-rooted bonds which so profoundly unite the

peoples of the United States and France together with my long and
consistent devotion to the cause of world peace. I appreciate fully
the logic of the French note of December 31st \_Wth?~\ to the British
Government in which the French Government introduces questions
of political agreement in connection with reduction of navies and
sets out her view of the ineffectiveness of the Pact of Paris, her
insistence upon more methodical procedure of pacific settlements to

make it more effective, and her opinion that the absence of provisions
of security against aggression makes her dependence on the League
of Nations essential.

1. Following the World War we have had a period in the United
States of strong reaction against any cooperation in general plans
for methodical procedure in settlement of international controversies.

The distance of our people from Europe, their inability to appreciate
fully the difficulties of European statesmen, and the differences be-
tween European political constitutions and our own, together with

deep dissensions and disappointments which have arisen here out
of pur participation in the great war have all confirmed the in-

herited and deep instinct of our people against being involved in any
international action with Europe.
Framed largely by the genius of Mr. Briand, the Pact of Paris

gave a formula which found complete and ready acceptance in the
American mind. The outlawry of war was a noble and simple basis
for the preservation of peace in which this country was generally in

agreement. There was general agreement also in the idea that there
must be always sought pacific means for the settlement of interna-
tional controversies and that public opinion, informed and enlight-
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ened, is a most potent power to that end. But the American mind
has not come to the point of accepting any general plan of methodical

procedure for the pacific settlement of international disputes and

particularly, it is not ready to commit itself to any plan in cases of

violation of the Pact of Paris or as to action in cases of aggression.
But the American mind is, I think, ready to take up and consider,

and, I believe, approve certain immediate and obviously practicable
steps which will do much to obviate and to remove the source of in-

ternational controversies and thus help prevent war. The American
people have before them the plan to enter the World Court 12 and be-

come a party to an impartial international tribunal for the settlement
of such legal questions as we may from time to time be ready to

submit to the Court for decision. That is a simple proposal con-
sonant with our traditional principles and acceptable to the American
mind.
We could, no doubt, from time to time take up other definite,

limited questions which bear on world peace. One we are ready
now to take up as to naval arms.

2. We believe that the outstanding controversy of the world today
is competition in naval arms and the excessive size of navies in the

light of the presumed reorientation of world thought to a purely
defensive basis through the Pact of Paris. In our participation in
a conference of the naval powers to settle this question, the United
States has joined in a practical instance in a possible methodical
settlement of controversies by pacific means which, if successful,
would pave the way for the natural development of cooperation in

settlement of other age-old controversies which imperil the peace
of the world. Success in such practical steps one by one seems the

way the American people are prepared to accept more systematic
or automatic methods of procedure of international cooperation.

3. In the matter of general security we had conceived that by our

preliminary negotiation with the British (through which we had
eliminated the hitherto primary bar to any settlement of the naval

question) we were in fact making a very distinct contribution toward
the security of France. The result of these negotiations promised a

reduction of the British fleet by some 300,000 or 400,000 tons, a reduc-
tion of the American fleet by some 200,000 tons, substantial reduction
of the Japanese fleet which very reductions add materially to the

security of France and the world. It was our feeling that these

measures were the very fundamentals of practical progress toward

security in the world and they were even more important as establish-

ing the principle of cooperation with the other nations in the
elimination of war.

It is the view of American public men that we have an obligation to

serve in the cause of peace among nations and we believe it is the
desire of other nations that we snould so serve. Recognizing the
realities of our situation, however, this cooperation can best be

developed, as I have said, by dealing with limited and positive ques-
tions as they may arise."

COTTON

w See Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i
? pp. 1 ff.
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SOO.A15a3/811 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 31, 1930 6 p. m
281. We assume that the statement issued by the British last night

ends the possibility of any five-power pact.
13 If this is correct, it

would seem to us most vital and urgent that every effort should be
made by you in the direction of a three-power agreement. An agree-
ment of this kind would accomplish the greater portion of that
which we have tried to bring about in the stabilization and .reduction
of arms. A setting would be created by it and we believe that at a
later date the other nations would have to adhere in practice, even

though they never do so by signature. It is as important from a
national point of view as it is to the world. Although all we wish
might not be gotten under our final terms with the Japanese, at the
same time our ultimate aims with respect to the world are advanced
and the cause of world peace is saved from the great disaster of a
break-down.

COTTOOST

500.A15a3/812 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman* of the American,

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 31, 1930 7 p. iru

282. It would seem to us, if it is certain that there is no longer a
possibility of a five-power agreement, that you might deem it advis-
able to convey a message to the Prime Minister from the President
to the effect that the Rapidan conferences took cognizance of the, possi-
bility of a three-power treaty; that at that time such a treaty was
thought feasible if the effort to induce the other powers to join was
not successful; that it is the President's belief that such a step would
in large measure fulfill the high purpose of both the Prime Minister
and himself. A great advance in world stabilization would in itself
be made by cooperation between Japan, Great Britain, and the
United States.

3 On March 30 a statement issued to the press from No. 10 Downing St the
l^

e
-
Britif ,?T^

Min
i
ster

>
a*d Panted in the morning papers on

-Ma f ?
that "any further military or naval commitments are

impossible,
for that would be tantamount to tying ourselves down to military

nSSL 4
Wi?A b

n
ng able to eontroi the Cation from which they havearisen JNo British Government could undertake such commitments whichwould be contrary to the whole feeling of the British people

'
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There can well be introduced into such a treaty provisions to pro-

tect the British in case of antagonistic naval building; the taking of

such action by any nation, however, with consequent upsetting of a

major plan of stability, would in all probability be brought to a halt

by the feeling of world understanding. The President believes that

a crisis has now been reached, when nothing should be left undone to

prevent what may be a backward step in the world peace, movement.

It would be deplorable to have that movement checked.

COTTON

500.A15a3/806 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 1, 1930 1 p. m.

[Eeceived April 1 7 : 15 a. m.]

181. Your telegrams Nos. 281 and 282, March 31, 6 p. m., and 7 p. m,,

respectively. Reports of our death are greatly exaggerated. Last

evening at 5 o'clock the British submitted their proposal to the

French for the clarification of the Covenant relations of the two

powers, and the document was read to me at 6 o'clock. As I under-

stand the British propositions, they so nearly approach the French

demands that I doubt very much that the French will reject them.

MacDonald expects a reply tomorrow
;
and this morning he tells me

that he is very hopeful. He is of the opinion that the firmness of the

British statement, to which you referred, has cleared the atmosphere
and has made the French more amenable. I have been working for

a three-power treaty as my second line of reserve since I arrived

here. I shall continue to work for a five-power treaty as long as I

deem it to be within the bounds of possibility, for I feel that the high

purposes mentioned in your suggested message from the President to

MacDonald will be far better served by a five-power treaty than by a

three-power treaty.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/809 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 1,, 1930 6 p. m.

[Eeceived April 1 11 : 35 a. m.]

186. Following telegram dated April 1, noon, received from Castle :

"I was just told by Yoshida 14 that instructions to the Japanese
delegation will probably go tonight. Cabinet is meeting. From con-
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versation with Count Makino 15 last night I believe agreement will

be practically accepted. Of course I could not get the details from

Yoshida, but he said that wonderful work had been done during the

past few days by Shidehara, who now only dreaded reaction of the

Navy. Insistence that agreement continue only until another con-

ference is held, at which time the right is reserved by Japan to ask 70

percent, will be the only change, I think.

This morning's Nichi Nichi declares that threatening note was
transmitted to Hamaguchi and that the conclusion is drawn from
comment thereon that this was a joint demarche by the United States

and England. Had this been published several days ago, it might
have been disastrous, and would have been deeply resented. It is

fortunate that this was not done, and even more so that the action
was not attributed to me. 33

STJMSON

500.A15a3/819 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 2, 19307 p. m.

[Received 7:35 p. m.]
195. The reply of the Japanese Government was presented by the

delegation at a meeting with the American and the British delega-
tions this afternoon. It was substantially a complete acceptance of
the compromise agreement submitted to Tokyo. The reply was
accompanied by a note from the Japanese Government which was
very good-spirited and considerate, and the British feel, as do we,
that they have acted in the finest of spirit in the entire matter. An-
other meeting at 11 tomorrow was asked for by Wakatsuki in order
that further details, evidently of minor character, might be discussed.
After that meeting a full report of the settlement with the Japanese
will be sent you.
Both the British and the French seem hopeful and encouraged,

and negotiations between them are proceeding actively. Since last
week there has been a change in the entire spirit of the Conference,
and it now seems that even though the French and the Italians can-
not be included in a five-power agreement at the present time, mat-
ters in which they are concerned could be left so that there would be
a very good prospect of their prompt inclusion

;
it looks at present,

however, as though they will be included in the settlement now.

^
Adjournment of the plenary meeting was made owing to the feel-

ing of all of us that the negotiations between the British and the
French were so hopeful that it would be advisable that they be "iven
without a public statement, a few days more, as in that time they

Minister for ***** ^irs, and member of tfce Jamnese Hona*
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may be able to come to an agreement which could be announced

simultaneously with the Japanese result.

Tomorrow morning Briand is coming to see me, and I shall then

give the President's message to him.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/821 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 3, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received April 3 1 : 40 p. m.]

199. Our meeting with the British and the Japanese took place

this morning without bringing forth any serious obstacles to the

prompt settlement of the agreement with Japan. The serious

problem of unemployment in the Japanese shipyards might make it

necessary for the Government to ask the privilege of premature

replacement of a portion of their cruiser, destroyer, and submarine

tonnage in order to give employment, without altering, however, the

total tonnages. Neither the British nor we see any objection to this.

The matter is no\y referred to an experts committee to outline a

schedule. The Japanese have also asked us for permission to make
a limited transfer between certain categories, but it is our impression
that this request was made as a matter of form in order to satisfy

their Navy party, and that it is not expected to be accepted by
either the British or us.

This morning Briand called on me for an hour and a half. Mor-
row was present also. I read the President's message to Briand,
and he expressed appreciation, saying that he quite understood the

limitations of American action. He expressed his gratitude to us

for our having given the push that broke the jam between the

British and the French last week, and told us about his negotiations
since that date with the British. These have been confined wholly
to question of the redefinition and affirmation of British responsi-
bilities under the League of Nations; Briand stated that he consid-

ered the two nations were very close together. Tonnage figures had
not yet been discussed, however, and no further progress has been

made with the Italians
;
but if the British and the French get together,

the pressure upon the Italians will become very heavy.
Since our March 26 press statement 16 and our conference with

the British on March 24,
17 no allusion has been made to consultative

pacts with us.

18 See telegram No. 162, March 26, 11 a. m., from the chairman of the American
delegation, p. 83.
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500.Al5a3/825a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stimson)

[Paraphrase]

WASKIKGTOK, April 4, 19303 p. m.

300. The press despatches lead us to believe that a three-power pact

is the inevitable conclusion, in view of the improbability of finding

a basis between the French and Italians or even the French and

British. If the British are prepared to come along on the Kapidan

figures and your subsequent battleship arrangements, we think that

a three-power pact will be regarded as a distinct victory, and a

reasonable political clause protecting the signatories in case of men-

acing construction will not be regarded as out of line.

A five-power pact, of course, is what we would all prefer but we
are of the opinion that we run some danger in extending negotiations,

for the failure of the five-power treaty is at present clearly upon the

French and Italians but they might turn the tables by making such

demands on the United States as would appear to place upon us the

responsibility. Moreover the five-power treaty with consultative

provision stronger than that which we telegraphed might cause

breakdown of the Conference if demands were made for more teeth

in the consultative pact than we could secure agreement for. I am
sure it would create great opposition here if it were made stronger
than that which we telegraphed.

18

COTTON

500.A15a3/825 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 4, 1930 6 p. m.

[Received April 4 5 :12 p. m.]

200. The negotiations between the French and. the British, which
have been going ahead steadily on question of security, culminated

today in a four-hour session. The following propositions are under
discussion :

1. Restatement of annex F of the Locarno Pact; this has been

practically agreed upon ;

2. Amendment of the League of Nations Covenant so as to prohibit
wars in certain conditions which are not now prohibited ;

3. General agreement of both Great Britain and France to improve
all means of judicial and arbitrable settlement of disputes.

18 See telegram No. 271, March 28, 4 p. m., to the chairman of the American
delegation, p. 89.
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Tomorrow the Conference will continue on proposition of: (1)

French tonnage figures; (2) relations with Italy.

It is probable that Briand will then go to Paris to lay the plan
before the French Government and will return on Monday.
The decision of the British Government is contingent upon a

meeting of the Cabinet to be called on Monday.
We have taken no part in the conference, of course, but I have

strongly urged upon MacDonald the necessity of expeditious settle-

ment of the pivotal questions of the Conference in order that we

may bring things to a close as soon as possible.

Conferences with the Japanese on details of settlement with them
are progressing before the committee of experts.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/827 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 5, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received 4 : 28 p. m.
19
]

202. Your telegram No. 300, April 4. After conference with

Briand this morning, MacDonald and Craigie informed Morrow and

myself of the situation at luncheon. Briand is taking with him to

Paris this afternoon security plan for the consideration of the French

Government, as mentioned in my telegram No. 200, yesterday. Con-
ferences will be resumed Tuesday afternoon upon his return from
Paris. He refused to discuss tonnage figures, stating that the French
Government would have to decide first how much the proposed
security plan was worth in tonnage. After consultation with his

Government he is to transmit figures by telegraph. The security

plan will be considered by the British Cabinet when it meets Monday.
Therefore, there is still hope of a five-power agreement, but MacDon-
alcl's mind, I can see, is influenced very much by the evident reaction

in British opinion against further political commitments of whatever
nature in the European situation. Therefore, we discussed at our
luncheon a three-power agreement coupled with efforts to secure
inclusion of France and Italy. I impressed upon MacDonald im-

portance of at least beginning with Rapidan figures in the three-

power agreement even though the British Government would soon
be compelled to increase its tonnage, particularly in destroyers, in
order to meet French submarine construction in the future. Mac-
Donald stated emphatically that he would begin with the Rapidan
figures although the French program, he feared, w<fuld compel a

18
Telegram in two sections.
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change within two years, if it were continued. I informed him of

the substance of your views contained in your telegram No. 300, April

4, and he fully appreciated their force. I am of the opinion that the

probable outcome will be a three-power treaty. You must remember,

however, that although the present French-British and French-

American atmosphere and relations are good and infinitely better

now than 10 days ago, yet it will be rather difficult to preserve the

atmosphere from deteriorating unless an agreement is decided upon
by the five powers; therefore all of us feel that a much greater

stability will be given to our work and the European situation in

general if the French and Italians can be brought into the settlement.

To secure that end, we are therefore continuing our efforts.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/832 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 9, 193011 a. m.

[Keceived April 9 9 : 50 a. m.]
207. MacDonald told me that on Monday the Cabinet had trimmed

down his security proposal, and that the leaders of the Conservative
and the Liberal Parties had also objected to parts of it. Conse-

quently, he had slightly modified its language. I expected, therefore,
that on Briand's return there would be a prompt decision against a

five-power treaty. MacDonald told me, however, after his meeting
vrith Briand last evening, that the security negotiations were not re-

jected, that the French were very conciliatory and were evidently
anxious for an agreement. Negotiations are still on, and at last

tonnage figures are to be taken up this morning by the British
and the French, Alexander acting for the former and Dumesnjl
for the latter. The French-Italian deadlock still remains. The
Prime Minister intimated that by this evening he would know the
fate of the five-power treaty.

Nearly all of the questions raised by the Japanese have been settled,and today we hope to settle what remains. Yesterday all five

powers in the First Committee adopted unanimously the form of
the proposed declaration of international law as to protecting lives
of the crew and passengers from submarine attack. The form is
that which was last submitted to Boot.21 The First Committee is

P' m" fr m the <*airma* ^ the American
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also finishing up other technical and procedural questions on which

the other committees have been at work.

Morrow and I together with Gordon and Kublee are working on

form of a five-power treaty to be used even should the five-power

agreement on auxiliary tonnage fail. If that happens, there are still

several important subjects for a five-power treaty and it is our pur-

pose to provide a framework for keeping the five powers together

for future interpellations.

I insert here a possible skeleton outline for such a five-power treaty :

Part I. Five-power agreement amending the Treaty of Washing-
ton construction schedule so as to provide for a capital ship holiday
and for the scrapping of capital ships. Also broadening the defini-

tion of an aircraft carrier.

Part II. Three-power agreement dealing with auxiliary categories.
Part III. Five-power agreement regarding use of submarines.
Part IV. Five-power agreement as to certain future methods of

procedure recommended by the First Committee.
Part V. (Or probably special resolution.) France and Italy to

undertake to continue with their efforts to reach agreement on aux-

iliary category limitations; meanwhile. Conference adjourns.
Parts I, II, and III to take effect on ratification of the treaty by

the United States, Great Britain, and Japan.

If the progress we are making seems to be distressingly slow, please

remember that the British leaders, as result of their parliamentary
and other work, are able to give only fraction of their time to the

Conference itself, and that MacDonald is very despondent and very
tired. I have made the President's suggestions regarding the advan-

tages of a three-power treaty quite clear to the Prime Minister, but

the decision, of course, as to when to cease efforts for a five-power

agreement necessarily rests with him.

STIMSON

600.A15a3/833 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDOK, April 10, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received April 1012 : 55 p. m.]
211. We settled all questions with Japanese this morning, thus en-

tirely closing the three-power agreement. MacDonald informed me
later that, after conferring with Briand, the British, had practically

given up hope of agreement with Italy and France on auxiliary ton-

nage. In order to forestall any acrimonious termination of the Con-

ference, we took up at once the proposition for the conclusion of
a composite treaty on general basis outlined in my telegram No. 207,
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yesterday. The British, Japanese, French, and Italians have given

their assent to that method and it now appears as though the situa-

tion of closing in a friendly spirit was well in hand. We have a

rough draft of proposed treaty completed and wo are informed that

the British have another partially completed. As matters now

stand, I believe the Conference could adjourn with a fair degree of

promptness, possibly before April 22, but owing to the final delays

which are inevitable I advise against making any prophecy.
STIMSON

500.A15a3/835 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, April 10, 19305 p. m.

[Received April 10 2 : 55 p. m.]

212. This morning we reached an agreement with the British a-nd

the Japanese; we are now endeavoring to arrive at an agreement
with the French and the Italians, so that the results of the work shall

be embodied in single treaty. Following is the tentative program
which we have accepted :

22

"Skeleton of proposed five-power treaty.
Part I. A five-power agreement amending Washington Treaty so

as to provide :

(1) For a capital ship holiday of all five powers; France and
Italy to have the right to still lay down the tonnage which they were
entitled to lay down in 1927 and*1929.

(2) Agreement for scrapping 3 capital ships by the United States,
5 by British Empire, and 1 by Japan.

(3) New definition of aircraft carrier.

Part II. Five-power agreement declaring the rules of international

law as to the use of submarines.
Part III. Three-power agreement dealing with auxiliary vessels

including therein provisions relating to exempt and special ships.
Entire treaty shall go into effect as to Great Britian, United States

of America, and Japan when ratified by these three nations."

The Japanese have abandoned their position on the transference of

tonnage from destroyer category into the submarine category, and
have accepted definite limitation to 52,700 tons of submarine tonnage.
In order to provide certain amount of work in Japanese dockyards,
we have made allowance for some premature scrapping and replace-
ment of light cruisers, destroyers, and submarines, always subject
to provision that total tonnage limitations of these categories shall

23
Quotation not paraphrased.
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not be exceeded. We have also consented to retention by each of the

three nations of one demilitarized battleship for a gunnery training

ship and that three demilitarized cruisers of the Kuma class may be

retained by Japan to be used as cadet training vessels to replace five

over age ships now being used for that purpose.
Please repeat to Tokyo.

23

STIMSON

500.A15a3/S3Sb : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Stinison)

WASHINGTON, April 11, 1930 6 p. m.

323. By instruction of the President I transmit to you his congratu-
lations on the success of the result which you have achieved and this

expression of his admiration for your patience and determination

through an arduous and difficult negotiation. This instruction is

being made public here.24

COTTON

500.A15a.VS.64 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Stimson) to the Acting

Secretary of State

LONDON, April 22, 1930.

[Keceived April 22 9 : 55 a. m.]

253. For the President. I am happy to tell you that the Naval

Treaty which is the result of movement initiated by you last spring
is signed. The form is satisfactory and the spirit of the occasion

excellent.

STIMSON

Treaty Series No. 830

Treaty for the Limitation and Reduction of Naval Armament, Signed
at London, April 22, 1930

25

The President of the United States of America, the President of

the French Republic, His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland

and the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, His

Majesty the King of Italy, and His Majesty the Emperor of Japan,
28
Transmitted to the Embassy in Japan as Department's telegram No. 68,

April 10, 3 p. m.
Zl
Profcedhifffi of the London Naval Conference, p. 246.

25 In English and French; French text not printed. Ratification advised by
the Senate, July 21, 1030' ; ratified by the President, July 22, 1930; ratifications

deposited at London, October 27, 1930, by the United States of America, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and all parts of the
British Empire which are not separate members of the League of Nations, the
Dominion of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, the Dominion of New
Zealand, the Union of South Africa, India, and Japan ; December 31, 1930, by the
Irish Free State

; proclaimed by the President, January 1, 1931.
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Desiring to prevent the dangers and reduce the burdens inherent

in competitive armaments, and

Desiring to carry forward the work begun by the Washington
Naval Conference and to facilitate the progressive realization of

general limitation and reduction of armaments.
Have resolved to conclude a Treaty for the limitation and reduction

of naval armament, and have accordingly appointed as their Pleni-

potentiaries:

The President of the United States of America :

Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of State
;

Charles G. Dawes, Ambassador to the Court of St. James
;

Charles Francis Adams, Secretary of the Navy;
Joseph T. Robinson, Senator from the State of Arkansas ;

David A. Eeed, Senator from the State of Pennsylvania ;

Hugh Gibson, Ambassador to Belgium;
Dwight W. Morrow, Ambassador to Mexico

;

The President of the French Eepuhlic:

Mr. Andre Tardieu, Deputy, President of the Council of Minis-

ters, Minister of the Interior
;

Mr. Aristide Briand, Deputy, Minister for Foreign Affairs
;

Mr. Jacques-Louis Dumesnil, Deputy, Minister of Marine
;

Mr. Francois Pietri, Deputy, Minister of the Colonies
;

Mr. Aung-Joseph de Fleuriau, Ambassador of the French Re-
public at the Court of St. James;

His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British

Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India :

for Great^Britain and Northern Ireland and all parts of the British
Empire which are not separate Members of the League of
Nations :

The Eight Honourable James Ramsay MacDonald, M. P., First
Lord of His Treasury and Prime Minister

;

The Right Honourable Arthur Henderson, M. P., His Principal
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

;

The Right Honourable Albert Victor Alexander, M. P., First
Lord of His Admiralty ;

The Right Honourable William Wedgwood Benn, D. S. O.,
D. F. C.

}
M. P., His Principal Secretary of State for India

;

for the Dominion of Canada:

Colonel The Honourable James Layton Kalston, C. M. G..
D. S. O., K. C;, a Member of His Privy Council for Canada,
His Minister for National Defence

;

The Honourable Philippe Roy, a Member of His Privy Council
for Canada, His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-
potentiary in France for the Dominion of Canada;

for the Commonwealth of Australia:

The Honourable James Edward Fenton. His Minister for Trade^v
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for the Dominion of New Zealand :
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Thomas Mason Wilford, Esquire, K. C., High Commissioner for

the Dominion of New Zealand in London;

for the Union of South Africa :

Charles Theodore te Water, Esquire, High Commissioner for

the Union of South Africa in London;

for the Irish Free State :

Timothy Aloysius Smiddy, Esquire, High Commissioner for the
Irish Free State in London

;

for India:

Sir Atul Chandra Chatterjee, K. C. I. E., High Commissioner
for India in London

;

His Majesty the King of Italy :

The Honourable Dino Grandi, Deputy, His Minister Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs;

Admiral of Division The Honourable Giuseppe Sirianni, Senator
of the Kingdom^ His Minister Secretary of State for
Marine

;

Mr. Antonio Chiaramonte-Bordonaro, His Ambassador Extra-

ordinary and Plenipotentiary at the Court of St. James;
Admiral The Honourable Baron Alfredo Acton, Senator of the

Kingdom ;

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan :

Mr. Reijiro Wakatsuki, Member of the House of Peers;
Admiral Takeshi Takarabe, Minister for the Navy;
Mr. Tsuneo Matsudaira, His Ambassador Extraordinary and

Plenipotentiary at the Court of St. James;
Mr. Matsuzo Naga'i, His Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-

potentiary to His Majesty the King of the Belgians ;

Who, having communicated to one another their full powers,
found in good and due form, have agreed as follows :

PART I

ARTICLE 1

The High Contracting Parties agree not to exercise their rights to

lay down the keels of capital ship replacement tonnage during the

years 1931-1936 inclusive as provided in Chapter II, Part 3 of the

Treaty for the Limitation of Naval Armament signed between them

at Washington on the 6th February, 1922, and referred to in the

present Treaty as the Washington Treaty.

This provision is without prejudice to the disposition relating to
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the replacement of ships accidentally lost or destroyed contained in

Chapter II, Part 3, Section I, paragraph (c) of the said Treaty.

France and Italy may, however, build the replacement tonnage

which they were entitled to lay down in 1927 and 1929 in accordance

with the provisions of the said Treaty.

ARTICLE 2

1. The United States, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland and Japan shall dispose of the following capital

ships as provided in this Article :

United States:
"Florida".

"Utah".
"Arkansas" or "Wyoming".

United Kingdom:
"Benbow".
"Iron Duke".

"Maryborough".
"Emperor of India".

"Tiger".

Japan:
"Hiyei".

(a) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (5), the above

ships, unless converted to target use exclusively in accordance with

Chapter II, Part 2, paragraph II (c) of the Washington Treaty, shall

be scrapped in the following manner:
One of the ships to be scrapped by the United States, and two of

those to be scrapped by the United Kingdom shall be rendered unfit

for warlike service, in accordance with Chapter II, Part 2, paragraph
111 (5) of the Washington Treaty, within twelve months from the

coming into force of the present Treaty. These ships shall be finally

scrapped, in accordance with paragraph II (a) or (b) of the said

Part 2, within twenty-four months from the said coming into force.

In the case of the second of the ships to be scrapped by the United

States, and of the third and fourth of the ships to be scrapped by
the United Kingdom, the said periods shall be eighteen and thirty
months respectively from the coming into force of the present Treaty.

(5) Of the ships to be disposed of under this Article, the following
may be retained for training purposes :

by the United States: "Arkansas" or "Wyoming",
by the United Kingdom : "Iron Duke",
by Japan : "Hiyei".

These ships shall be reduced to the condition prescribed in Section
V of Annex II to Part II of the present Treaty. The work of reduc-
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ing these vessels to the required condition shall begin, in the case of

the United States and the United Kingdom, within twelve months,

and in the case of Japan within eighteen months from the coming into

force of the present Treaty ;
the work shall be completed within six

months of the expiration of the above-mentioned periods.

Any of these ships which are not retained for training purposes
shall be rendered unfit for warlike service within eighteen months,
and finally scrapped within thirty months, of the coining into force

of the present Treaty.
2. Subject to any disposal of capital ships which might be necessi-

tated, in accordance with the Washington Treaty, by the building

by France or Italy of the replacement tonnage referred to in Article

1 of the present Treaty, all existing capital ships mentioned in

Chapter II, Part 3, Section II of the Washington Treaty and not

designated above to be disposed of may be retained during the term

of the present Treaty.
3. The right of replacement is not lost by delay in laying down

replacement tonnage, and the old vessel may be retained until replaced
even though due for scrapping under Chapter II, Part 3, Section II,

of the Washington Treaty.

ARTICLE 3

1. For the purposes of the Washington Treaty, the definition of

an aircraft carrier given in Chapter II, Part 4 of the said Treaty is

hereby replaced by the following definition :

The expression "aircraft carrier" includes any surface vessel of war,
whatever its displacement, designed for the specific and exclusive

purpose of carrying aircraft and so constructed that aircraft can be
launched therefrom and landed thereon.

2. The fitting of a landing-on or flying-off platform or deck on
;a capital ship, cruiser or destroyer, provided such vessel was not

designed or adapted exclusively as an aircraft carrier, shall not cause

any vessel so fitted to be charged against or classified in the category
of. aircraft carriers.

3. No capital ship in existence on the 1st April, 1930, shall be fitted

with a landing-on platform or deck.

ARTICLE 4

1. No aircraft carrier of 10,000 tons (10,160 metric tons) or less

standard displacement mounting a gun above 6.1-inch (15.5 mm.)
calibre shall be acquired by or constructed by or for any of the

High Contracting Parties.

2. As from the coming into force of the present Treaty in respect
of all the High Contracting Parties, no aircraft carrier of 10,000
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tons (10,160 metric tons) or less standard displacement mounting a

gun above 6.1-inch (155 mm.) calibre shall be constructed -within

the jurisdiction of any of the High Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE 5

An aircraft carrier must not be designed and constructed for car-

rying a more powerful armament than that authorised by Article IX
or Article X of the Washington Treaty, or by Article 4 of the pres-
ent Treaty, as the case may be.

Wherever in the said Articles IX and X the calibre of 6 inches

(152 mm.) is mentioned, the calibre of 6.1 inches (155 mm.) is sub-

stituted therefor.

PART II

ARTICLE 6

1. The rules for determining standard displacement prescribed in

Chapter II, Part 4 of the Washington Treaty shall apply to all sur-

face vessels of war of each of the High Contracting Parties.

2. The standard displacement of a submarine is the surface dis-

placement of the vessel complete (exclusive of the water in non-

watertight structure) fully manned, engined, and equipped ready
for sea, including all armament and ammunition, equipment, outfit,

provisions for crew, miscellaneous stores, and implements of every
description that are intended to be carried in war, but without fuel,

lubricating oil, fresh water or ballast water of any kind on board.

3. Each naval combatant vessel shall be rated at its displacement

tonnage when in the standard condition. The word "ton", except
in the expression "metric tons", shall be understood to be the ton of

2,240 pounds (10,016 kilos.).

ARTICLE 7

1. No submarine the standard displacement of which exceeds 2,OOO
tons (2,032 metric tons) or with a gun above 5.1-inch (130 mm.)
calibre shall be acquired by or constructed by or for any of the High.
Contracting Parties.

2. Each of the High Contracting Parties may, however, retain,
build or acquire a maximum number of three submarines of a stand-
ard displacement not exceeding 2,800 tons (2,845 metric tons) ;

these
submarines may carry guns not above 6.1-inch (155 mm.) calibre.

Within this number, France may retain one unit, already launched,
of 2,880 tons (2,926 metric tons), with guns the calibre of which is

8 inches (203 mm.) .
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3. The High Contracting Parties may retain the submarines which

they possessed on the 1st April, 1930, having a standard displace-

ment not in excess of 2,000 tons (2,032 metric tons) and armed with

guns above 5.1-inch (130 mm.) calibre.

4. As from the coming into force of the present Treaty in respect

of all the High Contracting Parties, no submarine the standard dis-

placement of which exceeds 2,000 tons (2,032 metric tons) or with a

gun above 5.1-inch (130 mm.) calibre shall be constructed within the

jurisdiction of any of the High Contracting Parties, except as pro-
vided in paragraph 2 of this Article.

ARTICLE 8

Subject to any special agreements which may submit them to lim-

itation, the following vessels are exempt from limitation:

(a) naval surface combatant vessels of 600 tons (610 metric tons)

standard displacement and under;

(5) naval surface combatant vessels exceeding 600 tons (610 metric

tons), but not exceeding 2,000 tons (2,032 metric tons) standard dis-

placement, provided they have none of the following characteristics:

mount a gun above 6.1-inch (155 mm.) calibre;
mount more than four guns above 3-inch (76 mm.) calibre;
are designed or fitted to launch torpedoes;
are designed for a speed greater than twenty knots.

(<?) naval surface vessels not specifically built as fighting ships
which are employed on fleet duties or as troop transports or in some
other way than as fighting ships, provided they have none of the

following characteristics :

mount a gun above 6.1-inch (155 mm.) calibre;
mount more than four guns above 3-inch (76 mm.) calibre;
are designed or fitted to launch torpedoes ;

are designed for a speed greater than twenty knots
;

are protected by armour plate ;

(6) are designed or fitted to launch mines;
(7) are fitted to receive aircraft on board from the air

;

(8) mount more than one aircraft-launching apparatus on the
centre line

;
or two, one on each broadside

;

(9) if fitted with any means of launching aircraft into the air,
are designed or adapted to operate at sea more than three aircraft.

ARTICLE 9

The rules as to replacement contained in Annex I to this Part II

are applicable to vessels of war not exceeding 10,000 tons (10,160

metric tons) standard displacement, with the exception of aircraft

carriers, whose replacement is governed by the provisions of the

Washington Treaty.

(3

P
(5
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ARTICLE 10

Within one month after the date of laying down and the date of

completion respectively of each vessel of war, other than capital ships,

aircraft carriers and the vessels exempt from limitation under Article

8, laid down or completed by or for them after the coming into force

of the present Treaty, the High Contracting Parties shall communicate

to each of the other High Contracting Parties the information detailed

below:

(a) the date of laying the keel and the following particulars :

classification of the vessel;
standard displacement in tons and metric tons

;

principal dimensions, namely: length at water-line, extreme beam
at or below water-line;
mean draft at standard displacement;
calibre of the largest gun.
(&) the date of completion together with the foregoing particulars

relating to the vessel at that date.

The information to be given in the case of capital ships and air-

craft carriers is governed by the Washington Treaty.

ARTICLE 11

Subject to the provisions of Article 2 of the present Treaty, .the

rules for disposal contained in Annex II to this Part II shall be

applied to all vessels of war to be disposed of under the said Treaty,
and to aircraft carriers as defined in Article 3.

ARTICLE 12

1. Subject to any supplementary agreements which may modify,
as between the High Contracting Parties concerned, the lists in Annex
III to this Part II, the special vessels shown therein may be retained
and their tonnage shall not be included in the tonnage subject to

limitation.

2. Any other vessel constructed, adapted or acquired to serve the

purposes for which these special vessels are retained shall be charged
against the tonnage of the appropriate combatant category, according
to the characteristics of the vessel, unless such vessel conforms to the
characteristics of vessels exempt from limitation under Article 8.

3. Japan may, however, replace the minelayers "Aso" and "Tokiwa"
by two new minelayers before the 31st December, 1936. The standard
displacement of each of the new vessels shall not exceed 5,000 tons
(5,080 metric tons) ;

their speed shall not exceed twenty knots, and
their other characteristics shall conform to the provisions of para-
graph (5) of Article 8. The new vessels shall be regarded as special
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vessels and their tonnage shall not be chargeable to the tonnage of any
combatant category. The "Aso" and "Tokiwa" shall be disposed of

in accordance with Section I or II of Annex II to this Part II, on

completion of the replacement vessels.

4. The "Asama", "Yakumo", "Izumo", "Iwate" and "Kasuga" shall

be disposed of in accordance with Section I or II of Annex II to this

Part II when the first three vessels of the "Kuma" class have been

replaced by new vessels. These three vessels of the "Kuma" class

shall be reduced to the condition prescribed in Section V, sub-para-

graph (6) 2 of Annex II to this Part II, and are to be used for train-

ing ships, and their tonnage shall not thereafter be included in the

tonnage subject to limitation.

ARTICLE 13

Existing ships of various types, which, prior to the 1st April, 1930,

have been used as stationary training establishments or hulks, may be

retained in a non-seagoing condition.

ANNEX I

Rules for replacement

SECTION I. Except as provided in Section III of this Annex and Part III

of the present Treaty, a vessel shall not be replaced before it becomes "over-'age".

A vessel shall be deemed to be "over-age" when the following" number of years
have elapsed since the date of its completion :

(a) For a surface vessel exceeding 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) but not

exceeding 10,000 tons (10,100 metric tons) standard displacement:

(i) if laid down before the 1st January, 1920 : 16 years ;

(ii) if laid down after the 31st December, 1010 : 20 years.

(ft) For a surface vessel not exceeding 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) stand-
ard displacement :

(i) if laid down before the 1st January, 1921 : 12 years ;

(ii) if laid down after the 31st December, 1920 : 16 years.

(c) For a submarine: 13 years.

The keels of replacement tonnage shall not be laid down more than three years
before the year in which the vessel to be replaced becomes "over-age" ; but this

period is reduced to two years in the case of any replacement surface vessel not

exceeding 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) standard displacement.

The right of replacement is not lost by delay in laying down replacement

tonnage.

SECTION II. Except as otherwise provided in the present Treaty, the vessel

or vessels, whose retention would cause the maximum tonnage permitted in

the category to be exceeded, shall, on the completion or acquisition of replace-

ment tonnage, be disposed of in accordance with Annex II to this Part II.

SECTION III. In the event of loss or accidental destruction a vessel may be

immediately replaced.
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ANNEX H

Rules for disposal of Vessels of War

The present Treaty provides for the disposal of vessels of war in the follow-

ing ways :

(i) by scrapping (sinking or breaking up) ;

(ii) by converting the vessel to a hulk ;

(iii) by converting the vessel to target use exclusively;

(iv) by retaining the vessel exclusively for experimental purposes ;

(v) by retaining the vessel exclusively for training purposes.

Any vessel of war to be disposed of, other than a capital ship, may either be

scrapped or converted to a hulk at the option of the High Contracting Party

concerned.

Vessels, other than capital ships, which liave been retained for target, ex-

perimental or training purposes, shall finally be scrapped or converted to hulks.

SECTION I. Vessels to ~be scrapped

(a) A vessel to be disposed of by scrapping, by reason of its replacement,

must be rendered incapable of warlike service within six months of the date of

the completion of its successor, or of the first of its successors if there are

more than one. If, however, the completion of the new vessel or vessels be

delayed, the work of rendering the old vessel incapable of warlike service shall,

nevertheless, be completed within four and a naif years from the date of laying

the keel of the new vessel, or of the first of the new vessels ; but should the

new vessel, or any of the new vessels, be a surface vessel not exceeding 3,000

tons (3,048 metric tons) standard displacement, this period is reduced to three

and a half years.

(Z>) A vessel to be scrapped shall be considered incapable of warlike service

when there shall have been removed and landed or else destroyed in the ship :

(1) all guns and essential parts of guns, fire control tops and revolving parts
of all barbettes and turrets ;

(2) all hydraulic or electric machinery for operating turrets ;

(3) all fire control instruments and rangefinders ;

(4) all ammunition, explosives, mines and mine rails;

(5) all torpedoes, war heads, torpedo tubes and training racks ;

(6) all wireless telegraphy installations ;

(7) all main propelling machinery, or alternatively the armoured conning
tower and all side armour plate ;

(8) all aircraft cranes, derricks, lifts and launching apparatus. All lancling-
on or flying-off platforms and decks, or alternatively all main propelling
machinery ;

(9) in addition, in the case of submarines, all main storage batteries, air

compressor plants and ballast pumps.

(c) Scrapping shall be finally effected in either of the following- ways within

twelve months of the date on which the work of rendering the vessel incapable
of warlike service is due for completion :

(1) permanent sinking of the vessel;
(2) breaking the vessel up; this shall always include the destruction or re-

moval of all machinery, boilers and armour, and all deck, side and bottom
plating.
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SECTION II. Vessels to "be converted to hulks

A vessel to be disposed of by conversion to a hulk shall be considered finally

disposed of when the conditions prescribed in Section I, paragraph (&), have
been complied with, omitting sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8), and when the

following have been effected :

(1) mutilation beyond repair of all propeller shafts, thrust blocks, turbine

gearing or main propelling motors, and turbines or cylinders of main engines ;

(2) removal of propeller brackets;
(3) removal and breaking up of all aircraft lifts, and the removal of all

aircraft cranes, derricks and launching apparatus.

The vessel must be put in the above condition within the same limits of time

as provided in Section I for rendering a vessel incapable of warlike service.

SECTION III Vessels to be converted to target use

(a) A vessel to be disposed of by conversion to target use exclusively shall

be considered incapable of warlike service when there have been removed and

landed, or rendered unserviceable on board, the following :

(1) all guns;
(2) all fire control tops and instruments and main fire control communica-

tion wiring;
(3) all machinery for operating gun mountings or turrets;
(4) all ammunition, explosives, mines, torpedoes and torpedo tubes;
(5) all aviation facilities and accessories.

The vessel must be put into the above condition within the same limits of

time as provided in Section I for rendering a vessel incapable of warlike service.

(ft) In addition to the rights already possessed by each High Contracting

Party under the Washington Treaty, each High Contracting Party is permitted
to retain, for target use exclusively, at any one time :

(1) not more than three vessels (cruisers or destroyers), but of these three
vessels only one may exceed 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) standard
displacement ;

(2) one submarine.

(c) On retaining a vessel for target use, the High Contracting Party con-

cerned undertakes not to recondition it for warlike service.

SECTION IV. Vessels retained for experimental purposes

(a) A vessel to be disposed of by conversion to experimental purposes ex-

clusively shall be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of Section III (a)

of this Annex.

(&) Without prejudice to the general rules, and provided that due notice be

given to the other High Contracting Parties, reasonable variation from the con-

ditions prescribed in Section III (a) of this Annex, in so far as may be neces-

sary for the purposes of a special experiment, may be permitted as a temporary
measure.

Any High Contracting Party taking advantage of this provision is required

to furnish full details of any such variations and the period for which they

will be required.
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(c) Each High Contracting Party is permitted to retain for experimental

purposes exclusively at any one time :

(1) not more than two vessels (cruisers or destroyers), hut of these two
vessels only one may exceed 3,000 tons (3,048 metric tons) standard
displacement ;

(2) one submarine.

(d) The United Kingdom is allowed to retain, in their present conditions, the

monitor "Roberts", the main armament guns and mounting's of which have been

mutilated, and the seaplane carrier "Ark Royal", until no longer required for

experimental purposes. The retention of these two vessels is without prejudice

to the retention of vessels permitted under (c) above.

(e) On retaining a vessel for experimental purposes tlie High Contracting

Party concerned undertakes not to recondition it for warlike service.

SECTION V. Vessels retained for training purposes

(a) In addition to the rights already possessed by any High Contracting

Party under the Washington Treaty, each High Contracting Party is permitted
to retain for training purposes exclusively the following vessels:

United States: 1 capital ship ("Arkansas" or "Wyoming") ;

France: 2 surface vessels, one of which may exceed 3,000 tons (3,048
metric tons) standard displacement;

United Kingdom: 1 capital ship ("Iron Duke") ;

Italy: 2 surface vessels, one of which may exceed 3,OOO tons ( 3,048 metric
tons) standard displacement ;

Japan: 1 capital ship ("Hiyei"), 3 cruisers ("Kuma" class).

(&) Vessels retained for training purposes under the provisions of paragraph
(a) shall, within six months of the date on which they are required to be

disposed of, be dealt with as follows :

1. Capital SJiips.

The following is to be carried out :

(1) removal of main armament guns, revolving parts of all barbettes and
turrets; machinery for operating turrets; but three .turrets with their arma-
ment may be retained in each ship ;

(2) removal of all ammunition and explosives in excess of the quantity re-
quired for target practice training for the guns remaining on board ;

(3) removal of conning tower and the side armour belt between the fore-
most and aftermost barbettes ;

(4) removal or mutilation of all torpedo tubes ;

(5) removal or mutilation on board of all boilers in excess of the number
required for a maximum speed of eighteen knots.

2. Other surface vessels retained l>y France, Italy and Japan.
The following is to be carried out :

(1) removal of one half of the guns, but four guns of main calibre may be
retained on each vessel ;

(2) removal of all torpedo tubes;
(3) removal of all aviation facilities and accessories ;

(4) removal of one half of the boilers.

(c) The High Contracting Party concerned undertakes tliat vessels retained
in accordance with the provisions of this Section shall not be used for any com-
batant purpose.
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ANNEX III

Special vessels

UNITED STATES
Displacement

Name and type of vessel Tons

Aroostook Minelayer 4, 950

Oglala Minelayer 4, 950
Baltimore Minelayer 4, 413
San Francisco Minelayer 4, 083

Cheyenne Monitor 2, 800
Helena Gunboat 1, 392
Isabel Yacht 938
Niagara Yacht 2, 600

Bridgeport Destroyer tender. 11, 750
Dobbin Destroyer tender 12, 450
Melville Destroyer tender 7, 150

Whitney Destroyer tender 12, 450
Holland Submarine tender 11, 570
Henderson Naval transport 10, 000

91, 496
FRANCE

Displatemvrit
Name and type of vessel Tons
Castor Minelayer 3, 150
Pollux Minelayer 2, 461

Cpmmandant-Tcste Seaplane carrier 10, 000
Aisne Despatch vessel 600
Marne 600
Ancre 604
Scarpe 604
Suippe 604
Dunkerque 644
Laffaux 644
Bapaume 644
Nancy 044
Calais 644
Lassigny 644
Les Eparges 644
Remiremont 644
Tahure 644
Toul 644
Epinal 644
Lie*vin 644
( )-Netlayer .....'. 2, 293

28, 644
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OF NATIONS

Name and type pf vessel Bremen*
Adventure Minelayer 6 740

(United Kingdom)
'

Albatross Seaplane carrier 5 QOO
(Australia)

f

Erebus Monitor 7 200
(United Kingdom)

'

Terror Monitor 7 200
(United Kingdom)

'

Marshal Soult Monitor 6 400
(United Kingdom)

'

OliveSloop 2
,
021

(India)
Medway Submarine depot ship 35 000

(United Kingdom)
"

*
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ITALY
Displacement

Name and type of vessel Tons

Miraglia Seaplane carrier 4, 880
Fa& di Bruno Monitor 2, 800
Monte Grappa Monitor. 605
Montello Monitor 605
Monte Cengio Ex-monitor 500
Monte Novegno Ex-monitor 500
Campania Sloop 2, 070

11, 960

JAPAN

Displacement
Name and type jof vessel Tons
Aso Minelayer 7, 180
Tokiwa "

9, 240
Asama Old cruiser 9, 240
Yakumo " "

9,010
Izumo " "

9, 180
Iwate " "

9, 180
Kasuga

" "
7, 080

Yodo Gunboat 1, 320

61, 430

PART III

The President of the United States of America, His Majesty the

King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British Dominions beyond
the Seas, Emperor of India, and His Majesty the Emperor of Japan,
have agreed as between themselves to the provisions of this Part III :

ARTICLE 14

The naval combatant vessels of the United States, the British Com-
monwealth of Nations and Japan, other than capital ships, aircraft

carriers and all vessels exempt from limitation under Article 8, shall

be limited during the term of the present Treaty as provided in this

Part HI, and, in the case of special vessels, as provided in Article 12.

ARTICLE 15

For the purpose of this Part HI the definition of the cruiser and
destroyer categories shall be as follows :

Cruisers.

Surface vessels of war, other than capital ships or aircraft carriers,
the standard displacement of which exceeds 1,850 tons (1,880 metric

tons), or with a gun above 5.1 inch (130 mm.) calibre.

The cruiser category is divided into two sub-categories, as follows :

(a) cruisers carrying a gun above 6.1-inch (155 mm.) calibre;
(B) cruisers carrying a gun not above 6.1-inch (155 mm.) calibre.
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Destroyers.
Surface vessels of war the standard displacement of which does

not exceed 1,850 tons (1,880 metric tons), and with a gun not above

5.1-inch 130 mm.) calibre.

ARTICLE 16

1. The completed tonnage in the cruiser, destroyer and submarine

categories which is not to be exceeded on the 31st December, 1936, is

given in the following table :

2. Vessels which cause the total tonnage in any category to exceed

the figures given in the foregoing table shall be disposed of gradually

during the period ending on the 31st December, 1936.

3. The maximum number of cruisers of sub-category (a) shall be

as follows : for the United States, eighteen ;
for the British Common-

wealth of Nations, fifteen
;
for Japan, twelve.

4. In the destroyer category not more than sixteen per cent, of the

allowed total tonnage shall be employed in vessels of over 1
5
500 tons

(1,524 metric tons) standard displacement. Destroyers completed
or under construction on the 1st April, 1930, in excess of this percent-

age may be retained, but no other destroyers exceeding 1,500 tons

(1,524 metric tons) standard displacement shall be constructed or

acquired until a reduction to such sixteen per cent, has been effected.

5. Not more than twenty-five per cent, of the allowed total tonnage
in the cruiser category may be fitted with a landing-on platform or

deck for aircraft.

6. It is understood that the submarines referred to in paragraphs
2 and 3 of Article 7 will be counted as part of the total submarine

tonnage of the High Contracting Party concerned.

7. The tonnage of any vessels retained under Article 13 or disposed
of in accordance with Annex II to Part II of the present Treaty
shall not be included in the tonnage subject to limitation.
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ARTICLE 17

A transfer not exceeding ten per cent, of the allowed total tonnage

of the category or sub-category Into which the transfer Is to be

made shall be permitted between cruisers of sub-category (5) and

destroyers.
ARTICLE 18

The United States contemplates the completion by 1935 of fifteen

cruisers of sub-category (a) of an aggregate tonnage of 150.000 tons

(152400 metric tons). For each of the three remaining cruisers of

sub-category (a) which it is entitled to construct the United States

may elect to substitute 15,166 tons (15,409 metric tons) of cruisers

of sub-category (6). In case the United States shall construct one

or more of such three remaining cruisers of sub-category (a), the

sixteenth unit will not be laid down before 1933 and will not be

completed before 1936; the seventeenth will not be laid down before

1934 and will not be completed before 1937; the eighteenth will not

be laid down before 1935 and will not be completed before 1938.

ARTICLE 19

Except as provided in Article 20, the tonnage laid down in any

category subject to limitation In accordance with Article 16 shall not

exceed the amount necessary to reach the maximum allowed tonnage
of the category, or to replace vessels that become "over-age" before

the 31st December, 1936. Nevertheless, replacement tonnage may be

laid down for cruisers and submarines that become "over-age" in

1937
3
1938 and 1939, and for destroyers that become "over-age" in

1937 and 1938.

ABTICIJE 20

Notwithstanding the rules for replacement contained in Annex I
to PartH :

(a) The "Frobisher" and "Effingham" (United Kingdom) may be

disposed of during the year 1936. Apart from the cruisers under
construction on the 1st April, 1930, the total replacement tonnage
of cruisers to be completed, in the case of the British Commonwealth
of Nations, prior to the 31st December, 1936, shall not exceed 91,000
tons (92,456 metric tons).

(b) Japan may replace the "Tama" by new construction to be

completed during the year 1936.

(c) In addition to replacing destroyers becoming "over-age" be-

fore the 31st December, 1936, Japan may lay down, in each of the

years 1935 and 1936, not more than 5,200 tons (5,283 metric tons)
to replace part of the vessels that become "over-age" in 1938 and 1939.

(d) Japan may anticipate replacement during the term of the
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present Treaty by laying down not more than 19,200 tons (19,507

metric tons) of submarine tonnage, of which not more than 12,000

tons (12,192 metric tons) shall be completed by the 31st December,
1936.

ARTICLE 21

If, during the term of the present Treaty, the requirements of the

national security of any High Contracting Party in respect of vessels

of war limited by Part III of the present Treaty are in the opinion
of that Party materially affected by new construction of any Power
other than those who have joined in Part III of this Treaty, that

High Contracting Party will notify the other Parties to Part HI
as to the increase required to be made in its own tonnages within one

or more of the categories of such vessels of war, specifying partic-

ularly the proposed increases and the reasons therefor, and shall be

entitled to make such increase. Thereupon the other Parties to Part
III of this Treaty shall be entitled to make a proportionate increase

in the category or categories specified; and the said other Parties shall

promptly advise with each other through diplomatic channels as to

the situation thus presented.

PART IV

ARTICLE 22

The following are accepted as established rules of International

Law:

(1) In their action with regard to merchant ships, submarines
must conform to the rules of .International Law to which surface
vessels are subject.

(2) In particular, except in the case of persistent refusal to stop
on being duly summoned, or of active resistance to visit or search, a

warship, whether surface vessel or submarine, may not sink or render

incapable of navigation a merchant vessel without having first placed
passengers, crew and ship's papers in a place of safety. For this

purpose the ship's boats are not regarded as a place of safety unless
the safety of the passengers and crew is assured, in the existing sea

and weather conditions, by the proximity of land, or the presence
of another vessel which is in a position to take them on board.

The High Contracting Parties invite all other Powers to express
their assent to the above rules.

PART V

ARTICLE 23

The present Treaty shall remain in force until the 31st December,

1936, subject to the following exceptions :

(1) Part IV shall remain in force without limit of time;
(2) the provisions of Articles 3, 4 and 5, and of Article 11 and
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Annex II to Part II so far as they relate to aircraft carriers, shall

remain in force for the same period as the Washington Treaty.

Unless the High Contracting Parties should agree otherwise by

reason of a more general agreement limiting naval armaments, to

which they all become parties, they shall meet in conference in 1935

to frame a new treaty to replace and to carry out the purposes of the

present Treaty, it being understood that none of the provisions of

the present Treaty shall prejudice the attitude of any of the High

Contracting Parties at the conference agreed to.

ARTICLE 24

1. The present Treaty shall be ratified by the High Contracting

Parties in accordance with their respective constitutional methods

and the ratifications shall be deposited at London as soon as possible.

Certified copies of all the proces-verbaux of the deposit of ratifica-

tions will be transmited to the Governments of all the High

Contracting Parties.

2. As soon as the ratifications of the United States of America,

of His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British

Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of each

and all of the Members of the British Commonwealth of Nations as

enumerated in the preamble of the present Treaty, and of His Maj-

esty the Emperor of Japan have been deposited, the Treaty shall

come into force in respect of the said High Contracting Parties.

3. On the date of the coming into force referred to in the preceding

paragraph. Parts I, IL IV and V of the present Treaty will come
into force in respect of the French Republic and the Kingdom of

Italy if their ratifications have been deposited at that date
;
otherwise

these Parts will come into force in respect of each of those Powers
on the deposit of its ratification.

4. The rights and obligations resulting from Part III of the

present Treaty are limited to the High Contracting Parties mentioned
in paragraph 2 of this Article. The High Contracting Parties will

agree as to the date on which, and the conditions under which, the

obligations assumed under the said Partm by the High Contracting
Parties mentioned in paragraph 2 of this Article will bind them in

relation to France and Italy; such agreement will determine at the

same time the corresponding obligations of France and Italy in rela-

tion to the other High Contracting Parties.

AETICLE 25

After the deposit of the ratifications of all the High Contracting
Parties, His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland will communicate the provisions in-

serted in Part IV of the present Treaty to all Powers which are not
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signatories of the said Treaty, inviting them to accede thereto

definitely and without limit of time.

Such accession shall be effected by a declaration addressed to His

Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland.

ARTICLE 26

The present Treaty, of which the French and English texts are

both authentic, shall remain deposited in the archives of His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland. Duly certified copies thereof shall be transmitted to the

Governments of all the High Contracting Parties.

In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Treaty and have affixed thereto their seals.

Done at London, the twenty-second day of April, nineteen hundred

and thirty.

HENRY L. STIMSON.

CHAKLES G. DAWES.

CHARLES F. ADAMS.

JOSEPH T. ROBINSON.

DAVID A. REED.

HUGH GIBSON.

DWIGHT W. MORROW.

ARISTTDE BRIAND.

J. L. DUMESNIL.

A. DE FLEURIAU.

J. RAMSAY MACDONALD.
ARTHUR HENDERSON.

A. V. ALEXANDER.

W. WEDGWOOD BENN.
PHILIPPE ROY.

JAMES E. FENTON.

T. M. WILFORD.

C. T. TE WATER.
T. A. SMIDDY.

ATUL C. CHATTERJEE.

G. SIRIANNI.

A. C. BORDONARO.

ALFREDO ACTON.

R. WAK.ATSUKI.

TAKESHI TAKARABE.

T. MATSUDAIRA.

M. NAGAI.
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500-Al5a3/905a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Great Britain

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, May 20, 1930 4 p. m.

127. In arguments before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
it has been contended by some of the "big Navy" opponents of the

treaty, who thereby seek to confuse and discredit the treaty, that

construction might be placed on article 19, second sentence, so as to

permit replacements of tonnage in 6-inch cruisers with the same
amount of tonnage in 8-inch cruisers or vice versa by any of the

three parties. Since the word "replacement" necessarily implies the

substitution of the same amount of tonnage in the same kind of ships,

Tsre believe there is no basis for such contention. We consider, more-

over, that this contention is directly contrary to the fair implica-
tions of the provision for transfer included in article 17, and also

directly disregards division of cruisers into two sub-categories made

by articles 15 and 16. We are anxious, nevertheless, that the treaty's

enemies in the Senate may be given no possible excuse. Approach
should be made therefore to the appropriate British authorities to

inquire whether an exchange of notes on the following terms would
be consented to :

27

"It is the understanding of the Government of the United States
that the word category in Article nineteen of the London Naval Treaty
of 1930 means category or sub-category. The Government of the
United States declares that it interprets the Treaty to mean that
vessels becoming overage in either sub-category A or sub-category B
of the cruiser categories (Article sixteen) shall be replaceable only
in that sub-category.
"The American Government will be most happy to have the confir-

mation of this understanding from His Majesty's Government."

Use your best efforts to obtain Foreign Office consent to an exchange
of notes of this nature as soon as possible. A similar note will be
addressed to the Imperial Japanese Government.

STIMSON

50<XA15a3/l343
~~~

The Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs (Shidehara) to the

American Ambassador in Japan (Castle)
2*

[Translation]
No. 66/T1 TOKYO, May 24, 1930.

EXCELLENCY : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your Note
dated May 21, 1930,

ffl
relative to the interpretation of the term "cate-

**
Sent also to the Ambassador in Japan, mutatis mutandis, on the same date,as the Department's telegram No. 92.

^ Quoted passage not paraphrased.
Copy transmitted to the Department by the Ambassador as an enclosure to

ins despatch No. 109, January 20. 1P21 rpopivfvi Fphrnrv 7
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gory" appearing in Article 19 of the London Naval Treaty of 1930.

The Imperial Government understands the word "category" ap-

pearing in Article 19 of the above-mentioned treaty to mean "cate-

gory" or "sub-category;" thus, it interprets this treaty in the sense

that ships belonging to either sub-category (a) or sub-category (5)
of the cruiser category (Article 16) which shall become over age

may be replaced only within that sub-category.
I avail myself [etc.] BARON KIJURO SHIDEHARA

[SEAL]

500.A15a3/1325

The British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Henderson)
to the American Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes)

A 3861/1/45 [LONDON,] June 5, 1930.

TOUR EXCEIXENCY : In the note No. 611 31 which Your Excellency
was so good as to address to me on June 5th you stated that it was the

understanding of the Government of the United States that the word

"category" in Article 19 of the London Naval Treaty, 1930, meant

category or sub-category. Your Excellency added that the Govern-

ment of the United States declared that it interpreted the Treaty to

mean that vessels becoming over-age of either sub-category A or sub-

category B of the cruiser categories (Article 16) shall be replaceable

only in that sub-category.
2. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom note the

above understanding and interpretation of the London Naval Treaty
of 1930 and concur therein. His Majesty's Government in the United

Kingdom do so without prejudice to Article 20 (a) of that Treaty
under which they understand that the tonnage to be scrapped and

replaced in the case of the British Commonwealth of Nations by the

91,000 tons of 6" cruiser tonnage which may be completed before 31st

December, 1936, comprises partly 6" gun cruiser tonnage and partly
cruiser tonnage of the 7.5" gun "Effingham" class.

I have [etc.] (For the Secretary of State)
ROBERT VANSZTTART

500.A15a3/1107a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in the Irish Free State

(Sterling)

WASHINGTON, October 3, 1930 noon,

16. Now that the Japanese have ratified the Naval Treaty,
32

it is

understood that Australia, New Zealand and India will ratify very
80
Copy transmitted to the Department by the Ambassador as an enclosure to his

despatch No. 1524, January 5, 1931 ; received January 14.
31
Proceedinffs of the London Naval Conference, p. 297.

84 On October 2, the Japanese Ambassador orally informed the Secretary of
State that on October 2 the Emperor of Japan ratified the treaty
(500.A15a3/1108>.
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promptly. In this case, Ireland would be alone in preventing the

coming into effect of the Treaty. The Department, therefore, would

be very glad to have you once more take up this matter with the

Oovernment of the Free State to see whether some means might not

be discovered to bring about ratification immediately. If this cannot

.be done, this Government is suggesting that a ceremony be held at

the time of the deposit of the Japanese and American ratifications,

-since the President feels it important that the world should know,

prior to the meeting of the Preparatory Commission, what has been

actually accomplished in one phase of disarmament.

STIMSOK

600.A15a3/1173 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes) to the Secretary of State

LONDON, October 22, 1930 6 p. m.

[Received October 22 3 : 10 p. m.]

265. My 262, October 22, 1 p. m.ss Prime Minister's office has

just communicated following press communique, which is to be pub-
lished here tomorrow morning :

"It is understood that ratifications in respect of the London Naval
Treaty will be deposited at the Foreign Office on Monday morning,
October 27th, by representatives of all His Majesty's Governments,
with the possible exception of the Irish Free State, whose ratification

may be delayed a few days by technical difficulties, and of the
United States and Japanese Governments.
In the afternoon President Hoover, Mr. Hamaguchi, the Prime

Minister of Japan, and Mr. Ramsay MacDonakl will broadcast

speeches
on the Naval Treaty which it'is hoped will be audible in all

three countries.34

Further details as to times will be announced later."

DAWES
Treaty Series No. 830

Proces-Verbal- of the Deposit of Ratifications in Respect of the United
States of America^ Great Britain and Northern Ireland and all

Parts of the British Empire Which Are Not Separate Members of
the League of Nation^ Canada^ Australia^ New Zealand^ Union of
South Africa^ India, and Japan

The Undersigned, having met together for the purpose of pro-

ceeding to the deposit of ratifications of the Treaty for the limitation

and reduction of Naval Armament, signed at London the 22nd day
of April, 1930;

38 Not printed.
** For tests of speeches, see Proceedings of the London Naval Conference, pp.
y~~u
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Having produced the instruments whereby the said Treaty has

been ratified by the President of the United States of America, by
His Majesty the Bang of Great Britain, Ireland and the British

Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and all parts

of the British Empire which are not separate members of the

League of Nations, of the Dominion of Canada, of the Commonwealth
of Australia, of the Dominion of New Zealand, of the Union of South

Africa, and of India; and by His Majesty the Emperor of Japan;
And the respective Eatifications of the said Treaty having been

carefully compared and found to be in due form, the said deposit in

accordance with the provisions of Article 24 (1) of the Treaty took

place this day in the customary form.

The representative of the United States of America declared that

the instrument of ratification of the United States of America was'

deposited subject to the distinct and explicit understandings set forth

in the resolution of July 21, 1930, of the Senate of the United States

of America advising and consenting to ratification, that there are no
secret files, documents, letters, understandings or agreements which
in any way, directly or indirectly, modify, change, add to, or take

from any of the stipulations, agreements or statements in said Treaty;
and that, excepting the agreement brought about through the ex-

change of notes between the Governments of the United States,

Great Britain and Japan, having reference to Article 19, there is no

agreement, secret or otherwise, expressed or implied, between any of

the parties to said Treaty as to any construction that shall hereafter

be given to any statement or provision contained therein.

Iisr WITNESS WHEREOF they have signed this proces-verbal) and have

affixed thereto their seals.

at London, the 27th day of October, 1930.

[SEAL] CHARLES G. DAWES
[SEAL] J. RAMSAY MACDONALD
[SEAL] E. B. BENNETT

[SEAL] J. EL SCULLIN

[SEAL] GEO. W. FORBES

[SEAL] J. B. M. HERTZOG

[SEAL] ATUL E. CHATTERJEE

[SEAL] T. MATSTJDAIRA
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, 500.A15a/1198 : Telegram

The Minister in the Irish Free State (Sterling) to tJie Secretary of
State

DUBLIK, October 27, 1930 8 p. m.

[Eeceived October 27 11 : 40 a. m.]

25. Cosgrave informs me accommodation has been refused by De
Valera's party.

35 He greatly regrets, therefore, treaty will not be

ratified until the Dail meets next month.36

[Repeated to London.

STERLING

[The following is a statement issued by the Department of State

on September 30, 1941, concerning the Treaty for the Limitation and

Reduction of Naval Armament, signed at London, April 22, 1930 :

"Termination of Certain Parts of the Treaty

"With the exception of part IV which, under the first exception in

article 23, 'shall remain in force without limit of time', and of the

provisions of articles 3, 4, and 5, and of article 11 and annex II to

part II so far as they relate to aircraft carriers, the Treaty for the

Limitation and Reduction of Naval Armament, signed on the part
of the United States of America, the British Empire, France, Italy,

and Japan at London on April 22, 1930, and ratified by the United.

States, the British Empire, and Japan, ceased to be in force on

December 31, 1936, in accordance with the provision of article 23

thereof, that the treaty should remain in force until that date.

"The provisions of articles 3, 4, and 5, and of article 11 and annex
II to part II so far as they relate to aircraft carriers, terminated on

December 31, 1936, under the second exception in article 23, that

they should remain in force for the same period as the 'Washington
Treaty' (Treaty for the Limitation of Naval Armament, between the

United States of America, the British Empire, France, Italy, and

Japan, signed at Washington on February 6, 1922), by reason of the

termination of the 'Washington Treaty' pursuant to a notice given

by Japan on December 29, 1934.

** William T. Cosgrave, President of the Irish Free State ; the Fianna Fail
was the Opposition Parliamentary party led hy Eamon de Valera.

**The ratification of the Irish Free State was deposited in London on
Oecember f31.
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to Part IV
"The Governments of France and Italy, which did not ratify the

treaty of 1930 in its entirety, ratified part IV, and their instruments

of ratification of part IV were deposited with the Government of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland on Novem-
ber 6, 1936. Part IV of the treaty of 1930 therefore came into force

without limit of time in respect of France and Italy as well as the

United States of America, the British Empire, and Japan among
whom it already was in force.

"In a proces-verbal signed at London November 6, 1936 by states

signatories of the London Naval Treaty of 1930, the Government of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland was re-

quested to communicate to non-signatories of that treaty the rules

regarding the action of submarines with respect to merchant-ships,

inviting them to accede thereto definitely and without limit of time as

provided in article 22 of the treaty.

"As a result of invitations extended pursuant to this proces-verbal,
the following states adhered to the rules of international law to which

submarines must conform set forth in part IV of the London Naval

Treaty of 1930 : Afghanistan, which acceded thereto on May 25, 1937;

Albania, on March 3, 1937; Belgium, on December 23, 1936; Brazil,
on December 31, 1937; Bulgaria, on March 1, 1937; Costa Rica, on

July 7, 1937; Czechoslovakia, on September 14, 1937; Denmark, on

April 21, 1937; Egypt, on June 23, 1937; El Salvador, on November

24, 1937; Estonia, on June 26, 1937; Finland, on February 18, 1937;

Germany, on November 23, 1936; Greece, on January 11, 1937; Guate-

mala, on September 8, 1938; Haiti, on January 23, 1937; Hungary,
on December 8, 1937

; Iran, on January 21, 1939
; Iraq, on February

3, 1938, effective as from December 27, 1937; Latvia, on March 7, 1938;

Lithuania, on January 27, 1938
; Mexico, on January 3, 1938

; Nepal,
on January 27, 1937; Netherlands, on September 30, 1937, including
Netherlands Indies, Surinam, and Curasao; Norway, on May 21,

1937; Panama, on February 26, 1937; Peru, on June 3, 1937; Poland,
on July 5, 1937, effective as from July 21, 1937; Saudi Arabia, on

June 11, 1937; Sweden, on February 15, 1937; Switzerland, on May
22, 1937; Thailand, on January 12, 1938; Turkey, on July 7, 1937;

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, on December 27, 1936
;
Vati-

can City State, on March 16, 1937; and Yugoslavia, on April 19,

1937."]
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NEGOTIATIONS LOOKING TOWARD A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF
FRENCH AND ITALIAN NAVAL CONSTRUCTION

500A15a3/902 : Telegram

The Minister m 'Switzerland (Wilson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

BERNE, May 16, 19303 p. in.

[Keceived May 16 1:35 p. m.]

42. From Italian sources in the League Council, I learn that the

British Prime Minister recently wrote to Grandi 37 asking informa-

tion concerning the reasons for the Italian naval construction pro-

gram announced by that Government after London Conference 37a and

expressing his apprehension regarding its magnitude.
In explanation, Grandi replied that the countries participating in

the London Conference knew what Italy's intentions were; namely,
to build on same scale as France; and that the program announced

for 1930 and 1931 by Italy merely equaled the French program for

the same period. Grandi added that the Eoyal Government was

ready to retard building, reduce building, or stop building on its

program while the two Governments were engaged in an effort to

solve the difficulties arising from their naval programs to the same
extent that the French Government would retard, reduce, or stop its

program during that period. According to what I was told, Mac-
Donald expressed his satisfaction with the Italian proposal, but

whether the proposal has yet reached French sources is not known.

I have commented on the French-Italian conversations at Geneva
in my despatch No. 1-147, of today's date.38

WILSON

500.A15a3/1038 : Telegram
"

The Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, August 11, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received August 11 12 : 40 p. m.]
181. Saturday afternoon Craigie told Marriner 39 that the French

and the Italians had arranged for informal conversations to begin
between Massigli and Rosso,

40 each to be accompanied by a naval

expert, in Paris on August 15. Craigie, together with Bellairs from

Grandi, Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs.
8711 For correspondence relating to the London Naval Conference of 1930, see

pp. 1 ff.
38
Not printed.

89
Robert L. Craigie, head of the American Department of the British Foreign

Office ; and J. Theodore Marriner, Chief of the Division of Western European
Affairs, Department of State.

40
Rene" Massigli, chief, and Augusto Rosso, director general, of the League of

Nations sections of the French and Italian Ministries for Foreign Affairs
respectively.
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the British Admiralty, will be touring in France and will be on call

by the British Embassy in Paris in the event that the French-Italian

conversations should bring forth any development calling for com-

ment by the British before the meeting of the Council of the League
of Nations at Geneva on September 5, at which time the results of

these conversations will be discussed by the representatives of the

countries present there. Craigie told Marriner that he would keep
the latter informed if anything of significance happened before the

meeting of the Council, and said that he himself would be in Geneva
when the Council met.

DAWES

500.A15a3/1074 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, September 6, 1930 9 a. m.

[Eeceived 1: 03 p. m.]

281. The conversations which have been going on between Massigli
and Kosso have now terminated, and yesterday Massigli left for

Geneva. I learned that there was nothing definite accomplished as

it was found impossible to surmount above all the essential obstacle

presented, namely, Italy's insistence upon parity and France's in-

ability to concede it.

The respective Governments gave carte blanche to Massigli and
Eosso to talk freely and on a purely personal basis without fear of

committing their Governments with a view to discovering, if pos-

sible, some formula whereby each, so to speak, would "save face".

No such double-sided formula, however, has thus far appeared in

the discussions and while it is still hoped that the conversations may
possibly solve the difficulty, there is little optimism that much prog-
ress can be made either along this line or with regard to military
or air questions, which both France and Italy assert to be intimately
bound up with the naval.

Repeated to Embassies in London and Eome.

EDGE

500.A15a3/109S : Telegram

The Minister in Switzerland (Wilson) to the Secretary of State

BERNE, September 26, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived 5 : 25 p. m.]

87. [Paraphrase.] Eeferring to my telegrams N"o. 80, September

10, 4 p. m., and No. 83, September 19, 3 p. m.40* I went to Geneva

yesterday where I talked with British, French, Italian, and Japanese

delegates attending the current League session. [End paraphrase.]
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On the 19th instant Massigli made a further counterproposal to

Rosso. The proposal provided for two categories of surface craft

not covered by the Washington Treaty
^

: (a) 8-inch-gun craft; (6)

less than 8-inch-gun craft of which an unspecified percentage shall

not exceed 3,000 tons. Submarine two classes: (a) above 2,000 tons;

(&) less than 2,000 tons of which not more than an unspecified per-

centage to be over 800 tons. Neither party to build units which

exceed in tonnage any unit constructed by them within that category
since 1924. Parity in numbers of ships but without mention of

tonnage. The entire contract to be covered by a clause reading
somewhat as follows : "If either high contracting party contemplates
the construction of units exceeding by an unspecified percentage the

maximum displacement of a unit of the same class [of] cruiser con-

structed by it since 1924, that Government will advise the other of

its intention one year in advance and the other will have the right
of denunciation. 55

[Paraphrase.] This French proposal is regarded by the Italians as

a retrogression and they are, or purport to be, full of disillusionment.

They call attention to the 6-inch-gun cruiser of approximately 7,800
tons which the French have built since 1924, whereas their maximum
has been 4,400 tons. Estimating construction between present date

and 1986 on basis of the maximum unit permitted under French pro-
posal, France would have superiority in tonnage of approximately
3 to 2 in the 6-inch-gun class, whereas at present there is a practical

equality.
The French offer was, nevertheless, transmitted to Grandi, who

replied with an abrupt order to end the discussions; and Kosso so

notified Massigli. Later on, Briand 400 consulted Scialoja
41 and per-

suaded him to agree that both parties should state that the conversa-
tions had been temporarily interrupted.
The situation is now completely the reverse of that which existed

ten days ago. The French are in some degree optimistic, and indicate
that they have made a very generous offer, also hinting that there
will be an immediate resumption of conversations. The mood of the
Italians is the exact opposite.

It appears unlikely that any improvement in the situation is to be
hoped for during present session of the Assembly. Massigli is going
on a vacation very shortly, and unless the conversations are resumed
soon by reponsible Cabinet officers the appearances are that we shall
enter the Preparatory Commission with this irritating point still
unsettled. [End paraphrase.]

WILSON
Signed February 6, 1922, Foreign Relations, 1922, vol. I, p. 247.

^Aristide Briand, French Minister for Foreigk Affairs.

of N ti
3a> tellan member (substitute) of the Council of the League
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SOO.A15a3/1165

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Secretary of State

2fo. 927 PARIS, October 8, 1930.

[Eeceived October 20.]

SIR: I have the honor to report as follows on that portion of a

conversation which I had last evening with the President of the Coun-

cil dealing with naval disarmament, particularly from the Franco-

Italian angle.
I told M. Tardieu that I was returning to the United States on a

visit and that I would like to be in a position to inform you and the

President, knowing how great your interest was in the matter, of the

present status of the Franco-Italian negotiations regarding naval

disarmament.

M. Tardieu answered that at Geneva, as I had perhaps heard, a new

proposition had been made by the French representatives, based on

a five years program, but that this proposal had been rejected by the

Italians who have always in the final analysis continued to insist

upon parity with France. (He apparently had reference to the pro-

posal of Massigli, set forth in Mr. Hugh Wilson's telegram from
Berne to the Department No. 87, September 26, 5 P. M.) M. Tardieu

said that he himself was somewhat relieved that the negotiations had
broken down on the basis of this offer as he was convinced that the

French Parliament would not have agreed to the proposal as a basis

for settlement. In any case, the Italians had turned it down and
now the situation was perhaps even less favorable than it had been

at London. M. Tardieu then went on to discuss the general question.
He said that he felt that the position of no country on any question
could be clearer and more unassailable than France's position on the

question of naval disarmament. All she asked was a navy sufficient

to protect her communications with her outlying colonies, dispersed
as they were over all parts of the globe. The United States and

Great Britain were at liberty, so far as France was concerned, to'

build as many thousand tons as they desired, but he did not see why
the mere fact of the United States and Great Britain having agreed
between themselves upon a certain maximum tonnage should serve as

a basis for establishing an arbitrary figure as representing the needs

of France. He was afraid that, as a result of the Washington Con-

ference, he did not wish to criticize the handling of France's case

there as that was a thing of the past, the impression seemed to be

general that France was willing to accept parity with Italy. This
was most emphatically not the case. France could not accept parity
with Italy and every unprejudiced student of the question with whom
he had spoken was in agreement. He mentioned the British Prime

Minister, Mr. MacDonald, yourself, Mr. Morrow, Mr. Gibson and
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others with whom he had spoken. But, he added, no one of the

American or British delegates at London seemed to be willing, in the

final analysis, to put it up squarely to the Italians: in other words, to

bring pressure to bear on Italy to recede from the impossible position

she had taken. He said that during the Conference,^
one of the

occasions when he had been forced to return to Paris, the British

Ambassador had paid him a hurried visit and had insisted upon his

returning to London as they had everything prepared for an agree-
ment : that the American and British delegates were prepared to tell

the Italians that they would have to accept reasonable terms and no

longer insist upon parity with France. As a result of this, M. Tar-

dieu had gone to London, spent a day at Chequers, but had found that

no such pressure was to be brought to bear upon the Italians, as he
had been led to believe, through the representatives of Great Britain

and the United States at Borne.44 He said that you had intimated

to him that the British message, as transmitted to him through Lord

Tyrrell, had been sent without your knowledge or approval.

M. Tardieu then went on to speak of the general situation of chaos
that existed in Europe to-day. He said that France and Czecho-
slovakia were the only two countries that seemed to be weathering the

storm : that they were oases in the desert. All of which would seem
to justify the French Government in continuing with the policy which
it had been pursuing. He said that in the forty years during which
he had been a student and observer of international affairs he had
never seen such a state of moral decomposition as existed in Europe
today. So far as reaching an understanding with Italy was con-

cerned, lie reiterated that there was nothing that he desired more :

that one had only to study the present situation in Europe to realize

how important it was from France's point of view to reach such an
agreement, but that it could not be accomplished at such a sacrifice

as Italy demanded.
I did not attempt to argue with him, merely explaining that I had

raised the question with the sole idea of being in a position to report
the latest developments.

Eespectfully yours, WALTER E. EDGE
44
See telegram No. 156S March 23, 9 p. m., from the chairman of the American

delegation, p. 75.
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500.A15a3/1145 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Fran-ce (Edge) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 14, 19305 p. m.

[Received 8 : 08 p. m.]

324. The following information from an official source believed

to be accurate lias been obtained by the Acting Military Attache.

The plans of the Ministry of Marine for the French naval pro-

gram for 1931 are completed and have been approved by Tardieu

and by the Ministry of Finance.

Admiral Violette, the author of the program, is a close personal
friend of both Herriot and Painleve, and our information includes

statement that the plan has approval of these two leaders of the [Left,

in event that an agreement with Italy is not obtained. Briand is

now considering these plans, and they will be put into effect unless

there is an Italian agreement, which seems impossible at the present
time.

The proposed French naval plan is based on necessity of insuring

unquestioned control of the western end of the Mediterranean and

provides for construction of 50,000 tons of new ships in 1931. The
keel of one 10,000-ton 8-inch cruiser will be laid on December 1

3 1930,

and on April 1, 1931, construction will start on the first of three

22,000-ton capital ships. These ships are within the 1.75 ratio allowed

France by Washington Treaty, and will mount 13-inch guns and have

a speed of 28 to 30 knots.

As a bid for British neutrality, the submarine construction will be

reduced except in the 600-ton coast defense class.

EDGE

500.A15a3/1150a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 15, 1930 6 p. m.

258. This afternoon the Secretary saw the Japanese Ambassador,
and at the same time Marriner and Gibson 45 talked with Campbell,
Counselor of the British Embassy, as the Ambassador is ill.

The purpose of these conversations with Debuchi and Campbell
was to explain that as the French are now on the verge of publishing
their building program for 1931, it would seem desirable that the

three powers who have ratified the London Naval Treaty
46 should

45
Hugh S. Gibson, American Ambassador to Belgium, temporarily in the "United

States.
46
Ante, p. 107.
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make representations for the purpose of preserving
the levels set

down in that treaty from any disturbance arising from a failure on

the part of France and Italy to come to some agreement.
In addition to imminence of publishing the French program for

1931, an action which would tend to aggravate the situation, it is felt

to be important that France and Italy shall not come to the session

of the Preparatory Commission set for November 6 in Geneva and

there embark upon naval discussions calculated to complicate the

situation still further.

Campbell is cabling to his Government the details of the conversa-

tion, the point of which is that the three powers should make the

suggestion to France and Italy through all available channels that

they abandon efforts to win diplomatic victories, each over the other,

with respect to naval parity and defer that issue until 1936, in the

meantime issuing unilateral declarations setting forth their re-

spective naval programs. The terms of these declarations, naturally,,

would have to be worked out together beforehand, and they would

constitute, presumably, a retarding or postponement of their build-

ing programs in such a way as not to risk bringing into play article

21 of the Naval Treaty.
The Secretary will emphasize to the French and Italian Ambassa-

dors that their mutual attitude on naval armaments will not increase

security; in particular, that a heavy increase over present establish-

ments on the part of France which would necessitate any change in

the London Treaty levels, would tend to alienate sympathy not only
in Great Britain but in the United States as well, and presumably in

Japan. The Government of the United States does not desire to be

alone in its efforts as it feels that maximum influence can be exercised

on France and Italy only after each realizes that the question is one

which is of genuine world interest, not of interest to any one country
alone.

The foregoing is for your information and your guidance should

the matter be broached to yon in London.

500.A15/1067a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Japan (Forbes)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 16, 1930 6 p. m,

190. Yesterday I had a conversation with the Japanese Ambassador
which was based on conferences with the President and our delegates
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to the Preparatory Commission.47 I summarize the conversation as

follows, for your information :

I told the Ambassador that the failure of France and Italy to

make any progress in their naval negotiations troubled me. If prog-
ress were not made before the meeting of the Preparatory Commis-

sion, I felt that the likelihood would be very great that something
would be said or done at the forthcoming session of the Commission
which afterward would make a solution of the issue between the

two countries more difficult or impossible. I feared that something

might be said at any moment, furthermore, particularly on the part
of France, which might make the granting of any concession more
difficult for her.

What was required on France's part, I pointed out, was reduction

in her naval program to which she had adhered continuously since

1924
;
and that what was required on the part of Italy was that she

should refrain from insisting upon diplomatic victory for a theo-

retical parity to which she did not intend to build. Such a dead-

lock, it seemed to me, ought to be comparatively simple of solution.

If France continued to insist rigidly upon her 1924 naval program,
she would make it almost certain that Great Britain would have to

invoke the so-called "escalator" clause in the London Naval Treaty
and increase the British fleet; this action on Britain's part would

make it probable that we and the Japanese should have to do like-

wise. It seemed to me that France would be taking a very grave

responsibility if, at a time when all the rest of us were cutting down
our navies, she would go ahead and build up a navy to such an ex-

tent that she would force the breaking of the Naval Treaty. I could

not believe that France would wish to run the risk of such adverse

world opinion as this course on her part would be sure to arouse.

As for the Italians, they admitted frankly that they did not wish

to build up to a theoretical parity with France. The difficulty ought

easily to be solved, therefore, by a modus vivendi until 1936. I told

Mr. Debuchi that my suggestion would be that the two Powers in

question should agree not to agree on theory, but that each should

make a unilateral announcement of a reasonable program of naval

construction until 1936, all questions of mutual parity or of superior-

ity being reserved until after 1936.

Debuchi repeated my propositions after me carefully. He asked

me whether it was our intention to go ahead by ourselves or to await

an answer from Japan. I told the Ambassador that I was not seeking
to force any joint action, but that in view of the pressure of time I

felt that I should go ahead in the very near future
;
and I hoped that

47
Hugh S. Gibson, Ambassador to Belgium, and Hugb. R. Wilson, Minister to

Switzerland. See pp. 187 ff.
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If Baron Shidehara 48
agreed with me in my views he might do

something of the same sort.

I told Debuchi that I was sending a similar message to the British

Ambassador, and that I hoped to talk with the French and the

Italian Ambassadors in the very near future. Debuchi thanked me
for my action in notifying Japan, and said that he would communi-

cate with his Government.
STIMSON

500.A15a3/1156e : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in France (Edge}**

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 16, 1930 6 p. m.

260. This morning I had a long conversation with the French Am-
bassador which followed these lines :

I told Claudel that, with the date of the meeting of the Preparatory
Commission set for November 6, the urgency became greater that

some arrangement should be reached between France and Italy on

the naval questions between them, lest inflammatory speeches be made
at the forthcoming session.

I pointed out to Mm that if France and Italy should make no

settlement, the British almost certainly would have to invoke the

escalator clause of the Naval Treaty, a step which would have a

profound effect on world public opinion and would discredit all

efforts to reduce naval armament. The blame for any such altera-

tions, furthermore, naturally would fall upon France and Italy.

I told the Ambassador that I felt that it was iny duty to point out

to him and to the Italian Ambassador as well that, without entering
into a binding treaty, it might be possible for each country to make a

unilateral declaration of a reasonable and nonprovocative program
of naval construction up to 1936, reserving until that date, with full

liberty of action, the theoretical questions which had brought about

a deadlock.

I let Claudel know that this country, in the Preparatory Commis-

sion, had never put impediments in the way of the land defenses of

France, as it was recognized that France's chief danger had always
been from the land. In the case of the French naval program, how-

ever, the man in the streets might take the view that that was an
element of provocation.

I asked the Ambassador to consider whether France, in reality,
were not reducing her security through the effect that increases in

*
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs.

48
Sent also to the Ambassador in Great Britain as telegram No.
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her Navy would produce upon her neighbors and friends, Great

Britain especially.

Claudel was not encouraging in his replies but he promised to com-

municate the entire conversation to his Government.

Yesterday I talked along similar lines with the Italian Ambassador,
and today I had conversations with the British and the Japanese

Ambassadors, urging that they join in representations of the char-

acter indicated, in the hope that concerted action of this sort would

bring about some result.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/1156a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Italy (Garrett)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 16, 1930 7 p. m.

91. This morning I had a conversation with the Italian Ambassador
in which I told him that if the Preparatory Commission for the

Disarmament Conference should meet on November 6 without an

agreement having been reached previously between Italy and France

on the naval question, the situation as it is now might be inflamed

and a subsequent agreement would be made more difficult. In all

probability Great Britain would invoke, in that case, the escalator

clause in the Naval Treaty, thus making necessary a change in the

levels of naval armaments by the three powers which had already
ratified the treaty.

I told the Ambassador that I had decided to make a final appeal
to France and Italy that they try to reach some provisional

agreement at once, and that I had communicated my intention of

taking this step to the British and the Japanese Governments, who,
no doubt, will make similar representations. I referred to a previous
conversation I had had with him in which I had suggested that the

possible solution of the problem might be, instead of a binding treaty
between the two countries, a unilateral declaration by each announcing
a reasonable, nonprovocative program of naval construction until

1936, reserving until that date the decisions on the theoretical questions
still at issue.

I told the Ambassador that I had talked with the French Ambassa-

dor, and that I had said to Claudel, as I now said to him, that the

security of the two powers was not being increased but on the con-

trary was being decreased by adding to their existing naval

armaments.

STIMSOX
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500.Aioa3/ll56d : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in France (Edge)
50

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 16, 1930 f p. m.

261. Gibson is sailing for Europe on October 18 and will arrive in

Paris on the 24th. After his full consultation with the President

and with the Secretary of State here, the Department desires that

you take him to call upon the Prime Minister and the Minister for

Foreign Affairs for the purpose of discussing Department's telegram
No. 260, October 16, 6 p. m.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/1166 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 20, 19306 p. m.

[Received October 21 8 : 50 a. m. 50a
]

334. This morning the Counselor of the British Embassy here called

to say that the Embassy had received from London a copy of the

telegram which Lindsay
51 had sent from Washington to the Foreign

Office stating that you had taken up with the Embassy the rumored
naval construction program of the French Government as it had been

reported to you by us
;
and that you had made the suggestion that the

British and Japanese Governments join with the American Govern-
ment in an endeavor to persuade the Governments of France and Italy
to come to an agreement on naval disarmament.

The Counselor said that you had hoped to receive a reply from
London before Gibson sailed for Europe, but that the British Foreign
Office had wished first to consult the Japanese Government but had
found this impossible. The Counselor asked whether, in the mean-

time, I could give him the source of our information on the French
naval program regarding which the British apparently had no
information.

I said that we had received our information from a source which
we deemed reliable and pointed out that in the issue of Figaro for
October 18 an article appeared by Thomazi, the journal's naval

expert, who is himself a reserve officer of the Marine, and is in close

58A similar telegram was sent to the Ambassador in Italy instructing Mm to
take Mr. Gibson, who would arrive in Rome on October 29 or 30, to see the
Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs.
The Embassy in Japan was informed of these steps by Department's telegram
s^
191' Octo*>er 16, 7 p. m. ; not printed.
Telegram in two sections.
Sir Ronald Lindsay, British Ambassador in the United States.
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touch with the French Ministry of Marine; and that this article

contained substantially the same information as that which had been

set forth in our telegram to you four days before the appearance of

the Figaro article referred to.

The Counselor and I agreed that we should both try to obtain

official confirmation of the reported French program, using the

Figaro article as a basis. As I am endeavoring to arrange for Gib-

son the interviews with Tardieu and Briand which you requested,
I am particularly anxious to have something definite for him when
he arrives four days from now.

Referring again to your No. 260, October 16, 6 p. m., I would
draw your attention particularly to a conversation between the Am-
bassador and Tardieu just before the former left Paris and reported

by him in the Embassy's despatch No. 927, October 8. The despatch
should have reached you by this date. See also our telegram No. 325,

October 14, 9 p. m.
51b

ARMOUR

500.A15/1075 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Japan (Forbes) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

TOKYO, October 22, 19302 p. m.

[Received October 22 o : 24 a. m.]

197. The Government yesterday instructed the Japanese Ambas-
sadors in Italy and France to address inquiries to the Governments
to which they are respectively accredited, and to express verbally
the views which you outlined to Debuchi. I understand that the

text of Government's instructions has been repeated to Debuchi for

your information.52

FORBES

500.A15a3/1175 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 22, 1930 3 p. m.

[Eeceived October 23 11 : 30 a. m.]

337. Embassy's No. 334, October 20, 6 p. m. I have seen the Coun-
selor of the British Embassy again and he tells me that yesterday the

British Naval Attache made inquiries at the Ministry of Marine,

using the Figaro article as the basis for his inquiry. He was told

31b Not printed.
62 On October 30, tlie Japanese Ambassador reported to the Department tlie

steps which his Government had taken; memorandum of conversation not
printed (500.A15a3/1219).
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that while there had been some discussion inside the Ministry itself

along the lines set forth in the article and in the Embassy's telegram
No. 324, October 14, 5 p. m., and while the question may even have
been brought up before the Supreme Defense Council with a view
to deciding how the funds allocated to the Xavy under the budget
should be spent, the entire matter is far from being in definite shape.
The important point, the Counselor said, seemed to be that in any

event the French had no intention for the present of making a public
announcement in regard to any building program the effect of which

might be unfortunate, particularly just before the meeting of the

Preparatory Commission. He also said that another member of the

staff of the British Embassy had called on Massigli in connection

with the Figaro article, and that Massigli had confirmed, more or

less, what had been obtained from the Ministry of Marine. In
accordance with instructions from the British Foreign Office, which
were to determine the accuracy of the report, the results of the in-

vestigations described above had been sent to London.

I gathered that the Embassy's report to the Foreign Office included

a very emphatic expression of my opinion, et cetera, that representa-
tions by the three Powers (United States, Great Britain and Japan)
to the French in the present mood of the latter would be of little

avail unless some new formula could be devised by which parity
would be avoided and which would at the same time offer some basis

for discussion: That, after all, they had failed at London and no-

more reason existed now to suppose that they would be more success-

ful at the present time unless some such formula could be devised,,
as the French were just as decided as ever not to grant parity to Italy.
I am inclined to share the Counselors opinion. In a conversation

I had yesterday with Leger
53 he referred to the decision taken

recently at the Fascist Grand Council 54 not to negotiate with France

along any other line except parity. His remarks were similar to those

expressed by Tardieu to the A -merman Ambassador as reported in

Embassy's despatch No, 927, October 8,

Massigli telephoned me this evening to come over to see him. He
told me that the Foreign Office had received a telegram from Claudel
which indicated that you were in some measure perturbed over a

report regarding a proposed French program of naval construction.
1 called his attention to the article by Thomazi in Figaro. He said
that there was nothing new in the information the article contained

;

that it had all been talked over at London, but that, in actuality, the

83
Alexis Lger, Director of Political and Commercial Affairs, French Ministry

for Foreign Affairs.
54 On October 7, the Grand Council pronounced approval of the report of th.e

Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs relative to the recent (August-September)
naval negotiations with France.
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French Government had no intention of building up to the program
set forth.

Massigli then referred to the French-Italian naval negotiations,

discussing the offer which the French had made at Geneva 55 and the

resolutions adopted by the Fascist Grand Council. He did not seem

to be sanguine over the outlook for arriving at any solution.

AEMOTJR

500.A15a3/1182 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes)

[Paraphrarx ^

WASHING-TOST, October 23, 1930 8 p. m.

268. Department's No. 258, October 15, 6 p. m. This afternoon the

British Ambassador handed me copy of a telegram from the Foreign

Office, dated October 22, 1930,
56 which concludes with the statement

that, in the circumstances, they fear that anything in the nature of

joint representations at the present moment might do more harm
than good.
Our suggestion was not for joint representations; we clearly in-

formed the Embassy here that in all events we were proceeding to

express our own views to France and Italy, but that we hoped that

the British Government would realize the gravity of the situation

as we view it, and on its own initiative would proceed to express its

views while there is still time to preserve the levels set by the London
Naval Treaty. Both the President and I feel keen disappointment
at the British attitude. The communication we have received sug-

gests that the rumors which have conie to our ears to the effect that

the French are on verge of announcing an extremely disappointing
naval building program for 1931-1932 are unfounded, and also sug-

gests that there is hope that the French will propose conciliatory

steps during the Preparatory Commission conference. This optimism
is not in the least corroborated by any of our information. On the

contrary, our fears are strengthened by our conversations with both

the French and the Italian Ambassadors, and we believe that the only

hope of saving the French-Italian negotiations before -they are

crystallized in failure lies in the influence of a clearly expressed
outside public opinion.

I should like to have you see the Prime Minister personally and

discuss the foregoing with him, expressing the disappointment of

56 On September 19. The conversations had continued between Bosso and
Massigli, who were in attendance at the sessions of the Council and the

Assembly of the League of Nations.
58 Not printed.

518625 44 10
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tliis Government, You might also suggest, to him that it might be

possible for someone, Craigie perhaps, to get in touch with Gibson
when he arrives tomorrow in Paris.

Kepeated to Embassy in France.57

STIMSOK

500.A15a3/ll75 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in France (Armour)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 23, 1930 8 p. m.

270. Your No. 337, October 22, 3 p. m. The primary interest of

the American Government is not whether the French naval building

program is what is announced in Figaro^ or elsewhere; it is solely
whether or not the building program of the French Government is

of such size and character as to threaten the stability in the naval
levels set by the London Treaty.

While an exact formula for figures is not being suggested, the
American Government has pointed out, and it has been informed that

the Government of Japan will do likewise, the advisability of permit-

ting the issue to be postponed during the lifetime of the present
treaty. The interests of both France and Italy might be fully safe-

guarded, it would seem, by a unilateral statement by France to the
effect that while the London Treaty remains in force, that is up to

1936, her building program could be reduced materially, subject, of
course, to a similar and satisfactory unilateral declaration by Italy.

Similar representations accompanied by suggestion of the same
formula of a unilateral declaration have been made to Italian Gov-
ernment together with suggestion that whole question of naval parity
be postponed until 1936. The entire matter has been discussed with
Claudel, and it has been pointed out, furthermore, that France was
not in any way adding to her security by insisting on high levels in
naval armament and by prolonging unduly the period of uncertainty
on this subject through failing either to come to an agreement with
Italy or to act simultaneously with that power along independent
lines.

It is my belief that Claudel has not got across the true gist of my
conversation with him on the subject; Gibson should be very careful,
therefore, to emphasize every point as if the French Government had
no previous knowledge of the subject he wishes to take up.
Repeated to Embassy at London.58

____^ STIMSOIST

^ Transmitted as Department's telegram No. 271, October 23, 9 p. m.
Transmitted as Department's telegram No. 269, October 23, 9 p. m.
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500.A15/1077 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, October 24, 1930 6 p. m.

[Received October 243 : 35 p. m.]

271. Your No. 268, October 23, 8 p. m. I had an interview with

the Prime Minister this evening. He told me that the matter had

never been presented to him in the way in which I outlined it on the

basis of your telegram. Henderson 59
is out of London but Mac-

Donald will take the matter up with him directly and in detail next

Monday, when you may expect further word from me.

DAWES

500.A15a3/1178 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (ffarrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

EOME, October 24, 19306 p. m.

[Received October 24 4 : 25 p. m.]

98. I am told by the Japanese Charge here that he saw Grandi

yesterday evening, and acting under instruction from his Government
asked the Minister whether he had any information regarding a

rumor that the French Government intended to announce a capital

ship construction program, a rumor which, in the Charge's belief, was
communicated to the Japanese Government by its Ambassador at

Washington following a conference with the Secretary of State on

October 15. Grandi told the Japanese Charge that he had no such

information.

The Japanese Charge then expressed the general interest that his

Government felt in the consummation of a French-Italian naval

agreement, and more specifically the concern of the Japanese Govern-

ment that the failure of France and Italy to reach an agreement

might lead Great Britain to invoke article 21 of the London Naval

Treaty; in which event, the Government of Japan could not remain

indifferent.

There was no intimation that the Charge's representations were

based on anything except the Japanese Government's own initiative.

Grandi accorded a most agreeable reception to what the Charge said.

The Japanese Ambassador in Paris was sent identical instructions;

he has notified his Government that he is holding back action on them
until he has seen Gibson tomorrow in Paris. Gibson has been

informed.

GABBETT

8 Arthur Henderson, British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.
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500.A15a3/I194 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 25
5 1930 8 p. m.

[Keceived 11 p. m.]

S39. From Gibson and Wilson. It seems to be clear that British,

French, and Japanese Governments have, at best, misunderstood your
suggestion in that all of them have taken it to be in the nature of

a protest to France against the completion of the French naval build-

ing program for 1931, as it was sketched in this Embassy's telegram
2fo. 321, October 14, 5 p. m.

We called this morning on the British Ambassador, who had
received instructions to investigate truth of report regarding the 1931

program with a view to making representations protesting it, but
who had raised vigorous objection on the ground that to do this would
do more harm than good. We explained to the Ambassador that

the reference to the 1931 building program of France in the con-

versations which took place in Washington was not a determining
factor but was merely an additional reason why it would be well that

any action contemplated should be taken before existing situation

was aggravated either by the discussion at the session of the Prepara-
tory Commission or by the announcement by France of a building
program which might no longer leave that Government in position
of a free agent in deciding its future course.

We went on to explain that the possibility of such an announce-
ment had come to your attention only after you had come to a
decision on your general plan. We then outlined fully to the Am-
bassador the nature of my statement made in conversation with
Tardieu.

Tyrrell said that this gave an entirely different aspect to the whole

matter; that he felt that it was a wise course to pursue; and, to my
astonishment, he seemed to feel that there was considerable chance
of Tardieu ?

s receiving it favorably. In this connection, Tyrrell
suggested laying stress on two points: (1) That we were not ques-
tioning France's right to build within the limits of the Treaty of

Washington, and were confining our suggestion to auxiliary craft,
thus meeting the needs of the British as far as MacDonald was con-

cerned; and (2) that we propose to urge the Italian Government to

postpone effort to obtain a diplomatic victory on the question of
naval parity.

Tyrrell said that the Japanese Ambassador had come to call on
him, and, although not very communicative, had given him to under-

that he had received instructions from Tokyo similar to those
which Tyrrell has received from London

;
that the Ambassador had
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questioned the wisdom of acting upon them and had notified Tokyo
of his views. Fortunately both Ambassadors had put off taking
action until the situation had been clarified.

The British Ambassador said that a message from London had
been received this morning stating that by evening he will probably
receive a communication which he is to make to the French Govern-

ment. We assume that he will inform his Government of substance

of our conversation with him and will express himself satisfied as

to wisdom of the course proposed.
Next we called on the Japanese Ambassador. It was evident that

he was not at all familiar with the subject, and from the very

meager instructions he had evidently received from the Japanese

Foreign Office he had been unable to obtain any clear view of the

situation.

We explained the matter fully to him. He asked us many ques-

tions, finally making a memorandum of the several points embodying
a clear understanding of what our aims are. Then he said that he

would present the matter along lines similar to our own, although I

think that his statement will be more of a formal communication

than an informal discussion of the problem. We believe that the

matter has now been clarified satisfactorily with both the British and
the Japanese Ambassadors.

Gibson goes to Brussels this afternoon so as to stop possible conjec-

tures on the part of the press as to the reason for his continuing to

stay in Paris. He will return here on Monday morning as he has an

appointment to see Tardieu in the afternoon at 5 o'clock; this date

is the earliest opportunity offered, as the Premier is fully occupied

today in receiving the French aviators, Coste and Bellonte; and
Briand is ill. Gibson will leave for Rome on Tuesday afternoon.

Wilson will remain in Paris at least until Gibson has left.

ARMOTIR

500.A15a3/1196

The British Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of State

WASHINGTON, October 26, 1930.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY : I think I ought to let you know at once that

in response to your message to London, our Ambassadors in Paris

and Rome have been instructed to make oral representations to the

French and Italian Governments. I enclose copy of what they are

to say, and they must have received their instructions this morning.

They have been told that it is important that they should take action

today if possible.

Believe me [etc.] R. C. LINDSAY

518625 5 15
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[Enclosure]

Instructions Issued to fhe British Ambassadors in France and Italy

His Majesty's Government In the United Kingdom have been much

concerned at rumours which continue to reach them in regard to a

Franco-Italian deadlock in naval question. Assurances were given

to Mr. Henderson at Geneva that conversations which had been sus-

pended would be continued but up to the present nothing in this di-

rection appears to have occurred. His Majesty's Government ear-

nestly hope that the negotiations which at one time seemed to be pro-

gressing favourably may be resumed in some form at earliest possible

moment. Prime Minister as chairman of naval conference offered

Ms good offices when conference adjourned and JVfr- Henderson made
same offer to M. Briand and Signer Grand! in May last. The good
offices of His Majesty's Government as party closely concerned in

every aspect of this question remain open to the two Governments

should they desire to make use of them.

5OO.A15a3/1195 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (Garretf) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

ROME, October 26, 193011 a. m.

[Received October 26 9 : 40 a. m.]

100. I have been told by the British Ambassador that he received

Instructions this morning to represent to the Italian Government the

great interest of Great Britain in the reaching of a naval accord be-

tween Italy and France and to tender the good offices of the British

Government to that end.

Tiie Ambassador added that his Government appeared to be reluc-

tant to take this step, but feels that In view of your suggestions it

cannot fail to do so. He Is instructed to make his representations to-

day so that they may precede the exchange of treaty ratifications to-

morrow in London.61 Gibson has been informed.

GARBETT

5CM>.A15a3/12i2

Memorandum $y the Assistant Secretary of State (Castle) of a
Conversation With the Italian Ambassador (De Martmo) October

27, 1930

[WASHINGTON,] October 28, 1930.

The Italian Ambassador came to see me to read a telegram from
Ills Government of comment on the conversations he had with the

Secretary on the subject of French-Italian naval building.
* See p. 128.
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Mussolini pointed out in the telegram that, in the last conversa-

tion with France, Italy took the initiative in presenting compromise

proposals. Italy was perfectly willing to make compromises, but

France was not willing to make any at all. No Italian concessions

were matched by any French concessions.

I had told the Ambassador one day that it would be rather wonder-

ful if Italy would have the courage to act alone and make an an-

nouncement that they had no intention of building before the nest

conference. I said that, if Italy would do a thing of this sort, it

would gain the sympathy of the entire world and that France would

practically be forced by public opinion to cut down its own program.

Apparently the Ambassador had telegraphed this conversation also

to Rome because the telegram he had pointed out, specifically refer-

ring to what I had said, that this practically was the Italian proposal
of last May,

62
although, of course, the naval holiday was presupposed

to be on the part of both countries. Mussolini feels that a onesided

declaration of this kind might be altogether too dangerous because

there was no proof that France would not gayly continue its building

program.
W. R. CASTLE, JE.

500.A15a3/1197 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 27, 193011 a. m,

[Received October 27 9 : 50 a. m.]

340. From Gibson and Wilson. The British Ambassador has in-

formed Wilson that on Sunday morning, acting under instructions

from his Government, he called on the Foreign Office and made the

statement that the British Government viewed with concern the ap-

parent check in the French-Italian naval conversations
;
that Mr. Mac-

Donald in the London Conference, and Mr. Henderson at a later

date, had already offered any possible British assistance in solution

of the difficulty ;
that the British Government had now instructed him

(the Ambassador) to reiterate that Great Britain's offer of assistance

for mediation or other purposes was still open at any time that the

disputing powers chose to avail themselves of it.

The Foreign Office official to whom Tyrrell was speaking replied
that Massigli had taken the latest step in the discussions by the offer

he made at Geneva
;
the Italians had not yet replied to

it, although

they had stated that the negotiations were still open; that Fascist

Grand Council had subsequently adopted a resolution calling for

! See telegram No. 42, May 16, 3 p. m., from the Minister in Switzerland, p. 132.
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parity, and that under these circumstances the first step toward re-

sumption of negotiations must come from Italy and that it could lead

to something only if they relaxed their attitude with regard to parity.

Gibson is to see Tardieu at 5 o'clock. Embassy at Borne informed.

ARMOUR

500.A15/1079 : Telegram

The Ambassador tn Great Britain (Dawes) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LONDON, October 27, 19301 p. m.

[Received October 2711 : 50 a. m.]

277. My No. 271, October 24, 6 p. m. Henderson told me that the

British Embassy at Washington was instructed to show you the cable

sent to the British Ambassador there reversing the position outlined

in your telegram Xo. 268, October 23, 8 p. m. The cable was shown
to me but I shall not repeat it as it is in your possession. I was also

informed that instructions were issued immediately to the British Am-
'bassadors at Rome and at Paris to carry out your suggestions, and
that this morning the Foreign Office had received cables stating that

the respective Ambassadors had made representations yesterday to

the Italian and the French Governments. Grandi was away from
Rome on Sunday, but a written statement was left at his office.

I assume that this information will reach you through the British

Ambassador. I have telegraphed to our Embassy at Paris request-

ing that the substance of the foregoing be conveyed to Wilson and
Gibson. Craigie feels that, as things are, there will be no occasion

for Mm to consult with Gibson in Paris.

The deposit of ratifications of the London Naval Treaty took place
this afternoon with simple ceremony.

DAWES

600.A15a3/1192 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in France (Armour)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 27, 19305 p. m.
278. For Gibson. On Saturday morning the French Ambassador

brought me a memorandum from his Government on the French naval
program and the French-Italian difficulties.63 The most significant
passage stated that the French Government was still striving to reach
a friendly agreement with Italy with regard to the limitation of the

^Not printed.
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categories of warships not provided for in the Washington Treaty;

that, however, such an agreement could not he effected on terms which

would imply the superiority on the Mediterranean of the Italian fleet

over the French fleet, the latter being required for the protection, on

other seas and within the French colonies, of interests which do not

fall to the care of the Italian Navy.
Claudel asked me, before I had time to read the memorandum,

what kind of a compromise between France and Italy I would recom-

mend. I said that of course I could not make any recommendation on

figures; that they were a matter for negotiation between the two

countries. I again made clear to him that my suggestion was that

Italy should lay aside until 1936 her technical insistence on parity and

that France should, in the meantime, abandon her insistence upon
the exact figures of the loi navale between now and 1936. I told him
that I thought if this could be done, a modus vivendi on construction

in the meantime could be arranged and announced to the world in

unilateral declarations. I likewise let him know that it seemed to

us that Italy had thus far displayed a more conciliatory disposition!

than France. Claudel inquired whether or not the building of:

any of the reserve tonnage in the battleship category would adversely
affect the situation; I told him that I realized that this right had
been reserved to France in the London Naval Treaty.

500.A15a3/1200 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 27, 19SO 9 p. m.

[Eeceived 10:20 p. m.64
]

341. From Gibson. I called on Tardieu with Armour at 5 o'clock

this afternoon. We found him in a very irritated state of mind,
obviously caused by ClaudePs failure to understand the character

and the real purpose of your original proposal. As a matter of fact,

Tardieu manifestly in no way realized that a definite proposal for

a solution of the problem had been made by the Italian Government.
In introducing my statement I said that I had a rather long com-
munication to make to him and that I hoped he would hear me
through to the end before giving me his comment, in order that my
message might be delivered clearly and accurately. Tardieu agreed
to this and made a successful effort not to interrupt during the

following quarter of an hour.

"Telegram in two sections.
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At the end of my statement 65 he said that some of the objections

lie had Intended to raise had already been anticipated by me and

it had been his feeling that by this method nothing could be

accomplished ;
he said the suggestion for unilateral declarations had

pet forward by him very early in the London Conference but

been turned clown by Henderson as negligible. The French

Government, he continued, had repeatedly suggested this method but

it had never been given favorable consideration. He felt, moreover,

the resolution of the Fascist Grand Council to the effect that no

further negotiations would be undertaken until their claim to parity

tad been accepted, had blocked all hope of agreement effectively.

In reply, I pointed out how the proposed unilateral declarations

avoid this difficulty and leave both Governments free, without

of face, to announce restricted building programs, adding
I was going to repeat to Grandi in Eome the substance of what

told the Italian Ambassador at Washington and to urge
that Italy defer until 1936 the idea of a diplomatic victory

0n parity. When I had explained "this latter point to Tardieu in

Yarioiis ways, he at last showed his first favorable reaction and
that this method might prove the means toward a solution.

On repeated occasions I expressly disclaimed any intention on our

to mediate or to lay down the figures which France was to have,

that, up to the point where French construction might upset
London Treaty levels, her building program was a matter of

indifference to us.

When he had heard all I had to say, Tardieu's irritation vanished

by successive stages he arrived at a point where he expressed
definite approval of the idea I had laid before him and voiced the

that the problem might be solved in this manner. Tardieu
to give the possibilities of the situation immediate study in

order to be prepared when he heard how Grandi received the

suggestion.

Upon answering Ms question as to the opening date of the Pre-
Commission meeting, I was surprised to find that he con-

the period up to November 6th left ample time for an agree-
provided Italy reacted favorably. In explanation he said that

the two Governments had discussed figures exhaustively and that if

as to this method of avoiding the parity problem were

they should be able "within an hour" to come to a satisfactory

understanding.
He also me to see Massigli and Berthelot 66 before leaving

* &e No. 344, October 28, 4 p. m+ from the Charg< in France, p. 156
Secretary General of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
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Paris tomorrow and to give them the whole story, in view of the mis-

apprehension in regard to the character of our proposal. Owing to

the possibility of further developments during the next few days,

Armour and I have requested Wilson to remain in Paris at least

until I can get in touch with him after seeing Grandi in Eome.
ARMOUR

500.A15a3/1205 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour] to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 27, 193010 p. m.

[Eeceived October 286 : 47 a. m.]

342. From Gibson. Tardieu this afternoon in the course of our

conversation, and after some hesitation, said he felt he ought to tell

me, very confidentially, about one difficulty: The real obstacle to

naval agreement was, he said, to find levels which would satisfy the

British; as soon as these levels were found, it would be relatively

easy to come to terms with the Italians. He added that for several

days discussions with Great Britain had been under way and he

hoped they would be over shortly with a resultant material clarifica-

tion in the situation. Indeed, it was his suggestion that I remain in

Paris until the question had been settled but he subsequently agreed
with me that I had better go on to Eome and prepare the ground there.

It would seem from this that the British have already gone along
our lines about as far as they can while they themselves are engaged in

direct negotiations; for this reason you may feel that we cannot

in the immediate future ask them to do anything further.

Considering the present situation which now seems adjusted as

satisfactorily as can be hoped for here do you not think it would be

better to make any further communications through our Paris Em-
bassy rather than through Claudel in order that they may be coor-

dinated with the clear understanding now existing in Paris rather

than show up any further misunderstandings resulting from possible
failure of Claudel to understand the exact nature of your proposals.

ARMOTO

500.A15a3/1207 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraplirase]

PARIS, October 28, 19302 p. m.

[Eeceived October 281:40 p. m.]

343. From Gibson. The Japanese Ambassador, Toshizawa, asked

Wilson to call this morning and told him that he had seen Berthe-
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lot last night and, in accordance with, instructions, had asked

Berthelot whether the French-Italian naval discussions were making

any headway. Berthelot gave him a negative reply, whereupon
Yoshizawa stated that the Japanese Government felt uneasy about

the situation because good relations might be endangered by failure

to reach agreement and invocation of article 21 of the London

Treaty might be rendered unavoidable. Berthelot then stated that

as long as Italy insisted on parity he could see little hope. The

Japanese Ambassador inquired whether he could not envisage some
means by which the deadlock might be broken, to which Berthelot

replied that in his opinion the only way was for the United States,

Great Britain, and Japan to consult with France with a view to

fixing a level in auxiliary craft which would be satisfactory to

parties of the London Treaty and to France. The Italian problem
would be much simpler, he added, if this could be accomplished.

ARMOUR

500.A15a3/1214 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, October 28, 19SO 4 p. m.

[Received October 29 6 : 45 p. m.]
M4. From Gibson. On account of the possibility that subsequent

discussions may bring up details of my interview with Tardieu, I
think it advisable to send you herewith, as a supplement to my tele-

gram No. 341, October 27, the following full summary of my re-

marks to him, in the form of a free translation from the French :

"Inasmuch as I was going to Paris, the Secretary of State thought
it desirable that I call on you and give you the substance of what he
told M. Claudel on October 16, and also that I make use of the few
days before the opening of the next meeting of the Disarmament
Conference to call on Signor Grandi in order to give him the sub-
stance of Jlr. Stimson's conversation on the same day with the Italian
Ambassador.

My message being rather long, I venture to begin by stating that
it will lead up to a suggestion as to how a solution might be found
of the Franco-Italian naval difficulty.

It is our conviction that there is a necessity for completing at its
next meeting the work of the Preparatory Commission for the Dis-
armament Conference. If this session ends without completing its

labors, we feel this completion will be indefinitely retarded, and a
situation fraught with unpleasant possibilities will arise. It is my
understanding that this view is shared by the French Government.
There seems to be no insuperable obstacle in dealing with the

questions on the agenda, the naval question excepted. The Secretary
of State, however, is worried by the thought that if the Preparatory
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Commission should meet without a prior solution of their naval

controversy having been found by France and Italy, a distinct danger
that the situation will be embittered as regards this and other

Eroblems
will exist. The efforts largely under French guidance for

nding a solution of the general disarmament problem have been
followed with great interest by the United States Government, and
Mr. Stimson's friendly feelings prompted him to express his un-
easiness at the present situation to M. Claudel.

French concern for security in any move toward disarmament is

fully understood by the American Government. As you will re-

member, we recognized, in the course of the work of the Preparatory
Commission, that the French thesis concerning land armaments re-

sulted from this concern for security, and we have therefore deferred
to the French conception in this matter even to the extent of giving
up our insistence upon the necessity for limiting trained reserves a

concession which subjected our Government in the United States to

severe criticism. I remind you of this merely to emphasize our

genuine desire to meet the French conception of security and to fall

in with this point of view as far as it is practically possible.

Considering this attitude of the American Government which has
been proven in practical form I am convinced you will not take

amiss a frank statement of our views on the naval phase of the dis-

armament problem as it bears upon the security of France. To us
it seems clear that if it were possible to remove the French-Italian

question from the field of discussion, security would inevitably be

enhanced by the resulting confidence and good will.

If, however, there is continued the present insistence on the prin-

ciples of parity on the one hand, and of superiority on the other, there

is danger that security will tend to become diminished as a result

of increasingly bitter discussions. We are convinced for this reason

that, if the present misunderstanding with Italy should lead France
to a rapid and complete execution of her 1924 program, the result

would not be increased security but exactly the opposite due to the

repercussions in other countries which would probably follow.

It is necessary to bear in mind another consideration: Should the
1924 program be put into rapid execution, it is apparent tliat the
British Government, when a certain point is reached, would invoke

article 21 of the London Treaty, thus upsetting the existing three-

power agreement. Naval competition between the three signatory

powers has been eliminated by this agreement; any event which up-
sets the agreement would certainly give rise to misgivings among the

peoples of these three countries. It was my desire to draw atten-

tion to this merely as a fact which is evident.

I should like to express another thought as regards this controversy.
In analyzing the problems between your two countries, it has seemed
to us that these problems are far from insoluble, and that by a single

step of real leadership it would be easily possible materially to im-

prove relations between France and Italy. There would appear to be
little hope of an agreement if negotiations are to be continued on the

present basis, according to such information as we have regarding the

progress of these discussions. The Italian insistence on naval parity
cannot be reconciled with French insistence on naval superiority.
It seems to us, however, that as a practical matter this immediate
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difficulty could be put to one side by a gesture of real political leader-

ship by means of a unilateral declaration by both countries, post-

poning, until 1936, the question of principle and announcing, for

the intervening period, restricted programs of construction. These
declarations would of Bourse be entirely unilateral and spontaneous
as regards their public effect. As a practical matter, however, it

would be necessary to coordinate them between France and Italy

beforehand, and to make sure that the declarations really meet the

situation as far as concerns Great Britain.

I am under the impression that the French delegation made this

suggestion informally during the London Conference and it is our

belief that at this time this offers the one practical way toward a

solution. You will recall that a similar idea has already proved
very useful as regards the slowing up of this year's building pro-

grams; and we believe that if this French idea could be adopted, both
countries could easily leave out of consideration, for the next five

years, the parity problem. What is more, a gesture of this sort would

produce an atmosphere of harmony which would increase the pos-

sibility of later on reaching the more lasting agreement.
In the event that the French Government could see its way to declar-

ing that, in the absence of unforeseen factors, it proposed to hold

up until 1936 its 1924 building program as regards auxiliary vessels,
it may be hoped that Italy would respond with similar declarations

thus assuring France the maintenance of the present difference in the
two fleets in favor of France for the duration of the London Treaty,
with the added advantage of good feeling between France and Italy.
Such a declaration would make it easy for Italy to adopt a similar

program in view of the fact that they also have maintained that it

is their wish to avoid building and that, if given some help in the
face of their own public opinion, they would gladly give up building.
As you have no controversy with Italy concerning the building of

capital ships within the Washington Treaty tonnage, the real problem
is definitely restricted, thus leaving only new construction in auxiliary
craft. Xor would replacements presumably be affected. What we
propose, brieflv, is that on the subject of parity there should be neither
a diplomatic victory nor a diplomatic defeat, but that both countries
should expressly reserve their position on this question until 1936,
if they desire to do so, and that their declarations should be limited
to a statement of their intentions during the period up to the expira-
tion of the London Naval Treaty.
What I am saying to you bears especially on the French phase

of the problem, naturally {but I am leaving for Borne in order to state
the case to Grandi after my conversation with you. I have instruc-
tions

^to urge Italy to give up the idea of a diplomatic victory at
this time, and to postpone the question of parity in order to facilitate

any measure you may feel justified in taking in order to reach a
solution of this difficulty.

_I would like to say only one more thing: This is the first time in
history that there has been

a^ long, patient, and scientific effort to

prepare the basis for a limitation and reduction of the armaments of
all nations. The United States also recognizes that French initiative
has been largely instrumental in bringing about this effort, and that
a large role in the work has been played by the French delegations at
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Geneva. The moment has now arrived when we can hope that what
has been done may be practically applied. There will inevitably
result a deep general discouragement and disillusionment if the enter-

prise collapses at this point, and a definite setback to the whole causa

of disarmament would ensue. If, on the other hand, this dangerous

problem can be set aside by a new evidence of French leadership, a

new impulse will be given to a movement toward security just as

much as to the movement toward disarmament. For this reason, the

President and the Secretary of State, persuaded of the great im-

portance of this problem, have regarded it as a friendly duty to send

me to call on you in order to submit this suggested solution and to

ask you to give your careful and friendly consideration to our proposal/
5

You will recognize that this message is a somewhat attenuated ver-

sion of your own, rendered necessary by the irritation in which I

found the Prime Minister. I did not fail, nevertheless, to drive home

points in subsequent conversation when I saw that he no longer was

in an antagonistic attitude.

500.A15a3/1208 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PAJRIS, October 28, 19305 p. m.

[Received October 28 4 : 30 p. m.]

345. From Gibson. Wilson and I, following Tardieu's suggestion,

today went over the naval question with Massigli. Evidently he was

pleased with the possibility of an agreement ;
he urged me to tell the

Italian Government that the French were ready and anxious to resume

conversations at any moment. He said the French had been pre-
vented from resuming conversations themselves by the Fascist Grand
Council's resolution.

Massigli informed us further that he had called on the British

Ambassador this morning in order to discuss an arrangement concern-

ing tonnage levels in auxiliary vessels and he hoped that a solution

might be arrived at with the British along lines somewhat as follows :

(a) In addition to the seven 8-inch-gun cruisers she already pos-
sesses, France should have "the right to build" a further cruiser of
this type to replace the Edgar Quine-t, it being his idea that should
it be ^possible to persuade Italy not to duplicate this new vessel the
combined Franco-Italian force would remain within the limits of the

present two-power standard of the British.

(&) NV> difficulties existed with regard to destroyers.
(<?) While the submarine question presented more difficulties, Mas-

sigli hoped that a solution might be found by slowing up replace-
ments in order to achieve a gradual decrease in French strength in
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this category thus putting Great Britain in 1936 in a better relative

position.

These figures, for the first time, seem to us to offer definite liope
that an all-round agreement might be reached.

Massigli repeatedly emphasized in the course of our conversations

the earnest desire of the French Government to solve this troublesome

problem. He thereby confirmed the remark of Tardieu, which I
omitted in my telegram No. 341 yesterday, to the effect that really
vital problems beset him to such an extent that he would be the first

to welcome any method of getting rid of this one problem which
was troublesome out of all proportion to its real importance. This
was repeated by him with obvious sincerity and in several different

ways.
ARMOUR

SOO.A15a3/1217 : Telegram

The Charge i-n France (Armour] to the Secretary of State

PARIS, October 30, 19306 p. m.

[Eeceived October 302 : 10 p. m.]

349. Following telegram for Gibson at Rome from Wilson repeated
to you for your information:

"New York Herald has received following telegram from New
York: 'Washington says Gibson has free hand to try to bring France
and Italy together and may visit Home. 5

I have declined all comment. If you have any suggestion as to

comment, telegraph Armour.
Unless you have special task for me here I think it better under

present circumstances to leave Paris."

Could the Department inform me as soon as possible whether it

has authorized any such statement and what response if any it desires

to be made to the many inquiries from the correspondents here that

will undoubtedly result from this story.

ARMOUR

500.A15a3/1217 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in France (Armour)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, October 30, 19805 p. m.

283. Yesterday the Secretary declined either to affirm or to deny
press inference that because Gibson had had conversations in Paris

it was probable that he was going to Eome, or that he had any in-

structions. It would be better, no doubt, that Wilson absent himself

from Paris and that you avoid discussion of the subject as far as

possible.

STUVISON
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500.A15a3/1220

Memorandwrri l>y the Secretary of State

[WASHINGTON,] October 30, 193d

The Italian Ambassador came to say that he had reported what took

place between him and me when he brought me Signor Grandi's

answer to my first conversation with him (de Martino), and that

Signor Grandi said that Italy had proposed concessions and proposed
a holiday and had received no answer. What more could she do? I

then said that since I had sent my first message to Signor Grandi
we had been making progress with France

;
that Mr. Gibson had had

conferences in Paris with Monsieur Tardieu which made me more?

hopeful than I was a week ago ;
that Mr. Gibson was going to Borne--

to have conferences with Signor Grandi, and I hoped that the Am-
bassador would say to Mr. Grandi that I trusted that Grandi would
hear him with sympathy and with the attention which I thought the

importance of the situation demanded. I said that I regarded the

situation as extremely important and hopeful. He said he would,

report that to Grandi.

I to^d him that I had been troubled by Signor Mussolini's speech
^

but had been encouraged by the fact that the French press and the

French Government had seemed to take it temperately. He saidy

"Why that speech was made in the American way," and that he had
been congratulated by Americans on the fact that Mussolini brought
out the facts into the light of public opinion and that that was the

only way they could be settled. He said, too, that the speech was
most pacific, that Mussolini said that Italy would attack no one. I
then, asked him, laughing, whether I was to understand from him
that when in Italy a man shook his fist at another he intended to blow
a kiss to that other. If that was so, that was not the American
method of speech to which he alluded. He laughed but made no

reply. When we parted, I went back to Gibson's visit to Grandi and
renewed my injunction that he should tell Grandi that I regarded
that as a most important visit and that the situation was hopeful
and I prayed that Grandi would give it most careful attention.

He read me something which he said came from German news-

paper sources, suggesting that if America would reduce the interest

on the French debt, France would reduce her navy. I told him I had
heard nothing of that sort and could not discuss it.

He referred to the French contention that France was compelled
to defend herself on two seas, whereas Italy only on one, and he
handed me a memorandum which had been prepared in answer to

7 Delivered at Rome on October 27.
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that subject, which is annexed hereto as "A". I glanced over it and

told him of course I did not want to get into a discussion of naval

strategy with him, but from my hasty examination of it it would

seem to me that France would answer that this memorandum was

based upon the assumption that France was fighting only Italy

alone, whereas the French would say that they were compelled to

face the very strong possibility that they might be fighting with two

enemies at the same time. He replied that that was the same with

Italy, but we would not discuss naval strategy at this meeting.

I recalled to him my speech of last June, in which I had said that

the naval officer saw only one-half of the horizon of national defense

and failed to see that portion of national defense which depended

upon the cultivation of such moral defense as good will; that the

statesman must see the whole horizon and that I hoped that France

and Italy in their situation would not shut their eyes to this im-

portant one-half of the horizon and would not descend to the situ-

ation of the naval strategist. He said he agreed with me.

H[ENEY] L. S[TIMSON]

[Annex A]

Memorandum ~by the Italian Ambassador (De Martino)

With reference to the French contention that France is compelled
to defend herself on two seas, the following considerations shall be

taken into account:

1) It is absurd to think of the possibility of an Italian naval

attack against the French coast in the British Channel or in the

Atlantic, in view of the absence of Italian naval bases in these waters :

therefore, an eventual war could only be fought by the two Navies

in the Mediterranean.

2) Italy is entirely dependent upon the sea for her material

existence in contrast with France who in the first place has much

greater resources in her own territory than Italy, and in the second

place she can depend for her supplies on her ports in the British

Channel and in the Atlantic, which are safe from attack from Italy.

3) Italy has 4.300 nautical miles of coasts and metropolitan islands

to defend, while France has only 960. Taking also into consider-

ation the colonies (speaking only of the territories with Mediter-
ranean coasts) Italy has a total of 5.425 nautical miles of coasts to

defend, while France has only 2.578.

4) The Italian coasts are much more vulnerable than the French
coasts. On the Italian coasts, or at gun range from same, are
located industrial centers of vital importance and large open cities,
more numerous -and important than the French. As regards the
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Adriatic, the situation is even tragic for Italy, as it was again
demonstrated in the world war. The Italian coast is completely

open, while the opposite coast is protected by natural defenses almost

insurmountable.

500.A15a3/1218 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (Garrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

ROME, October 30, 19307 p. m.

[Received 9:20 p. m.68
]

101. From Gibson. At half past five this afternoon Garrett took

me to call on Grandi. When I had concluded my message, which I

delivered in considerable detail, Grandi expressed no views as to

possibility of finding a solution by the method we have suggested,
but lie gave me a detailed recital of the French-Italian negotiations
since the termination of the London Conference. His story con-

tained nothing new of importance; it was unfortunately like the

opposite side of the question as I had heard it in Paris.

Grandi said that evidently the French Government, thanks to the

interest we had shown in the subject, had taken steps to explain that

their failure to send a further communication to Italy after Briand's

consultation with the Cabinet did not constitute a rupture in the

French -Italian discussions, but was due wholly to the fact that the

French were precluded from making further advances by the resolu-

tion of the Fascist Grand Council on parity. He added that he had
informed the French Ambassador that as far as the Italian Govern-
ment was concerned the resolution merely reiterated the consistent

position held by Italy and that not in any sense need it be considered

an obstacle to further discussions.

The French Ambassador told Grandi that the Government of the

Republic was anxious to take up the discussions again, and he sug-

gested that possibly Rosso might be sent back to Paris for that

purpose. Grandi told him that Rosso could hardly be sent a second

time to Paris on an errand of this kind, but that in any event Rosso

or someone else with other Italian experts would be in Geneva next

week for the meeting of the Preparatory Commission, and at that

time would be ready to meet the French representatives there.

Grandi added bluntly, that Italy was obliged to "save her face;"

that she had, as a matter of fact, surrendered the essence of parity

in her own proposals at Geneva while at the same time trying to

maintain a semblance of parity with a view to satisfying public

opinion.
69 Several times, Grandi repeated that Italy would be re-

68
Telegram in two sections.

69 See telegram No. 42, May 16, 3 p. m., from the Minister in Switzerland,

p. 132.
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luctant to build up to any French program and would begrudge

money taken from other more urgent enterprises to spend on naval

building, but, on the other hand, some semblance of parity must be

insisted on for the sake of Italian public opinion.
In conversation with the French Ambassador, Grandi had spoken

of the approaching end of the naval holiday for 1930 with misgiving
and had told him that he looked forward with concern to the possible

need, if no accord was reached by January 1931, of laying down

forty-odd thousand tons.

Grandi confined himself to repeating that Italy ardently desired

an agreement, although I offered him several opportunities to express

his views as to the possibilities of our suggestion. He stated that

Italy would welcome any possible solution, but said nothing which

gave us ground for feeling that the next move might come from

Italy. Finally, he expressed gloom almost amounting to hopeless-

ness as to achieving any agreement satisfactory to the French

Government.
I am to see Mussolini tomorrow or Saturday according to arrange-

ments which Grandi is making. At that time an opportunity for

getting further light on the Italian attitude may or may not be

afforded.

GARKETT

500.A15a3/1222 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (Garrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

ROME, October 31, 19307 p. m.

[Received 8 : 05 p. m.]

102. From Gibson. The American press correspondents here, hav-

ing been advised from Washington that I was in Rome, asked to be

received today. They arrived in a body after lunch, and several of

them produced messages from their offices in Washington to the effect

that I had been sent to Rome on special mission as the personal

representative of the President and had been given a free hand to

bring about a naval understanding between Italy and France. In
some of the messages the terms good offices and mediation were used.

Through their representatives these messages from the American

press were so wholly inaccurate that I was able to deny them, con-

fining what I said to the statement that both in Paris and here I had
discussed particularly important questions on the agenda of the

Preparatory Commission in the hope that we might be able to speed
matters so as to make this meeting the last.

This statement is entirely accurate, as, both in Paris and here, I

have gone over the agenda in considerable detail, and in such con-
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versations as I have had in both capitals I have made it clear to

the respective Governments that I was not on any special mission,

that I did not have any mandate to offer mediation or good offices,

and that my role was limited to repeating substance of your con-

versations with the French and the Italian-Ambassadors at "Wash-

ington.
GABRETT

500.A15a3/1223 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (G-arrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraplirase]

EOME, October 31, 19308 p. m.

[Received October 31 6 : 44 p. m.]

103. From Gibson. Eosso came to see me this morning under in-

structions from Grandi and asked me to go over the whole naval

problem with him. After full explanations Eosso expressed himself

as inclined to feel that the plan you have suggested offered the best

way out for Italy yet devised, at the same time holding advantages
for the French which they would not find it easy to resist.

Eosso repeated what Grandi had said yesterday, to the effect that

the Italians were anxious to avoid building up to parity with the

French, and he added that the solution suggested would enable Italy
to forego building without incurring the reproach that the principle
of parity had been abandoned.

Today Grandi lunched at the Embassy and talked over the naval

problem for a short time in terms which seemed to us distinctly
more optimistic than were those he used yesterday regarding the

possibility of solving the present problem.
This afternoon at 5 o'clock he took me to make a courtesy call

on Mussolini. We discussed the general work of the Preparatory
Commission for the Disarmament Conference for about 20 minutes,
but no reference was made to the French-Italian naval problem.

(I gathered the impression that this silence may have been so that

Mussolini might be in a position to say to the press that we had not

discussed French-Italian relations, in view of the sensational reports
from Washington appearing in the press to which I referred in my
telegram No. 102, October 31, 7 p. m.; I emphasize fact that this

subject was not discussed so that you may be in position to handle

any erroneous press despatches.)

I expect to leave Rome either Monday or Tuesday, going directly

to Geneva.

GARRETT

618625 45 16
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5OO.Al5a3/1225 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Italy (Garrett)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 1, 1930 11 a. m.

95. For Gibson. Constantine Brown, correspondent of the Chicago

Daily News, has reported to me, from a conversation he had had with

the French Naval Attache here, Sable, that the British had intervened

in the French-Italian naval negotiations with a suggestion which

Tardieu had been advised by the French Naval Staff would make a

satisfactory solution of the problem and upon which, as a basis, negoti-

ations between the French and the Italians could be resiained.

Essential feature of the reported suggestion was that the French

Iiad been persuaded that by building three battle cruisers of 22,000

tons each, with 13-inch guns and speed of 34 knots, as they can do

under the Washington Treaty, the superiority they desire can be

obtained; while at the same time the Italians who do not wish to

build such ships can rest on the theoretical parity given them by the

same treaty.

The Naval Attache is reported to have said, however, that the

French would require a definite private understanding with Musso-

lini that Italy would not build. Were this arrangement made, the

auxiliary tonnage would remain on basis suggested last summer by
the Italians.

STIMSON

S00.A15a3/1224 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (Garrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

ROME, November 1 3 1930 1 p. m.

[Received November 1 11 : 30 a. m.]

104. From Gibson. I should like to have your reassurance that the

line I have taken with the press agrees with yours.
GARRETT

500.A15a3/l224 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in- Italy {Garrett)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 1, 1930 6 p. m.

97. For Gibson. Your 104, November 1, 4 [1] p. na. I have not
denied categorically that you are discussing French-Italian difficulties,

although I have made denial of any suggestion of good offices, media-

tion, and set formulae. The first story published on ttte subject came
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from Stowe, Paris correspondent of the Herald Tribune, and was

inadvertently corroborated here to Drew Pearson by the British

Ambassador.

The French Embassy here, furthermore, has told enough to Con-

stantine Brown for Mm to be able to piece out a story with the

information he has received from the same paper's correspondent in

Paris.

I have also tried to emphasize the connection between your visit

and the meeting of the Preparatory Commission at Geneva this

month.

STIMSOX

500.A15a3/1226 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (Garrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

KOME, November 2, 1930 1 p. m.

[Received November 2 10 a. m.]

105. From Gibson. Last night the British Ambassador said that

Grandi had told him that your suggested method of solution seemed

to be less advantageous for Italy than it was for France. You will

remember Grandi's great deliberation hi the assimilation of new ideas.

His attitude in this instance may not be taken, perhaps, as final.

The Italian press comment so far has been more favorable than

that which has been telegraphed from Paris.

Grandi told the French Ambassador that he had not reported his

conversation with me to Mussolini before I called on the Duce.

The French Ambassador has gone to Paris. It is our impression,
which is confirmed by that of the British Ambassador here, that

Beaumarchais is so filled with pessimism over possibility of achieving

any agreement with Italians that he will be a wet blanket on present

hopeful situation in Paris.

GARRETT

500.A15a3/1226 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Italy (Garrett)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 3, 1930 1 p. m.

98. For Gibson. Your No. 105, November 2, 1 p. m. In view of

what appears to be Italian reluctance to take any decisive steps, the

fact that France has been drawing closer to Britain as far as actual

figures go might make desirable the suggestion to the French of

"Repeated to the Ambassador in Great Britain for his information as tele-

gram No. 285.
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issuing a unilateral declaration on basis of figures acceptable to the

British, with proviso that the terms of the declaration would be

observed up to 1936, unless some other power's actual naval con-

struction should render alteration in the program necessary ;
in other

words, a declaration along lines of article 21 of the Naval Treaty.

By this course the onus of the situation would be put firmly on Italy,

and as any change in the French figures would be based on Italy's

actual construction, it should be quite as acceptable to the signa-

tories of the Naval Treaty as the "escape" clause itself of that treaty.

Also, such an act on France's part, not involving an agreement with

Italy, should not meet, it would seem, with any difficulty in the

French Parliament. I should be willing, if you think the step de-

sirable, for you to go to Geneva by way of Paris and talk over this

possibility with Tardieu. As to informing Grandi that such a possi-

bility might be considered, use your own discretion.

It seems to us that to obtain an agreement for proper armament

levels by France is the most important item, and that it would be a

pity to have the efforts to that end nullified by wave of what seems

to be professional pessimism on the part of the Ambassadors con-

cerned, the Foreign Offices, and the press.

STIMSON

500.A15a3/i230 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (Garrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

HOME, November 3, 1930 9 p. m.

[Received November 4 1 : 52 a. m.71
]

107. From Gibson. At Grandi's request Garrett and I called on
him at 5 o'clock this afternoon. He stated that although he wished
to tell us something of how our suggestion impressed the Italian

Government, he felt somewhat embarrassed in stating anything
definite. He said that he had still felt rather optimistic when he had
last seen us, because he believed that my conversation in Paris had
at least prompted steps to be taken by the French for reopening
conversations. (See my telegram No. 101, October 30, 7 p. m.)

Grandi went on to state that since that time the French Ambassa-
dor has made Mm feel extremely pessimistic by a further call on

Friday evening. Beaumarchais stated that the French Government
was glad to hear that Grandi was prepared to continue conversations

on the naval question, and that if the Italian Government would as

a precedent condition abandon the idea of parity, the French Gov-
ernment was ready to acquiesce.

^Telegram in four sections.
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In reply Grand! stated that, although they were prepared to

make substantial concessions as to substance, they could not agree
to abandon their principle previous to discussion. Beaumarchais said

that in that case all he could do was to refer the matter back to the

French. Government.
He went on to say that information from several sources indicated

that the building of two or three 15,000-ton capital ships was being

contemplated by France, who were assuming that Italy could be de-

pended upon not to duplicate their construction inasmuch as this

was outside the auxiliary classes. He felt that they would almost

inevitably have to duplicate French construction in this class on ac-

count of the popular outcry to the effect that their cruiser units would
be outclassed by even one of these ships. He indicated by inference

that, without reaching such a high figure as 15,000 tons he men-
tioned 12,000 the French might construct something to deal with,

the German Ersatz Preussen. He added that, in dealing with this

question by means of statements which paradoxically announce a

program of capital ship construction that would have to be dupli-
cated by Italy, he feared that it might result in an increase in French
and Italian naval armaments instead of a decrease and that careful

consideration must be given to this matter.

Grandi then brought up the subject of the reports coming from
Paris and London intimating that France was making ready to come
to terms with the parties to the three-power treaty and to complete
a four-power agreement. Grandi stated that these reports had caused

considerable resentment in Italy as it was felt that purpose of the

move was to make Italy appear to be responsible for any future

difficulties. When the Italian Ambassador in London had inquired
at the Foreign Office regarding the basis of the report, Craigie had
told him that "there was nothing official yet" on this subject, that it

was nevertheless quite possible, and that he felt it might be rather a

good thing as it would tend to force Italy to come to agreement of

some sort.

Grandi said that he had been bewildered, when our suggestion was
under consideration, by the move of the French Government in insist-

ing, as a preliminary to discussion, that Italy surrender her parity

principle, as well as by the somewhat ominous allusion to a four-

power pact. If he were obliged to give his real thoughts, he told us,

Tie would have to be rather disagreeable as regards other people.
We could see plainly that the present French attitude bewilders him.

Grandi stated that instructions have been given to the Italian

experts on the Preparatory Commission to maintain the offers which
Rosso has already made and to examine any other proposals which

may be made in a friendly way. Rosso, who was present, interrupted
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at this point. Since lie himself was the one who was going to handle

the problem at Geneva, he wished to clarify what he considered to be

Grandi's views. His statement was that they would maintain his

proposals and would examine any others, and that they were quite

prepared to examine, through the method we had suggested, whether

a solution could be found a statement from which Grand! did not

dissent.

Perfect understanding of our helpful attitude in this problem was

expressed by Grandi, who stated, however, that we would understand

that, his position with the Grand Council being difficult, he would

have to be prudent in view of French intransigence.

Rosso, after we had left Grandi's room, asked us to remain so that

the situation might be still further clarified. Rosso said that, while

he had hoped Grandi would be more outspoken as to his real atti-

tude, he did not hesitate to elaborate it in his own words since it was

so definite. He stated that if a direct agreement could be reached

with France making possible the completion of the five-power agree-
ment by continuing the conversations after reaching Geneva, this

would be preferred as a better arrangement by Italy. In reply to

my statement that we would much prefer that the five-power treaty
be completed and that our suggestion has been made in the event

that this was impossible, he stated that they quite understood this,

but that if in Geneva it became obvious that agreement could not be

reached by direct negotiations, the Italian Government desired that

our method of unilateral declarations be adopted. At my request
Rosso repeated this part of the conversation in the same words to

Garrett, who had not heard it.

This afternoon I talked with the head of the Italian delegation at

Geneva. General de Marinis, and as a result- of this conversation and
conversation with Grandi and Rosso, Garrett and I are convinced that
the Italians sincerely desire an agreement and that if they can avoid
the appearance of a diplomatic defeat and thus allow Grandi to de-

fend the agreement before the Grand Council, they are willing to
make substantial sacrifices. No good effect, we are convinced, would
result from any maneuvers to force them into foregoing the principle
of parity or. by leaving them out of a four-power agreement, to make
them appear responsible.

It is clear that, apart from what Grandi has said as to their re-

luctance to begin a building program, they have every interest in

reaching an agreement and consequently avoiding heavy naval ex-

penditure, in view of the fact that the financial situation here is

becoming acute. Nevertheless the possibility that something might
be put over on them clearly worries them, and if no attempt is made
to meet them they may feel that they must duplicate the French
program.
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The French might be inclined to make exacting terms, we fear, if

the foregoing were communicated to them.

We do not think, in any event, that anything can be done here to

deal with this phase of the problem. You may, however, wish to

use some moderating influence on France either directly or through

the British, making clear to the latter that if the Italians were

allowed to infer that they were being maneuvered into an awkward

position by the Franco-British negotiations (telegram No. 342, from

Paris, October 27, 10 p. m.) which have been reported in the press,

it would have an unfortunate effect.

GAERETT

500.A15a3/1239 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-

mission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, November 5, 193011 p. m.

[Received November 6 2 : 25 a. m.]

2. We have been turning over in our own minds various possible

ways of reconciling the French desire for naval superiority in auxil-

iary craft with Italian desire for the appearance of parity, and we
should like to submit the following for your consideration as one

possible means of achieving this. If you approve the suggestion, it

might be held in reserve to be put forth informally in the event that

the pending French-Italian negotiations are deadlocked again.
In view of the French ships which are still in commission, a con-

siderable portion of any French naval construction program could

be described as "replacement." It might be possible, therefore, for

the French to declare a program of replacement to end in 1936, which

might amount practically to a holiday on "construction." Besides

this, the French might announce a unified program of construction,
and if any question were to be raised in the Fascist Grand Council,
Grandi could say that he had obtained full parity in "construction"

and that Italian replacements obviously were not governed by French

"replacements" but by age and condition of Italian ships.
Of course, we have not tried any suggestions of this sort while the

efforts of France and Italy to reach an agreement in their own way
are continuing, but if we were in a position to offer an informal

suggestion at the right moment we might promote agreement.
The statement made by Grandi that Italy would feel obliged to

duplicate France's construction in capital ships is due, in our opinion,
to present acute disagreement over auxiliaries, and it may well turn
out that, if agreement is reached on auxiliaries, the Italians will no
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longer feel that they must duplicate French building under the

Washington Treaty in view of fact that their parity in this heaviei

craft is clearly recognized.

In any event, we assume that construction under the Washington

Treaty does not concern us directly, as we are not in a position to

question it. Wholly apart from this, as participation by France and

Italy in the 1936 conference is essential, we believe that we must be

careful to avoid at this time any action which will leave either power
with the feeling that treaty rights of either were called into question,

and thereby make for a reluctance on their part to undertake further

decrease in 1936.

We should find it very helpful if you would let us have your views

on the feasibility of suggested division of programs into two parts,

and if you would give us any alternative suggestions which might,

in case of need, be advanced informally.

GIBSON

5OO.A15a3/1242 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-
mission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, November 6, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received November 6 10 : 30 a. m.]

3. Reference is made to my telegram No. 107, November 3, from
Rome. This morning I was visited by Massigli. I said to him that

I thought that there was obviously a misunderstanding between the

French and Italian Governments in regard to the message which was
delivered last Friday by the French Ambassador, and I repeated
this message as Beaumarchais gave it to me and also as Grandi had

repeated it to me. Thereupon I stated that the effect had been most
unfortunate but that the Italian Government had nevertheless de-

clared that they desire that direct agreement should be reached or

that, if this proves impossible, the proposed program of unilateral

declarations should be carried out.

The telegram to Beaumarchais from the Foreign Office in Paris,
which contained Ms instructions for this conversation, was next read
to me by Massigli. The telegram opened by saying that France
would gladly resume naval conversations with the Italian Govern-

ment, but it would be necessary, if any practical result was to be
expected, that the conversations be directed to the subject of concrete

figures, the question of parity being set aside. The French Govern-
ment, the message continued, desired to emphasize to him that they
wish nothing which could in any way embarrass my mission or which
would create anything but a favorable atmosphere far a negotiation.
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They desired to make things as easy as possible for Italy and to

afford a graceful way out for the Italian Government. The matter

is being taken up with Eome this morning by Massigli who will no

doubt put matters right with the Italian Government.

Eepeated to Eome.

GIBSON

500.A15a3/1251

Memorandum ~by the Secretary of State
/

[WASHINGTON,] November 6, 1930.

The French Ambassador called today and first asked whether I

had read his note of two days ago. I told him that I had received a

verbal report of it through Mr. Marriner but had not read it myself.
I sent for Mr. Marriner who came in with the report and the Am-
bassador then said he did not have anything further to discuss

about it.

It then developed what his real mission was. He asked me about

his suggestion the other day of having France build battleships under
her rights in the Washington Treaty and asked whether I had re-

ported that to Mr. Gibson. The information which I had just re-

ceived from Mr. Constantine Brown about a half an hour before,
as to the difference between the French Admiralty and the French

Government, at once recurred to my mind. I asked the French Am-
bassador whether I correctly understood his proposition to be that

if France built these 3 battleships, as she had a right to do under
the Treaty, this would serve to establish the superiority over Italy
which she desired and would permit France to be generous to Italy
in the other categories, namely, the auxiliary ships ? He at once said

that that was his idea. I said, of course if his proposition merely was
that France would build the battleships and then also insist upon her
contention of superiority over Italy in the auxiliary vessels, it would
be of no assistance. He said, "Oh, no. My proposition was the first

one that you mentioned." I then said in response to his question that
I did not report this to Mr. Gibson because I had thought that this

suggestion came from the French Government and that in that case

of course Mr. Gibson would already have it from Mr. Tardieu. The
French Ambassador at once said, "No, that was my suggestion. Not
my Government's. It is to be taken as originating in the air and was
suggested as a means of helping." I thanked him warmly for his

kindness in coming to correct the error which I had made and said
that I would report it to Gibson at once.

The foregoing would seem to be a clear confirmation of Constantine
Brown's statement about Sable's attitude, namely, that the French
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Admiralty has a plan which they would agree to and they have been

trying to get it to us in this indirect way. In view of this, his state-

ment to the effect that Tardieu is opposed to this proposition on

account of its expense and prefers to try to maintain French superior-

ity in auxiliary construction in order to achieve his aim of superiority

over Italy and still keep his budget lowered, may also be correct.

H[ENHT] L. S[TIMSON]

00.A15a3/1239 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American Delegation

on the Preparatory Commission (Gibson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 6, 1930 5 p. m.

1. Your No. 2, November 5, 11 p. m. This morning the French

Ambassador called on me and brought up the suggestion, which had

previously come to me indirectly through a well-known press corre-

spondent, that France should exercise her rights under the Washing-
ton Treaty and should build three battle cruisers, all of high speed,

and that if this construction could be accomplished on some tacit

understanding that the Italians would not build, at the same time

retaining their rights under the Washington Treaty, it might be

possible to reach a practical parity in auxiliary craft.

Claudel asked me whether I had informed you of this suggestion.
I said that I had not, as I assumed you had heard of it from Tardieu

in Peris: I refrained from mentioning your discussion of it with

Grand! (telegram No. 107. November 3, 9 p. m., from Rome).
Claudel said that in all probability Tardieu had not discussed this

proposition as it was his, the Ambassador's, own idea which he had

put forward merely to be helpful.

To <rive you further background, it appears that the suggestion
must haye emanated originally from the Naval Attache of the French

Embassy, who discussed it with one of the press correspondents about

a week ago. The latter reported it to the Department. As no com-
ment was elicited from the Department, the Naval Attache again
urged his press acquaintance to tell the Department that comment
on the suggestion was desired. The inference was also drawn by
the correspondent in question that the proposition was viewed very
favorably by the French Admiralty, although it was less acceptable
to the Prime Minister, who did not see in it any possibility of

economy.

Referring to your suggestion in event of French-Italian negotia-
tions approaching deadlock, it seems wholly satisfactory here that

consider the possibility of differentiating between replace-
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ment and new construction, and that a parity in new construction

might be reached, always taking into account the fact that the new

building together with any replacement construction must still be

within bounds which are acceptable to the parties to the London
Naval Treaty.

STIMSON

-500.A15a3/1253 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-
mission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, November 7, 1930 9 p. m.

[Received November 7 8 : 22 p. m.]

9. From several sources it is reported that the French Government
and the French delegation feel that the American delegation can

exercise, in their negotiations with Italy, a very favorable influence.

We are inclined to believe that they may have instructions along
this line since this has been made so clear. A similar hope that we
will exercise friendly influence has been expressed here by the

Italians.

It may be possible, on account of this attitude on the part of the

two delegations, for us to exercise a helpful conciliatory influence

when occasion arises. However, I feel that you ought to know that

we are leaning over backward to make it clear that we have no desire

to exercise mediation or good offices, and that we think that in their

fortunate resumption of direct negotiations lies the best hope at

present.
GIBSON

500.A15a3/1254 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, November 8, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received 11 : 30 a. m.]

361. Information, which seems reliable, has been received to the

effect that the French Ministry of Marine and Louis Aubert, who
was at the London Naval Conference with Tardieu, have every con-

fidence in Gibson's ability and disinterestedness and very much hope
that his good offices may be available in any negotiations looking to

a solution of the naval situation that may be carried on between
France und Italy. Information has also been received that Aubert,
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in view of the above, has advised Tardieu that instructions to keep

Gibson fully informed of all developments should be given to the

French delegation at Geneva.

My own knowledge of Tardieu's friendship for and confidence in

Gibson confirms the above. As the Department is aware, I was

present at the interview between Gibson and Tardieu on October 27

of this year. On that occasion it was very evident that this confidence

of Tardieu in Gibson and in his sincerity largely contributed to the

favorable reception which the new suggestions received from Tardieu

and the French.

Feeling that these impressions might be useful as background in

case they should fit in with your information from other sources, I

take the liberty of submitting them to you.
ARMOUR

500.A15a3/1262 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-
mission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, November 11, 1930 8 p. m.

[Received 11 : 58 p. m.]

14. I received a call this afternoon from Massigli. He stated

that he had had a talk with Rosso in order to ascertain whether there

was any basis for profitable resumption of naval conversations. In

reply to the question whether Italy would insist, in laying down
figures, on maintaining the appearance of parity, it was suggested
by Eosso that such was the effect of his instructions. It was next
stated by Massigli that at the present time this subject of conversation
did not seem to be a profitable one and inquiry in regard to other
alternatives was made, in reply to which Rosso stated that, while

preferring that the five-power treaty be completed, if it should prove
impossible the Italian Government would be ready to consider uni-
lateral declarations as an alternative.

Having been asked by Massigli whether Italy would feel obliged
to announce the same program, if France laid down a program in
its declarations. Rosso replied in the affirmative. After which it was
stated by Massigli that in this case it might be more profitable if the
discussion were approached from another angle. He asked whether
Rosso was willing that the question of levels as between the British
and the French Xavies should be discussed with Craigie by Massigli,
to which Rosso agreed rather reluctantly. The above is confirmed by
Craigie who talked with both Massigli and Rosso. He adds that,
awaiting certain instructions requested by Massigli, the discussions
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between Britain and France cannot take place until the end of this

week.

The possibility of a distinction between replacements and new
construction is being examined by Britain and France in the mean-

time, to see if anything can be done toward having both France and

Italy announce a holiday in new construction so that the question of

parity may be avoided and a satisfactory French superiority in

replacement worked out. The possibility of declarations to cover

the period up to and including 1933, which may simplify the problem,
has been discussed by Craigie and Massigli as a last resort.

GIBSON

SOO.A15a3/12G6 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-
mission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, November 13, 1930 3 a. m.

[Beceived 5 : 10 a, m.]

17. This evening I received a call from Rosso, who stated that

he wanted to tell us about his conversations with Craigie and Mas-

sigli, so as to explain his own thoughts to us and to ask our opinion
in the matter.

Rosso stated that he had, in his talk with Massigli, very frankly

explained the Italian political situation, one element being im-

patient of any efforts to conciliate France, an attitude tending to

throw them into the camp of those who desire existing treaties to be

revised; and another element, which included Grandi, being sin-

cerely anxious that a more farsighted course, which involved finding
a solution of the existing difficulties with France, should be followed

;

that even on questions of naval figures he felt that, in order to

strengthen the element which favors a saner course, this should be

borne in mind.

In reference to the possibility of unilateral declarations. Rosso
had told Massigli that naturally any figures used by France must be

forwarded to Rome, and that undoubtedly the Admiralty would press
for duplication of France's program, presumably in disguised form
to render it more difficult of comparison. It would in its essence,

however, have to contain equality in construction tonnage, a policy
which for six years had already been followed. This would enable

Italy to justify the declarations, yet it must not be forgotten by
France that this would involve approval of France's present superior-

ity until 1936, clearly postponing the thesis of acknowledging full

parity with France held by the Admiralty.
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In his talk with Craigie, Eosso said that he had been concerned

by Craigie's insistence that our suggestion envisaged an agreement

upon the levels to be achieved in 1936, and not a statement of pro-

grams for the next 5 years. The readiness of Italy to consider

unilateral declarations. Rosso said, was based on the fact that the

virtue of this expedient for Italy lay in its avoidance of the ques-
tion of levels which could be compared. Italy would be left in a

visibly inferior position, which Grandi would have difficulty in

justifying, by specification of levels.

It was further stated by Eosso that the good understanding as a
result of satisfactory unilateral declarations might, of course, sub-

sequently render possible that some formula for entering the treaty
between now and 1936 would be found. I stated, in reply to a direct

question as to my views, that I felt it was important that unnecessary

complications should not disturb the present hopeful atmosphere;
that it was the present desire of the French and the British, so far as

I knew from my conversations with them, that they should devote

themselves to finding a possible agreement with the Italians, regular
French adherence to the treaty not being pressed at this time

;
that

our suggestions had been made, so far as we were concerned, with

the desire that both France and Italy should reach some sort of

agreement that would carry forward the idea of a five-power under-

standing; and that we were anxious, in our rather detached position
as regards figures, that all the parties to the London negotiations
should be able to reach a general agreement in a contented frame of

mind, so that in 1936 they would be disposed to come back willingly
to a conference.

Eosso expressed his intention to have a further talk with MassiglL
He proposed to state that, if the French would declare their program
up to 1936, he would transmit the figures to Eome, and would recom-

mend, in order to make comparison as difficult as possible, the dis-

tribution of the tonnage of the Italian program in a different way
among the categories ;

fruitful exploration, he hoped, might be made
along these lines,

GIBSON

500.A15a3/1269

Memorandum by the Secretary of State

[WASHINGTON,] November 13, 1930.

The Italian Ambassador had a long telegram which he did not read
to me, nor give me the contents of. But he said that Signor Grandi
was doubtful whether the French will wish to make an agreement or
will refrain from insisting upon recognition of inferiority by Italy.
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The Ambassador mentioned the statements of Beaumarchais. I told

him that I remembered what he had reported Beaumarchais to have
said to Signor Grandi and had no reason to discredit Signor Grandi's

report of it as being accurate 73 but I knew those were not the in-

structions of the French Government 74 and they no longer stood in

the way of an agreement. I told him that whereas I was a little

afraid at first that the French were not anxious to make an agree-

ment, that apprehension on my part had been removed and I was
confident now that the French were ready to make a fair agree-
ment. I said that my apprehension had now shifted to whether

Italy was ready to do its part and that I was inclined to fear that

she was not. I told him that I was keeping in touch with the conver-

sations which were going on in Geneva and I wished he would convey
to Signor Grandi what I said, namely, that I felt sure that the

French were ready to make a fair agreement and that I hoped Italy
would not block it. He said he would do so.

H[ENRY] L. S[TIMSONJ

500.A15a3/1270 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-
mission (G-ibsori) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, November 13, 1930 midnight.

[Received November 14 10:40 a. m.]

20. I received a call this evening from Craigie, who stated that he

sees, from his various conversations, three possibilities to the solution

of the naval difficulty between France and Italy. He enumerated

them in order of preference as follows :

First point: Tonnage agreement which will enable the five-power
treaty to be entered.

Second .'point: Building program unilateral declarations the

possibility that after such declarations the treaty might be entered

on building programs alone without translating the figures into

tonnage levels, the disparity of total tonnages of the two fleets thus
not being thrown into relief, was not excluded by him.

Third point : The treaty to be entered by France after a level ac-

ceptable to the three signatories has been worked out; this should
be envisaged only if agreeable to Italy, in his opinion.

The first point, obviously the most desirable, is the one on which

efforts are now being concentrated, and various possibilities are being

explored which do not warrant detailed report since they are too

78 See telegram No. 107, November 3, 9 p. m., from the Ambassador in Italy,

p. 168.
74 See telegram No. &, November 6, 11 a. m., from the chairman of the American

delegation on the Preparatory Commission, p. 172.
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nebulous as yet. We cannot, however, be sure that at any time an

abrupt turn in the direction of the third point will not take place.
The procedure to be followed if this should materialize is being
envisaged by us.

It is plain from Rosso's remarks, and those of other Italians here,
that the Italian Government is nervous over press reports odE such
an impending change in events and it fears that French, entrance
into the treaty, if she lays down figures agreeable to Britain, -will

enable her to veto adherence by Italy except on France's terms, for

the reason that the other three Powers naturally, without the consent
of the fourth party to the treaty, could not admit Italy. If France
is admitted and Italy later requests admission on the same tonnage
levels, it seems to us that the position of the three original signa-
tories might become embarrassing. In case they should agree to

France's veto on Italian admission, they run the risk of seeming
to favor France by making themselves judges of the issue of parity;
they would be accused, on the other hand, of deciding in favor of

Italy in case they should bring pressure on France to admit Italy on
similar terms.

It is difficult to envisage a situation in which France can accept
the treaty without aggravating the situation with Italy, after direct

agreement has failed. We feel that it would be a mistake, no matter
how important and desirable it may be to complete the five-power
agreement, for us to lose sight of the fact, which we have consistently
maintained, that naval limitation is a continuing process axid tliat

we have a general interest in bringing all five naval powers back
into succeeding conferences both confidently and willingly.

We have kept these misgivings to ourselves, reporting them to you
only to give you the whole picture as our conversations have shown
it to us. We have been careful in talking with the Italians not to

dispel their anxiety that, should other efforts fail, the above possi-

bility exists.

GTIBSOIST

500.Aloa3/1276 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory
Commission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, November 20, 1930 11 p. m.

[Eeceived 11 : 58 p. in.]

31. We have learned from Craigie who has called that, in a lengthy
conversation with Eosso, he, Craigie, had suggested to the Italian

delegate a plan for auxiliary vessels which would work out along the
foliowing lines:

1. Other than the completion of the 1930 program, no 8-incli-gTin
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2. In 6-inch-gun cruisers, replacement only; that is, no new
construction.

3. For destroyers, the same policy as laid down in point 2.

4. Upon completion of the 1930 program, no construction of
submarines. _

Briefly, this adds up to a naval holiday with regard to points 1 and

4, and the construction of replacements only under points 2 and 3.

On points 1 and 2 this amounts to an approximate parity, and on

points 3 and 4 France is left a considerable margin of superiority.

Rosso did not at all commit himself but raised no objection to

Craigie's suggestion that he, Craigie, go over this matter with Massigli.
Rosso merely requested that the fact that he had even heard of it

should not be mentioned.

Massigli, whom Craigie saw next, showed the latter a new offer

which he, Massigli, had just received from Dumesnil. The new offer

essentially provides that the two fleets remain on their present levels.

There should be replacement only, no new construction. Craigie
states that the French would plan replacements to the extent of about

50,000 tons annually. Having less replaceable material, the Italians

would have to be satisfied with a considerably smaller program. This,

Craigie indicated to Massigli, was a considerably worse offer than the

French had made at London. There the French had included about

100,000 tons of over-age material in their proposal of 685,000 tons.

Thereupon Craigie introduced the plan outlined in the first para-

graph of this telegram. After hours of discussion an agreement was
reached. Until he had had further talks with Massigli concerning the

Craigie proposal, the British delegate would not submit the Dumesnil

plan to Rosso.

The essential points of what Craigie had told us were confirmed by
Massigli when he called. Massigli declared, however, that under the

Dumesnil plan the French building program would not be 50,000 tons

per annum but approximately 40,000.

It has become more and more obvious that both the Italians and

French, rather than negotiating by means of direct conversations,

prefer negotiating through the intermediary of Craigie.

GIBSON

500.A15a3/1286 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-
mission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, December 6, 1930 11 p. m.

[Received 11 : 25 p. m.]

58. Owing to illness of both Craigie and Rosso, the French-Italian

naval discussions have been delayed and are now definitely adjourned
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while the French Cabinet is being reconstituted. In conversation

today, Rosso brought the matter up to date.

A messenger was sent to Rome to explain Craigie's latest proposal
and to recommend on Rosso's behalf that the Italian Government ac-

cept it as a basis for discussion. Some clays ago a reply was received

to the effect that Italy would accept the proposal as a basis for dis-

cussion, provided that France also accepted it in its present form.

Rosso has analyzed Craigie's proposal and has picked out certain

points which, unless they are altered, present insuperable obstacles

for Italy. Reducing proposal to figures, Rosso finds that it works

approximately as follows:

1. 8-inch cruisers. France and Italy 70,000 tons each.

2. 6-inch cruisers and destroyers. France, 199.000 tons; and Italy,

157,000 tons.

3. Submarines. France, 77,000 tons
;
and Italy, 44,000 tons.

For technical reasons, Rosso said, a navy can keep on effective

service only one submarine out of three; for this reason, the Italian

Admiralty is definitely opposed to accepting any figure lower than

52,700 tons while French figures remain at something over 77,000

tons. Rosso is also of the opinion that the 1930 program must be

considered as a program of replacement for which obsolete tonnage,
if any, is to be scrapped, not as additional program which is to be

added on to existing fleet.

Rosso has drawn up the following formula with these two consider-

ations in mind :

No further construction of 8-inch cruisers after completion of the
1930 program ;

Completion of the 1930 program for 6-inch cruisers and destroyers,
and construction for replacement of over-age vessels after January 1,
1930 (on being replaced, vessels are to be scrapped, except certain
surface craft of more than 3,000-ton displacement, which will be kept
as "special") ;

No further construction of submarines except for replacement when
the total tonnage is below 52,700 tons, after completion of the 1930

program, when the tonnage passes this figure, over-age vessels will
be scrapped.
The auxiliary fleets reduced to tonnage of 1936 will reach the follow-

ing levels : (a) Both France and Italy will have 70,000 tons for 8-inch

cruisers; (6) France will have 187,352 tons for 6-inch cruisers and
destroyers, and Italy will have 155,309 tons; (c) France will have
77,541 tons for submarines, and Italy will have 52,700 tons.

Rosso proposes to discuss this formula with Craigie this afternoon.

He believes he can obtain Ms Government's consent for these figures,

although the formula is his own personal proposal. Due to the French
Cabinet crisis, this will probably be the last important discussion of
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this matter. Kosso does not think that his Government will make an

insuperable obstacle of conceding additional small amounts of ton-

nage. He called attention to his statement of acceptance applying to

6-iiich cruisers and destroyers which is as follows :
75

"With the exception of (blank) number of pre-Washington light
surface craft of more than 3,000 tons displacement which may be

retained as 'special vessels' ".

He explained that this clause was intended to make acceptance
easier for France by permitting them to keep certain old cruisers for

colonial use.

Desire to discuss building of auxiliary ships along with discussion

of building of capital ships has been indicated by the French. Their

intention is to build pari passu with Germany in capital ships and

they wanted to have an understanding with Italy on construction to be

done by latter. Italy replied stating willingness to talk matters over

in friendly spirit, but that it was Italy's feeling that no agreement
involving a limitation of their indubitable rights under the Washing-
ton Treaty could be undertaken before a satisfactory agreement had
been reached regarding auxiliaries.

Rosso invited our attention to the fact that in the past 6 years
the French and Italian Navies had each built 197,000 tons. In another

10 years of construction, if this pace were continued, they would
reach real parity. Naturally Rosso recognized that the French had

money and that the Italians had not, and that that was one of the real

reasons why the Italians saw definite advantage to their accepting
some formula even though it did not accord them satisfaction in mat-
ter of recognition of parity.

GIBSON

500.A15a3/1288 : Telegram

The Chain-turn of the American Delegation on the Preparatory Com-
mission (Gibson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, December 9, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received December 9 6 : 50 a. m.]

59. Craigie has confirmed what Rosso told me 3 days ago (tele-

gram No. 58, December 6, 11 p. m.). Craigie thinks the additional

submarine tonnage of 8,000 tons which the Italians are demanding is

the only important point between France and Italy.

While the French Cabinet crisis has unfortunately halted proceed-

ings at this time, all three negotiators believe that greater possibili-

ties than before are offered by the present situation
;
as soon as French

TB
Quotation not paraphrased.
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Conditions make it possible they will continue to explore these possibil-

ities. It has been recognized by all of them that the discussions were

started again by the initiative of the United States, and they highly

appreciate our help.
GIBSOK

5OO.A15a3/1295 : Telegram

The Minister in Switzerland (Wilson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

BERNE, December 16, 19305 p. m.

[Eeceived December 162 p. m.]

101. Delegation's telegrams No. 58, December 6, 11 p. m., and No.

S9, December 9, 11 a. m. I am informed by Craigie, who is now in

IBerne, that Eosso went to Rome with the intention of discussing with

Grandi the possibility of accepting Craigie's formula regarding 6-inch

cruisers and destroyers, and thus narrowing the conversations regard-

Ing auxiliary craft to Italy's right to build submarines up to 52,700
tons.

Rosso told Craigie in Geneva that if the situation were hopeful, he
"Would ask the latter to go to Eome to talk with Grandi. Craigie
ttas now received such an invitation and is going to Eome this evening.

Japan's attitude, at least as Craigie heard it expressed at Geneva,
lias created, he says, a new difficulty. The Japanese representative
feared that the Privy Council would interpose very serious objections
"to any treaty figures calculated at a higher level than 52,700 tons in
submarine category, such as would be permitted by allocating 77,000
tons for French submarines.

Kepeated to Brussels and Eome.

WILSON

SOO.A15a3/1299 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Italy (Garrett) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

EOME, December 21, 1930 10 a. m.
[Eeceived December 21 9 : 30 a. m.]

124. I am informed that Craigie, who is leaving for Paris today, is

-taking with him the personal and private assurance of Eosso that he
considers that his Government will be able, provided France does the
same, to accept with two exceptions the proposal which Craigie sub-
mitted to them. The exceptions are :

First, that, instead of the 44,000 tons proposed in the original plan
Italy must have a minimum of 52,700 tons for submarines;

'

Second, the idea, which had been proposed in connection with the
suggested capital ship settlement, of scrapping pre-Washington cruiser
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It is Craigie's feeling, nevertheless, that a very good basis for sub-

mission to the French Government has now been obtained. It is

suggested that if an agreement is now reached the two Ministers of

Marine should embody it in an exchange of unofficial letters. While
it is feared by Craigie that there is not enough time to conclude the

negotiations before the meeting of the Council of the League of Na-
tions on January 16, it is nevertheless his hope that such a result may
be achieved.

Repeated to Brussels and Berne.

GARRETT

500.A15a3/1301 : Telegram

The Charge in France (Armour) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

PARIS, December 23, 19301 p, m.

[Keceived 1 : 30 p. mu]

424. Craigie, who last evening arrived from Borne and is today leav-

ing for London, informs me that since his talk with Mr. Garrett in

Rome (a resume of which has, I understand, been sent to the Depart-

ment) there is little to report. He also says that the French have

expressed a willingness to study the questions further, although they
are not entirely satisfied with what he was able to bring them from

Rome. He states that submarines and the question of capital ships
continue to present the principal difficulties. It is difficult for the

French, because of the overthrow of the Government and the political

crisis here, to concentrate on the negotiations. Some further delay

may be caused by the fact that Sarraut, the new Minister of Marine,
has not yet had an opportunity to give his attention to questions other

than political ones.

I am also informed by Craigie that they hope to decide how and
when they are to resume any further negotiations that may be held ;

it is his belief that this will not be in any case until about January
3, after the Christmas holidays. He repeated, in conclusion, that he

himself was reasonably hopeful and that he felt that difficulties were

being eliminated and the eventual solution brought nearer by each

exchange of ideas.

Repeated to Brussels, Berne, and Rome.

ARMOUR

500.A15a3/1306a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Belgium (Gibson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHHSTGTOK, December 30, 1930 4 p. m.

41. Yesterday Mr. Castle was informed by the Italian Ambassador
that the suggestions for an agreement made to them -by Craigie were
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being considered in the most cordial way by the Italian Government,
and that the interest of the British and American Governments in

bringing about such an agreement was greatly appreciated by the

Italian Government. It was further stated by the Ambassador that

Mr. Grandi, however, wished to point out that things were made
much more difficult by the malevolent attitude taken toward these

conversations by the French press. I have stated at different times, in

reply to questions from the press, that you were authorized to do

anything, in the interests of settling this question, that in your judg-
ment you thought might be helpful.

It might be well, therefore, if you think it wise, for you to get in

touch with the appropriate people in London and go down for a talk

with the appropriate people in the new Government in Paris. Au-

thorization is hereby given you to proceed to London and/or Paris,

and should you do so, you may furnish a copy of this telegram to the

Embassy there.

STIMSON

500jLL5a3/1308 : Telegram

Tike Ambassador m Belgium (Cribson) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

BRUSSELS, January 1, 1931 2 p. m.

[Eeceived 2 : 30 p. m.]

1. Eeference is made to telegram No. 41, December 31 [30], 4 p. m.,
from the Department. A letter from Massigli, who is now on leave,

states that he will come to see me here next week, in order to bring me
up to date on recent negotiations and on the steps which, with a view to

reaching agreement, he contemplates urging upon his Government.

Through Atherton I am communicating with Craigie to learn whether
there are any new developments at London which render it desirable

for me to proceed there. I question the desirability, unless some way
is disclosed in which I can be useful, of going either to London or

Paris at this time in view of the way in which the press in both France
and Italy have complicated the situation. It is my desire that any-
thing which might introduce fresh conjectures should be avoided
and I feel that it is better for me to keep in the background and hold

myself in reserve in case of a hitch here and there, so long as direct

negotiations continue. Tour authorization for me to visit London
and Paris is welcome, however, and if the situation warrants it will be
acted upon.

GIBSON
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PARTICIPATION OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORK OF THE PRE-
PARATORY COMMISSION FOR THE DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE,
SIXTH SESSION, SECOND PART, NOVEMBER 6-DECEMBER 9, 1930

"

500.A15/1075a

The Secretary of State to the American Delegates to the Preparatory
Commission (Gibson and 'Wilson^

1
'
1

WASHINGTON, October 16, 1930.

SIRS : I am directed by the President to inform you of his desire

that you represent this Government at the forthcoming continuation

of the Sixth Session of the Preparatory Commission for the Disar-

mament Conference. You will be assisted by the following advisers :

Mr. Jay Pierrepont Moffat,
First Secretary of the American Legation, Berne.

Mr. Pierre de L. Boal,
Assistant Chief, Division of Western European Affairs.

Lieutenant-Colonel George V. Strong, U. S. A.

Captain William W. Smyth, TJ. S. N.
Commander Thomas C. Kinkaid, U. S. N.

and by the following technical assistants :

Major Eobert Le G. Walsh, TJ. S. A.
Assistant Military Attache, American Embassy, Paris.

Lieutenant Commander George D. Murray, U. S. N.
Assistant Naval Attache, American Embassy, London.

In view of the progress made at previous meetings and especially
in regard to naval questions at the London Naval Conference,

78
it is

hoped that the forthcoming meeting may dispose of the questions
still remaining on the agenda and result in the elaboration of a final

draft in which all the countries represented on the Preparatory
Commission can concur. The President is heartily desirous of seeing
the work of the Preparatory Commission brought to an early and
successful conclusion in order that the general problem of the reduc-

tion of armaments may pass from the theoretical to the practical

phase. While it is not expected that problems of major importance
to the United States will be brought forward in this session, you
will, nevertheless, have constantly as your goal the furtherance of

76 For correspondence concerning the first part of the sixth session, see Foreign
Relations, 1929, vol. i, pp. 65 ff.

The proceedings of the sixth session, second part, together with other docu-
ments relating to the work of the Preparatory Commission are printed in League
of Nations, Documents of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament
Conference Entrusted With the Preparation for the Conference for the Reduction
and Limitation of Armaments, Series X (C.4.M.4.1931.IX). See also Department
of State Conference Series No. 7, Report of the Preparatory Commission -for the
Disarmament Conference and Draft Convention (Washington, Government Print-

ing Office, 1931).
7T Hugh S. Gibson, Ambassador in Belgium, and Hugh R. Wilson, Minister in

Switzerland.
78 See pp. 1 ff.
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effective general disarmament, and it is desired that you lose no

opportunity to contribute to this end.

Eegarding naval problems, you will be guided in general by the

findings of the First Committee of the London Conference 79 which

were transmitted to the Secretary General of the League of Nations

by the President of that Conference. It may be found necessary to

modify the terms in so far as they apply to nations possessing smaller

navies. The United States is not disposed to maintain an attitude

so rigid as to prevent the inclusion of those foreign navies within

the framework of limitation and reduction, and it may be necessary

therefore to make such minor adjustments for their benefit as you
deem advisable. It is well understood, however, that no such modi-

fications would affect the treaty already existing between the principal

naval powers.

Among the questions which will come up for discussion is Chapter

II, Section III, Article AD, "Air Armaments." 80 This would be

examined in connection with Article ZD.81 This Government could

not agree to any draft which contained a reference to civil aviation as

an arm of war or as one of the factors on which the calculation of

armed forces is based. Indeed it appears that Article AD would

serve merely as a justification for large figures in this field. Further-

more, it would seem that such a statement would have no proper place
in the text of an international treaty. Nevertheless, we recognize that

to many other States this matter is of paramount importance and if

such States feel that they desire to attach to the draft a resolution

embodying their own views and not that of all members of the

Preparatory Commission, the American Delegation need take no ex-

ception thereto.

The discussion of Chapter HI will bring up the question of budg-
etary limitation of military expenditures. This Government is of

the decided opinion that the acceptance by the United States of any
form of direct budgetary limitation is impracticable and on this

point the Delegation must stand firm. When defining the Delega-
tion's position in this matter, it should be clearly stressed that the

fullest publicity is given by this Government not only on expenditure,
but also on numbers, weights, and units of materiel.

The question of a standard account may be discussed. This Gov-
ernment feels that the labor involved in changing the budgetary
methods of fifty-odd states would prove very difficult in practice and

hardly calculated to produce proportionate results. So far as this

79 See Department of State Conference Series No. 6, Proceedings of tlie London
Naval Conference of 1930, pp. 123 ff.

80 For text of the draft convention, see League of Nations, Documents of the
Preparatory Commission, Series X, Annex 1 (C. P. D. 211), pp. 423, 440.

p. 458.
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Government is concerned, full and detailed information is given,
which could be embodied in any form of presentation or comparison.

Chapter V, Section I, Organization. It is understood that fresh

plans in this connection will be introduced by the French and British

Delegations. This Government is, of course, willing to enter into

international cooperation for the fullest exchange of information and
for such elucidation of fact as may be contributory to the cause of

peace. The American Government is pleased to note that the present

tendency of the Preparatory Commission is to move rather in the

direction of "information and inquiry" than of "supervision and
control" and abandon any form of control in the usually accepted

English sense. It is noted with satisfaction that the draft agenda
states that in examining this question the Commission will have to

take into account the special situation of the United States, which is

not a member of the League of Nations. While this Government

would, of course, be unable to accept provisions for reference of such

matters to the Council of the League of Nations, it would find no

difficulty in accepting reference to a body set up by the Treaty which,
in addition to a representative of the United States, might contain

representatives of those countries represented on the Council.

10-Chapter V, Section III, will bring up the question of deroga-

tions, or methods of being freed from the obligations of the Treaty
in cases of emergency. It is the belief of this Government that the

obligations of such a Treaty will be more readily accepted by the

various Powers if they feel that in case of genuine need they will not

be bound. It is believed by this Government that the States will

more voluntarily assume and more scrupulously observe obligations
as to armament if they are free in cases of emergency to take ade-

quate measures to protect themselves. We also believe that the states

will go much further in the drastic reduction of armament if they
are not bound by too long and too rigid terms. This Government

is therefore in favor of including a broad escape clause which will

merely specify that the nation which believes its security threatened

shall, after a public statement of the reasons for this belief, be freed

from its obligations, which would leave the decision and responsibility

for the invocation of the clause solely to the Signatory Power con-

cerned. In this connection, it may be possible to induce those states

bordering on Russia to withdraw their reservation in view of the

fact that they may adopt measures for their protection any time

occasion demands. Furthermore, the argument for the necessity of

including a clause justifying the consideration of the state of civil

aviation of neighboring countries, loses a large portion of its value

if every state is free to denounce the terms of the Treaty when it

feels its security menaced.
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In connection with the preparation of a report of the Preparatory

Commission to the Council of the League of Nations, it is noted that

this report will contain recommendations as to the date of the first

General Disarmament Conference. It would seem sufficient for the

American Delegation to state that this Government hopes for early

and effective progress and will be prepared to participate at any
date which the Powers are able to agree on as the most efficacious.

I have [etc.] HENRY L. STIMSON

500.A15/1113 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, November 15, 1930 8 p. m.

[Keceived November 15 5 p. m.]

23. We have been contemplating what form of escape clause would

be efficacious and have borne in mind your views to the effect that it

should be very liberal in scope. We are of the opinion that a broad

escape clause will aid the states bordering on Russia especially to

enter a convention and will make it easier for all states to apply
lower figures of limitation. In view of these considerations, we have

drafted a text on which we would like to have your advice. Inasmuch
as we may reach this debate early in the week I would appreciate a

reply as soon as convenient. The text of the amendment which we

propose to submit to the Secretariat to be circulated in advance as a

proposed "American amendment," is as follows :

"(1) If during the life of the present convention a change of cir-

cumstances constitutes, in the opinion of any high contracting party,
a menace to its national security, such high contracting party may
denounce or modify in so far as concerns itself any article or articles
of the present convention, other than those expressly designed to apply
in the event of war, provided

(a) That such high contracting party shall immediately notify
the other high contracting parties of such denunciation or modifica-

tion, and in the latter event, of the extent thereof.

(6) That simultaneously with the notification referred to in point
{a) the high contracting party shall make to the other high contract-

ing parties full explanation of the 'change of circumstances' referred
to above."

GIBSON
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500.A15/1113 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American Delegation

(Gibson)

WASHINGTON, November 17, 1930 5 p. m.

6. Your 23, November 15, 8 p. m. Department approves of your
text with suggestion of two possible changes :

(1) It would seem preferable to omit the words "denounce" and
"denunciation" wherever they occur since they seem to imply a wider
latitude with respect to changes in the proposed convention than the

escape clause is intended to cover. In other words, there will be sep-
arate provisions for the denunciation of the treaty and changes in

any articles thereof would come under the head of modification.

(2) Add after Paragraph B of the draft the following sentence

"thereupon the other High Contracting Parties shall promptly advise
with each other as to the situation thus presented".

You will note that this is a modification of the phrase used in the

London Naval Treaty
82 on this point, which in turn was modified

from the Washington Treaty. All reference to the channels for ad-

vising in accordance with the terms of the article has been omitted.

STIMSON

500.A1 5/1120 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, November 18, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received November 18 11 : 50 a. m.]

26. Your No. 6, November 17, 5 p. m. We propose to circulate the

proposed amendment on derogations during Thursday meeting.
In view of the insertion of the final sentence proposed by you at

the end of paragraph B and in view of the President's Armistice

Day speech,
83

it would be very helpful to receive, at the earliest

possible moment, any comment on this resolution that you propose
to make or have made to the press.

GIBSON

112 See art. 21, ante, p. 123.
83 Address Delivered on November Jf.7, 1930, at the Annual Conference and

Good-Will Congress of the World Alliance for International Friendship Through
the Churches (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1930).
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500.A15/1120 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American Delegation

(Gibson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 18, 1930 6 p. m.

7. Your telegram No. 26, November 18, 4 p. m. In view of your

misgivings that the phraseology on this subject as modified from the

London Naval Treaty would arouse undue comment, I think that it

would be preferable to make the phraseology identical, that is to say,

"shall promptly advise with each other through diplomatic channels

as to the situation thus presented."

Any comment that might be aroused from doing this could be

answered by a statement to the effect that this was the principle

embodied in the London Naval Treaty, which had received the con-

sent of the United States Senate to ratification. On the other hand,
if you think that any proposition of this character would arouse too

much comment and too much speculation, I perceive no special reason

why the United States should be the one to offer a redraft of the

escape clause at all. Is there any reason why debate on the old draft

should not be allowed to lead gradually to changes without any specific

proposal which could be designated as the American proposal ?

STIMSON

500.A15/1121 : Telegram
"

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, November 18, 1930 7 p. m.

[Keceived November 18 4 : 35 p. m.]
27. Department's 6, November 17, 5 p. m. The sentence added by

you to our draft reads as follows: "Thereupon the other high con-

tracting parties shall promptly advise with each other as to the
situation thus presented." Taken in conjunction with the preceding
sentence of paragraph B, it would appear that the high contracting
party seeking to modify its treaty obligations would be excluded
from the exchange of views. This phraseology, a modification of that
used in article 21 of the London Treaty, is applicable in that treaty
to two powers only and the "new construction" leading to invocation
of the escape clause can be initiated only by a nonsignatory. I sub-
mit for your consideration that in the present instance we are dealing
with what is intended to be a universal treaty or one which in any
case will have a large number of signatories. Under this treaty,
problems arising from action taken by nonsignatory states will be
the exception and not the rule. Under the proposed phraseology it
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is possible to envisage a situation in which the state modifying a

clause or clauses of the treaty is the only state in the world excluded

from consultation about this condition. If we maintain the word

"other," state A which has announced its intention of modifying the

treaty as a result of some action of state B, the initiator of the

trouble, will nevertheless participate. It may seem to you more prac-
tical to suppress the word "other," thus providing consultations with

all interested states.

In view of this inquiry we will postpone circulating the resolution

until we can hear from you on this point. We will then advise

regarding the date of circulation.

GIBSON

600.Al5/1121 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American Delegation

(Gibson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 19, 1930 5 p. nu

8. Your No. 27, November 18, 7 p. m. The Department is still

of the opinion, as it suggested in its No. 7, November 18, 6 p. m., that

either you should use phraseology of the London Naval Treaty, or,

if you think effect of that phraseology would be unfortunate, you
should refrain from making any proposal whatever regarding escape
clause.

The omission of word "other" would imply right to "advise" as to

whether or not the party desiring to make use of escape clause is

justified in doing so or not; we desire to avoid this implication, just
as we did at the London Naval Conference, in order that the freedom

to make use of it shall not be hampered.
STIMSON

600.A15/1125 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, November 19, 1930 9 p. m.

[Keceived November 19 8 : 18 p. m.]

29. Your No. 7, November 18, 6 p. m. Under the circumstances I

think it would be better for the time being to withhold any circula-

tion by us of an escape clause. In all probability in view of the

several divergent views now existing regarding derogations, there will

be a prolonged debate on this subject. At some period in this debate
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it might be well for us to advance the escape clause as contained in

our 23, November 15, noon [8 p. m.], and modified by your paragraph
under (1) in No. 6, November 17, noon [5 p. m.], but omitting the

sentence contained in your paragraph (2) of that telegram.

Regarding the escape clause without the final sentence, unless you
see reasons to the contrary, we think it may be advantageous to

sponsor the proposal as we believe it will be of great value in work-

ing out a solution.

We are inclined to believe that any discussion on an escape clause

will invariably induce some form of suggestion as to consultation on
the situation thereby created. In the event that the suggestion is

made by another delegation we believe that acquiescence on our part
would avoid in a large measure the undue comment which initiative of

the American delegation on this subject would incite. Such pro-
cedure might cover the thought that is conveyed in the question
contained in your last sentence of telegram 7, November 18, 1 [#]

p. m.

We fear that the words used in article 21 of the London Treaty

"through diplomatic channels" would be impractical in a treaty which

may have forty or more signatories, particularly as the time element

will probably be a factor in any case of derogation. Probably we
could restrict the phraseology to the phrase "thereupon the high
contracting parties shall promptly advise with each other in every
situation thus presented." Would much appreciate your comment
on these matters.

GIBSON

500.A15/1125 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American Delegation
(Gibson)

WASHINGTON, November 20, 1930 2 p. m.

9. Your 29, November 19, 9 p. m. Constant crossing of telegrams
makes comment difficult. Department does not wish to quibble over
words but prefers, first, that if an Escape Clause is proposed by the

American Delegation, it be modelled as closely as practicable on the
London Naval Treaty, and, second, that any Escape Clause finally

adopted contain some provision for "advice" along the lines of the
last clause of Article 21 of that Treaty.
From this point of view, the alternatives suggested in the telegrams

exchanged, beginning with your 23 of November 15, 8 p. m., present
themselves to the Department in the following order of preference :

(1) Proposal by American Delegation of Escape Clause along
lines of your 23, November 15, 8 p. m.. as modified bv
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6, November 17, 5 p. m., with or without reference to "diplomatic
channels"

;

(2) No proposal at all by American Delegation, thus permitting
the situation to develop in the course of debate on the old draft 01
Article ZE toward preferred version;

(3) proposal as under (1) above but omitting the paragraph re-

lating to 'advice", as suggested in the first paragraph of your No.

29, November 19, 9 p. m., provided you are reasonably certain that
some other delegation will propose the addition of a clause similar
in effect to the one omitted;

(4) proposal as under (1) above, but modified as suggested in the
last paragraph of your 29, November 19, 9 p. m. This would omit
the word "other" and take no account of the objections voiced in
the Department's 8, November 19, 5 p. m. Department will not
insist on its position in this matter, however, if you are still con-
vinced that this is the best alternative.

Please report to the Department which of the above four alterna-

tives you finally decide on. In the event that you adopt the second

one, we are prepared to approve any Escape Clause resulting from
the debate which is similar in substance to any one of the above

texts.

The Department has purposely avoided using the word "consulta-

tion" in its telegrams on this subject and believes that the Delegation
1

had best refrain from using it so far as possible in the discussions,

since we do not desire this issue confused with the question of a

Consultative Pact.

STIMSON

500.A15/1129 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, November 21, 1930 noon.

[Received 11:58 p. m.]

33. We have during the past day or two had several private con-

versations with delegates concerning the general subject of deroga-
tions in an effort to elicit their general views as to how the escape
clause can be made most effective and acceptable. We have found
that one of their main preoccupations was to reconcile any possible
draft with the obstacle constituted for League members by the pro-
vision in paragraph 4 of article 8 of the Covenant to the effect that

when a disarmament agreement is reached "the limits of armaments
therein fixed shall not be exceeded without the concurrence of the

Council."

We have found a considerable measure of sympathy with our

view that an escape clause should be drafted so broadly as to avoid
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the defects of an itemized statement of reasons for modification

(such as rebellion, menace of aggression, technical development,

growth of civilization, et cetera) and to afford reassurance to the

signatories in accepting low figures in the knowledge that they can,

in the case of real need, modify them so far as strictly necessary.

In view of the wording of the Covenant above referred to it seems to

be generally felt that the best hope of a solution lies in the stipulation

that modifications are to be temporary in character, and we have

therefore felt justified in inserting language and adding a final

paragraph to this effect. We are in full accord as to the analysis

given in your 9, November 20, 2 p. m., and after our conversations

are confirmed in the belief that the best course is the one indicated

by you as first in the order of preference.
As various alternative drafts are being submitted for consideration

by a special subcommittee which is to meet tomorrow in preparation
for general debate which will probably take place Monday, and since

there seems to be a general feeling that a draft submitted by us

would be most helpful, we are circulating tomorrow a draft of which

the following is the text :

"If, during the life of the present convention, a change of circum-
stances constitutes, in the opinion of any high contracting party, a
menace to its national security, such high contracting party may
modify temporarily, in so far as concerns itself, any [article] or
articles of the present convention, other than those expressly de-

signed to apply in the event of war, provided :

(a) That such high contracting party shall immediately notify
the other high contracting parties of such temporary modification,
and of the extent thereof;

(&) That simultaneously with the notification referred to in point
(#) the high contracting party shall make to the other high con-

tracting parties full explanation of the change of circumstances
referred to above.

^ Thereupon the other high contracting parties shall promptly ad-
vise as to the situation thus presented.
When the reasons for such temporary modification have ceased to

exist, the said high contracting party shall reduce its armaments to
the level agreed upon in the convention, and shall make immediate
notification to other high contracting parties".

You will note that article EA of chapter V of the draft con-
vention (document 211)

8*
precludes any possible modification by this

draft of existing treaties dealing with armament including those of

Washington and London.

GIBSON"

"League of Nations, Documents of tlie Preparatory Commission, Series X, pp.
423, 453.
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500.A15/1129 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American Delegation

(Gibson)

WASHINGTON, November 22, 1930 2 p. m.

10. Your 33, November 21, noon. Department considers the draft

quoted satisfactory and appreciates the reasons cited for the additions.

STIMSON

500.A15/1139 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, November 26, 1930 11 a. m.

[Keceived November 26 10 : 20 a. m.]

39. I am sending in my telegram No. 40, November 26, 1 p. m.,
85

some texts drawn up by the special subcommittee dealing with chap-
ter V of the convention relating to the Permanent Disarmament Com-
mission and to the general procedure with respect to complaints, dero-

gations, and revision.88 These texts will now be submitted to the

Plenary Commission.87

In this subcommittee there was at first a decided tendency toward

giving the Permanent Disarmament Commission judicial or quasi-

judicial powers to enable it to determine when and if the convention

had been violated and what action should be taken by high contract-

ing parties in the case of a violation by a contracting party.

(b) [sic] Acts of another contracting party not in violation of the

treaty but of a nature to give concern.

(c) Similar acts of a nonsignatory state estimate, [sic]

There was a further tendency toward linking it closely with League

machinery and the obligations under the Covenant. This situation

became so involved that we took occasion to make a statement of our

position along the following lines :

That we had envisaged a Permanent Disarmament Commission
designed to receive, collect, and disseminate information, to follow
in a broad way the progress of disarmament, and to make preliminary
studies for future disarmament conferences. When, however, it came
to giving the Commission actual powers as indicated in the preceding
paragraph we felt bound in frankness to say that we could not follow
their lead.

85 Not printed.
86
League of Nations, Documents of the Preparatory Commission, Series X,

210.
87

Ilia., p. 243.

51862545 18
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That we recognized in logic the distinction between the various
classes of violations referred to above but felt that the remedy should
be the same for all and should follow in broad lines the escape clause
we had proposed.
That it was not always easy to find a formula that would meet the

preoccupations of both League members and non-League members
and if the subcommittee did not see its way to following along the

path we outlined we suggest that the League members frame the pro-
visions which would satisfy them. The non-League members could
then consider to what degree and with what modifications they could
adhere to the system proposed.

A considerable modification of views became apparent in the

course of subsequent debate evidently due on the one hand to a

growing realization of the impracticability of other alternative

drafts, and on the other hand to the growing desire to have us in-

cluded in the system from the beginning and as will be seen from
the text our views appear to have been met in regard to most, at

least, of the essentials.

In general the text outside of our particular amendment is more
detailed and specific than we would have preferred. Indeed from
the start it became evident that, opposed to the Anglo-Saxon desire

for a brief and simple text which would permit the logical growth
of the Permanent Commission through experience, was the rather

general desire to foresee every contingency and specify in detail and
with rigidity a rigid and binding procedure. In view of the fact

that this desire for rigidity was based on apprehension as to the

future, the acceptance of broader and simpler views seems to us to

constitute a very material concession even though it be in the

direction of common sense.

Studying the text it would seem that the only article of doubtful

acceptability is article ZB dealing with the report to be made by the

Commission upon receipt of complaints. We made it clear that we
wished to give this article further study. We incline however to the

belief that as finally phrased (it having been twice attenuated to

meet our special preoccupation) it should present no difficulties

particularly as the text remains subject to further modification at the

Conference itself.

The Department will note two or three minor alterations made by
the committee in our escape clause, notably that the Permanent

Disarmament Commission should be notified of any temporary sus-

pension of the convention together with the reasons therefor at the

same time as the other high contracting parties.

The provisions of article OA concerning the status of members of

the Commission seem somewhat open to criticism. These represent a

compromise between the views held by the French and the British

delegations. In view of the divergences of views on this point, this
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will undoubtedly be reopened at the Conference and meanwhile
would not appear of sufficient importance to us to warrant a strong
stand as there could in no event be an obligation on the part of the

United States to accept membership on the Permanent Disarmament
Commission if it did not so desire.

These articles will come up for discussion before the full Com-
mission this afternoon or tomorrow and will probably be somewhat
modified in text, although there is no reason to foresee that they
will not be accepted for their broad outline.

We should greatly appreciate it if the Department would permit
us to express general approval of the texts outlined, bearing in mind
that this is a draft only open to modification and indeed complete
review at the final conference. The delegates of the major powers
have made very substantial modification of their thesis to meet our

views and have shown an earnest desire and [sic] to meet our diffi-

culties. It would have a happy effect if we could express appreciation
at the third reading as well as a readiness to take this text as the basis

of our discussions at the General Disarmament Conference.

GIBSOK

500.A15/1145 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, November 28, 1930 10 a. m.

[Eeceived November 28 8 : 50 a. m.]

45. At the speed at which we are at present progressing the second

reading will in all probability be terminated this week. The third

reading which is expected to be purely formal will take place pre-

sumably early next week, possibly Monday.
The text is practically complete on second reading with the ex-

ception of a possible provision for revision under restricted circum-

stances, ratification, and denunciation.

These are being prepared and will probably be passed this afternoon

or tomorrow morning.
In considering the texts which have been sent you, please bear in

mind that they are considered in no sense a finished product but that

they represent the most practical method of stating the resultant

views of conflicting schools of thought among 25 delegations. They
really should be regarded as constituting a memorandum as a start-

ing point for discussion in the final conference and in no sense as a

binding text. This has been repeatedly stated and remains uncon-
tested so that we have not felt it necessary to prolong this session

by insistence on perfected drafting such as would be essential for

signature.
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500.A15/1145 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American

Delegation (Gibson)

WASHINGTON, November 28, 1930 2 p. m.

13. Your 39, 40, 41, 42, of November 26, your 44 of November 27

and your No. 45 of November 28.88 Department approves of texts as

telegraphed on the clear understanding that such approval does not

prejudice its attitude at the final conference, when figures are under

discussion.

COTTON

500.A15/1150 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, December 1, 1930 8 p. m.

[Eeceived December 1 5 p. m.]

49. Commission this afternoon completed chapter on ratification,

revision, and denunciation of the convention. Inasmuch as it is dis-

tinctly understood that all texts are subject to revision at the general
conference and as no new amendments are in order, I shall not tele-

graph texts of these articles unless you so instruct.

A few pending amendments to the second reading text are still

to be considered but it is anticipated that all amendments of sub-

stance will be disposed of in tomorrow morning's session and that

the remainder of our time will be spent in approving the final draft-

ing and the report.

GIBSON

500.A15/1167 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

[Paraphrase]

GENEVA, December 4, 1930 7 p. m.

[Received December 4 4 : 89 p. m.]
54. A number of general statements will be made at the final ses-

sion of the Preparatory Commission and there will be an excessive

amount of self-congratulation on the results which our draft con-

vention has achieved, if past experience can be relied on. The undue

optimism shown in America in regard to the reduction which the
London Conference would achieve greatly embarrassed us there, as

1

Nos. 40, 41, 42, and 44 not printed.
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you will remember. Serious disillusionment, will, we fear, face the

American people if they have similar high hopes of the results to be

achieved by the General Disarmament Conference, and our failure

to inform them of the meager results which are to be expected may
consequently be criticized. In order to sound a note of warning as

to realities, a step which you may consider advisable, I have prepared
a speech which I am sending for your consideration in my telegram
No. 55 (December 4, 9 p. m.).
In paragraph 3 a reference to the concern which some powers have

for national security has been inserted in order that French criticism

may be disarmed and so that in our attempts to put the final discus-

sions on an honest basis the French may be given an opportunity to

cooperate. The quotation from Lincoln has been inserted with the

belief that it will have a good effect among those who urge reduction

in the United States and on the Continent; we recognize, however,
that the Continental press may possibly remove this from its context

in an effort to show that Germany's contention that the Allied Powers
have no real intention of reducing armaments is being supported by
us. It is important to have your comments or approval at the earliest

possible date for the reason that the general statements may come by

Saturday of this week.

GIBSON

500.A15/1168 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, December 4, 1930 9 p. m.

[Eeceived 10 p. m.]

55. Following is draft of speech referred to in my 54, December

4, 7 p. m. :

"In the course of our debates we have heard numerous estimates
as to the value of our work. But it is only now that our delibera-

tions are coming to an end that we can effectively judge to what
degree we have succeeded in our task.

For four years we have been endeavoring to reach an agreement.
There have been long and direct conflicts of opinion ;

views have been
maintained with vigor; and yet our friendship with those who have
differed from us has grown as steadily and as surely as our friend-

ship with those who have shared our views. I take this as a good
omen for the spirit in which all the nations will enter the General
Disarmament Conference and try to convert our text from a theory
to a reality.

I have, throughout, been sensible of the very real difficulties under
which many members of this Commission have labored. Over-
shadowing our discussions, though seldom spoken, have been the
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anxieties and worries that have arisen from the special preoccupa-
tions felt by numerous governments for their national security.
We have now completed a draft convention which, after study by

the Governments, will go forward to the general conference. I should
not be frank if I did not say that this draft falls far short of our

hopes and expectations. It fails to contain many factors in which
we have always believed and which, in our opinion, would lead to
a real reduction of armaments. What we have achieved does not
hold out the promise of bringing about that immediate Deduction of
armaments we would like to see. Make no mistake; it is not my
purpose to belittle what we have done. Although our hopes may thus
be disappointed, we can find comfort in the measure of agreement
which has been reached in this Commission. We can at least foresee
a stabilization of armaments, the setting up of a machinery to re-

ceive and disseminate information on armaments, to educate public
opinion, and to prepare systematically for the work of future con-

ferences, as successive milestones in the continuing process of dis-

armament. If these things can be achieved by the coming conference,
and from present indications I think we are justified in assuming
that they can be achieved, we shall have a situation obviously better
than we have at present and, while we cannot claim to have built the

edifice, we shall at least have laid the foundation upon which the
edifice can be erected.

It is possible that the coming conference will accomplish more than

this, but, if so it will be because our labors have been improved upon
and because, after mature study of the problems involved and after

weighing the consequences of failure, the governments come to the
conference resolved on greater measures of concession than the dele-

gates here have been authorized to make.
I feel that we should be rendering a poor service to the cause of

reduction of armaments if we were to lead our peoples to believe that
this work carried the movement further than it does. We have been

repeatedly told during the past four years of the role of public
opinion in connection with disarmament. It has been repeatedly
said that real achievement by the Conference can be reached only by
an aroused public opinion. This is partly true, but it is not enough
that public opinion be aroused. It is first of all necessary that it

should be informed, for an aroused and uninformed public opinion
may do infinitely more harm than good. Public opinion will not
be informed in such a way as to exercise an intelligent influence if,

through a desire to create confidence, we adopt too optimistic a tone
as to what can be accomplished on the basis of our present draft.

Such exaggeration can really tend only to lull public opinion into a
false sense of confidence, render it incapable of exercising its salutary
influence, and prepare it for inevitable disillusionment. Exagger-
ated statements have their inevitable reaction because, in the words
of Abraham Lincoln, 'you can fool all of the people some of the time
and some of the people all of the time but you cannot fool all of the

people all of the time.5

We are all in agreement that an immense amount of preparatory
work remains to be done before the meeting of the General Con-
ference. The technical preparation for that Conference is in all

conscience great enough; but a more difficult and more responsible
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task lies ahead of all our governments in informing public opinion
as to the facts, as to the difficulties, and as to the possible measures
which may, with mutual concession, help us toward the goal we all

desire to reach. This end can be served only by stating our achieve-

ments and our difficulties with moderation.
I hope that in separating at the conclusion of our labors we shall

not yield to the temptation to indulge in mutual congratulation, that
we may separate with becoming modesty, and, on reporting to our
various governments, that we do so with a full and frank recognition
of the shortcomings of our present draft, and of the duties and re-

sponsibilities still before our governments to lead the General Dis-
armament Conference to the success which our peoples earnestly
desire."

GIBSON

500.A15/1168 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American* Delegation

(Gibson)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, December 5, 1930 4 p. m.

20. Your telegrams No. 54 and No. 55, December 4, 7 p. m., and 9

p. m., respectively. I approve, tenor and purpose of your speech, but

I feel that inclusion of Lincoln quotation makes it slightly too de-

nunciatory. That would probably be the particular bit on which the

press would seize, and give rise to statements that American delegation
was announcing that Preparatory Commission had been engaged in

fooling the world for many years.
89

STIMSON

500.A15I/1173 : Telegram

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Gibson) to the Secretary

of State

GENEVA, December 9, 1930 10 p. m.

[Received December 9 6 : 51 p. m.]

60. Commission adjourned this morning [afternoon]* Delega-
tion pouch will be forwarded via Paris.

GIBSON

89 By telegram No. 57, December 6, 10 p. m., Mr. Gibson informed the Depart-
ment that at the end of the sixth paragraph the entire last sentence beginning
"Exaggerated statements" had been eliminated. Mr. Gibson's speech as 1 de-

livered on December 9 is printed in League of Nations, Documents of the

Preparatory Commission, Series X, p. 408.
00 The 27th and last meeting was held at 3 : 30 p. m.
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CONFERENCE FOR THE CODIFICATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW,
HELD AT THE HAGUE, MARCH 13-APRIL 20, 1930, AND TEXT OF PRO-
TOCOL RELATING TO MILITARY OBLIGATIONS IN CERTAIN CASES
OF DOUBLE NATIONALITY 91

504.418A2/37

The Secretary General of the League of Nations (Drummond} to

the Secretary of State 92

C. L. 271.1929.V. GENEVA, October 15, 1929.

SIR: By my circular letter of July 15th, last
93

(C. L. 142.1929.V.) ,

I had the honour to inform you that the Council of the League
of Nations had decided in principle that the first Codification Confer-

ence, which is to consider the questions of Nationality, Territorial

Waters, and the Responsibility of States for Damage caused in their

territory to the person or property of foreigners, should meet at The

Hague on March 13th, 1930.

My letter of July 15th explained the origin of the Conference and
the measures which had been taken to prepare for it and gave the

list of the Governments which the Council had decided to invite to

the Conference, namely :

The members of the League, Brazil, Costa Kica, Eree City of Dan-

zig, Egypt, Ecuador, United States of America, Iceland, Mexico,

Monaco, San Marino, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist

Eepublics.
I at the same time forwarded to your Government the documenta-

tion submitted to the Conference, namely :

1. Bases of Discussion drawn up by the Preparatory Committee for
the Conference upon the question of Nationality. (Doc. C 73.M. 38.-

1929.V. Bases of Discussion Volume I) .

This volume contains the two reports presented to the Council by
the Preparatory Committee for^the Codification Conference, the list

of the points which were submitted to the Governments, the replies
of the Governments on each particular point and the full text of these

replies, the observations of the Preparatory Committee and the bases
of discussion which it has drawn up.

2. Bases of discussion drawn up by the Preparatory Committee

M The preliminaries to the Conference are printed in League of Nations, Bases
of Discussion Drawn up for the Conference l}y the Preparatory Committee,
3 vols. (I. Nationality; II. Territorial Waters; III. Responsibility of States for
Damage Caused in Their Territory to the Person or Property of Foreigners),
(Geneva, 1929).
The proceedings of the Conference are printed in League of Nations, Acts of

ihe Conference for tlie Codification of International Law, 4 vols. (I. Plenary Meet-
ings ; II. Minutes of the First Committee ; III. Minutes of the Second Com-
mittee ; IV. Minutes of the Third Committee) , (Geneva, 1930).

03
Transmitted to the Department by tne Minister in Switzerland in despatch

No. 1139 (L. of N. No. 1517), October 17, 1929; received October 26.
08 Not printed.
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for the Conference upon the question of Territorial Waters. (Doc.
C. 74.M. 39.1929.V. Bases of Discussion Volume II) .

This volume is arranged in the same manner as volume I.

"3. Bases of discussion drawn up by the Preparatory Committee
for the Conference^upon the question 'of Responsibility of States for

damage done in their territory to the person or property of foreigners.
(Doc. C. 75.M. 69.1929.V. Bases of Discussion, Volume III) .

This volume is arranged in the same manner as volumes I and II.
Various replies from Governments received after the communica-

tion of the above-mentioned three documents to the Council have
been printed and circulated to the Governments invited to the Con-
ference as addenda to the three main documents.

4. Draft Kules of Procedure for the Conference for the Codifica-
tion of International Law (Doc. C. 190(1).M. 93.1929.V.).

5. Letter from the President of the Advisory and Technical Com-
mittee for Communications and Transit, dated March 26th, 1929,
formulating certain desiderata on the subject of Territorial Waters
(Doc. C. 218(1)31 96.1929.V.).

In execution of a further decision taken by the Council on September
25th last, I have now the honour, on behalf of the Council, to convey
to your Government a formal invitation to be represented at the

Conference by a delegation furnished with the full powers neces-

sary to sign such conventions or declarations as the Conference may
draw up.
I beg to enclose a copy of the report made to the Council on

September 25th by the representative of Italy and the resolution

adopted by the Council (Document C. 480.1929.V.).
04

You will observe that the Governments are invited to send to the

Conference delegations sufficiently numerous to permit of the three

questions on the agenda being discussed simultaneously in the com-
mittees appointed by the Conference, and that the Council has re-

quested me specially to call the attention of the Governments to

the desirability of appointing without delay their representatives at

the Conference, whether plenipotentiary delegates, substitute dele-

gates, or technical delegates, in order that the members of the Con-
ference may be able to make a thorough study of the documentation

already assembled.

As regards the composition of the delegations, I venture further to

call attention to the resolution adopted by the Assembly of the League
of Nations on September 24th, 1928, in the following terms :

"The Assembly, considering that the question of nationality which
is on the agenda of the Conference is of special interest to women,
and that Article 7 of the Covenant embodies the principle that all

positions under or in connection with the League shall be open equally
to men and women, expresses the hope that the Members of the

League, when invited to the forthcoming Conference, will consider

w Enclosure not printed.
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the desirability of taking these considerations into account in com-
posing their delegations."

As regards the subjects to be discussed by the Conference, M.
Scialoja in his report to the Council thought it desirable to make
special mention of the following passage in the second report of the

Preparatory Committee:

"The suggestion that the Conference should deliberate on the bases

jof discussion prepared by the Preparatory Committee was also

prompted by a desire to facilitate the work of ^the Conference. In
point of fact these bases of discussion were furnished by the Govern-
ments themselves, which replied to the requests submitted to them
for information. The Committee merely collated their replies and
brought out the points in which they are in agreement. The individual

delegations will, moreover, have the fullest liberty to submit amend-
ments. The reason why proposals which do not come^ within the
scope of the bases of discussion can only be dealt with if this is allowed

by a previous decision is to obviate the necessity for the Conference
to handle questions on which, as a result of the work of the Committee
of Experts and the replies received from Governments, agreement
would appear to be very unlikely. Moreover, the Conference will
have the fullest possible powers to allow any question to be con-
sidered.

57

Finally, you will observe from the enclosed document that the

Council, in agreement with the Assembly, requests those Governments
which have not replied to the Preparatory Committee's questionnaire
to be so good as to do so.

The Council has appointed as President of the Conference M.
Heemskerk, Netherlands Minister of State, former Prime Minister

and former Minister of Justice.

The Conference will sit at the Peace Palace at The Hague but
the opening meeting will be held at 11 a. m. on March 13th at the

Bidderzaal.

I shall be grateful if your Government would be so good as to

inform me, if possible before the end of February 1930, of the names
of its delegates to the Conference.

I have [etc.] ERIC DRUMMOND-

504.418A2/49J

The Secretary of State to President Hoover

WASHINGTON, December 12, 1929.

THE PRESIDENT : This Government has received from the Secretary
General of the League of Nations an invitation dated October 15, 1929,
to attend an International Conference to be held at The Hague be-

ginning March 13, 1930, for the purpose of considering the Codifica-

tion of International Law. The subjects to be taken up at this
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Conference are (1) Nationality, (2) Territorial Waters, and (3) Re-

sponsibility of States for damage caused in their territory to the

person or property of foreigners.

Each of these subjects is of great importance in the conduct of the

foreign relations of this Government. Troublesome questions of dual

nationality are constantly arising in connection with our efforts to

protect American citizens abroad. It is frequently found that the

persons whom we endeavor to protect or assist, although American
citizens under our law by birth, are also regarded as citizens or sub-

jects of the foreign States concerned under their laws. Like difficul-

ties are frequently encountered in the case of naturalized citizens.

Several countries do not recognize thp expatriation of their nationals

by naturalization in foreign countries. The result is that naturalized

American citizens, formerly nationals of those countries, on return-

ing to their native lands are still regarded as nationals and frequently
find themselves in difficulties under the laws pertaining to military

service, taxation, etc. It is, therefore, very desirable that these con-

flicts between the national laws of the various countries should, in

so far as is possible, be reconciled.

The question of Territorial Waters is likewise important. The Con-
ference will consider, among other things, the breadth of the ter-

ritorial waters under the sovereignty of the coastal State
;
the distance

to which the coastal State may exercise authority on the high seas to

prevent the infringement within its territory or territorial waters of

its customs or sanitary regulations, or interference with its security;
the points from which the belt of territorial waters is to be measured

;

methods by which territorial waters of islands and groups of islands

are to be determined; questions pertaining to the right of innocent

passage of foreign merchant vessels and of foreign war ships through
the territorial waters of a State; the right of local authorities to

make arrests on board foreign merchant vessels within or passing

through such territorial waters; and the continuation on the high
seas of pursuit begun within territorial waters. T

It will readily be appreciated that, in view of the extent of the

coast line of the United States and the magnitude and importance of

lAmerican shipping, these questions are of vital interest to this

Government.
The third question, namely, that of Eesponsibility of States for

damage caused in their territory to the person or property of for-

eigners, is of tremendous importance to this Government. The Con-

ference will consider, among other subjects involving questions of

State, responsibility, the repudiation by legislative or executive acts

of debts of the State, and failure to comply with obligations resulting
from debts; refusal to allow foreigners access to judicial tribunals;
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delays on the part of such tribunals, ill-will manifested toward for

eigners, and procedure resulting in a miscarriage of justice ;
acts anc

omissions of officials, including those of diplomatic and consular offi

cers, and political subdivisions of a State, such as communes, prov

inces, etc.
;
acts of armed forces, such -as the requisitioning, occupa

tion, and damage to or destruction of property; insurrection, riot

mob violence, and other disturbances
;
and responsibility of a State en

trusted with the conduct of the foreign relations of another State 01

political
unit for damages suffered by foreigners in the territory o:

the latter State or political unit.

In view of the effect upon the conduct of our foreign relations

particularly the protection of American life and property in foreig]

countries, of conclusions which may be reached at this Conferenc

on the various subjects to be considered, I think it most importan
that this Government should be represented at the Conference b;

delegates, technical advisers, and other necessary personnel.
I therefore, submit the enclosed draft of a Joint Eesolution fo:

wiiich I recommend that the favorable consideration of the Congres
be requested.

95

Eespectfully submitted, HENRY L. STTMSOI

504.41SA2/159J

The Acting Secretary of State to Mr. David Hunter Miller, Edito

of Treaties, Department of State

, February 27, 193(

DEAR MR. MILLER: I am asking you to act as Chairman of th

Commission which is going to The Hague and in case of your in

ability at any time to act, ask Mr. Hack-worth 9G to act as Chairman.
Written instructions cannot be given this delegation. You, Mi

Hackworth, and I have talked the matter over and I shall have t<

ask that if at any time there are differences in the delegation wher

any delegate takes a serious position which is opposed to the psitio:
that you and Mr. Hackworth take, it be referred to Washington b;

telegraph ; or. if you and Mr. Hackworth differ on any matter, tha
that be referred to Washington, and that, I think, will cover a]

differences. You will know that in some of the subjects at least th

Department does not expect conventions.

The Technical Assistants are people of substantial value in con

* Not printed ; for test of the resolution as approved, see 46 Stat. 85.
Green H. Hackworth, Solicitor for the Department of State.
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nection with the various subjects, but you will use entire discre-

tion about appointing them on committees. Speaking generally, I

should think you would expect Mr. Flournoy to serve on any special

committee on Naturalization; Mr. Hackworth on Responsibility of

States, and yourself on Territorial Waters. You will understand, of

course, that the delegates are in no sense to approve the Harvard
drafts 97 as a whole or to approve the League bases as a whole.

Sincerely yours, J. P. COTTON

504.418A2/159J

The Acting Secretary of State to the Chairman of the American,

Delegation (Miller) and the Alternate Chairman (HackwortTi)

WASHINGTON, February 27, 1930.

GENTLEMEN: In addition to your formal instructions, I want to

give you one private one.

As at present advised, we do not expect the delegates to sign con-

ventions and you will regard it as an instruction not to sign a

convention without prior cable authorization.

Sincerely yours, J. P. COTTON

604.418A2/159 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Switzerland

(Wilson)

WASHINGTON, March 1, 1930 2 p. m.

16. Your despatch 1139, October 17.98 Please address a communi-
cation to Sir Eric Drummond as follows :

"With reference to your letter of October 15, 1929, to the Secre-

tary of State, I am instructed by the Acting Secretary of State to

inform you that my Government is sending a delegation to the
Codification Conference composed of five plenipotentiary delegates
as follows : Mr. David Hunter Miller, Mr. Green H. Hackworth, Mr.
Theodore G. Kisley, Mr. Richard W. Flournoy, junior, and Mrs. Kuth
B. Shipley, accompanied by five technical advisers as follows: Mr.
Jesse S. Reeves, Mr. Edwin M. Borchard, Mr. Manley O. Hudson, Mr.
S. W. Boggs and Miss Emma Wold."

CAKR

97 See Research in International Law, Harvard Law School, Nationality,
Responsibility of States, Territorial Waters, Draft of Conventions Prepared in

Anticipation of the First Conference on the Codification of International Law, The
Hague, 1980 (Harvard Law School, Cambridge, 192U).

98 Not printed ;
see footnote 92, p. 204.
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504.418A2/212 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (Diekema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

THE HAGUE, March 24, 193010 a. m.

[Keceived 10:45 a. m.]

37. [From Miller.] Conference No. 5. After one week of the daily

meetings of each of the three committees I think the result to date

may be generally summarized as follows: The progress made has

been very limited and slow as the discussions have been confined to a

few principles in each committee. In territorial waters, unless the

three Magyar [three-mile f] states admit an exception for such

countries as Italy, Norway, Sweden, and Portugal, any agreement
seems remote. In responsibility of states, any general agreement if

reached would be of very small scope. In nationality, I see almost

no chance of an agreement. Our policy for the right of expatria-

tion is opposed by a majority and I cannot now see any compromise
form of formula which we could accept in view of the act of 1868.1

Furthermore the vital difference in this subject between France and

Italy is one of real political importance which cannot be met in a

general convention. The foregoing were my views prior to a talk

I had last evening with Giannini, chief Italian delegate, and are

confirmed by that interview. There will be a strong effort made
this week to speed up work of Conference and there is great pressure
to end by April 12 and no earlier date seems now possible. Miller.

DIEKEMA

504.418A2/225 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (Diekema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

[Extract Paraphrase]

THE HAGUE, March 31, 193011 p. m.

[Received March 3110:20 a. m.]

42. From Miller. Conference No. 10.

There is not the slightest possibility that the Conference will adopt
the proposal of the National Woman's Party as a clause of a con-

vention.2 A very large majority of the delegations are opposed to it,

M5 Stat. 223.
2 The clause which it was desired to insert in the proposed convention of

nationality provided that on the part of the contracting parties there should be
no distinction hased on sex in their law or practice relating to nationality.
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as Miss Stevens 3 herself has stated. Under the circumstances the

obvious course, which the women have in mind, is for them to seek a

resolution or recommendation of the Conference wKich would be

favorable to the proposal ;
our attitude on such a resolution, of course,

would be one of great importance. In talking with Miss Stevens I

reserved any answer on the point. I think that the Chilean dele-

gation, which has brought forward the proposal, would be disposed
to accept any suggestion which we may make in the matter.

I suggest following as form of such a resolution :
4

"The Conference recommends to the study of the Governments the

principle that in their law and practice relating to nationality there
shall be no distinction based on sex with particular consideration of
the interests of children involved in the application of that principle."

In support of such a proposal a statement might be made to the

effect that the Government of the United States had gone very far in

its nationality laws in removal of discrimination based on sex, but

that it is our feeling that questions relating to children and their

interests are closely bound up with the complete application of the

principle and therefore should be considered in connection therewith.

Subject to the day-to-day developments here which are impossible
to forecast in detail, I recommend that we favor a resolution in the

form given above and support it along lines of statement indicated.

I await instructions. 6
. . .

DlEKEMA

604.418A2/237 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (Diekema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

[Extract]

THE HAGUE, April 5, 193011 p. m.

[Received April 62 : 26 a. m.]

46. [From Miller.] Conference No. 13. In my 12 of this date 6 I

have sent you the text of seventeen articles of the proposed convention

on nationality which are now before the commission on nationality.

These seventeen articles represent almost exactly the definitive text

adopted by a two-thirds majority vote of the commission on each

8 Doris Stevens, chairman of the Inter-American Commission of Women. The
Commission was created pursuant to a resolution of the Sixth International
Conference of American States, Habana, 1928.

4
Quoted passage not paraphrased.

B
By telegram No. 23, April 1, 1 p. m., the Department approved the suggested

form of resolution.
6 Not printed.
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article.
7 In addition to these seventeen articles there is now a pro-

posed preamble and there are also various general articles which are

or will be proposed and the text of which I do not now transmit,

*

The major question of policy is our attitude toward the prestige

[protocol?] of convention containing the seventeen substantive articles

above mentioned as well as the other general articles. ... Of course

it would be possible for the United States to sign this convention and

by preferring reservations to cut out, so far as we are concerned, all

the objectionable features. I do not favor that course.

The proposed convention does little toward the removal of dual

nationality or the prevention of statelessness. Our policy of expatria-
tion receives no recognition at all. I think that we should refuse to

sign the convention and make a statement to the effect that while

the discussions have been very valuable and helpful, the convention

as proposed contains a number of features which the United States

could not accept and while it contains certain clauses to which we have

no objection an acceptance of these by the United States would in-

volve such extensive reservations to the agreement as a whole that

we consider it better to await a further and more progressive agree-
ment which we hoped the discussion of the present Conference would
facilitate.

Hackworth, Risley, and Mrs. Shipley concur. Flournoy asked me
to add this expression of his views with which the rest of us do not

agree.

Flournoy thinks that article 1 is useful and that, with reference

to statements in articles 3 and 4 and other articles concerning double

nationality, a reservation to the effect that the United States cannot

admit that a person who obtains naturalization in the United States

retains his former allegiance, would sufficiently safeguard the position
of our Government. He believes that as the articles of the convention

so far agreed to are inadequate it would be desirable to recommend
that the signing of any convention be postponed until further con-

sideration shall have been given by all concerned. However, if it is

decided that a convention shall be signed, he thinks that it would be

preferable for us to sign with reservations thus getting the advantage
of the articles of which we approve. Miller.

DlEKEMA

7

League of Nations, Acts of the Conference for the Codification of International
Law, vol. n, Minutes of the First Committee, annex m, p. 298.
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504.418A2/241 : Telegram

The Minister m the Netherlands (Diekema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

[Extract]

THE HAGTJE, April 6, 19304 p. ifi.

[Received 8 : 17 p. m.]

49. From Miller. Conference No. 17.

. . . One of the general clauses adopted Saturday night permits

signature until December 31, 1930, but even so I think it better to say
at this Conference that we will not sign. The objections are obvious

now and we might as well make our position clear. A new and to my
mind fatal objection to the whole convention is that the committee

Saturday night voted down a clause permitting future special agree-

ments on nationality between particular states. It is quite impossible

for us to tie our hands in this regard by any general convention.

I shall not cable the general clauses at length unless you wish as

they are pages long and mostly are not material on the question of

signature. Some of them are not yet definitive.

DIEKEMA

504.418A2/239 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (DieJcema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

THE HAGUE, April 6, 19305 p. m.

[Received 6 : 31 p. m.]

50. [From Miller.] Conference No. 18. I think the general re-

sult of this Conference will be a set-back to the whole idea of the

codification of international law; this opinion is subject to revision

but it expresses my views at the moment.

In nationality, the agreement reached will be very limited and

if you agree with our views it will be one which the United States

will never sign.

In responsibility, any agreement will be quite limited in any case

and even such a limited agreement is not now definitely in sight.

This is the only one of the three subjects which presents primarily

questions of existing international law for codification.

In territorial waters, there appears no possibility of agreement

with views more openly divergent than they were when discussions

commenced.

There is this much to be said on the other side.

51862545 19
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The difficulties on all three questions have been explored and have
been found to have been more real than was supposed when the Gov-
ernments agreed on this Conference. The study of the three questions
and the interchange of views will be valuable regardless of the pres-
ent result and may perhaps lead gradually to some result later on

some points although more probably in the near future along the lines

of particular conventions than by general agreement. Miller.

DlEKEMA

504.418A2/248 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in the Netherlands

(DieJ&ema)

WASHINGTON, April 7, 1930 4 p. m.

25. For Miller. Your 46, Conference No. 13.
8 We think you

should refuse to sign convention and make statement to the effect in-

dicated by you. We do not think you should sign with reservations.

Proposed Articles 1 and 2 seem to us more objectionable even than

you indicate.

Your 17.9 We think it better to say at the conference that your
delegation has recommended against signature and you do not expect

signature even if the general clause permits signature until end 1930.

504.418A2/247 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (DieJcema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

THE HAGUE, April 7, 1930 9 p. m.

[Received April 7 8 : 08 p. m.]

53. Conference number 21. From Miller. At commission on ter-

ritorial waters April 7, I proposed that the commission abandon all

idea of a signed convention and submit to the Governments for their

future consideration and study a report of the studies and delibera-

tions of the commission
;
that action will be followed. There will be

no convention or draft convention on territorial waters but merely
a report of the commission which will contain an account of the pro-

ceedings, the points of agreement and of difference and drafts of cer-

tain articles provisionally agreed upon and hoping for a further con-

ference on the subject in the future.

DlEKEMA

*
Ante, p. 211.

9 Ante. -n. 213.
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504.418A2/252 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (DieJcema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

THE HAGUE, April 8, 19306 p. m.

[Eeceived 11 : 58 p. m.]

54. From Miller. Conference 22. The commission on nationality

has adopted the following recommendations :

1. The Conference is unanimously of the opinion that it is very
desirable that the various states should, in the exercise of their

power of regulating questions of nationality, make every effort to

reduce so far as possible cases of statelessness and that the League of
Nations should continue the work which it already has in hand for

the purpose of arriving at an international settlement of this serious

question.
2. The Conference is also unanimous in declaring that it is very

desirable that the various states should, in the exercise of their

power of regulating questions of nationality, make every effort to
reduce so far as possible cases of dual nationality and that steps
should be taken by the League of Nations to prepare the way for a,

settlement by international agreement of the various conflicts which
arise from the possession by individuals of two or more nationalities.

In particular it is recommended that the various states adopt legis-
lation designed to facilitate renunciation by persons born with dual

nationality of the countries in which they are not residing and that
such renunciation be not made subject to the fulfillment of unneces-

sary conditions. The wording of the second paragraph of the fore-

going recommendation is provisional.
3. It is desirable that states should give effect to the principle that

the acquisition of a foreign nationality through naturalization in-

volves the loss of the previous nationality.
At the same time so long as the principle is not universally applied

it is desirable that before conferring their nationality by naturaliza-

tion, states should endeavor to ascertain that the person concerned
has fulfilled, or [is] in a position to fulfill, the conditions required

by the law of his country for loss of nationality.
4. The Conference recommends to the Governments the study of

the question whether it would not be possible:

(1) To introduce into their law the principle of the equality of

the sexes in matters of nationality, taking particularly into consid-

eration the interests of the children, and

(2) Especially to decide that in principle the nationality of the

wife should not be affected without her consent either by the mere
fact of marriage or by any change in the nationality of her husband.

5. The Conference is of the opinion that a woman who in conse-

quence of her marriage has lost her nationality without acquiring that

of her husband, should be able to obtain a passport from the state

of which her husband is a national.

6. (Very tentatively adopted.) The Conference recommends to the

Governments the study of the question whether it would not be desir-
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able that in the case of a person losing his nationality without ac-

quiring another the state whose nationality he last possessed shall
at the request of the country where he is residing and under certain
conditions admit him to its territory.

7. The Conference, with the view of facilitating the progressive cod-
ification of international law, expresses the [understanding?] that,
in the future, states shall be guided as far as possible by the provi-
sions of the acts of the first Conference for the Codification of Inter-
national Law in any special conventions which they may conclude

amongst themselves.

8. The first Conference for the Codification of International Law
draws attention to the advisability of examining at a future con-
ference questions connected with the proof of nationality. It would
be highly desirable to determine the legal value of certificates of

nationality which have been, or may be, issued by the competent
authorities, and to lay down the conditions for their recognition by
other states.

My comments on the foregoing recommendations follow :

To numbers 1, 2, 6 and 8, 1 see no objection.

Number 3. The first paragraph is in accord with our policy but I

object very strongly to the second paragraph which in effect nullifies

the first. In my opinion we could never accept and consequently can-

not accept the recommendation.

Number 4. Clause (1) is our proposal. As to clause (2), there is

at least some doubt in view of the provisions of the Cable Act 10

regarding loss of nationality of a woman marrying an ineligible alien.

However, the recommendation only recommends study of the question,
and in view of clause (1), which we proposed, and in view also of the

fact that clause (2) raises a very delicate question, it is my view that

we should accept number 4.

Number 5. I oppose as we cannot issue passports to persons not

owing allegiance.

Number 7. Necessarily I object to this as the general convention,
which is one of the acts of the Conference, is unacceptable to us.

The question remains whether any statement should be made re-

garding these recommendations when they come before the plenary
session of the Conference where they can be adopted by a majority
vote. I think that a statement should be made opposing numbers 3

and 7 and that we should merely vote against number 5.

All our delegates concur. DIEKEMA

10 42 Stat. 1021.
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504.418A2/249 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (Diekema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

THE HAGOT, April 8, 19307 p. m.

[Received 10 : 27 p. m.]

55. From Miller. Conference number 23. The commission on

nationality has adopted a protocol to be annexed to the general con-

vention and consisting of the following three articles :

Article 1. A person possessing two or more nationalities who
habitually resides in one of the countries whose nationality he

possesses, and [who] is in fact most closely connected with that

country, will be exempt from all military obligations in the other

country or countries.

This exemption may involve the loss of allegiance to the other

country or countries.

Article 2. Without prejudice to the provisions of article 1, if a

person possesses the nationality of two states and under the law of
either state has the right to renounce or decline the nationality of
that state on attaining his majority, he shall be exempt from military
service in that state during his minority.

Article 3. Similarly the individual who has lost the nationality of

a state according to the law of that state and has acquired another

nationality, will be exempt from military obligations in the country
whose nationality he has lost.

The said commission also adopted another protocol to be annexed

to the general convention and consisting of one article as follows :

Article. In a state whose nationality is not conferred by the mere
fact of birth in its territory, a child born in its territory of a mother

possessing the nationality of that state and of a father without

nationality or of unknown nationality shall have the nationality of

the said state.

The said commission also adopted a special separate protocol of

one article as follows :

Article. If a person after entering a foreign country loses his

nationality without acquiring another nationality, the state whose

nationality he last possessed remains bound to admit him at the re-

quest of the country where he is residing :

(1) If he is permanently indigent either as a result of an in-

curable disease or for any other reason; [or]

(2) If he has been sentenced in^the country where he is re-

siding to not less than one month's imprisonment and has served

his sentence or obtained total or partial remission thereof.

In the first case the State whose nationality he last possessed may
refuse to receive him, on undertaking to meet the cost of relief in.
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the country where he is residing as from the thirtieth day from the

date on which the request was made. In the second case the person
must be sent back to the territory of the State whose nationality
he last possessed at the expense of the country where he is residing.

I make the following comments on foregoing protocols :

Annexed protocol of three articles. So far as these provide for

exemption from military service they are desirable. But there are

two serious objections to them: (1) Article 1 and 2 by implication,
and article 3, expressly admit dual nationality of naturalized citizens

which we strongly oppose; (2) an annexed protocol is closely bound

up with the general convention. It is possible to meet at least the

first objection and perhaps the second by appropriate reservations.

I think that we should take the course here of not signing the protocol
but saying that it will be considered by our Government.

Flournoy thinks it preferable to sign here with reservations as

lie believes article 1 of great practical value.

Annexed protocol of one article. This is of no particular interest

to us although there is a conceivable case where it might apply to an

American mother in another country who had two nationalities.

However, the objection that it is an annexed protocol and so connected

with the general convention seems to me conclusive.

A special separate protocol. I oppose this as I think we would
be worse off with such qualifications in returning undesirable aliens

than we are now. All our delegates concur.

DlEKEMA

504.418A2/258 : Telegram

The Acting Secretai^y of State to the Minister in the Netherlands

(DieJcema)

WASHINGTON, April 9, 1930 5 p. m.

28. [For Miller.] Your 54, Conference 22. Your recommenda-
tions approved.
Your 55, Conference 23. Your recommendations approved.
I have had considerable doubt as to the point Flournoy raises;

but because of considerable criticism going on here by a certain

group of women, I should prefer that there be no signing of conven-

tions at all at The Hague and prefer to have our Government's

signature affixed, if at all, after you return. I am aware that this

course may mean that other nations will not be following your
example by signing promptly, but I regard that difficulty as

unavoidable.

COTTON
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504.418A2/261 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (Diekema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

THE HAGUE, April 10, 1930 noon.

[Keceived April 10 11 a; m.]

60. [From Miller.] Conference 28. The question as to our signa-

ture of the document called the Final Act of the Conference is now

presented for decision.

The Final Act will be a formal and quite summary statement of the

proceedings of the Conference reciting the invitation, the names of

the delegates, the officers of the Conference and the three commissions
;

then will follow a list of the conventions drawn up mentioning them

only by title and a reference to the reports on territorial waters and re-

sponsibility ;
then a statement that the Conference had adopted vari-

ous resolutions which will be set forth in extenso; and finally a

testimonium clause.

The Final Act has not yet been written but I think the foregoing
is a correct statement of the substance of the document.
In any case there will be nothing in the Final Act which will be

in any sense of a contractual nature. It is intended merely as a formal

and official record of the proceedings.
Both Hackworth and I feel strongly that the United States should

sign the Final Act and we recommend we should be authorized ac-

cordingly. The United States has taken a prominent part in the

proceedings here and sometimes a decisive part and it seems, to us,

particularly in view of the small result of the Conference as a whole,
that it would be a great pity if we refused to sign a document that

is merely a record and binds nobody to anything.
If you agree in principle with our recommendation I shall have to

ask that will you not include also discretion to us regarding the form
of the Final Act. The signature of that document is now set for Sat-

urday afternoon April 12 and I doubt if it will be at all possible for

me to telegraph you its text even in skeleton form in time for you to

answer before the hour of signature.

Accordingly I hope you will find it possible to instruct us "upon

receipt of this telegram.
All our delegates concur. Miller.

DIEKEMA
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504.18A2/264 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to tTie Minister in the Netherlands

(Diekema)

WASHINGTON, April 10, 1930 noon.

30. For Miller. Following telegram received from Doris Stevens:

"United States delegation Codification Conference making no effec-

tive fight prevent adoption Nationality convention based on sex dis-

crimination. On contrary supporting two articles based on principle

inequality. Dp you approve ? If not urge send immediately precise
instructions Miller."

Please tell me what the two articles are as I would like to counter-

act unpleasant publicity here. Certain women have been making
most unfair criticisms which I believe to be without any reason what-

soever.

COTTON

504.418A2/269 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in the Netherlands

(Diekema)

WASHINGTON, April 10, 1930 3 p. m.

32. For Miller. The organized feminine lobby has persuaded a

large part of the Foreign Affairs Committees and their leaders pub-

licly to express the view that the United States should attempt to get
a postponement of any convention on nationality in the same way that

you expect to postpone as to the other topics. As you fully under-

stand I have never thought that any of these subjects was ready for

world codification and have never expected a satisfactory conven-

tion. "We would prefer not to see a great majority of the other

nations crystallize their views on nationality in a way which we do
not approve. We cannot of course attempt for a moment to dictate

the views of other nations as to whether or not they deem it wise to

enter into conventions but I think you might express the view that
we deem it unwise that the conference should attempt in any degree
to legislate on questions where there is real conflict of opinion.

COTTON

504.418A2/270 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in the Netherlands

(Diekema)

WASHINGTON, April 10, 1930 4 p. m.
33. [For Miller.] Your 60, Conference No. 28. You are au-

thorized to sign any formal and official record of the proceedings
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which you deem in proper form and you are the judges of what is

proper form, provided it is merely a record and binds nobody to

anything.

COTTON

504.418A2/276 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (DieJcema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

[Paraphrase]

THE HAGUE, April 11, 19303 p. m.

[Received 10 : 25 p. m.]

67. [From Miller.] Your telegram No. 30, April 10, noon. The
two articles to which Miss Stevens refers read as follows in text

adopted at plenary session of Conference yesterday :
n

"Article 10. Naturalization of the husband during marriage shall

not involve a change in the nationality of the wife except with her
consent.

Article 11. The wife who under the law of her country lost her

nationality on marriage shall not recover it after the dissolution of
the marriage except on her own application and in accordance with
the law of that country. If she does recover it, she shall lose the

nationality which she acquired by reason of the marriage."

The convention was voted on as a whole at the plenary session, not

by articles, and, as I informed you earlier today,
12 the United States

delegation voted against the convention as a whole; we were the

only delegation that voted against it.

At one of the commission's previous meetings when convention was
voted on article by article, the delegation with my express approval
and direction voted in favor of articles 10 and 11, quoted above,
which then had different numbers. Before that vote was taken the

delegation had offered amendments to the two articles which would
have made them general in language; as, for example, saying in

No. 10 r
11

"Naturalization of one spouse during marriage does not of itself

involve a change of nationality for the other spouse."

The amendments had been rejected by the commission, so it seemed

to me not only proper but desirable that the United States should

vote affirmatively on the two articles quoted above. That naturaliza-

tion of a husband shall not automatically and without the consent of

the wife bring about her naturalization is wholly in accord with

11
Quoted passage not paraphrased.

14
Telegram No. 65 ; not printed.
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United States law and policy. That a wife upon dissolution of her

marriage shall not recover a former nationality which she had except

upon her own application and in accordance with law is also wholly
in accord with United States law and policy. In my view it was

impossible for the United States to vote against such proposals. I

was quite aware that Miss Stevens wanted me to vote against them
and I refused to do so because I refused to put the United States in

position to have it said that we supported views that consent of wife
in either of two cases which I mentioned was necessary. To say that

this Government should vote against such proposals merely because

their language in terms does not apply to both sexes when we all

know that in practical application and in fact only one sex is con-

cerned would be to make a fetish of words. I fully believe that my
action was right, and in accordance with your views. As you know,
the Conference has acted on the nationality question. On the point,

however, that we should have attempted to prevent the adoption here

of any convention at all, it is quite obvious that any such attempt
would have been fruitless. At an international conference the United
States is not in the position of a dictator and the vote last night of

40 to 1 on this convention shows in itself what were the views of the

other countries including all the other great powers except Russia.

The views of the United States on expatriation and married women,
the subjects which I regard as the two major issues, were put before

the Conference here definitely and very strongly the first in my
declaration on expatriation which had Department's approval ;

14

and the second in the resolution offered by our delegation, also ap-

proved by Department, regarding the principle of equality of sex,
the substance of which is first part of recommendation No. 4 in my
telegram Conference No. 22, April 8, 6 p. m. and which passed last

night by the Conference as recommendation No. 6 15 in language
almost identical with that reported in my No. 22.

<

I do not hold the opinion that action of the Conference here re-

garding nationality has altogether crystallized the views of other

countries in opposition to our policy. I believe, on the contrary,
that discussions here have shown that world sentiment on the whole

question of nationality is in state of flux and that the trend is our way
despite fact that at this time various countries have other views which
are based partly on social and economic conditions and partly on

religion. Miller.

DlEKEMA

Telegram No. 25, April 7, 4 p. m., to the Minister in the Netherlands, p. 214.
League of Nations, Acts of the Conference for the Codification of International

Law, voL i, p. 163.
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504.418A2/278 : Telegram

The Minister in the Netherlands (Diekema) to the Acting Secretary

of State

THE HAGUE, April 12, 19309 p. m.

[Eeceived April 127 : 30 p. m.]

73. [From Miller.] Conference 38. There were two plenary
sessions of the Conference on April 12.16 At the morning session

the somewhat elaborate report of the commission on the territorial

waters was received. There were then adopted without dissent three

recommendations: The first related to future work of codification;

the second to the international regime of ports ;
the third to the pro-

tection of products of the sea.

All of these appear to be harmless and I shall not cable their text

in full unless you request it.

The afternoon session was devoted to the signing of five documents

namely: The nationality convention; protocol relating to military

obligations ; protocol relating to case of statelessness
; special protocol

relating to statelessness
;
and the Final Act of the Conference.

Of course we signed neither the convention nor any one of the

protocols. After consideration we thought the form of the Final Act

proper and constituting merely a formal record and in no way bind-

ing as an agreement in any sense. Accordingly the Final Act was

signed on behalf of the United States by our four delegates,
17

Flournoy having left. Therefore [Thereupon?'] the Conference

finally adjourned. Miller.

DIEKEMA

504.418A2/338 : Telegram

The Secretary of S'tate to the Minister in Switzerland (Wilson)

WASHINGTON, December 27, 1930 6 p. m.

112. You are instructed to proceed to Geneva and to sign the pro-
tocol relating to military obligations in certain cases of double nation-

ality, concluded at The Hague, April 12, 1930. The last day on which
the protocol remains open for signature is December 31, 1930.

Please inform the Acting Secretary General of the League of Na-
tions that the President's full power to sign the protocol has been

issued to you and will be forwarded by the next mail. It is hoped
that the exhibition to the Acting Secretary General of the present

telegraphic instruction will be accepted by him as sufficient authority
for you to sign the protocol of April 12, 1930.18

* STIMSON

16
League of Nations, Acts of the Conference for the Codification of Inter-

national Law, vol. i, pp. 50, 55.
17
IUd., p. 138.
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Treaty Series No. 913

Protocol Relating to Military Obligations in Certain Cases of Double

Nationality, Signed at The Hague, April 1%, 1930
19

Tlie undersigned Plenipotentiaries, on behalf of their respective

Governments,
With a view to determining in certain cases the position as regards

tlieir military obligations of persons possessing two or more

nationalities,

Have agreed as follows :

ARTICLE 1

A person possessing two or more nationalities who habitually
resides in one of the countries whose nationality he possesses, and who
is in fact most closely connected with that country, shall be exempt
from all military obligations in the other country or countries.

This exemption may involve the loss of the nationality of the other

country or countries.

ARTICLE 2

Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 1 of the present

Protocol, if a person possesses the nationality of two or more States

and, under the law of any one of such States, has the right, on attain-

ing his majority, to renounce or decline the nationality of that State,
Jh.e shall be exempt from military service in such State during his

minority.

ARTICLE 3

A person who has lost the nationality of a State under the law of
that State and has acquired another nationality, shall be exempt from

military obligations in the State of which he has lost the nationality.

ARTICLE 4

The High Contracting Parties agree to apply the principles and
rules contained in the preceding articles in their relations with each

other, as from the date of the entry into force of the present Protocol.
The inclusion of the above-mentioned principles and rules in the

said articles shall in no way be deemed to prejudice the question
whether they do or do not already form part of international law.

It is understood that, in so far as any point is not covered by any
of the provisions of the preceding articles, the existing principles and
rules of international law shall remain in force.

"Ratification advised by the Senate, June 18 (legislative day of June 15),1932 ; ratified by the President, Jnly 5, 1932 ; ratification of the United States
deposited at Geneva, August 3, 1932 ; proclaimed by the President April 26, 1937
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ARTICLE 5

Nothing in the present Protocol shall affect the provisions of any

treaty, convention or agreement in force between any of the High

Contracting Parties relating to nationality or matters connected

therewith.

ARTICLE 6

Any High Contracting Party may, when signing or ratifying the

present Protocol or acceding thereto, append an express reservation

excluding any one or more of the provisions of Articles 1 to 3 and 7.

The provisions thus excluded cannot be applied against the High
Contracting Party who has made the reservation nor relied on by
that Party against any other High Contracting Party.

ARTICLE 7

If there should arise between the High Contracting Parties a dis-

pute of any kind relating to the interpretation or application of the

present Protocol and if such dispute cannot be satisfactorily settled by
diplomacy, it shall be settled in accordance with any applicable

agreements in force between the Parties providing for the settlement

of international disputes.

In case there is no such agreement in force between the Parties, the

dispute shall be referred to arbitration or judicial settlement, in

accordance with the constitutional procedure of each of the Parties to

the dispute. In the absence of agreement on the choice of another

tribunal, the dispute shall be referred to the Permanent Court of

International Justice, if all the Parties to the dispute are Parties to

the Protocol of the 16th December, 1920,
19a

relating to the Statute of

that Court, and if any of the Parties to the dispute is not a Party to

the Protocol of the 16th December, 1920, the dispute shall be referred

to an arbitral tribunal constituted in accordance with the Hague
Convention of the 18th October, 1907, for the Pacific Settlement of

International Conflicts.
20

ARTICLE 8

The present Protocol shall remain open until the 31st December,
1930, for signature on behalf of any Member of the League of Nations

or of any non-Member State invited to the First Codification Con-
ference or to which the Council of the League of Nations has com-

municated a copy of the Protocol for this purpose.

lfla

Foreign Relations, 1920, vol. i, p. 17.
20
Ibid., 1907, pt. 2, p. 1181.
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ARTICLE 9

The present Protocol is subject to ratification. Ratifications st

be deposited with the Secretariat of the League of Nations.

The Secretary-General shall give notice of the deposit of e*

ratification to the Members of the League of Nations and to

non-Member States mentioned in Article 8, indicating the date of

deposit.

ARTICLE 10

As from January 1st, 1931, any Member of the League of Natic

and any non-Member State mentioned in Article 8 on whose beh
the Protocol has not been signed before that date may accede there

Accession shall be effected by an instrument deposited with 1

Secretariat of the League of Nations. The Secretary-General of 1

League of Nations shall give notice of each accession to the Memb
,of the League of Nations and to the non-Member States mentioned

Article 8, indicating the date of the deposit of the instrument.

ARTICLE 11

A proces-verbal shall be drawn up by the Secretary-General of

League of Nations as soon as ratifications or accessions on behali

ten Members of the League of Nations or non-Member States h
been deposited.

A certified copy of this proces-verbal shall be sent by the Secreta

General to each Member of the League of Nations and to each n
Member State mentioned in Article 8.

ARTICLE 12

The present Protocol shall enter into force on the 90th day aJ

the 4&te of the proces-verbal mentioned in Article 11 as regards
Members of the League of Nations or non-Member States on wh
behalf ratifications or accessions have been deposited on the date

the proces-verbal.

As regards any Member of the League or non-Member State

\vhose behalf a ratification or accession is subsequently deposited,
Protocol shall enter into force on the 90th day after the date of

deposit of a ratification or accession on its behalf.

ARTICLE 13

As from January 1st, 1986, any Member of the League of Nati

or any non-Member State in regard to which the present Prot(

is then in force, may address to the Secretary-General of the Lea
of Nations a request for the revision of any or all of the provision:
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this Protocol. If such a request, after being communicated to the

other Members of the League and non-Member States in regard to

which the Protocol is then in force, is supported within one year

by at least nine of them, the Council of the League of Nations shall

decide, after consultation with the Members of the League of Nations

and the non-Member States mentioned in Article 8, whether a con-

ference should be specially convoked for that purpose or whether such

revision should be considered at the next conference for the codifica-

tion of international law.

The High Contracting Parties agree that, if the present Protocol

is revised, the new Agreement may provide that upon its entry into

force some or all of the provisions of the present Protocol shall be

abrogated in respect of all of the Parties to the present Protocol.

ARTICLE 14

The present Protocol may be denounced.

Denunciation shall be effected by a notification in writing addressed

to the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, who shall inform

all Members of the League of Nations and the non-Member States

mentioned in Article 8.

Each denunciation shall take effect one year after the receipt by
the Secretary-General of the notification but only as regards the

Member of the League or non-Member State on whose behalf it has

been notified.

ARTICLE 15

1. Any High Contracting Party may, at the time of signature,
ratification or accession, declare that, in accepting the present Pro-

tocol, he does not assume any obligations in respect of all or any of

his colonies, protectorates, overseas territories or territories under

suzerainty or mandate, or in respect of certain parts of the population
of the said territories

;
and the present Protocol shall not apply to

any territories or to the parts of their population named in such

declaration.

2. Any High Contracting Party may give notice to the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations at any time subsequently that he

desires that the Protocol shall apply to all or any of his territories or

to the parts of their population which have been made the subject

of a declaration under the preceding paragraph, and the Protocol

shall apply to all the territories or the parts of their population
named in such notice six months after its receipt by the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations.

3. Any High Contracting Party may, at any time, declare that he
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desires that the present Protocol shall cease to apply to all or any of

Ms colonies, protectorates, overseas territories or territories under

suzerainty or mandate, or in respect of certain parts of the popula-
tion of the said territories, and the Protocol shall cease to apply to

the territories or to the parts of their population named in such

declaration one year after its receipt by the Secretary-General of the

League of Nations.

4. Any High Contracting Party may make the reservations pro-
vided for in Article 6 in respect of all or any of his colonies, pro-

tectorates, overseas territories or territories under suzerainty or

mandate, or in respect of certain parts of the population of these

territories, at the time of signature, ratification or accession to the

Protocol or at the time of making a notification under the second

paragraph of this article.

5. The Secretary-General of the League of Nations shall com-

municate to all the Members of the League of Nations and the non-

Member States mentioned in Article 8 all declarations and notices

received in virtue of this article.

ARTICLE 16

The present Protocol shall be registered by the Secretary-General
of the League of Nations as soon as it has entered into force.

ARTICLE 17

The French and English texts of the present Protocol shall both

be authoritative.

IN FAITH WHEREOF the Plenipotentiaries have signed the present
Protocol.

DONE at The Hague on the twelfth day of April, one thousand nine

hundred and thirty, in a single copy, which shall be deposited in the

archives of the Secretariat of the League of Nations and of which
certified true copies shall be transmitted by the Secretary-General
to all the Members of the League of Nations and all the non-Member
States invited to the First Conference for the Codification of Inter-

national Law.

Germany
GOPPERT
HERING

United States of America

HUGH E. WELSON
Austria

i jV\i TJMTA f KH

Belgium
J. DE RTOELLE

Sous reserve d'adhesion ulterieure pour la Colonie du
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Congo et les Territoires sous mandat.21

Great Britain and Northern Ireland and all parts of the Brit-

ish Empire which are not separate Members of the League
of Nations.

MAURICE GWYER
OSCAR F. DOWSON

Canada
PHILIPPE EOT

Irish Free State

JOHN J. HEARNE
India

In accordance with the provisions of Article 15 of this

Protocol I declare that His Britannic Majesty does not as-

sume any obligation in respect of the territories in India of

any Prince or Chief under His suzerainty or the population
of the said territories.

BASANTA KUMAR MULLICK
Chile

MIGUEL CRUCHAGA
ALEJANDRO ALVAREZ

H. MARCHANT
Colombia

A. J. RESTREPO FRANCISCO JOSE URRUTIA
Cicba

Ad referendum

DlAZ DE VlLLAR

CARLOS DE ARMENTEROS
Denmark

F. MARTENSEN-LARSEN V. LORCK.

Egypt
A. BADAOUI.

M. SID AHMED

Spain
A. GOICOECHEA

France

PAUL MATTER
A. KAMMERER

Greece

Ad referendum

K POLITIS

MEGALOS CALOYANNI

JEAN SPIKOPOULOS

11 Translation : Subject to accession later for tlie Colony of the Congo and the
mandated territories.

51862545 20
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Luxemburg
STUMPER

Mexico

EDUAKDO SUABEZ

The Netherlands

Les Pays-Bas :

1 Excluent de leur acceptation 1'article 3
;

2 N'entendent assumer aucune obligation en ce qui con-

cerne les Indes neerlandaises, le Surinam et Curacao. 22

v. EYSHSTGA

J. KOSTERS

Peru

M. H. CORNEJO

Portugal
JOSE CAEIRO DA MATTA
JOSE MAKIA VILHENA BARBOSA DE MAGALHAES.

Prof. Doutor J. LOBO D'AVTLA LIMA
Salvador

J. GUSTAVO GUERRERO
Sweden
Sous reserve de ratification de S. M. le Koi de Suede avec

Papprobation du Kiksdag.
23

K. J. WESTMAN

Uruguay
E. E. BUERO

Treaty Series No. 913

Proces-V'erboH Regarding the Deposit of the Ten Ratifications or

Accessions Referred to in Article 11 of the Protocol Relating to

Military Obligations in Certain Oases of Double Nationality , Sigtt&d
at The Hague, April 12th, 1930 24

In accordance with Article 11, paragraph 1, of the Protocol relating
to Military Obligations in certain cases of double nationality, signed
at The Hague on April 12th, 1930, the undersigned hereby certifies

that the following instruments were deposited with the Secretariat of

22 Translation : The Netherlands :

1. Exclude from acceptance Article 3 ;

2. Do not intend to assume any obligation as regards Netherlands Indies,
Surinam and Curacao.

23 Translation : Subject to ratification by his Majesty the King of Sweden with
the approval of the Riksdag.

24 The instrument of ratification by the Netherlands (including the Netherlands
Indies, Surinam, and Curacao) was deposited at Geneva on April 2, 1937. At
the time of depositing the ratification the Netherlands Government withdrew
the reservation regarding art. 3 made at the time of signature of the protocol.
In accordance with the second paragraph of art. 12 of the protocol, the protocol
entered into force in respect of the Netherlands (including the Netherlands Indies,
Surinam, and Curasao) on the 90th day after the date of the deposit.
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the League of Nations in connection with the above-mentioned

Protocol :

(1) Instrument of accession of Brazil, deposited on September
19th, 1931;

(2) Instrument of ratification for Great Britain and Northern
Ireland and all parts of the British Empire which are not

separate Members of the League of Nations, deposited on

January 14th, 1932;

(3) Instrument of ratification by the United States of America,
deposited on August 3rd, 1932

;

(4) Instrument of ratification by India, deposited on September
28th, 1932;
Subject to the following reservation:

In accordance with the provisions of Article 15, His Britannic
Majesty does not assume any obligation in respect of the territories
in India of any Prince or Chief under His Suzerainty or the popu-
lation of the said territories.

(5) Instrument of ratification by Sweden, deposited on July
6th, 1933;

(6) Instrument of accession of Australia, deposited on July
8th, 1935

;

This accession includes also the territories of Papua and Norfolk
Island and the mandated territories of New Guinea and Nauru.

(7) Instrument of accession of the Union of South Africa, de-

posited on October 9th, 1935
;

The accession of the Government of the Union of South Africa
to this Protocol is subject to the express reservation, in terms of
Article 6 of the Protocol, that the provisions of Article 2 be
excluded.

(8) Instrument of ratification by Salvador, deposited on October

14th, 1935;

(9) Instrument of ratification by Cuba, deposited on October

22nd, 1936;

Subject to the following reservation:

The Government of Cuba declares that it does not accept the
obligation imposed by Article 2 of the Protocol when the minor
referred to in that Article, although he has the right, on attaining
his majority, to renounce or decline Cuban nationality, habitually
resides in the territory of the State and is in fact more closely
connected with the latter than with any other State whose
nationality he may also possess.

(10) Instrument of ratification by Colombia, deposited on
February 24th, 1937.

In order to give effect to the second paragraph of the same Article,

the undersigned has drawn up the present proces-verbal.

Done at Geneva on the twenty-fourth day of February, one thou-

sand nine hundred and thirty-seven.

The Secretary-General
J. AVENOL
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ATTITUDE OF THE UNITED STATES REGARDING A PROPOSED
AMENDMENT TO THE COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

500.C Covenant/62

The British Embassy to the Department of State

AIDE-MEMOIRE

In execution of the resolution of the Assembly of the League of

Nations of September 24th 1929,
26 a Committee met recently in Geneva

to consider amending the Covenant of the League in order to bring
it into harmony with the Pact of Paris.27 The resolution of the As-

sembly declared that "it is desirable that the terms of the Covenant

of the League should not accord any longer to members of the League
a right to have recourse to war in cases in which that right has been
renounced by the provisions of the Pact of Paris."

The Committee produced a report dated March 8th 1930,
28

pro-

posing that amendments be made in certain articles of the Covenant.

These proposed amendments have been discussed by His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom and it has been decided to in-

struct the British Delegation at the next Assembly of the League of

Nations, subject to the concurrence of His Majesty's Governments in

the Dominions, to support the inclusion of the proposed amendments
in the Covenant. This decision was brought to the notice of the

Secretary of State of the United States by His Majesty's Principal

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in a letter dated April 8th,
28a

with which Mr. Henderson enclosed a copy of the above-mentioned

report of the League Committee.

From page 10 of the report it will be observed that amongst other

amendments the Committee proposed the addition of a new paragraph
to Article 15 of the Covenant, entitled paragraph T bis. The effect

of this new paragraph is to provide that in a dispute likely to lead

to a rupture the Council of the League of Nations may }?/ a majority
ask for an advisory opinion on any point of law involved. In the

present state of the Covenant such an opinion can only be asked for

by unanimity.
In Article 5 of the Protocol of Accession of the United States of

America 29 to the Protocol of Signature of the Statute of the Perma-
nent Court of International Justice it is stated that : "With regard to

requesting an advisory opinion of the Court in any case covered by
28
League of Nations, Official Journal, Special Supplement No. 75, Hecords of the

Tenth Ordinary Session of the Assembly, pp. 167-169.
27
Treaty for the Renunciation of War, signed at Paris, August 27, 1928,

Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. i, p. 153.

"League of Nations, Report of the Committee for the Amendment of the
Covenant of the League of Nations In Order To Bring It Into Harmony With
the Pact of Paris (A.8.1930.V.).Ma Not printed.M

Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, p. 53.
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the preceding paragraphs, there shall be attributed to an objection of
the United States the same force and effect as attaches to a vote

against asking for an opinion given by a Member of the League of

Nations in the Council or the Assembly."
The effect of the adoption by the Assembly of the new paragraph

to Article 15 of the Covenant will be to diminish the power of Mem-
bers of the League to prevent an advisory opinion from the Court be-

ing requested, and will therefore similarly diminish the power of the

United States in this respect, because if the paragraph is adopted the

United States will not be able, as they would be if the proposed para-

graph is rejected, to block any such request being made to the Court,

seeing that the matter will be decided by a majority and not by
unanimity.
His Majesty's Government are therefore anxious to ascertain

whether the insertion of the proposed new paragraph 7 bis in Article

15 is likely adversely to affect the prospects of the Senate of the

United States accepting the Protocol of Accession of the United

States to the Permanent Court of International Justice. Although
His Majesty's Government have decided to support the inclusion of

the proposed amendments in the Covenant, the proposed new para-

graph 7 bis can well be omitted without affecting the rest of the

amendments, and should objection be taken to it in the United States,

His Majesty's Government would for their part be disposed to move
that the new paragraph 7 bis should not be accepted.

WASHINGTON, May 22, 1930.

500.C Covenant/62

The Department of State to the British Embassy

AIDE-MEMOIRE

With reference to the inquiry which you made during your call

on May 22, 1930, at the time the United States Senate reservations of

January 27, 1926,
30 were formulated, there existed no provision in the

Covenant specifically empowering the Council to request an advisory

opinion from the Court by other than unanimous vote. The adoption

of an amendment to the Covenant specifically providing that the

Council may request an advisory opinion from the Court by majority

rather than unanimous vote in cases arising under Article 15, would

effect a fundamental change in the situation which existed at the

time the Senate reservations were formulated, as well as at the time

the Protocol of Accession of the United States to the Protocol of

Signature of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International

Justice was signed.

WASHINGTON, May 27, 1930.
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500.C CoYenant/65

Memorandum ~by the Chief of the Division of Western European
Affairs (Marriner)

[WASHINGTON,] May 27, 1930.

I handed Mr. Campbell, Counselor of the British Embassy, a

memorandum in reply to a memorandum which the Ambassador
left with the Secretary of State on May 22, 1930, on the subject of

the amendments to the Covenant of the League of Nations, concerning

unanimity of the majority of the requests for advisory opinions. I

pointed out to him that the point of the memorandum was that any
such alteration of the Covenant would change the conditions under

which the reservations of the Senate to the Protocol of Signature of

the Statute of the World Court were made and that this was our

only observation in the matter, as we did not, under any circum-

stances, wish to interfere with any action the members of the League
of Nations might care to take with respect to altering the Covenant.

I told him that I felt that the matter should not be given undue

publicity and that the United States would not, under any circum-

stances, wish to be put in the position of preventing the League from

carrying out its wishes in the matter.

Mr. Campbell said he understood fully and would report the

matter immediately to the Ambassador.

J[AMES]

POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES REGARDING THE BANK FOR
INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS 81

462.00R296 Bank for International Settlements/71

The Charge in Switzerland (Moffat) to the Acting Secretary of
State

No. 1336 BERNE, March 5, 1930.

[Keceived March 29.]

SIR: Keferring to my despatch No. 1308 of February 14, 1930,
32

I have the honor to report that the convention concerning the Bank of

International Payments
33 was ratified by the Swiss Federal Cham-

bers on February 25, 1930. This took the form of the approval of two

decrees, the one putting the convention into force insofar as Switzer-

land is concerned for fifteen years, the other prolonging the terms
of the convention for the life of the Bank. This second decree is

subject to a referendary delay which expires on May 27
; except for

the improbable event of a demand for a national referendum, final

81 For previous correspondence concerning the Bank for International Settle-
ments, see Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. n, pp. 1032-1073, passim.

82 Not printed.
83 T ,Ai <m A-P "\TaHAn C TVaa +TT QQTICIC< YT/-I! /vrrr AA~\
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ratification of the convention for the duration of the Bank will have

been completed on that date.

Preparations are now afoot in Basel for opening the Bank on April
1. In the circumstances, and with a view to receiving advance rulings
from the Department I respectfully request instructions as to :

1. The nature of reports desired with regard to the work or posi-
tion of the Bank.

2. Whether the Consulate at Basel should cover such reporting or
whether there are certain phases which the Department desires the

Legation to follow.

3. What attitude the Legation should adopt in the event that the
American members of the Bank should request assistance.

4. Whether the Legation should grant such American members

any special facilities over and above customary courtesies accorded to

all distinguished Americans.

I have [etc.] PIEKKEPONT MOEFAT

462.00R296 Bank for International Settlements/86

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Switzerland (Moffat)

No. 873 WASHINGTON, April 29, 1930.

SIR : With reference to your despatch No. 1336 dated March 5,

1930, there is enclosed a copy of an instruction of this date to the

American Consul at Basel regarding the Bank for International Set-

tlements.34 The Legation should exercise a general supervision over

the Consulate's execution of this instruction, carefully reviewing the

Consulate's reports and making to the Consul such suggestions as may
seem appropriate.

It is presumed that the American members of the Board of Direc-

tors of the Bank will report primarily to the American banking group

interested in the establishment of the Bank and will not have occasion

to request the assistance of the Legation in their capacity as Directors

or officers of the Bank. They should be granted the customary cour-

tesies accorded to all distinguished Americans. Any request from

them for any special facilities over and above such courtesies should

be carefully considered in each case and not treated as a matter of

routine.

I am [etc.]
J- P- COTTON

462.00K296 Bank for International Settlements/85

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul at Basel (Hitch)

WASHINGTON, April 29, 1930.

SIR: The Department has received the Consulate's despatch No.

329 dated February 4, 1930,
35

requesting instructions regarding the
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attitude of the Consulate toward the Bank for International

Settlements.

The establishment at Basel of so important an institution as the

Bank for International Settlements will make it a particular duty
of the Consul there to study the Bank and its operations; it may
make it possible for the Consulate to submit valuable economic and

political reports ;
the Consul will naturally maintain the most cordial

possible relations with the Bank, its officers, directors and personnel ;

however, the Consul is charged with no special mission toward the

Bank and should avoid any attitude which might be misconstrued as

evidencing such a mission.

The Department has hitherto designated an officer as an Acting
American Observer with the Reparation Commission; the Bank
succeeds to some of the functions of the Reparation Commission, but

not in a way that will admit of the participation of Government

representatives in its activities. The United States is not a party to

the international agreements pursuant to which the Bank is founded,
nor will it have contractual relations with the Bank such as will be

established between the Bank and several other governments by the

Trust Agreement (Annex VIIE to The Hague Agreement of January
1930 s6

). The United States has negotiated an agreement with Ger-

many which contemplates direct payment by Germany of its in-

debtedness to the United States.
87 Similar arrangements are in force

with the other European debtors of the United States. The Secre-

tary of State on May 16, 1929, issued a statement (copy of which is

enclosed)
88 that the American Government will not permit any

officials of the Federal Reserve System either to themselves serve or

to select American representatives as members of the proposed In-

ternational Bank.

In some respects the position of the Consulate will not be dis-

similar from that of the other Consulates at Basel. As stated in

the preamble to the Constituent Charter of the Bank, the Bank is

founded by Central Banks pursuant to a Plan 89
adopted by the

Powers signatory to The Hague Agreement of January 1930. The
Plan (Young Plan, paragraph 148) "recommended the creation of

the Bank for International Settlements in order to provide machinery
for the removal of the Reparation obligation from the political to

the financial sphere." The Plan states (paragraph Y2) that "the

^Agreement regarding the complete and final settlement of the question of

reparations, signed at The Hague, January 20, 1930, League of Nations Treaty
Series, vol. civ, pp. 243, 328.

87 See vol. m, pp. 106 fit. ; for text of the agreement signed at Washington, June
23, 1930, see Annual Report of the Secretary of tlie Treasury for the "fiscal year
ended June 30, 1930 (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1931), p. 341, or
League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. cvi, p. 121.

88
Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. n, p. 1070.

89 See Great Britain, Cmd. 3343 (1929) : Report of the Committee of Experts
on Reparations. T>. 10.
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Bank excludes from its procedure all political influences" and again

(paragraph 54) "its organization will be outside the field of political

influences." The British Chancellor of the Exchequer stated in the

House of Commons February 20, 1930 :

"While His Majesty's Government welcome the creation of the
Bank for International Settlements, it is, as I have previously stated,
a non-political institution, and national Governments will not be
concerned with the direction of the policy of the Board. Neither the
action of individual directors, nor the action of a Central Bank under
Article 20 of the Statutes requires the prior approval of the Treasury
of the country to which the director of the Central Bank belongs. . . .

There will be no Treasury representatives at Basel."

In view of these antecedents and of the traditions of the Central

Banks represented on the Board of Directors of the Bank, the Con-

sul should avoid over-ambitious initiatives in informing himself re-

garding its operations.
It is not known what reports the Bank will issue regarding its

activities.

It is presumed that on mere request, the Bank will furnish the

Consulate in a routine way, such information and notices as it makes

available generally to other consulates and information agencies in

Basel. While such routine information will probably receive wide

publicity, the Department, and other Departments in Washington,
will wish to build up files of information on the Bank which should

include the texts of the more important formal announcements which

the Consulate can make available. The Consul will, of course, not

refuse such additional economic information as comes to him, with

due regard to the proprieties, through personal contacts in view of

the known interest of the United States Consular Service in

economic reporting.
In spite of the desire of the founders of the Bank to minimize

political influences, it is obvious that the operations of the Bank,

and particularly the annual election of Directors, will not be devoid

of international political interest. The Consul's opportunities for

observation and study may enable him to render reports in this regard

which will be of interest both to the Department and to its several

missions.

The Consulate should address its despatches and reports regarding

the International Bank to the Legation at Berne, which will forward

them to the Department and provide for their further distribution

through the European Information Center at Paris and assure the

Consulate the reciprocal delivery of information from other Euro-

pean missions.

I am [etc.]
J- P- COTTON
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PRESENCE OF AMERICAN UNOFFICIAL OBSERVERS AT GENEVA DUR-
ING THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES FOR A TARIFF TRUCE,
FEBRUARY-MARCH 1930 AND NOVEMBER 1930

560.M5/33

The Secretary General of the League of Nations (Drwmnond) to the

Acting Secretary of State 40

C. L. 9. 1930. II. GENEVA, January 18, 1930.

SIR: I have the honour to inform you that the Council of the

League of Nations decided at its meeting on January 14th, 1930, to

convene for Monday, February 17th, 1930, at 11 a. m. at Geneva, the

Conference contemplated in the first part of the Tenth Assembly's
resolution dealing with the economic work of the League (A.68.
1929. II).

41

The object of this Conference is defined in the resolution, which
states that "in order that this concerted action may be pursued on a

firm basis and in an atmosphere of confidence, the Assembly recom-
mends that States which are prepared to participate therein should

agree not to increase their protective tariffs above the present level

for a period of from two to three years, or to impose new protective
duties or create new impediments to trade." It therefore recommends
"the establishment, if necessary, of a programme of subsequent nego-
tiations for facilitating economic relations by all practicable means
and especially by reducing hindrances to trade".

As the representative of Germany pointed out in his report to the

last session of the Council, the Assembly defined its ideas concerning
the character of the conference in the following paragraph of its res-

olution : "no effective action will be possible in the future unless the

Governments are now requested to examine in their turn the questions
left in suspense by the Consultative Committee and by the Economic

Committee, availing themselves of the work accomplished by those

Committees to assist them in their decisions". In the report introduc-

ing the resolution the Assembly expressed "the conviction that negoti-
ations for an economic rapprochement must not be left entirely 113

the hands of technical experts, but that, on the contrary, it is essential

for Governments to participate more directly than they have hitherto

done".

The text of this resolution was communicated to you on September
30th, 1929, by my circular letter No. 258.1929.IL42 On November

7th, 1929, by my circular letter No. 305.1929.II,
42 I had the honour

to send you the text of a preliminary draft convention intended to serve

as a basis for the conference's discussions and prepared by the Eco-

40 Transmitted to the Department by the Minister in Switzerland in despatch
No. 1264 (L. of N. No. 1585), January 20, 1930 ; received January 30.

41 Not reprinted.
43 Not printed.
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nomic Committee in accordance with the instructions contained in the

Assembly resolution.

I take this opportunity to send you a copy of the report by the

representative of Germany,
43 who is Rapporteur to the Council on

economic questions. This report was approved by the Council on

January 14th, 1930. I should in addition inform you that since that

date the Japanese and Lithuanian Governments have notified me that

they also will take part in the projected conference.

Further, I feel that I should let you know that the Governments of

Belgium, Bulgaria, Great Britain, Greece, Spain, Hungary and

Poland, have informed me of the composition of their delegations.
The delegations of Belgium, Great Britain, Spain, Hungary and
Poland will be headed by responsible Members of the Cabinet.

Lastly I have the honour to inform you that at its meeting on Jan-

uary 14th the Council appointed Count Carl Moltke, Minister Pleni-

potentiary and ex-Minister for Foreign Affairs of Denmark, to pre-
side over the Conference.

I have [etc.] ERIC DRUMMOND

560.M5/38 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Switzerland (Moffat)

WASHINGTON, February 8, 1930 noon*

12. You will convey in the customary manner the following note

to the Secretary General of the League :

"The Acting Secretary of State of the United States of America
has received, with appreciation, the note of the Secretary General of

the League of Nations, dated January 18, 1930, with which he was

good enough to enclose the report on the economic work of the League
of Nations (Document A.68.1929.II) and a copy of the report sub-

mitted to the Council of the League by the Rapporteur on economic

questions which was approved by the Council at its meeting on

January 14, 1930 (Annex to C. L. 9.1930.II), and with which the

Secretary General conveyed the information that the Council of the

League of Nations had decided, at its meeting on January 14, 1930,
to convene at Geneva on February 17, 1930, the Conference contem-

plated in the first part of the Tenth Assembly's resolution dealing
with the economic work of the League.
The American Government notes that the object of this Confer-

ence is defined in the resolution, which states that 'in order that

this concerted action may be pursued on a firm basis and in an at-

mosphere of confidence, the Assembly recommends that States which
are prepared to participate therein should agree not to increase their

protective tariffs above the present level for a period of from two to

three years, or to impose new protective duties or create new impedi-

43 Annex to C.L.9.1930.II, C.L.9 (a) ; not reprinted.
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merits to trade.' The American Government likewise notes that the
resolution of the Tenth Assembly recommends 4the establishment, if

necessary, of a programme of subsequent negotiations for facilitating
economic relations by all practicable means and especially by reducing
hindrances to trade.'

The American Government views with approbation any endeavor
to facilitate world-wide economic relations and to remove discrimina-

tory economic measures and has, with this object, signed and ratified

the Convention for the Abolition of Import and Export Prohibitions
and Eestrictions 44 and has cooperated with other international activi-

ties looking to the betterment of economic conditions throughout the
world. The Government of the United States does not feel, howevery

that it could at this time usefully participate in the Conference to
which the Secretary General's note makes reference.

The American Government will, nevertheless, follow with sympa-
thetic interest any action which may be taken by the States partici-

pating in this Conference to promote by non-discriminatory measures
their economic welfare."

Please inform the Secretary General that Mr. Edwin C. Wilson,.
First Secretary attached to the American Embassy at Paris, has
been instructed to be present in Geneva during the period of the

Conference and to associate himself with the American Consulate at

Geneva with a view to obtaining information regarding the develop-
ments of the Conference. At the same time you will request his

good offices that the Conference authorities may understand the

nature of Mr. Wilson's duties and may afford to him such facilities

as may be practicable.

Repeat by mail to American Consul at Geneva and to Edwin
Wilson.

COTTON

560.M5/41 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in France (Edge)

WASHINGTON, February 8, 1930 1 p. m.

31. Your February 4, February 6.
45 For Edwin C. Wilson. You

are instructed to proceed to Geneva at such a time as may be con-

venient to you prior to the opening of the Conference for the Dis-

cussion of a Tariff Truce on the morning of February 17, 1930, and
to remain at Geneva during the period of the Conference and for

such a time following the Conference as you may find necessary for

completing inquiries and preparing reports to the Department...
The Department desires that at Geneva you associate yourself with

the Consulate assuming charge of the political and economic work of

M
Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. I, p. 336.

46
Neither printed.
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the Consulate insofar as it relates to the Conference and cognate
matters. Consul Everett is being instructed to render you full as-
sistance in this respect.

Inasmuch as the Department's note declines the League's invitation

to be represented at this Conference, your "association with the Con-
sulate", as well as its serving practical ends, is designed to forestall

possible interpretation of your duties as those of an "official ob-
server".

The Department attaches great importance to this Conference, not
so much because it is likely to lead to any immediate results in line

with its announced agenda, as because it is regarded as the first step
in a possible reorientation of European trade and tariff policy of
vital concern to American commercial and financial interests. It is

thought, on this account, that private expressions of opinion from
responsible individual delegates as to present and prospective trends
in European economic policy may be fully as significant as any
formal action which the Conference itself may determine. You
should report fully to the Department your observations and all de-

velopments of importance, especially those affecting American in-

terests. Eeference is made to Diplomatic Serial No. 886, December

5, 1929.46

In this connection, the Department leaves to your discretion en-

tirely the extent to which you will go in attending sessions of the
Conference and in establishing relations with the delegates. Tlie

Department, however, perceives no objection to your entering into

extensive and frank relations with the delegates at the Conference

with the natural limitation that it does not desire to be placed in the

position of taking part, and you should, of course, take due care that

nothing which you may say be interpreted as commitments on th.e

part of this Government.

COTTOUST

560.M5/72 : Telegram

The Consul at Geneva (Blake) to the Acting Secretary of State

GENEVA, February 28, 193010 a. m.
[Received 2 p. m.]

From Wilson. The question of principal interest to the United

States which is being discussed here seems to me clearly to be that

concerning the effect of multilateral economic agreements upon the

most-favored-nation clause in bilateral treaties. The following is a

summary of the position of the question in the light of discussions in

subcommittees and private conversations :

There is general acceptance of the view that existing rights based

on the most-favored-nation clause cannot be affected or modified

40 Not printed.
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without the consent of the parties concerned. Thus it was agreed to

make no attempt to restrict the advantages of the tariff truce con-

vention, if one should be adopted here, to signatory states only. As
regards the future, there is a division of opinion. On the one side,

the Belgians, French, Dutch, Swiss and Germans hold that the appli-
cation of the most-favored-nation clause in an unrestricted and tin-

conditional form constitutes a serious obstacle to the economic work
of the League as regards the conclusion of collective agreements.

They desire that future commercial treaties should contain a provision

excluding from the effect of the most-favored-nation clause the ad-

vantages of multilateral conventions of a general character concluded

under the auspices of the League of Nations and open to all countries

(for example, see article 2 of treaty between France and Switzerland

of July 8, 1929,
47 and article 1 of treaty between the Belgo-Luxem-

burg and Switzerland of August 26, 1929 48
). They also favor the

modification in this sense, by mutual agreement, of existing most-

favored-nation treaties as has been done by Belgium and Holland in

an exchange of letters in January 1930. On the other side, Great

Britain, Italy and Norway oppose any limitation on the most-favored-

nation clause and insist that no recommendation in this sense should

be made by the present Conference but that on the contrary every state

must be left free to decide its own policy in the matter.

On the whole, the question is being discussed in a moderate manner.
Even those states which hold the problem lies at the heart of the

future economic work of the League appear to recognize that they
have nothing to gain by trying to force the acceptance of their idea

and that they must leave each state free to decide the question accord-

ing to its own interests. They will, however, of course continue to

urge at every appropriate occasion the adoption of the restrictive

clause referred to above.

BLAKE

560.M5/101 : Telegram

The Consul at Geneva (BlaJce) to th-e Acting Secretary of State

GENEVA, March 25, 193010 a. m.

[Received March 25 9 a. m.]
From Wilson. The Conference held final plenary session yester-

day. The following three documents have been adopted :
49

A. Commercial convention (this contains the obligation not to de-
nounce existing treaties) ,

B. Protocol to the convention, and
C. Protocol concerning the program of future negotiations.
47
League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. cxrv, p. 189.

*IBz<L. vol. cv, p. 9-
49 For texts of these documents, see League of Nations document C.203.M.
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In the past two weeks there has been a consistent whittling down
of the obligations originally contemplated in the two main documents.

The commercial convention follows in general the main lines men-
tioned in my telegrams of March 10, 11 a. m., and March IT, 11 a. m.,

50

but has been weakened all along the line. It was signed yesterday by
eleven countries including Great Britain, France, Germany and Italy
and will remain open for signature until April 15th. A conference

will be held in November of states which have ratified in order to

determine whether and when it is to come into force.

The protocol regarding future negotiations recommends that the

states represented at the Conference reply as soon as possible to a

questionnaire concerning methods of improving trade in agricultural
and manufactured products and the movement of European raw ma-
terials

;
the economic organization will formulate proposals based on

these replies to be submitted as early as possible for the examination

of the Governments on the basis of replies from the Governments;
the League Council will draw up the subsequent procedure. Until

a few days ago fixed and early dates had been laid down for the

various stages. However, at the last minute the French and Italian

delegations against the opposition of the British insisted that the

Governments should not be obliged to take action under the protocol
until parliaments had first ratified the commercial convention and that

the subsequent procedure should be left to the League Council in

order to avoid holding conference of mediocre success such as the

present one. In addition to the foregoing proposal for future nego-

tiations, the protocol also recommends action on many questions dealt

with by the 1927 Economic Conference and now under examination

by the economic organization.

The Chairman in his final speech stressed the European character

of the Conference, pointed out that its results represent not the work

of the League but of the Governments themselves, and said that future

developments from this "first hesitating step" will obviously depend

upon the spirit in which it will be regarded and executed.

BLAKE

560.M5/151

The Charge in Switzerland (Moffat) to the Secretary of State

No. 1692 BERNE, October 9, 1930.

L. N. No. 1824 [Keceived October 20.]

SIR: Referring to my telegram No. 96 dated October 9, 10 a. m.,
51

I have the honor to transmit herewith the letter of the Deputy Sec-

retary General of the League of Nations (C.L.279 (c) 1930. II)
52 dated

60 Neither printed.
B1 Not printed.
52 Not reprinted.
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October 8, 1930, whereby he informs you that he has convened the

States that participated in the Conference of February-March 1930 to

a second Conference of Concerted Economic Action to meet at Geneva

on November 17, 1930, and further points out that should the United

States Government desire to designate an official observer or other

representative to follow the proceedings of the Conference, as at the

February-March Conference, he would be glad to give him the neces-

sary facilities.

Kespectfully yours, PIEPJREPONT MOFFAT

560.M5/150 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Switzerland (Wilson)

WASHINGTON, October 14, 1930 2 p. m.

98. Legation's telegram 96, October 9, 10 a. m.53
Express to Secre-

tary General appreciation of offer of facilities and advise him that

American Consul at Geneva will be instructed to follow the pro-

ceedings. Inform Gilbert.

STIMSON

560.M5/162 : Telegram

The Consul at Geneva (Gilbert} to the Secretary of State

GENEVA, November 18, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received November 18 12 : 45 p. m.]

The Second International Conference on Concerted Economic
Action convened yesterday with 26 European countries sending dele-

gates and 6 overseas countries represented by observers. The Con-
ference first considered the question of the coming into force of the

commercial convention of March 24, 1930. Of the 9 countries which
have so far ratified this convention, none apparently was willing to

put it into effect among themselves. In view of the impending ratifi-

cation of France and Italy, the Conference will probably decide to

extend the date when ratifications may be received-and postpone fixing
the time of the coming into force of this convention until the January
meeting of the Conference. Conference now considering position
of countries with reference to the protocol of future negotiations,

particularly the replies made to the questionnaire attached thereto.

GILBERT

8
JN'ot printed; see despatch No. 1692, October 9, supra.
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D60.M5/171 : Telegram

The Consul at Geneva (Gilbert) to the Secretary of State

GENEVA, November 28, 19305 p. m.
[Received November 29 9:25 a. m.l

Economic Conference ended this morning. In view of uncertain-
ties present in the Conference, it has seemed expedient to defer re-
porting until the various situations had become clarified.

All states signed or announced their intention of signing Final Act.
Final Act being forwarded as a League document.54

Conference considered to have been a failure as far as negotiations
with a view to ameliorating present tariff conditions are concerned.
The general air has been pessimistic throughout. A summary of the
relatively meager results of the Conference are as follows:

1. Commercial convention. States which have ratified, agreed to
extend time limit for deposit of ratifications to January 25, 1931. The
question of the putting into force of this convention has been post-
poned until a later meeting. This may take the form of a very short
meeting late in January for this particular purpose.

2. British proposal for reductions on groups of commodities. As
far as collective negotiations are concerned the Final Act of the Con-
ference flatly declared that they "could not be entered, upon by all
of the signatory states en bloc". The possibility of bilateral nego-
tiations was "noted with satisfaction" by the Conference and the hope
expressed that some improvement might possibly result from this
method. This obviously means very little, unless Germany and otlier
Continental countries, fearful of Great Britain turning to protection,
make some concessions in the way of tariff reductions in direct

negotiations with Great Britain.

3. Preferential treatment for cereal exports of agricultural coun-
tries of Eastern Europe. These negotiations exaggerated com-
pletely as far as conceded action was concerned, the Final Act simply
"notifying" the proposal of the agricultural countries. Of the five
countries from whom preference was requested, France, Italy, and
Austria refused to consider a preferential regime, Czechoslovakia

doubtful, and only Germany willing to negotiate on basis. It is

understood that Germany has already begun preliminary negotia-
tions with Roumania for a general commercial treaty. It is not im-
probable that in these treaty negotiations the question will be raised
of granting possible preferences on cereal products in return for
tariff reductions on industrial products in the exportation of which.

Germany is particularly interested. Similar negotiations on Ger-
many's part with Hungary and Yugoslavia are foreshadowed.

4. Convention for abolition of import and export prohibitions and
restrictions. Situation unchanged from consulate's November 26

5

10 a. m. 55

w League of Nations document C.655.M.270.1930.II (Geneva, December 9, 1930)
was forwarded to the Department by the Minister in Switzerland in his despatch.
No. 1820 (L. of N. No. 1902), December 19, 1930; received January 5, 1931.

55 Not printed.
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5. Treatment of foreigners. IsTo formal action taken. Private
conversations however took place with a view to advancing this

project.
6. Technical questions such as indirect protection, unfair competi-

tion, customs nomenclature, etc. No action taken beyond expressing
the hope that the League would expedite the pertinent studies.

Although the work of this Conference was considered as prelimi-

nary, the idea of collective action in tariff matters appears to have

been allowed to lapse at least for some time to come.

The third Economic Conference,
553-

if called, will now probably not

take place before March in order to allow time for negotiations which
have been envisaged to proceed.

GILBERT

CRITICISM OF .CERTAIN PROVISIONS IN AMERICAN TARIFF
LEGISLATION 58

611.003/2244

The Acting Secretary of State to Senator Reed Smoot 57

WASHINGTON, April 11, 1930.

MY DEAR SENATOR SHOOT: Keferring to previous correspondence
regarding the so-called countervailing duty provisos in the tariff bill

which are inconsistent with most-favored-nation treaties, I hope that

the conference committee can give consideration to reconciling such

provisos with our treaty obligations. The pending bill as passed
by the Senate and by the House, respectively, contained such provisos
in their mandatory form, as follows :

As Passed by the Souse As Passed ly the Senate
Par. Par.

369, automobiles etc. 401, lumber
371, bicycles etc. 1402, paperboard etc.

1402, paperboard etc. 1621, bread

1640, calcium acetate 1650, coal etc.

1649, coal etc.

1686, gunpowder, etc.

As suggested in my letter of February 4, 1930,^ if it is considered

necessary to retain any of these provisos the treaty obligations could

551 A second session of the Second International Conference with a view to
Concerted Economic Action was held at Geneva March 16-18, 1931. Its proceed-
ings were followed informally by officers of the American Consulate at Geneva
and reported in despatch No. 88 Political, March 21, 1931 (560.M5/216). The
commercial convention of March 24, 1930, failed to be put into effect.

53 For previous correspondence, see Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, pp. 985 ff.

Additional representations, not printed, regarding certain tariff rates were
received from a number of governments, and transmitted to the appropriate
committees of Congress.

57 Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee.
58 Not printed.
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be saved from impairment by adding to each paragraph in which

any such proviso appears a provision that nothing in the paragraph
shall be construed or permitted to operate in any manner to impair
or affect the provisions of any treaty between the United States

and any foreign nation.

It is understood that those who favored the reenactment of such

provisos had primarily in view their use in connection with our trade?

with Canada, a country with which we have no treaty guaranteeing:
most-favored-nation treatment in customs matters. It is estimated

that not less than 80 per cent, of our total importations of products
which would be affected by the countervailing duty provisos come
from that country, and that of the remainder a very considerably;

proportion comes from other countries with which the United States^

has no treaties providing for most-favored-nation treatment. Thus-

it is evident that provisions such as those suggested would not pre-
vent the countervailing duty provisos from serving their intended^

purpose, and yet would make manifest the intention of this Govern-

ment fully to meet the obligations accepted in its treaties.

Sincerely, J. P. COTTON

611.003/2248

The Under Secretary of State (Cotton) to the Secretary of Stat&

[WASHINGTON,] May 6, 1930L

THE SECRETARY : The attached memorandum is all correct. I took

this up with the President some time ago and also with the Chairman
of the Conference Committee. I have letters 59 from both Smoot and

Hawley
^
saying it is impossible to make the changes. The Depart-

"

ment has done all it can to this end and has a clear record. There is

no excuse for these countervailing duties, but I do not recommend

further action.

J. P. C[OTTON}

[Enclosure]

Memorandum "by the Chief of the Treaty Division (Barnes)

[WASHINGTON,] May 6, 193KX

MR. COTTON :

MR. SECRETARY:

The tariff bill as reported to the two houses of Congress by the

Conference Committee, on April 28, 1930, still contains five provisos^

in Paragraphs 369, 371, 1402, 1650 and 1687, referring, respectively,

to automobiles, bicycles, paperboard, coal and gunpowder, which re-

150 Not printed.
60
Representative Willis C. Hawley, Chairman of the House Ways and Means-

Committee.
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quire discriminatory duties and would operate in violation of the

most-favored-nation clause of our commercial treaties.

The violation of the treaties could be avoided by the insertion in

the bill of a section expressly exempting the treaties from the opera-
tion of the provisos. A draft section which would meet this situa-

tion is attached. It is suggested that you give consideration to the

question of bringing the situation to the attention of the President

with a view to his asking Congress to insert the section herein sug-

gested in the bill before final passage.
The section suggested is as follows :

gee. . Nothing in the provisos in Paragraphs 369, 371 and
1402 of Title I, Section 1, and Paragraphs 1650 and 1687 of Title II,
Section 201, of this Act shall be construed or permitted to operate in

any manner to impair or affect the provisions of any treaty between
the United States and any foreign nation.

[The paragraphs referred to are numbered according to the bill as

it passed the Senate; paragraph 369 refers to automobiles; 371, bi-

.cycles; 1402, paperboard; 1650, coal; 1687, gunpowder.]
61

C[HAJRLES] M. B[ARNES]

611.003/2112

The G-ei^man Embassy to the Department of State

The latest legislative developments regarding the determination of

rates of duty provided for in the bill now in the final stage of

parliamentary consideration and entitled :

"71st Congress, 2nd Session, EL E. 2667, An Act to provide
revenue, to regulate commerce with foreign countries, to

encourage the industries of the United States, to protect
American labor, and for other purposes

33

,

have caused much anxiety among German industries and commerce

engaged in trade with the United States. The existing fear for the

future of their trade seems well justified in view of the fact that the

proposed increases in rates of American duty would affect to the point
of practical import prohibition with respect to Germany, a great

majority of just such articles as the German Government enumerated

in the enclosure to its Memorandum, submitted to the Government of

the United States on July 25, 1929,
62 and in which certain economic

reasons for consideration in connection with the revision of the re-

spective rates of duty were set forth in detail.

It may be stated that particularly grave concern is felt by the

ffl Brackets appear in the original memorandum.
** Printed In Tariff Act of 1929: Hearings before the Committee on Finance,

United States Senate, 71st Cong., 1st sess., on H. R. 2667 . . . vol. xvm
(Washington, Government Printing Office. 1929^ . T>. 221.
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interested German industries over the effect on their trade of the

American rates of duty now proposed for the following merchandise:

clocks (par. 368, Tariff Act of 1922) ,

upholstery cloth and tapestry (par. 909/10 Tariff Act of 1922),

jewelry (par. 1428, Tariff Act of 1922),
leather (par. 1606, Tariff Act of 1922) and
leather goods (par. 1432, Tariff Act of 1922).

Exhaustive studies have definitely convinced German Authorities

on leather trade, for instance, that the item in German exports to the

United States covering leather and leather-goods, amounting to ap-

proximately 45.000.000 EM p. a. at present, would completely dis-

appear if the tariff bill in its present form were enacted into law by
the United States.

The seriousness of the economic situation of Germany, resulting
from her constantly unfavorable trade balance with the United

States, her most unfavorable position in the system of the world's

balances of payment and particularly with respect to her balance of

payment with the United States, would be further aggravated to a

considerable extent, should the proposed new rates of duty go into

effect against most of the products shipped today from Germany to,

the United States.

WASHINGTON, May 12, 1930.

611.003/2280

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Secretary of State

No. 676 PAKCS, July 3, 1930.

[Received July 14.]

SIR: The latest incident in connection with the French protests
and criticisms of the new tariff bill is a rather disquieting letter I

received yesterday from M. Flandin, the French Minister of Com-

merce, in direct charge of tariff and customs matters. I am enclosing
a copy and translation of his letter, together with a copy of my reply.

As M. Flandin indicates, and as I have already advised the De-

partment in previous despatches, he has been very helpful in prevent-

ing actual legislative reprisals on the part of the French Parliament.

He clearly suggests, however, in the letter enclosed, that if raises,

particularly on laces, which furnished such an acute situation here,

are contemplated by the Tariff Commission, he will be helpless in

his efforts to prevent unfortunate results.

I am drawing this specially to the attention of the Department as

I feel it is of such importance that some consideration should be

given to this matter if a possible tariff war is to be prevented. It is

only necessary to go back to the French motor tariff legislation to
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realize that if the lace schedule, for instance, should be raised above

existing law, it would probably be a signal for retaliation all along
the line. I am presenting the situation as it apparently exists on

this side and have the honor [etc.]

WALTER E. EDGE

[Enclosure 1]

The French Minister of Commerce (Flandin) to the American Am-
bassador (Edge)

PARIS, July 2, 1930.

MY DEAR AMBASSADOR: I read with surprise, in this morning's
^TLa Journee Industrielle," the following news item dated Washington, .

July 1st:

"The Senate has voted Mr. Bingham's resolution ordering the
Tariff Commission to make an investigation into the cost of produc-
tion in the United States and abroad of laces, various fabrics, etc."

You know with what calm I set out to study the situation created

for French economy by the publication of the new American customs

tariff, nor are you unaware that I have encountered great difficulty

in having my point of view shared in parliamentary circles: many
representatives of agricultural and industrial circles demanded purely
and simply that, as regards American imports, the general tariff be

substituted for the minimum tariff.

If the item quoted above, destroying the happy effect of your
recent efforts, should be confirmed. I fear I should not be able any
longer to resist the pressure being brought to bear against me.

Knowing how much you yourself are endeavoring to reach a con-

ciliatory solution, I wanted, my dear Ambassador, to inform you, in

a strictly friendly and private way, of the unfortunate repercussion
on French opinion of the decision of the Senate, and beg you to

believe in my most friendly sentiments.

P. E. FLANDIN

[Enclosure 2]

The Amei*ican Ambassador (Edge) to the French Minister of
Commerce (Flandin)

PARIS, July 3, 1930.

MY DEAR MINISTER : I have your letter of July 2nd and hasten to

reply thereto. At the outlet, permit me again to emphasize the deep
appreciation I feel for the generous and helpful cooperation you
have given in your desire to alleviate criticism of the new tariff.

I am of the opinion that you are unnecessarily disturbed over the
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reported action of the United States Senate directing the Tariff

Commission to investigate production costs of laces, cloths, etc. It

is now very simple under the new law to obtain a cost of production
investigation by the United States Tariff Commission, and it can be
obtained by a request of the President, either House of Congress, or

any interested party. As you, of course, understand, the Tariff Com-
mission is charged with the responsibility of investigating produc-
tion costs either for the purpose of raising or lowering duty to a

maximum of 50% over or under existing rates. Therefore, it is

impossible to prevent interested parties from asking the Commission
to investigate tariffs that may be considered too low any more "than
to investigate tariffs that may be considered too high. The result of

the Tariff Commission's inquiry must be based upon the actual facts,

irrespective of the wishes of the applicant.
The mere fact that Senator Bingham requested the Tariff Com-

mission to make this investigation is evidence that the rates as passed
were lower than some members of the Senate desired, thus demon-

strating that real consideration has been given to the French protests

against higher tariffs.

I had an informal conference yesterday with Ambassador Claudel

at which time I renewed my assurances given you and others that I

would gladly refer to the State Department requests for review by
the Tariff Commission of the new rates on any commodities in

which French exporters were particularly interested and where they
believed the rates unjust. Of course, I must repeat that the result

of such inquiries, whether the rates should be lowered, increased, or

remain as specified, is entirely a matter which must be controlled by
the facts adduced.

Both France and the United States have adopted a policy of pro-
tection. The tariff is supposed to represent a fair estimate of the

difference between the cost of production in competing countries.

If the Tariff Commission finds the duty is greater than the difference

in cost, it naturally recommends a reduction in tariff. If, on the

other hand, it finds the tariff insufficient to represent the difference

in cost, it just as naturally recommends an increase. I am afraid

speculation as to the final recommendation of the Tariff Commission

would be resultless but I repeat that, based on the well known formula

and policy of protection, the reorganized Tariff Commission is given
increased authority over the old law to reach decisions fair and

equable to both countries.

With further assurances of my desire to cooperate in every pos-
sible consistent manner, I beg to remain,

Sincerely yours, WAI/TER E. EDGE
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REPRESENTATIONS BY FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS REGARDING SENATE
BILLS FOR THE DEPORTATION OF CERTAIN ALIEN SEAMEN 68

150.071 Control/23

The British Embassy to the Department of State 6*

AIDE-MEMOIRE

Senate Bill S-1941, copy of which is attached,
65

is understood to

be identical with Senate Bill S-717, of the 70th Congress, and almost

identical with S-3574 which failed to pass the House of Representa-
tives in 1927. This bill appears to be open to serious objection on

the part of foreign nations.

In the first place, the bill provides for interference with the com-

position of the crews of foreign vessels while in United States ports.

It is the general international understanding that when private ships

of a foreign state are in port the territorial authorities should refrain

from interference with the interior economy of the vessel. The com-

position of the crew is a matter which affects the interior economy of

a vessel, and the proposed clauses if enacted, would therefore conflict

with a well-established, well-recognized and useful international

practice.

Further, the bill would in effect discriminate against foreign vessels

trading in American ports. It would cause great embarrassment to

all ships in which Chinese labor and Lascars are employed, and in

particular to British Tramp Steamers trading with American ports
in the course of their world voyages. The technical difficulties of

eliminating from the crews of tramp steamers the Asiatic elements

against which this bill is aimed would, in practice, probably result

in the masters of such vessels being compelled to cut out American

ports from their sailing schedules. In this way freight rates on
American exported produce would automatically rise, prices of Amer-
ican grain and cotton and other produce would be increased in the

countries of consumption and British consumers of such produce
would be obliged to curtail their purchases with resulting damage to

themselves and their trade with the United States.

Even stronger objection may be taken to the proposed legislation on
the ground that it constitutes a direct interference with trade, its

effect being to dictate to other countries how they are to carry goods
to and from the American market. At the same time, the proposed
interference with the composition of the crews of foreign vessels and

Continued from Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. i, pp. 838-844.
"Left at the Department by the Third Secretary of the British Embassy on

March 7, 1930. A copy was transmitted by the Department to the Chairmen
of the Senate Committee on Immigration and tne House Committee on Immigra-
tion and Naturalization.
*
Introduced by Senator King of Utah, September 30 (Calendar day October

24) , 1929, 71st Cong., 1st sess. See Congressional Record, vol. 71, pt. 5, p. 4830.
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in particular the difficulty of complying with section 6 of the Bill

which refuses clearance to vessels departing from the United States

unless carrying a crew of at least the same number as on arrival, are

likely to lead to much inconvenience, and in many cases to long de-

lays involving the alteration of sailing schedules and serious loss to

business. Further, the bill would prohibit the employment of Lascars

and Chinese on ships registered outside their own States, and coun-

tries such as India might well consider this as a direct and unwar-

rantable interference with the employment of their subjects on the

high seas. Active apprehensions have in fact been caused in the

Legislative Assembly in India by the legislation proposed, and they
have been in communication with His Majesty's Government in Great

Britain on the subject.

At the same time, protests have been received from many of the

principal shipping interests in Great Britain. The opinion was ex-

pressed before the House Committee in 1927 that the bill would in

practice constitute a discrimination in favor of Japanese and other

Asiatic vessels at the expense of the merchant marine of Great Britain

and all other maritime countries, since whereas vessels of these coun-

tries would be prevented from employing Japanese and Asiatic

labour, Japanese or other Asiatic merchant vessels would be free

to call at United States ports with crews of their own nationality on

board. At the same time, as pointed out above, there would appear
to be discrimination against Asiatic seamen serving in European or

other vessels not of their own country.

Detailed objections to the bill on technical grounds were laid before

the House Committee on Immigration by representatives of the ship-

ping interests in previous years.

WASHINGTON, January 23, 1930.

150.071 Control/26

The Canadian Legation to the Department of State 66

AIDE-MEMOIRE

Senate Bill S. 1941 and House Bill H. E. 7763, which are identical

measures "to provide for the deportation of certain alien seamen,
and for other purposes", are re-introductions of legislative proposals
which failed to pass the 69th and 70th Congresses. The possibility

of the enactment of these Bills is causing concern to foreign countries,

both because they diverge in certain important respects from accepted
international practice, and because their provisions would create

serious difficulties for foreign shipping.

0(5A copy was transmitted by the Department to the Chairmen of the Senate
Committee on Immigration and the House Committee on Immigration and
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The general ground on which objection may be based is that the

proposals would result in drastic interference with the composition
of crews of foreign vessels in United States ports; they would thus

infringe on the accepted principle which provides against interference

with the domestic economy of a foreign vessel, except in extraordinary

circumstances, by the authorities of the States which it visits in the

ordinary course of trade.

Furthermore, the Bills would have the effect of discriminating

against foreign vessels trading to the United States, and this dis-

crimination would be particularly severe in the case of vessels the

crews of which were in part composed of Oriental seamen. These

vessels, unless they were registered in the country of the nationality
of their crews, probably would be debarred from entering a port of

the United States by the effect of Section 7 of the Bills.

Specific objections may be made to the provision of Section 2

which authorizes a United States Immigration Inspector to determine

whether any member of a vessel's crew is or is not a bona fide seaman
;

also to the provision of Section 3 that an alien who has been found to

be not a bona fide seaman by the Immigration Service, and who is

not admissible as an immigrant, must be deported as a passenger
on a vessel other than that by which he arrived

;
and to the provision

of Section 6 that every vessel, the majority of the crew of which has

been engaged abroad, should not be granted clearance unless it takes

out from the United States a crew at least equal in number of that

with which it entered.

It may be noted also that the Bills apparently would apply to

shipping on the Great Lakes as well as to shipping at ocean ports.

Several of their provisions, and those of Section 6 especially,

might easily cause substantial delay, trouble and expense to Canadian
lines maintaining regular passenger and freight services on the

Great Lakes.

Eepresentations have been received from shipping interests in

Canada complaining of the hardship which would be inflicted on
them by the passage of the Bill for the reasons which are briefly

summarized above, and on additional technical grounds.

WASHINGTON, April 1, 1930.

150.071 Control/22

The Netherlands Legation to the Department of State

No. 1280

The Royal Netherland Legation presents its compliments to the

Department of State and has the honor to enclose herewith copy of

its Note Verbale of January 17, 1928, No. 170,
67 with the request
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that the State Department will kindly consider the contents of said

note applicable to the bill (S. 202) providing for the deportation of

certain alien seamen, which was ordered reported favorably from
the Committee on Immigration of the Senate on April 7th, 1930.68

The Boyal Legation presents its anticipated thanks to the De-

partment of State for what might be done in this respect.

WASHINGTON, April 8, 1930.

150.071 Control/24

The German Embassy to the Department of State

MEMORANDUM

On January 21st 1928 the Embassy had the honor to inform the

Department of State 69 of the apprehension felt by the German
Government with regard to the former Senate Bill 717 "to provide
for the deportation of certain Alien seamen, and for other

purposes".
The considerations submitted in this respect also pertain to the"-

bills S. 202, S. 1941 and H.K. 7763 introduced in the present 71st-

Congress, as any such legislation would, in the opinion of the

German Government, entail serious difficulties to the German
American shipping trade.

WASHINGTON, April 15, 1930.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON LOAD LINES, HELD AT LONDON,
MAY 20-JULY 5, 1930

585.61B1/5

The British Ambassador (Howard) to the Secretary of State

No. 664 WASHINGTON, December 21, 1929,

Sm: When the International Conference on the Safety of Life at

Sea met in London in 1913, it was expected that it would be followed

and completed by an international conference on the subject of load-

line, and a committee was appointed by the President of the British

Board of Trade in 1913 to review the whole subject of loadline and

prepare a report which would serve as a basis for international dis-

cussion and agreement. The intention was that the Safety of Life

at Sea Conference should deal with the safety of the passenger ship,

with the provision of wireless and with the rules of general naviga-

68
Congressional Record,, vol. 72, pt 6, p. 6561.

69
Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. i, p. 843.
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tion, and that a conference on loadline should cover the question of

the seaworthiness of the cargo ship.

2. Owing to the war this programme could not be carried out. The

Safety of Life at Sea Convention signed in 1914 70 could not be

brought into effect and no steps could be taken to arrange for the

international discussion on the question of loadline.

3. The Convention on the Safety of Life at Sea of 1914 has now
been revised and expanded into the Convention on Safety of Life at

Sea signed in London on May 31st, 1929,
71 and there is good reason

to hope that this convention will be generally adopted. In the mean-

time progress has been made with the subject of loadline, and His

Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland are now in a position to submit proposals for the

consideration of foreign maritime Governments.

4. An expert committee was appointed by the President of the

British Board of Trade two and a half years ago to review all the

work which had previously been done on the subject of loadline, to

revise the regulations in force, and to consider certain special prob-
lems which had arisen with regard to certain classes of ships. The
committee has now produced its report, which is being communicated
to the Governments of all maritime States.

5. I have the honour to inform you that I have been instructed by
His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, when

addressing you in the above sense, to transmit to you the enclosed

copies of the committee's report
72 and to enquire whether, in the

opinion of the United States Government, the report would form a

suitable basis for international discussion.

I have [etc.] ESMB HOWARD

685.61B1/12

The Acting Secretary of State to the British Ambassador (Howard)

WASHINGTON", February 7, 1930.

EXCELLEXCT: I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's
communication of December 21

5 1929, inquiring whether in the opin-

70
British and Foreign State Papers, vol. cvm, pt. 2, p. 283.

71
Treaties, Conventions, etc., 1923-1937, vol. IT, p. 5134 ; for correspondence

concerning ttie international conference at London, April 16-May 31, 1929, see
Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. I, pp. 368 ff.n

Report of the Committee Appointed "by the President of the Board of Trade
To Advise on Load Lines of Merchant Ships and Special Load Lines for Steamers
Carrying Timber Deck Cargoes and for Tankers (London, His Majesty's Sta-
tionery Office, 1929) ; not reprinted.
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ion of the United States Government a report submitted by the

President to the British Board of Trade on the subject of load line

would form a suitable basis for international discussion.

This Government considers that an international meeting to dis-

cuss load line legislation will be desirable and believes that the proper
course will be to have the British Committee's report form the basis

of an international discussion.

If an invitation to such a conference is contemplated, this Gov-
ernment will be pleased to be notified at the earliest possible moment,
preferably by cable, in order that the authority to attend the con-

ference, and later an appropriation to pay the expenses of a delega-
tion thereto may be requested of the Congress.

Accept [etc.] For the Acting Secretary of State :

WILBUB J.

585.61B1/13

The British Ambassador (Howard) to the Acting Secretary of State

No. 63 WASHINGTON, February 7, 1930.

SIR: I have the honour to inform you that His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

propose to convene in London in May next a conference of representa-
tives of the Governments of all maritime States with a view to the

conclusion of an international convention on load-lines covering all

the questions dealt with in the report of which copies were enclosed

in my note No. 664 of December 21st last.

2. His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

has instructed me to convey an invitation to the United States Gov-

ernment, on behalf of His Majesty's Government in the United

Kingdom, to send representatives to this conference which will open
in London on May 20th nest, and to request that the reply of the

United States Government may be communicated as soon as possible.
In the event of the present invitation being accepted. His Majesty's
Government will be glad to receive notification at an early date of

the names of the United States delegates who should be supplied
with such full powers as will enable them to negotiate and sign
whatever instrument may be drawn up at the conference.

3. I am to state that an invitation to be represented ad audiendwrri

at the conference is being addressed to the Advisory and Technical

Committee for Communications and Transit of the League of

Nations.

I have [etc.] ESME HOWARD
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585.61B1/48

The Acting Secretary of State to the American Delegation
T3

WASHINGTON, April 29, 1930.

SIRS : An International Conference on Load Lines will be held in

London beginning May 20, 1930. You have been appointed as dele-

gates on the part of the United States of America and certificates

designating you in that capacity, have already been delivered to you.
There is enclosed the President's instrument conferring upon you,

jointly and severally, plenary powers to negotiate, conclude and sign
a Convention on Load Lines.74 This instrument should be deposited
with the Secretariat of the Conference, or the Committee on Cre-

dentials, whichever may be the procedure adopted.
The formal invitation to the Government of the United States to

send representatives to the Conference was contained in a note dated

.February 7, 1930, to the Acting Secretary of State from the British

Ambassador, in which it was stated that the Conference would con-

vene at London on May 20 next. A copy of this invitation is

.-enclosed.
75

There is also enclosed a copy of the Repwt of the United States

Load Line Committee^ 1928^ for Merchant Vessels Engaged in For-

eign Voyages "by Sea (Great Lakes extcepted).
76 This report is the re-

sult of the work during the past two years of a committee of nine tech-

nical advisers and representatives of the shipping interests of the

country and contains concrete proposals which the Department of

Commerce believes have the approval of all the American interests

concerned. At the specific request of the Secretary of Commerce, you
are instructed that this report with its enclosures is to form the basis

of the American proposals at the Conference.

For your further guidance, there are quoted the following para-

graphs from a memorandum submitted by the Secretary of Commerce
to the Secretary of State :

"The fixing of load lines on merchant vessels in the foreign trade
is essentially international in its character and uniformity in the
rules governing the placing of such load lines is essential to the

proper administration of the law by the several nations involved.
"It is important that United States practices, particularly those

pertaining to tankers and to lumber-carrying vessels, be properly
presented to the Conference as otherwise, the regulations adopted to
which our vessels would be subject while in foreign ports, might seri-

ously handicap American vessels and trade, and the initiative and
n For list of the American delegates, see note of May 8 to the British Ambas-

sador, p. 260.

"Enclosure not printed.
75
Supra.

"Not printed.
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ability of our shipbuilders and ship operators would be adversely
affected in such trade.
"To

^

obtain acceptance of the American proposals will require
determined effort and absolute unanimity on the part of the American
delegation. It is imperative that the American delegation present
a united front if the desired results are to be obtained. The individ-
uals composing the delegation must be guided and abide by the
decisions of the delegation as a whole, and individual opinions in

opposition to the delegation's decisions must be restrained if the
influence of the American delegation is not to suffer seriously. To
assure that the American proposals are couched in well-chosen words
which give exactly the intent desired, it would appear that, except
in informal committee discussion, they should be prepared in ad-
vance. Important questions of policy and general principle should be
determined by vote of the delegation. These should follow as far
as possible the recommendations agreed to in the preparatory work.

"It should be borne in mind at^all times that the delegation has a
three-fold responsibility ; lirst, to uphold the prestige and dignity
of the United States

; second, to obtain the highest practicable stand-
ard of safety at sea for American citizens traveling in ships flying
its flag and those of other nations; and third, to obtain an agreement
to facilitate trade between the United States and foreign countries,

bearing in mind at all times that no load line shall be established
or marked on any vessel which load line is above the actual line of

safety."

It would seem to be desirable that English as well as French should

be the official language of the International Conference on Load

Lines, not only as a compliment to the British Government, in whose

territory the Conference is to be held, but also because of the richness

of the English language in commercial and nautical terminology.
For the same reasons it is believed that any Convention or other

instrument signed at the Conference should be signed in English as

well as in French. As, however, the Conference will be held at

London, it would seem to be more appropriate for the British dele-

gates to make proposals in regard to this matter. You may confer

with them informally concerning it, and should they propose to the

Conference the adoption of English as an official language of the

Conference, you will give the proposal your support. This will

conform to the procedure recently adopted at the Conference on

the Safety of Life at Sea.

You will be assisted in your work at the Conference by the fol-

lowing technical advisers :

Mr. G. A. Smith
Mr. David W. Dicky

You are instructed to inform the American Embassy at London

of your arrival and to maintain contact with the Embassy during
the progress of negotiations. A copy of your instructions is being
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forwarded to the Embassy, which is being requested to afford the

delegation appropriate assistance. It is particularly desired that

should questions of a political, rather than a technical, nature arise

you will consult the Embassy and be guided by its suggestions in

this connection.

I am [etc.] J. P. COTTON

585.61B1/56

The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador (Lindsay)

WASHINGTON-, May 8, 1930.

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to refer to Sir Esme Howard's

note No. 63 of February 7, 1930, and subsequent correspondence,

extending on behalf of your Government an invitation to this Gov-
ernment to send delegates to an International Conference on Load
Lines to be held at London beginning May 20, 1930.

I have the honor to inform you that this Government is pleased
to accept the invitation of His Majesty's Government to send repre-
sentatives to this Conference. The following have been designated
as delegates on the part of the United States with plenary powers
to sign such instrument or instruments as may be drawn up at the

Conference :

Mr. H. B. Walker, President of the American Steamship
Owners' Association.

Mr. David Arnott of the American Bureau of Shipping.
Mr. Laurens Prior of the Bureau of Navigation, Department of

Commerce.
Mr. H. C. Towle of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation.
Mr. S. D. McComb of the Marine Office of America.

Captain A. F. Pillsbury of Pillsbury and Curtis.

Mr. Kobert F. Hand of the Standard Oil Company.
Mr. James Kennedy, General Manager, Marine Department,

Gulf Eefining Company.
Mr. H. W. Warley of the Ore Steamship Company.
Eear Admiral J. G. Tawresey, United States Navy, Eetired,

United States Shipping Board.

The technical advisers to the American delegation are :

Mr. David W. Dicky
Mr. G. A. Smith.

Accept [etc.] For the Secretary of State :

J. P. COTTON
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585.61B1/57

The Secretary of State to the, Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes)

No. 357 WASHINGTON, May 8, 1930.

SIR : On February 7, 1930, this Government received through the

British Embassy at Washington an invitation to send delegates to

an International Conference on Load Lines, to be held at London

beginning May 20, 1930.

The invitation has been accepted and the Congress has authorized

the appropriation of the sum of $20,000 for the expenses of partici-

pation. Instructions dealing with the fiscal matters of the delega-
tion will be furnished you at a later date.

A list of the American delegates and technical advisers is

enclosed,
77

together with a copy of their instructions.78

As the members of the delegation have been given plenary powers
to sign such instrument or instruments as may be drawn up at the

Conference, and as the Department of State is not represented on the

delegation, you are instructed to follow the proceedings of the Con-

ference with care. It is suggested that an officer be detailed to

cooperate with the delegation and that the Embassy keep itself

informed with regard to any political questions which may arise

during the progress of the negotiations. Should any such question

appear likely to cause serious difficulty you may inform the De-

partment and request specific instructions.

I am [etc.] For the Secretary of State :

J. P. COTTON

Treaty Series No. 858

International Load Line Convention and Final Protocol, Signed at

London^ July 5, 1930

INTERNATIONAL LOAD LINE CONVENTION

PREAMBLE

The Governments of Germany, the Commonwealth of Australia,

Belgium, Canada, Chile, Cuba, Denmark, the Free City of Danzig,

Spain, the Irish Free State, the United States of America, Finland,

France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,

Greece, India, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Mexico, Norway, New

Zealand, Paraguay, the Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Portugal,

77 Enclosure not printed.
78
Ante, p. 258.

TO Ratification advised by the Senate, February 27 (legislative day February

17) 1931* ratified by the President, May 1, 1931; ratification of the United

States deposited at London, June 10, 1931; proclaimed by the President,

January 5, 1933.

518625 45 22
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Sweden, and the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics; desiring to

promote safety of life and property at sea by establishing in com-

mon agreement uniform principles and rules with regard to the

limits to which ships on international voyages may be loaded, have

resolved to conclude a Convention for that purpose and have ap-

pointed as their Plenipotentiaries :

[Here follows list of names of plenipotentiaries.]

Who, having communicated their full powers, found in good and

due form, have agreed as follows :

CHAPTER I. Preliminary

ARTICLE 1

GENERAL OBLIGATION OF CONVENTION

So that the load lines prescribed by this Convention shall be

observed, the Contracting Governments undertake to give effect to

the provisions of this Convention, to promulgate all regulations,
and to take all other steps which may be necessary to give this

Convention full and complete effect.

The provisions of this Convention are completed by Annexes,
80

which have the same force and take effect at the same time as this

Convention. Every reference to this Convention implies at the

same time a reference to the Rules annexed thereto.

ARTICLE 2

SCOPE OF CONVENTION

1. This Convention applies to all ships engaged on international

voyages, which belong to countries the Governments of which are

Contracting Governments, or to territories to which this Convention
is applied under Article 21, except

(a) ships of war; ships solely engaged in fishing; pleasure yachts
and ships not carrying cargo or passengers ;

(&) ships of less than 150 tons gross.

2. Ships when engaged on international voyages between the

near neighbouring ports of two or more countries may be exempted
by the Administration to which such ships belong from the provisions
of this Convention, so long as they shall remain in such trades, if

the Governments of the countries in which such ports are situated

shall be satisfied that the sheltered nature and conditions of such

voyages between such ports make it unreasonable or impracticable to

80 The annexes, wMcli are printed in Department of State Treaty Series No.
858 and 47 Stat. 2228, are not reprinted here.
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apply the provisions of this Convention to ships engaged in such

trades.

3. All agreements and arrangements relating to load line or matters

appertaining thereto at present in force between Contracting Gov-
ernments shall continue to have full and complete effect during the

terms thereof as regards

I ships to which this Convention does not apply ;

I ships to which this Convention applies in respect of matters
for which it has not expressly provided.

To the extent, however, that such agreements or arrangements
conflict with the provisions of this Convention, the provisions of this

Convention shall prevail.

Subject to any such agreement or arrangement

(a) all ships to which this Convention does not apply ;
and

(5) all matters which are not expressly provided for in this

Convention
;

shall remain subject to the legislation of each Contracting Govern-
ment to the same extent as if this Convention had not been made.

ARTICLE 3

DEFINITIONS

In this Convention, unless expressly provided otherwise

(a) a ship is regarded as belonging to a country if it is registered

by the Government of that country ;

(b) the expression "Administration" means the Government of
the country to which the ship belongs ;

(c) an "international voyage" is a voyage from a country to

which this Convention applies to a port outside such

country, or conversely, and for this purpose, every colony,
overseas territory, protectorate or territory under suze-

rainty or mandate is regarded as a separate country ;

(d) the expression "Rules" means the Rules contained in

Annexes I, II and III
;

(e) a "new ship" is a ship, the keel of which is laid on or after

the 1st July, 1932, all other ships being regarded as

existing ships.

(/) the expression "steamer" includes any vessel propelled
by machinery.

ARTICLE 4

No ship, which is not subject to the provisions of this Convention

at the time of its departure on any voyage, shall become subject to

the provisions of this Convention on account of any deviation from
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its intended voyage due to stress of weather or any other cause of

force majeure.
In applying the provisions of this Convention, the Administra-

tion shall give due consideration to any deviation or delay caused

to any ship owing to stress of weather or to any other cause of force

majeure.

CHAPTER II. Load Line: Survey and Marking

ABTTCLE 5

GENERAL PROVISIONS

No ship to which this Convention applies shall proceed to sea on

an international voyage after the date on which this Convention

comes into force, unless the ship, heing

A a new ship,

(a) has been surveyed in accordance with the provisions of

Annex I;

(b) complies with the provisions of Part II of Annex I; and

(c) has been marked in accordance with the provisions of this

Convention.

B an existing ship,

(a) has been surveyed and marked (whether before or after

this Convention comes into force) in accordance with
the conditions prescribed either in paragraph A of this

Article or in one of the sets of Rules for the Assign-
ment of Load Line particularised in Annex IV; and

(5) complies with the provisions of Part II of Annex I in prin-
ciple, and also in detail, so far as is reasonable and
practicable, having regard to the efficiency of (i) the pro-
tection of openings; (ii) guard rails; (iii) freeing ports,
and (iv) means of access to cjews' quarters provided by
the existing arrangements, fittings and appliances on the

ship.

ARTICLE 6

PROVISIONS FOR STEAMERS CARRYING TIMBER DECK CARGOES

1. A steamer which has been surveyed and marked under Article 5

shall be entitled to be surveyed and marked with a timber load line

under Part V of Annex I if, being

A a new ship, it complies with the conditions and provisions pre-
scribed in Part V of Annex I;

B an existing ship, it complies with the conditions and provisions
of Part V of Annex I other than Rule LXXX, and also in
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principle, so far as is reasonable and practicable, with the
conditions and provisions prescribed by Kule LXXX pro-
vided that in assigning a timber load line to an existing ship
the Administration shall make such addition to the freeboard
as shall be reasonable, having regard to the extent to which
such ship falls short of full compliance with the conditions
and provisions prescribed in Rule LXXX.

2. A steamer when using the timber load line shall comply with

Eules LXXXIV, LXXXV, LXXXVI, LXXXVIII and LXXXIX.

ARTICIJB 7

PROVISIONS FOE TANKERS

A steamer which has been surveyed under Article 5 shall be entitled

to be surveyed and marked as a tanker under Part VI of Annex I if,

being

A a new ship, it complies with the conditions and provisions pre-
scribed in Part VI of Annex I

;

B an existing ship, it complies with the conditions and provisions
in Eules XCIII, XCVI, XCVII, XCVIII and XCIX, and
also in principle so far as is reasonable and practicable with
Eules XCIV, XCV and C, provided that in assigning a
tanker load line to an existing ship the Administration shall

make such addition to the freeboard as shall be reasonable

having regard to the extent to which such ship falls short of
full compliance with the conditions and provisions prescribed
in Eules XCIV, XCV and C.

ARTICIJE 8

PROVISIONS FOR SHIPS OF SPECIAL TYPES

For steamers over 300 feet in length, possessing constructional fea-

tures similar to those of a tanker which afford extra invulnerability

against the sea, a reduction in freeboard may be granted.
The amount of such reduction shall be determined by the Adminis-

tration in relation to the freeboard assigned to tankers, having regard
to the degree of compliance with the conditions of assignment laid

down for these ships, and the degree of subdivision provided.

The freeboard assigned to such a ship shall in no case be less than

would be assigned to the ship as a tanker.

ARTICLE 9

SURVEY

The survey and marking of ships for the purpose of this Convention

shall be carried out by officers of the country to which the ships belong,

provided that the Government of each country may entrust the survey
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and marking of its ships either to Surveyors nominated for this pur-

pose, or to organisations recognised by it. In every case the Govern-

ment concerned fully guarantees the completeness and efficiency of

the survey and marking.

ARTICLE 10

ZONES AND SEASONAL AREAS

A ship to which this Convention applies shall conform to the con-

ditions applicable to the zones and seasonal areas described in Annex

II to this Convention.

A port standing on the boundary line between two zones shall be

regarded as within the zone from or into which the ship arrives or

departs.

CHAPTER III. Certificates

ARTICLE 11

ISSUE OF CERTIFICATES

A certificate, called "International Load Line Certificate," shall be

issued to every ship which has been surveyed and marked in accord-

ance with this Convention, but not otherwise.

An International Load Line Certificate shall be issued either by
the Government of the country to which the ship belongs or by any

person or organisation duly authorised by that Government, and

in every case the Government assumes full responsibility for the

certificate.

ARTICLE 12

ISSUE OF CERTIFICATES BY ANOTHER GOVERNMENT

The Government of a country to which this Convention applies

may, at the request of the Government of any other country to

which this Convention applies, cause any ship which belongs to the

last-mentioned country, or (in the case of an unregistered ship)
which is to be registered by the Government of that country, to be

surveyed and marked, and, if satisfied that the requirements of

this Convention are complied with, issue an International Load
Line Certificate to such ship, under its own responsibility. Any
certificate so issued must contain a statement to the effect that it

has been issued at the request of the Government of the country to

which the ship belongs, or of the Government by whom the ship is to

be registered, as the case may be, and it shall have the same force

and receive the same recognition as a certificate issued under Article

11 of this Convention.



ARTICLE 13

FORM OF CERTIFICATE

The International Load Line Certificates shall be drawn up in the

official language or languages of the country by which they are issued.

The form of the certificate shall be that of the model given in

Annex III, subject to such modifications as may, in accordance with

Rule LXXVIII, be made in the case of ships carrying timber deck

cargoes.

ARTICLE 14

DURATION OF CERTIFICATES

1. An International Load Line Certificate shall, unless it is

renewed in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 of this

Article, expire at the end of such period as may be specified therein

by the Administration which issues it: but the period so specified

shall not exceed five years from the date of issue.

2. An International Load Line Certificate may be renewed from
time to time by the Administration which issued it for such period

(not exceeding five years on any occasion) as the Administration

thinks fit, after a survey not less effective than the survey required

by this Convention before the issue of the certificate, and any such re-

newal shall be endorsed on the certificate.

3. An Administration shall cancel any International Load Line

Certificate issued to a ship belonging to its country :

A. If material alterations have taken place in the hull and super-

structures of the ship which affect the calculations of freeboard.

B. If the fittings and appliances for the (i) protection of openings,

(ii) guard rails, (iii) freeing ports and (iv) means of access to crews'

quarters are not maintained in as effective a condition as they were

in when the certificate was issued.

C. If the ship is not inspected periodically at such times and under

such conditions as the Administration may think necessary for the

purpose of securing that the hull and superstructures referred to in

Condition A are not altered and that the fittings and appliances re-

ferred to in Condition B are maintained as therein provided through-
out the duration of the certificate.

ARTICLE 15

ACCEPTANCE OF CERTIFICATES

International Load Line Certificates issued under the authority of

a Contracting Government shall be accepted by the other Contracting
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Governments as having the same force as the certificates issued by
them to ships belonging to their respective countries.

ARTICLE 16

CONTROL

1. A ship to which this Convention applies, when in a port of a

country to which it does not belong, is in any case subject to control

with respect to load line as follows: An officer duly authorised by
the Government of that country may take such steps as may be

necessary for the purpose of seeing that there is on board a valid

International Load Line Certificate. If there is such a certificate on

board the ship, such control shall be limited to the purpose of secur-

ing

(a) that the ship is not loaded beyond the limits allowed by the

certificate;

(&) that the position of the load line on the ship corresponds
with the certificate

;
and

(c) that the ship has not been so materially altered in respect
to the matters dealt with in conditions A and B (set out
in paragraph 3 of Article 14) that the ship is manifestly
unfit to proceed to sea without danger to human life.

2. Only officers possessing the necessary technical qualifications

shall be authorised to exercise control as aforesaid, and if such control

is exercised under (c) above, it shall only be exercised in so far as may
be necessary to secure that the ship shall be made fit to proceed to

sea without danger to human life.

3. If control under this Article appears likely to result in legal

proceedings being taken against the ship, or in the ship being detained,
the Consul of the country to which the ship belongs shall be informed

as soon as possible of the circumstances of the case.

ARTICLE 17

PRIVILEGES

The privileges of this Convention may not be claimed in favour of

any ship unless it holds a valid International Load Line Certificate.

CHAPTER IV. General Provisions

ARTICLE 18

EQUIVALENTS

Where in this Convention it is provided that a particular fitting,

or appliance, or type thereof, shall be fitted or carried in a ship, or

that any particular arrangement shall be adopted, any Administra-
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tion may accept in substitution therefor any other fitting, or appliance,
or type thereof, or any other arrangement, provided that such Ad-
ministration shall have been satisfied that the fitting, or appliance,
or type thereof, or the arrangement substituted is in the circumstances

at least as effective as that specified in this Convention.

Any Administration which so accepts a new fitting, or appliance,
or type thereof, or new arrangement shall communicate the fact to

the other Administrations, and, upon request, the particulars thereof.

ARTICLE 19

LAWS, REGULATIONS, REPORTS

The Contracting Governments undertake to communicate to each

other

(1) the text of laws, decrees, regulations and decisions of general
application which shall have been promulgated on the
various matters within the scope of this Convention

;

(2) all available official reports or official summaries of reports
in so far as they show the results of the provisions of this

Convention, provided always that such reports or sum-
maries are not of a confidential nature.

The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland is invited to serve as an intermediary for collecting

all this information and for bringing it to the knowledge of the other

Contracting Governments.

ARTICLE 20

MODIFICATIONS, FUTURE CONFERENCES

1. Modifications of this Convention which may be deemed useful or

necessary improvements may at any time be proposed by any Con-

tracting Government to the Government of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and such proposals shall be

communicated by the latter to all the other Contracting Governments,
and if any such modifications are accepted by all the Contracting

Governments (including Governments which have deposited ratifica-

tions or accessions which have not yet become effective) this Conven-

tion shall be modified accordingly.

2! Conferences for the purpose of revising this Convention shall

be held at such times and places as may be agreed upon by the Con-

tracting Governments.

A Conference for this purpose shall be convoked by the Govern-

ment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
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whenever, after this Convention has been in force for
^five years,

one-third of the Contracting Governments express a desire to that

effect.

CHAPTER V. Final Provisions

ARTICLE 21

APPLICATION TO COLONIES

1. A Contracting Government may, at the time of signature, rati-

fication, accession or thereafter, by a notification in writing addressed

to the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland, declare its desire that this Convention shall apply

to all or any of its Colonies, overseas territories, protectorates or

territories under suzerainty or mandate, and this Convention shall

apply to all the territories named in such notification, two months

after the date of the receipt thereof, but, failing such notification, this

Convention will not apply to any such territories.

2. A Contracting Government may at any time by a notification

in writing addressed to the Government of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland express its desire that this

Convention shall cease to apply to all or any of its colonies, overseas

territories, protectorates or territories under suzerainty or mandate

to which this Convention shall have, under the provisions of the

preceding paragraph, been applicable for a period of not less than

five years, and in such case the Convention shall cease to apply twelve

months after the date of the receipt of such notification by the Gov-
ernment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland to all territories mentioned therein.

3. The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland shall inform all the other Contracting Governments
of the application of this Convention to any Colony, overseas terri-

tory, protectorate or territory under suzerainty or mandate under
the provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article, and of the cessation of

any such application under the provisions of paragraph 2, stating in

each case the date from which this Convention has become or will

cease to be applicable.

ARTICLE 22

AUTHENTIC TEXTS. RATIFICATION

This Convention, of which both the English and French texts shall
be authentic, shall be ratified.

The instruments of ratification shall be deposited in the archives
of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
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Northern Ireland, which will notify all the other signatory or acced-

ing Governments of all ratifications deposited and the date of their

deposit.

ARTICLE 23

ACCESSION

A Government (other than the Government of a territory to which

Article 21 applies) on behalf of which this Convention has not been

signed, shall be allowed to accede thereto at any time after the Con-
vention has come into force. Accessions shall be effected by means of

notifications in writing addressed to the Government of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and shall take effect

three months after their receipt.

The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland shall inform all signatory and acceding Govern-

ments of all accessions received and of the date of their receipt.

ARTICLE 24

DATE OF COMING IN FORCE

This Convention shall come into force on the 1st July, 1932, as

between the Governments which have deposited their ratifications

by that date, and provided that at least five ratifications have been

deposited with the Government of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland. Should five ratifications not have

been deposited by that date, this Convention shall come into force

three months after the date on which the fifth ratification is deposited.
Eatifications deposited after the date on which this Convention has

come into force shall take effect three months after the date of their

deposit.

ARTICLE 25

DENUNCIATION

This Convention may be denounced on behalf of any Contracting
Government at any time after the expiration of five years from the

date on which the Convention comes into force in so far as that

Government is concerned. Denunciation shall be effected by a noti-

fication in writing addressed to the Government of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which will notify all

the other contracting Governments of all denunciations received and
of the date of their receipt.

A denunciation shall take effect twelve months after the date on
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which notification thereof is received by the Government of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

In faith whereof, the Plenipotentiaries have signed hereafter.

Done at London this fifth day of July, 1930, in a single copy, which

shall remain deposited in the archives of the Government of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which shall transmit

certified true copies thereof to all signatory Governments.

[Here follow the signatures of plenipotentiaries on behalf of the

Governments of Germany, the Commonwealth of Australia, Belgium,

Canada, Chile, Cuba, Denmark, the Free City of Danzig, Spain, the

Irish Free State, the United States of America, Finland, France, the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Greece,

India, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Mexico, Norway, New Zealand,

Paraguay, the Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, and the

Union of Soviet Socialist Kepublics.]

FINAL PROTOCOL

At the moment of signing the International Load Line Convention

concluded this day, the under-mentioned Plenipotentiaries have

agreed on the following:
I

Ships engaged solely on voyages on the Great Lakes of North
America and ships engaged in other inland waters are to be regarded
as outside the scope of the Convention.

n
This Convention is not applied to the existing ships of the United

States of America and of France of the lumber schooner type pro-

pelled by power, with or without sails, or by sails alone.

Ill

The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland shall convoke a Conference of the Contracting
Governments of the countries to which tankers belong, upon request
of the United States of America, at any time within the five-year

period mentioned in Article 20, for the purpose of discussing matters

relating to tanker freeboard.

The Contracting Governments will not raise any objection to the

provisions contained in this Convention in regard to tanker load line

being altered as may be determined at such Conference, provided
that the conclusions then reached are communicated forthwith to
the Governments signatory to the present Convention and that no
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objection is received by the Government of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland within six months of the

despatch of such communication.

In Witness whereof the Plenipotentiaries have drawn up this

Final Protocol which shall have the same force and the same validity
as if the provisions thereof had been inserted in the text of the

Convention to which it belongs.

Done at London this fifth clay of July, 1930, in a single copy which
shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which shall trans-

mit certified true copies thereof to all signatory Governments.

[Here follow the signatures on behalf of the Governments signatory
to the convention.]

Treaty 'Scries No. 858

Final Act of the Load Line Conference, Signed at London, July 5, 1930

The Governments of Germany, the Commonwealth of Australia,

Belgium, Canada, Chile, Cuba, Denmark, the Free City of Danzig,

Spain, the Irish Free State, the United States of America, Finland,

France, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,

Greece, India, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Mexico, Norway, New
Zealand, Paraguay, the Netherlands, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Sweden
and the Union of Soviet Socialist [Republics ;

Desiring to promote safety of life and property at sea by establish-

ing in common agreement uniform principles and rules with regard
to the limits to which ships on international voyages may be loaded

;

Having decided to participate in an international conference

which, upon the invitation of the Government of the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, was held in London;

Appointed the following delegations:

[Here follows list of names of delegates.]

Who accordingly assembled in London.

Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry F. Oliver was appointed President

of the Conference, and Mr. A. E. Lee, Secretary-General.

For the purposes of its work the Conference set up the following

Committees, of which the under-mentioned were Presidents:

Administration Committee: Mr. Koenigs.
Main Technical Committee: Sir Charles Sanders.

Tankers Committee : Mr. Kennedy.
Timber Ships Committee: Mr. Emil Krogh.
Special Types of Ship Committee: Vice-Admiral Fock.

Zones Committee : General Ingianni.

Drafting Committee : Mr. Haarbleicher.

Credentials Committee : Mr. Nakayama.
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In the course of a series of meetings between the 20th May, 1930^

and the 5th July, 1930, a Load Line Convention, dated the 5th July

1930, was drawn up.
I

The Conference takes note of the following declarations, made by
the undermentioned delegation :

The Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America formally
declare that the signing of the International Load Line Convention

by them, on the part of the United States of America, on this date,

is not to be construed to mean that the Government of the United

States of America recognizes a regime or entity which signs or

accedes to the Convention as the Government of a country when
that regime or entity is not recognized by the Government of the

United States of America as the Government of that country.
The Plenipotentiaries of the United States of America further

declare that the participation of the United States of America in

the International Load Line Convention signed on this date does

not involve any contractual obligation on the part of the United

States of America to a country, represented by a regime or entity
which the Government of the United States of America does not

recognize as the Government of that country, until such country
has a Government recognized by the Government of the United

States of America.

n
The Conference also adopts the following recommendations:

SHIPS OF LESS THAX 150 TONS GROSS ENGAGED ON INTERNATIONAL VOYAGES

The Conference recommends that such regulations as may be made
by any of the Contracting Governments relating to ships of less than
150 tons gross engaged on international voyages should, so far as

practicable and reasonable, be framed in accordance with the princi-

ples and rules laid down in this Convention, and should whenever

possible be made after consultation and agreement with the Govern-
ments of the other countries concerned in such international voyages.

STRENGTH

As under the Rules attached to this Convention, ships which

comply with the highest standard laid down in the rules of a classifi-

cation society recognised by the Administration are regarded as

having sufficient strength for the minimum freeboards allowed under
the rules, the Conference recommends that each Administration
should request the Society or Societies which it has recognised to
confer from time to time with the Societies recognised by other
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Administrations, with a view to securing as much uniformity as

possible in the application of the standards of strength on which

freeboard is based.

ANNUAL SURVEYS

The Conference recommends that, if possible, each Administration

should make arrangements for the periodical inspections referred to

in paragraph (3) (c) of Article 14 to be held at intervals of approxi-

mately twelve months so far as concerns the maintenance of the

fittings and appliances referred to in Condition B of paragraph 3 of

that Article (i.e., the fittings and appliances for the (i) protection of

openings, (ii) guard rails, (iii) freeing ports and (iv) means of

access to crews' quarters).

4 INFORMATION REGARDING DAMAGE TO TANKERS

The Conference recommends that the Governments of the countries

to which tankers belong shall keep records of all structural and deck

damage to these ships caused by stress of weather, so that information

with regard to these matters may be available.

In faith whereof the undersigned have affixed their signatures to

the present Act.

Done in London this fifth day of July, 1930, in a single copy which

shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which shall trans-

mit certified true copies thereof to all signatory Governments.

[Here follow the signatures on behalf of the Governments signa-

tory to the Final Act.]

DISINCLINATION OF THE UNITED STATES TO ACT TO SECURE
RATIFICATION OF DRAFT CONVENTION ON OIL POLLUTION OF
NAVIGABLE WATERS 81

501.45A2/427

The British Embassy to the Department of State

MEMORANDUM

The British Embassy have for some time past corresponded semi-

officially with the Department of State in regard to the draft Con-

vention on Oil Pollution prepared as a result of the conference held

at Washington in the summer of 1926.

A member of the Embassy staff who discussed the present position

respecting this Convention with an official of the Department in

May last, understood that the German and Japanese Governments

81 For final act of the Preliminary Conference on Oil Pollution of Navigable
Waters held at Washington, June 8-16, 1926, and annexed draft of convention,

'
TTA! T rr 93ft cmrl 9-dK vcuarxcu^ti \raltr
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still maintained certain objections to the draft and that the Italian

Government were not altogether satisfied with it. Moreover, there

appeared to be no strong demand in the United States for bringing

the Convention into force, and in these circumstances the Department
of State were disposed to let the matter rest unless His Majesty's

Government or one of the other interested Powers moved the United

States Government to take some further action.

The Embassy have now learned that His Majesty's Government

in the United Kingdom attach importance to the conclusion of the

proposed Convention since this alone would enable the problem of

oil pollution to be dealt with by international agreement. It will be

remembered that at the Washington Conference in 1926 two meas-

ures were proposed, viz, the carrying of oil separators on all ships,

or the fixing of zones round the coasts within which the discharge

of oil or oily water should be prohibited. Neither of these measures

would necessarily be a complete cure because it would, from the

nature of the case, be impossible to be certain that the separators

on board the ships would be used as they should be used on all oc-

casions, and it would equally be impossible to secure evidence of the

improper discharge of oil within prohibited zones. They were, how-

ever, the only measures which Governments, as such, could take to

deal with this nuisance, and it was clear that international agree-

ment could not be obtained for the first of these remedies, the carrying
of separators.

The second remedy, the establishment of zones, is the one embodied

in the draft Convention, and His Majesty's Government consider it

very desirable that every effort should be made to secure the adoption
of that Convention. It is true that the shipowners in the United

Kingdom, and it is believed, also in the United States and in Holland,
have voluntarily adopted the principle of the Convention, and it

cannot be said that the adoption of the Convention by the remaining
Powers would necessarily put an end to the nuisance in any of the

countries where it still exists
;
but it is the only international method

of dealing with this nuisance which at present has any chance of

success at all, and if the negotiations for the Convention are dropped
or fail, there will be renewed pressure for the adoption of national

measures by individual Governments. This, His Majesty's Govern-
ment consider, would be undesirable in the interests of all concerned.

The Embassy have therefore been instructed to enquire whether
the United States Government, if officially approached, would be

disposed to exert their good offices on behalf of.the draft Convention
with the other Governments interested.

WASHINGTON, August 22, 1929.
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601.45A2/435

The British Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of State

WASHINGTON, May 23, 1930.

MY DEAR ME. SECKETAET: On August 22nd last my predecessor
left at the Department of State an aide-memoire on the subject of
the draft convention on oil pollution stating that the Embassy had
received instructions to enquire whether the United States Govern-

ment, if officially approached, would be disposed to exert their good
offices on behalf of the draft convention with the other governments
interested. A copy of this aide-memoire is enclosed for convenience

of reference.82

As we do not appear to have any record of a reply to this enquiry
and as my government have again intimated that they would be glad
of one at an early date, I should be grateful for an answer in the

near future.

Believe me [etc.] E. C. LINDSAY

501.45A2/437
~~

Memoramdwm 'by the Chief of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs

(HornbecJc)

[WASHINGTON,] June 7, 1930.

In regard to this matter of a proposed agreement on the subject
of oil pollution in navigable waters,

The outstanding question is whether or not to go forward with the

effort to conclude an international agreement based on the Draft of a

Convention drawn up under the terms of the Final Act signed in

Washington June 16, 1926. The British and the Danish Governments

have been prodding us about it.
83 Mr. Culbertson and I have ex-

plored the subject and we are of the opinion that it would be best

for the present to let the matter continue to lie on the table.

I should like to call in an officer from the British Embassy and one

from the Danish Legation and explain orally to each of them that the

American Government is not disposed at present to make any move
in regard to the matter.

May I request authorization or disapproval?
84

S. K. H[ORSTBECK]

82
Supra.

83 Communications from the Danish Government not printed.
^At this point the memorandum is noted by the Under Secretary of State:

"O. K. J. P. C [arrow]."

518625 45 23
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501.45A2/438

Memorandum ly the Chief of the Division of Far Eastern Affairs

(Horribeck)

[WASHINGTON,] June 12, 1930.

Mr. Torr 85 called by appointment.

Mr, Hornbeck said that he wished informally to explore the ground
with regard to the British Government's attitude in reference to

questions raised in the British Embassy's aide-memoire of August 22,

1929, referred to in the Ambassador's letter to the Secretary of May
23, 1930. The communications in question conveyed inquiry whether

the American Government, if officially approached, would be disposed

to exert its "good offices on behalf of the draft Convention with the

other Governments interested". He would like to know how great

importance the British Government attached to this matter at this

time.

Mr. Torr said that he must base his opinion on the views expressed
in the aide-memoire of August 22, 1929. There the British Govern-

ment stated that it considered it very desirable that every effort be

made to secure the adoption of the Convention "since that alone would
enable the problem of oil pollution to be dealt with by international

agreement". Mr. Torr said that he did not know what was the sit-

uation in British territorial and adjacent waters, whether it had im-

proved or whether it was worse than in 1926 and before, but that he
knew that the Board of Trade frequently brought up the question of

the desirability of having an international agreement.
Mr. Hornbeck said that the situation in American coastal waters,

in relation to oil pollution, appears to have improved materially in

recent years and that there is not the amount of complaint that there

formerly was and not the amount of agitation in reference to legisla-

tion and/or international agreement. He explained that certain

parties particularly interested in both questions have apparently con-

centrated on the question of domestic legislation and have advanced
the view that it would be well for the United States first to get the

matter regulated in reference to its own waters by domestic legisla-

tion and then, thereby being in better position to enter or take the

lead in international action, to revert to discussion of an international

agreement. Therefore, it was the thought of the Department that it

might be best to let the matter of the draft agreement continue to lie

on the table.

Mr. Torr inquired whether we knew anything about the views of

Canada. Mr. Hornbeck replied that we did not. After some discus-

*
C. J. W. Torr, Second Secretary of the British Embassy.
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sion, Mr. Torr said that lie thought he might endeavor informally to

see whether the views of Canada could be ascertained.

Mr. Torr said again that he thought his Government attached quite
a little importance to the matter and asked what countries were stand-

ing out or indifferent. Mention was made of Japan, Italy and Ger-

many. Mr. Torr advanced, tentatively, the view that the subject

might be one which might be taken up by the League of Nations as a

question susceptible of practical solution by and among the countries

of Europe, inasmuch as the United States and Japan are remote from

European waters. But, he said, that did not dispose of the question
of acts in the neighborhood of European waters by vessels of coun-

tries not party to such agreement as might be concluded. There fol-

lowed some discussion of the possibility that the United States and

Japan would find it convenient to become parties to an agreement first

concluded by and among European states.

Mr. Hornbeck said that we had also had inquiries from the Danish

Legation, and that we would like to get such information as could

be had with regard to the view of the Danish Government. Mr. Torr

suggested that inquiry might be made with regard to the view of the

Japanese Government. Mr. Hornbeck said that he would endeavor

to discuss the matter informally with an officer of the Danish Lega-
tion and an officer of the Japanese Embassy.
The conversation then turned to the question of extraterritoriality

(see separate memorandum of even date).
86

COOPERATION OF THE UNITED STATES WITH SEVERAL OTHER
GOVERNMENTS IN RECONNAISSANCE SURVEYS FOR AN INTER-
AMERICAN HIGHWAY

810.154/228

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Panama (Davis)

No. 31 WASHINGTON, July 1, 1930.

SIB : There is being forwarded herewith the original of an instruc-

tion addressed, in care of your Legation, to Messrs. Thomas A. Forbes,
D. Tucker Brown, and Marcel Bussard, Highway Engineers, who
have been appointed members of a technical committee to make effec-

tive, in accordance with instructions to be issued from time to time

by the Secretary of State, this Government's cooperation with several

other Governments, members of the Pan American Union, in recon-

naissance surveys pertinent to- the building of an inter-American

highway or highways. Accompanied by Mr. E. W. James of the

J Not printed.
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Bureau of Public Boads of the Department of Agriculture, they de-

parted from New York on June 21 by the steamship Virginia ex-

pecting to reach Cristobal on June 27 and to call at your Legation
soon after their arrival. Please deliver their instruction to them
as soon as you conveniently can. A copy of it is attached hereto

for your information and the files of your Legation.
There is also enclosed a copy of a proposed budget of the expendi-

tures which it is supposed will be necessary in connection with their

work during the remainder of the present year.
87 You are authorized

to make payments during this time, and at the same rate for eighteen,

months thereafter, upon vouchers approved by the chairman of the

committee, consistent with such budget, and to draw on the Secretary
of State for the required amounts, citing on the drafts the appro-

priation chargeable and rendering a separate account therefor.

You are requested to render to these gentlemen such other assist-

ance in the performance of their duties as may be possible and

proper.
In this connection your attention is especially called to the fifth,

sixth and seventh paragraphs of their instruction, from which you
will note that the Government to which you are accredited is not one

of those which have hitherto requested this Government's cooperation
in the reconnaissance surveys and that they are, therefore, asked to

refrain from offering their services to that Government until they
shall be informed that this Government's cooperation has been re-

quested. You are instructed to bring this matter as soon as possible
to the attention of the appropriate officials of the Government to

which you are accredited, assuring them that your Government is,

however, both willing and ready to make available its cooperation
with their Government in these surveys as soon as information shall

reach the Secretary of State through the Director General of the

Pan American Union that such cooperation is desired. You, also,

will be promptly informed thereafter and will be authorized to pre-
sent the Engineers to the appropriate authorities of the Panamanian
Government so that they may properly offer their services to it. If

that Government's failure to request this Government's cooperation
should have been due merely to inadvertence and should it be the

desire of that Government that the cooperation should begin in the

near future, the necessary preliminary correspondence can of course

be attended to in a very few days by cable or by air mail.

I am [etc.] For the Secretary of State :

WILBUR J. CARR

8T Not printed.
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[Enclosure]

The Secretary of State to the Members of the Technical Committee
on the Inter-American Highway Reconnaissance Surveys

8B

[WASHINGTON, July 1, 1930.]

SIES: In a letter dated June 19, 1930,
89 the Secretary of Agricul-

ture was requested to inform you that the President had approved
your designation as members of a technical committee to make effec-

tive, in accordance with instructions which will from time to time be

issued by the Secretary of State, this Government's cooperation with

several other Governments, members of the Pan American Union,
in reconnaissance surveys pertinent to the building of an inter-

American highway or highways. In the same communication au-

thorization was given for making the necessary expenditures in

connection with the work upon which you will be engaged. Since

you are proceeding first to Panama and since the time intervening
between your appointment and your departure was insufficient for

its preparation, this instruction is being addressed to you in care of

the Legation of the United States at Panama.
The following is the text of the pertinent portion of the Act of

the Congress of the United States (Deficiency Act for the fiscal year

ending June 30, 1930, approved by the President March 29, 1930)
which has enabled the Secretary of State to make available through

you, this Government's cooperation with other interested Govern-

ments in these reconnaissance surveys :

"To enable the Secretary of State to cooperate with the several

Governments, members of the Pan American Union, when he shall

find that any or all of such States haying \}i(me?~\
90 initiated a request

or signified a desire to the Pan American Union to cooperate, in the re-

connaissance surveys to develop the facts and to report to Congress as

to the feasibility of possible routes, the probable cost, the economic
service and such other information as will be pertinent to the build-

ing of an inter-American highway or highways, to be expended upon
the order of the Secretary of State, including the additional cost

incident to the assignment by the President of personnel in the

Government service, as now authorized, additional compensation of

such personnel for foreign service, compensation of employees and
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, contingent expenses,
official cards, printing and binding, purchase of necessary books and

documents, transportation and subsistence or per diem in lieu of

subsistence (notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act),
stenographic and other services by contract if deemed necessary, with-
out regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 41,

M Thomas A. Forbes, Senior Highway Engineer; D. Tucker Brown, Senior

Highway Engineer; and Marcel Bussard, Associate Highway Engineer.
89 Not printed.
80 Brackets appear in the original instruction.
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sec. 5), and such other expenses as may be deemed necessary by the

Secretary of State in furtherance of the projects described, fiscal

year 1930, to remain available until expended, $50,000."
91

The brief review, in this paragraph, of antecedent related events,

which you may already have in mind, is inserted merely for con-

venience. The Sixth International Conference of American States,

by a Eesolution adopted at Habana on February 7, 1928,
92 entrusted

the Pan American Union with the preparation of projects for the

construction of an inter-American highway. The Governing Board
of the Pan American Union, acting through the Pan American

Federation for Highway Education, requested the cooperation of

the several Governments, members of the Union, in the formulation

of such projects. The Congress of the United States, by a Joint

Eesolution, approved May 4, 1928,
93

requested the President to direct

the several agencies of this Government to cooperate with the other

interested states in the preparation of such projects. In his annual

message to Congress on December 4, 1928, the President of the

United States said: "In my message last year I expressed the view

that we should lend our encouragement for more good roads to all

the principal points on this hemisphere south of the Rio Grande.

My view has not changed."
94 He recommended that the necessary

Congressional authorization for this Government's cooperation in

the project should be given. The Senate and the House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States by Joint Resolution No. 104, of the

70th Congress, approved by the President on March 4, 1929,
95 "au-

thorized to be appropriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury not

otherwise appropriated, the sum of $50,000 to enable the Secretary
of State to cooperate with the several Governments", etc., following
almost verbatim the language of the Appropriation Act of a year
later which is quoted above. At the invitation of the Government
of Panama, the delegation of the United States returning from the

Second Pan American Highway Congress, which had been held at

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, from August 16 to August 28, 1929, attended

a conference at Panama from October 7 to 12 with representatives
of the Canal Zone, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,

Nicaragua, and Panama, for the purpose of considering the measures

to be taken to complete an international highway from the United

8

;46 Stat. 90, 115.
22
See Report of the Delegates of the United States of America to the Sixth

International Conference of American States, Held at Havana,, Cuba, January
16 to February 20, 1928, With Appendices (Washington, Government Printing
Office, 192S), pp. 36, 282; and Sixth International Conference of American
States, Havana, 1928, Final Act, Motions, Agreements. Resolutions (Habana.
1928), p. 14.

83
45 Stat 490.

w
Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. I, p. xvm.

85 45 Stat 1697.
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States to Panama. After a full discussion the conference adopted
several resolutions. A copy of a document containing them is en-

closed for your convenience.96 It was the sentiment of the con-

ference, you will observe, that a highway should be opened between
Panama and the United States within five years and that in order

to expedite this work, the Pan American Union should appoint an

Inter-American Highway Commission whose task it should be to

make a field study of the project; and all Governments interested

were requested to cooperate with the Union and the Commission in

this task.

The enactment of the legislation, quoted in the second paragraph
above, appropriating funds to meet the expense of its participation
in the projected reconnaissance surveys, is one of the important steps

recently taken by this Government in the requested cooperation.
Another is your designation as the agency through which the Secre-

tary of State is to make effective this Government's cooperation in

these surveys. In this connection it is appropriate to allude to the

fact that, on May 27, 1930, the President affixed his approval to the

Act passed by the Congress of the United States (No. 269, 71st

Congress)
97 to authorize and provide for the construction and oper-

ation of a ferry across the Panama Canal and a highway across the

Canal Zone, which were also recommended by the Inter-American

Highway Conference at Panama last October, as will be seen by

referring to the enclosed copy of the text of the Resolutions of that

conference. A copy of the legislation just referred to is also

enclosed.96

The Director General of the Pan American Union has informed

the Department of State that the Governments of Guatemala and

Nicaragua have expressed a desire to have reconnaissance surveys
undertaken to determine the most desirable route for the proposed
inter-Ajtnerican highway across their respective territories. The
chiefs of the diplomatic missions of this Government in those

countries had previously informed the Department that they had
been apprised of the fact that those Governments had taken the

steps mentioned. The steps taken by these two Governments ap-

pear to have complied fully with the conditions which the Act ap-

propriating the $50,000 and also the Act approved March 4, 1929,

authorizing such an appropriation make a necessary prerequisite

to the Secretary of State's cooperating with the other interested

Governments in these reconnaissance surveys. Referring to the

resolution adopted by the Inter-American Highway Conference at

Panama recommending the creation of an Inter-American Highway
98 Not printed.
07 46 Stat 388.
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Commission, the Director General also stated that, in accordance

with the terms of that resolution, the Governments of Costa Kica,

El Salvador, Guatemala, and Panama had designated their repre-

sentatives on that Commission. The actions just mentioned appear
to indicate that these four Governments also expect to cooperate in

the construction of the inter-American highway; but the Director

General has not yet informed the Department that any Govern-

ments other than Guatemala and Nicaragua have actually requested

this Government's cooperation in the reconnaissance surveys.

In view of the fact that the Act approved March 29, 1930, quoted

in the second paragraph above, which makes available the appro-

priation for "the reconnaissance surveys, and also the Joint Resolu-

tion approved on March 4, 1929, authorizing such an appropriation
both clearly contemplate that the cooperation of the Secretary of

State in the reconnaissance surveys shall be made available only
when the other interested Governments shall have "initiated a re-

quest or signified a desire to the Pan American Union" for such

cooperation, and since this Government has of course no desire to

participate in the contemplated reconnaissance surveys in any

country whose Government has not unmistakably indicated a desire

to have this Government's participation, you are instructed to offer

your services, for the present at least, only to the two Governments

mentioned above as having complied fully with the conditions made

by law a necessary prerequisite to the Secretary of State's making
available this Government's cooperation. As soon as the Director

General shall have informed the Secretary of State that the other

interested Governments, or any of them, have requested this Gov-
ernment's cooperation, you will be promptly informed and will

be instructed to offer your services also to them. The chief of this

Government's diplomatic mission in each of the countries con-

cerned whose Governments have not hitherto requested this Gov-
ernment's cooperation is being instructed to embrace an early

opportunity to bring this matter to the attention of the appro-

priate authorities of the Government to which he is accredited,

assuring them that his Government is both willing and ready to

make available its cooperation with their Government in these

surveys as soon as information shall reach the Secretary of State

through the Director General of the Pan American Union that such

cooperation is desired. To the Minister at Panama it is being sug-

gested that if that Government's failure to request this Government's

cooperation should have been due merely to inadvertence and should
it be the desire of that Government that the cooperation should begin
in the near future the necessary preliminary correspondence can of

course be attended to in a very few days by cable or by air mail.
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Before offering your services to any interested Government, or

any official thereof, you are instructed to call upon the chief of the

diplomatic mission of the United States at the capital of the country
concerned in order that you may be properly introduced to the ap-

propriate officials of that Government. The chief of each such dip-

lomatic mission is being apprised of the fact that you have been

designated and instructed to make effective this Government's cooper-

ation with the Government to which he is accredited, in case, or as

soon as, such cooperation shall have been requested. He is also being
informed that you will call upon him before establishing any official

relations with the Government to which he is accredited; and he is

being instructed to introduce you to the proper authorities and to

render to you such other assistance as may be possible and proper.

You are instructed to submit written reports fa> the Secretary of

State from time to time, through the diplomatic mission of the

United States at the capital of the country where you may be at the

time each report is made, regarding your progress in the performance
of the task which has been entrusted to you. These progress reports
should be submitted not less frequently than once every three months

;

and they may be made as much more frequently as you may deem
it desirable to make them. If, as it is understood you contemplate

doing, you establish and maintain an office for your headquarters at

or near the city of Panama, the Legation of the United States at

that capital will of course be the medium through which you will

communicate with the Secretary of State, not only while cooperating
with the Government of that country, should you be informed that it

lias requested your cooperation, but also while establishing your head-

quarters, if they are to be in that country or the Canal Zone, and,

also, should there be such a time, whenever you shall not actually be

engaged in cooperation with the Government of any other country.
A copy of this instruction is being attached to the instruction

which, as indicated above, is being addressed to the Minister at

Panama. A copy of the budget which was enclosed with the letter

addressed to the Secretary of State on June 7, 1930, by the Secretary
of Agriculture, requesting your appointment, is also being sent to the

Legation at Panama and the Minister is being authorized to make

payments, upon vouchers approved by the chairman of your com-

mittee consistent with such budget, and to draw on the Secretary of

State for the required amounts.

Copies of this instruction to you are also being enclosed with the

instructions which are being sent to the chiefs of the diplomatic mis-

sions of this country in Costa Eica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon-

duras, Mexico, and Nicaragua." Copies of the same are also being

"The instructions were sent on July 22 to the American diplomatic missions
in Costa Rica (No. 21), El Salvador (No. 96), Guatemala (No. 22), Honduras
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furnished to the Director General of the Pan American Union and
to the Secretary of Agriculture for the Chief of the Bureau of Public

Roads.

Upon completion of your task and your return to the United States

you should reasonably promptly submit to the Secretary of State

three copies of a comprehensive report of your entire work, one for

the records of the Department and two for communication by the

Secretary of State to Congress in compliance with the provisions of

the law, quoted above, authorizing and making provision for the work.

Very truly yours. For the Secretary of State :

WILBUR J. CAER

810.154/235 : Telegram

The Minister in Panama (Davis) to the Secretary of State

PANAMA, July 11, 193011 a. m.

[Received 12:25 p. m.]

46. Reference Department's mailed instruction No. 31, July 1st.

1. Instructions have been delivered to Commission.

2. Copy of budget mentioned in paragraph 2 Department's instruc-

tion did not accompany instruction.

3. Panaman Minister for Foreign Affairs has today cabled Pana-
man Minister in Washington to request cooperation of Commission

through channels mentioned in Department's instruction.

4. Panaman Government offered office quarters in National Palace

through Director of Pan American Union. Does Department per-
ceive any objection to acceptance of this offer by Commission?

DAVIS

810.154/235

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Panama (Davis)

No. 33 WASHINGTON, July 12, 1930.

SIB: In the Department's telegraphic response
1 to your telegram

No. 46 of July 11, 11 a. m., which you will of course have already re-

ceived, you have been informed that the Department perceives no ob-

jection to the Commission's acceptance of the office quarters offered

by the Panamanian Government. In that instruction it was sug-
gested that should an appropriate occasion offer you might express

through the proper officials your Government's appreciation of their

Government's offer.

l Not printed.
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There are transmitted herewith two copies of the budget
2 mentioned

in the second paragraph of the Department's instruction to you of

July 1, no copy of which, your telegram under acknowledgment

states, accompanied that instruction. The second copy of the budget
is for delivery by you to the engineers since, from the copy of their

instruction enclosed with the instruction of July 1 to you, you will

observe a copy of that budget should have gone also to them. Pos-

sibly their copy also failed to go.
The Department would like to have you ascertain whether the in-

struction to the engineers bore a date and, if not, wishes you to affix

to it the date July 1, 1930. The reason for making this request is

that the Department's file copy of the instruction to the engineers has

been found to be undated. It should of course bear the same date

as the instruction to you with which it was sent for delivery by you.
As soon as the Panamanian Government's request for this Govern-

ment's cooperation, to which the third numbered paragraph of your

telegram of July 11 relates, shall have reached the Department from
the Director General of the Pan American Union you will be re-

quested by telegraph officially to present the engineers to the appro-

priate Panamanian authorities so that they may properly offer to

cooperate with the Panamanian Government in the reconnaissance

surveys.

Very truly yours, For the Secretary of State :

FRANCIS WHITE

810.154/237 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Panama (Davis)

WASHINGTON, July 16, 1930 6 p. m*

49. Third numbered paragraph your telegram 46, July 11, 11 a. m.

and Department's mail instruction 31, July 1.

The Director General of the Pan American Union has just in-

formed the Department
3 that the Minister of Panama in Washing-

ton has apprized the Pan American Union of the fact that

his Government desires the cooperation of this Government in the

projected reconnaissance survey of the Panamanian section of the pro-

posed Inter-American Highway.
Please inform this Government's cooperating highway engineers

and officially introduce them to the appropriate Panamanian authori-

ties in order that the engineers may properly make available this

Government's cooperation.

2 Not printed.
"Letter of July 14; not printed.
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The Director General also states that, as reported in the fourth

numbered paragraph of your telegraphic despatch, he has been in-

formed that the Government of Panama is prepared to offer adequate

office accommodations for the engineers.
STIMSON

810.154/238

The Minister in Panama (Davis] to the Secretary of State

No. 119 PANAMA, July 21, 1930.

[Received July 30.]

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the Depart-

ment's mailed instruction No. 33 of July 12, 1930, and the Depart-
ment's telegraphic instruction No. 49, dated July 16, 6 P. M.
In accordance with instructions, I have introduced the members of

the Technical Commission on the Inter-American Highway Recon-

naissanee Surveys to the appropriate Panamanian authorities. In

presenting the members of the Commission I stated that the Technical

Commission is now prepared to offer its cooperation to the Panama-
nian Government in making the survey of the Panamanian section of

the proposed Inter-American Highways. At the same time, I ex-

pressed appreciation orally on behalf of my Government for the

Panamanian Government's kind offer of office quarters to the Tech-

nical Commission and accepted the offer.

With reference to the second paragraph of the Department's in-

struction No. 33 of July 12, 1930. the two copies of the budget men-

tioned therein have been received and one copy has been delivered

to the Chairman of the Technical Commission. In this connection

may I state that it is my understanding that I am to draw only that

part of their salary accounts which comes under the special appro-

priation, and that it is my understanding that salary accounts paid
from bureau funds will be paid directly to the members of the Tech-

nical Commission from their office in Washington.
I have investigated the question raised in paragraph three of the

Department's instruction Xo. 33 dated July 12, 1930, and find that

the copy of instructions addressed to the Technical Commission is

dated July 1. The carbon copy thereof which I have kept for my
files was, however, dated July 2, 1930. I have changed this date to

read July 1. in accordance with instructions.

I have [etc.] ROY T. DAVIS
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810.154/250

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

No, 133 MANAGUA, August 27, 1930.

[Received September 22.]

SIR: "With reference to the Department's instruction No. 40 of

July 22, 1930,
5
concerning assistance to the Government of Nicaragua

in a reconnaissance survey pertinent to the building of the projected
Inter-American Highway, I have the honor to report that the Nica-

raguan Foreign Office in a note dated August 20, 1930, informed the

Legation that it would be agreeable to the Government of Nicaragua
to have the reconnaissance survey begin here as soon as, or whenever,
the engineers referred to in the Department's instruction might be

able, or find it convenient, to proceed to Nicaragua. The Minister

for Foreign Affairs at the same time requested that the Legation ex-

press to the Government of the United States Nicaragua's gratitude
for its generous and useful cooperation.

Eespectfully yours, MATTHEW E. HANNA

B10.154/246 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, September 2, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received 6 : 30 p. m.]

83. Department's instruction No. 13, July 21 [##].
5 Government

of Honduras accepts cooperation American engineers. Have sug-

gested that Minister of Public "Works so advise Pan American Union
direct.

LAY

810.154/24^

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Honduras (Lay)

No. 40 WASHINGTON, October 1, 1930.

SIR: Referring to your telegram of September 2, 1930, regarding
the Honduran Government's indication to you that it desired to avail

itself of the proffered cooperation of this Government in the Inter-

American Highway Eeconnaissance Surveys, you are informed that,

in a letter dated September 19, 1930,
6 the Director General of the Pan

5 See footnote 99, p. 285.
* Not printed.
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American Union has reported that he had received a communication

from the Secretary of Promotion, Agriculture and Labor of Honduras

indicating that the Government of that country desires this Govern-

ment's cooperation in the survey of the Honduran section of the Inter-

American Highway.
The Chairman of the Technical Committee of the United States

on the Inter-American Highway Eeconnaissance Surveys has been

informed, through the Minister of the United States in Panama,
8 that

the Honduran Government has indicated this desire and he has been

instructed to offer his Committee's services to the Honduran Govern-

ment at the appropriate time in the manner prescribed in the seventh

paragraph of the Committee's instruction, dated July 1, 1930, a copy
of which was enclosed for your information with the Department's
instruction to you of July 22.9

Please ascertain and report to the Department, so that it may in-

form the engineers, whether it will be agreeable to the Government

of Honduras to have the reconnaissance surveys begun within that

country as soon as. or whenever, this Government's cooperating high-

way engineers may be able or find it convenient to proceed to that

country.

Very truly yours. For the Secretary of State :

FRANCIS WHITE

810.154/254

The Charge in Mexico (Lane) to the Secretary of State

No. 2834 MEXICO, October 7, 1930.

[Eeceived October 13.]

SIR: Eeferring to the Department's instruction No. 1192 of July
23, 1930,

9
concerning the projected Inter-American Highway, I have

the honor to transmit herewith a copy and translation of Foreign
Office note No. 14971 of October 2, 1930,

10 in which it is stated that

the Department of Communications and Public Works thanks the

Government of the United States for its offer of cooperation in this

matter which, however, it is obliged to decline since the National

Commission of Roads has made and will continue to make the neces-

sary studies and projects relative to the part of this work which cor-

responds to Mexico. The Department of Communications and Public
Works likewise communicates that the points where the Inter-Ameri-
can Highway will cross the Mexican frontiers are in the north,

8
Instruction Xo. 69, October 1 ; not printed.

fi See footnote 99, p. 285.
10 Not printed.
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Nuevo Laredo; in the south, Suchiate, Chiapas; as well as having
international traffic on the northern frontier at Eeynosa and Mata-

moros, Tamaulipas; Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua; Nogales, Sonora;

Mexicali, Lower California, and Piedras Negras, Coahuila.

Respectfully yours, ARTHUR BLISS LANE

810.154/253 : Telegram

The Minister in Panama (Dams) to the Secretary of State

PANAMA, October 10, 19305 p. m.

[Received 6 : 26 p. m.]

69. Referring to Department's instruction No. 31, July 1. Press re-

ports Government of Honduras has requested cooperation highways
survey. Chairman of committee has requested me to inform Lega-
tion at Tegucigalpa that engineers can begin survey about November
first. Please inform me by cable whether Honduras has requested

cooperation.

DAVIS

810.154/258

The Minister in Guatemala (Whitehouse) to the Secretary of State

No. 195 GUATEMALA, October 10, 1930.

[Received October 22.]

SIR: In accordance with your instruction No. 22 of July 22nd

last 11
(File No. 810.154/228) the Guatemalan Government was duly

informed of the presence in Panama of the American Highway En-

gineers, and of their readiness to begin active cooperation with the

other interested Governments in making reconnaissance surveys for

the projected Inter-American Highway.
I have the honor to report that I am now in receipt of a note from

the Foreign Office quoting the pertinent part of the reply received

from the Guatemalan Minister of Agriculture, which reads as follows :

"Regarding this matter, I have the honor to inform you that this

Office appreciates the important collaboration of the three engineers
mentioned, and, if their coming does not occasion expenses which
at present it is not possible to defray they will be received with
the greatest pleasure in order that they may carry out this interest-

ing study."

Respectfully yours, SHELDON WHITEHOUSE

11 See footnote 99, p. 285-
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810.154/253 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Honduras (Lay)

WASHINGTON, October 11, 1930 4 p. m.

61. Please telegraph as soon as possible response to request in last

paragraph of mail instruction 40
5
dated October 1.

The Legation at Panama telegraphs that engineers can begin sur-

vey in Honduras about November first,

CASTLE

810.154/253 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Panama (Davis)

WASHINGTON, October 11, 1930 4 p. m.

68. Your 69, October 10, 5 p. m. Honduras has requested coopera-

tion. See mail instruction 69 dated October 1 12 and enclosed instruc-

tion same date to Chairman Forbes of Committee.

On same date the Legation at Tegucigalpa was instructed also by
mail to ascertain and report so that the engineers might be informed

whether it will be agreeable to the Government of Honduras to have

the survey begun within that country as soon as or whenever this

Government's engineers may be able or find it convenient to proceed
to that country. Xo reply has yet been received. As soon as it is,

you will be informed.

CASTLE

810.154/256

The Minister in Panama (Davis) to the Secretai*y of State

Xo. 227 PANAMA, October 11, 1930.

[Eeceived October 18.]

Sm : I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of a communica-
tion addressed to me by Mr. Thomas A. Forbes, Chairman of the

Technical Committee of the Inter-American Highway Eeconnaissance

Surveys,
13 relative to the plans of the Committee. It will be noted

that the Commission would find it convenient, according to Mr.
Forbes, if it could continue its survey into Costa Eican territory
when it completes its work in Panama.

12 See footnote Ss p. 290.
"Not printed.
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If the Department has any information as to the attitude of the

Costa Rican Government toward the proposed survey which would

be of interest to Mr. Forbes, I shall be pleased if the Department will

furnish this information to me, together with any information it

has relative to the attitude of the Government of Salvador.

The local press has reported that the Government of Honduras has

requested the cooperation of the Survey Committee. If this is the

case, I assume that I will be advised by the Department of the action

taken by the Government of Honduras.

Respectfully yours,
* ROY T. DAVES

810.154/257 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, October 19, 1930 noon.

[Received 10 : 52 p. in.]

102. Department's telegram No. 61, October 11, 4 p. m. Minister

of Fomento states agreeable if engineers come about November 1st

but not later, during rainy season.

LAY

810.154/258a

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Panama (Davis)

WASHINGTON, October 21, 1930 6 p. m.

74. Your 69, October 10, 5 p. m. and the Department's reply 68

October 11, 4 p. m. The Legation at Tegucigalpa cabled October 19,

noon: "Minister of Fomento of Honduras states agreeable if en-

gineers come about November 1st but not later during rainy season".

Please communicate the foregoing to Chairman Forbes and tele-

graph directly to the Legation at Tegucigalpa when the engineers

expect to reach that capital.

Please ask the Chairman whether the Committee has mailed its

first quarterly report to the Secretary of State. If not invite his at-

tention to the eighth paragraph of the general instructions of July 1.

No report from the Committee has yet reached the Department, other

than its letter to you enclosed with your No. 227 of October ll.133-

Costa Rican Government has not yet requested cooperation. De-

partment will discuss this with Eberhardt who is expected about

November first.

STLMISON

13a Enclosure to despatch No. 227 not printed.

518625 io 24
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810.154/261

The Minister in Panama (Davis) to the Secretary of State

Jfo. 248 PANAMA, October 28, 1930.

[Eeceived October 31.]

SDR: Eeferring to the last paragraph of the Department's tele-

graphic instruction No. 74. dated October 21, 6 P. M.
5
relative to the

participation of the Government of Costa Eica in the survey of the

proposed Inter-American Highway, in which American engineers are

cooperating, I have the honor to report that the Costa Eican Minister

to Panama, Mr. Enrique Fonseca, recently discussed this survey with

me. I had an opportunity to explain to Minister Fonseca the condi-

tions under which American engineers are cooperating in this survey.
He indicated an active interest in the matter, and later informed me
that he had forwarded an air mail despatch to his Government, rec-

ommending that the cooperation of the American engineers be re-

quested at an early date.

Respectfully yours, EOT T. DAVIS

810.154/266

The Charge in Panama (Mer-rell) to the Secretary of State

No. 274 PANAMA, November 20, 1930.

[Eeceived November 29.]

SIR : I have the honor to enclose as of possible interest to the De-

partment a copy of a memorandum of a conversation between the

Costa Eican Minister to Panama and Mr. Thomas A. Forbes, Chair-

man, Inter-American Highway Reconnaissance Surveys, Technical
Committee.

Respectfully yours, GEORGE E. MERREKL, JR.

[Enclosure]

Memorandum ly the Chairman of the United States Technical Com-
mittee on the Inter-American, Highway Reconnaissance Surveys
(Forbes)

The Costa Eican Minister to Panama called at the office of the
Inter-American Highway Eeconnaissance Surveys, Technical Com-
mittee, on Saturday, November 15th, 1930 during my absence. Upon
return to the office, I immediately proceeded to the Costa Eican Lega-
tion in order that I might ascertain the reason for the call.

The Costa Eican Minister said that his Government had authorized
him to inform the Technical Committee that his Government was
anxious to render all assistance necessary in furthering the reconnais-
sance in Costa Eica, and that they would cooperate with us in all
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ways and are most desirous of farthering the work of the Inter-

American highway.
The Costa Rican Minister said that he had been in conversation

with the American Minister to Panama, Hon. Roy T. Davis, previous
to his departure to the United States, about this matter. The Costa

Rican Minister inquired into the details of our work in order that he

might familiarize himself with what we would wish to do in Costa

Rica.

I explained to the Costa Rican Minister that our work would con-

sist of a reconnaissance in Costa Rica in order to ascertain a feasible

route for the proposed Inter-American highway and make an estimate

of the cost of construction of the same. That we were also particu-

larly interested in the country adjoining the Panama and Nicaragua
borders insofar that we would be unable to complete our work in

northern Panama until we had made a survey of the frontier region
of Costa Rica in order that the proposed Inter-American highway
in the two countries would join at a common point on the border.

The selection of the junction point at the border between
s
Costa

Rica and Panama will necessitate a study of the terrain in both

countries adjacent to the border in order to select a feasible route of

equal advantage to both Panama and Costa Rica.

Since the Costa Rican Minister had been one of the delegates from

Costa Rica to the conference held here in Panama in the fall of

1929, I was sure that he was familiar with the procedure necessary
to arrange for the services of the Technical Committee in Costa

Rica. I stated to the Costa Rican Minister that it would be a pleas-

ure to cooperate with the authorities of Costa Rica in a reconnais-

sance survey within their borders, and that I assumed that he was

fully informed as to the proper procedure before our cooperation
could be given, namely that his Government through the Pan-Ameri-

can Union in Washington, would make a request or signify a desire

to have the cooperation of the Technical Committee to the United

States State Department. The State Department would after re-

ceiving such request, promptly notify the Technical Committee, who
would then immediately make plans to offer their services to Costa

Rica.

I told the Costa Rican Minister that during rainy season we had

been forced to abandon our reconnaissance in northern Panama and

were working at present in Honduras. However within a month or

six weeks we expected to return to northern Panama to complete the

reconnaissance there, and it would be of particular advantage to us

if we were able to reconnoitre the country in Costa Rica adjacent to

the Panamanian border in order that we might select a proper junc-

tion point on the border.
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810.154/268

The Secretary of State to the Minister in El Salvador (Ro"bbins)

No. 132 WASHINGTON, December 27, 1930.

SIR: There is enclosed for your information a copy of an instruc-

tion addressed on December 16, 1930, to the Chairman, of the United
States Technical Committee on the Inter-American Highway Re-
connaissance Surveys,

14 in care of the Legation at Panama, regarding
the attitude of El Salvador toward requesting this Government's

cooperation in those surveys.

Your attention is especially invited to the next to the last para-

graph of the instruction of which a copy is enclosed; and you are

requested to bring this matter again to the attention of the appro-

priate authorities of the Government to which you are accredited

and to submit an early report containing such pertinent information

as you may be able to obtain in addition to that contained in your
Legation's two despatches cited in the instruction to the engineers.
You will note the importance of their being informed at least re-

garding the points where the Salvadoran section of the Inter-

American Highway reaches the frontiers of Guatemala and
Honduras.

Eeferring to the last paragraph of the instruction to the engineers

you are authorized in your discretion to inform the appropriate
Salvadoran authorities that your Government's cooperating engi-
neers would appreciate an invitation to inspect the Salvadoran sec-

tion of this Highway even though it has already been located and

partially, or completely, constructed especially the portions of it

near the frontiers of the two neighboring countries IQ. order that the

engineers may be better prepared to cooperate with the Governments
of Guatemala and Honduras in planning the connecting portions
of the Highway in those countries.

Very truly yours. For the Secretary of State:

FRANCIS WHITE
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CONVENTION ON THE REGULATION OF AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC,

SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, OCTOBER 6, 1930

515.4D2A/12

Convention on the Regulation of Automotive Traffic, Signed at

"Washington^ October
,
1930 15

The Governments of the American Republics, desirous of estab-

lishing uniform rules among themselves for the control and

regulation of automotive traffic on their highways;
Have decided to conclude a convention for that purpose and to

that end have conferred the necessary powers upon their respective

representatives ;

Who, having met at the Pan American Union in Washington on

October fourth, one thousand nine hundred and thirty, have agreed

upon the following provisions :

ARTICLE I

It is recognized that each State has exclusive jurisdiction over the

use of its own highways, but agrees to their international use as

specified in this Convention.

AETIOLE II

All vehicles before admission to international traffic shall be

registered in the manner prescribed by the State of origin. In

addition to the registration plate of the State of origin, each vehicle

shall carry a plainly visible international registration marker, of the

form and type of plaque markers provided for by the International

Convention for the Circulation of Automobiles, 1909, as amended in

1926,
16 as follows :

The distinctive plaque is composed of an oval plate, 30 centimeters

wide by 18 centimeters high, bearing from 1 to 3 letters painted
black on a white background. These letters shall be capital Latin

15 "The 1930 Convention was never submitted to the Senate for its advice and
consent to ratification. The principal objections raised to the 1930 Convention,
so far as this Government was concerned, were :

1. It would have overridden State laws dealing with subjects theretofore
within the exclusive control of the various States.

2. It would have required Federal legislation creating an official agency for

the administration of detailed obligations assumed by the Federal Government
under the Convention, or the authorization of the performance of official

duties by a private organization for the purpose of such administration, or

both. . . .

" The Acting Chief of the Treaty Division (McClure) to the Chief
of the Division of International Conferences (Kelchner), August 20, 1941.

(515.4D2A/68)
10 Convention with respect to the international circulation of motor vehicles,

signed at Paris, October 11, 1909, Great Britain, Treaty Series No. 18 (1910),

p. 311; international convention relative to motor traffic, Paris, April 24, 1926,
Great Britain, Treaty Series No. 11 (1930), p. 1.
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letters and must be at least 10 centimeters high and their profile

15 millimeters. For motorcycles, the distinctive plaque shall be

only IS centimeters wide and 12 centimeters high. The letters

themselves shall measure at least 8 centimeters high and their profile

10 millimeters.

The distinctive letters for the different countries are the following:

Argentina EA Haiti HA
Bolivia E. B. Honduras HS
Brazil BE Mexico MEX
Chile E. Oh. Nicaragua NIC
Colombia CO Panama E. P.

Costa Eica C. E. Paraguay PY
Cuba . C Peru \ PE
Dominican Eepublic . . E. D. United States of

Ecuador EC America U. S. A.
E! Salvador E. S. Uruguay E. O. U.
Guatemala GU Venezuela V

ARTICLE III

Evidence of proper registration in any of the Contracting States

shall entitle all such vehicles to international reciprocity.

ARTICLE IV

All motor vehicle operators shall have such driving certificates

as may be required by the laws of their State. A special interna-

tional traveling pass in the form and containing the information pre-
scribed by the International Convention for the Circulation of Auto-
mobiles, 1909. as amended in 1926. shall also be required for admission

to international traffic.

The international automobile certificate issued in any one of the

Contracting States shall be "worded in the language prescribed by the

legislation of the said State.

The final translation of the certificate into the official languages of
the Contracting States shall be- communicated to the Pan American
Union by each of the Governments party to this Convention.

ARTICLE V

Each State or its subdivisions shall maintain central bureaus of

registration for purposes of exchange of information with other
States as to registration of vehicles and operators.

ARTICLE VI

The rule of the road shall be to pass on the right when meeting
another vehicle and to pass to the left when overtaking.
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ARTICLE VII

All vehicles approaching an intersection shall yield the right of

way to vehicles which have entered the intersection. When two

vehicles enter an intersection at the same time the vehicle on the left

shall yield to that on the right.

ARTICLE VIII

All vehicles admitted to international traffic shall have the following

equipment :

(1) Brakes adequate to control the movement of and to stop and
to hold such vehicle, including two means of applying the brakes,

each of which means shall be effective to apply the brakes to at least

two wheels and so constructed that no part which is liable to failure

shall be common to the two. A motorcycle shall be equipped with

at least one brake.

(2) Suitable horn or other warning device satisfactory to the

regulatory authorities, which shall not make excessive noise.

(3a) Every motor vehicle other than a motorcycle, road roller,

road machinery or farm tractor shall be equipped with two head

lamps, at the front of and on opposite sides of the motor vehicle,
which shall at all time, under normal atmospheric conditions and on
a level road, produce a driving light sufficient to render clearly dis-

cernible a person 200 feet ahead, but shall not project a glaring or

dazzling light to persons in front of such lamp.

(36) Every motor vehicle and every trailer or semi-trailer which
is being drawn at the end of a train of vehicles shall carry at the

rear a lamp which exhibits a red light plainly visible under normal

atmospheric conditions from a distance of 500 feet to the rear of such

vehicle and so constructed and placed that the number plate carried

on the rear of such vehicle shall under like conditions be so illumi-

nated by a white light as to be read from a distance of 50 feet to the

rear of such vehicle.

(4) No person shall drive a motor vehicle on a highway unless

such motor vehicle is equipped with a muffler in good working order

and in constant operation to prevent excessive or unusual noise.

ARTICLE IX

Any vehicle entering another State shall register at the point of

entry, but shall not be required to post bond until a lapse of 90 days
since it last entered the country.

ARTICLE X
All vehicles and drivers in international traffic are subject to the

regulations, not in conflict with the articles of this Convention, of

the State in which they are operating.
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ARTICLE XI

Danger, restriction and direction signs shall be made uniform as

between the several States.

ARTICLE XII

The size of vehicles and loads shall be limited to the following:

(1) No vehicle shall exceed a total outside width, including any
load thereon, of 8 feet, except that the width of a farm tractor shall

not exceed 9 feet, and excepting further, that the limitations as to

size of vehicles stated in this section shall not apply to implements
of husbandry temporarily propelled or moved upon the public

highway.

(2) No vehicle with or without load shall exceed a maximum

height of 12 feet.

(3) No vehicle shall exceed a length of 33 feet, and no combination

of vehicles coupled together shall exceed a total length of 85 feet.

(4) Xo vehicle or train of vehicles shall carry any load extending
more than 3 feet beyond the front thereof.

(5) No passenger vehicle shall carry any load extending beyond
the line of the fenders on the left side of such vehicle nor extending
more than 6 inches beyond the line of the fenders on the right side

thereof.

(6) Special permits for vehicles or combinations of vehicles ex-

ceeding these limits may be issued by the competent authority of

the State.

ARTICLE XIII

The present Convention shall be deposited with the Pan American

Union, which shall furnish a certified copy thereof to each Govern-
ment, member of the Union.

The Convention shall be ratified by the Contracting States and the

instrument of ratification shall be deposited with the Pan American

Union, which shall communicate notice of each deposit to all the

Contracting States.

The Convention shall come into effect for each Contracting State

on the date of the deposit of its ratification with the Pan American
Union.

The American Republics which have not subscribed to this Con-
vention may adhere thereto by depositing with the Pan American
Union an instrument evidencing such adherence, a certified copy of

which shall be furnished by the Pan American Union to each State
member thereof.

This Convention may be denounced by any Contracting State and
the denunciation shall take effect twelve months after the receipt of
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the corresponding notice by the Pan American Union, which shall

communicate notice of such denunciation to the other Contracting
States. Such denunciation shall not affect the validity of the Con-
vention as bet-ween the other Contracting States.

IK WITNESS WHEREOF, The undersigned delegates have signed this

Convention in English, Spanish and Portuguese, and thereto have
affixed their respective seals.

Done in the City of Washington on the sixth day of October in

the year one thousand nine hundred and thirty.

For Argentina :

For Bolivia:

For Brazil :

For Chile:

For Colombia:

For Costa Rica :

For the Dominican

Republic :

For Ecuador :

For Guatemala :

For Honduras :

For Mexico :

For Nicaragua :

For Panama :

For Paraguay :

For Peru :

For El Salvador :

For Uruguay :

For Venezuela :

For the United States

of America :

J. A. VALLE [SEAL]

JOSE I. GIRADO [SEAL]

G-EO. DE LA BARRA [SEAL]

S. GURGEL DO AMARAL [SEAL]

Presidente da Delegagao

Brazileira, ad referen-

dum do Governo
Brazileiro.

G. M. DE MENEZES [SEAL]

S. ARNALDO A. DA MOTTA [SEAL]

ALBERTO FERNANDEZ R [SEAL]

0. TENHA30I V. [SEAL]

CARLOS DE NARVAEZ [SEAL]

ENRIQUE CORONADO SUAREZ [SEAL]

J. P. ARANGO [SEAL]

PERSIO C. FRANCO [SEAL]

ad referendum
HOMERO VlTERI L. [SEAL]

ADRIAN EECINOS [SEAL]

RAMIRO FERNANDEZ [SEAL]

ED. JEANNEAU [SEAL]

FELIX CANALES SALAZAR [SEAL]

A. BECERRIL COLIN [SEAL]

LEOPOIDO FARIAS [SEAL]

JUAN B. SACASA [SEAL]

J. R. GUIZADO [SEAL]

PABLO M. YNSFRAN [SEAL]

EDTTARDO DIBOS D. [SEAL]

JULIO E. MEJIA [SEAL]

F. A. KETES, EC. [SEAL]

MARIO COPPETTI [SEAL]

JUAN P. MOLFINO [SEAL]

CARLOS A. EABASSA [SEAL]

Fco. J. SUCRE [SEAL]

J. WALTER DRAKE [SEAL]
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515.4D2A/I4

The Chairman- of the American Delegation to the Pan American

Conference on the Regulation of Automotive Traffic (Drake) to

the Secretary of State 17

SIE : I beg to submit herewith a report on the Pan American Con-

ference on the Kegulation of Automotive Traffic, held at the Pan
American Union in Washington, from October 4th to 6th

5 1930, and

the text of the Convention signed on the latter date.17* Certified copies

of the Convention have been sent by the Pan American Union to the

Government of the United States as well as to the Governments of

the other American Republics.
The Conference was convened by the Governing Board of the Pan

American Union, with representatives of the following States in at-

tendance, ail of whom, signed the Convention.

Argentina Honduras
Bolivia Mexico
Brazil Nicaragua
Chile Panama
Colomb: a Paraguay
Costa Eiea Peru

'

Dominican Republic United States of America
Ecuador Uruguay
El Salvador Venezuela
Guatemala

The Delegation appointed to represent the Government of the

United States at the Conference consisted of Messrs. Tasker L. Oddie,

Cyrenus Cole. Francis White, Thos, H. MacDonald, Frank Sheets,
Frederick Reimer, H. H. Rice, A. B. Barber, Robert Hooper, and the

undersigned.
Of this group, Messrs. Oddie, Cole, MacDonald, Sheets, Reimer,

Rice and the undersigned represented the United States at the Second
Pan American Highway Congress at Rio cle Janeiro in August, 1929,
at which the draft convention on the regulation of automotive traffic

was formulated.15

ANTECEDENTS OF THE CONTENTION

It has occurred to me that it might be desirable to set forth the ante-
cedents, and give a brief review of the steps preceding the signing of
the Convention.

The initial step toward the regulation of International automotive

:t
Transmitted to the Departed by the chairman of the American delegation

Injporerlng letter of December 5.
1Ta

Supra.*
Report of tJic Delegation From fhe United States of America, Second Pan

American HWw Ct-rgrfA*. Rin rif Jwriro, August 16 to 28, 1929 (Washing-
toe, Government Printing 1930), p. ia
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traffic in the Republics of the Western Hemisphere was taken at the

Sixth International Conference of American States, held at Havana,
Cuba, in 1928.19 At that time a resolution was adopted recommend-

ing that the Second Pan American Highway Congress "formulate the

bases of a convention for the international regulation of automotive

traffic between the countries that are members of the Pan American
Union."

To facilitate the work of the Second Pan American Highway Con-

gress, and in order that the delegates to that meeting might have

something to serve as a basis of discussion, the Governing Board of

the Pan American Union requested the Pan American Confederation

for Highway Education to undertake a study of the subject and to

formulate a project that might be transmitted by the Governing
Board to the Highway Congress at Rio de Janeiro. The Confedera-

tion for Highway Education was organized in 1924 by a group of

highway engineers of Latin America who were invited to visit the

United States as guests of the Highway Education Board and under-

take a study of highway construction, administration and finance as

practiced in this country.
20 On the termination of the tour, confer-

ences were held at the Pan American Union, at which the Highway
Confederation was created, with National Federations in each coun-

try and with the headquarters of the Executive Committee established

at the Pan American Union. As the purpose of the Confederation is

to promote by every possible means all phases of highway activity,

the Executive Committee of the Confederation immediately accepted
the invitation of the Governing Board.

The Executive Committee of the Confederation made a thorough

study of the existing conventions on the regulation of automotive

traffic, including the Paris Conventions of 1909 and 1926, and also

availed itself of the studies made by the National Conference on

Street and Highway Safety appointed by President Hoover while

Secretary of Commerce. The results of these studies were incorpo-

rated into a draft convention submitted to the Pan American Union,
and in turn transmitted to the Second Pan American Highway Con-

gress at Rio de Janeiro. At that Congress the draft convention was

approved with virtually no modifications, but as the delegates did not

possess the necessary powers to sign a convention, the Congress limited

itself to the adoption of a resolution approving the draft and for-

warding it to the Pan American Union.

The Governing Board of the Pan American Union appointed a

M
Report of the Delegates of the United States of Am&tnea to the Siath Inter-

national Conference of American States, Held at Havana, Giiba,, January 16 to

February 20, 1928, With Appendices (Washington, Government Printing Office,

1928), appendix 40, p. 274.
20 See The Pan American Confederation for Highway Education, Its Aims and

Purposes, Constitution an& By-Laws (Washington, Pan American Union, [1927] ) .
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Special Committee to consider the resolutions adopted at the Second

Pan American Highway Congress, and with respect to the draft con-

vention on the regulation of automotive traffic recommended that

the Director General be authorized to transmit the draft to the

Governments, members of the Union; and further, that the dele-

gates of the American Eepublics to the Sixth International Eoad

Congress be authorized to sign the Convention at a special confer-

ence to be held at that time at the Pan American Union. This recom-

mendation was unanimously approved by the Board, and communica-

tions were dispatched to the Governments of the American Republics,,

transmitting the draft convention and requesting that the necessary

authority be conferred upon the delegates of the respective countries

to the Sixth International Road Congress
21 to meet in special session

at the Pan American Union to consider and, if found acceptable, to

sign the Convention on the Regulation of Automotive Traffic.

THE CONFERENCE AT WASHINGTON

The Conference at the Pan American Union was convened on Sat-

urday, October 4th, at 10 o'clock by the Director General of the

Union, Dr. L. S. Rowe, who spoke as follows :

"Gentlemen of the Conference :

^

I deem it a very real privilege to extend to you the warmest pos-
sible welcome on behalf of the Pan American Union. You are as-

sembled to fulfill a most important mission. In giving final and
definite form to the great work accomplished by the Second Pan
American Highway Congress which met at Rio de Janeiro in August,
1929, you are laying the foundation for important steps in the de-

velopment of closer communication between the nations of the
American Continent. The Convention on the Regulation of Auto-
motive Traffic which is to be submitted to you is destined to be one
of the most important influences in giving the fullest measure of

efficiency to that great factor in inter-American communication,
namely, the motor highway. The successful operation of a Pan
American Highway, wnich is no longer in the realm of speculation,
but has come within the confines of reality, requires uniform stand-
ards of regulation, which the proposed convention is intended to

supply.
^

Permit me to congratulate you on the services which you are

rendering to the entire Continent in considering this important mat-
ter, and at the same time to wish you the fullest measure of success
in your deliberations."

Nominations for Permanent Chairman were then opened, and the

undersigned, as Chairman of the Delegation of the United States,
was elected. After expressing appreciation for the honor conferred

21 See Sixth International Road Congress, Washington, D. C., 1930, Proceed-
ings of the Congress (Washington, Government Printing Office, 1931). The
official opening session of the Congress took place on October 6, 1930.
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upon him, the Chairman stated the purpose of the Conference and

suggested that the Convention be taken up article by article.

In the interval between the Second Pan American Highway Con-

gress and the meeting at the Pan American Union, the Pan American
Confederation for Highway Education had given further study to

the draft convention, and had proposed modifications intended to

bring the provisions of the convention into harmony with the latest

practices and to correlate the terms thereof with those contained in

the International Conventions for the Circulation of Automobiles,

signed at Paris in 109 and 1926.

After all the articles of the Convention had been examined and dis-

cussed, a Drafting Committee was appointed to prepare the Conven-
tion for signature. This Committee consisted of the following

delegates :

For the Spanish version .... Juan Agustin Valle, of Argen-
tina

Homero Viteri Lafronte, of
Ecuador

Adrian Eecinos, of Guatemala
For the Portuguese version . . Godofredo M. de Menezes and

Arnaldo M. [A.~\ da Motta, of
Brazil

For the English version .... Thomas H. MacDonald, of the

United States.

The session of Monday, October 6th, was called to order by the

Chairman at 5 : 00 P. M. The Convention was submitted by the

Drafting Committee in English, Spanish and Portuguese, and was

thereupon signed by the representatives of the nineteen countries in

attendance.

In accordance with the suggestion of the Chairman of the Brazilian

^Delegation, His Excellency, Dr. S. Gurgel do Amaral, Ambassador to

the United States, that a study be made of road signs in order that

they might be made uniform throughout the American Continent,

the Drafting Committee submitted the following resolution which

was unanimously adopted :

"Whereas Article XI of the Convention on the Eegulation of Auto-

motive Traffic provides that 'Danger, restriction and direction signs
should \_sfialT\ be made uniform as between the several States,

3

"The Pan American Conference on the Eegulation of Automotive

Traffic, KESOLVES :

"To recommend that the question of uniform danger, restric-

tion and direction signs be given preferential consideration by the

Pan American Union, in cooperation with the Pan American Con-
federation for Highway Education and other interested bodies, and
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that this subject be submitted for the consideration and approval of

the delegates to the Third Pan American Highway Congress."
22

The signing of the Convention and the adoption of the foregoing
resolution completed the work for which the Conference was con-

vened. In declaring the Conference adjourned, the Chairman spoke
as follows :

"The signing of the Convention today by the delegates of
the^

Pan
American States, establishing uniform regulations of international

highway use, marks an important practical step in bringing the peo-

ples of those countries into closer relations and understanding through
the medium of modern motor transportation. The countries whose

representatives have signed the Convention have said to each other,
in effect,

cThe gate at the frontier is open; the latch-string is out.'

"During the past few years, the efforts of leading men of the
various Pan American countries have been devoted to the stimulation

of highway building, which will offer to all the advantages in social

and economic ways that grow out of the opening of modern highways
and the flow of modern motor traffic. Through long and patient ef-

fort upon the part of these men, devoted to these highways of friend-

ship, this Convention has been evolved, which represents a large
measure of progress toward the ultimate development of widespread
modern highway transportation facilities connecting the Pan Ajneri-
cnn States, and it is a vital prerequisite to that end, because adequate
highway transportation cannot be developed unless it is free from the
influence of widely divergent regulations affecting the use of vehicles

upon the highways connecting the various countries. There are

countless matters of an intricate, technical, and practical nature that
bear upon the operation of vehicles and the use of highways in a

safe and effective manner, and it is no easy task to bring the minds of
nineteen countries to agree upon uniformity. To accomplish that end,
a large degree of concession and compromise is required. Probably
no convention would ever have been agreed upon which would em-

body all the proposals that might have been put forward for the

regulation and safeguarding of motor transportation and highway
use. But in a fine spirit of consideration for the views of each other,
the representatives of the signatory states have come to an accord

upon the minimum and essential requirements and have thereby made
possible this Convention. This Convention, therefore, represents a
tremendous gain for those countries, not only in the economic and
social advantages toward which its operation will assist, but in a

1"rger sense, it is a demonstration of enduring valuable friendships
between the Pan American countries and peoples and of their willing-
>ess and eagerness to meet upon the common ground of practical
affairs in the interests of closer acquaintance and understanding.
The Convention is indeed a tangible and practical affair that reduces
to concrete terms the real intent of the Pan American countries to

cooperate for the mutual benefit of their peoples in making modern
highways and motor transportation available to all of them.
"Under the auspices of the Pan American Union and through the

22 Held at Santiago de Chile, January 11-19, 1939: Terccr Congreso Pan-
ainericano de Carre tcras (Santiago de Chile, Imprenta Universitaria, 1940).
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agency of the Pan American Confederation for Highway Education
the encouragement and promotion of modern highway building is

proceeding rapidly with marked results in the Pan American coun-
tries. The signing of this Convention is tangible evidence on which
to base the belief that in the not distant future those countries will
be enjoying the advantages of modern highway transportation from
one to the other without let or hindrance."

The discussions at the Conference were inspired "by the utmost good
will, and with a profound appreciation of the significance of the

subject under discussion. The subject of highway construction has

only within recent years received serious attention in any of the

Republics of Latin America, but in that time rapid progress has
been made in all the countries, and today every nation of the Ameri-
can Continent has a constructive program of highway expansion.

THE INTER-AMERICAN HIGHWAY

In the highway programs of the several countries one of the items

of major importance is that of a road or system of roads that will

connect all the Republics of the American Continent, and extend

from the United States on the north to Argentina and Chile on the

south in other words, Inter-American Highways. Since the Fifth

International Conference of American States adopted a resolution

recommending the holding of a Pan American Highway Congress,
23

the subject of roads in the American Republics has received prefer-
ential attention at a number of international conferences. As already

stated, a commission of Pan American highway engineers visited the

United States in 1924 as guests of the Highway Education Board,
to study highway construction, administration and finance as prac-

ticed in the United States. The outcome of this visit was the creation

of the Pan American Confederation for Highway Education, which

has ever since been an instrumental factor in promoting road con-

struction on the American Continent. Two Pan American Highway
Congresses have also been held, the First at Buenos Aires in October,

1925,
24 and the Second at Rio de Janeiro in August, 1929.

At both of these Congresses, approval was given to the idea of an

Inter-American Highway or system of highways that will connect

the countries of the Western Hemisphere. As a practical step in

the fulfillment of this plan, particularly that portion extending from

Panama northward to the United States, an Inter-American Highway

Report of the Delegates of the "United States of America to the Fifth In-

ternational Conference of American States, Held at Santiago, Chile, March 25

to May 3, 1923, With Appendices (Washington, Government Printing Office,

1924), pp. 14, 167-168.

^Report of the Delegates of the United States [to the First} Pan American

Congress of Highways, Buenos Aires, October 5-16, 1925 (Washington, Govern-

ment Printing Office, 1927).
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Conference met at Panama in October, 1929, witli representatives in

attendance from Panama, the Eepublics of Central America and the

United States. At that time an Inter-American Highway Commis-
sion was created, to be composed of members appointed by the sev-

eral Governments. Prior to that time, and as a demonstration of

the interest of the Government of the United States in the construc-

tion of an Inter-American Highway, the cooperation of engineers of

the Bureau of Public Eoads of the Department of Agriculture had
been offered to any Latin American Republic which might request

such cooperation through the Pan American Union. Subsequently
an appropriation of $50,000 was made available by the Congress of

the United States to provide for such cooperation. Pursuant to re-

quests from a number of the Central American countries for assist-

ance in locating the route of the Inter-American Highway through
their respective countries, engineers of the Bureau of Public Roads
have been sent to Panama for the purpose of establishing an office

and making the necessary preparations to undertake reconnaissance

surveys to determine the most feasible route of the Inter-American

Highway.
25 It is expected that the Inter-American Highway Com-

mission created by the Conference which met at Panama in October,

1929, will meet shortly at Panama to discuss questions connected with

the reconnaissance surveys.

An evidence of the interest of all the Republics of the Continent

in the Inter-American Highway or system of highways was afforded

at the Conference on the Regulation of Automotive Traffic, at which
an informal conference of all the delegates was arranged after the

Convention had been formally signed. The purpose of this informal

gathering was specifically to discuss the question of the Inter-Ameri-
can Highway. After a lengthy exchange of views, in which Mr.
Thomas H. MacDonald of the United States Bureau of Public Roads,
who has been an earnest worker in this whole movement, explained
the central organization that has been established for the prosecution
of the work, the following resolution was submitted and unanimously
adopted :

"Whereas, the representatives of the various Governments, mem-
bers of the Pan American Union, who are attending the Sixth Inter-
national Road Congress at Washington and who have just signed a
Convention covering the regulation of international motor traffic

between those countries, now wish to record their approval of the
work already begun in furthering the realization of the great Pan
American system of highways : be it

RESOLYED, That they urge the Pan American Union and the Pan
American Confederation for Highway Education to proceed as

expeclitionsly as possible with the work recommended by the Road
Conferences of Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro and Panama, and

25 See pp. 279 ff.
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further, that they pledge their support to all activities leading toward
the early realization of the great Pan American system of highways."

The extension of the system of highways in the Republics of the

American Continent should prove of great importance in the de-

velopment of international automotive traffic between the several

Republics, and emphasizes the need of adequate regulations to govern
the movement of such traffic. It is felt, therefore, that it is a matter

of paramount importance to the United States, which will be the

recipient of a large proportion of this international highway traffic,

that the Convention signed at "Washington on October 6th, 1930, re-

ceive the favorable approval and ratification of the Government of

the United States.

Respectfully submitted, J. WALTER DRAKE

[WASHINGTON,] December 1, 1930.

THE CHACO DISPUTE BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY 26

Acceptance by Bolivia and Paraguay of the Uruguayan Formula for Carrying
Out the Terms of the Conciliation Agreement of September 12, 1929

*

724.3-115/923

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Secretary of State

"N"o. 957 MONTEVIDEO, December 12, 1929.

[Keceived January 2, 1930.]

SIR: With, reference to the negotiations being carried on in Monte-

video between the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers and the

Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs regarding the manner of

exchanging Forts Vanguardia and Boqueron, I have the honor to

report the following information.

The Bolivian Minister, Sefior Diez de Medina, in a conversation

on December 9th, informed me that his Government considered that

the terms of the agreement should be carried out in the order in

which these terms were set forth, namely, reestablishment of the

status quo write in the Chaco before the renewal of diplomatic rela-

tions; and restoration o>f the buildings of Fort Vanguardia by

Paraguay before the abandonment of Fort Boqueron by Bolivia. In

this connection he declared that the Paraguayan Government held

that one of the two designated Uruguayan officers should proceed to

Fort Vanguardia and the other to Fort Boqueron, and that Bolivia

should abandon the latter Fort upon the commencement of the work

of restoration of the buildings of Fort Vanguardia by Paraguay.
The Bolivian Government, on the contrary, believed that Fort Van-

26 Continued from Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, pp. 818-933.
27 For text of agreement, see telegram No. 50, September 12, 1929, to the

in Bolivia, *Wd, p. 860.
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guardia should first be restored and the two forts then exchanged

simultaneously.

After an unsuccessful three-hour meeting held at the Foreign
Office here on the 9th instant by the Uruguayan Minister for Foreign
Affairs and the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers, the following

self-explanatory statement (which I telegraphed to the Depart-

ment)
28 was made by the Minister of Foreign Affairs :

(Translation) "In view of the position taken by the representa-
tives of the contending parties, I thought it advisable to present in

the name of the Uruguayan Government a formula of conciliation,
which was submitted to the Paraguayan and Bolivian Governments
for study. Certain objections were made by the latter, and many of
the conclusions were rejected by the former.
"Tomorrow the Uruguayan" Ministry of Foreign Affairs will sub-

mit for the consideration of the Governments of both countries a

formula which is enlarged and in part revised, taking
into considera-

tion the desires of each in such a manner that without friction or

injury to susceptibilities we might arrive at a definite agreement.
"This formula provides that the Uruguayan officers divide their

tasks, one proceeding to Fort Vanguardia and the other to Fort

Boqueron, where the latter will await the reconstruction of the struc-

tures destroyed in that military post. Upon completion of this, the
Bolivians will take possession of Vanguardia and the Paraguayans
of Boqueron on the same day.
"As the non-acceptance of this formula would signify a lack of

good will, since there is only opposition to unimportant details, the

Uruguayan Ministry of Foreign Affairs in that event would withdraw
from any further intervention. This would be most deplorable,
for all the high aspirations of confraternity which have been mani-
fested in the consideration of the problem and all the extensive work
done to reach a happy solution in the meetings of the neutrals held
in the United States capital would fall to the ground.
"The discrepancies consist, I repeat, in slight details regarding the

form, in which the evacuation of Boqueron and the delivery of Van-
guardia should be carried out. Our Government understands that
as a proof of friendship and as the first act of a new era of peace this

should be effected simultaneously.
["]It is to be hoped that the Uruguayan proposal will be accepted,

since on the contrary it would mean a return to the moment of the

beginning of the conflict, and this would be a constant menace to
continental harmony."

%

The Bolivian Minister informed the press that his Government
would accept the proposal of the Uruguayan Government. The

Paraguayan Minister declined to comment, merely declaring that he
was duly forwarding the proposal to Asuncion.

I shall not fail to keep the Department fully informed of future

developments in the matter.

GERHARD GADE
28

Telegram No. 56, December 10, 1929. noon, Foreign Relations, 1929, vol.

i, p. 862.
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724.3415/^5 : Telegram

The Charge in Umguay (Gade) to the Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, January 3, 1930 1 p. m.

[Received 1:30 p. m.]

2. My telegram number 56, December 10, noon.29 The Minister

for Foreign Affairs today informed me that in view of the Para-

guayan Government's continued refusal to accept the Uruguayan
formula for carrying out the terms of the Washington protocol,

30

which has been accepted by Bolivia, the Bolivian Government re-

cently declared that it would break off negotiations here. Uruguayan
Minister for Foreign Affairs has requested the Bolivian Government
to postpone such action for a couple of weeks in order that an attempt

might be made to induce Paraguay to accept the formula,

Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs is sending Sampognara,
Uruguayan member of the Brazilian-Uruguayan boundary commis-

sion, to Asuncion tomorrow on a special mission. He is to urge

Paraguayan Minister for Foreign [Affairs?] to cooperate in pre-

venting break-down of the negotiations which would mean the col-

lapse of all the work accomplished at Washington.
In this connection the Minister for Foreign Affairs expressed the

hope that the Government of the United States would make similar

representations to Paraguay.
GADE

724.3415/925 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to th-e Charge in Uruguay (Gad>e}

WASHINGTON, January 6, 1930 5 p. m.

5. Your 2, January 3, 1 p. m. Department has cabled the sub-

stance of your message to the Legation at Asuncion 31
outlining also

the Uruguayan formula as contained on page 3 of your despatch No.

957 of December 12 and then instructed the Legation as follows:

"You may say to the Minister for Foreign Affairs that this Gov-
ernment considers that the Uruguayan proposal offers a practicable
solution of the difficulty and that it feels sure the Paraguayan Gov-
ernment would not wish to have the negotiations break down when
a practicable solution is offered. This Government therefore hoptes
that Paraguay will find it possible to accept the proposal offered by
the Uruguayan Government."

You may so advise the Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs.

COTTON

29
Foreign Relations. 1929, vol. i, p. 862.

30
Reference is to the conciliation agreement of September 12, 1929 ; for text,

see telegram No. 50, September 12, 1929, to the Charge in Bolivia, ibid., p. 8<X
31
Telegram No. 1, January 6, 5 p. m. ; not printed.
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724.3415/937 : Telegram

The Minister in Paraguay (Kreeck) to the Acting Secretary of State

ASUNCION, January 8, 1930 9 a. m.

[Eeceived January 9 1 a. m.]

3. In my despatch 976, December 23rd,
32 the difficulties arising at

Montevideo between Paraguay and Bolivia are outlined, and mention
was made that the Foreign Office has in preparation an official note

dealing with these. This morning I received the note accompanied
by copies of the following official correspondence :

First, memorandum Bolivian proposals;
Second, memorandum Paraguayan proposals;
Third, the Uruguayan formula;
Fourth, modifications requested by Bolivia;
Fifth, proposal offered by Paraguay ;

Sixth, Bolivian refusal;

Seventh, new proposal by Paraguay.

Copy of note and enumerated documents sent to the Department
by air service. Quoting pertinent passages :

"I cherish the conviction that the Government of the United States

seeing these documents will be well aware of the sincere respect which
Paraguay gives to the terms of the protocol and of its decided dis-

position to fulfill them honorably. In the Conference of Montevideo
the difficulty which has arisen consists in the exigency of Bolivia
backed up by the Uruguayan Government that the work of recon-
struction of Fort Vanguardia take place first; all that relates to the

obligation in regard to Boqueron being suspended until that is all ac-

complished. The proposals made by the Paraguayan Government
do not involve any provision of treaty for either interested parties."

Article number 5 of the conciliatory resolution 32a
is then quoted de-

claring Paraguay's position in complete harmony thereto.

"There is not in that diplomatic document (conciliatory resolution)
a single word, a single concept from which there could be logically
inferred the preference of one obligation over the other. It is desired

unduly to transform a resolution of purely conciliatory character
into a penal resolution."

The note closes by saying that Paraguay is working constantly to

reach an understanding of equal treatment as evidenced by their

proposals.

KREECK
82 Not printed.
8211 Of September 12, 1929 ; see telegram No. 50, September 12, 1929, to tlie Charg<

in Bolivia, Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. I, p. 860.
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724.3415/925 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Uruguay (Gade)

WASHINGTON, January 9, 1930 6 p. m.

6. Department's 5, January 6, 5 p. m. Department's only in-

formation regarding Uruguayan formula is your despatch No. 957,

December 12, and so transmitted it to the Legation at Asuncion. The
Minister there states that the Minister for Foreign Affairs insists that

the Uruguayan formula as presented to the Paraguayan Government
is not exactly in accord with the understanding outlined by the De-

partment. Please obtain and cable text of Uruguayan proposal as

made to Paraguay.
COTTON

724.3415/938 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade} to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, January 10, 1930 2 p. m.

[Received 4 : 08 p. m.]

5. Department's telegram No. 6, January 9, 6 p. m. The following
is the text in full of the Uruguayan proposal to Paraguay as handed
to me by the Minister for Foreign Affairs -this morning :

1. Major X will proceed to Puerto Suarez, arriving at Fort Van-
guardia where he will witness the restoration by Paraguay of the
structures which existed at this fort on December 5, 1928.

"

To this
end Major X will make an inspection and obtain such prior informa-
tion as he may deem necessary regarding the position, situation and
conditions in which the building, materials, et cetera, of the said fort
were on the date mentioned. When this information has been ob-
tained and the inspection completed, Major X will so inform the
Bolivian and the Paraguayan authorities in order that the latter

may order the execution of the work. In order to carry out the work,
the Paraguayan Government will have in readiness the personnel
necessary to proceed with the reconstruction of the fort.

2. Major Y will proceed to Puerto Pinasco, arriving at Fort

Boqueron where, at the time determined in the following paragraph,
he will witness its abandonment by the Bolivian forces and its occu-

pation by the Paraguayan forces. Major Y will obtain such prior
information as he may deem necessary regarding the conditions in

which Fort Boqueron was found upon being occupied by the Bolivian

troops and proceed to make an appropriate inspection.
3. As soon as the restoration of Fort Vanguardia has been finished,

Majors X and Y will agree upon the date on which the records of

proceedings of the termination of the work at Fort Vanguardia and
the abandonment of Boqueron shall be simultaneously and officially

drawn up.
4. As soon as Fort Boqueron has been abandoned, Major Y will

so inform commander of the nearest Paraguayan fort in order that

the commander may order occupation."
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724.3415/941 : Telegram

The Minister in Paraguay (KreecJc) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

ASUNCION, January 13, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received January 14 3 : 54 a. m.]

6. The Uruguayan mission, convinced that its viewpoint regarding

Paraguay was in error, accepted at this morning's conference the pro-

posal offered by Paraguay, and a new arbitration agreement is now
being drafted accordingly. The Uruguayan mission has telegraphed
its Government stating that it favored acceptance in preference to

former formulas. The mission and the Foreign Office of Paraguay
are in complete accord.

KREECK

724.3415/959 supp. : Telegram
"

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Paraguay (Kreeck)

WASHINGTON, January 30, 1930 6 p. m.

5. Department's 1, January 6, 5 p. m., and 4, January 27, 6 p. m.3S

Paraguayan Charge d'Affaires showed Department today a telegram
from his Government stating that it could not agree to the Uruguayan
formula because it would create a very bad precedent if Paraguay
should accept something that Bolivia wanted in order that Bolivia

might accept some other suggestion. To do this Paraguay would

continually have to give up its position on the theory that otherwise

Bolivia would not cooperate in bringing about a settlement. You
will please point out to the Minister for Foreign Affairs that this

Government first suggested the acceptance of the Uruguayan pro-

posal on January 6, and that the present supposed outbreak in the

Chaco did not take place until January 20,
33a hence there could be no

connection between the two.

The Department suggested the acceptance of the Uruguayan pro-

posal because it felt that that proposal offers a practicable solution

of the difficulty ;
that a refusal to carry it out would bring about an

impasse in the execution of the conciliation agreement signed by both

Paraguay and Bolivia on September 12
3

last. Bolivia 'having ac-

cepted the Uruguayan suggestion, a refusal on the part of Paraguay
might make the latter appear as refusing to carry out the concilia-

tion agreement duly signed by it. Department therefore hopes that
the Paraguayan Government will see its way clear to accepting the

Uruguayan proposal. Please report by cable.

COTTON
* Neither printed.
8311 See telegrams No. 7, January 22, 6 p. m., to the Charge in Bolivia, and No.
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724.3415/9SOa : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Paraguay (Wheeler)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, February 11, 1930 5 p. m.

7. The following is for the consideration of the Minister. It is

the desire of the Department that you familiarize yourself as soon as

possible with the Bolivia-Paraguay situation in the Chaco. Please

report action taken on telegrams No. 1, January G, 5 p. m.,
34 No. 4

5

January 27, 6 p. m.,
35 and No. 5, January 30, 6 p. m., and whether

in your opinion there is a likelihood that Paraguay will now accept
the Uruguayan suggestion. While this suggestion of Uruguay to

carry out the conciliation agreement of September 12 9 1929 is not

accepted by Paraguay, Bolivia advances that as a reason for not con-

sidering the note sent by the neutral Governments to Bolivia on

January 9 30 with a view to bringing about a settlement of the basic

question in dispute. It had been the hope of the Department that the

Government of Paraguay would not feel that its objection to the

Uruguayan proposal was of sufficient importance to allow it possibly
to jeopardize a settlement of the Chaco question.

COTTON

724.3415/9S2 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, February 13, 1930 2 p. m.

[Received 3 : 30 p. m.]

7. My telegram No. 6, January 25, 6 p. m.35 The Minister for For-

eign Affairs today informed me that he has j>ust received a letter

from Paraguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs containing two for-

mulas. One formula, which had already been rejected by both Uruguay
and Bolivia, proposed that Boqueron be turned over to Paraguay
before the completion of Vanguardia. This will not even be recon-

sidered. The other formula merely proposes that the Uruguayan
Government appoint two army officers to proceed, with the consent

of the Governments of Bolivia and of Paraguay, to Forts Vanguardia
and Boqueron and to be present at the execution of the measures

designed to restore the state of things which existed prior to Decem-
ber 5, 1928. As this is nothing more than a repetition of article 5

of the resolution of conciliation and completely ignores the whole

dispute as to the manner of carrying out the protocol, the Uruguayan

1 See telegram No. 5, January 6, 5 p. m., to the Charge" in Uruguay, p. 311.
8 Not printed.
8 See telegram No. 2, January 6, 5 p. m., to the Charge* in Bolivia, p. 327.
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Minister of Foreign Affairs lias telegraphed to the Paraguayan Min-

ister of Foreign Affairs inquiring whether this is to mean that the

Paraguayan Government consents to give the Uruguayan Govern-

ment ample authority to carry out the terms of the protocol according
to the Uruguayan formula. Sampognaro "when hi Asuncion received

some oral proposal to this effect, but the Uruguayan Minister for

Foreign Affairs wishes a definite commitment in writing from the.

Paraguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs in order to prevent mis-

understanding or possible later repudiation on the part of the Para-

guayan Government

GADE

724.3415/982 : Telegram-

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Uruguay (Gade)

WASHINGTON, February 14, 19306 p. m.

10. Tour 7, February 13, 2 p. m., repeated to Asuncion. Please

keep Legation there advised of all developments; it has been in-

structed to keep you informed.

You may say to the Minister for Foreign Affairs that the Depart-
ment, through the Legation at Asuncion and through the Paraguayan
Charge in Washington, has teen constantly urging on the Paraguayan
Government acceptance of the Uruguayan formula and it has sug-
gested to the other neutral Governments that they do likewise. Please

say to the Minister that the Department also feels that it would be

very helpful if the Uruguayan Government would urge the Bolivian
Government to accept one of the proposals made in the neutral Gov-
ernments' communication of January 9th. This Government has
dene so and is informing the other neutrals thereof and is suggesting
that they also could help the situation materially by making similar

representations. Please cable action taken by Uruguay.
COTTON

724.3415/&S7 : Telegram

The Minister in Paraguay (Wheeler) to the Acting Secretary of State

, February 15, 1930 3 p. m.
[Eeceived February 16 3: 34 a.m.]

22. Your telegram No. 7, February 11, 5 p. m. My informal call
on the Minister for Foreign ASairs, preceding my formal reception
by the President, developed into a prolonged conversation on the
Uaaeo situation. I expressed the continued concern of my Govern-
ment- and its profound hope that peace would be maintained and he
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repeated with the greatest earnestness that Paraguay had made every
reasonable concession and desired nothing further so much as a quick
settlement. The Legation lacks record of action taken on the Depart-
ment's telegrams numbers 1, 4, and 5 of January 6th,

38
27th,

3 > and
30th

5
but he shows familiarity with them. As to telegram number

1, he states that the Department somewhat misunderstood the
Uruguayan proposal which in fact provided not that the Uruguayan
officers should divide their tasks but that they should proceed together,
first to Vanguardia and then to Boqueron. As to telegram number
4. he remarked that the rains unfortunately would not prevent at-
tacks on isolated outposts and that regarding reduction Bolivia's
forces at certain forts it is the expectation that the troops withdrawn
will be replaced by new. His point of view is that if the neutral
commissioners did not contemplate simultaneous action neither Is

there any indication tha$ they contemplated that Vanguardia sh.oulcL

be restored before Boqueron. I believe this Government Is too

strongly committed to the principle of simultaneous action to -yield

this point. What could have been waived at the outset without great
difficulty has become more difficult to yield since the agreement upon
the new formula was reached here by the Uruguayan Special Mission
and the Paraguayan Foreign Office. (See Legation's telegrams STo.

6, January 13, 5 [5] p. m.; and 7 [8], January 15 [IP], 8 a. m. ;

and despatch 982 of the latter date) .
40

This morning the Minister for Foreign Affairs informed me, in
strictest confidence, the Uruguayan Foreign Office has now accepted
this new formula but that in so doing it expresses the desire "that
there be added to the Paraguayan formula the declaration that the

Uruguayan Government shall retain complete liberty to give to Its

officials such instructions as it deems appropriate". To this he Is at

present disposed to object on the ground that proper liberty of action

is given them by the terms of the agreement itself. Dr. Higinio
Arbo, the newly appointed Minister to Uruguay, left for his post to-

day. In the face of the rumors of continued activity of Bolivian

patrols in the Vanguardia sector the Government here shows com-

plete patience and calmness. The movement reported in the Leg-a-
tion's telegram number 16, January 24, 8 p. m.,

39 does not appear to be
a wide one. A further telegram will be sent tomorrow.

Repeated to La Paz and Montevideo.
'

88 See telegram No. 5, January 6, 5 p. m., to the ChargS in Uruguay, p. 311.
88 Not printed. . .

_
40
Telegram No. 8, January 19, and despatch No. 982, January 15, not printed
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724.3415/991 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, February 18, 1930 2 p. m.

[Eeceived 4 : 05 p. m.]

8. Referring to the Department's telegram of February 14, 6 p. m.,

No. 10. I have today informed the Minister for Foreign Affairs as

directed. He declared that he believes from various previous con-

versations with Bolivian Minister that the Bolivian Government

would make no reply to the neutral governments' communication of

January 9th until agreement has been reached with Paraguay re-

garding manner of exchanging forts. However, he agreed to make oral

representations, as suggested by the Department, to the Bolivian Gov-

ernment tomorrow, pointing out that in case the negotiations here

regarding fulfillment of Washington protocol should be unsuccessful

it would be advisable to have a commission to fall back upon in order

to prevent serious developments.
With reference to telegram of February 15, 3 p. m., from the Lega-

tion at Asuncion to the Department, the Minister for Foreign Affairs

again confirmed that Uruguayan proposal is, as transmitted in my
telegram of January 10, 2 p. m., No. 5, namely, that one officer should

proceed to Vanguardia and one officer to Boqueron dividing their

tasks. Since the restoration of Vanguardia would take several weeks

and the relinquishment of Boqueron only a few minutes, he did not

see how more simultaneous action could be devised than as provided
in the Uruguayan formula by which means the acts of proceedings of

the completion of Vanguardia and the abandonment of Boqueron
would be drawn up simultaneously.
The new Paraguayan Minister to Uruguay, Seilor Arbo, is expected

to present his credentials some time next week and bring with him
a reply to the Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs' last telegram.

Repeated to Asuncion.

GADE

724.3415/1016b : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Uruguay (Gade)

WASHINGTON, March 6, 1930 i p. m.

11. The Bolivian Government's answer to the neutral Governments'
note of January 9, was handed to Charge d'Affaires at La Paz on
the 25th ultimo.42 The second paragraph reads as follows :

Then follows a resume of the events from December 28, to date

rtn *N OOO
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including the incident of January 16, last,
43 and Bolivia's reasons why

it cannot accept the so-called double arbitration. It reiterates Bo-

livia's adherence to the principle of arbitration and its willingness to

arbitrate the present dispute once the extent of the territory to be

submitted to the arbitrator is agreed upon. Note terminates with

following paragraph :

You will note that this reply is favorable to a discussion of the

matter between Bolivian and Paraguayan representatives in Wash-

ington as soon as the conciliation agreement of September 12, is car-

ried out. It is the Department's understanding that the Minister for

Foreign Affairs of Paraguay suggested to Sampognaro, the Uru-

guayan agent, that a protocol be signed in Montevideo which will

be limited merely to designating the Uruguayan officers and the date

of their departure for Boqueron and Vanguardia and will mention

the commission's object quoting clause 5 of the Eesolution of Con-

ciliation of September 12. In proposing this statement to Sampog-
naro the Minister for Foreign Affairs for Paraguay stated that, "If

the Uruguayan Government wishes the protocol to lay down in detail

the procedure of the execution of the obligations, although this is

unnecessary, the Paraguayan Government will be obliged to insist on

its previous formula whereby on the day the work commences at Fort

Vanguardia Bolivia will abandon Boqueron which will not be occu-

pied by Paraguay until the work at Vanguardia terminates. The

Uruguayan Government has those to choose from." The Department
understands that Sampognaro expressed his preference for the former.

Department feels that through the first proposal Paraguay in effect

puts the matter back in the hands of Uruguay and thereby tacitly

consents to have Uruguay proceed on the basis of the Uruguayan
formula. The Conciliation Agreement of September 12, gave full

latitude to Uruguay as to the manner of its execution. This freedom

of action was somewhat trammelled by the recent negotiations but

now that Paraguay accepts in its first formula to return to the exact

wording of the Conciliation Agreement Department feels that a way
out of the difficulty is now .offered through the acceptance of the

Paraguayan suggestion, which it presumes is acceptable to Bolivian

representative in Montevideo as it is nothing more than a return to

the Conciliation Agreement and that if the proposed protocol is

promptly signed in Montevideo the Uruguayan Government could

then proceed to send its officers to Boqueron and Vanguardia and carry
out the provisions of the Conciliation Agreement through the repair

of Vanguardia and the return of that Fort and Fort Boqueron to

Bolivia and Paraguay respectively.

43 See telegram No. 3, January 24 noon, from the Charg in Bolivia, p. 330.
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By this action Uruguay would contribute greatly to the establish-

ment of permanent peace between the two countries by removing this

obstacle to the discussion of the settlement of fundamental question
at issue between Bolivia and Paraguay.

Please discuss the matter in this sense with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Uruguay and report the results.

COTTON

724.3415/1019 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, March 10, 1930 10 a. m.

[Received 1 : 55 p. m.]

10. Department's telegram number 11, March 6, 4 p. m. I have

duly discussed Paraguayan suggestion to Sampognaro with the Min-
ister of Foreign Affairs and informed him of the Department's views

thereon. He declared that in view of the words "with the consent

of the Governments of Bolivia and of Paraguay" in article No. 5 of

the conciliation agreement he did not consider that Uruguayan Gov-
ernment ever had such full liberty of action in carrying out the terms

of the protocol. He believed that specific consent to the Uruguayan
officers' instructions was necessary from Bolivia and Paraguay. While

displaying keen interest in the Department's interpretation of article

5, he expressed doubt as to whether the two contending Governments
and the neutrals' tribunal unreservedly agree as to the scope of

Uruguay's authority and expressed regret that the protocol was not

clearly defined.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs finally declared that he would

propose to the Bolivian and Paraguayan representatives here that

they make a declaration to the effect that they interpret article 5 of

the conciliation agreement as permitting Uruguay to give the neces-

sary instructions in the matter to its officers. If the Bolivian and

Paraguayan Ministers accept this proposal, the Uruguayan Minister

for Foreign Affairs will immediately instruct the officers to proceed
to Boqueron and Vanguardia to assist in fulfilling the protocol accord-

ing to the Uruguayan formula.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs promised to inform me of the re-

sults of his proposal.

Repeated to Asuncion.

GADE
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724.3415/1020 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MOOTEVIDEO, March 10, 1930 8 p. m.

[Eeceived 10:47 p. m.]

11. My telegram 10, March 10, 10 a. m. Uruguayan Minister for

Foreign Affairs has just informed me that, in lieu of proposing
that the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers make a declaration in-

terpreting article No. 5 of the conciliation agreement, he had deemed
it preferable to make the following proposals this afternoon: That
the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers sign a protocol to the effect

that in accordance with article No. 5 of the conciliation agreement

they thereby grant the Uruguayan Government authorization to give

ample instructions to its officers with respect to the fulfillment of
the terms of the Washington protocol.

Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs also proposed that in this"

or in a second protocol the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers

agree that their countries renew diplomatic relations by appointing
Ministers on April 10th, transmitting the agreements through the

Uruguayan Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

While both the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers expressed ap-

proval of these proposals, they wished to telegraph their Governments
for and [authorisation?] to conclude the agreement.
Minister for Foreign Affairs is highly optimistic that the protocol

will be signed within a few days. He allowed me to read formula

but declined to furnish copy of the text pending the Bolivian and

Paraguayan replies as slight changes may be necessary.

Repeated to Asuncion.

GADE

724.3415/1023 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, March 14, 1930 6 p. m.

[Received 10:32 p. m.]

12. My telegram No. 11, March 10, 8 p. m. The Minister for For-

eign Affairs informed me this afternoon that the Paraguayan Gov-

ernment has accepted his proposal. A favorable reply from the

Bolivian Government is expected at any time.

The following is the text of the proposed protocol, handed to me

by the Minister for Foreign Affairs:

"For the purpose of hastening execution of the stipulations of the

Bolivian-Paraguayan protocol signed in Washington, in accordance
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with the terms decided upon by the Commission of Conciliation,
formed with a view to procuring a friendly solution of the conflict

which occurred in the Chaco Boreal, the Governments of both coun-
tries agree to accord Uruguay ample authority to give instructions to
the officers whom it is good enough to designate, in accordance with
article No. 5 of the said resolution, in order to fulfill the provisions
of the agreement concluded in September, 1929, determining therefor
the procedure in conformity with the conditions and the context of
the same.
In view of the friendly suggestions proposed by the Government

of Uruguay, the Governments of Paraguay and Bolivia resolve to
fix April 10th next as the date for the effective reestablishment of

diplomatic relations between one another, designating the respective
chiefs of mission.
The Uruguayan Ministry of Foreign Affairs is requested to obtain

from the two Governments the agreements for the appointment of
the persons who are to take charge of the respective missions."

Repeated to Asuncion.

GADE

724.3415/1031 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, March 22, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received 1 : 35 p. m.]

13. Department's telegram No. 14, March 21, 5 p. m.44 Protocol has

not yet been signed. As the Minister for Foreign Affairs has been ill

the last few days I have been unable to see him. Bolivian Minister

informed me this morning that Ms Government has authorized him to

sign protocol but amending it to fix May 1 instead of April 10 as

the date for the renewal of diplomatic relations between Bolivia and

Paraguay.
I believe delay in signing is due either to the illness of the Minister

for Foreign Affairs or to possible desire of the Paraguayan Minister

to refer question of the changed date to his Government.

Repeated to Asuncion.

GADE

724.3415/1033 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, March 27, 1930 2 p. m.

[Received 4:23 p, m.]

17. My telegram number 13, March 22, 5 p. m. [11 a. m.]. The
Minister for Foreign Affairs informed me today that owing to slight

changes in wording of the draft of protocol as accepted by Bolivia,

44 Not printed; it asked whether the Bolivia-Paraguay protocol had been
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Paraguayan Minister, although admitting that texts were substan-

tially the same, transmitted amended text to his Government 9 days

ago for authorization to sign (see telegram March 20, 4 p. m., from

the Legation at Asuncion 45
). Uruguayan Minister for Foreign Af-

fairs considers Paraguayan objection is made with a desire to repudi-
ate former acceptance. He expressed keen disappointment and

disapproval of Paraguayan attitude and declared that unless Para-

guay accepted, his Government would make no further efforts in the

matter.

Repeated to Asuncion.

GADE

724.3415/1033 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Uruguay ( Gade)

WASHINGTON, March 28, 1930 4 p. m.

15. Your 17, March 27, 2 p. m. Department sincerely hopes that a

settlement between Bolivia and Paraguay will not be jeopardized by a

quibble over wording. Department confidently hopes that the Gov-

ernment of Uruguay will not wish to imperil a settlement by taking

any such categorical stand in the matter as last sentence of your tele-

gram would seem to indicate.

Department does not understand why the formula was changed

after it had been accepted by Paraguay. Paraguay accepted the Uru-

guayan formula and if Paraguay does not accept a modified form

thereof Department hopes that the Uruguayan Government will not

stand out for that change but will revert to original suggestion which

was accepted by Paraguay and the Department understands by Bo-

livia also. Please clarify the situation.

COTTON

724.3415/1038 : Telegram

The Charge in Uruguay (Gade) to the Acting Secretary of State

MONTEVIDEO, March 29, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received 9 : 11 p. m.]

20. Department's telegram 15, March 28, 4 p. m. I have just seen

the Minister for Foreign Affairs who informed me that the Para-

guayan reply was delivered to him by Arbo this morning. Para-

guayan Government therein accepts proposed Uruguayan protocol

with the Bolivian amendment as to the date in the following form :

"For the purpose of hastening the execution of the stipulations of

the Bolivian-Paraguayan protocol signed in Washington, on Septem-

STof -nrin tori
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ber 12, 1929 5
the Governments of both countries agree to accord the

Government of Uruguay sufficient authority to give instructions or

suitable rules of procedure to the officers whom it is to designate, in

accordance with article No. 5 of the resolution, to be present at the ful-

fillment of the terms of the same, those instructions having to be in

conformity with the provisions and text of the said resolution of

September 12th.

The date accepted by the two Governments for appointing the

plenipotentiaries shall be May 1st, next."

The Minister for Foreign Affairs declared that the Bolivian Min-

ister found this entirely acceptable but insisted upon obtaining defini-

tive authorization from his Government to sign.

Delay in receiving Paraguayan answer was due to Arbo's absence

in Buenos Aires. Bolivian Minister confidentially expects favorable

reply from La Paz.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs expressed a wish that the fore-

going be kept confidential pending Bolivian acceptance.

Repeated to Asuncion.

GADE

724.3415/1061

The Charge in Uruguay (Go.de) to the Acting Secretary of State

No. 1018 MONTEVIDEO, April 10, 1930.

[Received May 8.]

SIR: In confirmation of my telegram No. 25 of April 4 (1930)
5 p. m.,

46 1 have the honor to report that the protocol according the

Uruguayan Government sufficient authority to give its officers in-

structions with respect to carrying out the terms of Article 5 of the

protocol of Washington and setting May first as the date for the re-

newal of diplomatic relations between Bolivia and Paraguay, was

signed by the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers and the Uruguayan
Minister for Foreign Affairs in Montevideo on the fourth instant.

Copies of the Spanish text of the protocol and an English transla-

tion thereof are enclosed for the information of the Department.
In this connection it will be observed that several slight changes

in wording have been made in the protocol as finally signed.
As reported in my telegram No. 11, of March tenth, the Uruguayan

Minister for Foreign Affairs on March tenth submitted to the Min-
isters of Bolivia and Paraguay a draft protocol (For text see my tele-

gram No. 12 of March 14, 6 p. m.) providing that Bolivia and Para-

guay grant the Uruguayan Government ample authority to give

*8 Not printed.
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instructions to its officers with respect to the fulfillment of the terms

of the protocol of Washington and fixing April 10, 1930, as the date

for the renewal of diplomatic relations. This proposal was accepted

by Paraguay on March 14th. On March 18th the Bolivian Govern-
ment authorized its Minister to sign the protocol but with slight

changes in wording and amending it to fix May first instead of April
10th as the date for the renewal of diplomatic relations. The Para-

guayan Minister, Dr. Higinio Arbo, agreed that the changes in word-

ing were immaterial but objected to the date May first as being too

distant, and declared that he would have to submit the text of the

Bolivian acceptance to his government.
In an interview on March 27th, the Uruguayan Minister for For-

eign Affairs, Senor Dominguez, informed me that the Paraguayan
Government had not yet replied . . . He felt that the date May first

was not unreasonable in view of the fact that the ministers would
need a short time to wind up their affairs before proceeding to their

respective posts. While no objections to the wording had been re-

ceived from the Paraguayan Government, Senor Dominguez had

confidentially learned from the Uruguayan Charge d'Affaires at

Asuncion that such would probably be made. He expressed keen

disappointment and disapproval over the Paraguayan attitude and

informed me that if the Paraguayan Government did not accept, the

Uruguayan Government would make no further efforts in the matter.

The Diario del Plata^ a Nacionalista newspaper of Montevideo, on

March 28th contained an editorial criticizing Paraguay for not re-

plying. On the following day the Paraguayan Minister in an open
letter answered that his government had sent a reply but owing to his

absence in Buenos Aires it had not been delivered. He presented the

Paraguayan acceptance with slight changes in wording to the

Minister for Foreign Affairs the same day (My telegram No. 20,

March 29, 1930).

As already stated, the protocol was duly signed on April fourth.

After the ceremony, which was attended by the Minister for Foreign

Affairs, the Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers, the Uruguayan

Uncler-Secretary of Foreign Affairs, the Chief of Protocol, General

Euprecht, Senor Sampognaro, the t\vo> majors assigned to proceed to

the Chaco, and others; the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the

Bolivian and Paraguayan Ministers requested me to express the

warm thanks of their respective governments to my government for

its friendly interest and assistance in the matter and for the services

of its Charge d'Affaires here.

I have [etc.] GERHARD GADE

518625 45 26
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[Enclosure Translation]

Act of April 4i 1930) Signed on Behalf of Bolivia, Paraguay^ and

Uruguay

On April fourth, nineteen hundred and thirty, convened in the

office of the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Uruguay, Don Rufino T.

Dominguez, and in his presence, the Envoys Extraordinary and

Ministers Plenipotentiary of Bolivia and Paraguay, Doctors Alberto

Diez de Medina and Higinio Arbo, respectively, with the object of

continuing the conversation begun on November thirteenth last,

regarding the instructions which should be furnished the Uruguayan
officers who in accordance with the fifth article of the resolution

drafted by the Commission of Investigation and Conciliation

Bolivia and Paraguay, should proceed to Forts Vanguardia and

Boqueron, both diplomats declare that "with the purpose of hasten-

ing the execution of the stipulations of the Bolivian-Paraguayan

protocol signed in Washington on September 12, 1929, the Govern-

ments of both countries agree : To accord the Government of Uruguay
sufficient authority in order that it may give the instructions to the

officers whom it is to designate, in accordance with Article 5 of the

resolution, to be present at the execution of the terms of the same,
those instructions having to be in conformity with the provisions
and text of the above-mentioned resolution of September 12, 1929."

Both diplomats further agree that in view of the friendly suggestions
offered by the Government of Uruguay, the Governments of Para-

guay and Bolivia resolved to fix the date of May first next for the

effective renewal of diplomatic relations between both, designating
the respective Chiefs of Mission, with the request to the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs of Uruguay that it be good enough to obtain from
the two Governments the agrements for the appointment of the per-
sons who are to carry out the said duties. The Minister for Foreign
Affairs thanks the Governments of Bolivia and Paraguay in the

persons of their present worthy representatives, in the name of the

President of the Republic, Doctor Juan Campisteguy, and in his own,
for the proof of confidence shown to Uruguay. The Minister for

Foreign Affairs also expresses in the name of the President of the

Republic and in his own, their hearty congratulations to the Govern-
ments of Paraguay and Bolivia, as well as to the Ministers Doctors

Higinio Arbo and Alberto Diez de Medina, on the agreement con-

cluded, and very especially desires to put on record the good will

evinced by both parties from the time this agreement was initiated,
as the intention invariably inspired by the sincere desire to reach

friendly solutions was shown in the Bolivian and Paraguayan points
of view which were unfolded during the debate.
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In faith of which and for due record, these presents are signed on

the date above indicated, the Minister for Foreign Affairs ordering
certified copies thereof to be furnished to the Ministers of Bolivia

and Paraguay.
ALBERTO DIEZ DE MEDINA HIGINIO ARBO EUFINO T. DOMINGUEZ

724.3410/1088 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, July 24, 19305 p. in.

[Received 6 p. m.]

51. I have been officially informed by the Acting Minister for

Foreign Affairs that yesterday the final act in accordance with the

Washington agreement was signed and that Forts Boqueron and

Vanguardia were returned in the presence of Uruguayan officers.

HlBBARD

Acceptance by Bolivia and Paraguay of the Proposal of the Neutral Nations To
Institute Direct Negotiations in Washington for the Settlement of the Basic

Question
47

724.3415/9Sla : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard)

WASHINGTON, January 6, 1930 5 p. m.

2. Department's 72, December 6, 4 p. m.48 The neutral Govern-

ments have agreed to present the note to Bolivia on Thursday, Janu-

ary 9. You will accordingly present the note on that date. The
Mexican Government suggested a modification in the ninth paragraph
of the note and this modification has been accepted by all the neutral

Governments. Paragraph nine of the note transmitted in the De-

partment's December 6, 4 p. m. should therefore be changed to read-

as follows: "Noting with pleasure that the Government of Bolivia

expects to inform them of its acceptance of their offer of good offices,

should the direct negotiations fail, the five Governments are glad to

state their readiness to appoint at that time members to form a

friendly neutral Commission whose good offices it hopes will be of

service to the two Governments concerned. In the meantime, in

order that their services may be more easily available to the two

contending Governments, they take pleasure in stating that they are

willing that their diplomatic representatives in Washington keep in

*7 For previous correspondence concerning proposals for the settlement of the

basic question, see Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, pp. 863 ff.

d., p. 930.
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touch with the situation as it develops in order that when proper thejr

may be utilized for the organization of the Commission in question^

which should be composed of delegates especially appointed thereto."

Co-rroisr

724.3415/943 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibl)ard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, January 14, 1930 i p. mu

[Received 5 : 17 p. m.]

2. Department's telegram number 2, January 6, 5 p. m. I pre-
sented the note as instructed but I do not believe it will receive serious

consideration from the President for some time due to the internal

political situation. During the past two weeks the President has

had continuous conferences with members of his own party and it

now seems certain that in place of calling for elections he will

endeavor to remain in office. No announcement has yet been made,
as apparently he has not decided the exact method nor is he sure of

the entire support of the army. There is a strong feeling against his

continuance but the pressure is so great in his own party, which has

no other candidate, in addition to his own ambition, that he has been

persuaded. There is no way of making such a step constitutional..

Should he in fact endeavor to continue in office there are certain to

be political disturbances between now and May which, unless he can

count on the entire army, he will be unable to control.49 In any
case they would seriously affect any negotiations over the Chaco

question.
Meantime the Minister for Foreign Affairs and Abelli are prepared

to accept the suggestion contained in penultimate paragraph of the

last note of the neutral Governments and will attempt to persuade
the President to this course when they can secure his attention. The

delay of Paraguay in carrying out the provisions of the conciliation

agreement signed in Washington
50

is playing into Siles' hand as

it is being made to appear a national danger here and a strong
reason to persuade the army for the continuance of the present
administration.

HlBBAKD

49 See "Revolution in Bolivia," pp. 415 ff.
150 See telegram No. 50, September 12, 1929, to the Charge" in Bolivia, foreign

Relations, 1929, vol. i, p. 860.
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"724.3415/951 : Telegram

The Minister in Paraguay (KreecK) to the Acting Secretary of State

ASUNCION, January 21, 193010 a. m.

[Received January 227 a. m.]

11. The Minister for Foreign Affairs informs me that the Cabinet

believes it necessary to notify League of Nations of the late Bolivian

movement toward war, as neutrals unfortunately are to date without

organization. He will advise therefore the Secretariat this morning.
KKEECK

724.3415/953 : Telegram

The Charge in Peru (Mayer) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

LIMA, January 22, 1930 3 p. m.

[Eeceived 6 : 47 p. m.]

14. (1) When Mr. Robert Woods Bliss, Ambassador in Argentina,

paid his respects to President Leguia, accompanied by me, the Presi-

dent spoke at considerable length regarding the Chaco dispute. He
liad been informed of the engagement in the Chaco which had re-

sulted in a number of casualties and felt that this precipitated a most

difficult and unfortunate situation. He several times repeated his

considered opinion that the Government of the United States should

take matters in hand and address the Governments of Bolivia and

Paraguay very firmly to the effect that this situation must cease and

that the questions involved should be settled by arbitration with

plenary powers to determine all matters in dispute once and for all.

The President observed, in this connection, that he was firmly of the

opinion that despite newspaper reports and statements to the con-

trai^r and apparent attitudes dictated by local political consideration

the Latin American Eepublics at heart believed that the United

States of America was the one disinterested power capable of exer-

cising a beneficent influence on Latin American affairs.

(2) President Leguia stated in continuation that if, as he con-

sidered not unlikely, an actual state of war resulted from present
conditions in the Chaco, the prestige of the United States in Latin

America, as well as in Europe, could not but suffer immeasurably. He
added, that as the Government of the United States must know, he

stood ready to give wholehearted support to any move we might
make.

(3) Ambassador Bliss felt as I did that this conversation should

be brought immediately to the attention of the Department.
MATER
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724.3415/9-15 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard}

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, January 22, 1930 6 p. m.

7. Department's No. 5, January 20, 1 p. HI., and No. 6, January 20 ?

6 p. m.51 The Department has been receiving from Paraguayan
sources reports which indicate the imminence of a general attack by
Bolivian troops in the Chaco. Unless the result of the investigation

which you "are making in accordance with the Department's No. 5 t

January 20, 1 p. m., indicates that it would be inadvisable or inappro-

priate to do so, the Department desires you to express to the Govern-

ment of Bolivia the very deep concern with which the Government
of the United States has received numerous reports indicating that

further armed conflict may occur in the Chaco and the confident

hope of the Government of the United States that the reports re-

garding an imminent Bolivian attack on Paraguay are unfounded.

Eeport immediately any information obtainable regarding what is

occurring in the Chaco.

COTTON

724.3415/956 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, January 24, 1930 noon.

[Received 5 : 19 p. m.]

3. Department's telegram No. 5, January 20, 1 p. m. 52 and 7, Janu-

ary 22, 6 p. m. Official Bolivian communique states that on January
16 a squadron of 60 Paraguayan troops armed with machine guns
attacked Bolivian observation post of 12 men north of Fort Boqueron

dispersing them and killing one. Bolivian troops from Boqutsron
later repelled the attack. All blame for the aggression has been

placed on Paraguay. The general opinion here, in which I concur,
is that the attack was provoked by Bolivia on account of the internal

political situation. As previously reported President Siles desires

to continue in office. In order to postpone elections and justify such

action a national emergency must be declared. An attack by Para-

guay can be used as a pretext for such a declaration. Before the

publication here on January 20 of news of the attack in the Chaco
the Cabinet met and decided to call Congress for the purpose of

declaring a national emergency. The reception of the news, however,
was so apathetic in spite of attempts by the Government press to

51 Neither printed.
52 Not printed.
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arouse public feeling that this decision has been temporarily sus-

pended. President Siles now seems undecided as to his next move
as the last has been too transparent even in Bolivia. The Nationalist

Party and a large part of the army on which he must depend for

continuance in office are strongly urging him to take further drastic

action. The desire of the Military Party is obviously not altogether

patriotic, as further military action in the Chaco requires money and
the army is the first to be paid at all times. 250,000 bolivianos have

already been drawn since January 16 from the extraordinary budget
for the use of the army.
There are two Bolivian divisions scattered through the Chaco

approximating 4,000 men. Much of the war material purchased from
Vickers has been concentrated there. Five planes equipped with

bombs have been ordered there from La Paz but have been unable

to proceed due to weather and mechanical difficulties. It is admitted

here that radio messages from the General Staff have been intercepted
and deciphered by Paraguay. My opinion is that some of these were

for use in case of further hostilities and that others were fabricated

as a ruse. I do not think there is danger of further armed action

by Bolivia immediately as the effect of the last has not been what
Siles anticipated either here or abroad. However, troops in the

Chaco are far from central control, communications are bad and
hotheaded officers acting irresponsibly may precipitate trouble at any
time.

With regard to the publication of the notes I believe that it would

jeopardize Bolivia's acceptance of the good offices or of the suggestion
contained in the last paragraph of the note of January 9 as it would
be made to appear here that Bolivia was being forced

;
that the neu-

trals were in fact favorable to Paraguay and that Bolivia must stand

alone. This might strengthen Siles' hand by concentrating opinion
behind him.

In connection with this telegram please read the last paragraph
of my telegram No. 76, October 2, 11 a. m.

;

53
2, January 14, 4 p. m.

;

and despatch No. 361, January 18.53

HIBBAIID

724.3415/954 : Telegram

The Charge in Switzerland (Moffat) to the Acting Secreta?^/ of State

BERNE, January 24, 1930 4 p. m.

[Keceived January 24 2 : 40 p. m.]

10. Drummond 6i last night repeated by telegraph to the Govern-

ments of Bolivia and Paraguay and to all members of Council the

53 Not printed.
64
Sir Eric Druminond, Secretary General of the League of Nations.
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following message from Zaleski, Minister of Foreign Affairs of

Poland:

"Concerned at news regarding Chaco Boreal. ^Requesting you in

my capacity Acting President ofthe Council of the League of Nations
to recall to Bolivian and Paraguayan Governments that after the
session of December 1928, the then Acting President of the Council,
Aristide Briand, and last September the League Assembly, congratu-
lated the two noble nations on having adopted a pacific procedure
for the settlement of their dispute in conformity with the undertak-

ings of the Covenant. I believe I am interpreting the feeling of the
Council and of the whole League of Nations in requesting you to

express to both Governments our confidence that no serious incident

will compromise success of pacific procedure in progress."

MOPFAT

724.3415/956 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard)

WASHINGTON, January 25, 1930 1 p. m.

9. Your 3, January 24, noon. You do not state whether you made
the representations authorized in the first paragraph of the Depart-
ment's 7, January 22, 6 p. m., and if so the reaction of Bolivian

Government. In view of your statement that you concur in the

opinion, which you state is general in La Paz, that the attack was

provoked by Bolivia on account of the internal political situation, the

Department desires you to call at once on the Minister for Foreign
Affairs and tell him that the Department has been watching the

situation developing in the Chaco with much concern and that it feels

sure that Bolivia will not desire a renewal of hostilities there which

cannot be of benefit to either country but is bound to react dis-

astrously on both countries and that this Government therefore

earnestly hopes that the Bolivian Government will find it possible to

accept now one of the suggestions made by the neutral governments
in their note of January 9. Please cable immediately result of your

representations.

The Department considers the situation serious and wants to im-

press upon you the importance of following it closely and of keeping
the Department promptly and frequently advised of all developments.

COTTON
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724.3415/962 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, January 27, 1930 noon.

[Beceived 5 : 05 p. m.]

4. Department's telegram No. 9, January 25, 1 p. m. I spoke to

the Minister for Foreign Affairs this morning at 10, not having been

able to see him yesterday. I repeated to him the contents of the tele-

gram under acknowledgment and left with him an aide-memoire in

tlie same sense. I stated that the present seemed a most propitious
time to accept one of the suggestions made by the neutral Govern-
ments and that such action would place Bolivia in a most favorable

light. He replied that the Bolivian Army was under the complete
control of the Government and that there was no danger of any
hostilities on the part of Bolivia. Orders had been sent to all con-

tingents in the Chaco to be ready to repulse any attack but to provoke
or make none. All alarming messages had been sent out by Para-

guay to prejudice the situation and for reasons of internal politics.

The Bolivian War Office also had intercepted Paraguayan messages
which could be made to appear equally damaging but the Bolivian

Government refused to publish them. He stated that he attached no

importance to a brief encounter of patrols in a disputed territory as

it had been common all over the world where such conditions ex-

isted. The agitation of Paraguay was due to the fear that Bolivia

would make reprisals as she had done in the case of Boqueron. This

fear was unfounded as Bolivia would maintain peace but was pre-

pared to repel any aggression.

I asked if the Bolivian Government had as yet had time to study
the note of the neutral Governments of January 9. He replied that

it had not as the results of the representations of the Uruguayan
Government relative to the completion of the terms of the conciliation

agreement were being awaited. I asked if the present incident

would further delay consideration of the note and he agreed.

The press is strictly censored but the tone has been very moderate

in the last few days. The public is not excited. Business circles

are exerting pressure against military action because of the already

depressed financial condition. Siles has not yet announced his plans

but as elections must be called according to the electoral law on

February 2nd some announcement may be made this week.

Two Vickers vespa [bombing f~\ planes have reached Santa Cruz

and will probably go on to Puerto Suarez, Three Breguets are flying

south to the Pilcomayo but have not arrived.

HlBBARD
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724.3415/962 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge i?i Bolivia (Hibbard,)

WASHINGTON, January 28, 1930 3 p. m.

11. Your 4, January 27 noon. Second paragraph. There is no
connection whatsoever between the Uruguayan proposal for the ex-

change of Forts Vanguardia and Boqueron
58 and the suggestions

of the neutral Governments for a settlement of the fundamental

question at issue between Bolivia and Paraguay. Neither is de-

pendent upon the other. Please call this to the attention of the

Minister for Foreign Affairs in reply to his statement that the

Bolivian Government has not yet studied the neutral note as it is

awaiting the results of the representations of the Uruguayan Govern-

ment relative to completion of the terms of the conciliation agreement.
Cable result.

COTTON

724.3415/975 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hib'bard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, February 1, 1930 noon.

[Keceived 2:45 p. m.]

8. My telegram No. 5, January 30, 10 a. m.59 In spite of President

S lies' statements and promises he has not yet considered the note of

January 9. I have used every argument I can muster . . . The
Minister for Foreign Affairs is in favor of acceptance but is unable

to persuade the President. Public opinion as far as I am able to

ascertain is also in favor. The President is still so occupied with

the internal political situation that he can think of nothing else. What
he will do is still a matter of conjecture. He leaves tomorrow for

Potosi and will be away a week. There is no chance that the note

will be considered until after his return. The situation in the Chaco

appears to be quiet and there has been no further troop movement
there. Three Breguet planes have now reached Villazon.

HlBBARD

3 See pp. 309 ff.

Not printed.
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724.3415/994

The Brazilian Ambassador (Gurgel do Amaral) to the Acting

Secretary of State 60

AIDE MEMOIRE

The Brazilian Government have adopted the invariable method
of not assuming in the Bolivian-Paraguayan controversy any os-

tensible role. The Government are of the opinion that the Brazilian

contribution to a pacific settlement of the dispute between the two

neighbors will be more efficient as a result of our unassuming attitude

in the matter. Such attitude allows Brazil to speak frankly both to

Bolivia and Paraguay, as well as to the other intervening friendly

countries, with the most perfect cordiality, without even the sem-

blance of any suspicion or giving cause to misplaced interpretations.

The Brazilian Government, whenever approached by Bolivia and

Paraguay, in informal conversations, have always tried to support
the diplomatic action of the United States Government. This has

been done recently in conversations with Bolivia.

We deem it proper that our feelings in the matter should be known

by the United States Government although we are convinced that

any amount of success to which we could be a factor derives precisely

from the fact that we do not actually intervene for reasons of neigh-
borhood and on account of recent Treaties, which are well-known,
so as to place us entirely without the range of the slightest appearance
of urging for ourselves any attitude of evidence.

In bringing our views to the knowledge of the United States Gov-
ernment in an informal conversation, it is our desire, for the sake of

historical truth, as well as in a testimony of the friendly interest we
attach to the actions of the enlightened and friendly diplomacy of

the United States in the pending controversy between Bolivia and

Paraguay, to acquaint the Government in Washington with our views

and to express tha^t
our action, no matter how quiet it has been and

in fact is, finds its efficiency in our sincere wishes for the success of

the diplomatic action of the United States in the Bolivian-Para-

guayan controversy.

WASHINGTON, February 8, 1930.

* Handed to the Acting Secretary of State by the Brazilian Ambassador,
February 10, 1930.
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724.3415/983 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Acting Secretary of State*

LA PAZ, February 13, 1930 noon.

[Keceived 3 : 20 p. m.]

12. My telegram No. 8, February 1, noon. The President returned'

from Potosi Tuesday after what the Government newspapers call a

triumphal reception. He has not taken up the matter of the neutral

note either during his absence or since his return.

A \The\ Nationalist Party has issued a manifesto containing the-

following statement :

"The Nationalist Party unanimously, with the sole exception of its

founder, Dr. Hernando Sites, who has not yet been convinced, believes

that, in view of the grave international situation provoked by Para-

guay and the present chaotic state of internal politics, it is of the-

greatest public advantage in order to prevent anarchy and maintain

peace which will assure the external defense of the country to execute

a legal extension of the Presidential term of Dr. Siles until the situ-

ation becomes normal and the Nationalist Government is able to
advance its wide constructive program and national consolidation."

It is evident that the Nationalist Party intends to prolong the

Presidential term and the reluctance of Siles is only a pretense..

The party has recovered from the first fright produced by the reper-
cussion of the last Chaco incident and will now carry out its original

program. The press is more rigidly censored and the most restrictive-

measures have been taken against all who express any opinion against
the administration or are even suspected of doing so. For this reason

the Republican Party has temporarily abandoned its convention to

choose a Presidential candidate and it will probably never be held.

I believe the President will continue to delay consideration of the

last neutral note since the principal reason for his continuance in

office is the grave international crisis provoked by the alleged Para-

guayan attack and any acceptance of good offices ^pn his part would
be construed as weakening his party's position.

Although in urging him to accept I have always pointed out that

the United States is only animated by a friendly desire to see this

old controversy amicably settled, I am constantly confronted with

the expressed or implied feeling that the United States is exerting

pressure for reasons of its imperialistic South American policy. As
far as I can learn I am the only representative in La Paz who has

urged acceptance. Would it be possible to suggest to the other neu-

tral Governments that their representatives also be instructed to

keep this matter actively before the President?

HlBBARI>
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724.3415/994

The Acting Secretary of State to the Brazilian Ambassador

(Gurgel do AmaraT)

WASHINGTON, February 19, 1930.

EXCELLENCY: I have duly noted Your Excellency's Aide Memoire
of February 3 [S], 1930, setting forth the views of the Government
of Brazil with respect to the Bolivia-Paraguay question.
Your Excellency may be assured that the Government of the

United States highly appreciates the friendly interest and cordial

attitude which the Government of Brazil has maintained toward
the efforts made by this Government and the friendly Governments
associated with it to bring about a settlement of this controversy.

Accept [etc.] For the Acting Secretary of State :

FRANCIS WHITE

724.3415/999 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hi~b~bard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, February 25, 19306 p. m.

[Received 7 p. m.]

13. My telegram No. 12, February 13, noon. The Minister for

Foreign Affairs has been ill in bed for the past 10 days. The Under

Secretary for Foreign Affairs informs me that a special Cabinet

meeting had been called to draft an answer to the note of the neutral

Governments of January 9, but that it has been postponed until the

Minister for Foreign Affairs is able to attend. As the President

is well aware of the Foreign Minister's views, this in my opinion
is only another excuse for delay.

Last night the central committee of the Nationalist Party and all

departmental representatives met formally and unanimously declared

themselves in favor of the continuance of the present administration,

thus formalizing the manifesto previously circulated. All that is

needed now is the President's consent which will probably be given
within the next week. The delay is due to a desire to find some

way by which such a step can produce a semblance of constitutionality

or, failing that, to permit artificially stimulated propaganda make
such a move appear to be the unanimous will of the people.

Conditions in the Chaco appear to be quiet. Two of the planes

sent there are now out of commission. The floods are reported to

be heavy.
HIBBAKD
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724.3415/1003 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hi'b'bard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, February 27, 19303 p. m.

[Received 7 p. m.]

15. My telegram No. 14, February 26, 5 p. m.63 The President in

liis conversation with me last night stated that Bolivia accepted the

proposal of the neutral Governments to begin conversations between

the diplomatic representatives of Bolivia and Paraguay Embassies.

In my opinion this is not clear in the note which I have now trans-

lated in full and am coding. He further stated that he had entire

confidence in the justice of the United States but' would naturally

take every precaution to safeguard the rights of Bolivia.

HlBBAKD

724.3415/1013 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hi'b'bard) to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, February 27, 19305 p. m.

[Received February 286 : 10 p. m.64
]

16. My telegram No. 14, February 26, 5 p. m.63 The following is

a translation of the reply of the Bolivian Government to the note of

the neutral Governments dated January 9 :

"La Paz, February 25, 1930. Note number 134.

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your esteemed
note dated January 9th, last, in which the Governments of the United
States, Mexico, Colombia, Uruguay and Cuba refer to the communica-
tion addressed to them by the Government of Bolivia on November
13th, last,

65 with regard to the suggestion of good offices for the set-

tlement of the Bolivian-Paraguayan controversy over the Chaco
Boreal. In the note under reference, the Governments of the five neu-
tral nations deem it justifiable to formulate some opinions regarding
the scope of the negotiations initiated, making clear certain opinions
in order to avoid ambiguous interpretations.
The motive that guides the neutral Governments to induce Bolivia

and Paraguay to an immediate settlement of the dispute is a noble

one, but the Bolivian Government nevertheless considers that to

proceed logically both as a safeguard of her right, of the promise
given, and of the respectability of the extinct Commission of Con-
ciliation at Washington, it is a primary matter before any exchange
of ideas regarding the basis of the controversy to fulfill the decisions
of the Commission of Washington.

** Not printed ; in it the Charge reported that he* had just been handed Bolivia's

reply to the note of January 9 from the neutral Governments.
**
Telegram in two sections.

63 See telegram No. 85, November 15, 1929, 6 p. m., from the ChargS in Bolivia,
Foreign Relation*, 1929, vol. i, p. 920.
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When the unfortunate incident of the attack on Port Vanguardia
took place in December, 1928,

66
it was possible to avert a crisis through

the Washington Protocol of January 3, 1929,
67

instituting the Com-
mission of Inquiry and Conciliation. After a lengthy trial and a

contradictory examination of facts, Bolivia and Paraguay subscribed
to the conciliatory pact of September 12th, 1929, whose text estab-

lishes that the events of Vanguardia preceded those which took place
in the Boqueron sector

;
that the use of coercive methods by Paraguay

were responsible for reaction on the part of Bolivia
;
and as a conse-

quence states that Paraguay must restore the buildings of Vanguardia
and Bolivian troops abandon Fort Boqueron.
Having circumscribed the authority of the Commission at Wash-

ington to the procedure of investigation of the events of the Chaco
at the end of 1928, excluding study and judgment of the territorial

controversy, by clause 9 of the protocol of January 3rd, 1929, will it

be practicable to initiate discussions of the case "if the resolutions,
the subject of its exclusive jurisdiction, have not been fulfilled ?

In the course of the lengthy debate over the ownership of the

Chaco, Bolivia has shown her desire to find just solutions. She has
subscribed to pacts and submitted herself to procedure which prove
it. Recent incidents in themselves are an unquestionable proof of
her sincere desire to disentangle the difficulties. On January 16th
of the current year an unfortunate incident took place on the Bolivian-

Paraguayan military frontier; a patrol of Paraguayan soldiers, com-

posed of 60 men armed with machine guns fired on and scattered a

small Bolivian detachment in the neighborhood of Boqueron, causing
one death. This new aggression is inexplicable at a time when peace
was asserting itself, and proves the deliberate intention of Paraguay
to rebel against the conciliation pact of Washington and to frustrate

an agreement to which the good faith of the contending parties and
that of the supreme authority of the neutrals intervening therein,
was bound. Paraguay and Bolivia almost simultaneously carried

their complaints to the League of Nations. My Government did so

because Bolivia, as a signatory to the Treaty of Versailles, has certain

international legal obligations to the League. Faithful to her pacifist

traditions, she agreed to form part in [#/] an organism destined

to banish acts of violence in the intercourse of nations, to raise

amongst them the empire of justice and to solve their difficulties by
the conciliatory methods proclaimed by the rights of peoples.
The Ministry in my charge has noted with most \_muc!i\ interest

and attention the contents of the aforementioned note from Your
Excellency, dated January 9th, and is pleased to express satisfaction

with the statements contained therein, to the effect that the procedure
of double arbitration to determine first the territory under dispute
and on that basis to pronounce judgment later on the boundary ques-
tion itself, is discarded. Bolivia only reaffirms the reserve with
which she signed the general treaty of arbitration of January 5th

of last year,
68
confirming the precedent established in the conferences

of Buenos Aires 69 when the Bolivian delegation made known their

68 See Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. i, pp. 680 ff.

67
7M&, 1929, vol. I, p. 835.

68
IUd., p. 653.

00 See ibid., 1928, vol. I, pp. 673-678; also Proceedings of the Commission of

Inquiry and Conciliation, Bolivia and Paraguay, March IS, 1929-September 13,
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refusal to accept double arbitration, definitely suggested by the Para-

guayan delegation.
Bolivia on different occasions in her history has shown her en-

thusiasm for and faith in the international institution of arbitration

and in spite of the fact that numerous authors of treatises on inter-

national law agree that controversies affecting^
the honor or sover-

eignty of nations cannot be subject to arbitration, entrusted to the

judgment of friendly nations differences of territorial sovereignty.
At present, in her dispute with the Republic of Paraguay, not only
does she agree but has definitely decided to resort to those means.
But her adherence to the principles of arbitration cannot reach the

extreme of submitting territorial zones, unquestionable part of the

national patrimony, to the decision of third parties, although she

greatly appreciates their probity and Pan American spirit, as in the

case under reference, she has particular satisfaction in doing.
Neither the nation nor the Bolivian Government could accept such

an arbitration, nor in general terms could any Bolivian public servant

be capable of undertaking such a great responsibility.

Concerning territorial sovereignty, that is to say of the country
itself, it is not possible in any way to leave to an unrestricted judg-
ment 'the determination of the territory under litigation. Bolivia

cannot follow blindly, without previously knowing what territory
she delivers to the judgment of the arbitrators, or without establish-

ing this as a basis first in an absolute and undoubted manner.
In the Gutierrez-Diaz Leon protocol,

71 Bolivia and Paraguay
agreed that the parties 'would determine the exact zone on which the

judgment of [the] tribunal of arbitration, chosen by common accord,
would be given.

5

Therefore, the direct negotiations were charged
with determining in concrete form the boundaries of the territory
under litigation, and on this basis previously decided, the tribunal of

* arbitration should pronounce judgment. But as it is possible that

the determining of such a zone will be the obstacle which will defeat
the negotiations, [the] Government of Bolivia, filled with a desire

for a sincere agreement, has proposed a formula which takes into

consideration not only equity but the historic tradition of the contro-

versy. This arbitration, proceeding from the law of treaties, con-
sists, as I made known to Your Excellency in my note of November
13th, in taking the middle point of the demarcation established in .

tije three agreements signed between Paraguay and Bolivia in 1879,
in 1887, and in 1894.72 Those unfinished agreements form something
in the nature of a visible mark showing the final compromise attained

by the parties at different times and the opinion of the statesmen
of both nations during the course of half a century of negotiations
to arrive at a Bolivian-Paraguayan agreement.
From a historical point of view, as well as one of equity and re-

spect for territorial right which within certain limits cannot be dis-

cussed, such a formula would supply the means which would make
arbitration practicable.

71
Signed April 22, 192T; for text, see despatch No. 275, April 29, 1927, from

the Charg^ in Argentina, Foreign Relations, 1927, vol. i, p. 316.
""For texts, see Paraguay, Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores, Paraguay-

Bolivia, Tratados y Protocolos . . . (Asuncion, Imprenta Nacional, 1927), pp.
o 10.
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The arguments stated above will justify before^the enlightened
opinion of the neutral nations the attitude of Bolivia which is mak-

ing an effort to find an equitable solution of a litigation and the

justice of the objections made to unlimited arbitration. As regards
the latter, an antecedent which gives greater force to the argument
is worthy of mention. The Commission of Conciliation at Washing-
ton, unable by article 9 of the protocol of January 3, 1929, to discuss

the territorial side of the question, in a laudable endeavor to solve

the litigation completely, proposed a compromise frontier line from
PuertoXeda on the Paraguay River to Fort D'Orbigny on the Pilco-

ma^o River. A careful examination of the suggestion shows that it-

possesses nothing in the nature of a compromise. To compromise
meTans mutual renouncement and common sacrifice in pursuit of an
ideal of concord. In this proposal summary [such a\ course was
only expected of Bolivia. Taking the line of the Quijarro-Decoud
Treaty as a basis of comparison, Paraguay preserved her penetration
in the Chaco authorized by it, but without granting to Bolivia an
equivalent advance up to the mouth of the River Apa, the western
line being granted to Paraguay. The compensations of a river coast

were expressly denied to Bolivia, and she had to renounce about one
and a half geographic degrees on the banks of the Paraguay River.
The so-called compromise line suggested does not take into con-

sideration strict right nor conventional right which it destroys, nor
even equity. It seriously impairs the situation of Bolivia, disposes
freely of her territory without offering her the compensation of an

equivalent fluvial territory. If such a suggestion had its origin in

the heart of a Commission not empowered to examine the fonda-
mental issue, what may transpire before an organization empowered
by definite authority to exert its influence in the delineation of the

territory which must be submitted to arbitration ?

It is true that in order to remove any doubts, Your Excellency is

good enough to state the right of each of the parties to retire from
the negotiations should the formula of the understanding be unsatis-

factory. My Government believes that such a step would seriously
affect the authority of the neutral nations and the prestige of the

country which might try it. The formula, though adverse to the one

damaged by it, would establish a precedent which due to the strength
of its high origin would weaken legal titles, jealousy defended, and
the Government who would dissent from such opinions would appear
refractory to the ideas of international concord.

These reasons, which will be appreciated to the full by the neutral

governments, induce Bolivia to reaffirm irrevocably the reserves set

forth in her note of November 13th, 1929, regarding the necessity
to establish concrete grounds for the functioning of the Commission.

My Government wishes to place on record its gratitude for the

generous and disinterested efforts made by the five neutral powers
to solve the difficulties unhappily existing between Bolivia and Para-

guay. Bolivia recognizes the lofty aims of the five sister nations.

And it is thus that she receives with pleasure the suggestion to initiate

conversations between the diplomatic representatives of Bolivia and

Paraguay accredited to the Government of the United States. Not-

withstanding the fact that for reasons foreign to Bolivia, Bolivian-

Paraguayan relations have not yet been reestablished, my Government

518625 45 27
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has the hope that as soon as the act of conciliation at Washington is

executed, it will not be long before they are resumed. The practical
means arrived ft by the neutrals will probably lead us to the terms
of an agreement. The conversations between the diplomats of Bo-
livia and Paraguay taking place in the quiet and propitious atmos-

phere of Washington, cooperating with those which will be begun
in La Paz or Asuncion, will give satisfactory results. My Govern-
ment has faith and confidence in them and if they do not settle the

territorial litigation itself, they will at least offer in concrete form
the correct material upon which a subsequent arbitration may offer

the last word.

Begging Your Excellency to convey to the knowledge of the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America the tenor of this note and
to reiterate Bolivitvs deepest gratitude for her laudable and generous
effort, I have the honor to offer to Your Excellency the assurance of

my distinguished consideration.

Signed F. Vaca Chavez/'
HJBBAED

724.3415/1016a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard)

"WASHINGTON; March 5, 1930 5 p. m.

16. Department feels that progress is being made and that the

penultimate paragraph of the note of February 25,
73

coupled with the

statement of the President reported in your 15, February 27, 3 p. m.
and a similar statement made to the Department by the Bolivian

Minister on the third instant means that Bolivia will, as soon as the

conciliation agreement of September 12 is carried out, initiate direct

negotiations in Washington, supplemented by similar negotiations
in La Paz and/or Asuncion. Please call on the President and express
the gratification of this Government at the decision of the Bolivian

Government in the premises. At the same time you may discreetly

point out that (1) the settlement of the fundamental question at issue

is not linked up with the conciliation agreement, and (2) the concili-

ation agreement offers no basis for delaying the establishment of

diplomatic relations pending the settlement of the questions of Bo-

queron and Yanguardia.
In carrying out the above you will be very careful to avoid any

appearance of pressure on Bolivia or of attempting to hasten it unduly
in instituting direct negotiations in Washington.
For your information the Department interprets the recent state-

ment of Paraguay as giving complete freedom of action to Uruguay
and tacitly accepting the Uruguayan formula for carrying out the

agreement of September 12, as regards Boqueron and Vanguardia.
The Department is advising the Uruguayan Government of its views
w See telegram No. 16, Febmary 27, o p. m., from the Charge in Bolivia, supra.
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in the premises and is suggesting that it proceed by sending its officers

to the Forts in question. The Department hopes that this last

obstacle to prompt initiation of direct negotiations will, therefore,

soon be removed.
COTTON

724.3415/1018 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (HiVbard] to the Acting Secretary of State

LA PAZ, March 8, 1930 noon.

[Keceived 1 p. m.]

18. Department's telegram No. 16, March 5, 5 p. m. I spoke to the

President this morning in accordance "with the Department's instruc-

tions. He expressed great pleasure at the message and stated that

he was sure direct negotiations in Washington were the most practical
means to reach a satisfactory solution and that he could never have

accepted another commission. He added that he was prepared to

start these negotiations as soon as the conciliation agreement was
fulfilled and that he would send Abelli to Washington as Counselor

of Legation with full powers to conduct them.

HlBBARD

724.3415/1110 : Telegram

The Minister in Paraguay ( Wheeler] to the Secretary of State

ASUNCION, August 19, 1930 10 a. m.

[Eeceived 3 : 10 p. m.]

67. My Bolivian colleague has received a telegram from his Foreign
Office stating that the Government junta does not favor beginning
the boundary conversations in Washington till after the installation

of the civil government but that if the United States especially desires

that they begin without delay the point will be yielded. He has so

informed Zubizarreta.74

WHEELER

724.3415/1120 : Telegram

The Minister in Paraguay (Wheeler] to the Secretary of State

ASUNCION, September 12, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received September 13 6 : 55 a. m.]

70. My telegram No. 65, August 14, 3 p. m.74a Zubizarreta has sev-

eral times asked me if I have received any word from you giving your

opinion as to the best time for the opening of the conversations at

Washington.
W H RET.TTR

74
Paraguayan Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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724.3415/1120 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Paraguay

(Wheeler)

WASHINGTON, September 13, 1930 3 p. ra-

22. Your TO, September 12, 3 p. m. Bolivian note of February 25,

1930,
74b intimates readiness of that Government to undertake conversa-

tions with Paraguayan representative in Washington after the Con-

ciliation Agreement of September 12, 1929, has been complied with.

The Conciliation Agreement having now been fulfilled by the reestab-

lishment of diplomatic relations between Paraguay and Bolivia and

the exchange of forts, it would appear that the conversations may
be entered into at any time convenient to the two Governments con-

cerned. So far as this Government is concerned any time agreeable
to Paraguay and Bolivia will be satisfactory to it. This is a matter

which could perhaps best be discussed, in the first instance at least ?

directly between the Paraguayan and Bolivian Governments.

COTTO3ST

BOUNDARY DISPUTES

Guatemala and Honduras T5

714.15l5/l068a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Gitatemala

(Whitehouse)

WASHINGTON, April 25, 1930 6 p. m.

47. The negotiations between Guatemala and Honduras have been
carried on now for somewhat over three months in a spirit of friend-

liness but with little or no flexibility on the part of either delegation.
76

Both delegations apparently have very categoric and rigid instruc-

tions. While very considerable advance has been made, namely, ten-

tative agreement on the line from Cerro Brujo to Cerro Mirador,

progress beyond that point has been hampered by the unyielding

position taken by both delegations under instructions from their

Governments.

While the Honduran delegation for some time maintained an in-

transigent position in demanding the Rio Motagua from Rio Jubuco
to the sea it now seems possible that they would consent to a line

running from Cerro Mirador to Cerro Jubuco, to Cerro Morja, to

74b See telegram No. 16, February 27, 5 p. HL, from the Charge* in Bolivia, p. 3B8.
75 Continued from Foreign Relation*, 1929, vol. i, pp. 946-975.w The conference was held in Washington, January 20-July 16, 1930; see In-

forme del Doctor don Mariano Vazquez So^re la- Conferencia, de Limites Gele-
brada en Washington, D. C., del 20 de enero al 16 de jullo de 1980 (Tegucigalpa,
Tipografia National, 1930).
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Plaza Playitas, to Plaza de las Quebradas, to Q.uebrada Grande, and

from there the Motagua to the sea.

Should this line be acceptable to the Guatemalan Government it

seems likely that the question could be settled very shortly. The
Guatemalan delegation has rejected this line but has consented to its

being submitted to the Guatemalan Government. You will therefore

please take the matter up as soon as possible with the President,

setting forth the matter to him fully, as outlined above, and inquire
whether this line would be acceptable to the Guatemalan Government.

[Paraphrase.] Should Guatemala definitely reject this line you
will then endeavor to have as much latitude as possible given to the

Guatemalan delegation to arrive at a solution. You understand that

while the Department would be glad should Guatemala accept this

line, as it would result in a settlement of the question, yet the Depart-
ment desires you carefully to avoid giving the impression that this

line is one proposed by the Government of the United States. Confi-

dentially it may be said that the Department rather expects this line

to be rejected, and then a Guatemalan line of the Cordillera from
Cerro Elencia to Cerro San Ildefonso and thence to the Eio Tinto

and the Motagua to be rejected by Honduras. With more liberal

instructions a definite line could be agreed upon somewhere in between

the two. Telegraph Department the result of your conversation and

any counterproposals or suggestions made by the President. [End
paraphrase.]

COTTON

714.1515/1069 : Telegram

The Minister in Guatemala (WMteJiouse) to the Acting Secretary of

State

[Paraphrase]

GUATEMALA, April 28, 1930 noon.

[Eeceived 7 : 11 p. m.]

56. Department's 47, April 25, 6 p. m. I have just seen the Presi-

dent and the Minister for Foreign Affairs
; they reject definitely the

line mentioned and they are also unfavorably disposed to White's 77

last suggestion of the Rio Tepescuintla. They, moreover, claim that

Salazar has full powers and that Guatemala is making all the conces-

sions. The only suggestion offered was the Minister's remark that

the best procedure seemed to be to continue working on the frontier

section by section.

I think they would, of course, accept White's line, but are afraid

to concede anything even at the mouth of the Motagua until they
know what further concessions will be necessary to reach a settlement,

77 PrPsnmfllYIv Francis White. Assistant SAfrAtarv nf Rtnto.
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the political consequences of which, the President gave me the clear

impression of being afraid of. They did not dispute my statement

as to the worthlessness of the entire territory and the real value of

a settlement.

WHITEHOTJSE

714.1515/107Sa : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Honduras (Merrell)

WASHINGTON, May 21, 19306 p. m.

24. Negotiations between Honduras and Guatemala have been

carried on now for somewhat over four months in a spirit of friendli-

ness but with little or no flexibility on the part of either delegation.

Both delegations apparently have very categoric and rigid instruc-

tions. While very considerable advance has been made, namely, a

tentative agreement on the line from Cerro Brujo to Cerro Mirador,

progress beyond that point has been hampered by the unyielding

position taken by both delegations under instructions from their

Governments.

While the Guatemalan delegation for sometime has maintained an

intransigent position in demanding the Merendon range from Cerro

Elencia to the sea, it now seems possible that if Honduras is prepared
to deal with the matter in a more liberal spirit, not maintaining an

intransigent position on the lines it has heretofore taken, that Guate-

mala will consent to renounce its claim to a portion of the right bank
of the lower Motagua River.

The Honduran delegates state that they are bound by very rigid
instructions limited to listening informally to any proposals that

are made. They are thus prevented from entering into any serious

negotiations with a view to a settlement. The Department relied

upon the statements of the Minister for Foreign Affairs to the Le-

gation as set forth in your telegrams 114, 117, and 118, of November

26, 10 a. m.. November 30, 11 a. m., and December 3, 6 p. m.,
78 re-

spectively, as indicating that the Honduran delegates would have full

powers to negotiate a settlement of this question. The Department
therefore desires you to recall these statements very earnestly to the

attention of the Honduran Government and say that it feels that

the two Governments are now nearer a settlement than they have been

in the past and that if it will give more latitude to its delegation not

binding it to stand out for any particular line but authorizing it to

enter into a full and frank discussion with the Guatemalan delegation
and the Department it feels that a settlement can be reached. In
this connection, I may say that the Guatemalan Government informed
the American Minister in Guatemala that the Guatemalan delegate
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lias been given full powers. Please take this matter up actively with

the President and Minister for Foreign Affairs and cable the results.

Also cable any indication you may get as to concessions that Hon-
duras would be willing to make to arrive at a settlement.

You will of course point out that this Government has no interest

in the matter other than to help_two friendly Governments arrive at

a just settlement of their difficulty and this Government has been ex-

pending a great deal of time and effort for the last four months in

an endeavor to bring about a satisfactory settlement. If the "dele-

gates of the two Governments, however, do not have ample authority
to negotiate a settlement this Government's helpfulness in the matter

is limited and an agreement under such circumstances is improbable.

[Paraphrase.] The fallowing is strictly confidential. While the

Honduran delegation did suggest a line running from Cerro Mirador
to Cerro Jubuco, Cerro Morja, Las Playitas, Las Quebradas, and
thence to the Motagua at Quebrada Grande, following the Motagua
thence to the sea, they have, nevertheless, very informally indicated

in conversation to members of the Department that they might be

willing to support a line from Cerro Morja to the Cordillera and
thence along the northern slope to Cerro Chachagualia, leaving
Jocornal and Cerro Jocornal in Honduras and from Cerro Chacha-

gualia to the Uio Chachagualia, thence to the Motagua. However, if

a settlement is to be made, it will be necessary for Honduras to agree
to a line farther east than the Bio Chachagualia. This seems evident

from the situation developed in our conversations with the Guate-

malan delegation.
The Department desires that Minister Lay, immediately upon his

arrival in Tegucigalpa, follow up the representations of the Charge
in the same manner indicated in this telegram and report the results.

[End paraphrase.]
STIMSON

714.1515/1079 : Telegram

The Charge in Honduras (Merrell) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, May 22, 19309 p. m.

[Keceived May 23 1 p. m.]

29. Your telegram No. 24, May 21, 6 p. m. In the presence of the

Minister for Foreign Affairs and myself the President of the Re-

public this afternoon telegraphed instructions to the Honduran

delegation in Washington which were in translation substantially as

follows :

"I instructed you that you had ample powers to discuss the boundary
question with Guatemala in all of its aspects. I now confirm these

instructions."
MERRELL
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714.1515/1082 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, June 4, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received June 5 9 : 35 a. m.]

34. Your telegram No. 24, May 21, 6 p. m. The President has

given me to understand that while he would not concede the town

of Chachahualia he is willing that Honduran delegation submit to him
a proposed line east of the Rio Chachahualia and after consultation

with members of his Government and certain deputies he will advise

the delegation. The President insists that the Honduran delegation
has ample powers to do this without further instructions.

The President told me that to cede any of the territory east of

the Chachahualia River south of the Motagua River would be the

greatest sacrifice Honduras could make and would be very unpopular
in Honduras. He intimated that an exchange for other territory

southwest of Rio Chachahualia would be better than ceding any of

this area. He does not recognize that Guatemala has any legitimate
claim to the right bank of the lower Motagua River. [Paraphrase.]
The Foreign Minister, in the presence of the President, proposed
that the Department of State suggest a line to the delegates. The
President and the Foreign Minister undoubtedly believe that a line

suggested by the Department of State would stand a much better

chance of acceptance here than a line demanded or claimed by Guate-

mala especially in the area where Hondurans feel they are sacrificing
their sovereignty. [End paraphrase.]

79

LAY

714.1515/1084 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, June 17, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received June 18 9 : 05 a. m.]

46. The President of the Republic, in the presence of the Minister

for Foreign Affairs, requested me to telegraph you his appreciation
for your suggestion to the delegates in Washington that the Arbitral

Commission be composed of one delegate proposed by Honduras,
one by Guatemala, presided over by the Chief Justice of the United
States Supreme Court and that a commission composed in this way
would be most acceptable to Honduras. The President added that his

w
Discussions to reach an agreement on a boundary line continued until June

12, when the chairman of the conference announced that on the following day
the conference would pass to a discussion of a possible treaty of arbitration
to put an end to the boundary question. See Informe del Doctor don Mariano
V&sguez soore la Gonferencior de Lirnites, p. 12.
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Government would willingly accept any award of such a Commission
since it has the utmost confidence in the fairness and justice of the

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.

Eepeated to Guatemala.

LAY

714.1515/1084 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Honduras

WASHINGTON, June 19, 1930 3 p. m.

29. Your 46, June 17, 5 p. m. The suggestion was not made by
the Department that the Arbitral Commission be composed of one

delegate proposed by Honduras, one by Guatemala, and presided over

by the Chief Justice of the United States. The Department's rep-
resentative at the meeting of the Commission first asked tlie Hon-
duran delegates who would be acceptable as Arbitrator and they
listed the President of the United States, the Chief Justice, or one
of the American Judges on The Hague Tribunal. Guatemala in-

sisted upon the Central American Tribunal as the Treaty of 1923 80

is binding on both Guatemala and Honduras. Honduras was not
favorable to the Central American Tribunal. Inquiry was then made
whether that Tribunal would be acceptable if agreement was had in

advance as to who would preside over it. The Guatemalan delegate
said that the Chief Justice of the United States would be eminently
satisfactory to Guatemala as the third and presiding member. The
Honduran delegation immediately accepted this proposal but stated

it desired to have a Tribunal of three, one appointed by Guatemala,
one by Honduras, to be presided over by the Chief Justice. The
Guatemalan delegation insists that as the Treaty of 1923 is in effect and

binding between the two countries that Tribunal should be accepted
with the agreement made in advance, if necessary, as to the members
who will compose the Tribunal. Honduras, while admitting that the

Convention is in effect, maintains that it does not apply to this one

particular case because Article I excepts cases in which the parties
have "accepted some other form of arbitration". The Honduran
position is that the Treaty of 1914 81 was in effect when this Treaty was

signed in 1923 and constituted acceptance of some other form of

arbitration. The Honduran delegation maintains that the Treaty
of 1914 was in effect at the time of the Central American Conference

80 Convention for the establishment of an international Central American
Tribunal, signed at Washington, February 7, 1923, Conference on Central Ameri-
can Affairs, Washington, December 4, 1922-February 7, 1923 (Washington, Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1923), p. 296.

81 See Foreign Relations, 1917, p. 786.
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in 1923 and that as the Convention signed at that time might not be

ratified for some months, Mr. Hughes' suggestion that the boundary
matter be settled in accordance with the 1914 Convention was per-

fectly proper and acceptable to Guatemala. As you know, the Gov-
ernments did not agree, however, on the formula for arbitration and
no action was taken under the 1914 Treaty before it expired by limi-

tation in 1925. That Treaty being now of no effect, Guatemala main-

tains that it can not be alleged that they have accepted some other

form of arbitration and hence can not submit their boundary dispute
to the Central American Tribunal. The Department considers that

this view is correct and if you can persuade the Honduran Government
to accept the Central American Tribunal, with an agreement that the

Chief Justice of the United States be asked to preside at its delibera-

tions, it will make an agreement very much easier.

The difference between the two delegations is one of form; both

are agreed upon the composition of the Tribunal and it is merely this

technicality as to whether they have accepted some other form of

arbitration or not which is delaying an agreement. This technicality

could in any event be waived by the Honduran Government, even

should its position be correct, and the Department very much hopes
it will do so in the interest of a prompt agreement.

STIMSON

714.1515/1088 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, June 25, 1930 noon.

[Eeceived 3 : 50 p. m.]

51. I have just received a note from the President of the Republic,
dated June 23, stating that he has received a telegram from the

Honduranean delegation in Washington to the effect that the Depart-
ment's proposal that the competency of the Central American Tri-

bunal to try the boundary question be submitted to a special tribunal

has been accepted with the understanding that both parties will abide

by the decision of the special tribunal.

The President's note then adds that although the Honduranean

delegates have ample powers to act as they think best he has recom-

mended that they observe the greatest harmony with the impartial

opinion of the Department of State "principally with reference to

the acceptance of the special treaty of juridical arbitration".

In view of the above message from the Honduranean delegation
he states that he has decided not to call for the present the meeting
mentioned in mv telegram No. 49, June 22, 7 p. m.82

LAY
2 Not printed.
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714.151 5/lQ90a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in France (Edge)

WASHINGTON-, July 7, 19306 p. m.

151. Please communicate following as soon as possible to the Hon-
orable Charles E. Hughes. Chief Justice of the United States, who
is now motoring in northern France, Belgium or the Rhineland, and
whose address is care of Bankers' Trust Company, 5 Place Vendome,
Paris :

"After six months negotiations in an endeavor to settle the

boundary dispute between Guatemala and Honduras, a direct settle-

ment not having been possible, the Delegates of the two countries
have agreed on an arbitration treaty.

There is a difference between them as to whether the International
Central American Tribunal established at the Conference on Central
American Affairs, February 7th, 1923, has jurisdiction or not, but
they have agreed to submit this question of competency to a Special
Tribunal to be composed in the same manner as the International
Central American Tribunal, provided that the Chief Justice of the

United States is the third and presiding member. This Special
Tribunal will determine the competency of the Central American
Tribunal. If the Special Tribunal decides that the Central American
Tribunal has jurisdiction, it will immediately constitute itself as the

Central American Tribunal to determine the question at issue between
them. If it decides that the Central American Tribunal has not

jurisdiction, then the Special Tribunal will proceed to a consideration

of the boundary dispute. It is provided that the Special Tribunal
will meet, if it "is possible, within sixty days following the exchange
of ratifications of the Convention which they hope to sign on or about
the fifteenth of this month. Provision is made that while the Parties

are bound by the dates fixed the Tribunal can change them in order

to meet with your convenience if you will accept to act a Presiding

Judge. In other words, should the sixty days fall within your holi-

day next year, the court would not meet until the date fixed by you
at your convenience in the following autumn.
I have been requested by both Parties to communicate with you

and inquire whether you will permit them to provide in the treaty
that the Chief Justice of the United States shall be the third arbi-

trator who will preside over the Tribunal.

I may say that there was very considerable difficulty in bringing
them to an agreement on the Tribunal in view of their difference of

opinion as to whether or not the Central American Tribunal is

competent. Guatemala insisted upon the competency of the Central

American Tribunal whereas Honduras desired the arbitration to be

before a Special Tribunal presided over by you. Guatemala stated

that it would accept the compromise arrangement of arbitrating the

competency of the Central American Tribunal on the condition that

the third arbitrator should be the Chief Justice of the United States.

This was readily accepted by Honduras. After six months of negoti-

ations it was the first point on which they were able to agree.

May I ask you to be so good as to transmit your reply to me through

any of our diplomatic or consular officers who will cable it to me."

STIMSOX
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714.1515/1092 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Secretary of State

PARIS, July 11, 193011 a. m.

[Eeceived July 11 5 : 36 a. m.]

214. Department's 151, July 7, 6 p. m. Following telegram received

today from Chief Justice Hughes :

"I shall be happy to accept designation as third arbitrator to pre-
side over tribunal established for purposes stated in your telegram
July 7th. Hughes."

EDGE

714.1515/1097

Memorandum by the Assistant Secretary of State (White}

[WASHINGTON,] July 19, 1930.

I attach hereto, for the Department's confidential files, (until the

texts are made public by the Guatemalan and Honduran Govern-

ments) the carbon copies of the texts of the Arbitration Treaty and

Supplementary Convention, signed by the representatives of Guate-

mala and Honduras on the afternoon of July 16, 1930. These car-

bons are the exact copies of the Guatemalan and Honduran copies
as signed. I also attach copies of the English translations of this

Treaty and Convention, as agreed upon by .the Guatemalan and
Honduran Delegations.

FRANCIS WHITE

[Enclosure 1 Translation]

Treaty of Arbitration Between Guatemala and Honduras, Signed at

Washington. July 16, 1980

The Governments of the Eepublics of Guatemala and Honduras,

being desirous of settling the question of territorial boundaries which
is unfortunately pending between the two Republics, have agreed to

submit the said question to arbitration through the conclusion of this

treaty, for which purpose they have appointed the following as their

respective plenipotentiaries, to wit :

the Government of Guatemala :

Licenciado Don Carlos Salazar and Licenciado Don Eugenio
Silva Pena,

and the Government of Honduras :

Dr. Mariano Vasquez,
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who, having examined their respective Full Powers, which they

found to be in good and due form,
Have agreed upon the following articles :

ARTICLE I

The High Contracting Parties agree that the Convention for the

Establishment of an International Central American Tribunal, signed
at Washington February 7? 1023, is in effect between them, in accord-

ance with Article XXVI of the same Convention. The Government
of Guatemala makes this declaration without reservations. The

Government of Honduras affirms that that Convention is obligatory
as to all controversies with the exception of the boundary dispute

between Guatemala and Honduras, taking as a basis the wording of

Article I of the said Convention, which does not include questions
with regard to which the parties shall have "accepted some other

form of arbitration". The Government of Honduras believes that

this provision excludes from the jurisdiction of the International

Central American Tribunal its boundary question pending with

Guatemala, by virtue of the fact that the Convention for the Estab-

lishment of an International Central American Tribunal was signed

February 7, 1923, while the Boundary Convention signed August 1,

1914, was in effect between the two countries.

The Government of Guatemala maintains that the International

Central American Tribunal is fully competent to pass judgment, in

judicial arbitration proceedings, on the pending boundary question,

because its jurisdiction extends, in accordance with Article I of the

respective Convention, invoked by the Government of Honduras,
to "all controversies or questions which now exist between them or

which may hereafter arise, whatever their nature or origin", a word-

ing which covers and includes every question of territorial limits,

without the competence of the tribunal being affected by the reserva-

tion alleged by the Government of Honduras, because there is no

agreement between the parties, as to any other form of arbitration,

since the willingness manifested in 192S to submit the question to

the President of the United States of America lapsed with the treaty
of 1914 on which it was based.

The Government of Guatemala believes that the divergence existing
between the points of view of the two governments, with respect to

the application of the Convention for the Establishment of an Inter-

national Central American Tribunal, can and must be adjusted in

conformity with Article XIII of the said pact.
The Government of Honduras is of the opinion that the Interna-
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tional Central American Tribunal is not authorized to determine its

original competence, but only to decide the incidental competence,

with the restrictions of Article I of the said Convention.

Both parties, however, agree that the tribunal which takes cogni-

zance of the boundary question between the two countries, shall be

organized in the same form prescribed in the Convention for the

Establishment of an International Central American Tribunal.

In order to settle the conflict between the opposing points of view

of the two governments, they have decided to establish in the city

of Washington, a Special Tribunal, constituted in the form prescribed

by the Convention for the Establishment of an International Central

American Tribunal and to submit to this Special Tribunal in the

first place, the following question :

Is the Interra^ional Cerrral American Tribunal created by the
Convention of February 7. 19'23

5 competent to take cognizance of the

boundary question pen dins: between Guatemala and Honduras?

If the decision of the Special Tribunal denies the competence of

the International Central American Tribunal to take cognizance of

the pending boundary question, the same tribunal, as Special Bound-

ary Tribunal, shall proceed to take cognizance of the frontier dispute
which is maintained by the High Contracting Parties.

If, on the other hand, the Special Tribunal recognizes, in its deci-

sion, the competence of the International Central American Tribunal,
the said Special Tribunal shall take cognizance, as International

Central American Tribunal, of the boundary question pending be-

tween Guatemala Honduras and will sit at the said city of

Washington.
In both cases, the stipulations of the present Treaty shall be

observed.

ARTICLE II

The Special Tribunal referred to by the preceding article shall be
constituted as follows :

The Government of Guatemala appoints Dr. Luis Castro Ureiia
from the permanent list of jurists established by Article II of the
Convention for the Establishment of an International Central Ameri-
can Tribunal.

The Government of Honduras appoints Senor Dr. Don Emilio
Bello Codesido from the list.

The two Governments, by common agreement, appoint as Third
Arbitrator the Chief Justice of the United States, who shall preside
over the Tribunal.
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ARTICLE III

The Special Tribunal shall meet, if possible, within the sixty days

following the exchange of ratifications of the present Treaty; and

each of the High Contracting Parties shall submit to it, within the

three days following its organization, the pleas relative to the com-

petence or incompetence of the International Central American Tri-

bunal to take cognizance of the boundary question between Guate-

mala and Honduras.
In the light of the pleas the Special Tribunal shall pronounce its

judgment, which shall be final and without appeal.

ARTICLE IV

Within the thirty days following notification of the decision which

settles the question of competence, the High Contracting Parties shall

submit to the Special Tribunal, or to the International Central

American Tribunal, as the case may be, the pleas, proofs, and docu-

ments of whatever kind they may deem expedient to support their

points of view and claims in the.boundary question.

ARTICLE V

The High Contracting Parties are in agreement that the only

juridical line which can be established between their respective
countries is that of the Uti Possidetis of 1821. Consequently, they
are in accord that the Tribunal shall determine this line. If the

Tribunal finds that one or both parties, in their subsequent develop-
ment have established, beyond that line, interests which should be
taken into account in establishing the definitive boundary, the Tri-

bunal shall modify as it may see fit the line of the Uti Possidetis of

1821 and shall fix the territorial or other compensation which it may
deem just that either party should pay to the other.

ARTICLE VI

The pleas, the proofs, and the documents, shall be presented by the

parties to the Tribunal in four copies, in English and in Spanish,
one copy of which in both languages shall be for each of the members
of the Tribunal and the remaining copy shall be delivered by the

Tribunal to the other party in the dispute.

ARTICLE VII

The Tribunal shall deliver the plea of the other party to the repre-
sentative of each' Government for sixty days for examination and

reply and shall exhibit to him, if he should so request, the documents

presented.
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ARTICLE VIII

Each party shall have the right to submit for the consideration of

the Tribunal, together with its reply, plans (sketches) , maps, proofs,
and other documents which have not been presented with the initial

plea. These shall be communicated to the other party, which may
refute them within the fifteen days following the date on which it

receives them.

ARTICLE IX

The time limits established in the present treaty shall be peremp-

tory; but the Tribunal is expressly empowered by the Contracting
Parties to extend them on sufficient grounds therefor.

ARTICLE X

All decisions of the Tribunal shall be arrived at by a majority of

votes. In case the votes are scattered, the vote of the President of

the Tribunal shall be decisive.

ARTICLE XI

Each party shall be represented by an attorney who, for the per-
formance of his duty, may have such assistants as his Government

may deem necessary.

ARTICLE XII

The High Contracting Parties confer on the Tribunal the necessary

authority to settle by itself any difference which may arise with

regard to the interpretation or carrying out of this Treaty and the

decisions of the said Tribunal.

ARTICLE XIII

The High Contracting Parties empower the Tribunal to appoint
committees of investigation, to utilize the service of experts and resort

to other means of informatioij. which it may deem necessary for

ascertaining the facts. They also empower it to organize the sub-

ordinate personnel of the Tribunal, in such formjas it may deem de-

sirable. To this end the parties undertake to place at the service of

the Tribunal such facilities as may be necessary.

ARTICLE XIV

The award of the Tribunal shall be handed down as soon as pos-
sible and it shall set forth the points of fact and of law involved in

the controversy, and the reasons and grounds which are considered
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valid for the decision. This award shall decide the boundary contro-

versy finally and without appeal and shall be faithfully executed by
the High Contracting Parties.

ARTICLE XV

The High Contracting Parties have agreed' that the physical de-

marcation of the frontier shall be performed by a Technical Com-
mission, in conformity with the provisions of the Convention

supplementary to the present Treaty, signed on this same date.

ARTICLE XVI

Until the demarcation is made, each of the High Contracting
Parties shall maintain the possessions which it at present has in the

frontier zone, but may carry on agricultural, industrial, and com-

mercial activities within the limits of its present possessions. Each
undertakes not to make any new advance and to avoid all hostile acts

between the two parties.

ARTICLE XVII

It is understood and agreed between the High Contracting Parties

that private properties acquired under legitimate title prior to the

date of the present Treaty, which may remain on either side of the

dividing line, must be respected and shall have the benefit of all

the guarantees provided in each country for the property of its

nationals, by its constitution and laws, to which said properties shall

then be subject.

ARTICLE XVIII

In case one or both of the arbitrators appointed separately by each

of the High Contracting Parties resigns or is incapacitated, the

respective government shall immediately take steps to replace himr

selecting the new arbitrators from the lists established by Article II

of the Convention for the Establishment of an International Central

Ajnerican Tribunal. Such substitution shall not affect the validity

and force of this Treaty.

ARTICLE XIX

Each party shall pay the honorarium and expenses of the arbitra-

tor which it appoints and the expenses incurred in preparing and

prosecuting its action. Half of the general costs of the arbitration

proceedings, as well as the honorarium and expenses of the President

of the Tribunal, shall be paid by each of the Contracting Parties.
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ARTICLE XX
The present Treaty shall be submitted, as soon as possible, in

Guatemala and in Honduras, for ratification in the manner provided

by their constitutions; and the exchange of ratifications shall take

place in this city of Washington, capital of the United States of

America, within the sixty days following the date of the last

ratification.

In faith whereof, the plenipotentiaries of Guatemala and Honduras

sign the present Treaty, in two copies of the same tenor, which they
authenticate with their respective seals, in the city of Washington,
D. C., on the sixteenth day of the month of July, one thousand nine

hundred and thirty.

CARLOS SALAZAK MARIANO VASQTJEZ

ETTGENIO SILVA PENA

[Enclosure 2 Translation]

Supplementary Convention to the Treaty of Arbitration Between
Honduras and Guatemala, Signed at Washington, July 16, 1930

The Governments of the Eepublics of Honduras and Guatemala,
in accordance with Article XV of the Treaty of Arbitration signed
this day, in this city, have deemed fit to conclude the present Supple-

mentary Convention to the said Treaty; and for that purpose have

appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries,
The Government of Honduras: Dr. Mariano Vasquez; and the

Government of Guatemala, Licenciado Don Carlos Salazar and Licen-

ciado Don Eugenio Silva Pena, who, after having communicated to

each other their respective full powers, which they found to be in

good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles:

ARTICLE I

Within one hundred and twenty days, counting from the date on
which the Arbitral Tribunal, set up by the Treaty of Arbitration

aforementioned, shall have notified the High Contracting Parties of

the award which shall determine the boundary line between Guate-
mala and Honduras, a Technical Commission shall proceed to carry
out the demarcation of the said line.

ARTICLE II

The Commission referred to in the preceding article shall be com-

posed of five engineers, of whom, one shall be designated by the

President of the Arbitral Tribunal, in consultation with the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey; two shall be appointed by the
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Government of Honduras and two by the Government of Guatemala,
each Party having the right to appoint the complementary personnel
which it may consider advisable. The work shall be carried on under
the direction of the engineer designated by the President of the

Arbitral Tribunal, who shall be the Head of the Commission, with

sufficient authority to give in the field the final decision with regard
to any differences whatsoever of a geodetic or topographical character

which might arise between the engineers of Honduras and Guatemala.

ARTICLE III

If, after the lapse of the time limit of one hundred and twenty
days referred to in the first article, one of the High Contracting
Parties shall not have appointed the two engineers who, on its behalf,
are to be members of the Technical Commission, the work of demarca-
tion of .the boundary line shall be started and carried to conclusion

by the engineer designated by the President of the Arbitral Tribunal
and those who shall have been appointed at the proper time by the

other Party. In this case the Engineer at the head of the Technical

Commission is authorized to appoint substitute engineers if he should

deem it necessary.

ARTICLE IV

Once the appointment of the engineers has been made, they shall

meet as soon as possible, in the town nearest to either of the terminal

points of the line fixed by the decision of the Arbitral Tribunal and
shall begin their work. The Head of the Commission shall advise the

Governments of Honduras and Guatemala of this fact.

ARTICLE V

The Technical Commission shall establish at the extreme points of

the boundary line and at the important points thereof, monuments
which shall be located astronomically as to latitude and longitude.

The latter shall refer to the meridian of Greenwich. It shall also con-

struct monuments along the line on the summits of the hills, at the

crossings of roads, rivers and ravines, and at other conspicuous

places, in order that the inhabitants of each country may easily recog-

nize the boundary.
The monuments shall be constructed of such material as may be

considered most satisfactory by the Technical Commission, and the

latter shall determine their dimensions and inscriptions.

ARTICLE VI

The Commission of Engineers shall remain in the region where

the work of demarcation is performed. The latter can not be sus-
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pended except fortuitously, when the rainy season or other substantial

reason does not permit of its performance.

ARTICLE VII

The Technical Commission shall have all the time that may be

necessary to complete the work of demarcation.

If any of the members of the Commission should become incapaci-
tated or unable, for any reason, to continue to render service, he

shall be replaced immediately by another engineer who shall be ap-

pointed by the respective Government, upon mere notification by the-

Head of the Commission.

ARTICUE VIII

The Technical Commission shall endeavor, so far as possible, to

draw the line of demarcation which must join the points indicated

by the arbitral award, through such natural or mutually visible land-

marks as the terrain may offer.

ARTICLE IX

After finishing the field and office work, the Technical Commis-
sion of Engineers shall draw up in triplicate a detailed report and
send it, together with the general map and the detail maps, to the

Governments of both Honduras and Guatemala and to the President

of the Arbitral Tribunal.

ARTICLE X
The Governments of Honduras and Guatemala undertake to fur-

nish the Technical Commission every assistance and facility for the*

accomplishment of its task.

ARTICLE XI

The general expenses caused by the demarcation, as well as the 1

honorarium and expenses of the Engineer Head of the Technical

Commission, shall be paid in equal parts, by the Governments of*

Honduras and Guatemala. In any case, the honoraria and expenses
of the two engineers of each of the High Contracting Parties and
their assistants shall be paid by each of the Parties individually.

ARTICLE XII

The High Contracting Parties undertake to recognize, maintain

and respect perpetually and forever, as the boundary line between-

Honduras and Guatemala, the line demarcated by the Technical:
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Commission, in conformity with the award handed down by the Ar-
hitral Tribunal, set up by the Arbitration Treaty concluded by the

said High Contracting Parties, today, in this city.

ARTICLE XIII

The present Convention, supplementary to the Arbitration Treaty
concluded on this same date between the Governments of Honduras
and Guatemala, shall be submitted, together with the latter, for ratifi-

cations in accordance with the constitutional provisions of the two

countries; and the exchange of ratifications shall take place in the

city of Washington, capital of the United States of America, within
the sixty days following the date of the last ratification.

In faith whereof, the plenipotentiaries of Honduras and Guate-
mala sign this Convention, in two copies of the same tenor, which

they authenticate with their respective seals, in the city of Washing-
ton, D. C. on the sixteenth day of July, one thousand nine hundred
and thirty.

[The ratifications of the treaty of arbitration and of the supple-

mentary convention were exchanged on October 15, 1931, at Wash-
ington. In a letter of the same date to the Secretary of State, the

Ministers of Guatemala and of Honduras requested that the Secre-

tary communicate to the Chief Justice of the United States the latter's

appointment to form and preside over the Arbitral Tribunal com-

posed of himself and Doctors Emilio Bello Codesido of Chile and
Luis Castro Arena of Costa Bica. Mr. Hughes accepted the appoint-
ment in a letter to the Secretary of State dated October 19, 1931.

(714.1515/1192,1196.)]

Honduras and Nicaragua
*

715.1715/366a

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Honduras (Lay)
84

No. 1 WASHINGTON, May 21 5
1930.

SIR : The Department understands that the Governments of Hon-
duras and Nicaragua are now in substantial agreement with respect

to the method to be followed in adjusting the dispute which prevails

with respect to a portion of their common boundary. The procedure

apparently contemplated by the two Governments embraces the sign-

83 Continued from Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, pp. 975-984.
8* The same, mutatis mutandis, on the same date to the Minister in Nicaragua

as instruction No. 16.
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ing of a protocol of agreement, based upon the award of the King
of Spain and providing for the appointment of a commission of

engineers, to be formed of one Honduran engineer and one Nicaraguan

engineer and to be presided over by an American engineer, who shall

act as President.

Inasmuch as both Governments have expressed the desire that

the Government of the United States shall thus cooperate in the set-

tlement of the difficulty, the Department is prepared, if such action

would be agreeable to the two Governments concerned, to lend its

further cooperation by authorizing the American representatives at

Tegucigalpa and Managua to collaborate in the preparation of the

protocol of agreement.
A similar instruction is being addressed to the American Minister

at Managua. Upon its receipt he will determine whether it is oppor-
tune and appropriate to undertake the action it contemplates and, if

so, he will inform you of that fact and inquire whether the situation at

Tegucigalpa likewise is propitious for the initiation of similar negoti-
ations. When your respective Legations are in agreement as to the

advisability of opening negotiations and the date upon which they
shall be initiated and it has been ascertained by informal inquiry
of both Governments that the assistance of this Government in the

elaboration of the protocol of agreement would be acceptable, you

may then submit the following general outline of the protocol of

agreement for consideration, stating that similar action is being
taken by the American Legation at Managua :

^"Whereas, the Governments of the Republics of Honduras and
Nicaragua are desirous of strengthening the fraternal ties of friend-

ship which have traditionally bound them, through the removal of
the only obstacle to complete harmony which now exists

;

"And whereas on December 23, 1906, His Majesty the King of

Spain rendered an arbitral award designating the boundary line
between the two Eepublics from the Atlantic to the Pass of Teoteca-
cinte (the remainder of the line, from the Pass of Teotecacinte to
the Gulf of Fonseca having been definitively accepted by both

Governments) ;

It is hereby agreed:
"1. The Governments of Honduras and Nicaragua mutually pledge

their acceptance of the award of the King: of Spain as handed down
by him on December 23, 1906:

"2. The Governments of Honduras and Nicaragua hereby un-

conditionally agree that the delineation of the boundary determined

by the award of the King of Spain, to which the preceding article

refers, shall be entrusted to a Joint Commission, consisting of an
engineer appointed by each Government and presided over by an
American engineer designated by the Government of the United
States of America

;

"3. The Governments of Honduras and Nicaragua agree that the
Commission of engineers described in the preceding article shall have
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full authority to establish the boundary line between the two Re-

publics from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pass of Teotecacinte, in ac-

cordance with the award of the King of Spain, establishing that line

at points where the award of the King of Spain may require
clarification and interpreting the meaning of the award in such
instances as its meaning may not be clear;

"4. In the event that the two Commissioners cannot reach^an agree-

ment, the President of the Commission shall render a decision which
shall be final

;
and

"5. The Governments of Honduras and Nicaragua agree that the

decisions, findings, and recommendations of the Joint Boundary
Commission hereinbefore mentioned shall be accepted as final and
without appeal, and that the boundary line as laid down by the Joint
Commission shall be accepted by both Governments as their true

and definitive common frontier."

Should alterations in the protocol be suggested, you should bear in

mind that the essential points of agreement are that the Commission

shall be established, that it shall function under the award of the

King of Spain, and that its decisions and demarcation of the line

shall be accepted by both Governments as final.

This Government would view with gratification the early settle-

ment of this dispute, and it is desired that you report frequently
and fully the progress of your representations.

I am [etc.] For the Secretary of State:

FRANCIS WHITE

71-5.1715/367 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, June 13, 1980 4 p. m.

[Received 10 p. m.]

70. Department's instruction No. 16, May 21 85
concerning the re-

opening of negotiations, the Nicaragua-Honduras boundary matter.

When I called upon President Moncada yesterday to keep him in-

formed of developments in connection with recent incidents on the

border which have provoked protest from the Government of Hon-

duras, I asked him what would be the effect on the existing situation

if negotiations in the boundary dispute should be reopened. He
replied that he is convinced that the creation of a boundary commis-

sion as heretofore proposed is the best if not the only way by which

a permanent solution of the difficulty along the frontier including

the suppression of banditry can be attained. He said he has been of

this opinion all along and that he is more convinced than ever that

negotiations should be reopened as soon as possible. He said I might
so inform you if I cared to do so and that he is prepared to carry

out his part of whatever program may be decided upon.

85
See footnote 84, p. 361.
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I was guarded in my comment on his views and told Mm it was a

matter I wanted to consider maturely. I am, however, in full accord

with his views and think there should be no delay in reopening nego-
tiations if the Government of Honduras sees the matter in the same

light. I believe that if a commission is created and sent to the

border both Governments will be under obligations to afford it pro-

tection and that military cooperation between the forces of the two

countries will thus be automatically insured. I am convinced that

the Government will reply in a friendly and conciliatory tone to the

recent protests of the Government of Honduras and it seems probable
that the friendly atmosphere which should exist if negotiations are

reopened can be created.

In view of the fact that the recent incidents involving charges that

the guardm has entered Honduranean territory occurred along the

portion of the frontier not embraced in the award of the King of

Spain, it may be desirable in the course of the prospective negotia-

tions to discuss broadening the terms of the protocol and the duties

of the commission to include re-marking the boundary to the west

of the Pass of Teotecacinte. Moreover, if this is not done, a new

controversy is liable to arise in the future with respect to this portion
of the boundary.
I am repeating this to Tegucigalpa and will await the Department's

further instructions.

HANKA

715.1715/368 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, June 14, 1930 4 p. m.

[KeeeivedlO:38p. m.]

111. Eeferring to the Department's instruction No. 1, May 21, and

telegram from American Legation, Managua, to the Department
June 13, 4 p. m. President Mejia Colindres told me this morning
that he would be pleased if negotiations in the boundary dispute were

reopened and a boundary commission created as soon as possible. He
said that the fixing of the boundary between Honduras and Nicaragua
promptly in this way would accomplish much to avoid the disputes

along the frontier and thereby create a better understanding between
the two countries.

I am awaiting instructions from the Department and further ad-

vices from American Legation at Managua before taking further steps
mentioned in Department's instruction.

Eepeated to Nicaragua.

LAY
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715.1715/369 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, June 19 [sic], 19309 p. m.

[Eeceived June 1811:20 p. m.]

71. My telegram No. 70, June 13, 4 p. m. The Minister for Foreign
Affairs told me this afternoon that President Moncada had instructed

him to draft a protocol to submit the boundary dispute to a commis-

sion. I fear that this will complicate matters and hope that you will

authorize me to proceed with carrying out the program laid down
in the Department's mail instruction No. 16, May 21

5
1930.85a

HANSTA

715.1715/369 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna)

WASHINGTON, June 19, 1930 7 p. m.

54. Legation's 70, June 13, 4 p. m. and 71, June 19, 9 p. m. You
may proceed immediately with the program laid down in the Depart-
ment's mail instruction No. 16, dated May 21, 1930,

85a
notifying the

American Legation at Tegucigalpa of the action taken by you.
For your personal information and for such use as in your opinion

should be made of the information, you are advised that the Depart-
ment will discuss with the Navy Department the feasibility of an
aerial survey of the Nicaraguan Honduran boundary region which
would also embrace that portion of the frontier extending from the

Gulf of Fonseca to the Pass of Teotecacinte.

A similar instruction is being sent to Tegucigalpa.
86

STIMSON

715.1715/370 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, June 25, 1930 4 p. m.

[Eeceived 5:14 p. m.]

74. Department's telegram 54, June 19, 7 p. m. President Moncada
told me this morning that in his opinion the draft protocol of agree-
ment will be more favorably received by the Government of Honduras
if prepared by the Department of State than if prepared by the

Government of Nicaragua and that he will welcome the Department's
858

See footnote 84, p. 361.M
Telegram No. 30 of the same date

;
not printed.
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assistance in preparing and submitting the draft. Accordingly I

have sent the following telegram to the American Legation at

Tegucigalpa :

"June 25, 3 p. m. Department's mail instruction of May 21, 1930,

concerning reopening of negotiations in the Niearaguan Honduranian
boundary matter. The assistance of the Government of the United
States in the elaboration of the protocol of agreement is acceptable
to the Government of Nicaragua and I will submit the outline of

the protocol of agreement for the consideration of this Government
when you advise me that you are prepared to take similar action with
the Government of Honduras.

Repeated to Department of State."

HAKNA

715.1715/371 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, June 27, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received 10 : 15 p. m.]

53. The following telegram was sent to Nicaragua :

"June 27, 4 p. m. Department's instruction of May 21 and your
June 25, 3 p. m.S7 The offer of assistance of the United States in

elaborating the protocol of agreement is gratefully accepted by the

Government of Honduras and if I do not hear to the contrary from
von I shall submit the outline."

LAY

715.1715/372 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Han-na) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, July 2, 1930 6 p. m.

[Received 9:15 p. m.]

80. Department's 54, June 19, 7 p. m. The draft protocol of agree-
ment transcribed in Department's mail instruction No. 16 of May
21 ss was submitted to the Nicaraguan Government today.

Repeated to Tegucigalpa.

715.1715/373 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, July 3, 1930 9 a. m.

[Eeceived 1 p. m.]

57. The draft protocol of agreement transmitted in Department's
instruction No. 1 of May 21 was submitted to the Honduran Govern-
ment yesterday.

Repeated to Managua.
LAY

47 See telegram No. 74, Jnne 25, 4 p. m., to the Secretary of State, supra.
* Soi -F/wrn/vro QJ. r\ QfiTS
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715.1715/374 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGAIXPA, July 7, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived 10:45 p. m.]

58. Department's instruction No. 1, May 21, 1930, and my telegram
No. 57, July 3, 9 a. m. I have now received a report from the Minister
for Foreign Affairs, dated July 5, which after repeating the substance

of my note is in translation as follows :

"In reply and with instructions from His Excellency, the Presi-
dent of the Republic, I am gratified to inform Your Excellency that

my Government accepts in its entirety, and without any modification,
the outline of the protocol of agreement for the execution [of the

Award] of His Majesty the Bong of Spain which you have been

good enough to send to this Secretariat of State for the definitive set-

tlement of the boundary question between Honduras and Nicaragua :

and that in case the Government of Nicaragua accepts it as is hoped,
you will be good enough to inform me whether the protocol vrill be

signed in Tegucigalpa or in Managua in order that this Secretariat

may dictate the appropriate measures."

Kepeated to Nicaragua.
LAT

715.1715/374 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Honduras (Lay)

WASHINGTON, July 8, 1980 6 p. DDL.

34. Legation's 58, July 7, 5 p. m. The selection of the place at

which the boundary protocol is to be signed is a matter for agree-
ment between the Governments of Honduras and Nicaragua. Should

you find that they are unable to reach an agreement on this point,

however, perhaps the difficulty might be solved by signature in Wash-

ington. The Department of course, prefers that the protocol be

signed either in Honduras or Nicaragua.
A similar telegram is being sent to Managua.

STEUDSOST

715.1715/375 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, July 9, 1930 8 p. m.

[Received 6 : 50 p- m.]

83. Department's 62, July 8, 6 p. m.89 I expect to receive soon this

Government's reply concerning the draft protocol. The Minister for

89 See last paragraph of telegram supra.
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Foreign Affairs has just told me that his Government probably will

propose the addition of a provision to the effect that the Govern-
ment of Honduras will guarantee property rights legally acquired by
Mcaraguans and others under Nicaraguan law in territory heretofore

considered as Mcaraguan but which the Boundary Commission may
decide to be Honduranean territory, and that the Government of

Nicaragua will give a similar guarantee under similar conditions. He
said that this would be the only material change in the draft protocol
that his Government will suggest.

Bepeated to Tegucigalpa.
HANNA

715.1715/376 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Banna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, July 14, 1930 5 p. m.

[Keceived 9 : 30 p. m.]

88. The following telegram was sent to the American Legation at

Tegucigalpa :

July 14, 5 p. m. My telegram July 9, 3 p. m.91 It appears that
some of President Moncada's advisers hold the opinion that this Gov-
ernment, in accepting the Award of the King of Spain and the draft

protocol, will make great concessions, whereas tne Government of
Honduras will make no concession in a similar acceptance. If you
can advise me of any such concessions which the Government of Hon-
duras claims to be making in this matter, I may be able discreetly to
use the information you may give me to advantage. Eepeated to
the Department of State.

HANNA

715.1715/377 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, July 14, 1930 9 p. m.

[Received July 15 10 : 55 a. m.]

60. The following telegram was sent to Nicaragua, July 14, 9 p. m. :

"Your July 9, 3 p. m.
5
to the Department. The Minister for For-

eign Affairs informs me that Honduran Government would have no
objection to the additional provision mentioned in your telegram. He
intimated that the President desires that the protocol be signed at an
early date and in Tegucigalpa. Would the Government of Nicaragua
be disposed to accept an invitation direct from Honduras to sign
the protocol at Tegucigalpa? If so, at the appropriate time I can
suggest to President that he extend such an invitation. An invita-
tion was extended to Honduras to sign a similar protocol here (see
your telegram of Xovember 8. 3 p. m., 1929, to the Department

92
)
."

LAT
91 See telegram No. S3 of the same date to the Secretary of State, supra.
88 Wnrrifm. Rplnfirms 1WQ vnf T -n QQ3
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715.1715/380 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Banna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA [, July 31, 19305 p. m.]

[Keceived August 1 3 : 07 a- m.]
95. The following telegram was sent to the Legation at Tegu-

cigalpa :

July 31, 5 p. in. Your July 14, 9 p.
m.ss This Government accepts

the draft protocol with the following changes and additions.
In article 1, insert "as a basis" after the word "pledge

55
.

In article 2, substitute "jointly" for "unconditionally
55

, and the
words "an arbitral boundary" for"the words "a joint".
To article 3, add the sentence "In all doubtful cases, moreover, the

President of the Commission shall decide and his decision shall be
without appeal".

In article 4, insert the words "Mcaraguan and Honduranean" after
the word "commissioners".
Add the following eight articles after article 5.

"6. The delivery of the territories which Honduras or Nica-
ragua is to receive through the fulfillment of the present agree-
ment will be carried out within six months following the demarca-
tion of the border.

7. The inhabitants of the territories which pass to a new sov-

ereignty will retain their previous nationality but will have one
year from the date of the delivery of the respective territories
within which to choose either of the two nationalities. Silence at

the expiration of the period will indicate a will not to change
nationality.

8. The territorial property of the indigenous tribes, whether
individual or collective, will not be altered by the change in sov-

ereignty. If the territorial property of the tribes inhabiting the
territory subject to a change in sovereignty has not been legalized,
the state which may acquire said territory will be obligated to
establish collectively or individually a legal regime of property
in favor of said tribes by the terms of which they will be given
gratuitously lots of ground in sufficient quantity to provide for
their necessities.

9. Neither the agrarian regime in general nor that of private
property will be altered in any way, and the latter shall be re-

spected provided that it has been duly legalized in the cotmtry
which may have possessed the territory affected in fact or by right
prior to this agreement.

10. The Government of Nicaragua reserves the right to transfer
to Nicaraguan territory the indigenous settlements located on the
left bank of the river Coco or Segovia, and those which may be
located to the north of said river in territory which on the date
of the signing of the present agreement may have been in fact or

by right subject to the jurisdiction of Nicaragua* including the

1 See telegram No. 60 of the same date to the Secretary of State, supra.
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settlement of Cruta at the mouth of the river of the same name.
The Government of Nicaragua will exercise this right with the

consent or on the petition of the inhabitants of said settlements

and indigenous tribes. This right will terminate five years from
the date on which Honduras has received the territory situated to
the north of the river Coco or Segovia.

11. Concessions granted to nationals or foreigners by either
of the contracting states which are valid on the date of the pres-
ent agreement and which apply or may apply to territory sub-

ject to a change in sovereignty by the execution of the award
and of this agreement will continue in effect; that is, the state

which may acquire the affected territory will reinvest the other
in all the obligations and rights of the respective contract. *

12. For the purposes of the preceding article and of the pro-
visions of articles 8 and 9, the owners of lands or concessions

acquired by virtue of acts of sovereignty of either of the contract-

ing states, executed and perfected prior to the date of this agree-
ment, will have the right to register their respective titles in the
state which is to exercise sovereignty within the territory affected

within a period of two years counting from the date of the

delivery of said territory, made in compliance with the present
agreement.

13. The present agreement will be submitted to the approval
of the Congress of Nicaragua and will be ratified by the Govern-
ment of Honduras in conformity with the terms of its political

constitution; and the exchange of ratifications will be made in

Managua or Tegucigalpa within the least possible time."

The changes in articles 1 and 2, in the opinion of President Mon-
cada

?
will make the protocol less objectionable to the Mcaraguan

public without altering the force of protocol, and the purpose of the
addition to article 3 is to eliminate all doubt as to the power of the
President of the Commission.

I will immediately transmit to you by radio en clair the original

Spanish text of the foregoing eight additional articles and will await

g>ur
report as to whether they are acceptable to the Government of

onduras.

HAKNA

715.1715/381 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua, (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, July 31, 19306 p. m.

[Eeceived August 1 2 : 20 a. m.]

96. Department's telegram No. 62, July 8, 6 p. m.
;

M and telegram
of July 14. 9 p. m., from the American Legation in Tegucigalpa.
President Moncada does not agree to signing the protocol in Teguci-

galpa because in his opinion it would create an unfavorable im-

pression here. He thinks that bis Government will be in a much

04 See last paragraph of telegram No. 34, July 8, 6 p. m., to the Minister in Hon-
duras, p. 367.
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stronger position if the protocol is signed in Managua and has asked

me to make this known to the Department and the Government of

Honduras. He appears to think that the Government of Honduras
should not insist on this point but if it does he will consider signing
in neutral territory or in both Tegucigalpa and Managua if this is

admissible. I believe this small concession on the part of Honduras
to sentiment here might have a beneficial effect now and when the

protocol is before the Nicaraguan Congress, and I hope we may induce

the Government of Honduras to concede this point. I will postpone

suggesting signature in Washington until I am advised as to the

decision of the Government of Honduras. If the protocol is signed
in the near future it probably will be submitted to an extra session

of the Nicaraguan Congress.

Repeated to Tegucigalpa.
HANNA

715.1715/382 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, August 1, 1930 i p. m.

[Eeceived 8 : 25 p. m.]

69. If Department perceives no objection I will submit to Hon-
duranean Government for approval changes and additions to draft

protocol embodied in Hanna's telegram of July 31, 5 p. m.

LAT

715.1715/382 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Honduras (Lay)
95

WASHINGTON, August 4, 1930 5 p. m.

39. Legation's 69, August 1, 4 p. m. The Department perceives
no objection to your submitting to the Honduran Government for

approval the changes in the boundary protocol suggested by the

Nicaraguan Government.

CAKR

715.1715/386 : Telegram

The Minister in Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, August 18, 1930 9 p. m.

[Eeceived August 19 12 : 45 p. m.]

76. Eeferring to telegram from American Legation, Managua, to

the Department, July 31, 5 p. m., and Department's telegram to this

Legation number 39, August 4, 5 p. m. The Honduranean Minister

95

Repeated to the Minister in Nicaragua as telegram No. 78.
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for Foreign Affairs has submitted counterproposal of a protocol with

several modifications and additions which I have sent by air mail to

Hanna and Department.
The points upon which there is likely to be greatest disagreement

between the two Governments are :

1. Honduras states it cannot accept insertion words "as a basis"

after the word "pledge" in article 1 since this modification would

fundamentally alter the character of the protocol which should treat

only with execution of the Award of me Bang of Spain without

permitting any actuation which might extend it to other conceptions,

and,
2. The insertion of words "an arbitral boundary commission" in

article 2, Honduras preferring the words "technical commission".

The Honduranean Government contend they cannot accept this

modification as it would affect the essence of the protocol.
LAY

T15.1715/3S6 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna)
9*

WASHINGTON", August 20, 1930 3 p. m.

86. The Department perceives no objection to your submitting to

the Xicaraguan Government for approval the changes in the boundary
protocol suggested by the Honduran Government and being forwarded

to you from Tegucigalpa by air mail.

CASTLE

713.1715/389 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, September 16, 1930 2 p. m.

[Eeceived 10 : 50 p. m.]

115. Department's telegram 86, August 20, 3 p. m. The following

telegram has just been sent to the American Legation at Tegucigalpa:

"September 16. 2 p. m. The full text of the boundary protocol as

proposed by the Government of Honduras and transmitted with your
iir mail letter of August 17th is accepted by the Government of

Nicaragua with the omission of article 5 wfiich this Government
deems unessential to the execution of the protocol.

Confidential for your information and discreet use: The Minister
for Foreign Affairs has told me informally that this Government
thinks that article 5 indicates doubt on the part of the Government
of Honduras of the good faith of the Government of Nicaragua and
he said that consequently the article is not acceptable.

Article 5 would certainly arouse bitter opposition in the Mcaraguan
m
Repeated to the Minister in Honduras as telegram No. 43.
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Congress and might defeat ratification of protocol. I have suggested
no substitute for article 5 because the point covered by it seems

unimportant, as compliance with the provision of law will be a

matter of good faith on the part of both Governments.
The Department's telegram July 8, 6 p. m., to your Legation and

my telegram to the Department 'July 31, 6 p. m., repeated to you
concerning place at which the protocol is to be signed: I anticipate

opposition to the protocol which may seriously endanger its ratifica-

tion. The impression here will be much more favorable if the

protocol is signed in Managua than it would be if signed in Teguci-
galpa or [Washington?]. Signing in Tegucigalpa probably would

greatly strengthen the opposition."
HANNA

715.1715/390 : Telegram

The Minister m Honduras (Lay) to the Secretary of State

TEGUCIGALPA, September 18, 1930 8 p. m.

[Received September 19 12 : 50 p. m.]

87. The following telegram was sent to the Legation at Managua :

"September 18, 8 p. m. Referring to your telegram of September
16, 2 p. m.,

97
stating that full text of the boundary protocol, proposed

by the Government of Honduras and transmitted with my air mail
letter of August 17, is accepted by the Government of Nicaragua with
the omission of article 5. I take great pleasure in informing you
that after explaining to the President that the omission of article 5

would improve chances of ratification in the Nicaraguan Congress
he agreed to this text of the protocol in full without article 5.

Believing the moment opportune and for reasons you mention, I

urged him to reconsider his previous objection to signing in Managua.
A copy of a note from the Honduranean Foreign Office to this Lega-
tion agreeing to text of protocol in full with omission of article 5

and stating That Honduranean Government would have no objection
to signing in Managua will be sent you by marine air mail
tomorrow".

LAY

715.1715/393 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, September 25, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received 5:33 p. m.]

120. The following telegram has just been sent to the American

Legation, Tegucigalpa :

"September 25, 3 p. m. Your September 18, 8 p. m.98 This Gov-
ernment considers it advisable to postpone signing the boundary
protocol until after the Congressional elections of October \_Noi)em-

ber~], and President Moncada would like if possible to delay any
publicity until after the signature. These suggestions arise out of

&T See telegram No. 115 of the same date to the Secretary of State, supra.
08 See telegram No-. 87 of the same date to the Secretary of State, supra.
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the Government's desire that the protocol be not injected into this

approaching campaign and made a matter of party politics, since

such a development would seriously endanger the approval of the

protocol by the Nicaraguan Congress. I concur in these suggestions.

The ready acceptance by Honduras of Nicaragua's suggestion that

the protocol be signed in Managua is greatly appreciated here. This

Government will prepare the protocol for signature and I will com-

municate further arrangements in due time."
HAISTKA

715.1715/396 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, November 21, 1930 11 a. m.

[Eeceived 5 : 35 p. m.]

157. Department's 127, November 8, 5 p. m.08a The Minister for

Foreign Affairs told me late yesterday that President Moncada de-

sires to have some definite assurance of effective cooperation by the

Government of Honduras in the suppression of banditry before sign-

ing the boundary protocol and had asked the Minister for Foreign
Affairs to discuss the matter with me in an effort to find some ac-

ceptable way to attain that desire. The Minister for Foreign Affairs

said that President Moncada thinks this a favorable opportunity
to ask for such assurance which if given would help to meet opposi-
tion of the Conservative Party which has consistently opposed the

Award of the King of Spain for a long period of years as well as

the opposition of many Liberals who think Nicaragua is conceding
too much and Honduras nothing. The Minister for Foreign Affairs

stoutly maintained that his Government is not trying to evade sign-

ing the protocol and would sign as soon as the assurance mentioned

was granted.
I told the Minister for Foreign Affairs that while I appreciated

President Moncada's desire I would not like to submit to either my
Government or the Government of Honduras a proposal to attain

the desired assurance if acceptance 'thereof would be a condition

precedent to signing the protocol. I told him a proposal made in

such fashion could certainly be misinterpreted and would place this

Government in an equivocal position in spite of protestations that it

is not trying to evade signing the protocol. He said he thought
President Moncada would insist upon having the assurance and I told

him that I believe he could count upon the Department's assistance

if the matter is presented to the Government of Honduras in an

appropriate manner and at the proper time, but that I did not be-

lieve my Government would care to give its cooperation if this

Government should now attach some condition to signing the proto-
col or even delay signing pending consideration of this new point.

"*Not printed.
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I pointed out that the presence of the Boundary Commission on the

frontier would place upon the Government of Honduras an equal

share of responsibility for the adequate protection of the Commission

and thus automatically bring about the desired cooperation and J.

reminded him that President Moncada had told me some months ago
that he viewed the matter in that sense. I also pointed out that the

probability of getting the desired assurance would be improved by

signing the protocol. The Minister for Foreign Affairs said he

would present my views to President Moncada and advise me further.

I deem President Moncada's desire reasonable if properly presented.

The Boundary Commission must be given protection and the presence
of an American on the Commission would appear to justify our ar-

ranging for Honduras to give an appropriate share of such protection
but there should be no delay in signing the protocol pending that

arrangement. The political difficulties mentioned by President Mon-
cada exist and merit consideration. I may have some success in

minimizing opposition by the Conservative Party but that party is

now seeking issues on which to attack the Liberal administration.

Please instruct.

Repeated to Tegucigalpa.
HANNA

715.1715/397 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, November 22, 1930 11 a. m.

[Eeceived 1 : 50 p. m.]

158. The American Minister in Tegucigalpa telegraphed me yes-

terday that the President of Honduras had just increased Honduran
forces on the border from 30 to 70 men. The Minister stated that

"vigorous pursuit of bandits in Honduras can be expected.
53

I am withholding this information from the Government here

pending receipt of instructions requested in my telegram 157, Novem-
ber 21, 11 a. m.

HANNA

715.1715/400 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna) to tke Secretary of State

MANAGUA, November 29, 1930 1 p. m.

[Received 3 : 45 p. m.]

163. Your telegram number 134, November 26, 2 p. m." When I

communicated to the Minister for Foreign Affairs this morning
(President Moncada being out of town) the information summarized
in my 158, November 22, 11 a. m., he expressed his gratefulness and
said that he believed the boundary protocol would be signed before
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the end of this year and hoped that after seeing President Moncada

he would be able to fix a date on which to base further arrangements.
HANNA

715.1715/396 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Nicaragua (Hanna)

WASHINGTON, December 5, 1930 5 p. in.

185. Your 157, November 21, 11 a. m. Please seek earliest oppor-

tunity to confer with President Moncada and informally state that

the Department regrets, in view of the antecedents in the case, that

any suggestion of further delay in the signing of the Nicaragua-Hon-
duras boundary protocol should arise, and the Department sincerely

hopes that he may see his way clear to have the protocol as already

agreed upon signed in Managua at an early date.

The Department feels that the recent actions of the Government

of Honduras, especially as mentioned in your telegram No. 158,

November 22, 11 a. m., indicate the favorable attitude of that Govern-

ment.

[Paraphrase.] The following is confidential. The Department

appreciates the political difficulties which face the President and it

hopes that you may be successful in minimizing opposition by Con-

servative leaders. The Department further hopes that the President

himself will be able to avert opposition within his own party. [End
paraphrase.]
Tour actions as outlined in the second paragraph of your telegram

are approved and you should continue negotiations along the same
lines.

Please repeat this message to the Legation at Tegucigalpa as No.

83 for its information.

STIMSON

715.1715/402 : Telegram

The Minister in Nicaragua (Hawnd) to the Secretary of State

MANAGUA, December 6, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received 4 : 46 p. m.]

167. Department's 135, December 5, 5 p. in. When I called upon
the Minister for Foreign Affairs this morning concerning other mat-

ters, he told me he had conferred with President Moncada as prom-
ised in his previous conversation with me (reported upon in my
telegram No. 163, November 29, 1 p. m.) and that President Moncada
had authorized him to inform me that this Government is prepared
to sign the protocol in Managua at the end of this month and that

the Department may so inform the Government of Honduras to the
end that the Government of Honduras may appoint its representative
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and have him proceed to Managua with powers to sign the protocol.

I told the Minister for Foreign Affairs I would advise you imme-

diately by cable of the President's decision in this matter and he

concurred.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs said that he personally thinks

that publicity in this matter should be delayed as long as possible

and that in his opinion this Government will maintain secrecy in this

matter until the protocol is actually signed unless it is forced to make
some statement to meet reports originating here or elsewhere con-

cerning the negotiations. He said he thought it desirable to make

every effort to avoid arousing opposition in the interval before the

protocol is signed. I told him I would so advise you. President

Moncada is absent from Managua and is not expected to return until

December 8, his birthday. I will confer with him at the earliest

practical moment thereafter
; but, in view of the foregoing, I assume

the Department will wish me to modify appropriately the instruction

given in its telegram 135, December 5, 5 p. m.

I will repeat this telegram to Tegucigalpa, but I assume the

Department will give the American Legation there appropriate in-

struction in the matter. With reference to the Department's No. 84,

December 5, 6 p. in., to Tegucigalpa,
1 I suggest that Major Geyer's

proposed visit to Managua be postponed pending developments.

HANNA

715.1715/402 : Telegram

The Secretai^y of State to the Minister in Nicaragua (Hannd)

WASHINGTON, December 8, 1980 6 p. m.

136. Your 167, December 6, 3 p. m. Please orally inform President

Moncada that the Department is gratified with his decision to have

the boundary protocol signed without further negotiations the end

of this month,
2 and that in accordance with his suggestion the Lega-

tion at Tegucigalpa is being instructed by cable to inform the Gov-

ernment of Honduras and to suggest that the Honduran represent-

ative be appointed in order that he may proceed to Managua with

full powers to sign the protocol as has now been fully agreed upon
between the two Governments.

The desire of the Government of Nicaragua to avoid publicity is

being brought to the attention of the Honduran Government.

Please modify appropriately such action as you take under the

Department's telegram 135, December 5, 5 p. m.

The Department believes it now will be unnecessary for Major

Geyer to go to Managua on this matter.

1 Not printed.
2 The protocol was sisrned at Manfl&iifl .Tnnnnrv 9.1
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REVOLUTION IN ARGENTINA

835.00/461

The Charge in Argentina (White) to the Secretary of State

No. 899 BUENOS AIRES, June 26, 1930.

[Eeceived July 17.]

SER : I have the honor to report that the cumulative results of hard

times and the partial paralysis of the normal functions of govern-

ment are stimulating the feeling that before many months elapse a

change will come about.

The peso continues to depreciate daily as compared with foreign

currencies. In the face of this phenomenon one possibility men-

tioned is to print more paper money, which would make the situation

far worse. The other is to resort to a foreign loan. But the admin-

istration continues to delay and the terms of the financiers pre-

sumably grow stifier as conditions get worse. . . . Labor is in an

exceptionally refractory temper.

Any administration would be in a serious predicament in the face

of such conditions. The present regime is held to be exceptionally
dictatorial and extraordinarily inactive. The opposition within the

Government party is growing.
Eumors are consequently current that the President may soon

resign. If he did so his natural successor would be the Vice-Presi-

dent who is reported to be a good man. The latter, however, owes

his selection to and is identified closely with the Minister of the

Interior, who is considered the leader of one faction of the Kadical

Party, even as the Oyhanartes are prominent in the other wing,
which represents the younger element; hence there is a rumor that

both President and Vice-President might resign and that Congress
would elect Dr. Alcorta, a former President of the Kepublic and a

member of the Supreme Court.

While I do not at the moment of writing take much stock in reports
of presidential or vice-presidential resignations, it is the general

opinion that conditions are exceptionally bad and that the President's

age, mentality and the state of his health render his continuation in

office, if not problematical, at any rate a serious problem.
I have [etc.] J. C. WHITE

378
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835.00/464 : Telegram

TJie Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

BUENOS AIRES, August 29, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received 6:55 p. m.]

111. The coup cPetat in Peru x made a strong impression here and

it may have been used by party chiefs in an endeavor to influence

the President to believe that his life is in danger, that his only

safeguard is to resign. The reinforcement of the guards at the

Government House and President's residence in the last three days

may have been done for the same purpose, though it is alleged to be

the results of the discovery of plots against the Government. Nerv-

ousness has noticeably increased among officials and public. It is

said that the military and naval forces favor the elimination of the

provisions as to his successor. According to a fairly reliable report
which came to me today, the President has consented to resign

within the next few days. The situation is very tense but nothing
definite has appeared.

Buss

835.00/470 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

BUENOS AIRES, September 5
5
1930 7 p. m.

[Eeceived September 5 6 : 45 p. m.]

120. Foreign Office confirms that President has on account of ill

health delegated his authority to the Vice President and that martial

law is expected shortly to be declared.

Buss

835.00 Revolutioiis/2 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

BUENOS AIRES, September 7, 1930 12 p. m.

[Eeceived September 8 6 : 08 a. m.]

124. The text of the proclamation issued yesterday by the Pro-

visional Government as well as the names of its personnel having
been transmitted by press agencies I shall only forward them by

pouch.
The overthrow of the Irigoyen Government yesterday which I

reported by phone to the Department was accomplished expeditiously

amid great public enthusiasm. At about 5 p. m. the white flag was

hoisted at Government House and about an hour later General

L See "Revolution in Peru," vol. in, pp. 720 ff.
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Uriburu cut off from his troops by the rejoicing civilians was tri-

umphantly brought there by the populace, the Vice President at once

signing his resignation as Acting President. The Cabinet officers

who had already deserted their posts are at liberty.

Asylum had been asked for Irigoyen of the Chilean Ambassador

and was accorded though not availed of, Irigoyen fleeing to La Plata

where he surrendered himself to the military and resigned. He has

not been held under restraint and is as free as his enfeebled physical
condition permits.

Despite the change of government being effected by the Military,

no resistance was offered though a certain number of civilians and

soldiers have been killed and wounded by random machine gun firing

from Irigoyenist houses. Except for the regrettable though under-

standable destruction of the personal effects of Irigoyen Oyhan
\Irigoyen Oyhanartef]^ several of their intimates and the office of

the two personalised newspapers, no cases of vandalism have been

reported. This is a credit to the Argentine populace as well as to

military discipline and Uriburu is much gratified at having consum-

mated his coup without serious bloodshed.

Immediately after assuming control the military junta issued a

warning against excesses, dissolved Congress, and in Government

proclamation stating that the Provisional Government would remain
in power only until elections could be held, Government members

pledging [pledged?] themselves neither to present nor accept their

candidacy to the Presidency of the nation. The Uruguayan Ambas-
sador tells me that he called informally this morning on Uriburu
who said one of his principal concerns was how foreign countries

would envisage his act and the attitude they would assume toward
the new Government, for which reason he had selected Bosch as

Minister of Foreign Affairs feeling sure a man of his high standing
would produce a favorable effect abroad. [Paraphrase.] At the

request of Bosch, who desires to talk with me before receiving the

other foreign representatives, I am meeting him tomorrow morning
at the residence of Adolfo Bioy, the new Under Secretary for Foreign
Affairs. I shall then make the suggestion, as my personal opinion,

that, in the official notification to the Chiefs of Missions of the estab-

lishment of a Provisional Government, he should not include a

request for recognition. Eecognition by the Government of the

United States, however, would give not only great satisfaction to

the new Government and its many adherents but would also help our
situation in Argentina. I believe that the Provisional Government
will be able to maintain itself in power until it has realized its

declared purpose of holding, at the earliest possible date, elections

for national Senators and Deputies and for President and Vice
President. The preparation of the necessary machinery toward this
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end in the capital and provinces will require a considerable time.

The Provisional Government is comprised of honest patriots, the

Minister of the Interior and head of Cabinet being especially compe-
tent. All of them are Conservatives and represent the political

minority of recent years. Nevertheless, the venality and blatant

abuses of the Irigoyen Government have aroused such widespread

indignation that it has been possible for Conservatives to overthrow

it with the genuine approval of the majority of the population.
While following closely the developments of the next few days I

recommend that the Government of the United States be ready to

recognize this Provisional Government at an early date, and as soon

as, if not before, any other important power. [End paraphrase.]
Buss

835.00 Revolutions/3 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

[Extract Paraphrase]

BUENOS AIRES, September 8, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received 8 : 30 p. m.]

125. . . . This morning there was published a declaration of the

Independent Socialists giving their approval and adherence to the

Provisional Government. Additional indications show that the over-

throw of President Hipolito Irigoyen is warmly accepted throughout
the country, and my belief that the new Government will be able to

maintain itself and hold fair elections is being strengthened con-

stantly by the news received from all parts of the country.

Early in the morning of September 6 a delegation of minority .mem-

bers of Congress [went to?] Campo de Mayo urging General Uriburu

and exhorting troops to overthrow the Government. I again desire

to emphasize the civilian composition of the new Government and

that the Irigoyen Government was overthrown by a popular outburst

of indignation and to renew the recommendation I made previously

that the Government of the United States consider an early recogni-

tion believing that it would contribute toward the creation of a

pleasant feeling on the part of the general public toward the United

States.

Buss

835.00 Revolutions/5 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss] to the Secretary of State

BUENOS AIRES, September 9, 1930 3 p. m.

[Keceived 4 : 51 p. m.]

126. Have received official note, signed Ernesto Bosch and dated
-I 1 vvrt. 4-'Un4- n rtf<fi"!4- /->. rt-vTrtii-l- ,rv "*^i-T-Yl4rt. vsv\4-rt f~^ s\v\
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eral Uriburu has assumed "Provisional Presidency of the nation 55 with

the -aims set forth in manifesto of the 6th and giving a list of his

Cabinet. He also states: "It is the purpose and desire of the Pro-

visional Government to maintain and develop as far as possible the

cordial relations which happily unite the Argentine Republic with

the nation that you so worthily represent.
55

BLISS

835.01/7 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Argentina

(Bliss}

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, September 11, 1930 1 p. m.

100. Your personal conversation with Assistant Secretary of State

Castle was fully considered by President Hoover. There appears to

be no possibility of immediate recognition. I may say in the strictest

confidence that a proposal has been made that the United States and

Great Britain discuss the matter of recognition with each other.

The Department will keep you informed.

COTTON

835.01/6 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Secretary of State

PARIS, September 11, 1930 1 p. m.

[Received September 11 12 : 38 p. m.]

286. According to Foreign Office press statement today Franc
will await the action of the United States Government before decid-

ing whether to recognize the new regimes in Argentina and in Peru.

[Paraphrase.] I understand that discussions over this matter have
taken place between the British Embassy and the French Govern-
ment and that the British Government also will probably await the

decision of the United States before taking action. [End para-

phrase.]
EDGE

835.01/8 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

BUENOS AIRES, September 11, 1930 midnight.
[Eeceived September 12 6 : 12 a. m.]

129. The Department is already aware of the fact that the revolu-
tion has resulted in favorable arlvanofi of p-jrcha.no-p, nnri a*n o-ffW n-f *
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loan double the amount asked by the Provisional Government; there

are, however, other indications of immediate return of confidence;

i. e.
3
trade is resuming liabilities eliminated during the past years,

commercial houses are making contributions to organizations previ-

ously refused in 1930, and in all probability the Supreme Court will

manifest its adhesion to the Provisional Government within a few

days.
The report of the embarkation of Irigoyeii on an Argentine war-

ship today is correct.

This afternoon the Spanish Ambassador called to inform me that

he had received authorization to recognize the Provisional Govern-

ment; that both he and the Italian Ambassador were desirous of

proceeding at once but were disposed to wait if there were any likeli-

hood of the United States taking similar action. I have learned

confidentially that Uruguay is also ready to extend recognition. Yes-

terday the British Ambassador called to inquire about our attitude to-

ward recognition, and I learned, that he too had recommended it to

his Government.
With reference to the Department's 100, September 11, 1 p. in., it

would aid me to know whether the suggestion of American-British

cooperation in matters of recognition originated with the British. It

appears to me that England as the traditional friend of Argentina

gains by keeping the United States from obtaining marked advantage
in being first to extend recognition while her own nonrecognition loses

her nothing as long as the United States is also withholding recog-
nition. On the other hand, by simultaneous recognition the United

States loses an advantage which becomes a British gain.
The United States, as the most feared and envied nation, has an

opportunity to assist Argentina at a moment when moral support
would be particularly appreciated, and would unquestionably benefit

our position here. American business interests desire recognition in

order to hasten recuperative business.

While I am not unmindful of Pan American interests, the situation

created by the Bolivian revolution 2 and Peruvian revolution, or the

possibility that a too prompt American recognition might be inter-

preted as of predatory intent, my handling of the delicate situation

here would be strengthened were I to be informed what considerations

are weighing against recognition.

BLISS

2 See "Revolution in Bolivia," pp. 415 ff.
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835.01/1 2: Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

BUENOS AIRES, September 13, 1930 noon.

[Received 1 : 35 p. m.]

131. At 11 o'clock this morning Chile recognized the Provisional

Government.

Norwegian Charge d'Affaires told me this morning that he has

received instructions to recognize when other important powers do

so and that as soon as United States recognizes he will do likewise.

BLISS

835.00 Revolutions/T : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, September 13, 1930 3 p. m.

101. The Department desires to obtain promptly any reliable infor-

mation with respect to the control exercised by the Provisional

Government over the provinces, particularly those parts of Argentina
where the party of President Irigoyen has been successful, e. g., the

Province of Buenos Aires.

Also the Department desires to be kept informed with respect to

the relations of the Provisional Government, which is understood

to be made up largely of members of the Conservative Party and other

political elements.

COTTON"

S85.00 Revolutions/8 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

BUENOS AIRES, September 14, 1930= 12 p. m.

[Eeceived September 15 2 : 43 a. m.]

132. Your 101, September 13, 3 p. m. Immediately after the over-

throw of the Irigoyen Government the military authorities took charge
of all provincial governments, civilian interventors having since been
named for seven, military for two, naval for one and remaining two
unannounced. In the two other provinces, Entre Kios and San Luis,
the normal government machinery is functioning, anti-inte [sic]

Irigoyenists having triumphed in recent elections.

The interventors appointed are men of highest type and are quali-
fied to dominate the situation, such as Carlos Ibarguren for Cordoba,
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Diego Saavedra for Santa Fe, Marco Aurelio Avellaneda for San
Juan and Carlos Meyer Pellegrini, the last named having already
assumed control of Buenos Aires Province with marked public ap-

proval. All the others will take office this week.

The Socialist Party has declared that while registering the illegality

of the Provisional Government it acknowledges it and expresses faith

in its intentions though, it will not collaborate with it. The Inde-

pendent Socialist Party has made a like but more explicitly favorable

declaration. The leaders of both parties have conferred with the

Government and expressed confidence in the new Government. A
majority of the members of the Senate, including all parties except
the Radical, and the Deputies of all parties except the Radical met

separately and declared in favor of dissolution. All parties in the

Capital and the provinces except the Radical approve and support the

Provisional Government. The overthrow of Irigoyen may justly be

described as restoration rather than revolution. It is unquestionably
civilian or popular rather than military, a constitutionalist movement

unconstitutionally born.

BLISS

835.01/30

The Assistant Secretary of State (Castle] to th-e Under Secretary of

State (Cotton) and the Assistant Secretary of State (White)

[WASHINGTON,] September 15, 1930.

The British Ambassador called at my house yesterday morning to

say that his Government appreciated our friendly attitude in taking

up with him the question of recognition of the new government of

Argentina. He had just received a telegram, in which he was in-

structed to say that the British had studied the question very seriously

in the light of reports from South America and had decided that

clearly the governments of both Peru and Argentina should be recog-

nized at the same time. The Foreign Office feels that conditions in

the two countries are very similar and that it would be invidious to

recognize one without recognizing the other. The Foreign Office

feels, furthermore, that these governments, having displayed a reason-

able stability and having expressed the determination to protect

foreigners and to fulfill international relations, that they should be

promptly recognized. The British Government wants us to know
that Great Britain will recognize both Peru and the Argentine next

Wednesday.
3 He hopes that this will be agreeable to us and that

we shall be willing to recognize at the same time. The Ambassa-

dor tells me that, in the meantime, if the question is raised, their

3
September 17.
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Ambassadors have been told to say that, although there has not yet

been formal recognition, they have been authorized to carry on diplo-

matically exactly as in the past.

In the light of the telegrams we have received, it seems to me we

should be exceedingly unwise not to do this. I told the Ambassador

that I would telephone him some time this morning what we should

do.

W. E. C[ASTLE, JR.]

835.01/32

The Assistant Secretary of State (Castle] to the Secretary of State

[WASHINGTON,] September 16, 1930.

THE SECRETARY : Last night I telephoned the British Ambassador

that you had the question of recognition of the governments of Argen-
tina and Peru under consideration, that you would presumably take

it up this morning with the President and that we should undoubtedly
let him know the decision some time today. I also told him that

this was merely for his information, that we understood that

Great Britain was to recognize on the 17th and that we were not

asking for delay. The Ambassador said that he fully understood.

This morning Mr. Campbell telephoned me to say that they had

just received a cable from Mr. Alexander instructing the Embassy to

inform the Department that Great Britain was delaying recognition
for one day and would act on the 18th.

W. R. CASTLE, JR.

835.01/16 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

BUENOS AIRES, September 16, 1930 1 p. in.

[Received 1 : 26 p. m.]

. 134. Germany and Paraguay have today recognized the new Gov-
ernment. [Paraphrase.] I have just been informed by the British

Ambassador that he has received instructions to recognize on Sep-
tember 18. [End paraphrase.]

Buss

835.01/18 : Telegram

The Sewetary of State to the Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, September 16, 19302 p. m.

104. On Thursday, September 18, you will please inform the For-

eign Minister that you are instructed by the Government of the
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United States to enter into full diplomatic relations with the new

Argentine Government, thus
constituting recognition thereof.

An announcement of this will be made here late Wednesday after-

noon. Until released here, the above should be treated as confidential.

Similar action will be taken as to Bolivia and Peru.
STIMSON

835.01/20 : Telegram

The Minister in Colombia (Oaffery) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

BOGOTA, September 16, 19306 p. m.

[Keceived 9 : 35 p. m.]

114. Department's telegram No.
4/F, September 16, 2 p. m.4

Olaya
told me that he would recognize Argentina, Bolivia, and Peru on

Thursday, September 18.

CAFFERY

835.01/28

Press Release Issued ~by the Department of State on- September
17, 1930

The Secretary of State stated :
5

"I have directed Mr. Bliss, our Ambassador to Argentina, to resume

normal diplomatic relations with the provisional Argentine Govern-

ment; and have directed Mr. Dearing, our Ambassador to Peru, to

resume normal diplomatic relations with the provisional Peruvian

Government; and have directed Mr. Feely, our Minister accredited

to Bolivia, to present his letters of credence and resume normal diplo-

matic relations with the provisional Bolivian Government. This is

to be done tomorrow, September eighteenth.
"In reaching the conclusion to accord recognition to these three

governments, the evidence has satisfied me that these proTisional

governments are de facto in control of their respective countries, and

that there is no active resistance to their rule. Each of the present

governments has also made it clear that it is its intention to fulfill its

respective international obligations and to hold, in due course, elec-

tions to regularize its status.

"The action of the United States in thus recognizing the present

Argentine, Peruvian and Bolivian Governments does not represent

* Not printed.
5 The statement was transmitted to the American diplomatic missions in Costa

Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nica-

ragua, and Panama in circular telegram of September 17, 4 p. m. The first four

paragraphs of the statement were transmitted to the American diplomatic mis-
sions in Argentina, Bolivia, and Peru in another circular telegram of September
17. 4 n. m.
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any new policy or change of policy by the United States toward the

nations of South America or the rest of the world.

"I have deemed it wise to act promptly in this matter in order that

in the present economic situation our delay may not embarrass the

people of these friendly countries in reestablishing their normal inter-

course with the rest of the world."

(The Secretary was asked to clarify his statement that this does not

represent any change in policy. In reply he stated :)

"In acting towards these three Governments, which we are recog-

nizing tomorrow, we are following the regular rules of international

law, and the regular policy which has characterized this country ever

since the first Secretary of State announced it Mr. Jefferson in the

Administration of President Washington. But with certain countries

there are differences made by treaty either with us or between each

other. For example, the five Central American countries have en-

tered into a treaty between themselves in which they agreed not to

recognize any Government which came into office by virtue of a coup
d'etat or a revolution. That was done in 1923,

6 and although we
were not a party to the treaty, we were in hearty accord with it and

we agreed on our part that we would follow the same policy with

respect to the five Republics who had agreed upon it.

"I think in order that you may get this clear I will give you a

statement Mr. Hughes made in June, 1923, and which represents the

present policy of this Government. Mr. Hughes stated the attitude

of our Government in regard to these five Central American Govern-

ments as follows:

" 'The attitude of the Government of the United States with respect,
to the recognition of new Governments in the five Central American

Republics whose representatives signed at Washington on February 7,,

1923, a general Treaty of Peace and Amity, to which the United States
was not a party, but with the provisions of which it is in the most

hearty accord, will be consonant with the provisions of Article II there-

of which stipulates that the contracting parties will not recognize any
other Government which may come into power in any of the five Re-

publics through a coup d'etat or a revolution against a recognized
Government, so long as the freely elected representatives of the

people thereof have not constitutionally reorganized the country.
And even in such a case they obligate themselves not to acknowledge
the recognition if any of the persons elected as President, Vice-Pres-
ident or Chief of State designate should fall under any of the following-
heads :

" 4

1) If he should be the leader or one of the leaders of a coup
d'etat or revolution, or through blood relationship or marriage, be an
ascendent or descendent or brother of such leader or leaders.

* General treaty of peace and amity signed at Washington, February 7, 1923,
Conference on Central American Affairs, December 4, 1922-February 7, 1928
(Washington, Government Printing Office, 1923), pp. 287, 288.
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" 4

2) If lie should have been a Secretary of State or should have
held some high military command during the accomplishment of the

coup d'etat
,
the revolution, or while the election was being carried on ?

or if he should have held this office or command within the six months

preceding the coup d'etat, revolution, or the election.
5

"Those were very stringent restrictions which the different coun-

tries entered into by treaty between themselves with the object evi-

dently of discouraging a revolution or coup d?etat within the five

Republics, and we endorsed that policy so far as those five countries

are concerned. It is quite different from the general policy of this

country and of the general policy of international law towards the

recognition of Governments in the world at large. There are also

ether exceptions based on treaties although I am not going to go into

them in detail. Of course, we have a special treaty with Cuba 7

which also changes the general rule of international law and imposes
on this country greater obligations in regard to Cuba than we have

toward other nations, and we have treaties with other nations like-

Haiti 8 and there may he others. I am not trying to give you an

exclusive list, but those are all exceptions to the general policy which.

we are carrying out with regard to the three Governments in South

America."

835.01/23 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Argentina (Bliss) to the Secretary of State

BUENOS AIRES. September 17, 1930-7-7 p. m..

[Eeceived 8:30 p. m.]

136. I have appointment with Minister for Foreign Affairs at 11

o'clock tomorrow morning when I shall comply with instructions

contained in your 104 of September 16, 2 p. m.

In addition to countries already reported, recognition was made

yesterday by Sweden, Italy, the Vatican, Norway and Denmark, and

today France and Spain.
BLISS

7
Treaty of May 22, 1903, Foreign Relations, 1904, p. 243.

8

Treaty of September 16, 1915, tMd., 1915, p. 449.
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835.0.1/33

The Charge in Cuba (Heed) to the Secretary of State

No. 362 HABANA, September 18, 1930.

[Received September 22.]

Sm : Referring to the Department's telegram No. 104 of September
16, 2 p. m.,

9 I have the honor to report that I duly informed the

Cuban Secretary of State that the Government of the United States

would recognize the provisional governments of Argentina, Bolivia

and Peru on September 18.

Later in the afternoon, the President called me aside at a reception

given by the Mexican Ambassador and told me that his Government
was most anxious to act in complete harmony with the Government
of the United States in this and in all other matters and that . . .

he would nevertheless recognize all three governments at the same
time as did the Government of the United States.

Accordingly, late yesterday afternoon, instructions were dispatched
to the Cuban legations in Argentina, Bolivia and Peru to enter into

official relations with the provisional governments of those countries.

Respectfully yours, EDWARD L. REED

835.01/31 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, September 20, 1930 noon.

[Received September 20 11 : 40 a. m.]

57. I am reliably informed that today Brazil "will enter into

friendly relations" with the Governments of Argentina and Bolivia.

The attitude of the Peruvian Government towards ex-President

Leguia and towards persons who have sought asylum in the Brazilian

Legation in Lima will probably cause Brazil to postpone its recog-
nition for a few days.

10

WASHINGTON

Not printed.
10 In telegram No. 58, September 20, 2 p. m., the Charge^ in Brazil reported tliat

he had just been informed that Brazil would recognize the Government of Peru
that day ; vol. in, p. 759.
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CONSENT TO SUBORDINATION OF THE AUSTRIAN RELIEF LOAN TO
A PROPOSED NEW AUSTRIAN LOAN l

863.51 Belief Credits/204 : Telegram

The Consul at Geneva (Blake) to the Acting Secretary of State

GENEVA, March 12. 193011 a. m.

[Received 2 : 40 p. m.]

From Wilson :
2 Reference Department's telegram reparation 79.

June 15, 2 p. m., 1929, to Embassy Paris 3

regarding Austrian debt

settlement. The question now arises whether the Department pre-

fers that this matter be dealt with by the Reparation Commission as

contemplated in article 6 of the draft agreement* or whether the

Commission should take no action in view of the fact that the Hague
agreement of January 20, 1930, concerning Austria 5

(which will

doubtless be ratified shortly by the required number of countries)

provided that the first charge upon Austrian assets and revenues in

favor of reparation will cease to be operative. If the Department
desires the Commission to act in the matter, such action had better

be taken at the next meeting which will be held towards the end of

this month and which will perhaps be the last meeting at which the

Commission would still possess power to take the action called for

under the draft agreement. I recently asked George of my office in

Paris to submit informally the following draft decision to the prin-

cipal delegations at the Eeparation Commission; I am now advised

that the British and French have no objections and that the Italian

representative said he personally was in agreement and that he felt

his Government would probably have no objections since recent diffi-

culties between Italy and Austria had now been arranged, but that

he would consult with his Government to confirm this :

"The Eeparation Commission,
Considering the contingent agreement (annex 3505 H 1. 2) between

a Por previous correspondence concerning the negotiations, see Foreign Rela-
tions, 1928, vol. i, pp. 858 ff.

2 Edwin C. Wilson, First Secretary of Embassy in France, and American un-
official representative on the Eeparation Commission.

3
See footnote 66, Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. i, p. 923.

*
Austrian Debt Settlement: Hearings before the Committee on Ways and

Means, House of Representatives, 70th Cong., 2d sess., on H. J. Res. 340, etc.

(Washington, Government Printing Office, 1928), pt. 2, p. 13.
5
League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. civ, p. 413.
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the Federal Government of the Republic of Austria and the Govern-
ment of the United States of America relative to the refunding of
the principal and interest of the relief bonds, series B of 1920, by
which Austria is indebted to the United States in the principal,
amount of $24,055,708.92,
Takes note that the bonds to be issued by Austria to the United

States under this agreement are in substitution for and in refunding
of the above-mentioned relief bond, series B of 1920, in the principal
amount of $24,055,708.92 and accrued interest, and agrees that these

bonds shall enjoy the same security as the bonds of relief series

B 1920, and shalfbe a first charge upon all the assets and revenues of

Austria, and shall have priority over costs of reparation under the

Treaty of St. Germain 6 or under any treaty or agreement supple-
mentary thereto, or under any arrangements concluded between Aus-
tria and the Allied and Associated" Powers during the armistice,

signed on November 3, 1918." 7

It is possible that some delegation may insist on adding to the

foregoing the phrase appearing at the end of the penultimate para-

graph of the text of the original relief bond of 1920, beginning "with-

out prejudice to the obligations of Austria" and ending "by an

interested power". If this should be insisted on, I assume there could

be no objection from our point of view.

I therefore respectfully request early instructions by telegraph as

to (1) whether the Department desires the Commission to act in the

matter, and (2), if so, whether the suggested draft decision is satis-

factory. The foregoing is of course all subject to the Italian

Government concurring in the action of the Commission.

BLAKE:

863.51 Relief Credits/205 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Consul at Geneva (Blake)

WASECENGTON, March 15, 1930 4 p. nu
. For Wilson. Your March 12, 11 a. m.

(1) As draft agreement with Austria was submitted to Congress,,
it is desirable that the Separation Commission take decision which
will place Austria in a position to meet the requirements of Article

6 of the draft agreement.

( 2 ) Suggested draft decision is satisfactory.

*
Treaties, Conventions, etc., 1910-1923, vol. m, p. 3149.

7
Foreign Relations, Paris Peace Conference, 1919, vol. n, p. 175.
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863.51 Relief Credits/206 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Acting Secretary of State

PARIS, March 29, 1930 noon.

[Received March 299 : 25 a. m.]

92. Reparation No. 302. At a meeting held today the Reparation
Commission :

1. Unanimously approved, as far as it is concerned, the plan for the

repayment of the relief credits granted to Austria between 1919 and
1923 by nine relief bond holding governments (including the Govern-
ment of the United States).

2. Having taken cognizance of the letters of March 12 and 23, 1929,
8

and appended documents (annexes 3505 F to H) by which the Aus-
trian Government notified the contingent agreement concluded with
the Government of the United States of America with a view to the

funding and repayment of American relief credits, unanimously
adopted decision in the terms of the suggested draft telegraphed to

Department by Mr. Wilson from Geneva on March 12, 1930, and
approved by the Department's telegraphic reply to Mr. Wilson dated
March 15, 1930.

The adhesion of the Italian Government to the settlement agreement
of London of June 15, 1928 8

(see annexes 3505 A and E) is the subject

of my letter to the Department of March 25, 1930,
8
transmitting

copies annexes 3605 [,3505"] I and J.

EDGE

863.51 Relief Credits/207

The Austrian Minister (Prochnik) to the Acting Secretary of State

No. 47/R WASHINGTON, March 31, 1930,

SIR: At the instance of the Federal Government of the Eepublic
of Austria I have the honor to ask your kind intermediary with a

view of bringing the following communication to the attention of the

Secretary of the Treasury.
With Public Resolution No. 81 dated February 4th 1929 ,

9 the Sec-

retary of the Treasury is authorized, if he determines that substan-

tially similar action has been taken by each of the Governments of

Denmark, France, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden and Switzerland in respect of the Austrian relief bonds held

by them and that the Reparation Commission has given an ap-

propriate release in respect to such loan, to subordinate the lien of

the United States upon the assets and revenues of Austria for the

payment of the Austrian relief bond held by the United States (but
without prejudicing the priority over costs of reparation stipulated in

8 Not printed.
8 Aff Cl^^J. - -4 Af\
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the relief bond) to a lien upon such, assets and revenues as may be

pledged for the payment of one or more loans floated by Austria in

an aggregate net amount of not more than 725,000,000 Austrian

Schillings and for a period of not more than thirty years from July
1st 1929.

The Relief Bond Committee representing the Governments of the

aforementioned countries expressed with note ddo December 12th

1927 10 their consent in principle to the release from the prior charge
in favor of the Eelief Bonds, for the period of the new loan, not

exceeding 30 years, of such securities as may be necessary for said

loan provided that

1.) similar consent is obtained from any other Powers interested

as holders of Austrian Relief Bonds
;

2.) consent is also obtained from the Reparation Commission for

the release of the securities in question from the charge for repara-
tion and other Treaty Costs

;

3.) the specific securities which it is desired to release, are in due

course, submitted to the Chairman of the Relief Bond Committee who
is authorized to approve them.

The first proviso referring to the United States of America was
taken care of by the aforecited Public Resolution.

To satisfy the second proviso, although after coming into force

of the Hague Convention of January 20th 1930, it will become ob-

solete, the Austrian Government has taken the necessary steps to

obtain formal consent of the Reparation Commission.

It is now in respect to the third proviso that the Federal Govern-
ment of the Republic of Austria by this present notifies the Govern-
ment of the United States of America that it intends to pledge for

the new Investment Loan the following resources, to wit :

1.) the revenues of the customs
;

2.) the gross receipts of the Tobacco Monopoly;
3.) such parts of the other revenues and receipts of the Federal

Government of Austria which for the full protection of the new loan

may be considered necessary as a supplement in case the two previ-
ously referred to sources of income should be considered insufficient.

For further explanation my Government wishes to state, that it

considers the probability of resorting to the additional securities men-

tioned on the third place very remote, nay almost out of question,
as the receipts from customs and tdfcacco monopoly are four times the

amount needed to take care of the service of the League of Nations-

Loan and will be thrice the amount required for covering interest

and sinking fund on both loans (the League of Nations-Loan and
the new Investment Loan) .

Foreign Relations, 1927, vol. i, p. 470.
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In view of the fact, however, that the new Investment Loan, unlike

the first one, will not be vouched by an international guaranty, it

seems inadvisable to my Government to strengthen this unavoidable

discrepancy in the value of these two loans'by restricting beforehand

the volume of securities accessible for the new Investment Loan.

The Federal Government of Austria requests, therefore, the Gov-
ernment of the United States of America to consent to the release

from the prior charge in favor of the Eelief Bonds, of the custom-

revenues, the gross receipts of the tobacco monopoly and of such other

revenues and receipts of the Federal Government of Austria as may
in future and under certain circumstances be required to cover the
service.

A similar request was submitted to Sir Frederick Leith Koth [J?c,$s]

Chairman of the International Eelief Bonds Committee by the Min-
ister of the Austrian Eepublic in London.

Accept [etc.] EDGAR PROCBOSTIK

863.51 Relief Credits/212 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Great Britain

(Dawes)

WASHINGTON, April 15, 1930 6 p. m.

93. (1) Public Evolution No. 81 approved February 4, 1929, reads

in part as follows :

"jResolved l>y the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States in Congress assembled, That in order that the United
States may cooperate with the Governments of Denmark, France,
Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and Switz-
erland in making it possible for Austria to obtain by means of a
loan the additional funds necessary in the furtherance of its recon-
struction program, the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby author-
ized, if he determines that substantially similar action has been
taken by each of such Governments in respect of the Austrian relief
bonds held by it (hiatus) to subordinate the lien of the United States

upon the assets and revenues of Austria pledged for the payment
of the Austrian relief bond held by the United States (hiatus) to a
lien upon such assets and revenues as may be pledged for the pay-
ment of one or more loans floated by Austria in an aggregate net
amount of not more than 725 million Austrian schillings and for a

period of not more than 30 years from July 1, 1929."

The Federal Government of the Republic of Austria has notified

the Government of the United States that it intends to pledge for

the new investment loan the following resources, to wit: (1) the

revenues of the customs; (2) the gross receipts of the tobacco monop-
oly; (3) such parts of the other revenues and receipts of the Federal
Government of Austria which for the full protection of the new
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loan may be considered necessary as a supplement in case the two

previously referred to sources of income should be considered in-

sufficient.

Within the limits of the authority conferred by the above resolu-

tion, the Secretary of the Treasury is willing to subordinate the lien

of the United States upon the above-mentioned Austrian assets and

revenues, but in view of the proviso contained in the resolution the

Secretary of the Treasury will not be in a position to take such ac-

tion unless and until substantially similar action has been taken by
the Governments of Denmark, France, Great Britain, Italy, the

Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. In this connection

you will note that the Eesolution empowers the Secretary of the

Treasury to determine when the proviso has been substantially com-

plied with.

(2) The Department understands that Sir Frederick Leith-Eoss,
Chairman of the International Eelief Bonds Committee, is acting for

the other creditor Powers on an Austrian request to subordinate their

liens. Please ascertain terms of such reply as may have been made
through him.

(3) To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to determine whether
the conditions set forth in Public Eesolution No. 81 have been ful-

filled, the Department desires a direct statement from each of the

Eelief Creditor Governments regarding the action taken with respect
to subordinating their liens.

(i) A brief summary of Government's reply should be cabled, full

text following by pouch.

(5) Eepeat foregoing as Department's instruction to Copenhagen,
Paris, Eome, The Hague, Oslo, Stockholm and Berne after substitut-

ing for paragraph (2) a statement of information received from
Leith-Eoss.

COTTON

S63.51 Relief Credits/213 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Great Britain (Dawes) to the Acting Secretary

of State

LONDON, April 17, 19303 p. m.

[Eeceived April 17 1 : 10 p. m.]
69. Last paragraph of Department's 93, April 15, 6 p. m., complied

with, with the following substituted for paragraph 2 :

"2. Sir Frederick Leith-Eoss states that he sent the following letter-
to the Austrian Minister in London on April 16, 1930 :

'Sir: In the aide-memoire which you were good enough to hand
to me on the 19th [of] March, 1930, the Austrian Government sub-
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mitted the specific securities for which a release is desired to me as

Chairman of the International Relief Bonds Committee, representing
the Governments of Denmark, France, Great Britain, Italy, the

Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, 'and Switzerland.
In reply I request you to inform the Austrian Government that in

[the] exercise of the mandate conferred upon me by the Committee,
I approve on their behalf the specific securities proposed, namely,
the customs and tobacco monopoly, and such of the other revenues
and receipts of the Austrian Government as may from time to time
be required by the trustees of the bondholders of the proposed
development loan.

It is understood that the release of these securities is subject to

(1) the Hague agreements of 20th January, 1930, coming into force,
and (2) a similar release of these [the same] specific securities being
given by the United States Government in respect of the relief bonds
which they hold.

I am, Sir, et cetera, et cetera
5

.
55

Leith-Ross added that in his opinion British Government would

ratify Young Plan ia -

Wednesday next.

DAWES

863.51 Relief Credits/214

TJie Austrian Minister (Prochnik) to the Acting Secretary of State

No. 60/R WASHINGTON, April 19, 1930.

SIR: The Federal Government of the Austrian Republic proposed
final settlement of their indebtedness in respect of Eelief Bonds of

the series "Relief Bonds Series B of 1920" (Renewal Bonds) to all

creditor Governments on an identical basis.

This proposal was accepted on behalf of the Governments of Den-

mark, France, Great Britain, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland by the International Relief Bonds Committee in London
on June 15th 1928.

With note ddo. November 14th 1928
5
No. 158/R,

12 an offer of set-

tlement was likewise submitted by this Legation to the Government
of the United States on behalf of the Federal Government of Austria,
and to the pertaining note were annexed the terms offered to and

accepted by the aforementioned creditor nations 1S
showing that

neither of them received more favorable terms and conditions than

those embodied in a draft agreement between the United States of

America and Austria, submitted to the 70th Congress and approved

by said legislative body with Public Resolution No. 81.

Negotiations were pending with Italy for her adherence to the

agreements made with the other Governments of the Relief-Creditor-

Nations which negotiations were brought to a successful conclusion

21 For correspondence relating to plan for the final settlement of German
reparations recommended by the Committee of Experts, June 7, 1929, see
Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. n, pp. 1025 ff.

12
Ibid., 1928, vol. i, p. 917.

13 Enclosures not printed.
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in an exchange of notes effected in the Hague on January 19th 1930,

between Dr. Joliann Schober, the Federal Chancellor, representing
Austria and Signer Antonio Mosconi Finance Minister of the King-
dom of Italy, representing the latter country.

I have the honor to submit copies of the last mentioned notes 14

setting forth that also this agreement reached with the last outstand-

ing Creditor-Government does not contain more favorable terms and

conditions than those embodied in the draft agreement between the

United States of America and the Eepnblic of Austria.

Having thus proved to a conclusion that my Government fully

complied with the provisions under which Congress authorized the

settlement of the indebtedness of Austria to the United States of

America and having previously submitted to you a power of attorney

executed in my name for the purpose of signing said agreement on

behalf of the Austrian Government I beg to request you to kindly
set a time and place for the exchange of signatures on said instrument.

You would greatly oblige me by bringing the contents of this note

to the attention of the Secretary of the Treasury.

Accept [etc.] EDGAR PBOCHNTK

863.51 Relief Credits/220 : Telegram

Tlie Minister in Sweden (More-head) to tfe Acting Secretary of State

STOCKHOLM:, April 26, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received April 269 : 15 a, m.]

13. Department's telegram No. 93 ? to London, April 15, 6 p. m.,

repeated to this Mission.

I have received a note from the Minister for Foreign Affairs this

morning in part a? follows:

al hare the honor to inform you that the statement made by Sir
Frederick Leith-Eoss in his letter of April 16, 1930, to the Austrian
Minister at London was i*=ued vritli the authorization of the Eoyal
(Swedish) Government a r;d approved by it.

35

MOREHEAD

S63.51 Relief Credits/221 : Telegram

The Ambassador in G-reai Britain (Daires) to the Secretary of State

LQ-N-DOX, May 2, 193011 a. m.

[Received May 2 6 a. m.]

88. Department's 93, April 15, 6 p. m. In letter dated May 1,

1930
? Foreign Office refers to the letter, dated April 16, 1930, sent

*
Enclosures not printed.
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fay Sir Frederick Leith-Ross to the Austrian Minister (text of which

was contained in Embassy's 69, April 17, 3 P. M.)> and states:

"Sir Frederick Leith-Ross, besides being Chairman of the Inter-

national Relief Bonds Committee, is of course the representative of
His Majesty's Government on the Committee and the letter which
he wrote was written with their authority and embodies their

intention. 55

DAWES

863.51 Relief Credits/222 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Secretary of State

PARIS, May 2, 19304 p. m.

[Received May 2 1 p. m.]

126. Department's 93, April 15, 6 p. m., to London. The French

Government states that the terms of the letter of April 16 last from

Leith-Ross to the Austrian Minister at London express the conditions

to which it especially has subordinated its adhesion to the emission

of the Austrian loan.

EDGE

863.51 Relief Credits/223 : Telegram

The Minister m Switzerland (Wilson) to the Secretary of State

BERNE, May 2, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received May 2 2 p. m.]

35. Department's 93, April 15, 6 p. m. [to London.]

[Federal Political] Department [reply], dated May 1st, just re-

ceived. Final paragraph reads in translation as follows :

"Informed in 1927 of the desire of the Austrian Government to

conclude in the United States a new loan of 725 million schillings,
the Federal Council, by decision of December 12, 1927, authorized the

Swiss representative in the International Committee of Relief Credits
at London to acquiesce in the request made of the states participating
in the 1920 loan to renounce, in favor of the projected loan, the
assertion of its claim to the privilege of priority which the relief

. credit enjoys. Thus we can fully confirm the declarations made
concerning this matter by Sir Frederick Leith-Ross."

JSTote follows by mail.13

WILSON

5 Not printed.
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863.51 Belief Credits/224 : Telegram

The Minister in Norway (Swen-son) to the Secretary of State

OSLO, May 6, 19301 p. m.

[Eeceived May 69 : 25 a. m.]

8. The Department's telegram Xo. 93, April 15, American Em-

bassy at London. Foreign Office informs me that the Norwegian
Government lias agreed to subordinate the lien in question on the

conditions named in Sir Frederick Leith-Eoss' letter to Austrian

Minister in London, dated April 15, last.

SWENSON

863.51 Relief Credits/229 : Telegram

The Charge in Den-mam (Ires) to the Secretary of State

COPENHAGEN, May 15, 1930 i p. in.

[Eeceived May 15 2 : 11 p. m.]

25. Department's 93, April 15, 6 p. m., to the Embassy, Paris

[London], I am in receipt of a note, dated May 14th, signed by
Minister of Foreign Affairs, wherein it is stated that Denmark, by
the declaration made on April 16, last, by the Chairman of the In-

ternational Eelief Bond Committee, has renounced its liens upon
the revenue? of the Austrian Government derived from customs and
tobacco monopoly, on the condition that the Hague agreement of

January 20, 1930, come into force and that a similar renunciation is

made by the United States.

IVES

863.51 Relief Credits/231 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Denmark (Ives)

WASHINGTON. May 19, 19305 p. m.

25. Your 25, May 15. 4 p. in. Does Danish note state that Den-
mark has renounced liens on all revenues mentioned in Leith-Eoss'

letter of April 16 or only on customs and tobacco revenues? United
States Treasury must have unambiguous statement on which to base

its action.

STIMSON
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863.51 Relief Credits/233 : Telegram

The Charge in Denmark (Ives) to the Secretary of State

COPENHAGEN, May 22, 1930 i p. in.

[Received May 222 : 15 p. m.]

26. Department's 25, May 19, 5 p. m. Danish note May 14 men-
tioned only customs and tobacco revenues.

In a further note, dated May 20, Foreign Office states that by
declaration of Leith-Ross, dated April 16, last, Denmark lias re-

nounced its liens on the revenues of the Austrian Government derived

from the customs and tobacco monopoly as well as such of the other

revenues as may from time to time be required as guarantee in favor

of the creditors of the new loan.

863.51 Relief Credits/235

The Austrian Minister (Prochnik) to the Secretary of State

No. 75/R WASHINGTON. May 22, 1930.

EXCELLENCY: The London Relief-Agreement of June 15th, 1928,

provides that Austria must obtain the consent of the Governments

of the Relief-Creditor-Nations prior to settling certain indebtedness

incurred by it through the so-called Forfait-agreement entered upon
for the execution of Art. 184 of the Treaty of St. Germain. These

obligations which were not affected by the Hague-Convention of

January 20, 1930 (Art. IV), are as follows:

to Rumania 362.700 gold-kronen
to Poland 5-1 812 " ;i

to Yugoslavia 346. 280 " "

to France 16. 237 " ;

total 780. 029

Of these the debt to France amounting to 16.237 gold kronen is

secured by a Treasury note, originally due on July 1st 1929 but

subsequently deferred to July 1st 1930. As this amount may in the

course of pending negotiations be subjected to some minor alteration,

the Federal Government of Austria, wishing to provide for a safe

margin, places the total amount of the Forfait-indebtedness at 850.000

gold kronen, for the payment of which amount it asks the consent of

the Governments of the Relief-Creditor-Nations.

A major portion of this indebtedness will not be settled in cash

but credited in way of compensation against certain claims which

Austria is holding against the aforementioned countries.

At the instance of my Government I have the honor to ask Your
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Excellency's kind intermediary with a view of obtaining the consent

of the Government of the United States to the settlement by Austria

of the so-called Forfait-debts not exceeding the total amount of

850.000 gold kronen.

To avoid delays in pending negotiations and in view of the fact that

the above referred to Treasury Note to France falls due on July 1st,

an early action on this request will be highly appreciated.
An identical request was submitted to the Belief Committee by our

Minister in London.

Accept [etc.] EDGAR PROCHNIK

863.51 Relief Credits/234:

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in France (Edge)

No. 170 WASHINGTON, May 23, 1930.

SIR: The Department has received your despatch N~o. 517, dated

May 2, 1930,
16

transmitting the reply of the French Government to

the Embassy's inquiry regarding the Austrian loan pursuant to the

Department's cabled instruction Xo. 93 of April 15, 6 p. m., to the

Embassy at London.

The reply of the French Government is not directly responsive
to the Department's inquiry on behalf of the Treasury Department.
The Embassy is requested to endeavor to obtain from the French

Government a statement in substance that Sir Frederick Leith-Ross'

letter of April 16, 1930. to the Austrian Minister at London is ap-

proved by the French Government and was made pursuant to its

authority.

I am [etc.] For the Secretary of State:

FRANCIS WHITE

863.51 Relief Credits/236 : Telegram

The Charge in Italy (Kirk) to the Secretary of State

BOME, May 26, 1930 noon

[Received 12 : 50 p. m.]

37. Department's 93, April 15, 6 p. m., to London. Following
statement received from Foreign Office in reply to representations
made by this Embassy based on above-mentioned telegram :

Italian Ministry of Finance concurs with declarations made b^
Chairman of Relief Bond Committee to Austrian Government in

note of April 16th, 1930, approving guarantees proposed by Govern-
ment of Austrian Republic, with special reference to customs and

16 Not printed ; see telegram No. 126, May 2, 4 p. m., from the Ambassador in

Prance, p. 399.
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tobacco monopoly and such other revenues and receipts of Austrian
Government as may from time to time be required by trustees of

bondholders of the proposed reconstruction loan. It is understood
that the release of these guarantees is subject to the HaOTe agree-
ments and to the- condition that similar approval be given by Ameri-
can Government, which appears to be contained in representations-
based on Department's above-mentioned telegram.

Statement concludes by declaring that Italy's decisions are subor-

dinated to analogous decisions by other interested states.

Copy and translation of Foreign Office Note follows by pouch.
17

XlHK

63.51 Relief Credits/237 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Italy (

X, May 29. 1930 5 p. in.

43. Your 37, May 26, noon. What is the meaning of the phrase
"the release of these guarantees is subject to the Hague agreements.

5
'

particularly as the Hague agreements are understood to have come
into force before date of Italian statement ?

STOISOX

63.51 Relief Credits/238 : Telegram

The Charge in Italy (Kirk) to the Secretary of State

, June 3, 19305 p. m.

[Received June 3 1 : 55 p. in.]

41. Department's 43, May 29. 5 p. m. Foreign Office official in-

forms me that according to interpretation by Ministry of Finance of

phrase referred to, Italian Government does not wish to agree to any .

proposals the conditions of which are contrary to the terms of the

agreements reached at The Hague, some of which have already been

ratified and some of which are still in the process of ratification. For
the Department's further information, Italian text of above-men-

tioned phrase reads:

"II rilascio di queste garenzie e subordinate agli Accord! dell' AjV*.

It would appear that garenzie may properly be translated either

as "guarantees" or as "securities*
5 and consequently wording of phrase

referred to in Department's above-mentioned telegram seems to con-

form to last paragraph of letter of Sir Frederick Lelth-Eoss quoted in

Department's telegram to London No. 93. April 15, 6 p. m.

KIRK.

"Not printed.
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S'63.51 Relief Credits/244

The Netherlands Minister (Van Royen) to the Under Secretary of

State (Cotton)

WASHINGTON, June 20, 1930.

MY DEAR MB. SECRETARY : The Minister of Foreign Affairs at The

Hague has advised me, that the Minister of the United. States has

informed him, that the Department of State in Washington would

appreciate receiving from Her Majesty's Government a confirmation

of its assent to the suspension of its lien upon certain Austrian

revenues, pledged for the payment of the Austrian Relief bonds.

The American Minister referred *in his note to Public Resolution

No. 81 of February 4th, 1929.

Pursuant to instructions received, I take pleasure in informing

you, that on the 19th of this month the Minister of Foreign Affairs

has communicated by writing the assent of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment to Mr. Diekema.18

Believe me [etc.] J- H. VAN ROYEN

803.51 Relief Credits/245 : Telegram

The Charge in Italy (Kirk) to the Secretary of State

ROME, June :

21, UWO 11 a. in.

[Received June 21 1) : 55 a. in.]

50. My telegram No. 40 [41?], June 3, 3 [/! p. in. Following i s

translation of urgent note verbale, dated June 2()th, received toil ay
from Foreign Office 'with request that contents be cabled to the

Department :

"With reference to note verbale No. 199 of April 19th of the

American Embassy the Minister of Foreign Affairs learns that the

Government of the United States of America has interpreted the

consent given by Italy in its note verlale of May 20th, last, No.
217089-3? as an adherence which is not absolute and unr.ondiUond as

regards the attitude of the Koyal Government concerning the subor-
dination of the liens and the acceptance of the guarantees (ffarensw)
proposed by Austria for the issuance of the new loan.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has the honor therefore to assure

the American Embassy that by its above-mentioned note wrfwl? of

May 20th, last, the Royal Government had in fad; intended to net

unconditionally to the communication made by the chairman of
the International Belief Bond Committee and to the request of the
American Embassy with a view to facilitating the conclusion of
the loan without in any way intending to prejudice the replies
of the other Governments."

18
Gerrit John Diekema, Minister in the Netherlands.
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As meaning of phrase beginning "without in any way intending,
et cetera" was doubtful I made an oral inquiry at the Foreign Office

and was told that this phrase was intended merely to make it clear

that the Italian adherence was not contingent upon the replies of

the other Governments.

[Paraphrase.] I have been told by Austrian Minister here in

Borne that the note verlale, dated June 20, was sent as a result of

conversations held recently with officials of the Italian Foreign Of-
fice in which the Minister called attention to certain inaccuracies

which lie states were contained in the note of May 20. He believes

these inaccuracies were based on misunderstandings between the

Ministry of Finance and the Foreign Office. The hope has also

been expressed by the Austrian Minister that the explanations con-

tained in this last note may be cabled immediately to London where
the Austrian Minister of Finance is arriving to confer regarding the

Austrian loan. I have told him that I would send the Department
information to that effect. [End paraphrase.]

KIRK

S63.51 Relief Credits/260

The French Ministry for Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy
in France 19

[Translation]

PARIS, June 21, 1930.

By note dated the 10th of this month, the American Embassy in-

quired of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs if the reply addressed on

April 16, 1930, by the Chairman of the Belief Credits Committee to

the Austrian Minister at London concerning the authorisation solic-

ited by the Austrian Government to issue a new loan of 750 million

schillings, had been approved by the French Government, and

whether he had acted on this occasion with the authority of this

Government.

In reply to this communication, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs

has the honor to inform the American Embassy that Mr. Leith-Boss

acted in the matter as the representative of the Governments con-

stituting the Belief Credits Committee, and that the letter of April

16, 1930, received the approval of the French Government.

10

Copy transmitted to the Department by the Ambassador in France as an
enclosure to bis despatch No. 649, June 25, 1930 ; received July 7.
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863.51 Relief Credits/247 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge} to the Secretary of State

PABIS, June 26, 1930 noon.

[Received June 26 8 : 45 a. in.
|

195. Reparation 312. The Commission has just received a letter

from the Austrian Minister at Paris to the effect that in the negotia-
tions taking place in London for the projected Austrian loan the

American bankers have stated that United States Treasury before

subordinating its relief bond lien on Austrian assets in favor of the

new loan would insist on the formal fulfillment of the condition

expressed in Public Resolution Number 81, approved February 4,

1929, "that the Reparation Commission has given an appropriate
release in respect of such loan". The Austrian section of the Com-
mission is meeting this afternoon to consider the question and will

probably recommend the Commission to adopt at its meeting on the

28th instant a decision to the effect that as of the date of putting into

force of the Hague agreement of January 20, 1930, concerning Austria,
the first charge on Austrian assets created by article 197 of the Treaty
of Saint Germain ceases to have any effect.

EDGE

8G3.51 Belief Credits/248 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to th-e Secretary of State

PARIS, June 27, 1980 noon.

[Received June 279:20 a. in.]

199. Reparation 313. Following meeting Austrian section yester-

day the Reparation Commission in order to avoid any dehy in loan

negotiations sent letter to Austrian Minister at Paris in sense indi-

cated my reparation 312, June 26, noon. Letter will receive retro-

active approval by Commission tomorrow.

EDGE

863.51 Relief Credits/251
~ '

The Secretary of State to the Austrian Minister (ProehniJc)

WASHINGTON, June 27, 1930.

SIR: I have the honor to refer to your note No. 75/R, dated May
22, 1930, requesting the consent of the Government of the United
States to the settlement by Austria of the so-called Forfait-debts not

exceeding the total amount of 850,000 gold kronen, and to inform

you that the Government of the United States offers no objection to
the settlement by Austria of the so-called Forfait-debts in the manner
set forth in your note under reference.

Fetc.1 TT T c,^..
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863.51 Relief Credits/252 : Telegram

The Ambassador in France (Edge) to the Secretary of State

PABIS, June 28, 19306 p. m.

[Received June 297:44 a. m.]

202. Reparation 314. Reparation Commission this morning took

decision indicated my reparation 313
;

19a that is, it approved retroac-

tively the letter sent to the Austrian Minister on June 26, stating that as

from the coming into force of the Hague agreement of January 20,

1930, between the creditor powers and Austria, the first charge on

the assets and revenues of Austria created by Article 197 of the Treaty

of Saint Germain ceases to be operative.
The Austrian Minister in Paris has just left with me a certified

copy of the proces-verbal of deposit of ratification of the agreement of

January 20, 1930, with Austria, drawn up at noon today at the Min-

istry for Foreign Affairs, which states that the instruments of ratifi-

cation of the following countries have been deposited : Austria, Bel-

gium, Great Britain, France, Italy, Greece, Rumania, Czechoslovakia

and Yugoslavia. The Austrian Minister has asked me to cable the

foregoing to the Department.
EDGE

863.51 Relief Credits/253

The Austrian Legation to the Department of State

MEMORANDUM

The Austrian Minister is in receipt of a cable from the Austrian

Federal Minister of Finances from London June 28, 1930, transmitting

the following note from the chairman of the Relief Committee:

"With reference to my letter of 16th April 1930, I have the honor
to state for the information of the Austrian Government that the

first proces verbale of the deposit of ratifications of the agreement
signed at the Hague on 20th January 1930, having been drawn up 011

the 28th instant, and the agreement having come into force between the

contracting parties who have ratified as from the last mentioned date

of the release of the securities referred to in the letter of sixteenth

April 1930, by the Governments of Denmark, France, Great Britain,

Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland which hold

Austrian Relief Bond has come into operation subject to a similar

release of the same securities being given by the United States Govern-
ment in respects of the Relief Bonds which they hold.

UI am Your Excellency your obedient servant,
Leith Ross."

The Austrian Minister has been instructed to communicate the con-

lfltt See telegram No. 199, June 27, noon, from the Ambassador in France, p. 406.
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tents of the above letter to the Secretary of the Treasury and to request
that a declaration of release by the United States Government be

issued at the earliest possible date and transmitted by cable.

WASHINGTON, June 30, 1930.

863.51 Relief Credits/256

The Secretary of the Treasury (Mellon) to the Secretary of State

[Extract]

WASHINGTON, July 2, 1930.

MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY:

Acting, therefore, under the authority conferred on me as Secretary
of the Treasury of the "United States by Public Resolution of Con-

gress No. 81, approved February 4, 1929, having first determined

that substantially similar action has been taken by each of the relief

creditor governments in respect of the Austrian relief bonds held by
it and that the Reparation Commission has given an appropriate
release in respect of such loan, I hereby declare that the lien for the

payment of the Austrian relief bonds held by the United States upon
the customs and tobacco monopoly and such of the other revenues

and receipts of the Austrian Government as may from time to time

be required by the trustees of the bondholders of the proposed develop-
ment loan, is subordinated to a lien upon such of said assets and rev-

enues as may be pledged for the payment of one or more loans floated

by Austria in an aggregate net amount of not more than 725,000,000

Austrian schillings for a period of not more than thirty years from

July 1, 1929.

Very truly yours, A. W. MELLON

TREATY AND EXCHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
AND AUSTRIA FOR EXTRADITION AND COMMUTATION OF DEATH
PENALTY, SIGNED JANUARY 31, 1930

Treaty Series No. 822

Treaty Between the United States of America and Austria,

Signed at "Vienna, January 31, 1930 20

The United States of America and Austria desiring to promote
the cause of justice, have resolved to conclude a treaty for the extra-

dition of fugitives from justice, between the two countries and have

appointed for that purpose the following Plenipotentiaries :

20 In English and German; German text not printed. Ratification advised

by the Senate, June 16, 1930 ; ratified by the President, June 28, 1930 ;
ratified

by Austria, August 9, 1930 ; ratifications exchanged at Vienna, August 12, 1930 ;

proclaimed by the President, August 14, 1930.
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The President of the United States of America :

Mr. Albert Henry Washburn, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary to Austria, and

The Federal President of the Republic of Austria :

Mr. Johann Schober, Federal Chancellor,

who, after having communicated to each other their respective full

powers, found to be in good and due form, have agreed upon and con-

cluded the following articles :

AKTICJLE I. It is agreed that the Government of the United States

and the Federal Government of Austria shall, upon requisition duly
made as herein provided, deliver up to justice any person, who

may be charged with, or may have been convicted of any of the

offenses specified in Article II of the present Treaty which are desig-

nated in the laws of the surrendering state as crimes other than mis-

demeanofs and which were committed within the jurisdiction of one

of the High Contractings Parties, whenever such person shall seek an

asylum or shall be found within the territories of the other
; provided

that such surrender shall take place only upon such evidence of crimi-

nality, as according to the laws of the place where the fugitive or

person so charged shall be found, would justify his apprehension and

commitment for trial if the offense had been there committed.

ARTICLE II. Persons shall be delivered up according to the provi-
sions of the present Treaty, who shall have been charged with or con-

victed of any of the following offenses :

1. Murder, comprehending the crimes designated by the term par-
ricide, assassination, manslaughter when voluntary, poisoning or
infanticide.

2. Rape, abortion, carnal knowledge of children under the age of
fourteen years.

3. Abduction or detention of women or girls for immoral purposes.
4. Bigamy.
5. Arson.
6. Wilful and unlawful destruction or obstruction of railroads,

which endangers human life.

7. Crimes committed at sea :

a) Piracy, as commonly known and defined by the law of

nations, or by statute.

"b ) Wrongfully sinking or destroying a vessel at sea.

c) Mutiny or conspiracy of two or more members of the crew or
other persons on board of a vessel on the high seas, for the

purpose of rebelling against the authority of the Captain or
Commander of such vessel, or by fraud or violence taking
possession of such vessel.

d) Assault on board ship upon the high seas with intent to do

bodily harm.
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8. Burglary, defined to be the act of breaking into and entering the

house of another in the night time with intent to commit a felony
therein.

9. The act of breaking into and entering the office of the Govern-
ment and public authorities or the offices of banks, banking houses,

savings-banks, trust-companies, insurance and other companies, or

other buildings not dwellings with intent to commit a felony therein.

10. Robbery, defined to be the act of feloniously and forcibly taking
from the person of another goods or money by violence or by putting
him in fear.

11. Forgery or the utterance of forged papers.
12. The forgery or falsification of the official acts of the Govern-

ments, or public authority, including Courts of Justice, or the uttering
or fraudulent use of any of the same.

13. The fabrication of counterfeit money, whether coin or paper,
counterfeit titles or coupons of public debt, created by National, State,

Provincial, Territorial, Local or Municipal Governments, bank notes
or other instruments of public credit, counterfeit seals, stamps, dies

and marks of State or public administrations, and the utterance, circu-

lation or fraudulent use of the above mentioned objects.
14. Embezzlement or criminal malversation committed within the

jurisdiction of one or the other party by public officers or depositaries,
where the amount embezzled exceeds one hundred dollars or the Aus-
trian equivalent.

15. Embezzlement by any person or persons, hired, salaried or

employed, to the detriment of their employers or principals, when the
crime is punishable by imprisonment or other corporal punishment
by the laws of both countries, and where the amount embezzled exceeds
one hundred dollars or the Austrian equivalent.

16. Kidnapping of minors or adults, defined to be the abduction
or detention of a person or persons, in order to exact money from them,
their families or any other person or persons, or for any other unlaw-
ful end.

17. Larceny, defined to be the theft of effects, personal property,
or money, of the value of one hundred dollars or more or the Austrian
equivalent.

18. Obtaining money, valuable securities or other property by false

pretences or receiving any money, valuable securities or other property
knowing the same to have been unlawfully obtained, where the amount
of money or the value of the property so obtained or received exceeds
one hundred dollars or the Austrian equivalent.

19. Perjury or subornation of perjury.
20. Fraud or breach of trust by a "bailee, banker, agent, factor,

trustee, executor, administrator, guardian, director or officer of any
company or corporation, or by any one in any fiduciary position, where
the amount of money or the value of the property misappropriated
exceeds one hundred dollars or the Austrian equivalent.

21. Crimes against the laws of both countries for the suppression of
slavery and slave trading.

22. "Wilful desertion or wilful non-support of minor or dependent
children.

The extradition is also to take place for participation in any of the
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attempt to commit any of the aforesaid crimes
; provided suck partici-

pation or attempt be punishable by imprisonment by the laws of both

Contracting Parties.
ARTICUE III. The provisions of the present Treaty shall not im-

port a claim of extradition for any offense of a political character,

nor for acts connected with such offenses; and no person surrendered

by or to either of the High Contracting Parties in virtue of this Treaty
shall be tried or punished for a political offense committed before his

extradition.

The State applied to or Courts of that State shall decide whether
the offense is of a political character or not.

When the offense charged comprises the act either of murder
or assassination or of poisoning, either consummated or attempted,
the fact that the offense was committed or attempted against the life

of the Sovereign or Head of any State or against the life of any mem-
ber of his family, shall not be deemed sufficient to sustain that such

offense was of a political character; or was an act connected with

offenses of a political character.

AUTTCUB IV. No person, except with the approval of the surrender-

ing State, shall be tried for any crime committed before his extradition

other than that for which lie was surrendered, unless he has been at

liberty for one month after having been tried for that offense, to leave

the country, or, in case of conviction, for one month after having suf-

fered his punishment or having been pardoned.

ARTICLE V. A. fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered under the

provisions hereof, when, from lapse of time or other lawful cause,

either according to the laws of the country within the jurisdiction

of which the crime was committed or according to the laws of the

surrendering State, the criminal is exempt from prosecution or pun-
ishment for the offense for which the surnwdtT is asked.

ARTICLE VI. If the person whose extradition has been requested,

pursuant to the stipulations of this Convention, be actually under

prosecution for u crime in the country where lie lias sought, asylum, or

shall have been convicted thereof, his extradition may be deferred until

such proceedings be terminated, or until such criminal shall bo set at

liberty in due course of law.

ARTICLE VII. If a fugitive criminal claimed by one of the parties

hereto, shall be also claimed by one or more powers pursuant to treaty

provisions, on account of offenses committed within their jurisdiction,

such criminal alia 11 be delivered to that State whose demand is first

received, unless its demand is waived. This Article shall not affect

such treaties as liave already previously been concluded by one oL
:

the

Contracting Parties with other states.
. ______ tTTTT"
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High Contracting Parties shall be bound to deliver up its own citizens.

ARTICLE IX. The expense of transportation of the accused shall be

paid by the Government which has preferred the demand for extradi-

tion. No claim other than for the board and lodging of an accused

prior to his surrender arising out of the arrest, detention, examination

and surrender of fugitives under this Treaty shall be made against the

Government demanding the extradition
; provided, however, that any

officer or officers of the surrendering Government, who shall in the.

course of their duty, receive no salary or compensation other than

specific fees for services performed, shall be entitled to receive from

the Government demanding the extradition the customary fees for

the acts or services performed by them, in the same manner and to

the same amount as though such acts or services had been performed
in ordinary criminal proceedings under the laws of the country of

which they are officers.

These claims for board and lodging and for fees are to be submitted

through the intermediary of the respective Government.

ARTICLE X. Everything found in the possession of the fugitive

criminal at the time of his arrest, whether being the proceeds of the

crime, or which may be material as evidence in making proof of the

crime, shall so far as practicable, according to the laws of either of

the High Contracting Parties, be delivered up with his person at the

time of surrender. Nevertheless, the rights of a third party with

regard to the articles referred to, shall be duly respected.
ARTICLE XI. The stipulations of the present Treaty shall be appli-

cable to all territory wherever situated, belonging to either of the High
Contracting Parties or in the occupancy and under the control of

either of them, during such occupancy or control.

Kequisitions for the surrender of fugitives from justice shall be

made by the respective diplomatic agents of the High Contracting
Parties. In the event of the absence of such agents from the country
or its seat of Government, or where extradition is sought from terri-

tory included in the preceding paragraph, other than the United
States or Austria, requisitions may be made by superior consular

officers. Requisitions for surrender with accompanying documentary
proofs shall be required to be translated by the Government which has

preferred the demand for extradition into the language of the sur-

rendering Government.

The arrest and detention of a fugitive may be applied for on in-

formation, even by telegraph, of the existence of a judgment of con-
viction or of a warrant of arrest.

In Austria, the application for arrest and detention shall be addressed
to the Federal Chancellor, who will transmit it to the proper depart-
ment.
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be addressed to the Secretary of State, who shall deliver a mandate
certifying that the application is regularly made and requesting the

competent authorities to take action thereon in conformity to statute.

In case of urgency, the application for arrest and detention may be
addressed directly to the competent magistrate in conformity to the
statutes in force.

The person provisionally arrested shall be released, unless within
three months from the date of commitment in the United States or
from the date of arrest in Austria, the formal requisition for surrender,
with the documentary proofs hereinafter described, be made as afore-
said by the diplomatic agent of the demanding Government, or in
his absence, by a consular officer thereof.

If the fugitive criminal shall have been convicted of the crime for
p?hich his extradiction is asked, a copy of the sentence of the court before
which such conviction took place, duly authenticated, shall be produced.
If, however, the fugitive is merely charged with crime, a duly authen-
ticated copy of the warrant of arrest in the country where the crime
was committed, and of the depositions upon which such warrant may
have been issued, shall be produced, with such other evidence or proof
as may be deemed competent in the case.

ARTICLE XII. In every case of a request made by either of the High
Contracting Parties, for the arrest, detention or extradition of fugi-
tive criminals, the appropriate legal officers of the country where
the proceedings of extradition are had, shall assist the officers of the

Government demanding the extradition before the respective judges
and magistrates, by every appropriate legal means within their

power.
AUTICIJE XIII. The present Convention shall be ratified by the High

Contracting Parties, in accordance with their respective constitutional

methods and shall take effect on the thirtieth day after the date of

the exchange of ratifications, which shall take place at Vienna as

soon as possible, but it shall not operate retroactively.

On the day when the present Convention takes effect, the Conven-

tion of July 3, 1856 shall cease to be in force except as to crimes therein

enumerated and committed prior to the date first mentioned.

The present Convention shall remain in force for a period of six

months after either of the two Governments shall have given notice

of a purpose to terminate it.

In witness whereof the above named Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Treaty and have hereunto affixed their seals.

Done in duplicate at Vienna this 31rst
day of January nineteen

hundred and thirty.

ALBERT HENRY WASHBTJRH

[SEAL]

[SEAL! SCHOBER
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Treaty Series No. 822

The American Minister in Austria (Washburn) to the Austrian

Federal Chancellor (JScho"ber)

VIENNA, January 31, 1930.

ExcmxENCY : At the moment of signing the Treaty of Extradition

between the United States of America and the Kepublic of Austria, I

have the honor to state that I have been duly authorized to inform

Your Excellency that in the event of the conviction in the United

States of a person extradited from Austria where such conviction

is followed by a sentence of death, the Government of the United

States will undertake to recommend to the appropriate authorities

the exercise of mercy by way of the commutation of the sentence to life

imprisonment.

Accept [etc.] ALBERT H. WASHBUEN

Treaty Series No. 822

The Austrian Federal Chancellor (Schober) to the American

Minister in Austria (WasJiburn)

[Translation]

VIENNA, January 31, 1930,

MR. MINISTER : I have the honor, in the name of the Federal Gov-

ernment, to acknowledge the receipt of the note which Your Excellency

sent me on the occasion of the signing of the treaty between the

Eepublic of Austria and the United States of America for the extra-

dition of criminals, and to take note of the declaration therein con-

tained according to which Your Excellency has been empowered to

inform me that the Government of the United States, in the event of a

person delivered by Austria being found guilty in the said State and

sentenced to death, the gracious commutation of the death penalty to

a life imprisonment will be recommended.

Accept [etc.] SCHOBER
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REVOLUTION IN BOLIVIA

24.00/495 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, May 29, 1930 11 a. in.

[Received 11 : 15 a. m.]

31. My telegram No. 30, May 28, 4 p. m.1 President Siles resigned

ast night turning over the Executive power to the Cabinet. Elections

or a constituent assembly to revise the Constitution have been called

or June 29. The assembly will be composed of the usual number of

Senators and Deputies making up Congress and will meet on July 28th.

HIBBAED

24.00/496 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, May 29, 19306 p. m.

[Eeceived May 302:25 p. m.2
]

32. My telegram No. 31. 3 I have received the following note from
he Minister of Foreign Affairs.

"La Paz, May 28, 1930.
Mr. Charge d'Affaires : The decree, copy of which I have the honor

o enclose herewith, will inform you that today His Excellency, the
'resident of the Republic, Dr. Hernando Siles, has resigned his high
onstitutional office and that the Cabinet (Council of Ministers) has
ssumed the functions of the Government.
I also have the honor to inform you that while the National Con-
ention is being assembled, the Council of Ministers will continue the

unctions of the Executive power in all normality, respecting inter-

ational conventions and all obligations of the state.

Requesting you to be so kind as to inform your Government of the

onteiits of this note, I am pleased to offer you the assurance of my
igh consideration. Signed F. Vega."

1 Not printed.
a
Telegram in two sections.

8
Supra.

415
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Decree.

"The Council of Ministers considering:
That the President of the Eepublic, Dr. Hernando Siles, basing his

opinion on the grave condition of the state and desiring to consolidate

the institutionality of the country, has resigned today irrevocably his

high office, thus preventing himself from intervening in the solution

of the political problem raised by parliamentary and popular mani-
festations soliciting his continuance in the Government

;

That it is necessary to normalize the institutional progress of the

Kepublic, giving the Nation the possibility of resolving its own prob-
lems by itself with high civic spirit ;

That the majority of the Nation has manifested the urgent neces-

sity of proceeding with the constitutional reform for which it is in-

dispensable to have recourse to the popular will, fountainhead of

sovereignty ;

That the ordinary National Congress is not endowed with sufficient

power to resolve the existing problems nor to fix the standard con-

ducive to the normalization of the institutional life of the Republic;
That the public administration cannot remain unattended without

producing grave disorder and jeopardizing the stability of the

Nation
;

That the merely transitory functions imposed upon the Council
of Ministers, by the exceptional circumstances of the present time,
should last only for the time strictly necessary to consult the desire

of the country, meanwhile [directing] the administration and fulfill-

ing the external obligations which the Eepublic has incurred.
Decrees :

Article 1. The Council of Ministers assumes the functions of the
Executive power.

Article 2. The conventional elections are convoked for Sunday,
June 29th, next, for the purpose of electing Senators and Deputies in

the entire Eepublic, who will jointly constitute the National
Convention.

Article 3. The National Convention will begin its functions on July
28 of this year, in the city of La Paz, and will proceed immediately
to resolve the political problem and to consider the constitutional

reforms which may be proposed. Their work finished as members
of the convention, the Senators and Deputies will exercise the func-
tions of the ordinary Legislative power until they complete their

term of office.

Article 4. A supplementary decree will regulate the elections.

Done in the Palace of Government in the city of La Paz, this 28th

day of May 1930. Signed G. Antelo Arauz, Minister [or Govern-
ment] and Justice

;
F. Vega, Minister for Foreign Affairs and Wor-

ship^ (ad interim^ and War; F. Mercado, Minister of Hacienda; J.

Aguirre Acha, Minister of Public Instruction; Lieutenant Colonel

Toro, Minister of Fomento and Communications; Colonel Banzer,
Minister of Agriculture and Colonization."

I have acknowledged the receipt of this note, stating that in ac-

cordance with the request contained therein I have informed my
Government of its contents.
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This afternoon there was a meeting of the diplomatic corps to dis-

cuss what attitude should be taken toward the new Government.

Three points were raised :

(1) Whether, in view of the fact that this Government is in reality
a continuation of President Siles

3

administration although unconsti-

tutional, relations should not be continued normally with the ex-

ception of treaty negotiations.

(2) Whether if relations are continued normally this does not give
tacit recognition to an unconstitutional government which might
prove embarrassing later, particularly as there is a grave possibility
that the power may be seized by an individual before the Constituent

Assembly meets.

(3) Whether a formal act of recognition should be made and if so

to whom should it be addressed.

The consensus of opinion was that nothing should be done which
would embarrass the present administration and that it was therefore

desirable to have uniformity of action by all representatives. How-
ever no one was prepared to commit his Government and it was decided

that each should cable for instructions. I therefore respectfully

request instructions as soon as possible as there will be another meet-

ing of the corps on Monday afternoon in view of the arrival of the

new Minister for Foreign Affairs.

As far as American interests are concerned the question of recog-
nition has importance as the bankers must decide whether they will

permit this Government to draw on funds now deposited in New
York for future payments on the service of the Bolivian external

debt.

HDBBAED

824.01/1 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hib~bard] to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, May 31, 1930 11 a. m.

[Eeceived May 31 10 : 45 a. m.]

33. My telegram No. 32, May 29, 6 p. m. The Brazilian Minister

has just called to inform me that he has received instructions from his

Government in the following sense concerning the recognition of the

present Bolivian Government. Brazil will assume the same attitude

as that taken in 1920 at the time of the Saavedra revolution when
Brazil and the United States acted in unison in maintaining cordial

relations with the Provisional Government but refused to recognize
Government constitutionality or to negotiate with it.

4 Brazil hopes
that the United States will also take this attitude, as it is felt that to do

otherwise would establish a dangerous precedent.

HlBBARD

QG1 on/1 QQO
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824.01/4 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard)

WASHINGTON, June 2, 1930 noon.

20. Your 32, May 29, 6 p. in., and 33, May 31, 11 a. in. The Depart-
ment does not desire to raise any question regarding tihe recognition
of the new regime in Bolivia. It desires that you should continue

normal diplomatic relations with the Government and that you should

not take part in any joint action of the diplomatic corps. You may
inform the Brazilian Minister confidentially regarding the above.

CARK

824.01/4 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, June 3, 193011 a. m.

[Keceived 11 : 40 a. m.]

34. All diplomatic representatives received practically the same
instructions as contained in Department's telegram 20, June 2, noon.

There are signs of dissension among the members of the Cabinet

Council and reports from the interior indicate that some of the

departments, particularly Cochabamba and Potosi, are not satisfied

with the present regime. Fidel Vega appears to be strongest Min-

ister and it is commonly expected that he will place himself at the

head of the Provisional Government, thus becoming a formidable

rival for Siles should elections actually be held. Both the Liberal

and Republican Parties have invited Saavedra to return, but so far

he has given no indication of his plans.

I gather from conversations with the Paraguayan Minister that

his Government will not begin direct negotiations on the Chaco ques-
tion until there is a constitutional government here.4a

HlBBARD

824.00/498 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, June 18, 1930 noon.

[Received 3 : 25 p. m.]
35. During the past week there have been several demonstrations

of the Nationalist Party in favor of Siles and his reelection. They
have been fairly orderly although the windows of Saavedra's house
have been broken. There have been smaller counter-demonstrations,

during one of which the headquarters of the Nationalist Party were

4a For correspondence relating to entrance by Bolivia and Paraguay into direct
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destroyed. For not controlling the latter, the Chief of Police and
his assistant have been transferred to the provinces.

An official report this morning announces that Villazon on the

Argentine frontier was attacked yesterday by Communists but that

the situation is well under control. There is much Communist activ-

ity at present particularly among unemployed miners in the Oruro

district. Headquarters are said to be in Montevideo.

The Minister of the Interior and Justice Department has resigned

and his position filled by Lieutenant Colonel Toro, formerly Minister

of Public Works and Communications. Colonel Banzer, previously

Minister of Agriculture, has taken the position left vacant by Toro

thus giving the Army possession of the two most important Cabinet

positions for controlling elections. ~ Ezekiel Eomecin has been made

Minister of Agriculture.
HlBBAED

824.00/500 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hiblard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, June 22, 19303 p. in.

[Received June 23 8 : 55 a. m.]

37. My telegram No. 36, June 20, noon.4b The situation in La Paz

and throughout the country remains very tense. Last night an at-

tempt against the Government here, including plans for Siles' assas-

sination, was frustrated. There were street demonstrations last night

and this morning. In the latter two students agitating against the

Government were filled. There is no doubt that the Government

exaggerates these demonstrations for the purpose of putting on

heavier military restrictions but the situation is serious and there may
be grave trouble before the elections next Sunday, particularly as those

opposed to the Government are lining up with Communist elements.

HlBBAKD

824.00/503 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hillard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, June 25, 19303 p. m.

[Eeceived 3 : 10 p. m.]

41. My telegram No. 40, June 25, noon.4b Oruro has been
taken^by

revolutionists. Federal troops there refused to take any action

against the rebels. There is dissatisfaction among troops here and

the Government fears to send any to Oruro for this reason and be-

cause the situation is too critical in La Paz. All regular communi-

cations are cut between La Paz and Oruro. It is expected that there

will be a movement against the Government here tonight or tomorrow.

HlBBARD
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Press Release Issued "by the Department of State on June 30, 1930 5

The Department has received a telegram, dated June 27, 10 a. m.,
ft

which was delayed in transmission from Mr. Frederick P. Hibbard,
the American Charge d'Affaires at La Paz, to the effect that on Wednes-

day night, June 25, at 9 o'clock, the cadets of the military college
revolted against the Government following the receipt of the news
of the successful revolt in Oruro. There was heavy street fighting all

during the night and Thursday morning in which other elements

opposed to the Government joined and during which the military

college was bombarded. The Government troops were able to put down
the uprising temporarily, although the majority of the cadets and
their sympathizers had not yet surrendered and were barricaded on

the outskirts of the city. Several members of the Diplomatic Corps
appealed to General Kundt in the interest of humanity to halt the

firing, which he did. The telegram adds that the Army has taken

control of the Government and a military junta of six ranking colonels

is in charge. Most of the members of the cabinet and the nationalist

leaders have taken refuge in foreign legations. Ex-President Siles

and his family are in the Brazilian Legation. However, the Nation-

alist Party still refuses to concede control to a military regime, and
Mr. Hibbard stated that until this was settled there might be further

trouble. Oruro, Cochabamba, Sucre, and Potosi are all in control

of military juntas. Everything is quiet in those cities, although there

has been street fighting. They are prepared to join La Paz in tem-

porary Army control of the country, but insist that the Nationalist

control of the country be broken and that Siles be exiled. Their

program is to maintain the present constitution and, when tran-

quillity is established, to hold the elections in a normal manner. The

telegram added that the atmosphere in La Paz was still tense, that

shops and public utilities were closed, and that, although the American

Legation was in the direct line of firing, no damage had been done to

it or to any American property.
The Department has received a further telegram, dated June 28,

1 p. m., from Mr. Hibbard, stating that the cadets, students, and
other elements opposed to the Government, who were barricaded on
the Altiplano Thursday were joined by the aviation forces and several

regiments. Meanwhile, there were continued demonstrations against
the Government at La Paz, the crowds demanding the release of politi-
cal prisoners. The Prefect, Colonel Julio Sanjines, also a member of

the military junta, was eventually forced to resign, and the prefecture,

8
Reprinted from Department of State, Press Releases, July 5, 1930, p. 1.

8
Telegrams from the Charge in Bolivia, upon which this release is based, are

not printed.
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as well as all other Government offices, was taken over by the mob.
All political prisoners were released amid a wildly enthusiastic recep-
tion. The cadets, aviation troops, line regiments, and armed civilians

marched into La Paz where they were joined by the crowd and other

military units. During the clay there was spasmodic firing. Mr.
Hibbard adds that for the time being the Government is controlled

by Colonel Pando as military chief, Otero as prefect, with Bustamante,
President of the Banco Central, and Elio, former Minister for Foreign

Affairs, as advisers. They are awaiting the arrival of military rep-
resentatives from the other provinces when a new military junta will

be formed to govern until constitutional elections can be called. The

telegram adds that Friday afternoon the houses of ex-President Siles,

Taborga, Romecin, Sanjines, Vega, Kundt, and other Nationalist

leaders were sacked and the contents destroyed. Ex-President Siles'

grand piano was burned in the street before the Brazilian Legation.
The telegram adds that the battle cries have been for the constitution

without mention of individual names and that a white flag is carried

with the Bolivian flag. The Army has turned against General Kundt,
and he has taken refuge in the German Legation along with the other

German military instructors. The majority of the Army is being
concentrated at La Paz. Except for enthusiastic street parades with

bands, the city is quiet, although many shops are closed and rail and

wire communications are irregular. Those
\
in control are taking

every measure to prevent further reprisals.

Mr. Hibbard adds that every legation excepting the American and

the Italian have political refugees and that it is presumed that ar-

rangements will shortly be made to take them out of the country, or

else guarantees will be given them. On Wednesday and Thursday
of last week, Bustamante, President of the Banco Central, was in the

American Legation. Mr. Hibbard adds that the fact that the Ameri-

can Legation is next to the military college and has been in the center

of the trouble, with troops surrounding it, has prevented it from being
the asylum of other refugees.

Walter I. Gholz, an American teacher in the American Institute,

was slightly wounded in the leg by machine-gun fire during the night
of Wednesday, June 25, but no other Americans or American property

have been injured.

A telegram, dated June 28, 4 p. m., from Mr. Hibbard, states that the

following junta will govern the country for the present: Colonels

Osorio, Pando, Lanza, Gonzalez Quint, and Bilbao, with Doctor Busta-

mante as adviser*

The telegram states that the junta declares that it will respect the

constitution of the nation calling shortly for free elections for deputies

and senators and the consequent formation of a constitutional cabinet,

518625 45 32
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and furthermore that it will comply strictly with the internal and
external obligations of the Republic. The telegram added that every-

thing was quiet during the afternoon of June 28, although the people
were enjoying a holiday and all shops and offices remained closed.

824.01/5 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Chile (Culbertson) to the Secretary of State

SANTIAGO, July 1, 1930 6 p. m.

[Eeceived 9 p. m.]

51. Foreign Office informs me that Siles will arrive in Arica to-

morrow afternoon escorted by Brazilian Secretary and Chilean Mil-

itary Attache and that Chilean Minister in La Paz has been instructed

to express good will privately to the junta, but recognition for the

present is not contemplated.
CTJLBERTSON

824.00/514 : Telegram

The Charge m Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, July 2, 19305 p. m.

[Received July 3 1: 22 a. in.]

47. The military junta remains well in control of the situation. On
Sunday there were threatening demonstrations before those Legations
in which political leaders had taken refuge and it was necessary for the

diplomatic corps to call on the junta to demand greater protection.
This was granted at once and there has been no further trouble. Siles

left by automobile at 4 o'clock this morning accompanied by the Sec-

retary of the Brazilian Legation and the Military Attache of the

Chilean Legation and with the protection of the junta. The troops
at first refused to let him leave but were pacified and he was taken

outside the city and placed on a special train for Arica, where he is

now. The other refugees remain where they are but some will leave

tomorrow with full guarantees. General Kundt offers the greatest

problem. The feeling against him is intense and if he leaves the

German Legation it will be difficult for the Government to protect
him. On the other hand they do not wish him to leave the country,
as it is feared he will sell or divulge Bolivian military plans to neigh-

boring countries. The junta intends to proceed legally against mem-
bers of the previous Government for malfeasance in office in an effort to

secure the return of Government funds. Should the* money not be

returned, property will be confiscated. Charges are being prepared
now.
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All politicians exiled by Siles are returning but it is interesting to

note that there is no mention of party or individuals. For the time

being the country is solidly behind the junta. A decree giving the

plans of the junta has been issued and has received general appro-
bation. Freedom of the press is guaranteed, martial law, which
has been in force for thirty-three months, is lifted and each member
of the junta pledges himself not to run for any office.

With the aid of the banks, the Government has today telegraphed
funds to New York to cover the June 5th and June 15th service pay-
ments on the external loan. The Chambers are cooperating fully
with the Government in every way. The junta is reducing the num-
ber of public employees 25 percent and promises to reduce army ex-

penditure. An economic council lias been formed to study the needs

of the country and make recommendations. Each Ministry is in.

charge of a member of the junta with a high-claws civilian technical

adviser. Decrees will be signed by the Under Secretary, the officer

in charge, and General Galindo.

Elections will be called as soon as there is complete calm. I believe

this will not be for some months as it is the desire of the junta and
the people in general that all traces of the previous regime be removed
and a new start made. Certainly there is an opportunity for a fine

example to Bolivia and other South American republics if the junta
can follow its original intentions.

I am informed that the junta has approached Chile, Brazil, Argen-
tina and Peru for recognition. No answers have yet been received.

The question has not yet boon raised with the Embassy [Legation}

although I know the junta is eager for tho, recognition of the United

States. My impression is that the United States will not be asked

until they know what reception the request has received in the countries

mentioned.

HlBBARD

824.00/520 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hib'hard) to the ftccrel-ary of State

LA PASS, July 9, 10306 p. m.

[Received July 10 10: 10 a! in.]

48. My telegram No. 47, July 2, 5 p. in. In conversation with an
individual in the confidence of the junta, I was informed that the

present Government has made no overtures to any neighboring Gov-
ernments for recognition. The junta, while desirous of recognition,

hoped that it would come "spontaneously". I was asked whether the

United States would accord recognition. I stated that I could only

reply personally but that my opinion was that the United States
\XTATtlr1 rvmfiTnriii -n/^vTinol rlii^lAvnof ir* Tal cH I/MIO Ttrri'li "Rr\li AMO lV<nf fie "P^T
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as I was aware it had not been customary for the United States to

grant de jure recognition to governments constituted as the present
Bolivian Government and I advised against raising a question which

might prove embarrassing, particularly in view of the announcement,

of the junta thai; constitutional elections would be called shortly. I

added however that should the Government desire to make a formal

request I would, of course, transmit it to the Department at once.

This afternoon I called on General Blanco Galindo in accordance

with the Department's telegram No. 24, July 8, 6 p. m.
7 He expressed

the warm admiration of Bolivia for the United States and a hope
that relations would always remain cordial. He added that he hoped
relations would shortly be closer between the two countries but that

he understood it was not customary for the United States to grant

recognition under the circumstances. I made no comment.

I have conferred with my Brazilian and Peruvian colleagues who
state that in spite of repeated expressions by the junta of the desire

to maintain normal and cordial relations with their countries the

question of recognition has not been raised. They do not intend

to take any action. The Chilean Minister is more vague and my im-

pression is that Chile will endeavor to find some way to strengthen
her relations here either by recognition or otherwise in order to hold

a predominating influence later.

*

HlBBARD

824.00/539

The Charge in Bolivia (Eiblard) to the Secretary of State

No. 505 LA PAZ, August 22, 1930.

[Keceived September 20.]

SIR : I have the honor to report that the Junta Militar of Bolivia

has announced elections for the 4th, 5th, and 6th of January, next.

On January 4th the electorate will vote on certain amendments or

changes in the Bolivian Constitution which have not yet been an-

nounced but are now being prepared. These will probably include

an extension of the presidential term from four to six years as well

as an extension of the congressional term, the inclusion of an article

protecting the financial institutions of the country, particularly
those established by the recommendations of Professor Kemmerer,
such as the Banco Central de Bolivia, the Contraloria General de la

Kepublica, the National Tax Collecting Company, etc., an article

guaranteeing more effectively freedom of speech and action, an article

7 Not printed.
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making the continuance of martial law impossible beyond a limited

time, certain educational reforms and other reforms in the electoral

law making the control of one party impossible.

Elections for the presidency and vice presidency will be held on

January 5th and elections for the Senate and the Chamber of Depu-
ties on January 6th. The old civil registers have been abolished

and the citizens of the country will shortly be permitted to re-register.

The registration will bo controlled by military officers as well as

the actual voting though in the latter there may be civil assistants

appointed. The stamp tax on cards of identity, which are required
of all voters has been abolished and only the voting requirements

specified in the Constitution will be demanded. It is expected thus

to secure a more popular and representative vote.

During the past week representatives of the three political parties,

the Liberal, Republican and Genuine Republican, have met at the

invitation of the Junta Militar to discuss plans for a representative
election which would make possible the accomplishment of the revolu-

tionary ideals and a popular government. There has been much spec-

ulation as to what moans could be taken to avoid party rivalry and
whether the party leaders would be able to submerge their personal
ambitions for the benefit of the country. After much discussion of a

highly patriotic character, a solution has been reached which seems

to be the only one possible. The official representatives of the three

parties have officially committed themselves to the following ticket.

For the Presidency, Doctor Daniel Salamanca, first vice president,

Doctor Ismael Montes, second vice president, Doctor Bautista

Saavedra. In this way each party has a representative, although such

a system will necessitate a slight change in the Constitution which was
amended in 1920 to abolish the position of second vice president. It

is presumed that the Congress and Cabinet will likewise be coalition in

character.

The announcement of this program has been received with universal,

pleasure. Doctor Salamanca has occupied a unique position in the

political life of the country as he has always remained free of party
affiliations in spite of his service in various governmental offices. He
is honest and intelligent but lacks the force to lead the country from
its present crisis. The weakness of his health is a great handicap
both physically and temperamentally. His aloofness from party affil-

iations will also be a handicap as it is impossible for the political life

of the country to remain on such an elevated plane and he will be

unable by temperament to combat party struggles which must neces-

sarily arise in such a coalition.

Respectfully yours, FREDERICK P. HIBKARD
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824.00/633

Memorandum "by the Assistant Chief of the Division of Latin

American Affairs (Thurston)

[WASHINGTON,] August 23, 1930.

The Bolivian Minister called this morning to read a telegram re-

ceived from the Military Junta at La Paz announcing the coalition of

the political parties in Bolivia and their selection of the following

gentlemen as candidates for President, First Vice President and

Second Vice President in the elections which are to be held January 5

and 6, 1931 :

For President . Daniel Salamanca
For First Vice President Ismael Montes
For Second Vice President Bautista Saavedra

The Minister stated that the telegram instructed him to inform this

Government of the foregoing and he stated that if he might he would

report that he had complied with the instructions and that the Depart-
ment had expressed gratification at the developments cited. I told

him that he could of course make such a statement, as we were indeed

gratified by any developments which seemed, as this does, to hold

promise for the future stability of Bolivia. I told him that we have

not as yet received any report from the Legation at La Paz on this

subject.

W. C. T[irUB8TON]

824.01/10 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Billiard} to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, August 30, 1930 noon.

[Received 2 : 35 p. m.]

57. I am reliably informed that the military junta in Bolivia is

negotiating with the military junta in Peru for mutual recognition.
8

Bolivia hopes thus to secure favorable modification of the terms of

the treaty between Chile and Peru.9 A member of the junta or a con-

fidential agent will probably leave for Lima early next week. The
Peruvian Charge leaves for Lima Monday. He tells me he will en-

deavor to prevent any modification of the treaty.

Repeated to Lima.

HIBBAKD

1
See "Revolution in Peru," vol. m, pp. 720 ff.

'
See Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. i, pp. 720 ft.
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824.01/12: Telegram

The Minister in Ecuador (Dawson) to the Secretary of State

QUITO, September 9, 193011 a. m.

[Received 5 : 45 p. in.]

25. Ecuadorean Government lias decided to give full recognition to

existing Governments of Bolivia and Peru and sent yesterday tele-

graphic instructions to this effect to its mission in La Paz and a note

to Peruvian Minister in Quito.

DAWSON

824.01 /3 .'I :

The Minister in Bolivia (Fcehj) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, September 10, 19304 p. m,

[Received 9 : 30 p. m.]

59. During the past week there have been several demonstrations

of unemployed, many of which have been inspired by Communists.

In the southern districts, particularly Oruro and Potosi, several min-

ing camps have been damaged. While the Government is apparently
well in control, there is a distinct feeling of uneasiness, especially as

there is good reason to believe that members of the former Govern-

ment are aligning themselves with Communist elements.

In view of this situation, I have not yet made informal contacts with

members of the junta as I have not wanted to make any move which

might be interpreted as even tacit recognition. The question of recog-
nition by the United States frequently arises, especially since the

recognition of this Government by Peru and Ecuador and the probable

recognition by Argentina. For these reasons my position here is em-

barrassing and I would prefer to leave La Paz until such time as the

situation is more normal. I respectfully request the Department's
instructions.

FEKLY

824.01/14 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hilfxvrd] to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, September 11, 19304 p. m.

[Received 5 : 20 p. m.]

60. Chile officially recognized the present Bolivian Government

yesterday afternoon.

HlBBARD

"Assigned June 4, 1930, but had not yet presented his credentials.
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824.01/15 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Bolivia (Feely)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, September 16, 1930 2 p. m.

38. On Thursday, September 18, you will please inform the Foreign

Minister, or the official in charge of that Ministry, that you are in-

structed by the Government of the United States to enter into full

diplomatic relations with the governmental junta of Bolivia, and that

you are ready to present your letters of credence to the person indi-

cated by them as empowered to receive the credentials of foreign
Ministers.

An announcement of this will be made here late Wednesday after-

noon.11 Until released here the above should be treated as confidential.

Similar action will be taken as to Argentina
12 and Peru.

STIMSON

824.01/19 : Telegram

The Charge in Bolivia (Hibbard) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ [, undated].

[Eeceived September 18, 19305 : 52 p. m.]

63. Department's telegram number 38, September 16, 2 p. m. In

accordance with the Department's instructions I called on Colonel

Osorio with Mr. Feely this morning at 10 and informed him that I had
been instructed by the Government of the United States to enter into

full diplomatic relations with the Government of Bolivia. I also

handed him a note confirming this and requesting him to set the date

for Mr. Feely to present his credentials. In discussing the question
of credentials, I informed Colonel Osorio that these documents were
addressed to the President of Bolivia and inquired whether it would
be inconvenient to present them in that form and was informed that

the Junta would prefer to have the credentials addressed to His Ex-

cellency General Carlos Blanco Galindo, President of the Military
Junta of Government of Bolivia. However the Junta is anxious to

avoid delay in receiving Mr. Feely. Accordingly it is being arranged
for him to be received by General Galindo probably Saturday. Upon
receipt of new credentials these will be deposited at the Ministry for

Foreign Affairs. If the Department approves it will be appreciated if

new credentials can be sent by the next pouch.
HlBBAKD

11 For press statement by the Secretary of State of September 17, 1930, regarding
the policy of recognition, see p. 387.

12 See "Revolution in Argentina," pp. 878 it.
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DISINCLINATION OF THE UNITED STATES TO APPOINT OFFICIAL
REPRESENTATIVE ON AMERICAN BANKERS COMMISSION TO DEAL
WITH BOLIVIAN ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

824.51/564 : Telegram

The Minister in Bolivia (Feely) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, October 13, 19304 p. m.

[Beceived 6 : 15 p. m.]

70. In view of increasing difficulty in meeting foreign debt service

and critical financial outlook, this Government is planning to invite

a commission of interested American bankers to visit Bolivia for the

purpose of discussing plans of consolidation of outstanding indebted-

ness and for recommending other steps toward avoidance of financial

collapse, moratorium, etc. Government will suggest that one member
of commission to [_sic] represent State Department or Commerce De-

partment, and also plans the appointment of Bolivian representatives,

probably Martinez Vargas and Carlos Arimayo, to proceed to New
York for the same purpose.
Former Minister for Foreign Affairs Elio in an article yesterday's

La Razon recommends the suspension of foreign debt service; and

pressure is apparent to reduce gold value of boliviano from 18 pence to

12 pence which, in my opinion, might result in collapse of entire

financial structure.

Financial situation grows more critical daily and unless some plan
can be evolved to reduce debt service materially a long period of default

seems inevitable beginning with heavy payments due in December
and January.

Eespectfully suggest that bankers should be notified of forthcoming
invitation.

824.51/565 : Telegram

The Minister in Bolivia (Feely) to the Secretary of State

LA PAZ, October 18, 193010 a. m.

[Eeceived 2 : 30 p. m.]

71. My telegram No. 70 of October 13, 4 p. m. Minister for Foreign
Affairs today handed me legalized copy of the Supreme Economist

Council, saying that this memorandum represented the views of his

Government as to practical remedies for the threatening financial

crisis. Memorandum which is being forwarded by air mail recites

at length causes for present depression, including fall in prices of

Bolivia's principal exportable products, large budget deficit, heavy
foreign debt service and unemployment, and points out danger of
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spread of communism as a result, and probable inability to meet

December and January quotas of debt service in spite of Government's

desire to maintain its credit abroad.

Memorandum arrives at certain conclusions which Minister for

Foreign Affairs requested I transmit as an official invitation to the

bankers concerned, at the same time intimating that the Bolivian

Government would welcome the appointment of an official representa-
tive of the United States Government on the proposed commission.

The conclusions are as follows: That a commission made up of

representatives of the American bankers interested be immediately

organized and that the Republic of the United States be requested
to appoint an official representative on the commission; that said

commission recommend a plan of consolidating foreign debt; in-

vestigate the possibility of investment American and Bolivian capi-

tal in new industries; that the organization of the commission be

negotiated simultaneously with the United States Government and

American bankers by the American Minister in La Paz and Mar-

tinez Vargas already appointed Bolivian Special Agent in New
York and Washington; that if Martinez Vargas decides consolida-

tion can be arranged in ISTew York commission need not come to

La Paz
;
that as December-January debt service amounts to $1,838,000

negotiations should be undertaken immediately so that commission's

recommendations may be made effective and if possible short-term

credit accorded by bankers for December-January service if con-

solidation plan is not completed then.

In accepting the memorandum I expressed the opinion that, while

the Department would undoubtedly be pleased to transmit the invi-

tation to the bankers and would follow the course of any negotiations

with interest, I could not assure him that my Government would ac-

cept an invitation to participate officially. The Minister for Foreign
Affairs then suggested that invitation be transmitted to the bankers

and that I ask what the Department's attitude would be toward the

appointment of an official representative on the commission. Tele-

graphic instructions would be appreciated.

FEELY

824.51/565 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Bolivia (Feely)

WASHINGTON, October 20, 19305 p. m.

45. Your 71, October 18, 10 a. m. This Government does not

desire to have a representative on the proposed Commission which
is to deal with Bolivian economic and financial problems. Please

so inform the appropriate Bolivian authorities orally and in-
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formally, making* it clear that while this Government is keenly

sympathetic with the Government of Bolivia in the difficulties which

confront it, the active participation of this Government in their solu-

tion would be contrary to usual practices. This does not mean that

Department would not welcome any cooperation by you with the

Bolivian officials in any way you can be helpful and which will be

welcomed by the Bolivian Government.

Department will transmit project to bankers and will be glad to

cooperate informally with Bolivian representative and bankers.

STIMSOK

THE CHACO DISPUTE BETWEEN BOLIVIA AND PARAGUAY

(See pages 309 ff.)
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REVOLUTION IN BRAZIL

832.00 Revolutions/2 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

Rio DE JANEIRO, October 4, 1930 noon,

[Keceived 1 : 25 p. m.]

62. Van den Arend, Consul at Pernambuco, reports as follows:

"October 4, 10 a. m. Last night at 11 o'clock revolution broke out
in Pernambuco. The result is still in doubt."

Reports from other sources, usually considered reliable by us, are

that revolutions have started in Bello Horizonte and other parts of

the State of Minas Geraes and in Pelotas and other parts of the State

of Rio Grande do Sul. A Government censorship of telegrams has

been established in fact, though not officially, and railroad and tele-

phone communications between Rio de Janeiro and Bello Horizonte

have been interrupted. A responsible official of the Foreign Office

informs me that martial law will be declared today in the States of

Minas Geraes and Rio Grande do Sul.

The situation in Rio de Janeiro is considered critical, but there is

no disorder. This morning's edition of O Jjornal was suppressed.

One cruiser will leave Rio de Janeiro today for Pernambuco, and

another will leave to join four destroyers previously sent to

Florianopolis.
1

Will the Department please acknowledge receipt of this telegram?
*

WASHINGTON

832.00 Revolutions/20 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIEO, October 7, 1930 6 p. m.

[Received October 7 5 : 08 p. m.]

73. At the end of nearly four clays of fighting in Minas Geraes, Rio

Grande do Sul, and Parana, the Brazilian revolutionists have not

made great progress toward their goal of entering Sao Paulo and Rio

4 This paragraph has been corrected on basis of telegram No. 69, October 6,

7 p. m. from the Charge* In Brazil (832.00 Revolutions/13).
3
Acknowledged by the Department in its telegram No. 55, October 4, 6 p. m.

(832.00 Revolutions/21).
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de Janeiro. There is an accredited rumor that the rebels have been

driven out of Curitiba which they had been occupying for 24 hours.

Kumors concerning their approach to Sao Paulo from the south are

believed to be either untrue or based upon the activities of isolated

bands of revolutionary sympathizers along the railway in northern

Parana. In Minas Geraes the revolutionary forces appear to have
been held in check, if not actually repulsed.

Friends of the Government are today optimistic and feel that the

only danger to the Government is in an uprising in Sao Paulo or Kio
de Janeiro. Consul General Cameron reports that Sao Paulo is quiet
and friendly to the Government but that account must be taken of the

presence of about 800 Communists in the city. The situation in Kio
de Janeiro is similar. Business is at a standstill in Sao Paulo and
in Rio de Janeiro.

Consul at Bahia reports that all is quiet there. American-owned

power company reports that the Bahia tramway service is operating

again.
WASHINGTON

S32.00 Revolutions/29 : Telegram

TJie Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

Rio DE JANEIRO, October 9
?
1930 4 p. m.

[Eeceived 4 : 28 p. m.]

78. American Consul at Pernambuco telegraphs that he might
request assistance in case of a Federal attack upon Pernambuco. A
responsible official of the Foreign Office informed me that no effort

would be spared by the military and naval commanders, who were

approaching that city, to retake it for the Government even if it meant
bombardment.
The American Consul at Bahia reports street firing between sailors

and police and states that Americans are nervous because of anti-

American feeling among the lower classes. He requests me to inform

him whether any American warships are expected in that vicinity.

Since it appears very probable that a serious engagement will take

place at Pernambuco which would endanger the lives of Americans

and of foreigners I invite the Department's consideration to the

question of having American naval vessels in that vicinity.

WASHINGTON
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832.00 Revolutions/87 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 9
5
1930 7 p. m.

57. Your 78, October 9, 4 p. m. The Department would be very
loath to send any warships to Brazil. Cannot the Consuls in ports
where there is apt to be fighting make arrangements in conjunction
with the other foreign Consuls by which the foreign colonies can be

put in a place of safety ? Please take this matter up at once with the

federal authorities so that instructions may be sent to the commanders
of

4
the federal troops in all places to respect American and other

foreign lives and have the Consuls in each place make similar repre-

sentations to the commanders of the opposition forces so that a neutral

zone can be declared and respected. Cable results as soon as possible.

Enquire of Consuls whether it is feasible in case of emergency to take

Americans off by merchant ships and what ships are now available or

will be available in the next few days in each port for this purpose.

Cable number of Americans in each port for which means of egress

may have to be provided.
STIMSON

832.00 Revolutions/38 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, October 10, 1930 9 p. m.

[Eeceived 9 : 45 p. m.]

83. Department's 57, October 9, 7 p. m. I have transmitted the

Department's instructions to the Consuls at Pernambuco and Bahia in

which cities there are prospects of disturbances, but have not yet

received replies regarding their representations to the local authorities

and regarding the number of Americans and ships in their ports.

The Minister for Foreign Affairs assures me that the Federal Gov-

ernment will give attention to foreigners insofar as it is able. He
states that as Recife is in the hands of the rebels the Consuls should

arrange with the de facto authorities to remove all foreigners to a

place of safety outside the city in the case of an attack.

However, it now appears that several days or a week may elapse
before an attack on Recife takes place and the Federal Government is

convinced that when its forces appear before Recife the rebels will flee.

As the foreign Consuls in that city are in the best position to judge

this, I shall transmit the Minister's statement to our Consul.

As the Federal naval and military forces appear to be concentrating
at Bahia there would seem to be no danger of any trouble there at the

present time. I pointed out to the Minister for Foreign Affairs the

importance of always leaving sufficient forces at Bahia to insure the
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safety of Americans and he assures me that attention will be given
to this aspect of the situation.

As there is not yet any prospect of a Federal attack upon Porto

Alegre I will postpone communicating the Department's instruction

in this matter to our Consul there until I am certain of having estab-

lished communication with him.

WASHINGTON

832.00 Revolutions/44 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary \of State to the Charge in Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 11, 1930 2 p. m.

60. Department has just issued folloAving statement to press:

"In view of the uncertainty as to the future situation in Brazil it has
been felt prudent to have a ship nearer the zone of disturbance to take
off American refugees, should such action be necessary for the pro-
tection of their lives. The U. S. S. Pensacola is therefore being
ordered to Gnantanamo which is three days less steaming distance to
Brazil than Hampton Roads where it is at present.
There are no American naval vessels now in Brazilian waters and

the Pensacola is the only ship being ordered to stand by for this duty.
If future developments require it to proceed from Guantanamo to
Brazil it will do so merely to take off Americans whose lives might be
in danger. This would be the sole object of its visit to any Brazilian

ports."
CASTLE

832.00 Revolutions/52 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Eio DE JANEIRO, October 12, 1930 1 p. m.

[Eeceived 2 : 30 p. m.]

88. Department's telegram number 60. The statement issued by
the Department to the press in connection with the ordering of the

U. S. S. Pensacola to Guantanamo is giving concern to the Brazilian

Government and I have been informed by a responsible official of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs that its publication in Brazil will not be

permitted by the censors. In view of the fact that perfect order

reigns in the Districts of Eio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo and that the

Brazilian Government is attempting to create greater confidence

among the people, it is feared that the publication of this notice issued

by a foreign government would produce a very bad effect.

It would be appreciated if the Department would state to the press

when the week end is past that this Embassy has continuously been

reporting that Eio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo were quiet and that

there has been no danger to American lives or property in these cities.

WASHINGTON"
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632.0023/4 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Eio DE JANEIRO, October 14, 1930 7 p. m.

[Eeceived 7 : 55 p. m.]

96. Today I have been verbally informed by the Segundo Official

de Gabinete of the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Afi'airs that the

Brazilian Government has closed the port of Eecife. Under date of

October 11 it ordered its Consuls throughout the world not to clear

any more vessels for that port. He also requested this Embassy to

order American merchant vessels already cleared for Eecife to proceed
to another port. The Consul at Eecife is anxious over the food supply
of city and in one of his telegrams has urged that American vessels

continue calling there as usual. There being a question of interna-

tional law involved, namely, whether a nation has the right to close a

port which though in its territory is not under its control, the matter

is referred to the Department.
WASHINGTON

632.0023/5 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Eio DE JANEIRO, October 15, 1930 10 a. m.

[Eeceived 11 : 40 a. m.]

97. This Embassy has just received a written communication from
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs stating that Brazilian Consuls have

received from the Ministry, in accordance with orders from the Fed-
eral Inspection of Navigation, instructions not to visa until further

notice for military and administrative reasons the papers of ships
destined to the following Brazilian ports: Sao Luiz, Fortaleza and
all ports of Ceara, Eio Grande do Norte, Parahyba, Pernambuco and

Alagoas ; Paranagua, Sao Francisco, and the ports of Eio Grande do

Sul, all of which ports are temporarily closed to navigation.
In a conversation with a responsible official of the Brazilian For-

eign Office I have learned that the Brazilian Government is well aware
of the claims on the part of foreign shipping companies which may
arise as a result of trying to close the above-mentioned ports but
considers it essential that the revolutionists not receive arms, ammu-
nition or other supplies. Furthermore, it fears that some such supplies
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are on boats which were cleared for Recife before tlie issuance of the

consular instruction and therefore is desirous that foreign govern-
ments cause such vessels to proceed to another port.

WASHINGTON

632.0023/5 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 15, 1930 4 p. m.

64. Your 96 and 97 of October 14, 7 p. m., and October 15, 10 a. m.

Department sent following telegram No. 2 of October 14, 5 p. m., to

Consul at Pernambuco :

"For your personal and confidential information, as Pernambuco is

in the hands of revolutionists, Department will not take steps to have

ships call there if the Brazilian authorities refuse to give them clear-

ance for that port. You will please be guided accordingly."

STIMSON

832.00 Revolutions/92 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 17, 1930 2 p. m.

66. Your 100, October 16, 6 p. m.4
Following is the text of the

Secretary's statement to the press on October 15th :

"Nothing has come to the notice of the Department in the news from
Brazil which changes the attitude of this Government from exercising
the same friendly offices towards the Government of Brazil which we
would exercise towards any government with which we are in friendly
relations. Tinder those circumstances the Government of Brazil has
a perfect right to buy munitions in this country."

STIMSON

832.00 KevolutIons/94 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 17, 1930 3 p. in.

67. Cruiser Pensacola arrived Trinidad today and is refueling. It

has been ordered to proceed down the coast to Brazil stopping at Para,
Pernambuco and Bahia. The vessel will get in touch with our Con-

suls and make inquiries. No orders issued to Pensacola beyond Bahia

where it will remain pending further orders. Commander of *he ves-

sel has been ordered to do nothing whatsoever except get in touch

with our Consuls and make inquiries and take off Americans if neces-

sary. Consuls at Para, Pernambuco and Bahia informed.

STIMSON
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832.00 Revolutions/90 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Kio DE JANEIRO, October 17, 1930 4 p. m.

[Eeceived 5 : 02 p. m.]

105. Eeference is made to article No. 3, paragraph N"o. 5, of the

contract between the United States of America and Brazil for the es-

tablishment of a naval mission in Brazil 5 which paragraph reads as

follows : "In case of war between Brazil and any other nation or in

case of civil war, no member of the mission shall take part in opera-
tions in any respect whatsoever." Federal Executive decree 19367

of October 16, 1930, contains the following clause : "Considering that

in consequence of a subversive movement which broke out in the States

of Minas Geraes, Eio Grande do Sul, and Parahyba the territory of

the State of Pernambuco was invaded by rebel forces which took pos-

session of the city of Recife, this State being now in full civil war."

The acting chief of the American Naval Mission informs me that no

members of the mission are present on naval vessels operating for

any purpose whatsoever. They are carrying on their regular duties

in the Ministry of Marine which involve advices of general nature in-

cluding those regarding purchases of equipment but excluding those

pertaining to naval operations.

WASHINGTON

832.00 Revolutions/91 : Telegram

The Consul at Porto Alegre (Nasmith) to the Secretary of State

PORTO ALEGRE, October 17, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received 9 : 03 p. m.]

Secretary of the Interior, Rio Grande do Sul, has just sent following
important communication from revolutionary government of interest

to American ships : "In view of the attacks made by Federal warships
on the defenseless coasts, the revolutionary government has decided
to suppress, temporarily, all lighthouses in the States of Rio Grande
do Sul, Santa Catharina, and Parana commencing today. ["] I am
happy to report that measures are being made by the state authorities
for payment of all requisitions which will effect [sid] the few requisi-
tions of American property which have been made. American com-
panies in Porto Alegre are very satisfied with the treatment given them
in the protection of their property by the revolutionary government.
I have just been informed from a reliable source that radio station in
Buenos Aires has broadcast that I had informed my Government that

5 For correspondence regarding termination of the naval mission, see pp. 454 fe.
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considerable American property was being taken by revolutionary
government. Without doubt Department has not issued this infor-
mation but if possible to counteract this account please publish that
revolutionary government has respected and protected American
property and American lives unusually well in view of the circum-
stances, which is the truth. Please acknowledge by telegraph.

NASMITH:

832.00 Revolutions/97 : Telegram .
-

The Consul at Bahia (Briggs) to the 'Secretary of State f !

BAHIA, October 18, 193011 a. m.
[Received 11:10 a. m.]

Quiet last night ;
all troops sent out to meet invaders

; city patrolled
by volunteers. Many inhabitants are leaving for interior, others are
prepared to welcome revolutionists. Cruiser can control city and pre-
vent entrance but its action is doubtful. Launch has been provided
to take Americans away in case of emergency, but the only available

place is an island without sufficient food. For this reason the arrival
of the Pensacola will be glad news.

BRIGGS

832.00 Revolutions/96 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, October 18, 1930 noon.

[Received October 18 noon.]
107. Department's telegram No. 65 [67], October 17, 3 p. m. Am

I instructed to inform the Brazilian Government according to custom
that the U. S. S. Pensacola will call at Para, Pernambuco, and Bahia ?

WASHINGTON"

832.00 Revolutions/99 : Telegram

The Consul General at Sao Paulo (Cameron) to the Secretary of State

SAO PAULO, October 18, 1930 noon.

[Received 12 : 05 p. m.]
Government column advancing from Ourinhos badly defeated

several days ago. The Government now on defensive
;
whole Parana

front from Ribeira to Assis using trenches, barbed wire, machine-gun
nests, artillery. Advance guard fighting near Itarare, Thursday.
3ao Paulo-Parana Railway rolling stock withdrawn and all bridges
lestroyed by the Government. Whole Sao Paulo-Rio Grande Rail-
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road cooperating with revolutionists. Eeliably reported German ex-

Army officers with the revolutionary forces, latter apparently at-

tempting turning movement westward, Government having rushed

troops to Marilia, railhead of branch of the Paulista Kailway.
CAMERON

832.00 Revolutions/100 : Telegram

The Consul at Bahia (Briggs) to the Secretary of State

BAHIA, October 18, 19302 p. m.

[Eeceived 2 : 10 p. m.]

Apparently revolutionists have invaded State of Bahia from Ser-

gipe and Government troops are tearing up the track above Alagoin-
has. According to street rumors revolutionists will arrive in two

or three days but this is impossible.
BRIGGS

832.00 Revolutions/102 : Telegram

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, October 18, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived October 18 4 : 40 p. m.]

109. In view of the reports from Bahia, it is recommended that the

TJ. S. S. Pensacola proceed directly to that port and save the time

that would be necessary for going into Para.

There is a distinct feeling of dissatisfaction in Rio de Janeiro over

what appears to the public to be inactivity on the part of the Gov-
ernment in proceeding against the revolutionists. The disturbing
news from the vicinity of Bahia and Victoria is threatening the

morale of the Government supporters in this city.

[Paraphrase.] From reliable sources it has been learned that sev-

eral times during the last two weeks high Army and Navy officials,

and possibly an actual member of the Cabinet, have urged the Presi-

dent to reach some agreement with the revolutionists in order to save
the country from a long civil war, but he has persistently refused to

compromise and they have remained loyal to him. [End para-
phrase.]

WASHINGTON
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832.00 Revolutions/116 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 20, 1930 11 a. m.

69. Your 107, October 18, noon. Inform Brazilian Government in

usual manner of visit of Pensacola.

STOEMSON

832.00 Revolutions/117 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge m Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 20, 1930 noon.

70. Your 108, October 18, 4 p. in.
6 Course of action outlined last

paragraph your 105, October 17, 4 p. m. approved.
STIMSOIST

832.00 Revolutions/118 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Brazil (Washington)

WASHINGTON, October 20, 19302 p. m.

71. Consul Pernambuco inquired October 18 7 whether local de facto

revolutionary Government should be informed regarding forthcom-

ing visit to that port of Pensacola and whether customary official call

on Governor should be arranged for under existing circumstances.

Department in reply instructed Consul to inform de facto Govern-

ment of visit to Pernambuco but stated that official calls should not

be made to revolutionary authorities.

STIMSON

832.00 Revolutions/129 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Consul at Porto Alegre (Nasmith)

WASHINGTON, October 20, 1930 2 p. m.

Your October 17th, 4 p. m. On October 18th Secretary of State

made statement in his press conference such as you requested.

STIMSON

4 Not printed.
T
Telegram not printed.
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832.00 Revolutions/127 : Telegram

The Consul at Porto Alegre (Nasmith) to the Secretary of State

PORTO ALEGRE, October 21, 19303 p. m.

[Received October 2212 : 21 a. m.]

Eeferring to my telegram of October 17, 4 p. m., regarding pay-

ments for requisitions, these will be paid by state treasury notes of

Rio Grande do Sul to be recalled in 6 months and which can be used

at once in payment of all Federal, state and municipal taxes including

customs duties, also in payment wages and in purchase raw materials

and foodstuffs. All requisitions American property will be paid by
these notes.8 This should be very beneficial to American companies

having requisitions. I have been to see Secretary of the Interior and

Secretary of the Treasury several times about this and the present

solution of the matter is due mostly to my efforts. Total amount

20,000 contos of these treasury notes will be issued having as guarantee
like amount of mortgage bonds of State Bank of Rio Grande do Sul

to be deposited in state treasury but not all of this issue will be used for

requisitions. This measure will facilitate very much all commercial

transactions.

NASMITH

832.00 Revolutions/124 : Telegram

The CJiarge in Brazil (Washington) to the Sea-clary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, October 21, 1930 5 p. m.

[Received October 213 : 50 p. m.]

115. German Legation [Minister] informs me that his Consul at

Bahia reports the arrival at that port of the British cruiser Delhi.

The Minister states that he has requested the Karlsmhe to stop at

Bahia and has instructed it to get in touch with the Commander of

the Pensacola. The American Naval Mission in Brazil hopes to be
able to get in touch with the Pensacola by radio this evening.

WASHINGTON

832.113/29: Telegram

The Secretary of State to tTie Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, October 22, 1930 5 p. m.

72. At request of Brazilian Government, through Brazilian Am-
bassador here,

9
stating that conditions of domestic violence exist in

8 In telegram of October 22, 3 p. m., the Consul added that "treasury notes
bear seven and a half interest"

'Note No. 73, October 22; Department of State, Press Releases, October 25
1930, p. 285.
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certain portions of Brazil, the President today issued a Proclamation

prohibiting the export of arms and munitions of war to Brazil exeept
under license of the Secretary of State.10

STIMSON

832.113/42

Press Release Issued ~by the Department of State on October 83, 1930

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Some accounts in the press this morning reported that our action in

placing an embargo upon the sale of arms and munitions to revolu-

tionists in Brazil was unprecedented. While it is true that this is the
first occasion where the United States has placed an embargo on the

shipment of arms and munitions to a South American country, it is

misleading to call it an unprecedented action, as it is our regular action
under similar circumstances. We have placed embargoes on the ship-
ment of arms and munitions on various occasions when there were
conditions of domestic violence in Central America, Mexico, Cuba,
and the Orient.11 It just happens that a situation requiring the appli-
cation of this principle has not hitherto come up in South America,
and there has therefore hitherto been no occasion for applying the gen-
eral principle. There is nothing unprecedented in the principle which
we have applied many times before. It is very important that people
should not misunderstand it as a new principle. It is important for

the reason that the revolutionists who may be hurt by our action in

placing an embargo may assert that we are taking sides for some
ulterior reason with one or the other of the combatants. Instead of

that, we are acting according to general principles of international

law. Those principles declare that where we are in friendly rela-

tions through diplomatic channels with a government which has been

recognized as the legitimate government of a country, that govern-
ment is entitled to the ordinary rights of any government to buy arms
in this country; while the people who are opposing and trying to

overthrow that government and are not yet recognized as belligerents

are not entitled to that right. It is not a matter of choice on our part,

but is a practice of mankind known as international law. We have

no personal bias and are doing nothing but attempting to carry out

the law of mankind.

10
46 Stat. 3036 ; Department of State, Press Releases, October 25, 1930, p. 264.

11 See joint resolutions of April 22, 1898, March 14, 1912, and January 31, 1922,
30 Stat 1769, 37 Stat 1733, and 42 Stat. 361. See also proclamations respect-

ing: Dominican Republic, October 14, 1905, 34 Stat. 31S3; Mexico, March 14, 1912,
37 Stat. 1733 ; Mexico, February 3, 1914, 38 Stat. 1992 ; Mexico, October 19, 1915,
39 Stat. 1756; Mexico, July 12, 1919, 41 Stat. 1762; China, March 4, 1922. 42
Stat 2264; Mexico, January 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 1934; Honduras, March 22, 1924,
43 Stat. 1942 ; Cuba, May 2, 1924, 43 Stat. 1946 ; Honduras, May 15, 1924, 43 Stat
1950; Cuba, August 29, 1924, 43 Stat. 1965; Nicaragua, September 15, 1926, 44
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832.00 Revolutions/139 : Telegram

The Consul at BaMa (Briggs) to the Secretary of State

BAHIA, October 23, 19303 p. m.

[Beceived 5 : 46 p. in.]

Battle expected at Algoinhas. Kumored that Algoinhas was cap-

tured this morning. British cruiser here. German cruiser outside.

No news of Pensacola.

BRIGGS

832.00 Revolutions/143 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Bio DE JANEIRO, October 24, 1930 11 a. m.

[Eeceived 11 : 50 a. m.]

122. Federal Government during the night losing control of forts

and barracks in this city. At 9 a. m. signal guns were fired summoning
revolutionary sympathizers to force the President to resign. Cannot

as yet connect with any of the flying reports regarding the President's

action. Public order not seriously disturbed.

MORGAN

832.00 Revolutions/146 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of 'State

Eio DE JANEIRO, October 24, 1930 4 p. m.

[Eeceived 4 : 52 p. m.]

124. A military junta consisting of General Tasso Fragoso, General

Menna Barreto, General Firmino Borba, General Pantaleao Telles,

General Leite de Castro, responsible officers of long service well known
to me personally, has been formed, and has taken over the Government,
and is establishing normal conditions which have only been slightly
disturbed. President remains a prisoner in Presidential Palace.

Popular enthusiasm expressed in carnival spirit. Offices of late Gov-
ernment newspapers sacked and building, property of O Paiz, burnt*

Red flags displayed indicate revolution and not communism. An
Army detachment has occupied the Bank of Brazil to protect it and
the national funds deposited there.

Have declined asylum to many applicants and will shelter no

refugees.

MORGAN
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832.00 Revolutions/148 : Telegram

The Consul at Baliia (Briggs) to the Secretary of State

BAHIA, October 25, 19309 a. m.

[Keceived October 25 7: 08 a. m.]

A little trouble last night in downtown district but in general quiet,

and Coronel Ataliba Osorio in temporary control. Pensacola arrived

yesterday afternoon about 5 o'clock.

BRTGGS

832.00 Revolutions/160 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Bio DE JANEIRO, October 27, 19306 p. m.

[Received 6 : 40 p. m.]
"

131. Eeceived today at 4 : 30 p. m. a circular communication dated

October 26, 1930, from Alfranio de Mello Franco, Foreign Minister

and Minister ad interim of Justice and the Interior, stating

"The President of the Kepublic, Doctor Washington Luis Pereira
de Sousa, having been deposed in virtue of the victorious revolutionary
movement a 'junta governativa provisoria' composed of the Generals
of the Division, Tasso Fragoso, President, and Joao de Deus Mennu
Barreto and Vice Admiral Isaias Noronha, has been constituted.

Allow me also to inform Your Excellency that the junta recognizes
and respects all national obligations contracted abroad, existing
treaties with foreign powers, the public debt, foreign and domestic,

existing contracts and other obligations legally entered into.

I also inform Your Excellency that the governing junta governativa
has appointed as Ministers of State: General Leite de Castro, War;
Vice Admiral Isaias Noronha, Navy ;

and the undersigned in the posts
above mentioned."

MORGAN

832.00 Revolutions/163 : Telegram

The Consul at Porto Alegre (Nasmith) to the Secretary of /State

PORTO ALEGRE, October 28, 1930 3 p. m.

[Eeceived. 3 : 10 p. m.]

Eeferring to my telegram of October 17, 4 p. m. Captain of the Port

has informed me that all lighthouses began to function again yesterday.

NASMTTEC
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632.0023/11 : Telegram

The Consul at Porto Alegre (Nasmith) to the Secretary of State

PORTO AJLEGRE, October 81, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received 6 p. m.]

Entrance to port of Eio Grande which had been obstructed by the

revolutionists has now been officially reopened under compulsory

pilotage. This information should be of interest to American ship-

ping interests New York, New Orleans and Baltimore.

NASMITH

832.01/2 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary' of State

Eio DE JANEIRO, November 4, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received November 4 2 : 55 p. m.]

139. British Ambassador called upon me this morning to inquire

whether the Department was considering the question of recognizing
the Provisional Government of Brazil; the Brazilian Embassy at

London has approached the Foreign Office thereon.

All the requisites contained in the Secretary's statement released

on September 17th last 12 when existing Governments in Argentina,
Bolivia and Peru were recognized

13 seem to have been fulfilled here

except in regard to the holding of elections. In announcing his pro-

gram upon taking over the Government yesterday, Vargas stated that

there would be a "reform of electoral system relating especially to

the guaranteeing freedom of vote" and "reform of the electorate hav-

ing been accomplished the nation will be consulted regarding the

choice of representatives with full power to revise the Federal stat-

utes in order to increase public and individual liberty and guarantee
the autonomy of the states against violations by the Central Gov-
ernment."

MORGAN

832.01/3 : Telegram

The Ambassador m Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, November 5, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received 11 : 25 a. m.]
141. A circular note, dated November 3rd, from the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs was received yesterday afternoon stating that the

12
Ante, p. 387.

33 For correspondence concerning revolutions in Argentina, Bolivia, and Peru
see ante, pp. 378 ff., and pp. 415 ff., and vol. nr. pp. 720 ff.
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provisional junta had delivered the administration of the country
to Dr. Getnlio Vargas who assumed its direction in tlie character

of chief of the Provisional Government as delegate of the victorious

revolution.

The circular also gives the names of the Ministers of State ap-

pointed by Vargas and repeats the statement regarding respect for

national obligations contracted abroad, existing treaties, etc., con-

tained in circular reported in Embassy's telegram 131, October 27,

6 p.m.
The note closed as follows :

"In addressing Your Excellency I assure you that we desire to

maintain the friendly relations which have existed between our two
countries and toward that end we request the recognition of the new
Government."

The earlier communications from the junta and Vargas govern-
ments have not been answered. What reply, if any, do you instruct

me to make ?

MORGAN

832.01/4 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Cuba (Guggenheim) to the Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

HABANA, November 5, 1930 2 p. m.

[Eeceived 3 : 25 p. m.]

130. President Machado informed me that Cuba desired to follow

the United States in its policy and any future action regarding recog-
nition of the Brazilian Government.

GUGGENHEIM

832.00 Revolutions/199 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 5, 1930 % p. m.

78. Your 139, November 4, 3 p. m. I recognize how difficult it is to

appraise the present situation in Brazil and, for that reason, I am
going very slowly in making a decision regarding tke question of

recognizing the present authorities in Brazil. The Department's in-

formation is extremely meager, and now, when this very important
matter is under consideration, I need especially very careful advice

from you based not only on your long experience as a diplomat, but
also on your long residence in Brazil and your knowledge of the sit-
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nation in Brazil. I desire to receive from you, therefore, an appraisal

of the present situation, based not only on your present information,

but also on your long residence in Brazil, as to the causes of the revo-

lution and the hold that the present administration has on the Brazil-

ian people. Your statement in this respect should be based not on the

assertions of the present members of the Government but on your
estimate of their past history and character. While Brazil is a large

country with scanty means of communication, I desire, nevertheless,

as complete information as you can furnish with regard to the attitude

of the various states toward the new administration, and whether there

is likely to be any counterrevolution or independent uprising against

its authority. I also desire your views regarding the ability of the

present administration to maintain its control throughout the country,

to protect life and property, and its willingness and readiness to recog-

nize international obligations.

Owing to the large extent and difficult character of the country,

scantiness of communications, etc., it is my view that we should go
slow : and we will not be hurried by Great Britain in determining
what is the proper action for us to take

;
but in this matter I desire

your full and frank views and recommendations. I shall not be able

to come to a proper determination of the matter without complete

information, and rely on you to keep me fully informed in regard to

everything which bears in any way on the situation. .For instance, the

press reported that the present administration would ask for a recount

of the votes cast during the last election on the charge that Senhor
Prestes was elected by fraud. If this is done and should the recount

show that Senhor Vargas was constitutionally elected, this would,
of course, materially alter the situation after November 15, when the

term of office will regularly begin. Again I say that I am relying on

you for full information and suggestions in the premises.

STIMSON

832.01/14

The Ambassador in Peru (Dearing) to the Secretary of State

^To. 222 LIMA, November 5, 1930.

[Keceived November 12.]

SIR : I have the honor to report that the Peruvian Junta of Govern-
ment on November first accorded recognition to the new Junta of
Government in Brazil, even before the latter had been formed.

My Brazilian colleague informs me that the Peruvian Minister in
Eio de Janeiro accorded recognition through the Foreign Office two
days before Getulio Vargas took the oath as provisional President
and the announcement of the composition of his Cabinet.

Eespectfully yours, FRED MORRIS BEARING
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832.01/6 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan} to the Secretary of State

Rio BE JANEIRO, Noyember 6, 1980 4 p. m.
[Received 6 : 09 p. m/]

143. The press published today the texts of the official notes in
which the Ambassadors of Chile and Portugal and the Minister of
Uruguay recognize, on behalf of their Governments, the Provisional
Government of Brazil as at present constituted. The press states
also that the newly arrived Ambassador of Italy and the Minister
of Ecuador who have not presented the [their] credentials called yes-
terday at the Foreign Office and stated that their Governments would

832.01/3 : Telegram

The Secretai*!/ of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

[Paraphrase] ",;

WASHINGTON, November 6, 1930 6 p. m.
79. Your 141, November 5, 11 a. in. This afternoon the British

Ambassador called to say that he is being instructed to answer ttie

Foreign Minister's circular note on November 8, unless he receives
later instructions to the contrary, by saying that the change in Govern-
ment in Brazil will not cause any change in the diplomatic relations

between Great Britain and Brazil.

The British Ambassador added that he trusted that this action
would not inconvenience the Government of the United States in its

consideration of the matter.

We had an understanding with the British Ambassador that tlae

American and British Governments would keep one another informed,

of their intended action in the matter. The British Ambassador vras
told that the Government of the United States had not yet readied.

a decision in the matter
;
that a request was sent to our Ambassador in

Brazil on November 5 for further information on which to base ou:r

decision and that when we had the reply of our Ambassador and had.
determined upon a course of action he would be advised thereof.

I am not prepared to make a decision in the matter and therefore

cannot give you the instructions requested in the last sentence of your
telegram No. 141, November 5, 11 a. m.

;
until I receive a full detailed

reply to my telegram No. 78, November 5, 2 p. m. Please reply as soon
as possible.

STIMSOIST
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832.00 Revolutions/200 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State*

[Paraphrase]

Eio DE JANEIRO, November 7, 1930 noon.

[Eeceived 1 : 20 p. m.]

144. Department's 78, November 5, 2 p. m. The revolution was

caused by :

(1) The exaggerated use of the Executive power which subordi-

nated the Legislative and Judicial powers ;

(2) The imposition by Washington Luis of a Presidential candi-

date who was not the choice of the people ;

(3) The disregard of official election returns especially in Parahyba
and Minas Geraes, and the recognition by Congress of Senators and

Deputies from those states who obviously had not been elected ;

(4) Federal intervention in Parahyba and the disregard of states'

rights in Minas Geraes. The illegality of the Presidential election

in Kio Grande do Sul in which the President of the State was the

Liberal Federal candidate caused the alienation of Rio Grande do Sul.

Washington Luis had less discretion than his predecessors in enforc-

ing his authority, but the imposition of the Executive will has been

growing for 20 years and could be endured no longer.

All states have accepted the new administration and a counterrevo-

lution or independent uprising against the authority of the new admin-

istration is unlikely. Military leaders may disagree, but improbably
to a degree which would seriously disturb the public order. I believe

that the present administration is able to maintain its control of the

country and to protect life and property. The present administration

has officially declared its willingness and readiness to recognize in-

ternational obligations. See my 141, November 5, 11 a. m.

Press report that the present administration will call for a recount

of the votes of the last election is not true. It is probable that the

Provisional Government will dissolve Congress and issue a call for

the election of a body to revise the present Constitution following to a

certain extent the precedent established when the Empire fell. An
official declaration of this intention has not yet been made. If by No-
vember 15 the situation is unaltered and is likely to remain so, recog-

might be advantageous.

MORGAN

832.01/6b : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, November 7, 1930 5 p. m.

81. Your 144, November 7, noon. While your telegram indicates

that the new administration is in de facto control and promises and
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is able to fulfill the international obligations upon which recognition

would be postulated, yet you do not advise me directly as to your
views upon recognition and the inference of the last paragraph, seems

to be that you do riot advise recognition at present in spite of the facts

which you have previously stated. I am not able to understand the

object in waiting for a call for an election of a constitutional conven-

tion unless we also wait for the resulting action of such a convention

which would involve a very long delay. In the cases of Argentina,
Bolivia, and Peru we recognized upon the frank basis of a control

by a de facto government. Are you willing to advise that the de facto
control of the present Government of Brazil is sufficiently complete
for similar prompt action?

STIMSON

832.01/22 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to\ the Sewetary of State 14

1. Department's telegram Nov. 7, 5 p. m., received and deci-

phered. It is my opinion that the Provisional Government fully con-

trols the country and is supported by the people. Do not see the

necessity of postponing recognition until after Nov. 15, since con-

ditions appear to be fulfilled here which justified recognition of pres-
ent Argentine Government.

MORGAN

832.01/3 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, November 8, 1930 10 a. m.

82. Your November 5, 11 a, m. You will today, but not earlier

than 2 hours from this time, answer the note of November 3d from
the Brazilian Government by stating "that this Government will be

happy to continue with the new Government the same friendly rela-

tions as with its predecessors."

You will at once confidentially advise your British, Colombian and

Cuban colleagues what your instructions are.

STIMSON

14 This undated telegram was received on November 8, 1930.
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832.01/3 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Colombia (Caffery)

WASHINGTON, November 8, 193011 a. in.

62. Department is today instructing Ambassador Morgan to recog-
nize the Brazilian Government today. Mr. Morgan vill advise Co-

lombian Minister in Rio of the action he is taking.

STIMSON

832.113/46 : Telegram

The Sec-retary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan}

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON. November 8, 1930 noon.

83. After you have answered circular note of [November 3, as

instructed earlier this morning
1

, you will please say to the Minister

for Foreign Affairs that in carrying out its traditional policy of

friendship for Brazil, the Government of the United States Is con-

tinuing the embargo on the export of arms from the United States

to Brazil.16 Under this embargo the export of arms is prohibited

escept to the Government of Brazil, which is now recognized by the

Government of the United States.

At the same time you may make it clear, in case there should be any
doubt in the mind of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, that the action

of the Government of the United States in placing an embargo on

the export of arms to Brazil was not motivated by any partisan

feeling whatsoever in the recent revolutionary movement. Such

action is required by a convention now in force between the United

States and Brazil, signed at Habana on February 20, 1928, between

the American Eepubiics regarding the duties and rights of States

in the event of civil strife.
17 This Treaty was ratified by the Presi-

dent of the United States on May 7, 1930. the ratifications of the United

States being deposited at the Pan American Union on May 21, 1930,

and the treaty proclaimed by tie' President on June 6, 1930. This

treaty has also been ratified by Brazil, the ratifications having been

deposited at the Pan American Union on September 3, 1929.

It is the feeling of the Department that if you will bring this

matter to the attention of the Minister for Foreign Affairs it should

dispel any possible misunderstanding which may exist as to the action

of the Government of the United States in the premises.

STIMSON

35 The same, mutatis mutandis, on the same date to the Ambassador in Cuba
as telegram No. 124.

:G At the request of the Brazilian Embassy, the President of the United States
on March 2, 1931. issued a proclamation (46 Stat. 8050) lifting the embargo
on the export of arms and munitions to Brazil (832.113/61).

17
Foreign Relations. 192S, vol. i. p. 612.
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832. 01 /S : Telegram

The Minister in Colombia (Caffery) to the Secretary of State

BOGOTA, November 8, 19302 p. m.

[Received 11 p. m.j

132. Department^ 62.
1S Colombian Government also recognizing

the Brazilian Government today.

CAFFERY

882.01/7 : Telegram

The A-nibassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, November 8. 1930 3 p. m.

[Received November 82 : 35 p. in.]

145. Department's No. 82, November 8, 10 a. m. Instructions in

your telegram carried out in full. Note was handed personally to the

Foreign Office today at 2 : 30, Rio de Janeiro time, acknowledging
receipt of Foreign Office circular 536, dated November 3rd. and

containing textually your declaration.

MORGAN

832.01/9 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, November 10, 1930 2 p. m.

[Received November 10 1 : 30 p. m.]

146. Subsequent to recognition by the United States, England, Vati-

can, Argentina, and France also recognized on November 8th the

Provisional Government of Brazil.

MORGAN

832.113/47 : Telegram ,

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, November 11, 1930 11 a. m.

[Received November 11 10 : 10 a. in.]

147. Action already taken on Department's telegram No. 83, Novem-
ber 8, noon.

MORGAN

**Ante, p. 452.

518625 45 34
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TERMINATION OF CONTRACT FOR AMERICAN NAVAL MISSION TO
BRAZIL, SIGNED JULY 6, 1926

l9

832.30/212

The Brazilian Ambassador (Gurgel do Amaral) to the Secretary of
State

No. 72 WASHINGTON, October 21, 1930.

EXCEEUENCT: The undersigned, Ambassador Extraordinary and

Plenipotentiary of the United States of Brazil, acting under direc-

tions of his Government, lias the honour to address the present Note

to Your Excellency for the purpose of asking the United States Gov-
ernment kindly to consent to renew the contract of the United States

Naval Mission to Brazil for a further period of four years, to start

on the sixth of JSTovember next, \vhen the existing contract will expire.

The Federal Government of Brazil are greatly desirous of keeping
the renewed contract In its original form and text, with only a new
text to replace the text of clause 16 of Article IV and, having this in

view, the undersigned begs leave to propose the following substitutive

text, in the Portuguese version of the contract :

^

"16. Aos officiaes da Missao Naval serao concedidos os direitos, im-
munidades e privilegios habitualmente garantidos aos representantes
diplomaticos acreditados no Brazil. [

r
]

With the renewal of the existing contract for a further period of

four years, the Federal Government of Brazil consider it to be under-

stood that the additional paragraphs, concerning the petty officers,

as mentioned In Your Excellency's Xote No. 2 of May 29th
5 1929, are

to be maintained as well as the Supplementary Contract of the Naval

Mission signed by the Honourable Frank B. Kellogg, then Secretary
of State of the United States of America, and by the undersigned on

the 26th day of May of 1927.21

The undersigned therefore proposes, on behalf and by order of the

Federal Government of Brazil an exchange of Notes initiated by
the present Note which will embody and give full validity to the

renewal of the contract, as heretofore suggested, should such renewal

be kindly agreed upon by the Government of the United States of

America.

The undersigned seizes this opportunity [etc.]

S. GUBGEL DO AMARAI.

19 For previous correspondence, see Foreign Relations, 1926, vol. I, pp. 574 flf.

50 For English text, see telegram Xo. 77, November 5, 1 p. m., to tJae Ambas-
sador In Braz! 1

. p. 455.
to Neither printed.
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832.30/214 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, November 4, 1930 4 p. m.

[Keceived 4: 11 p. m.]

140. Mello Franco, Foreign Minister of the Provisional Govern-

ment,
22 sent Ms Chief of Cabinet to the Embassy today to state that

as the Provisional Government had not had sufficient opportunity to

decide whether or not they wish to renew the Ifaval Mission contract,

they desire that the Mission would continue to operate after the

termination of the present contract on November 6th until the Gov-
ernment had an opportunity to reach a decision probably within 15

days. MOEGA^T

832.30/214 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, November 5, 1930 1 p. m.

77. Your 140, November 4, 4 p. m. There were negotiations during
most of the summer with the Brazilian Ambassador regarding the

change desired by the Brazilian Government in paragraph 16 of

Article 4 of the contract for the Naval Mission to Brazil.23 The

Navy Department did not wish the change. The Ambassador finally

discussed the matter with the Secretary of State on October 9th and
it appeared that the English wording was all right but the Portuguese
text was not a very accurate translation and that that was perhaps the

cause of the difficulty. The Secretary of State and the Ambassador

agreed that this paragraph should be changed to read as follows : "The
officers of the Mission will be accorded rights, immunities and privi-

leges habitually granted to diplomatic representatives accredited to

Brazil.'* The Secretary of the Navy also agreed. The Ambassador
cabled his Government to obtain its consent and asked for authority
to propose this wording as the suggestion of the Brazilian Govern-
ment. This authorization was granted and the Ambassador submitted

a note dated October 21 that was received in the Department the fol-

lowing day and in the office handling the matter on October 23. A copy
of the note was sent to the Navy Department for its formal approval
and this was not received until the 24tli, or after the revolution had
taken place.

22 See "Revolution in Brazil," pp. 432 ff.
23 The paragraph under reference reads as follows : "The officers of the Mission

wiU be accorded rights and privileges habitually granted to diplomatic represent-
atives accredited to Brazil and of corresponding rank, except with regard to

rights of importation already covered in a preceding clause."
The Brazilian Government had suggested that it be modified to read as follows :

"The American officers of the Naval Mission are exempt from civil and criminal
jurisdiction in Brazil and are not subject to personal taxes." (832.30/209.)
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The Secretary discussed the matter with the Ambassador on October

31. The latter stated that he had cabled the previous day to Mr. Hello

Franco outlining the negotiations and stating that he had sent the

Department a note on October 21 under instructions of Mr. Mello

Franco's predecessor and asking instructions in the premises. The
Ambassador added that the only way out he could suggest would
be that, as the agreement was to be consummated by an exchange of

notes and his note had already been despatched before the Brazilian

Government fell, the Secretary answer that note dating his answer

October 21 also so that there would be no question of recognition. If

the Secretary agreed to this proposal the Ambassador would make it

to Ms Government as the Ambassadors own proposal.
The Secretary replied that he was not in favor of this course of

action because the new authorities in Rio perhaps do not know us

and might think we were trying to bring pressure to bear to continue

the Xaval Mission and also because there might be changes in the pres-

ent Brazilian authorities. If the present authorities were later suc-

ceeded by others, the new authorities might feel that the United States

Government had foisted upon the temporary authorities an agreement
for 4 years for the Mission which would not be to their liking. The

Secretary said that he thought a modus -Vivendi could be entered into

until a new government is recognized which can decide whether it-

desires to make a definite contract.

The Ambassador recurred to Ms suggestion for a note from the

Secretary dated October 21. The Secretary again declined and said

that the problem is to find out whether the present Brazilian authori-

ties desire our Xaval officers in Brazil or not. If they do not, the

quicker we can get them out the better. On the other hand if they
desire them to stay, it would be a very easy matter to make a tem-

porary arrangement bridging over the time until a definitive one can
be made. The Ambassador said that he would cable to his Govern-
ment in this sense and indicated a preference that the modus vivendi

be entered into by you and the Foreign Office in Kio. but promised to

advise us of the reply of Ms Government.

This Government of course understands that the Brazilian authori-

ties are very fully preoccupied with more pressing matters and is

perfectly willing to have the Mission carry on after the termination of

the present contract on November 6th until the Brazilian Govern-
ment has an opportunity to reach a decision in the matter.

STIMSON
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SS2.30/21T : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO. November 14, 1930 2 p. m.

[Received 2 : 05 p. m.]

151. The report in the New York Times, from its correspondent

who is located in Sao Paulo, that the contract of the American and

French Naval and Military Missions would be rescinded and that

the American Mission would leave on November 26th is not based

on official information.

The Foreign Minister has asked me to express to you his apprecia-

tion of your courtesy in allowing the American Mission to remain

until such time as the Brazilian Provisional Government shall have

an opportunity to decide whether or not it is to retain the Mission's

service [s].

32.80/218 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, November 18
5
1930 3 p. m.

[Received November 18 2 : 55 p. m.]

153. The Brazilian Foreign Minister told me yesterday in conversa-

tion that his Government could not renew the contract of the Naval

Mission for reasons which are wholly of a financial character since

the work of the Mission and its personnel have been invariably satis-

factory. This reason bore evidence of sincerity and it is desirable

that the press shall not represent that any other motive exists.

As contract for Naval Mission was virtually renewed under former

Government and temporary extension requested by present Govern-

ment, Chief of Mission feels that a sufficient period of time should

be arranged to permit official and personal business, such as leases

for residences, to be closed with propriety and dignity for all con-

cerned.

832.30/218 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, November 20, 1930 11 a. m.

90. Your 153, November 18, 3 p. m. Please see telegram 1019 sent

by Navy Department to Admiral Irwin yesterday. This Department
concurs in views expressed therein.

Ascertain informally and as early as practicable the views of the
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Brazilian authorities and the Chief of the Naval Mission with regard

to the time necessary to permit the closing of official and personal

business of the Mission and submit your personal recommendations.

STIMSON

832.30/219 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Eio DE JANEIRO, November 25, 1930 noon.

[Eeceived 12 : 45 p. m.]

155. Department's 90, November 20, 11 a. m. Foreign Minister

desirous of consulting the Department regarding date and terms at-

tending departure of Naval Mission. I favor an arrangement by
which all the members should reach home the end of January, Brazil-

ian pay continuing to January 31st. Foreign Minister is favorable

to this suggestion.

There are 14 officers
;
13 wives, many of them with children

;
and 17

petty officers, 7 of whom have families here. Total personnel, 71.

House leases in the majority of cases can be canceled with 2 months'

notice. Facilities for packing household effects limited and this

matter cannot be arranged under 2 months. Officers desire to take

their effects on the steamers upon which they sail.

MORGAN

832.30/219 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, November 26, 1930 4 p. m.

91. Your 155, November 25, noon. January 31 acceptable as date

for termination of mission's services.

STIMSON

121.5532/8 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Eio DE JANEIRO, December 1
5
1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived 5 : 53 p. m.]

158. Embassy's despatch 3466 which leaves forWashington by today's
air mail 24 recommends the restoration of the office of Naval Attache
to this Embassy and the designation of Lieutenant Commander
W. H. P. Blandy as Attache, who two months ago entered upon a 2

years' service with the Naval Mission.

I am particularly anxious that the State and Navy Departments
should concur in my recommendations.

MORGAN

** Infra.
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121.5532/12

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

"No. 3466 Kio DE JANEIRO, December 1, 1930.

[Received December 8.]

SIR : Witli the departure for home of the American Naval Mission

to Brazil at the end of January, 1931, I have the honor to request

that the Department will discuss with the Navy Department the re-

assignment of a Naval Attache to this Embassy. The office of Naval

Attache was discontinued when Captain William Alden Hall, U. S. N.,

who was assigned in June, 1927, was detailed as a member of the Naval

Mission in April, 1929, and employed as an instructor in the Brazilian

Naval War College. For a number of years after the Mission was

established, however, the Navy Department continued to be represented

by an attache.

A new naval attache might be instructed not only to perform the

usual duties of his office, but to serve as a liaison officer between the

Brazilian Navy and the traditions of cooperation between the Ameri-

can and Brazilian navies which the Mission during the period of

eight years has so efficiently created and developed. It would be in-

deed regrettable if the moral effect of what has been accomplished
should be allowed to fade out because the preservation of suitable

means were wanting. Certain departments of the Brazilian Navy
must for many years depend on foreign assistance, and when national

finances improve, a few foreign officers will be engaged for the Naval

War College and for certain technical departments. As large a mis-

sion as the one which is to be discontinued will not be necessary be-

cause it cannot be adequately employed until the material of the naval

service is increased by additional naval vessels of one or another cate-

gory. The presence of an American Naval Attache, especially if he

has Mission's associations, will perpetuate the influence of the United

States in the Brazilian Navy and will discourage that Navy from turn-

ing to European Powers for technical assistance and advice.

I recommend, therefore, that Lieutenant Commander W. H. P.

Blandy, U. S. N., who recently arrived to join the Mission, and who

having two years shore duty before him need not soon go afloat, shall

be detailed as Naval Attache. Since he and his family are already
established in Rio de Janeiro, the Navy Department will be saved

the expense of transportation. Personally and professionally he is

well equipped for attache's duty, and the contacts which he has

already made and which he will increase in local naval circles are

sound. His rank under existing conditions is sufficiently adequate
to prevent embarrassment to himself or to the service from the fact

that it is not of higher grade, and he informs me that he will gladly

perform the Attache's duty if the Navy Department shall detail him.
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The Foreign Minister lias told me that the only Naval Attache

whom the Brazilian Navy intends, if possible, to maintain in a foreign

capital is the Attache in Washington, D. C.

The subject of this despatch is of unusual importance for the main-

tenance of our prestige and I bespeak the Department's earnest con-

sideration of my proposals.

Kespectfully yours, EDWIN V. MORGAN

121.5532/8 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, December 3, 19306 p. in.

94. Your 158, December 1, 5 p. m. Departments concerned are

disposed to comply with your recommendation for appointment of

Lieutenant Commander Blandy as Naval Attache but before taking

definite action desire to await receipt of Brazilian Government's

formal notification of its disposition with reference to termination of

the services of the Naval Mission.

STIMSON

822.30/226

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

[Extract]

No. 3475 Rio DE jANEmo, December 5, 1930.

[Received December 16.]

SIR: In amplification of Embassy's telegram No. 161, of December

o, 2 p. m.,
25 relative to the return to the United States of the members

of the American Naval Mission to Brazil, I have the honor to enclose a

copy, accompanied by an English translation, of the personal note of

yesterday's date, received in the afternoon, from the Brazilian Min-
ister for Foreign Affairs, the contents of which note formed the basis

of Embassy's telegram No. 161. This was in reply to my personal
note of December 2, a copy of which I have the honor to enclose.

After thanking the American Government for permitting the Gov-
ernment of Brazil an additional period after the date of the expiration
of the contract in which to determine whether or not the Mission con-

tract should be renewed and after expressing the Government's regret
at losing the services of the Mission on account of the necessity of

reducing public expenditure, the note states that all the rights and

privileges which officers of the Mission have enjoyed under the said

contract shall be continued to them until January 31 next, upon which
date the responsibilities and obligations which the Brazilian Govern-

35 Not printed.
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ment has entertained toward them shall cease to be binding. No state-

ment is made as to whether or not the Mission shall continue to per-

form its duties until the 31st of January, and regarding that matter

the Chief of Mission will confer with the Minister of Marine in

conformity with the convenience of the Brazilian Navy and of the

Mission. All officers who are returning to the United States will leave

Brazil before January 31, the date of their departure depending upon
the rapidity with which packers can prepare their furniture and

household goods for shipment.

Eespectfully yours, EDWIN V. MORGAN

[Enclosure 1]

The American Ambassador (Morgan) to the Brazilian Minister for

Foreign Affairs (De Hello Franco)

Eio DE JANEIRO, December 2, 1930.

DEAR MR. MINISTER : Since having had the pleasure of talking with

you on the diplomatic reception day, my Government has informed

me that it will be agreeable if the date upon which the connection of

the American Naval Mission with the Government of Brazil shall cease

shall be fixed for the last day of January, 1931. That is the date

which I suggested to you and which you accepted unofficially.

If Your Excellency's Government agrees to that datfe, may we
consider that it shall be the one upon which the work of the Mission

shall terminate and the pay shall cease, which the Mission receives

from the Brazilian Government.
In regard to other expenses relative to the Mission which Tour

Excellency's Government will presumably desire to assume, they are

covered by Article IV, Sections 4 and 6, of the late naval contract.

Although that contract ceased to be operative on November 6 last, it

would appear to be proper that the provisions of those sections shall

continue to operate inasmuch as they relate to traveling expenses of the

Mission to the United States and to the return there of their families,

personal effects and household goods. I enclose a copy of the text

of Article 4, which includes the two sections in question in case Your

Excellency has not a copy at hand.

As the termination of the contract of the American Naval Mission
with Your Excellency's Government has been conducted through a

"gentleman's agreement" and not by the interchange of diplomatic
notes, I would suggest that Your Excellency should write me per-

sonally in the same manner in which I am writing you, expressing
your concurrence with the views which this letter contains, or sug-
gesting such modifications therein as Your Government may desire to

propose for submission to my own Government.

EDWIN V.
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[Enclosure 2 Translation]

The Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs (De Mello Franco)
to the American Ambassador (Mor

Bio DE JANEIRO, December 4, 1930.

MY DEAR MR. AMBASSADOR : In reference to the correspondence ex-

changed between Your Excellency and the Chief of my Cabinet on

November 5 last, I have the honor to renew to you and through your
intermedium to the American Government, the thanks both of the

Brazilian Government and of myself for the attentive manner with

which the American Embassy and the State Department met the

wishes of the Provisional Government in establishing a temporary
modus vivendi between our respective Governments until we were able

to examine the question of the renewal of the contract of the American
Naval Mission, which terminated on November 6th last.

Confirming what I declared verbally to Your Excellency, and in

answer to your letter of the 2nd instant, it is my duty to inform you
that the Provisional Government, much to its regret, is unable to

renew the said contract to continue to utilize the services which, since

1922, the brilliant and competent American Naval Mission has so

efficiently rendered to our War Marine.

The present financial condition of Brazil constitutes the essential

and prime preoccupation of the Provisional Government, which, in

order to regulate the same, and to meet its obligations abroad, has

adopted the strictest program of a reduction of expenses which can
be followed without disorganizing the public services.

For this purpose, it has carefully examined the budgets inherited

from the former Government and has suppressed all expenses which

may be postponed.
It is my duty to add that, in accordance with the statement which

I had the honor to make verbally to Your Excellency, the Provisional

Government guarantees to the Naval Mission the rights which are

contained in the contract of November 6th, 1922, until the 31st of

January next, upon which date all the responsibilities and obligations
which the Brazilian Government assumed under the terms of that

instrument, shall end.

I believe that these terms are fully in accordance with those which
Your Excellency and I agreed upon during our last conversation and
with the contents of the letter I am now answering.
I avail myself [etc.] A. DE MELLO FRAKCO
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121.5532/n : Telegram

The ^Lrribassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Kio DE JAKEIKO, December 5, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received December 52 : 15 p. m.]

162. Department's 94, December 3, 6 p. m. Since my telegram No.

161, December 5, 2 p. m.,
26 transmits formal notice that the services of

the Naval Mission will terminate on January 31st next, I shall be

gratified if Lieutenant Commander Blandy's appointment can be an-

nounced. The effect here will be beneficial.

MORGAN

121.5532/11 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, December 6, 1930 noon.

95. Your 162, December 5, 8 p. m. Informally advised by Navy
Department that Lieutenant Commander Blandy will be detailed as

Naval Attache to the Embassy, effective February 1st on expiration
of his services with Naval Mission.

Please inquire of Brazilian Government whether designation of

Blandy as Naval Attache is agreeable. Cable reply.

STIMSON

121.5532/15 : Telegram

The A^tribassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, December 15, 1930 10 a. m.

[Eeceived December 15 9 : 35 a. m.]

167. Department's telegram No. 95, December 6, noon. Brazilian

Government is agreeable to designation of Lieutenant Commander

Blandy as Naval Attache of this Embassy.
MORGAN

121.5532/14 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, December 15, 1930 6 p. m.

100. Your 167, December 15, 10 a. m. Blandy has now been desig-

nated as Naval Attache effective upon termination of Naval Mission

about January 31.

Please advise Foreign Office.

STTMSON

28 Not printed ; see despatch No. 3475, December 5, from the Ambassador in

Brazil, supra.
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GOOD OFFICES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL CITY BANK IN SECUEING REMISSION OF FINE IMPOSED
UPON ITS SAO PAULO BRANCH

811.51632 National City Bank/1 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON. February 27, 19307 p. m.

6. The Department was informed this afternoon by telephone by
the National City Bank, New York, that they have received notice

that the Government of Brazil will fine the Sao Paulo branch approxi-

mately three million dollars. The fine was recommended by the In-

spector General of Banks and two-thirds of the amount goes to the

Government and one-third to the Inspector General. The bank states

that basis of fine is that their exchange man at Sao Paulo conspired
with a broker without the knowledge of the bank and had been selling

sterling exchange in London, Berlin and Buenos Aires to the amount

of about one million pounds. The items were not entered on the books

and when confirmatory letters came in they were confiscated by him
so that managing officer of branch knew nothing of the transaction.

On December 80, 1929, the auditor discovered entries in the books not

in accordance with the day's rate and took the matter up first with

the exchange man and then with the manager. It appears that if

the transactions were successful the exchange manager was to get
25 per cent profit. The transactions were thus disclosed and the bank
has since been trying to straighten out the matter with the banks
outside of Brazil. These dealings were illegal because made at 120

and ISO days whereas local regulation, although it is not a law, prevents
such transactions in excess of 90 days.
Bank states all facts presented by bank to Inspector General and

the Minister of Finance and they believe facts are known to President

Washington Luis and also to the Ambassador. Local representatives
of bank want the matter reported to Washington and state that if the

regulations are valid they did not become effective until January 18, or

nearly 3 weeks after the facts were disclosed and the transactions
terminated. Bank states it is ex post facto legislation or rather

regulation of the banking department designed to permit the fine.

Wide publicity of the fine has been given in the Brazilian press but
no notice has been served on the bank. Fifteen days after notice is

served the bank must put up three million dollars in cash or securities

before it can appeal to the Minister of Finance. Bank states there is

possibility that matter is done for political effect and requests that
notice be not presented to the bank for the time being and certainly not
until after the elections next Saturday.
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Representative of bank will come to Washington early next week

to present full facts. In meantime please report briefly by cable and

fully by mail regarding the situation and you may, unless you perceive

some objection thereto, present to the proper Brazilian authorities the

request of the bank regarding delay in notification of the fine.

COTTON

S11.51632 National City Bank/2 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Acting Secretary of State

Kio DE JANEIRO, February 28, 1930 noon.

[Received February 28 11: 20 a. m.]

5. Department's telegram No. 6, February 27, 7 p. m. Facts re-

ported through, the Department by bank substantially correct and

matter has been in conference between local branch authorities and

Embassy for some time.

Will use influence with Foreign Office to obtain postponement.
MORGAN

811.51632 National City Bank/4 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, February 28, 1930 4 p. m.

7. Department's 6, February 27, 7 p. m. Following telegrams

signed Hart,27 National City Bank, Buenos Aires, dated the 27th,

given to the Department by National City Bank :

"Following cable received from Moran :
28

'It is important Head Of-
fice emphasize to State Department need for urgent and strong action
to prevent this case flagrant injustice of a colossal fine for transac-
tions which Government themselves had originally approved as legal
and in order. Important also to add that even clandestine transac-
tions were approved by Government fiscal by signatures on brokers
note at broker's request after we had denied and repudiated the trans-
actions. State Department should be ready insist upon Government
permit guarantee instead of deposit in view of amount.' "

"The National City Bank of New York, Sao Paulo, Brazil, notified

officially today have 15 days to make deposit and defense."

CARR

7 Vice President of the National City Bank of New York.
3 Local manager of the Sao Paulo branch.
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811.51632 National City Bank/5 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, March 3, 1930 7 p. m.

8. Your February 28, noon. National City Bank advises Depart-
ment of the receipt of cable from manager of Sao Paulo branch stat-

ing they are confidentially informed that on February 28, the Minister

of Finance issued General Order prohibiting giving guarantees
instead of making a cash deposit when appealing fines in the future.

Cable adds that if this information is correct the order apparently
was issued to apply to the bank's case and that the Department should

call for extraordinary activities on the part of Embassy in order to

avoid that one official could levy such a large fine and demand such a

large deposit based on his personal judgment which is so openly

prejudiced.

Please investigate and report also please use your good offices with
the Government for an extension of time and also in view of the fact

that the National City Bank is a responsible institution that it not be

required to make the deposit of guarantee. Cable results.

COTTON

811.51632 National City Bank/6 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Acting Secretary of State

Bio DE JANEIBO, March 4, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived 5 : 25 p. m.]
7. Department's 7, February 28

;
4 p. m.; 8, March 3, 7 p. m. Na-

tional City Bank has infringed Brazilian banking regulations and
cannot escape the penalty of a fine. These regulations provide that

inspectors shall receive a portion thereof. Inadequate supervision

by the local officers of the bank created the situation.

Even informal diplomatic intervention will not be well received
before deposit of the fine has been made subsequent to which it should
be possible to obtain a modification of the amount which is excessive.
I am presenting informal memorandum however to Foreign Minister
after seeing Hart who arrived today.

MORGAN

811,51632 National City Bank/7 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, March 5, 1930 5 p. m.
9. Does your Xo. 7, March 4. 5 p. m. mean that it is not possible to

put up a bond instead of depositing securities or cash ? The bank is
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very anxious to exhaust all possibilities along this line. Please reply

by cable.
COTTON

811.51632 National City Bank/8 : Telegram

The A^TT^bassa^oT in Brazil (Morgan) to the Acting Secretary of State

Rio BE JANEIRO, March 6, 1930 10 a. m.

[Received 10 : 15 a. m.]

8. Department's telegram number 9, March 5, 5 p. m. My telegram

number 7 March 4, 5 p. m., did not imply that the question of filing a

bond instead of depositing securities or cash was settled. Matter is

still under consideration.
MORGAN

811.51632 National City Bank/13 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, March 10, 1930 2 p. m.

11. Your 7 and 8, March 4, 5 p. m. and March 6, 10 a. m. Please

discuss freely with Mr. Hart, Vice President National City Bank, your
conclusions as to the guilt or innocence of the bank. Bank now re-

quests that you concentrate on obtaining permission for them to put

up an individual guarantee rather than cash and the bank relinquishes

its request for a postponement of the time limit when the guarantee

must be made. Cable present situation.

CARR

811.51632 National City Bank/11 : Telegram

The JLcting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

[Paraphrase]

WASHINGTON, March 11, 1930 4 p. m.

12. Tlie Department considers that the fine imposed on the National

City Bank has created a most serious situation. Even should the

National City Bank be guilty of the infraction of a regulation as

charged tlie fine is out of all proportion to the offense. All profits of

the Bank in Brazil will be wiped out if this fine is levied.

For your strictly confidential information you are informed that

the Directors of the National City Bank have authorized the closing

of all of its Brazilian branches and liquidating its business there

should tliis fine be levied. The National City Bank does not want to

make any threats to the Government of Brazil and, of course, is not
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advising it of the decision it has reached. The Department, of course,

does not desire you to make any reference to this in your conversations

with the Brazilian officials. On the other hand both the Department
and the Bank do want you to know how seriously they consider the

situation. If the Bank should withdraw, you can readily appreciate

the effect this would have on American interests in Brazil.

Please take up this matter actively with the Government of Brazil

pointing out how greatly disproportionate is the fine to any infraction

of regulations even on the basis that the Bank is guilty of all the

charges made, and the Bank alleges that this is not the case. Please

consult the opinion of Dr. Clovis Bevalacqua,
29 a copy of which was

submitted by Mr. Hart to the National City Bank on March 10.

You should endeavor to have the fine, which is an administrative

matter, very greatly reduced with opportunity for the Bank to file a

bond instead of depositing cash or securities. Cable comprehensive

report as soon as you can.

COTTON

S11.51632 National City Bank/10 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, March 11, 1930 5 p. m.

13. The National City Bank has requested that you suggest to the

Brazilian authorities for them that in order to avoid difficulties of the

exchange situation, expenses of transportation and insurance in trans-

ferring the three million dollars required to be deposited with the

Brazilian Government before an appeal can be made against the fine

levied that the Brazilian Government consent to the Bank depositing
with the United States Treasury through the Department of State,
United States Government bonds to the par value of three million

dollars. These bonds will be held in escrow to be released to the

Brazilian Government only upon the receipt by the Department of the

original or an exemplified copy of a letter from the Minister of

Finance of Brazil enclosing an exemplified copy of a Court Order

giving judgment against the Bank. There should also be enclosed in

that letter an exemplified statement from the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Brazil to the effect that the Court rendering the judgment
is either the Court of Last Resort of Brazil or that there is no appeal
from that Court to a higher Court or in case there is an appeal that
no appeal has been made within the statutory time. Upon receipt of
these documents three million dollars or so much thereof as the judg-
ment calls for will be held subject to the orders of the Brazilian
Government.

^Brazilian attorney and independent counsel for the National City Bank.
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The funds may likewise be released to the Bank upon presentation

by it of an exemplified Court Order sustaining the Bank and exempli-
fied statement from the Minister for Foreign Affairs that the Court

rendering the Order is the Court of Last Eesort or if not that there is

no appeal from that Court to a higher Court or if there is appeal that

no appeal has been made within the statutory period. There should

also be included in the arrangement a provision by which after a period
of three years or some other term mutually agreeable to the Brazilian

Government and the Bank the funds will be released to the Bank if no
final determination of the matter has been reached. The arrange-
ment should also provide that the funds are subject to disposition on

joint order of the Minister of Finance of Brazil and the Bank. Mean-
time all interest from the bonds will be paid to the Bank and the Bank
reserves the right to substitute cash for all or any part of the bonds

at any time.

If the fine is for a part only of the funds deposited the balance after

satisfying the judgment may be withdrawn by the Bank.

This Department and the Treasury Department have agreed to act

in the manner suggested by the Bank in case this meets with the

wishes of the Brazilian Government.

Please advise Mr. Hart of the contents of this cable for his informa-

tion before acting on it.

COTTON

811.51632 National City Bank/12 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Acting Secretary of State

[Paraphrase]

Bio DE JANEIRO, March 12, 1930 3 p. m.

[Received 4 : 47 p. m.]
10. Department's No. 12, March 11, 4 p. m., and No. 13, March 11,

5 p. m. Hart and I agree that our immediate efforts should be applied
to obtaining permission of the Minister of Finance for the bank to

sign a "termo de responsabilidade" for the payment of the fine. The
Foreign Minister, whom I saw again this afternoon, will support
the proposal to sign a "termo" with the President of the Eepublic and
Minister of Finance.

The contents of the Department's telegram No. 13, March 11, 5 p. m.,
will be held in reserve until signature of "termo" is settled.

The Foreign Minister recognizes the international feature of the

case and deplores the precipitous action of the bank examiner. Desire
that the Department send me a friendly message for the Foreign

518625 45 35
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Minister, the text of which I can transmit as representing your views

of the case especially as bearing on the financial situation of Brazil

abroad.

MORGAN

811.51632 National City Bank/15 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, March 13, 1930 3 p. m.

14. Your 10, March 12, 3 p. m. Please say to the Minister for For-

eign Affairs that the Department very much appreciates the interest

he has taken in the National City Bank matter and the efforts he is

making to bring this matter to a satisfactory conclusion. Depart-
ment feels, as evidently His Excellency the Minister for Foreign Af-

fairs of Brazil does, that this is a matter of very great importance in

the relations between the United States and Brazil, which have been

increasing rapidly and which this Government desires to strengthen
in every proper way. In this connection it is interesting to note

that in 1913 Brazilian imports were $324,000,000, $50,900,000 of which

came from the United States, or 15.7 per cent. The Brazilian exports
in that year were $315,700,000, of which $101,800,000, or 32.2 per
cent went to the United States. The National City Bank entered

Brazil in 1915 and since that time has been helpful in promoting
trade relations between the United States and Brazil. Although
not claiming of course that all the increase since that date is due to

any one institution it is interesting to see not only how trade has

increased but also the increased proportion of Brazil's trade that is

done with the United States. In 1928 Brazilian imports were $442,-

290,000, of which $117,510,000, or 26.6 per cent came from the United
States. Brazilian exports were $475,242,000, of which $215,992,000,

or 45.4 per cent went to the United States. Also in 1913 Brazil had

outstanding loans to the value of
"

$504,335,000, all from European
sources. In 1928 Brazil had outstanding loans of 106,970,000 Ster-

ling, 333,577,000 Francs, and $152,800,000. The United States share

is thus somewhat over 20 per cent of the whole.

Banking, of course, plays the most important part in trade and
economic relations between two countries and it is therefore very im-

portant to guard against anything which might disturb that relation-

ship. The interest and action which the Minister for Foreign Affairs

has taken in this very important matter is another instance of his

friendly disposition and desire to cooperate with the United States

which is very highly appreciated and reciprocated by this Govern-
ment.

COTTON
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811.51632 National City Bank/14 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Acting Secretary of State

Bio DE JANEIRO, March 13, 1930 5 p. m.

[Eeceived March 134:29 p. m.]

11. Foreign Minister requests me to telegraph you that your in-

tervention has succeeded in modifying the attitude of his Govern-

ment regarding the National City Bank affair. Period for meeting
fine expires tomorrow. Since the Government considers that the

banking regulations do not provide for payment through a "termo de

responsabilidade" and that form of payment may not be possible, the

Bank of Brazil will combine with the National City Bank to make

payment easy. Subsequent to payment the way will be open for

.
I3resident Washington Luis to receive Hart and for full discussion be-

tween bank and Government of the ultimate amount of fine.

MORGAN

811.51632 National City Bank/22 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, April 1, 1930 6 p. m.

17. National City Bank reports that no progress has been made
toward a decision in the matter of the fine of its Sao Paulo branch.

Bank feels that an informal inquiry on your part would help to ex-

pedite matters and the Department would be glad to have you make

such inquiry unless you perceive some objection thereto. Please report

by cable the cause of the delay, action taken by you and result thereof.

COTTON

811.51632 National City Bank/23 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Acting Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, April 2, 1930 4 p. m.

[Received April 2 3 : 15 p. m.]

14. Department's 17, April 1, 6 p. m. Please assure National City

Bank that Embassy is actively supporting before the Brazilian For-

eign Office their contentions. Conferred again with that office on

March 31st. Foreign Minister fully appreciates bank's viewpoint

which he is recommending to acceptance of Minister of Finance.

Improbable that modification of fine can be arranged without delay,

although I am convinced that a satisfactory adjustment will eventu-

ally be made. Bank more likely to obtain substantial modification if

it does not press for immediate solution, a course which may antag-

onize the authorities who are handling the case.

Report follows by mail.

MORGAN
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811.51632 National City Bank/25 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, April 11, 1930 1 p. m.

20. In your No. 11, March 13, 5 p. m. you suggested the possibility
of the President's receiving Hart for full discussion of the ultimate

amount of the fine imposed upon the National City Bank. The
National City Bank informs the Department that Hart considers it

desirable to have an interview with the President and that the bank
would very much appreciate your assisting him to obtain one. If

Hart still desires the interview, and if you perceive no objection

arising from the considerations outlined in your No. 14, April

2, 4 p. m., the Department would be glad to have you assist Hart in the

matter.

COTTON

S11.51632 National City Bank/29 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHTN-GTOK, June 3, 1930 1 p. m.

39. The National City Bank informs the Department that the

papers regarding the fine imposed on its Sao Paulo branch have now
been before the President for more than a month. The bank believes

that an informal and friendly inquiry by you might expedite a deci-

sion. You may make such an inquiry unless you consider it inadvis-

able to do so. Please report action taken.

CARR

811.51632 National City Bank/32 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Kio r>E JANEIRO, June 11, 1930 3 p. m.

[Eeceived June 11 2 : 05 p. m.]
33. Department's 39, June 3, 1 p. m. Minister of Foreign Affairs

has been ill for 6 weeks but yesterday discussed with President

Washington Luis the advantage of settling promptly the amount of
the fine levied on National City Bank, whom he informed that the bank
was contemplating increasing its branches in Brazil and had rendered
considerable service to Sao Paulo in subscribing $5,000,000 toward the
recent coffee loan. He stated also that the solution of the matter was
of interest to the American Government.
The President subsequently received me in audience during which

I emphasized the necessity of a rapid solution. The Minister of
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Finance who has been out of town on account of ill health, also, will

return in a few days when the President will confer with him relative

to action.

The President recognizes the exaggerated nature of the fine and
the services which the bank has performed in the development of this

country. If the Secretary should talk over the matter with Dr. Freitas

Valle 30 and suggest that the latter should send a telegram to the

Brazilian Foreign Office emphasizing the desirability of a rapid

despatch of this matter, impetus would be given thereto.

811.51632 National City Bank/35 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

WASHINGTON, June 14, 1930 1 p. m.

42. Your 33, June 11, 3 p. m., last paragraph. The Secretary spoke
with Senhor Freitas Valle this morning regarding the matter em-

phasizing the desirability of a rapid settlement. Mr. Valle promised
to cable to Eio regarding it.

STIMSON

811.51632 National City Bank/45 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, July 11, 1930 10 a. m.

[Received 10 : 15 a. m.]
41. Embassy's 40, July 2, 2 p. m.31 The President informed me

yesterday afternoon that he had instructed the Minister of Finance
to issue an administrative order canceling in its entirety the fine levied

by the Inspector of Banks on National City Bank.

MOEGAN

811.51632 National City Bank/47 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Rio DE JANEIRO, July 24, 1930 9 a. m.

[Received July 24 9 a. m.]
44. Department's 49, July 12, 1 p. m.

31 Ministerial order regarding
80 Member of the Brazilian Foreign Office, then attached to the suite of Presi-

dent-elect Prestes, who visited the United States in June 1930 in order officially to
return the visit which Mr. Hoover made to Brazil in December 1928. For an
account of Senhor Prestes' ^isit, see Department of State, Press Releases, June 14,
1930, pp. 292-297.

31 Not printed.
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National City Bank published this morning after signature of revised

text which reads :

"I decide that there are no grounds for the charge of infraction and

that the penalty imposed is void."

Full text follows by mail.
MORGAN

811.51632 National City Bank/48 : Telegram

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Secretary of State

Eio DE JANEIRO, July 24, 1930 noon.

[Received 1 : 25 p. m.]

45. Embassy's telegram 44, July 24, 9 a. m. Following the quota-

tion from the Ministerial order already telegraphed, the text of the

said order states :

"Furthermore,
Considering that there is evidence of infringement of the stamp

tax by reason of insufficient stamps affixed to exchange contracts,

Considering that there has been an irregularity of functional pro-
cedure on the part of the broker of public funds, Geiling, of the Sao
Paulo market which has not been duly investigated,

I determine that the fiscal penalties provided for the said infringe-
ment shall be imposed upon the bank and that the aforesaid irregu-

larity shall be
investigated by the inspector of banks and the result of

such investigation duly communicated to the Government of the State
of Sao Paulo for due consideration."

MORGAN

811.51632 National City Bank/49 : Telegram

The National City Bank of New YorJc to the Secretary of State

NEW YORK, July 25, 1930.

[Received July 256 : 06 p. m.]

We greatly appreciate the interest which you and the other members
of your Department have taken in the matter of the Brazilian fine and
thank you for the friendly cooperation which you have given us.

CHARLES E. MITCHELL, Chairman
GORDON S. REISTTSCHLER, President
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ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL GRANT-
ING RELIEF FROM DOUBLE INCOME TAX ON SHIPPING PROFITS

811.512332 Shlppingr/20

The American Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Brazilian

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Mangateira)
33

No. 1419 Bio DE JANEIRO, March 5, 1929.

MR. MINISTER: The representative of the United States Shipping
Board has called my attention to Article 6 of Executive Decree No.

5,623, of December 29, 1928, by which His Excellency the President of

the Republic sanctioned a law of Congress which "Reduces the duties

on rolling and traction material for railroad and city transportation ;

alters the tax on paper for wrapping fruits
; exempts from duties the

importation of gold in bars and coined; regulates the payment by
'exereicio findo' and adopts other measures."

Article 6 of said Law states :

"Foreign navigation companies are hereby exempted from income

tax, provided that the country in which their head office is located,

grants exemption to Brazilian companies of the same character."

According to the dispositions of Section 213 (&) (8) of the Revenue

Laws of the United States of 1924 and 1926 which were also included

in the Revenue Law of the United States of 1928 in Section 212 (&)

and 231 (5) :
34

"
(8) The income of a foreigner non-resident or of a foreign corpora-

tion which consists exclusively of profit derived from a ship or ships
operating under the laws of a foreign country which grants equal

exemption to citizens of the United States and to corporations organ-
ized in the United States. ..."

It would appear that the above mentioned Revenue Laws of the

United States contain a provision which would meet the terms of

Article 6, of Executive Decree No. 5,623 of December 29, 1928, and that

therefore I am justified in requesting Your Excellency's Government
to exempt the United States Shipping Board from payment of the

Brazilian income tax.35

83 This note and the other notes in this section exchanged between the American
Embassy and the Brazilian Foreign Office were forwarded to the Department
in despatch No. 3505, January 14, 1931 ; received February 2.

84 45 Stat. 791, 847, 849.
35 By a note No. 1412, dated January 19, 1929, the American Ambassador re-

quested the Brazilian Government to exempt the Munson Steamship Line and
the McCormick Steamship Company from taxation.
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The shipping lines operated by the United States Shipping Board

to Brazil are the following :

American Brazil Line;
American Eepublic Line

;

Gulf-Brazil-Eiver Plate Line;

the companies which operate the same are respectively :

Colombian Steamship Company,
17 Battery Place, New York.

C. H. Sprague & Son, Inc.,
33 Broad Street, Boston.

Mississippi Shipping Company, Inc.,
1310 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans.

Accept [etc.] EDWIN MORGAN

811.512332 Shipping/20

The Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs (Mangabeira} to the

American Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

[Translation]

NC/56 Eio DE JANEIRO, May 31, 1929.

MR. AMBASSADOR : In continuation of my Note NC/29 of last

April,
36

regarding the request of this Embassy for an exemption of

income tax for American navigation companies, I have the honor to

send Your Excellency herewith a copy of the reply from the Min-

istry of Finance giving an answer to the said request.

Furthermore, I beg to inform Your Excellency that, upon this

date, I have again sent to the said Ministry the provisions of the law

mentioned in Note No. 1,419 of March 5th last, which, in your country
assures reciprocity to foreign navigation companies of the exemption
from the tax referred to.

I renew [etc.] OCTAVIO MANGABEIRA

[Enclosure Translation]

The Brazilian Minister of Finance (Oliveira Botelho) to the Brazil-

ian Minister for Foreign Affairs (Mangabeira)'

No. 33 [Eio DE JANEIRO] May 29, 1929.

MR. MINISTER : Accompanying notes Nos. NC/94 to 97 and 112 of

April last and NC/123 of this month Your Excellency transmitted

me requests from the Embassies of Italy, North America, Japan and

France, and from the Legations of Germany, Norway and Denmark
for exemption from income tax, in accordance with Art. 6 of decree

No. 5,623, of December 29, 1928, for the navigation companies of those

countries engaged in traffic with Brazil.

86 Not urinted.
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In reply I have the honor to state to Your Excellency that in view

of the provisions of the above cited law in order that navigation com-

panies domiciled in foreign countries may be exempted from the taxa-

tion referred to it will be sufficient that Your Excellency's Ministry
shall state to the Ministry of Finance that such a law exists in the

interested State granting similar favors to Brazilian navigation com-

panies. It will not be necessary to negotiate any agreement such as

that proposed by the Danish Legation.

I have to inform Your Excellency that the Income Tax Office has

suspended the collection of said tax from the navigation companies
domiciled in foreign countries pending information of the non-exis-

tence of the conditions mentioned in our law in relation to any

country.
I beg [etc.] F. C. DE OLIVEIRA BOTELHO

811.512332 Shipping/20

The American Charge in Brazil (Schoenfeld) to the Brazilian Min-

ister for Foreign Affairs (Mangabeira)

No. 1467 Rio DE JANEIRO, September 17, 1929.

MR. MINISTER: Eeferring to Your Excellency's note No. NC/56
under date of May 31 of the current year, regarding exemption from

income tax for foreign navigation companies, I have the honor to

inform Your Excellency that I have just received the following request

for information from the Department of State at Washington regard-

ing the following points :

a) Wliether the exemption provided in Decree No. 5623 applies
to corporations organized in the United States which main-
tain a principal office or place of business, agency or branch
office in Brazil;

&) Whether under the Brazilian income tax law citizens of the
United States are taxable or exempt with respect to the in-

come derived by them from the operation of a ship or ships
documented under the laws of the United States ;

c) Whether, if exempt, such exemption applies if the citizens of
the "United States maintain a principal office or place of busi-

ness, agency or branch office in Brazil, and

d) Whether it can be said that since December 29, 1928, the
Brazilian Government has collected any income, war-profits
or excess profits taxes from the income of a citizen of the

United States or a corporation organized in the United States

which consists exclusively of earnings derived from the op-
eration of a ship or ships documented under the laws of the

United States.

I shall be grateful to Your Excellency for the above information.

Accept [etc.] RUDOLF SCHOENFELD
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811.512332 Shipping/20

The Brazilian Minister for Foreign Affairs (Mangabeira) to the

American Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

[Translation]

NC/15 Rio DE JANEIRO, March 11, 1930.

MR. AMBASSADOR: In continuation of the subject of my note No.

NC/99, of September 28 last,
37 and in accordance with information

received from the Ministry of Finance, I have the honor to hand

Your Excellency the following explanations :

The exemption mentioned in Article 6 of Law No. 5,623, of Decem-

ber 29, 1928, shall be applied to all companies or associations estab-

lished in North America, which conduct the industry of navigation
and have agencies or branch offices in Brazil or exercise activities here,

under conditions of reciprocity for Brazilian navigation companies.
Under the express terms of the law, this privilege is restricted to

these companies and therefore does not include the income of North
American citizens, derived from the operation of one or more ships,

registered under the laws of their country.
38

Finally, I can inform Your Excellency that from December 29,

1928 onward, no taxes were collected on income derived by navigation

companies operated by North American citizens or companies estab-

lished in that country.
I avail myself [etc.] OCTAVIO MANGABEIRA

811.512332 Shipping/20

The American Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to the Brazilian

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Mangabeira)

No. 1526 Eio DE JANEIRO, August 21, 1930.

MR. MINISTER : I take pleasure in informing Your Excellency that

after a lengthy correspondence between this Embassy, the Department
87 Not printed.M By a despatch dated March 31, 1930, the American Ambassador at Rio de

Janeiro informed the Secretary of State that he had been advised hy the Brazilian
Foreign Office that shareholders in foreign companies are required to pay the
Brazilian income tax on their shares, the amount of the tax being collected
before the interest thereon is paid them. This statement is construed by the
Treasury Department to mean that the Brazilian Government imposes a tax on
the shareholders of such corporations, but does not impose a tax on the income
or profits of such corporations derived from the operation of ships documented
under the laws of the United States. The Treasury Department understands
that such provision of the Brazilian law is merely a method of collecting income
tax at the source by means of requiring the tax to be paid by the corporations
before the distribution of dividends on the shares of stock, which is similar to the
provision contained in American law requiring income tax to be withheld at the
source before the payment of bond interest or other fixed or determinable income
of nonresident aliens as provided by section 144 (&) of the Revenue Act of 1928
Letter of the Secretary of the Treasury, July 28, 1930, to the Secretary of State
(811.512332 Shipping/16, 17).
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of State and the United States Treasury Department, regarding a

reciprocal exemption from taxes by the Government of the United

States on income derived from the operation of ships registered under

Brazilian laws and in accordance with the provisions for reciprocal

exemption contained in the United States Revenue Act of 1928, the

income of Brazilian citizens arising exclusively from profit derived

from the operation of ships registered under Brazilian laws will be

exempt from taxation by the Government of the United States. This

exemption became effective on January 1, 1929.

Accept [etc.] EDWIN V. MORGAN

811.512332 SMpping/20

The Director of Commercial and Consular Affairs in the Brazilian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Eulalw] to the American Ambassador
in Brazil {Morgan)

[Translation]

NC/72 Eio DE JANEIRO, September 1, 1930.

MR. AMBASSADOR: Acknowledging the receipt of your Note No.

1526, of August 21 of the present year, I have the honor to thank Your

Excellency for your courtesy in communicating to this Department the

decision of the United States of America, regarding the exemption
from income tax of Brazilian citizens who derive profit exclusively
from the operation of ships registered in Brazil with which decision

this Ministry has just acquainted the Ministry of Finance.

Accept [etc.] JM.

REPRESENTATIONS AGAINST BRAZILIAN POLICY OF REQUIRING
BRAZILIANS OF DUAL NATIONALITY TO USE BRAZILIAN PASSPORTS
ON LEAVING BRAZIL

832.012/17

The Consul General at Rio de Janeiro (Dawson) to the Acting
Secretary of State

No. 462 Eio DE JAKEUIO, April 1, 1930

[Received April 17.]

SIR: As of interest to the Department, I have the honor to copy
below a notice published over the names of H. B. M. Consuls-General
in Eio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo respectively, in the Times of Brazil,
Sao Paulo, March 28, and the Brazilian American^ Eio de Janeiro,
March 29, concerning dual nationality of persons born in Brazil of
British parents who claim British citizenship.
The notice is of more than passing interest, and will doubtless
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merit the Department's close attention as a precedent calculated to be

invoked by the Brazilian government in respect to persons born in

Brazil of American parents.
The notice reads :

"The Brazilian authorities are no longer prepared to affix their
visa to the British passports of persons of dual Brazilian and British

nationality, e. g. persons born in Brazil of British parents. In

adopting this attitude the Brazilian authorities are entirely within
their rights. British subjects who are also, according to Brazilian

law, nationals of this country and who desire to travel abroad have
no option but to take out Brazilian passports. They must enter and
leave Brazil on Brazilian passport and are at liberty to enter and leave
British territory on British passports. They are, for all practical

purposes British subjects when on British territory and Brazilian
citizens when on Brazilian territory. In all other countries of which

they are not nationals they may choose on which of the two passports
they desire to travel and invoke the aid and protection of British and
Brazilian diplomatic and consular representatives at will.

Charles Goodwin,
H. M.'s Consul-General,

Eio de Janeiro.
Arthur Abbott,

H. M.'s Consul-General,
Sao Paulo."

I have [etc.] CLAUDE I. DAWSON

832.012/18

The Consul General at Rio de Janeiro (Dawsori) to the Acting

Secretary of State

No. 471 Kio DE JANEIRO, April 11, 1930.

[Eeceived April 30.]

SIR : I have the honor to refer to despatch No. 462 of April 1, 1930,
from this office, reporting the publication of a notice concerning dual

nationality of persons born in Brazil of British parents, by H. B. M.
Consuls-General in Eio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo

;
and calling atten-

tion to the possibility that the evident international agreement on
which such notices were founded might be invoked in the case of per-
sons born in Brazil of American parents.
The first case of this nature affecting American citizens in this

district has just arisen and has been adjusted as follows :

On April 8, 1930, Mr. Charles M. Pratt an American citizen for-

merly registered in this office but now a permanent resident of New
York on a temporary visit to Eio de Janeiro, called at the Central

Police Bureau for the purpose of having the American passports of
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himself and family visaed for journey to the Argentine. The police,

without question, visaed his passport and the passports of his wife

and one daughter who was born in the United States. However, they
refused to visa the Department passport of his daughter Martha, who
was born in Kio de Janeiro in February 1909. Miss Pratt resided in

the United States from 1911 to March, 1930 inclusive.

The Police informed Mr. Pratt that in accordance with Brazilian

law his daughter was a Brazilian and would have to travel on a Bra-

zilian passport. In order to avoid trouble, Mr. Pratt was disposed
to comply with this decision but before doing so came to the Consulate

General, on April 9, 1930, for advice. The Consul General advised

Mr. Pratt to refrain from obtaining a Brazilian passport for his

daughter and arranged for a call on the Chief of Police, with Mr.

Pratt, for the purpose of adjusting this matter. The Chief of Police

was not in, but the Secretario Geral, Dr. Cicero Machado, the official

evidently responsible for this order, was interviewed. Dr. Machado
was told that Miss Pratt was of age, the daughter of Americans, that

her birth had been recorded at the American Consulate, and that she

had resided in the United States practically all of her life. Dr.

Machado stated that cases had come to the attention of the Police

where individuals born in Brazil of foreign parents were travelling
with two passports. (He referred to so-called Anglo-Brazilians).
Dr. Machado was informed that under no circumstance would this

office sanction such procedure and all cases of this nature coming to our

attention would be reported. Mr. Machado then ordered that the visa

for travel to the Argentine be placed on Miss Pratt's American pass-

port without further impediment or delay.

I have [etc.] CLAUDE I. DAWSON

832.012/18

The Secretary of State to the Consul at Bahia (Briggs)
39

WASHINGTON, June 12, 1930.

SIR : The Department encloses copies of despatches 462 of April 1,

1930 and 471 of April 11, 1930, both from the American Consul General

at Rio de Janeiro, on the subject of dual nationality. Possibly Bra-

zilian born American citizens might be saved embarrassment if, in

cases similar to that described in the despatch last mentioned, you fol-

low a procedure similar to that which was followed by Mr. Dawson.
I am [etc.] For the Secretary of State :

WIUBTJR J. CARR

80 The same, mutatis muta/n&is, on the same date to the Consuls at Para, Per-
nambuco, Porto Alegre, Santos, and S3,o Paulo.
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832.012/18

The Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

No. 1541
*

WASHINGTON, June 12, 1930.

SIR: The Department encloses for your information and possible
comment copies of despatches 462 of April 1, 1930 and 471 of April
11, 1930,

39a both from the American Consul General at Rio de Janeiro,
on the subject of dual nationality. The Department is interested

to learn the basis of the apparently new policy of requiring Brazilians

of dual nationality to use Brazilian passports on leaving Brazil. It

is desired that when taking up this matter with the Brazilian a,u-

thorities you point out that it has never been the policy of this Gov-
ernment to require that a person having American nationality and
also the nationality of another country be in possession of an Ameri-
can passport in order to depart from the United States and it is de-

sired that in all cases where persons having both American and Bra-
zilian nationality have indicated their preference to travel on Ameri-
can passports they be permitted to depart from Brazil upon such

passports.
I am [etc.] For the Secretary of State:

J. CARR

832.012/23

The Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan) to th& Secretary of State

No. 3387 Rio BE JANEIRO, July 23, 1930.

[Received August 5.]

SIR: Referring to the Department's instruction N 1541, of June
12 last, concerning the subject of dual nationality in relation to

United States citizens who are also considered to be Brazilian citizens,

I have the honor to report that the basis of the policy requiring the

use of Brazilian passports by the Brazilian-born children of foreign-

ers and Brazilian-born citizens married to citizens of the United

States previous to the recent alteration of our laws of citizenship, is

based upon Art. 69, 1. of the Brazilian Constitution, which reads :

"Persons born in Brazil though of a foreign father, if the latter is

not there resident in the service of his country, are Brazilian citizens."

It is only recently, however, that the Brazilian police has attempted
to compel the persons above referred to to secure a police visa upon
a Brazilian passport and not upon a United States passport before

leaving this country for abroad.

The Brazilian Foreign Office has instructed the Brazilian Ambas-

wa
Ante, pp. 479 and 480.
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sador to confer with the Department regarding a recognition of the

status of the children born in Brazil of American citizens
,
which

children under the Brazilian Constitution are Braziliaa cltkens, and
also of Brazilian citizens married to United States citizens before
the recent change in our citizenship laws by which nationality was not
altered through marriage to such citizens.

Pending the solution of this matter, I recommend, that American
Consuls in Brazil do not resort to the police authorities in order to

obtain permission from the local police for a person bom in Brazil

but bearing an American passport to leave the country. It will be
more satisfactory and expeditious if such persons applj to the Em-
bassy where, through diplomatic channels, their cases can usmally be

arranged. The case of Miss Mary A. Bevam, which the Conssul Gen-
eral in Eio de Janeiro brought to my attention on July 22, ws settled

as soon as I conferred with the Foreign Office thereon.

I have the honor to report also that I have called the attention of the

Brazilian Government to the fact that it has never been the policy of

the United States Government to require that a person having Amer-
ican nationality and also the nationality of another country be in

possession of an American passport in order to depart from the

United States and it is desired that in all cases where persons* having
both American and Brazilian nationality have indicated their pref-
erence to travel on American passports they be permitted toi depart
from Brazil upon such passports.

I have [etc.] EDWIN T,

832.12/23

The Acting -Secretary of State to the Ambassador in Brazil (Morgan)

No. 1562 WASHINGTON, August iO, 1930.

SIK: The Department has received your despatch KTo. 338;7 dated

July 23, 1930, concerning the cases of persons of both. American and
Brazilian nationalities who desire to have their American passports
visaed to enable them to leave Brazil.

You are informed that the American consular officers in Brazil are

being instructed to take up all such cases with the Embassy in the

future instead of taking them up with the local police authorities.

Very truly yours. W. ~R. CA.STUE, JR.
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832.012/24

The Brazilian Ambassador (Gurgel do Amaral) to the Seeret&ry of
State 40

No. 58 WASHINGTON, August 25, 1930.

EXCELLENCY: Several occasions have arisen in which the Federal

Government of Brazil have had to examine and discuss the doubts of

foreign Governments or of their diplomatic Missions accredited in the

country the Mission of the United States of America being included

in the number with regard to the viseing on passports of persons of

double nationality.

The undersigned, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United States of Brazil, has received instructions from his

Government to bring to the knowledge of the United States Govern-

ment the viewpoint held by the Brazilian Government concerning pass-

ports issued to persons of double nationality, whenever one of these

is the Brazilian nationality.

The Federal Government of Brazil recognize, as a fact, the double

nationality, inasmuch as it is within the rights of every Power to

freely establish, in conformity with its Constitution and laws, the

qualifications of the individuals whom it considers its own nationals.

It is in virtue of this precept that persons of double nationality, when-
ever one of them is the Brazilian nationality, can only enter the Bra-

zilian national territory or absent themselves from it when they are

actual bearers of Brazilian passports, notwithstanding the fact that

this requirement does not preclude them from having passports issued

by other Powers that may also consider them as being their own
nationals.

The Brazilian Government consider that these rules are the natural

sequence of the necessity of not entitling any persons, duly qualified
as Brazilian citizens, to claim protection, within the Brazilian na-

tional territory, of any laws or authorities other than the Brazilian

laws and the Brazilian authorities.

The undersigned ventures to believe that in so far as the United
States Government are concerned in this matter, the proper directions

may be issued for the adjustment of the interests of bearers of Ameri-
can passports whenever they happen to be also citizens of the United
States of Brazil.

The undersigned avails himself [etc.] S. GTJRGEL DO AMARAL,

40 This note was acknowledged on September 2, 1930. No further reply was
made. A memorandum of the Solicitor's office, dated October 10, 1930~ stated
that in view of the outbreak of revolution in Brazil (see pp. 432 ft) it was a
most inopportune time to take this matter up again with the Brazilian
Ambassador.
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832.012/25

The Charge in Brazil (Washington) to the Secretary of State

No. 3414 Rio DE JANEIRO, September 3, 1930.

[Received September 17.]

SIR : I have the honor to refer to this Embassy's despatch No. 3387,

of July 23, 1930, on the subject of dual nationality in relation to the

United States citizens who are also considered by Brazilian law to be

Brazilian citizens, and to transmit to the Department the following
information for its use in any discussions which may be had with the

Brazilian Ambassador in Washington.
This Embassy has had occasion to discuss with the Brazilian For-

eign Office the status of several American citizens who are also Bra-

zilian citizens, according to Brazilian law, and who prefer to leave

Brazil carrying an American passport rather than a Brazilian one. In
some of the first cases taken up officials of the Foreign Office intervened

with the police and obtained police visas on the American passports,

thereby permitting the departure of the bearers from Brazil. How-

ever, it was stated that such a course would be considered exceptional
and it has been impossible to obtain action in the case of several

minors. They have presumably been forced to leave Brazil carrying
an American passport and a Brazilian one.

Respectfully yours, S. WALTER WASHINGTON
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE MINISTER IN BULGARIA TO REFRAIN FROM
ASSOCIATING WITH HIS COLLEAGUES IN GIVING ADVICE TO THE
BULGARIAN GOVERNMENT

770.00/173

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Bulgaria (Shoemaker)

No. 11 WASHINGTON, June 13, 1930.

SIR : The Department has received your despatches Nos. 17 and 21

of April 29 and May 3, 1930, respectively,
1
setting forth the views

of Mr. Sydney Waterlow, the British Minister in Sofia, regarding

Bulgaria's relations with neighboring Balkan States and the steps

which in his opinion are necessary in order to bring about a diplo-

matic adjustment of Bulgaria's troubles and a solution of the problem
of Balkan peace. The Department has noted Mr. Waterlow's pro-

posal "to have all questions of dispute between Balkan countries re-

ferred to France, Italy, Great Britain and the United States for

friendly settlement but that this can only be achieved by the Balkan

countries having the fullest confidence in the disinterestedness of the

motives of the more powerful nations." Mr. Waterlow has accord-

ingly expressed the hope that you would be ready to be called upon
at any time to use your friendly influence "to uphold the sincerity"

of the intentions of himself and of his French and Italian colleagues
in any representations that they may make to the Bulgarian Govern-

ment.

In reply to your request for an expression of the Department's views

as to the proper course to be followed in case you receive an invita-

tion from your British colleague to participate in the "friendly advice"

which he and his other colleagues may decide to give to the Bul-

garian Government, the Department desires that you scrupulously
refrain from associating yourself with your colleagues in making
representations or giving advice of any kind to the Bulgarian Govern-
ment regarding its domestic affairs or relations with European States

unless you have been specifically authorized to do so by the Depart-
ment.

1 Neither printed.
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By the foregoing the Department does not intend that you should
refrain from giving free expression on any appropriate occasion to

this country's profound interest in the development of a better under-

standing among nations and in the maintenance of world peace by
all appropriate means. Bearing this in mind, you will of course keep
the Department promptly and fully informed, if necessary by tele-

graph, of any situation affecting Bulgaria of sufficient gravity to

warrant, in the opinion of your colleagues, representations on their

part to the Bulgarian Government. The Department will in such
cases instruct you as to the action, if any, which it desires you to take.

I am [etc.] HENRY L. STTMSOST



CANADA
PROPOSED CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
TO AMEND THE CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF SMUG-
GLING, SIGNED JUNE 6, 1924

l

811.114 Canada/4310

The Charge in Canada (Riggs) to the Acting Secretary of State

No. 1343 OTTAWA, March 22, 1930.

[Received March 25.]

SIR: I have the honor to refer to the Legation's telegram No. 46 of

March 22, 1 p. m.,
2
reporting the receipt this morning from the Prime

Minister of a note suggesting on the part of Canada the conclusion

of a treaty in amendment of the Convention of June 6, 1924, and for

the purpose of providing "on a reciprocal basis for the denial of clear-

ance of shipments of merchandise by water, air, or land from either

country to the other when their importation is prohibited by the

latter, and for such further reciprocal measures for the suppression of

smuggling as may be found feasible." Copy of this note, which is No.

24 of March 22, 1930, is transmitted herewith. Two copies of Bill

No. 15 entitled "An Act to amend the Export Act", were received as

enclosures to the note and are likewise attached.2

I have [etc.] R. KEATH EIGOS

[Enclosure]

The Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mackenzie
King) to the American* Charge (Biggs)

No. 24 OTTAWA, March 22, 1930.

SIR: I have the honour to refer to Mr. Phillips' note No. 349 of

April 20, 1929,
2 with regard to measures under consideration for the

further control of smuggling operations along the border between
Canada and the United States, and particularly to Mr. Phillips' state-

ment that the Government of the United States was convinced that

the only effective means of dealing with the smuggling problem along
the border would be the conclusion of a treaty amending the Con-

1 For text of the convention, see Foreign Relations, 1924, vol. i, p. 189. For
previous correspondence concerning the suppression of smuggling, see ibid., 1929,
vol. rr, pp. 48 ff.

2 Not printed.
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vention of June 6, 1924, to the end that clearance be denied to ship-
ments of commodities from either country when their importation
is prohibited in the other.

The Canadian Government has been giving further consideration

to the question in the light of experience in Canada as well as of de-

velopments in border enforcement by the authorities of the United

States, and has reached the conclusion that further action is desirable

as regards both the special problem of the smuggling of intoxicating

liquors and the general problem of commercial smuggling*
As to the export of intoxicating liquors from Canada, which in-

volves the use of governmental agencies in the release of liquors from
bond as well as in the issue of clearances, it has been considered advis-

able that action should be taken forthwith by Dominion legislation.

A bill has accordingly been introduced into the House of Commons
to amend the Export Act, the main purpose of the amendment being
to require officials of the Dominion Government having charge of

liquor in bond and the granting of clearances to vessels to refuse to

release such liquor or to grant such clearances where the granting
of such release or clearance in any case would facilitate the introduc-

tion of intoxicating liquor into a country where the importation of

such liquor is forbidden by law. This measure has received second

reading in the House of Commons and is now being considered in

detail in committee. It will be observed from the copy of the bill

which I enclose that it is general in its terms, applying to export to

any country where the importation of intoxicating liquor is for-

bidden by law.

As to the general problem, it will be recalled that in discussing the

holding of a conference to consider the various proposals put for-

ward for further action to ensure the prevention of smuggling, the

Canadian Government indicated, in February, 1927, its desire that

the discussion should not be confined to the question of the smug-

gling of liquor but should cover all forms of commercial smuggling
from each country into the other. The Canadian Government be-

lieves that the present would be an opportune time to conclude with

the United States a treaty as suggested amending the Convention of

June 6, 1924, to provide on a reciprocal basis for the denial of clear-

ance of shipments of merchandise by water, air, or land from either

country to the other when their importation is prohibited by the

latter, and for such further reciprocal measures for the suppression

of smuggling as may be found feasible.

The Canadian Government would therefore be prepared to take

the necessary steps at an early date for the conclusion of such a

convention.

Accept [etc.] W. L. MACKENZIE KING
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711.429/259a : Telegram

The Acting Secretary wf State to the Charge m Canada (Riggs)

WASHINGTON, April 1, 19304 p. m.

40. Your despatch No. 1343, of March 22, last. Please address a

note reading as follows to Canadian Government :

"I have the honor to refer to your note of March 22 last in which

you state that the Canadian Government is of the opinion that the

present would be an opportune time to conclude with the United States

a treaty amending the Convention of June 6, 1924, to provide on a

reciprocal basis for the denial of clearance of shipments of merchan-

dise by water, air or land from either country to the other when its

importation is prohibited in the country of destination and for such

further reciprocal measures for the suppression of smuggling as may
be feasible.

In response, it gives me pleasure to inform you, on instructions

from my Government, that the United States is prepared to conclude

such a treaty at an early date. My Government hopes to be able

to submit a draft of such a treaty within a few days for your
consideration."

Please deliver this note immediately and inform the Prime Min-

ister that we have no objection to his making the note public.
COTTON

711.429/260 : Telegram

The Charge in Canada (Riggs} to the Acting Secretary of State

OTTAWA, April 4, 193010 a. m.

[Received 1 : 55 p. m.]

52. Department's 40, April 1, 4 p. m. Acknowledgment received

last night from Prime Minister, final paragraph of which reads as

follows :

"I may state for the information of the Government of the United
States that the Canadian Government has also the draft of such a

treaty in preparation and will be prepared to arrange at an early
date for discussion looking to the conclusion of an agreement."

Liquor export bill received second reading in the Senate last night
after defeat of a proposal to shelve it until treaty is negotiated, but it

is understood third reading will not take place until after Easter
recess of Parliament ending April 24.

Under Secretary of State for External Affairs has now telephoned
to offer following suggestion from the Prime Minister. He believes

discussion of Canadian and American drafts of treaty would be slow
and difficult by correspondence and suggests small informal conference
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of interested Canadian and American Government officials at Ottawa

to compose as rapidly as possible any differences between the two

drafts and permit signing of treaty at an early date.

Despatch forwarding copy of Canadian note leaves in pouch today.
RlGGS

711.429/263 : Telegram

The Charge in Canada (Riggs) to the Acting Secretary of State

OTTAWA, April 10, 19304 p. m.

[Received 7 : 46 p. m.]

58. Legation's 57, April 9, 5 p. m. 5 Prime Minister who leaves

tomorrow for Bermuda now believes conference impractical at present
since Easter recess of Parliament begins tomorrow. Several Cabinet

Ministers including Minister of National Revenue will be absent until

April 28 when House of Commons reconvenes. He suggests mean-

while that drafts of treaty be exchanged as between Legation and

Department of External Affairs with a view to determining more

definitely whether differences are sufficient to necessitate proposed
conference. Under Secretary of State for External Affairs hopes to

have Canadian draft ready around April 16 and suggests that if

American draft were available by that time we might examine the

two drafts and exchange preliminary impressions before submitting
them to the respective Governments for examination. Decision as to

conference could then follow. He also desires to know whether it

would be convenient to have signature of treaty take place at Ottawa
since this would facilitate procedure for Canadian Government. If

American Government consents he proposes to apply to London for

full power for Prime Minister to sign treaty.

RIGGS

711.429/263a

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Canada (Riggs)

No. 819 WASHINGTON, April 16, 1930.

SIR : With reference to your despatch No. 1343 of March 22, 1930,

and to subsequent correspondence in regard to a proposed treaty to

supplement the Convention of June 6, 1924, for the purpose of pro-

viding on a reciprocal basis for the denial of clearances of shipments
of merchandise when its importation is prohibited in the country of

destination, there is enclosed for transmission to the Canadian Govern-
ment the draft of a treaty in this sense. You will observe that the

first two articles of this draft are with minor exceptions the same

Not
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proposals that were made in Secretary Kellogg's note of October 1,

1925,
6 to the British Embassy in this capital. Article 3 dealing with

transportation in bond across the State of Maine over the Canadian

Pacific Eailway of liquor consigned to the Liquor Control Boards of

the several provinces of Canada, is based on a request in that sense

made by the Canadian representatives at the informal conference on

smuggling which took place in Ottawa in January 1929.

Full powers to sign this Convention will be forwarded to you at a

later date.

I am [etc.] [File copy not signed]

[Enclosure]

Draft of Convention

The United States of America and His Majesty the King of Great

Britain, Ireland and the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor
of India, being desirous of adopting more effective measures for the

suppression of smuggling between the territories of the United States

of America and of the Dominion of Canada than are provided under

the Convention concluded between the United States of America and

His Majesty at Washington on June 6, 1924, and of making certain

provisions concerning alcoholic liquors, have resolved to conclude an

Additional Convention for those purposes, and to that end have
named as their plenipotentiaries :

The President of the United States of America :

and
His Britannic Majesty, for the Dominion of Canada :

Who, having communicated to each other their respective full

powers, which were found to be in due and proper form, have agreed
upon the following articles :

ARTICLE I

The High Contracting Parties agree that clearance of shipments of
merchandise by water, air or land from the territory of either of the

High Contracting Parties to the territory of the other High Contract-

ing Party shall be denied if such shipment comprises articles the in-

troduction of which is prohibited or restricted in the country to which
such shipment is destined, provided, however, that such clearance shall
not be denied on shipments of restricted merchandise when there has
been complete compliance with the requirements of the laws of both
countries.

6 Not printed.
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ARTICLE II

No penalty or forfeiture under the laws of the United States of

America shall be applicable or attach to alcoholic liquors or to vessels,

vehicles or persons by reason of the carriage of such liquors when they

are in transit from one place in Canada to another place in that country
under such guard as the Secretary of the Treasury of the United

States of America may require through the territorial waters of the

United States of America pertaining to Alaska and through the

Stickine River by the shortest route to Canadian territory, and such

transit shall be as now provided by law with respect to the transit

of alcoholic liquors through the Panama Canal or on the Panama

Railroad, provided that such liquors shall be kept under seal con-

tinuously while the vessel or vehicle on which they are carried remains

within the United States of America, its territories or possessions,

and that no part of such liquors shall at any time or place be unladen

within the United States of America, its territories or possessions.

ARTICLE III

No penalty or forfeiture under the laws of the United States of

America shall be applicable or attach to alcoholic liquors or to vehicles

or persons by reason of the carriage of such liquors when they are in

transit, under such guard as the Secretary of the Treasury of the

United States of America may require, through the State of Maine
between Montreal, Quebec, and St. John, New Brunswick, via the

Canadian Pacific Railway, under Canadian and United States cus-

toms seals; such liquor to be destined only for the Liquor Control

Boards of the several provinces of Canada. Such transit shall be

as now provided by law with respect to the transit of alcoholic liquors

through the Panama Canal or on the Panama Railroad, provided
that such liquors shall be kept under seal continuously while the

vehicle on which they are carried remains within the United States of

America, and that no part of such liquors shall at any time or place
be unladen within the United States of America. The said exemption
from penalties or forfeiture under the laws of tho United States of

America provided in this article shall be enjoyed on condition that

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company shall pay all the necessary

expenses incident to the guarding of the shipments in transit.

ARTICLE IV

This convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be ex-

changed at Ottawa as soon as possible. The convention shall come
into force at the expiration of ten clays from the date of the exchange
of ratifications, and it shall remain in force for one year. If upon the
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expiration of one year after the convention shall have come into force

no notice is given by either High Contracting Party of a desire to

terminate it, it shall continue in force until thirty days after either

Party shall have given such notice to the other Party.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed

the present convention in duplicate and have thereunto affixed their

seals.

DONE at the city of Ottawa this day of one thou-

sand nine hundred and thirty.

711.429/265

The Charge in Canada (Riffffs) to the Secretary of State

No. 1428 OTTAWA, May 22, 1930.

[Received May 24]

SIR: With reference to my despatch No. 1388 of April 29, 1930,
7

covering the remarks made by the Under-Secretary of State for Ex-

ternal Affairs regarding the draft of a proposed convention to supple-

ment the Anti-Smuggling Convention between Canada and the United

States of June 6, 1924, 1 have the honor to transmit herewith an outline

of the counter proposals advanced on behalf of Canada in the course

of a two hour discussion which took place between Dr. Skelton, Mr.

Beaudry and myself yesterday afternoon at the Department of Ex-

ternal Affairs. References by line and page will be made in this

despatch to the draft transmitted with the Department's instruction

No. 819 of April 16, 1930, (file No. 711.429/263a). Line numeration

will begin with No. 1 for the first line of each section of the Conven-

tion, namely, the Preamble and each of the various Articles, so that

each one will have its own line numeration.

Preamble

In line 2 of the Preamble, in the expression "the British dominions

beyond the Seas" the Canadian Government desires, to write the word
"dominions" with a small "d". The reason given is that in the King's
title the word "dominions" refers to the whole of the King's domain
and was in use before Canada came into existence. It is therefore

desired to draw by this means a distinction between the King's domin-
ions and the various Dominions which are members of the British

Commonwealth of Nations.

Likewise, after the expression "Emperor of India" in line 3, it is

desired to insert "in respect of the Dominion of Canada" in order to
conform with present Canadian treaty practice.

7 Not printed.
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After the expression "desirous of" in line 3 the Canadian Govern-

ment desires to change the language of the Preamble to the following :

"supplementing the provisions of the Convention of June 6, 1924,
between Canada and the United States of America, for the suppression

of smuggling operations along the border," to replace the language
in the American draft from the point indicated above down to and

including the date "June 6, 1924" in line 8 of the Preamble. The
Canadians do not like the expression "more effective . . . than" oc-

curring in the American Preamble, since they feel that it makes an
invidious comparison between the proposed Convention and that of

1924, by suggesting that the latter was ineffective. Although it was
not actually stated, I believe that the substitution of the expression

"along the border" instead of "between the territories" is preferred

by the Canadians to avoid any suggestion that the Convention could

be construed to cover indirect smuggling via a base on the territory
of a third party.
In line 9 it is desired to insert after the word "concerning" the ex-

pression "the transportation of", since the Canadians desire to em-

phasize that that is the particular phase of the question covered by
the Convention. They also prefer the word "additional" instead

of the word "supplementary" in line 10.

Article I
In line 3 the Canadians point out that the expression "High Con-

tracting Parties" in so far as it refers to the Canadian side, refers

to the King. They therefore prefer to refer to "the ports of the

Dominion of Canada or of the United States of America" and to elim-

inate the word "territory" in this Article. They state that "territory"
as used in the American draft must inevitably refer to the King's

territory and that unfriendly critics and legalistic opponents might
raise the contention that by using such phraseology the Dominion
was unconsciously passing legislation which could be construed as

affecting portions of the King's territory other than the Dominion of

Canada. They also desire this change since they claim it to be a re-

version to the original American draft presented to them in 1925.

After the expression "denied if" in line 5, the Canadians desire to

change the rest of Article I as shown in their enclosed draft. I gather
that they do not wish to undertake the responsibility of having to

guarantee the absence of prohibited articles in an apparently regu-
lar and bona fide shipment of merchandise. This is in line with the

replies made in Parliament in the course of the discussion of the

Liquor Export Bill and the proposed Convention. They therefore

prefer the expression "shipment of merchandise" instead of "ship-

ment comprises articles the introduction of which is prohibited."
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They also desire the elimination of the word "restricted". Dr. Skel-

ton stated that his understanding was that the word "restricted" had

been inserted to cover goods such as narcotics and sacramental wines

which are normally articles of prohibited importation, but which may,
under certain conditions and for certain purposes, be imported under

special Government permit. The Canadian authorities fear that the

word "restricted" could be construed to cover articles which are sub-

ject to tariff restrictions, such as countervailing duties, et cetera, and

they prefer that there should be no ambiguity. Consequently, in the

Canadian counter draft, lines 8, 9 and 10 also disappear.
It will be observed that they also desire to include in the Conven-

tion under Article I mention of lists of articles of prohibited im-

portation in both countries, to be changed from time to time by com-

munication between the two Governments. They have also inserted

in this Article a paragraph incorporating in the Convention a pro-

vision covering the prohibited admission of articles included under

Item 1201 of the Canadian Customs Tariff, namely, "books, printed

paper, drawings, paintings, prints, photographs or representations of

any kind of a treasonable or seditious, or of an immoral or indecent

character". This is an effort to meet the difficulty explained by Dr.

Skelton as related in my despatch No. 1388 above mentioned.

Article II

In line 2 it is desired to restore the word "attached" instead of

"attach" in order to conform with the language of Article VII of the

Convention of 1924. Likewise and for the same reason it is desired

to eliminate "from one place in Canada to another place in that

country" in line 5 and to substitute "under guard by Canadian authori-

ties" instead of "under such guard as the Secretary of the Treasury
of the United States of America may require" in lines 6 and 7. There
is also a slight change in the language of lines 9 and 10, which does

not, however, apparently affect the sense and is considered better

phraseology by the Canadian side. They also contend that the "c"

should be eliminated from the spelling of the name "StiEne" in line 9.

Article III

In line 2 it is desired to substitute the word "attached" instead of

"attach" as explained above under Article II. In lines 4 and 5, the

Canadians desire the substitution of "under guard by Canadian
authorities" instead of "under such guard as the Secretary of the

Treasury of the United States of America may require", for the reasons

explained above in Article II.

In lines 6 and 7, it is desired to eliminate "between Montreal, Quebec,
and St. John, New Brunswick", and to substitute therefor "from
Canadian territory to Canadian territory" since Dr. Skelton stated
that Montreal is not the only possible point of destination and that
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shipments might also be made to such points, for instance, as

brooke or the city of Quebec. He also desires to eliminate in lines 9
and 10 the phrase "such liquor to be destined only for the Liquor Cox*--
trol Boards of the several Provinces of Canada". He pointed, out
that this is an internal Canadian matter and that difficulties miglii>
arise in connection with the Convention if, for instance, one or more of
the Provinces were to abolish Government control. He also pointed
out that the expression "Liquor Control Board" does not apply in
every Province, since in Quebec, for instance, these authorities a:re

officially termed "Liquor Commissions."

Dr. Skelton also asked me whether there is any reason for the dis-
crepancy between the expression "under seal" in lines 13 and 14 of
Article II and "under Canadian and United States customs seals" In
lines 8 and 9 of Article III. His rough draft had eliminated tb-is

expression entirely. I pointed out that there might well be some
good administrative reason for this provision in Article III due to a,

possible difference in the activities of smugglers and "hijackers35 in.
the State of Maine. He told me that he would be willing to allow it
to stand in the Convention if it were considered essential but b.e

requested that I ask for an explanation of the discrepancy between
the reference to seals in Articles II and III.

The Canadians desire to eliminate the whole of the last sentence
of Article III comprising lines 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. Dr. Skelton says
that the matter of payment by the Canadian Pacific Eailway is under-
stood as a matter of course and that the Government does not see tlxe

necessity for mention of it in the Convention.

Article IV
In lines 9 and 10, after the word "given" the Canadians desire to

substitute the words "notice to the other of a desire to terminate the
Convention" instead of "such notice to the other party." This chang-e
is preferred in order to revert to the phraseology of Article VIII of
the Convention of 1924, and is in conformity with the disposition
manifested by Dr. Skelton and Mr. Beaudry throughout the discussion.
of yesterday afternoon.

I desire to apologize to the Department for not preparing a draft
text with suitable lining and underlining, showing at a glance th.e

alterations proposed in the Canadian counterdraft
;
the necessity to

get this draft off at the earliest mail has rendered the preparation of
such a text impossible.

I am also advised by Dr. Skelton that the Prime Minister has re-
ceived from London the full power necessary for the signature of this
Convention and is disposed to sign it as soon as agreement can be
reached as to the text.

I have [etc.] B. HEATH RIGGS
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[Enclosure]

Canadian Counterdraft of Convention

His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British

dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of the Do-

minion of Canada, and the United States of America, being desirous

of supplementing the provisions of the Convention of June 6, 1924,

between Canada and the United States of America, for the suppres-

sion of smuggling operations along the border, and of making certain

provisions concerning the transportation of alcoholic liquors, have

resolved to conclude an Additional Convention for those purposes, and

to that end have named as their plenipotentiaries :

His Majesty, for the Dominion of Canada :

and

The President of the United States of America :

. . *

Who, having communicated to each other their respective full pow-

ers, which were found to be in due and proper form, have agreed

upon the following articles :

ARTICLE I

The High Contracting Parties agree that clearance of shipments
of merchandise by water, air or land from any of the ports of the

Dominion of Canada or of the United States of America to a port
entrance of the other country shall be denied if the importation of

such shipment of merchandise is prohibited in the country to which
such shipment is destined.

The lists of articles the importation of which is prohibited in the

Dominion of Canada and the United States of America respectively,
are set forth in the two Schedules attached to this Convention.

The Government of either country may, from time to time, com-
municate to the other any changes made in its list and such changes,
thus communicated, shall be considered to form part of the Schedules
attached to this Convention.

In regard to any articles prohibited on the ground of immorality or

indecency, or of treasonable or seditious character, it is agreed that
the Governments of the Dominion of Canada and of the United States
of America shall accept the decision of the appropriate authorities of
the Government of the country of importation as to whether ship-
ments of this nature from the other country are to be considered of
an immoral, indecent, treasonable or seditious character.
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AETICLE H
No penalty or forfeiture under the laws of the United States of

America shall be applicable or attached to alcoholic liquors or to

vessels, vehicles or persons by reason of the carriage of such liquors

when they are in transit under guard by Canadian authorities through
the territorial waters of the United States of America pertaining to

Alaska, and thence by the shortest route -via the River Stikine to Ca-

nadian territory, and such transit shall he as now provided by law with

respect to the transit of alcoholic liquors through the Panama Canal
or on the Panama Railroad, provided that such liquors shall be kept
under seal continuously while the vessel or vehicle on which they are

carried remains within the United States of America, its territories

or possessions, and that no part of such liquors shall at any time or

place be unladen within the United States of America, its territories

or possessions.
ARTICLE III

No penalty or forfeiture under the laws of the United States of

America shall be applicable or attached to alcoholic liquors or to

vehicles or persons by reason of the carriage of such liquors when they
are in transit under guard by Canadian authorities through the State

of Maine by the Canadian Pacific Railway from Canadian territory

to Canadian territory, under Canadian and United States customs

seals, and such transit shall be as now provided by law with respect

to the transit of alcoholic liquors through the Panama Canal or on the

Panama Railroad, provided that such liquors shall be kept under seal

continuously while the vehicle on which they are carried remains

within the United States of America, and that no part of such liquors

shall at any time or place be unladen within the United States of

America.
ARTICLE IV

This Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be ex-

changed at Ottawa as soon as possible. The Convention shall come

into force at the expiration of ten days from the date of the exchange
of ratifications, and it shall remain in force for one year. If upon the

expiration of one year after the Convention shall have come into

force no notice is given by either High Contracting Party of a desire

to terminate it, it shall continue in force until thirty days after either

Party shall have given notice to the other of a desire to terminate the

Convention.

In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the

present Convention in duplicate and have thereunto affixed their

seals.

Done at the City of Ottawa, this day of one thou-

sand nine hundred and thirty.
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811.114 Canada/4337

The Charge in Canada (Biggs) to the Secretary of State

No. 1443 OTTAWA, June 4, 1930.

[Keceived June 9.]

SIR: In continuation of my despatch No. 1430 of May 23, 1930,
8 and

as a conclusion to that and to the series of previous despatches regard-

ing the debate in the Canadian Parliament on Bill No. 15, entitled

"An Act to Amend the Export Act", I have the honor to report that

this Bill received the Eoyal assent, and consequently became law, at

the final session of Parliament on May 30, 1930.

I have [etc.] B. HEATH EIGGS

711.429/265

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Canada (MacNider)

No. 19 WASHINGTON, September 17, 1930.

SIR: With reference to the Legation's despatch No. 1428 of May 22,

1930, transmitting the Canadian counter-proposals with respect to the

proposed convention to supplement the anti-smuggling convention be-

tween the United States and Canada of June 6, 1924, the Department
informs you that the Canadian counter-proposals have been given

thorough consideration in collaboration with the Treasury Department
and the Department of Justice. The following comment is arranged
in accordance with the system employed in the Legation's despatch:

Preamble

This Government accepts the Canadian draft as far as the phrase

"along the border" in lines 7 and 8. Since there may be smuggling
elsewhere than along the border, as, for example, by air shipments
destined for points in the interior, this phrase should be eliminated,

unless, for some reason not known to the Department, Canada strongly
desires it. In the latter case, this Government may reconsider its

position. The remainder of the preamble of the Canadian draft is

acceptable to the Department.

Article I

It is desired that lines 1 to 5 of this article be worded as follows :

The High Contracting Parties agree that clearance of shipments of
merchandise by water, air or land from any of the ports of the Domin-
ion of Canada or of the United States of America to any port or

place in the other shall be denied, etc.

It is deemed advisable that clearance should be denied to any
prohibited article whether destined to a place that is technically a port

8 Not printed.
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or to any other place in the United States or the Dominion of Canada,
respectively. It is recognized, however, that the point is not likely
to be of practical significance and, if the Canadian Government
indicates a strong preference for the language used in the draft which
it submitted, you are authorized to agree thereto.

After careful consideration, the Department believes that it will

be impracticable to attach to the convention schedules setting forth

lists of the articles the importation of which is prohibited. Such lists,

it would seem, should be communicated between the Governments at

the time of the exchange of ratifications and thereafter changes may
be communicated as in third paragraph of Article I of the Canadian
draft. Accordingly, it is desired that the second and third paragraphs
of Article I of the Canadian draft be omitted and the following

language inserted in their place :

Lists of articles the importation of which is prohibited in the Domin-
ion of Canada and the United States of America, respectively, shall

be exchanged between the two Governments immediately after the ex-

change of ratifications.

The Government of either country may, from time to time, com-
municate to the other any changes made in its list.

All of the other counter-proposals relating to Article I are acceptable

to this Government.

Article II

This Government is prepared to accept all Canadian counter-pro-

posals in regard to Article IL The Department is informed that there

is no requirement for a United States customs seal in the Panama
Canal Zone because that territory is solely under the jurisdiction of

the War Department and the customs authorities exercise no jurisdic-

tion there. The customs authorities are understood not to be in a

position actually to maintain agents to protect American customs seals

on shipments in transit via the Eiver StiMne.

Article HI
With reference to line 5 of the Canadian counter-draft in which the

phrase "under guard by Canadian authorities" has been substituted for

"under such guard as the Secretary of the Treasury of the United

States may require", you are informed that, while there is little likeli-

hood that this Government will care to have American guards on

Canadian trains in transit through Maine, it desires to provide for the

exercise of such right at its option. The United States customs seals

may be tampered with or forged, or other circumstances may arise

which would make it desirable to have American as well as Canadian

guards on these trains. In view of the statement referred to on

page 7 of the Legation's despatch No. 1428, it is assumed that the

Canadian Pacific Eailway would furnish free transportation for

518625 15 37
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United States customs guards on its trains, in the event this Govern-

ment should desire to employ them.

You are, accordingly, requested to propose the insertion of the

words "and/or authorities of the United States of America55 after the

phrase "under guard by Canadian authorities" in line 5, and to say

that all other changes in Article III are acceptable to this Government.

If it should prove to be impracticable to obtain the foregoing amend-

ment to the Canadian draft without materially delaying the conclusion

of the convention, you are authorized to withdraw the proposal.

Article IV
All changes are acceptable.

Full powers to sign the treaty on behalf of the United States will

be transmitted in an early pouch.

Very truly yours. For the Secretary of State :

J. P. COTTON

711.429/273

The Minister in Canada (MacNider) to tfie Secretary of State

No. 61 OTTAWA, October 6, 1930.

[Eeceived October 13.]

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the Depart-
ment's instruction Xo. 19 of September 17, 1930, (File No.

711.429/265), transmitting to the Legation for presentation to the

Canadian Government further proposals and suggestions based on
consideration of the Canadian counter-proposals of May 22, 1930,

9

in connection with the proposed convention to supplement the anti-

smuggling convention between the United States and Canada of

June 6, 1924. The American reply to the Canadian counter-

proposals, embodied in the shape of a note, was presented to the

Canadian Department of External Affairs on the first instant.

When discussing the matter informally. Dr. Skelton the Under-

secretary of State for External Affairs who is now absent on leave,
stated that it would not be possible to reply to this note until Mr.
Bennett 9a shall have returned from the Imperial Conference in London
and given the suggested changes his consideration. He said that,

moreover, account must be taken of the possibility that the present
Government may not see eye to eye with the late Liberal government

13 See despatch Xo. 142S, May 22, from the Charge" in Canada, p. 494.
** R. B. Bennett, Canadian Prime Minister and Secretary of State for External

Affairs.
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in the matter of such parts of the draft as have already been ap-
proved in negotiation; he did not, however, mean that he actually
knew of such a difference in views since, apparently, the new Govern-
ment has had no opportunity to examine into the matter. Xo oral
discussion was attempted as regards the changes proposed in the

Department's instruction under acknowledgment, since Dr. Skeltoii

stated that these changes would have to be studied by other interested

Government departments before the stage of oral discussion or reply
could be reached.

The Department's instructions with regard to the possible with-
drawal of the suggestions for changes in lines 1 to 5 of Article I and
line 5 of Article III, have been noted, and should stubborn opposition
be encountered, the suggestions will be withdrawn. Xeedless to say,
no mention of this possibility has been made in the note to the
Canadian Government, but in response to a suggestion from the Le-

gation, the Department of External Affairs has agreed to have an
oral discussion before transmitting the final reply, should any of the
desired changes prove definitely inacceptable.

Eespectfully yours, For the Minister:

B. EUATH ElGGS

711.429/279

The Minister in Canada (MacNider) to the Secretary of State

No. 86 OTTAWA, October 25.1930.

[Eeceived November 6.]

SIR : With reference to the Legation's despatch Ko. 61 of October 6,

1930, in connection with the proposed convention to supplement the

Anti-Smuggling Convention of June 6, 1924, between the United
States and Canada, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a

note received today from Sir George Perley, Acting Secretary of
State for External Affairs.10 Sir George states that the remarks and

suggestions which I made on behalf of the United States, in accordance

with the Department's instruction No. 19 of September IT, 1930. are

receiving careful consideration and that an early opportunity will be
taken to advise me of the views of the Canadian Government.

Eespectfully yours, HAOTOEB MA&NID&R

10 Not printed.
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CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE FRASER RIVER SOCKEYE SALMON FISHERIES,
SIGNED MAY 26, 1930

u

T11.42S/1396

The Secretary of State to President Hoover

THE PRESIDENT: The .undersigned, the Secretary of State, has the

honor to lay before the President, with a view to its transmission to

the Senate to receive the advice and consent of that body to its

ratification, if his judgment approve thereof, a convention between

the United States of America and His Majesty the King of Great

Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond the seas, Emperor
of India, in respect of the Dominion of Canada, for the protection,

preservation and extension of the sockeye salmon fisheries of the Fraser

Eiver system, signed by the Secretary of State and the Minister of

Canada, at Washington on May 26, 1930.

This convention is in substitution of the convention for the protec-

tion, preservation and extension of the sockeye salmon fisheries of the

Fraser River system, signed by the Secretary of State and the Min-

ister of Canada, on March 27, 1929,
12 which was sent to the Senate by

the President on April 18
5 1938, and was returned by the Senate to

the President by Resolution of December 13, 1929.

The necessity for the revision of the 1929 convention was seen in

the fact that during the summer of 1929, subsequent to its signature,

fishermen, for the first time, took large quantities of sockeye salmon

in the Pacific Ocean beyond territorial waters of the United States

and Canada. It became apparent from the success of that fishery

that the sockeye salmon fisheries in the Fraser River, Georgia Strait,

Juan de Fuca Strait and contiguous waters cannot be adequately

protected and developed unless the fishery on the high seas is con-

trolled. There are included, therefore, in the waters covered by the

new convention, the territorial waters off the western coasts of the

United States and Canada between the 48th and 49th parallels of

north latitude,, and likewise the high seas of the Pacific Ocean adjacent
to these territorial waters between the same parallels, in addition to

the Fraser River and the boundary waters between the United States

and Canada which were embraced in the convention signed in 1929.

The authority which the convention gives to the International Pacific

Salmon Fisheries Commission to limit or prohibit fishing on the high
seas and to prescribe the size of the mesh of gear that may be used

on the high seas is, of course, applicable to nationals and inhabitants

11 For previous correspondence concerning the protection of the Fraser River
sockeye salmon fisheries, see Foreign Relations, 1929, vol. n, pp. 55 ff.

Foreign Relations, 1929, ToL n, p. 55.
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and vessels and boats of the United States and of Canada only, as

are the provisions of the convention in regard to the arrest and deten-

tion of violators of the prohibition against fishing on the high seas

covered by Article IX of the convention.

Other points of difference between the convention signed on March
27, 1929

5
and the present convention are that there is omitted from

the latter the provision that the Commissioner of Fisheries of the

United States shall be one of the members of the Commission
;
that

it is specifically provided by the new convention that the commissioners

appointed by each of the High Contracting Parties shall hold office

during the pleasure of the Contracting Party by which they were

appointed ;
and that instead of the limitation by dates of the period

of the year within which the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries

Commission might limit or prohibit fishing, which was provided in

Article IV of the convention signed on March 27, 1929, the new con-

vention contains a provision under which the Commission is at liberty

to limit or prohibit the fishing in the waters of the United StateSj

Canada and the high seas, respectively, for such periods as may be

required by the particular conditions of each year. The greater

flexibility in regulation thus provided, as well as the extension of

authority of the Commission to regulate fishing for sockeye salmon

by American and Canadian fishermen and fishing vessels on the high

seas, will enable the Commission to so regulate the fisheries that there

will be, as nearly as possible, an equal division of the catch, between

the fishermen of the United States and Canada.

By Article V of the convention now submitted the Commission is

given authority to regulate the size of meshes in salmon fishing gear
used on the high seas by American and Canadian fishermen and fish-

ing vessels at any season of the year, in addition to the authority

given to the Commission in the Convention of 1929 to regulate the

size of meshes in fishing gear used in national waters of the two

countries during the spring or Chinook salmon fishing season.

Kespectfully submitted, H. L. STIMSON

WASHINGTON, May 29, 1930.

Treaty Series No. 918

Convention Between the United States of America and Canada^ Sig-ned

at Washington, May 2$, 1930
13

The President of the United States of America and His Majesty

the Bang of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions beyond

33
Ratification advised by the Senate, subject to understandings, June 16, 1936 ;

ratified by the President, subject to the said understandings, July 23, 1937;
ratified by Canada, June 26, 1937; ratifications exchanged at Washington, July
28, 1937 ; proclaimed by the President, August 4, 1937.
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the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of the Dominion of Canada,

recognizing that the protection, preservation and extension of the

sockeye salmon fisheries in the Eraser River system are of common
concern to the United States of America and the Dominion of Can-

ada; that the supply of this fish in recent years has been greatly

depleted and that it is of importance in the mutual interest of both

countries that this source of wealth should be restored and main-

tained, have resolved to conclude a Convention and to that- end have

named as their respective plenipotentiaries:
The President of the United States of America: Mr. Henry L.

Stimson, Secretary of State of the United States of America; and

His Majesty, for the Dominion of Canada : The Honorable Vincent

Massey, a member of His Majesty's Privy Council for Canada and

His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary for Canada
at Washington;

Who, after having communicated to each other their full powers,
found in good and due form, have agreed upon the following Articles :

ARTICLE I

The provisions of this Convention and the orders and regulations
issued under the authority thereof shall apply, in the manner and to

the extent hereinafter provided in this Convention, to the following
waters :

1. The territorial waters and the high seas westward from the

western coast of the United States of America and the Dominion of

Canada and from a direct line drawn from Bonilla Point, Vancouver

Island, to the lighthouse on Tatoosh Island, Washington, which
line marks the entrance to Juan de Fuca Strait, and embraced be-

tween 48 and 49 degrees north latitude, excepting therefrom, however,
all the waters of Barklay Sound, eastward of a straight line drawn
from Amphitrite Point to Cape Beale and all the waters of STitinat

Lake and the entrance thereto.

2. The waters included within the following boundaries :

Beginning at Bonilla Point, Vancouver Island, thence along the

aforesaid direct line drawn from Bonilla Point to Tatoosh Lighthouse,

Washington, described in paragraph numbered 1 of this Article, thence

to the nearest point of Cape Flattery, thence following the southerly
shore of Juan de Fuca Strait to Point Wilson, on Quimper Peninsula,
thence in a straight line to Point Partridge on Whidbey Island, thence

following the western shore of the said Whidbey Island, to the en-

trance to Deception Pass, thence across said entrance to the southern

side of Reservation Bay, on Fidalgo Island, thence following the

western and northern shore line of the said Fidalgo Island to Swino-
mish Slough, crossing the said Swinomish Slough, in line with the
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track of the Great Northern Railway, thence northerly following the
shore line of the mainland to Atkinson Point at the northerly entrance
to Burrard Inlet, British Columbia, thence in a straight line to the
southern end of Bowen Island, thence westerly following the southern
shore of Bowen Island to Cape Roger Curtis, thence in a straight line

to Gower Point, thence westerly following the shore line to Welcome
Point on Seechelt Peninsula, thence in a straight line to Point Young
on Lasqueti Island, thence in a straight line to Dorcas Point on Van-
couver Island, thence following the eastern and southern shores of the
said Vancouver Island to the starting point at Bon ilia Point, as shown
on the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Chart Xuniber 6300,
as corrected to March 14, 1930, and on the British Admiralty Chart
Number 579, copies of which are annexed to this Convention aad made
a part thereof.14

3. The Fraser Eiver and the streams and lakes tributary thereto.

The High Contracting Parties engage to have prepared as soon as

practicable charts of the waters described in this Article, with the

above described boundaries thereof and the international boundary
indicated thereon. Such charts, when approved by the appropriate
authorities of the Governments of the United States of America and
the Dominion of Canada, shall be considered to have been substituted

for the charts annexed to this Convention and shall be authentic for

the purposes of the Convention.

The High Contracting Parties further agree to establish within the

territory of the United States of America and the territory of the

Dominion of Canada such buoys and marks for the purposes of this

Convention as may be recommended by the Commission hereinafter

authorized to be established, and to refer such recommendations as

the Commission may make as relate to the establishment of buoys
or marks at points on the international boundary to the International

Boundary Commission, United States-Alaska and Canada, for action

pursuant to the provisions of the Treaty between the United States

of America and His Majesty, in respect of Canada, respecting the

boundary between the United States of America and the Dominion

of Canada, signed February 24, 1925.15

ARTICLE II

The High Contracting Parties agree to establish and maintain a

Commission to be known as the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries

Commission, hereinafter called the Commission, consisting of six mem-

bers, three on the part of the United States of America and three

on the part of the Dominion of Canada.

u For chart see Department of State Treaty Series No. 918.
15
Foreign Relations, 1925, vol. i, p. 54i.
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The Commissioners on the part of the United States of America
shall be appointed by the President of the United States of America.

The Commissioners on the part of the Dominion of Canada shall be

appointed by His Majesty on the recommendation of the Governor
General in Council.

The Commissioners appointed by each of the High Contracting
Parties shall hold office during the pleasure of the High Contracting

Party by which they were appointed.
The Commission shall continue in existence so long as this Conven-

tion shall continue in force, and each. High Contracting Party shall

have power to fill and shall fill from time to time vacancies which may
occur in its representation on the Commission in the same manner as

the original appointments are made. Each High Contracting Party
shall pay the salaries and expenses of its own Commissioners, and joint

expenses incurred by the Commission shall be paid by the two High
Contracting Parties in equal moieties.

ARTICLE III

The Commission shall make a thorough investigation into the natural

history of the Fraser River sockeye salmon, into hatchery methods,

spawning ground conditions and other related matters. It shall con-

duct the sockeye salmon fish cultural operations in the waters described

in paragraphs numbered 2 and 3 of Article I of this Convention, and

to that end it shall have power to improve spawning grounds, construct,

and maintain hatcheries, rearing ponds and other such facilities as it

may determine to be necessary for the propagation of sockeye salmon

in any of the waters covered by this Convention, and to stock any
such waters with sockeye salmon by such, methods as it may determine

to be most advisable. The Commission shall also have authority to

recommend to the Governments of the High Contracting Parties re-

moving or otherwise overcoming obstructions to the ascent of sockeye

salmon, that may now exist or may from time to time occur, in any of

the waters covered by this Convention, where investigation may show

such removal of or other action to overcome obstructions to be desir-

able. The Commission shall make an annual report to the two Govern-

ments as to the investigations which it has made and other action which

it has taken in execution of the provisions of this Article, or of other

Articles of this Convention.

The cost of all work done pursuant to the provisions of this Article,

or of other Articles of this Convention, including removing or other-

wise overcoming obstructions that may be approved, shall be borne

equally by the two Governments, and the said Governments agree to

appropriate annually such money as each may deem desirable for such

work in the light of the reports of the Commission.
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ARTICLE TV

The Commission is hereby empowered to limit or prohibit taking

sockeye salmon in respect of all or any of the waters described in

Article I of this Convention, provided that when any order is adopted

by the Commission limiting or prohibiting taking sockeye salmon in

any of the territorial waters or on the High Seas described in para-

graph numbered 1 of Article I, such order shall extend to all such

territorial waters and High Seas, and, similarly, when in any of the

waters of the United States of America embraced in paragraph num-
bered 2 of Article I, such order shall extend to all such waters of the

United States of America, and when in any of the Canadian waters

embraced in paragraphs numbered 2 and 8 of Article I, such order

shall extend to all such Canadian waters, and provided further, that

no order limiting or prohibiting taking sockeye salmon adopted by
the Commission shall be construed to suspend or otherwise affect the

requirements of the laws of the State of Washington or of the

Dominion of Canada as to the procuring of a license to fish in the

waters on their respective sides of the boundary, or in their respective
territorial waters embraced in paragraph numbered 1 of Article I
of this Convention, and provided further that any order adopted by
the Commission limiting or prohibiting taking sockeye salmon on
the High Seas embraced in paragraph numbered 1 of Article I of this

Convention shall apply only to nationals and inhabitants and vessels

and boats of the United States of America and the Dominion of

Canada.

Any order adopted by the Commission limiting or prohibiting

taking sockeye salmon in the waters covered by this Convention, or

any part thereof, shall remain in full force and effect unless and until

the same be modified or set aside by the Commission. Taking sockeye
salmon in said waters in violation of an order of the Commission shall

be prohibited.

ARTICLE V
In order to secure a proper escapement of sockeye salmon during

the spring or chinook salmon fishing season, the Commission may
prescribe the size of the meshes in all fishing gear and appliances
that may be operated during said season in the waters of the United
States of America and/or the Canadian waters described in Article I
of this Convention. At all seasons of the year the Commission may
prescribe the size of the meshes in all salmon fishing gear and ap-
pliances that may be operated on the High Seas embraced in para-
graph numbered 1 of Article I of this Convention, provided, however,
that in so far as concerns the High Seas, requirements prescribed by
the Commission under the authority of this paragraph shall apply
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only to nationals and inhabitants and vessels and boats of the United

States of America and the Dominion of Canada,

Whenever, at any other time than the spring or chinook salmon

fishing season, the taking of sockeye salmon in waters of the United

States of America or in Canadian waters is not prohibited under an

order adopted by the Commission, any fishing gear or appliance

authorized by the State of Washington may be used in waters of the

United States of America by any person thereunto authorized by the

State of Washington, and any fishing gear or appliance authorized by
the laws of the Dominion of Canada may be used in Canadian waters

by any person thereunto duly authorized. Whenever the taking of

sockeye salmon on the High Seas embraced in paragraph numbered

1 of Article I of this Convention is not prohibited, under an order

adopted by the Commission, to the nationals or inhabitants or vessels

or boats of the United States of America or the Dominion of Canada,

only such salmon fishing gear and appliances as may have been ap-

proved by the Commission may be used on such High Seas by said

nationals, inhabitants, vessels or boats.

ARTICLE VI

No action taken by the Commission under the authority of this

Convention shall be effective unless it is affirmatively voted for by at

least two of the Commissioners of each High Contracting Party.

ARTICLE "VTI

Inasmuch as the purpose of this Convention is to establish for the

High Contracting Parties, by their joint effort and expense, a fishery

that is now largely nonexistent, it is agreed by the High Contracting
Parties that they should share equally in the fishery. The Commis-
sion shall, consequently, regulate the fishery with a view to allowing,
as nearly as may be practicable, an equal portion of the fish that may
be caught each year to be taken by the fishermen of each High Con-

tracting Party.
ARTICLE VHI

Each High Contracting Party shall be responsible for the enforce-

ment of the orders and regulations adopted by the Commission under
the authority of this Convention, in the portion of its waters covered

by the Convention.

Except as hereinafter provided in Article IX of this Convention,
each High Contracting Party shall be. responsible, in respect of its

own nationals and inhabitants and vessels and boats, for the enforce-

ment of the orders and regulations adopted by the Commission, under
the authority of this Convention, on the High Seas embraced in para-

graph numbered 1 of Article I of the Convention.
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Each. High Contracting Party shall acquire and place at the dis-

position of the Commission any land within its territory required for

the construction and maintenance of hatcheries, rearing ponds, and
other such facilities as set forth in Article III.

ARTICLE IX

Every national or inhabitant, vessel or boat of the United States of

America or of the Dominion of Canada, that engages in sockeye
salmon fishing on the High Seas embraced in paragraph numbered 1

of Article I of this Convention, in violation of an order or regulation

adopted by the Commission, under the authority of this Convention,

may be seized and detained by the duly authorized officers of either

High Contracting Party, and when so seized and detained shall be

delivered by the said officers, as soon as practicable, to an authorized

official of the country to which such person, vessel or boat belongs,
at the nearest point to the place of seizure, or elsewhere, as may be

agreed upon with the competent authorities. The authorities of the

country to which a person, vessel or boat belongs alone shall have

jurisdiction to conduct prosecutions for the violation of any order or

regulation, adopted by the Commission in respect of fishing for sock-

eye salmon on the High Seas embraced in paragraph numbered 1 of

Article I of this Convention, or of any law or regulation which either

High Contracting Party may have made to carry such order or regu-
lation of the Commission into effect, and to impose penalties for such

violations; and the witnesses and proofs necessary for such prosecu-

tions, so far as such witnesses or proofs are under the control of the

other High Contracting Party, shall be furnished with all reasonable

promptitude to the authorities having jurisdiction to conduct the

prosecutions.

AKTICLE X

The High Contracting Parties agree to enact and enforce such

legislation as may be necessary to make effective the provisions of

this Convention and the orders and regulations adopted by the Com-
mission under the authority thereof, with appropriate penalties for

violations.

ARTICLE XI

The present Convention shall be ratified by the President of the

United States of America, by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate thereof, and by His Majesty in accordance with constitutional

practice, and it shall become effective upon the date of the exchange
of ratifications which shall take place at Washington as soon as pos-
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sible and shall continue in force for a period of sixteen years, and

thereafter until one year from the day on -which either of the High
Contracting Parties shall give notice to the other of its desire to

terminate it.

In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the

present Convention, and have affixed their seals thereto.

Done in duplicate at Washington on the twenty-sixth day of May,
one thousand nine hundred and thirty.

[SEAL] HENRY L. STIMSON

[SEAL] VINCENT MASSEY

[On July 28, 1937, the following Protocol of Exchange was signed:
"The undersigned the Secretary of State of the "United States of

America and the Canadian Minister at Washington met this day for

the purpose of exchanging ratifications of the convention between

the United States of America and Canada for the protection, preser-
vation and extension of the sockeye salmon fisheries of the Fraser

River System, signed at Washington on May 26
5
1930.

The Secretary of State of the United States of America stated

that the convention is ratified on the part of the United States of

America subject to the three understandings contained in the resolu-

tion of the Senate of the United States of America advising and

consenting to ratification, a copy of which resolution was communi-
cated to the Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada by
the Minister of the United States of America at Ottawa in his note

of July 7, 1936. These three understandings are as follows :

(1) That the International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission
shall have no power to authorize any type of fishing gear contrary
to the laws of the State of Washington or the Dominion of Canada;

(2) That the Commission shall not promulgate or enforce regula-
tions until the scientific investigations provided for in the conven-
tion have been made, covering two cycles of Sockeye Salmon runs,
or eight years; and

(3) That the Commission shall set up an Advisory Committee
composed of five persons from each country who shall be representa-
tives of the various branches of the industry (purse seine, gill net,

troll, sport fishing, and one other) , which Advisory Committee shall
be invited to all non-executive meetings of the Commission and shall
be given full opportunity to examine and to be heard on all proposed
orders, regulations or recommendations.

The Canadian Minister stated that he was authorized by his

Government to state that it accepted the foregoing understandings.
The exchange then took place in the usual manner*
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF they have signed the present protocol and
have affixed their seals hereto.

Done at Washington this twenty-eighth day of July, 1937.

COEDELL EfeLL [SEAi]

Secretary of State

of the United States of America
HERBERT M. MARLER [SEAL]

Canadian Minister"]

CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA FOR THE
PRESERVATION OF THE HALIBUT FISHERY OF THE NORTHERN
PACIFIC OCEAN AND BERING SEA, SIGNED MAY 9, 1930

lf

711.428/1329

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Canada (Riffffs]

No. 793 WASHINGTON, March 6, 1930.

SIR: Consideration has been given to the amended draft of the

Halibut Convention submitted by the Canadian Government as a

counterproposal to the draft which the Legation submitted to that

Government pursuant to instruction No. 548 of May 29, 1929,
17 and

transmitted to the Department with the Legation's despatch No. 1159

of October 7, 1929.18

Note has been made of the criticism made by the Canadian Gov-
ernment in its note No. 128 of October 3, 1929,

19 of the second para-

graph of Article III in the draft presented by this Government, and
of the alterations made in that paragraph by the draft forwarded

to the Department with the Legation's despatch of October 7, 1929.

As will be indicated hereinafter in detail, this Government is pre-

pared to accept, with the insertion of two phrases and two verbal

changes, the paragraph as revised by the Canadian Government.

On a comparison of the Canadian draft enclosed with the Lega-
tion's despatch and the draft transmitted to the Legation with in-

struction No. 548 of May 29, 1929, changes made by the Canadian

Government have been noted in the Preamble and in Articles II,

III and V. Eeferences made in this instruction to line number
are to the draft received from the Canadian Government in October,

1929, and in many cases do not correspond exactly with the line num-
ber in the revised draft herewith enclosed.19*

" For previous correspondence concerning the convention, see Foreign Relations,.

1929, vol. n, pp. 60 ff.

"/&&, p. 61.

IUd., p. 66.
19 Not printed.
"* Revised draft convention not printed.
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The Preamble of the draft submitted by Canada is acceptable to

this Government.

The word "mutually*
5

, appearing in the expression "as may be

mutually agreed upon'
3 in Article II in the American draft, was

omitted from the Canadian draft. This omission is acceptable.

The expression "convention between His Britannic Majesty and the

United States" in the first paragraph of Article III and in Article

V of this Government's draft was amended in the Canadian draft

to read "convention between His Britannic Majesty and the President

of the United States". This Government does not agree to the in-

sertion of the words tcthe President of" in this expression at these

places. The expression used in the Halibut Convention concluded

March 2, 1923,20 to which reference is made at these two places in

the convention under negotiation, is
i;the United States" and not "the

President of the United States". In the view of this Government the

same expression, namely,
i:the United States", should be used in the

reference in the present Convention. The term "the President of the

United States of America" at the other places where the expression
"the President of the United States" or '"the President of the United

States of America" appears in the Canadian draft is acceptable to

this Government.

Other differences between the two drafts appear to be confined to

Article III. The differences noted in detail are as follows:

The expression
i;Xorthern Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea" was sub-

stituted at one place in the first paragraph and one place in the second

paragraph for the expression "Xorthern Pacific Ocean including

Bering Sea". Inasmuch as that expression as used in the first para-

graph is a reference to the description in the Convention of 1923, it

is believed that the word "including" should be restored at this place^
as it is used in the Convention of 1923. ^Including" was retained,

quite properly in the view of this Government, in the second para-

graph of Article Y of the Canadian draft of the new Convention.

This Government has no objection to the use of the word "and" in

the same expression in the second paragraph of Article III and in

the Preamble of the new Convention, as it appears in the Canadian
draft.

The provision "and this Commission shall publish a report of its

activities from time to time" also in the first paragraph of Article III
was amended in the Canadian draft to read "which Commission shall

make such investigations as are necessary into the life history of the

halibut in the treaty waters and shall publish a report of its activities

from time to time"'. The revision is acceptable to this Government.

The amended statement of the authority vested in the International

m
Foreign Relations, 1923, TO!, i, p. 46S.
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Fisheries Commission in the second paragraph differs from that pro-

posed in this Government's draft in respect of the following provisions :

(a) divide the treaty waters into areas;
(c) fix the size and character of halibut fishing appliances to be

used therein
;

(e) close to all halibut fishing such portion or portions of an area
or areas, as the International Fisheries Commission find to be popu-
lated by small, immature halibut.

In provision (d) the words "statistics of the catch of halibut" were
substituted for the words "statistics of the catch"; the words "as will

enable the International Fisheries Commission5' were substituted for

the words "as will enable the Commission"
;
and the words "trend of

the halibut fishery" were substituted for the words "trend of the

fishery
55

.

This amended statement, with the substitution of the word "conven-

tion" for "treaty" in subdivision (a) as hereinafter proposed, is

acceptable to this Government.

You are instructed to make the following proposals for the revision

of the Canadian draft of the Convention :

(1) that the words "including Bering Sea" in the seventh line of

the first paragraph of Article I be replaced by the expression "includ-

ing the southern as well as the western coasts of Alaska". The Pacific

Ocean is not mentioned in this paragraph. Eeference to the coasts of

Alaska, for the purpose of including the waters of Bering Sea, is

analogous to the description of the waters of the Pacific Ocean by
reference to the coasts of the United States of America and of Canada.

The new expression proposed by this Government embraces all the

waters intended to be covered by the expression "including Bering
Sea". It is believed also that it is well to include expressly the waters

off the southern coast of Alaska, which otherwise would only be em-

braced by inference in the waters off the western coasts of the United

States and of Canada.

(2) This Government is of the opinion that it should be clearly

expressed in the Convention that the authority which will be conferred

on the Commission by the second paragraph of Article Dl is limited

in its application to nationals and inhabitants and fishing vessels and
boats of the United States of America and of the Dominion of Canada.

It, therefore, proposes that there be inserted after the word "may
55 at

the end of the sixth line of the paragraph the words "in respect of the

nationals and inhabitants and fishing vessels and boats of the United

States of America and of the Dominion of Canada".

(3) The expression "from time to time5 ' in the sixth line of the

second paragraph of Article HI in the draft transmitted to the Lega-
tion with the Department's instruction No. 548 of May 29, 1929, does

not appear in this paragraph as revised in the Canadian draft. In
the view of this Government the expression should be restored, and
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should be placed after the Insertion proposed in the foregoing para-

graph of this instruction.

The insertions proposed under items (2) and (3) read together are

as follows: u
in respect of the nationals and inhabitants and fishing

vessels and boats of the United States of America and of the Dominion

of Canada, from time to time"
5
. This clause will immediately precede

tlie subdivision (a) and relate to subdivision (a), (6), (<?) 5 (d)

and (e).

You are instructed to propose also

(4) that the word "Convention" be substituted for "article" in the

second line of the third paragraph of Article I and in the second line

of the fourth paragraph of that Article
;

(5) that the word "or* be substituted for "and" in the second and

third lines of the third paragraph of Article I;

(6) that the words "Each of the High Contracting Parties" be

substituted for ~Eacli Party
?!

at the beginning of the last sentence of

the first paragraph of Article III:

(7) that the term c:
the United States of America51 be used through-

out the text in place of the term "the United States"; and

(8) that the word "convention" be used in lieu of "treaty
55

through-
out the text.

The places at which the expression "the United States of America"
will be substituted for "the United States" are as follows:

Article I, first paragraph, lines 3 and 6
;

Article I, second paragraph, line 4;

Article I, third paragraph, lines 4 and 17;

Article IL line 2;
Article III. first paragraph, line 5 :

Article HX second paragraph, line 6 : and
Article V, second paragraph, line 4.

The places at which the word 4;convention" will be substituted for

"treaty" are as follows:

Article III, first paragraph, line 10; and
Article UL second paragraph, subdivision (a).
You are instructed to inform the Dominion Government of the

views of this Government in regard to the amended draft submitted
in the note to the Legation from the Department of External Affairs

of October 3, 1929. and to state that this Government is now prepared
to conclude the Convention and to request the President to issue a
full power to you to s:gn it.

Copies of the draft ROW proposed by this Government, showing
by deletion or underlining the amendments to the Canadian draft,
are enclosed. One copy should be submitted to the Canadian Gov-
ernment.

I am [etc.] j. p. COTTON
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711.42S/13S2

The Charge in Canada (Biggs} to the Acting Secretary of State

STo. 1380
'

OTTAWA, April IT. 1930.

[Keceived April 21.]

SIR: With further reference to the Department's instruction Xo.

793 of March 6, 1930, (file IS
T
o. 711.428/1329), directing me to submit

to the Canadian Government an amended draft of the Halibut Con-

vention, together with the Department's observations regarding sug-

gested changes, I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of the

Canadian Government's reply received today.
It will be noted that the Canadian Government is prepared to accept

the draft transmitted in the Department's instruction under refer-

ence, with two very minor changes. The expression "the United

States counter-draft", quoted in the Canadian reply, was used by me
in the note to the Department of External Affairs, together with two

other similar expressions, for convenience in reference and to avoid

the tedious circumlocution which would otherwise have been necessary
whenever one of the three drafts under discussion was mentioned.

I understand informally that the Canadian request to London for

the full power to sign this Convention was despatched some time ago
and that the full power is consequently expected very shortly.

I have [etc.] B. KEATH EIGGS

[Enclosure]

The Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mackenzie

King) to the American Charge (Biggs)

No. 37 OTTAWA, 16 April, 1930.

SIR: With reference to your note JS"o. 659 of the 12th March, 1930,

and to previous correspondence regarding the conclusion of a conven-

tion implementing the recommendations contained in the report of the

International Fisheries Commission, I have the honour to state that

"the United States counter-draft" which accompanied your note under

reference is acceptable to the Canadian Government, subject to the two

following alterations in the preamble: (1) the insertion of the words

"in respect of the Dominion of Canada35
after the words "His Majesty

the King of Great Britain, Ireland, and the British Dominions beyond
the Seas, Emperor of India", for the purpose of reverting to a formula

which had been in use in recent years, and (2) a change in the punctua-
tion relating to the following words "and His Majesty : for the Do-
minion of Canada :" so as to read "and His Majesty, for the Dominion
of Canada :".

The Canadian Government will be prepared to proceed with the

51862545 38
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signature of the Instrument embodying that document as soon as the

Full Power to be Issued by His Majesty the King Is received.

It is noted that the Government of the United States are now pre-

pared to request the President to issue to you a Full Power to sign the

Convention.

Accept [etc.] O. D. SKELTON
For the Secretary of State for External Affairs

711.428/1386 : Telegram

The Charge in Canada (Biggs) to the Secretary of State

OTTAWA, May 7, 19302 p. in.

[Received 3 : 25 p. na.]

70. Reference line 3 of article 6 on page 6 of amended draft of

halibut convention transmitted with Department's instruction number
793 of March 6 last. Instead of expression

i:

exehanged in Ottawa55

Canadian final rough draft has "exchanged at Ottawa33 which they
desire to retain since meaning unchanged. Am informally advised

Prime Minister plans for signature on 9th instant. Please instruct

whether I may sign with contemplated change.
ElGGS

711.428/1386 : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Charge in Canada (Biggs)

WASHINGTON, May 8, 1930 3 p. m.

55. Your 70
5 May 7, 2 p. m. Proposed change is accepted by this

Government.

Please inform Department by telegram immediately after signature
of date and hour of signature, in order that statement may be given
to the press.

STTMSON

Treaty Series No. 837

ConventionBetween the United States of America and Canada^ Signed
at Ottawa, May 9, 1930

a

The President of the United States of America,

And His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland, and the

British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of

the Dominion of Canada,
21
Ratification advised by the Senate, February 24 (legislative day of February

IT), 1931 ; ratified by the President, March 4, 1931 ; ratified by Canada, March 20,
1931: ratifications exchanged at Ottawa, May 9, 1931; proclaimed by the Presi-
dent, May 14, 1931.
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y desirous of securing the preservation of the halibut

Northern Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea, have resolved

Convention for this purpose, and have named as their

;-s:

it of the United States of America: Mr. B. Reath
I'Affaires of the United States of America in Canada

;

for the Dominion of Canada : The Right Honourable

Mackenzie King, Prime Minister and Secretary of

aal Affairs
;

laving communicated to each other their respective

ind in good and due form, have agreed upon the fol-

AETICLE!
i

3 and inhabitants and fishing vessels and boats of the

)f America and of the Dominion of Canada, respec-

>y prohibited from fishing for halibut (Hippoglossfus}
ritorial waters and in the high seas off the western

Jnited States of America, including the southern as

ern coasts of Alaska, and of the Dominion of Canada,

lay of November next after the date of the exchange
of this Convention to the fifteenth day of the follow-

oth days inclusive, and within the same period yearly

ional Fisheries Commission provided for by Article

mpowered, subject to the approval of the President

tates of America and of the Governor General of the

anada, to suspend or modify the closed season pro-
is article, as to part or all of the convention waters,

!ter investigation such changes are necessary.

Dod that nothing contained in this convention shall

ionals or inhabitants or the fishing vessels or boats of

:es of America or of the Dominion of Canada, from
raters hereinbefore specified for other species of fish

n when fishing for halibut in such waters is prohibited
ion or by any regulations adopted in pursuance of its

y halibut that may be taken incidentally when fishing

iring the season when fishing for halibut is prohibited
dons of this Convention or by any regulations adopted
its provisions may be retained and used for food for

vessel by which they are taken. Any portion thereof

1 be landed and immediately turned over to the duly
3rs of the Department of Commerce of the United

Lea or of the Department of Marine and Fisheries of

>f Canada. Any fish turned over to such officers in
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Being equally desirous of securing the preservation of the halibut

fishery of the Northern Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea, haTe resolved

to conclude a Convention for this purpose, and have named as their

plenipotentiaries :

The President of the United States of America: Mr. B. Keath

Riggs, Charge d'Affaires of the United States of America in Canada;
and
His Majesty, for the Dominion of Canada : The Eight Honourable

William Lyon Mackenzie King, Prime Minister and Secretary of

State for External Affairs
;

Who, after having communicated to each other their respective
full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon the fol-

lowing articles :

ARTICLE I
i

The nationals and inhabitants and fishing vessels and boats of the

United States of America and of the Dominion of Canada, respec-

tively, are hereby prohibited from fishing for halibut (Hippoglossus)
both in the territorial waters and in the high seas off the western

coasts of the United States of America, including the southern as

well as the western coasts of Alaska, and of the Dominion of Canada,
from the first day of November next after the date of the exchange
of ratifications of this Convention to the fifteenth day of the follow-

ing February, both days inclusive, and within the same period yearly
thereafter.

The International Fisheries Commission provided for by Article

III is hereby empowered, subject to the approval of the President

of the United States of America and of the Governor General of the

Dominion of Canada, to suspend or modify the closed season pro-
vided for by this article, as to part or all of the convention waters,
when it finds after investigation such changes are necessary.

It is understood that nothing contained in this convention shall

prohibit the nationals or inhabitants or the fishing vessels or boats of

the United States of America or of the Dominion of Canada, from

fishing in the waters hereinbefore specified for other species of fish

during the season when fishing for halibut in such waters is prohibited

by this Convention or by any regulations adopted in pursuance of its

provisions. Any halibut that may be taken incidentally when fishing
for other fish during the season when fishing for halibut is prohibited
under the provisions of this Convention or by any regulations adopted
in pursuance of its provisions may be retained and used for food for

the crew of the vessel by which they are taken. Any portion thereof

not so used shall be landed and immediately turned over to the duly
authorized officers of the Department of Commerce of the United

States of America or of the Department of Marine and Fisheries of

the Dominion of Canada. Any fish turned over to such officers in
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pursuance of the provisions of this article shall be sold by them to

the highest bidder and the proceeds of such sale, exclusive of the

necessary expenses in connection therewith, shall be paid by them

into the treasuries of their respective countries.

It Is further understood that nothing contained in this convention

shall prohibit the International Fisheries Commission from conduct-

ing fishing operations for investigation purposes during the closed

season.

AETICLE H

Every national or inhabitant, vessel or boat of the United States

of America or of the Dominion of Canada engaged in halibut fishing

in violation of the preceding article may be seized except within the

jurisdiction of the other party by the duly authorized officers of either

High Contracting Party and detained by the officers making such

seizure and delivered as soon as practicable to an authorized official

of the country to which such person, vessel or boat belongs, at the

nearest point to the place of seizure, or elsewhere, as may be agreed

upon. The authorities of the nation to which such person, vessel or

boat belongs alone shall have jurisdiction to conduct prosecutions for

the violation of the provisions of this Convention, or any regulations
which may be adopted in pursuance of its provisions, and to impose

penalties for such violations : and the witnesses and proofs necessary
for such prosecutions, so far as such witnesses or proofs are under-

the control of the other High Contracting Party, shall be furnished

with all reasonable promptitude to the authorities having jurisdiction
to conduct the prosecutions.

ARTICLE HI

The High Contracting Parties agree to continue under this Con-
vention the Commission as at present constituted and known as the

International Fisheries Commission, established by the Convention
between the United States of America and His Britannic Majesty
for the preservation of the halibut fishery of the Northern Pacific

Ocean including Bering Sea. concluded March 2, 1923, consisting of
four members, two appointed by each Party, which Commission shall

make such investigations as are necessary into the life history of the
halibut in the convention waters and shall publish a report of its

activities from time to time. Each of the High Contracting Parties
shall have power to fill, and shall fill from time to time, vacancies
which may occur in Its representation on the Commission. Each of
the High Contracting Parties shall pay the salaries and expenses of
its own members, and joint expenses incurred by the Commission
shall be paid by the two High Contracting Parties in equal moieties.
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The High Contracting Parties agree that for the purposes of pro-

tecting and conserving the halibut fishery of the Northern Pacific

Ocean and Bering Sea, the International Fisheries Commission, with

the approval of the President of the United States of America and
of the Governor General of the Dominion of Canada, may, in respect
of the nationals and inhabitants and fishing vessels and boats of the

United States of America and of the Dominion of Canada, from time

to time,

(a) divide the convention waters into areas
;

(5) limit the catch of halibut to be taken from each area;

(o) fix the size and character of halibut fishing appliances to be

used therein
;

(d) make such regulations for the collection of statistics of the

catch of halibut including the licensing and clearance of vessels, as

will enable the International Fisheries Commission to determine the

condition and trend of the halibut fishery by banks and areas, as a

proper basis for protecting and conserving the fishery ;

(e) close to all halibut fishing such portion or portions of an area

or areas, as the International Fisheries Commission find to be popu-
lated by small, immature halibut.

ARTICLE IV

The High Contracting Parties agree to enact and enforce such

legislation as may be necessary to make effective the provisions of

this Convention and any regulation adopted thereunder, with appro-

priate penalties for violations thereof.

ARTICLE V

The present Convention shall remain in force for a period of five

years and thereafter until two years from the date when either of the

High Contracting Parties shall give notice to the other of its desire to

terminate it.

This Convention shall, from the date of the exchange of ratifications

be deemed to supplant the Convention between the United States of

America and His Britannic Majesty for the Preservation of the Hali-

but Fishery of the Northern Pacific Ocean including Bering Sea,

concluded March 2, 1923.

ARTICLE VI

This Convention shall be ratified in accordance with the constitu-

tional methods of the High Contracting Parties. The ratifications

shall be exchanged at Ottawa as soon as practicable, and the Conven-

tion shall come into force on the day of the exchange of ratifications.
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Ix FAITH WHEREOF, the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the

present Convention in duplicate, and have hereunto affixed their seals.

DONE at Ottawa on the ninth day of May, in the year one thousand

nine hundred and thirty.

[SEAL] B. REATH RIGGS

[SEAL] W. L. MACKENZIE KING

PROJECT FOR IMPROVEMENT OF THE ST. LAWRENCE WATERWAY BY
JOINT ACTION OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 22

711.42157Sa29/569

The Canadian Minister (Massey) to the Secretary of State

No. 33 WASHINGTON, 1 March, 1929.

SIR: With reference to your note of April Tth
5
1928 ^ concerning

the St. Lawrence Waterway, I hare the honour to inform you that I

have been instructed by the Secretary of State for External Affairs

to bring to your attention the developments in the Canadian situation

since the receipt of your note.

In my note Number 64 of April 5th. 192S,24 I informed you that

steps were being taken to secure a judicial determination of certain

constitutional difficulties as to the respective rights of the federal and

provincial governments in Canada regarding water power and navi-

gation. A series of questions was referred to the Supreme Court of

Canada in April 1928, and the case was argued in October. The
answers of the Court were given on February 5th. 1929. Some of the

points at issue were clarified, but the Court found itself unable to give
conclusive answers to a number of the more important questions.
Under these circumstances,, His Majesty's Government in Canada

has concluded that it would not be advisable at present to seek a solu-

tion of the question of federal and provincial jurisdiction by further

reference to the conns. It has therefore invited the two governments
of the provinces of Ontario and Quebec to take part in a conference
on the problem of the St. Lawrence development, to be held as soon
as possible after the close of the present parliamentary session, at

which it is hoped it will be possible to reach a solution by direct

agreement.
Reference was made in my note of April 5th, 1929 [1928'] to the

necessity of reconciling the divergent views as to the best method of

development in the international rapids section of the St. Lawrence.
The Ontario Government has now agreed to co-operate in an endeavour

82 For previous correspondence, see Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. n, pp. 64 ff.
28

I&i<Z., p. 77.
34
IMd., p. 75.
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to find a solution of this problem, and engineers have been appointed
to represent the province in consultation with the Canadian section

of the Joint Board of Engineers.
I have [etc.] VINCENT MASSEY

711.42157Sa29/591J

The Minister in Canada (Phillips) to the Secretar-y of State

OTTAWA, April 15, 1929.

[Eeceived April 18.]

MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY : I do not know, of course, what attitude

you wish me to adopt in regard to the St. Lawrence waterway project,

but in the absence of instructions I am continuing to urge the Canadian

Government to agree to the appointment of commissioners at the

earliest possible date. You will recollect that Mr. Kellogg's note to

the Dominion Government, dated March 12, 1928,
25
suggested that the

two countries should proceed with the appointment of commissioners

to discuss jointly the various problems with a view to the formulation

of a convention appropriate to the whole subject. Ever since the

receipt of this communication I have been trying to get the Canadian

Government to agree to such a discussion, but up till now without

much success. However, I have had a further talk with the Prime

Minister this morning and am beginning to be really hopeful. He
tells me that after the adjournment of the present session of Parlia-

ment some time during the middle or end of May, he has called a

meeting of the Premiers of Quebec and Ontario to talk over the whole

problem arising out of the ownership of power to be developed from

navigable waters. A favorable reply to his invitation has already

been received from Mr. Taschereau, and Mr. Ferguson of Ontario is

also understood to have agreed to attend the meeting. The Prime

Minister is confident that he can settle to the satisfaction of the people
of both Quebec and Ontario the disposition of their respective portions

of the power, and that the moment this point is settled he believes the

two Provinces will raise no further objection to proceeding with the

discussion of the navigation problems.
In reply to my inquiry as to whether he would be in a position to

agree to the appointment of Canadian commissioners shortly after

the adjournment of the proposed conference, he intimated that he

hoped he would be able to do so. He will not commit himself any
further in the absence of precise information as to what our Congress

proposes to do in tariff matters.

38
Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. n, p. 71.
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I hope I am doing right in continuing to follow Mr. Kellogg's
wishes in this matter, but I am counting upon you to let me know
if I am not acting in accordance with your views.

Very sincerely yours, WILLIAM PHILLIPS

711.42157Sa29/591|

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Canada (Phillips)

WASHINGTON, April 19, 1929.

MY DEAR ME. MINISTER : In answer to your letter of April fifteen, my
attitude in reference to the St. Lawrence Waterway project will be the

same as that of my predecessor, Mr. Kellogg. I feel that you should

continue urging the appointment of Commissioners to discuss jointly

plans appropriate to the whole subject. While the uncertainty of the

action of our own Congress in reference to tariff matters will play an.

important part in the success of your efforts in that direction, still one

of the best answers to the advocates of a higher tariff on Canadian

products would be a cheap means of water transportation for our

own farm and other products to the larger markets of the East.

Very sincerely yours, HENRY L. STIMSON

711.42157Sa29/625

The Minister in Canada (Phillips} to the Secretary of State

No. 1138 OTTAWA, September 23, 1929.

[Eeceived September 25.]

SIB : I had the honor to report to the Department in my telegram
No. 182, dated September 19, 1929,

26 that the forthcoming conference

between the Prime Minister and the Premiers of Ontario and Quebec

regarding power developement on the St. Lawrence would probably
be postponed until November, and in a telegram jSTo. 181 of the same
date 26 that the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs had

inquired as to whether the United States would allow the Canadian.

Government to undertake the channel improvements from Lake
Ontario to Prescott on both sides of the frontier on the understanding
that the United States would reimburse Canada at some future time

for expenses incurred in the American channels. These two subjects

are in my opinion closely interwoven and should therefore be given
simultaneous consideration.

In this connection I beg to enclose a copy of a memorandum on the

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence seaway which has been forwarded to me

3 Not printed.
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by Mr. Charles P. Craig, Executive Director of the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence Tidewater Association, under date of September 9th,

27 which
deals with the Thousand Islands section, or in other words, with that
section of the river to which the Under-Secretary of State referred in

his conversation of September 19th. As the Department will note,
Mr. Craig is strongly of the opinion that the United States should

join with Canada in improving that portion of the American channels

lying within the Thousand Islands district. He believes that inasmuch
as the whole St. Lawrence waterway project is being undertaken by
Canada in a piecemeal fashion, through the completion of the Welland
Canal in Ontario and through the concession plan in Quebec, as

revealed by the recent Beauharnois concession, the Government of the

United States should not place itself in the position of refusing to

cooperate with Canada in developing a portion of the international

section of the river. He presents an argument which I believe the

Department will wish to study with care.

At the same time it may perhaps be helpful to consider another

aspect of the matter. The city of Prescott has excellent railway
communication with Montreal. Ogdensburg which is immediately
across the river on the American side, has very inadequate rail con-

nection with the trunk lines in New York State. It is the declared

purpose of the Canadian Government to develop the port of Prescott,

and for this purpose large sums of money have been appropriated

during the last session of Parliament. Elevators are to be erected

for the storage of grain and large piers are to be constructed for the

accommodation of Lake vessels and for the transfer of grain. In

other words, it is the desire of the Canadian Government that upon
the opening of the Welland Canal in 1930 the grain-carrying ships

on the Lake will be enabled to proceed through Lake Ontario and

as far down the river as Prescott, discharging their cargoes at this

point for Montreal and other points east. The only difficulty to this

conception lies in the fact that the river channels between Lake On-

tario and Prescott-Ogdensburg are situated half in Canada and half

in the United States; but such importance is attached to Prescott

that Canada herself is willing to develop the American channels if

the United States Government is not now prepared to do so. Pres-

cott and not Ogdensburg is to be the great station for the transfer

of grain from ships to canal bo^ts or to the railways, and Ogdensburg
is to remain, apparently, a mere ferry terminus for the transportation

of passengers to and from Prescott.

The Department will recollect that in my confidential despatch

No. 464 of June 7, 1928,
27 1 reported a conversation with the Under-

T Not printed.
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Secretary of State for External Affairs which, was to the effect that

the '-deepening of the channels in question between Lake Ontario and

Prescott-Ogdensburg was not designed as a step in the broader devel-

opment plan ;
that it could not be so

5
since the Canadian Government

had not as yet committed itself to embark upon the development of

the whole St. Lawrence". Dr. Skelton advised me that it was in fact

"the outcome of the debates which had been going on ever since the

work had begun on the Welland Canal, and that it was, therefore,

related directly to the Welland Canal".

It seems natural, therefore, that the United States would have no

especial interest in the development of channels in the international

section of the river which are declared by Canada herself to have no
relation to the larger project of navigation and which, moreover, may
deprive American ports such as Buffalo of a large part of their trans-

port trade. When Prescott becomes the terminus for Great Lakes

transportation, new and powerful influences will be at work to preserve
this trade for Prescott influences which may be counted upon to be

unsympathetic to the larger navigation project to which the United

States is committed. Prescott has always been Conservative in its

political faith and not unnaturally the Liberal government would be

glad to transfer the allegiance of this section of the Province of

Ontario to the Liberal fold.

In brief, we have the picture as presented by Mr. Craig of the

desirability of cooperating with Canada in a section of the river

which will ultimately be a part of the Lakes-to-the-Sea development,
but at the same time we have to consider the possibility that the

Canadian Government will be less inclined to proceed with naviga-
tion development in the entire international section until Prescott

at least shall have reaped some benefit from her new and increased
activities.

In my telegram No. 182 of September 19th I ventured to suggest
that we might now take the position that we expect the Canadian
Government to give a definite decision with respect to the appoint-
ment of commissioners to discuss jointly the various problems in-

volved, which, as the Department will recollect, was put forward by
the Secretary of State in his note to the Canadian Government of

March 125 1928.
30 I am of the opinion that something is needed from

us at this time to strengthen Mr. Mackenzie King's hand in dealing
with his Provincial Premiers so that the conference will not adjourn
with the comfortable feeling that since the United States is not

pressing matters the thorny problems relating to the St. Lawrence
can be sidetracked, at least for some months to come.

8

Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. n, p. 71.
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As I have said, we have before us for consideration two matters

which would seem to be closely connected: (1) Canada's interest in

the Thousand Islands section, and (2) the interest of the United
States in the appointment of a commission to discuss jointly the de-

tails relating to the international section. It would seem possible
that the Department might go so far as to say that since the purpose
of the proposed commission was to settle details and costs of im-

provements in the international section the United States Govern-
ment would prefer to have the benefit of the judgment of the

commission before undertaking any piecemeal improvements, since

in this manner, and in this manner only, could Congress be induced

to make the necessary appropriation for a portion of the international

section of the river. In other words, if Canada will appoint com-

missioners, the United States will, with the approval of the entire

commission, undertake to deepen the American canals in the Thou-
sand Islands section.

The appointment of commissioners, in my opinion, is important
because it will keep before the Canadian and American publics the

idea that the St. Lawrence seaway is a living project and something
which is actually in the process of adjustment. We might perhaps
afford to take the risks involved in the improvement of the channel

to Prescott if at the same time the public in both countries is assured

through the appointment of commissioners that ways and means for

the completion of the undertaking are actually under discussion by
both governments. In my opinion it would not be wise for us to

proceed in accordance with Mr. Craig's suggestion without some sort

of guarantee that Canada would not hold up indefinitely the work of

improving the international section of the river as a whole.

I should be very grateful to have the benefit of the Department's

judgment in this whole matter.

I have [etc.] WTT/T/TAM PHILLIPS

711.42157Sa29/632a : Telegram

The Secretary of State to the Minister in Canada (Phillips)

WASHINGTON, October 25, 1929 noon.

104. The President has followed with the greatest interest your

reports concerning the proposed conference between the Prime Min-

ister and the Premiers of Ontario and Quebec to decide the question
of the ownership of the Canadian share of power which will be devel-

oped in connection with the proposed Great Lakes-St. Lawrence sea-

way and has been gratified to note that this conference will take

place at an early date.

You will recall that Secretary Kellogg's note of March 12, 1928, to
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Mr. Massey
31

proposed that the two countries proceed with the ap-

pointment of Commissioners to discuss jointly the few remaining

points of difference in respect of this project with a view to the formu-

lation of a convention appropriate to the subject. The final sentence

of Mr. Beaudry's reply dated April 5, 1928,
32 read as follows : "Fol-

lowing this consultation (with the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec)

His Majesty's Government in Canada will be in a position to inform

the Government of the United States further of its views on the pro-

posals contained in your note of March 12th."

In view of the above-quoted sentence and the statements of the

Prime Minister to you from time to time since then, the President

feels confident that the appointment of Commissioners will be agreed

upon in the near future. On this account you are authorized, if you
deem it advisable to do so, to initiate informal discussion with the

Canadian Government concerning the matter of the number and

character of Commissioners.

The Canadian Government's proposals as set forth in its note to you
of August 7th last 33 in the matter of providing forthwith a 25 foot

channel in the international section of the St. Lawrence Kiver have

received the Department's careful consideration. As you are doubtless

aware, the Army engineers made a survey of this section in pursuance
of an Act of Congress and submitted estimates of the cost of removing
shoals with a view to providing a 22 foot channel between Lake On-
tario and Ogdensburg on the theory that a channel of that depth is

sufficient for the requirements of existing shipping. In these circum-

stances, the War Department cannot under the law give the matter

further consideration unless directed to do so by Congress.
This Government is, of course, committed to the construction of the

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway which would involve a 27 foot

channel in the international section and stands ready to appoint Com-
missioners to settle jointly details of the project. The United States

Government, however, would prefer to have the benefit of the judg-
ment of the Commissioners before undertaking any piecemeal im-

provements. You may accordingly suggest to the Prime Minister the

appointment of such Commissioners at the earliest practicable mo-
ment and say to Mr. King that if the Commissioners recommend the

immediate improvement of the international section, as proposed by
the Canadian Government, and as a part of the broader project, the

President will immediately thereafter recommend to Congress that

appropriations be voted to carry out the works in American waters.

Your telegram Xo. 181 of September 19 ** stated that the Prime
81
Foreign Relations, 192S, vol. n, p. 71.

^Ilid., p. 75.
81 Not printed.
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Minister desires to know whether this Government would agree to

allow the Canadian Government to proceed with the necessary improve-
ments in American waters as well as in Canadian waters on the under-

standing that the United States Government would ultimately reim-

burse Canada for expenses incurred in deepening American channels.

Such an undertaking could only be given by Congress and in view
of the positive action already taken and the definite recommendations
made by Army Engineers (Mentioned in paragraph one above) it

would probably be exceedingly difficult to convince Congress that

more extensive improvements are necessary or desirable unless they
could be linked with the whole St. Lawrence project.

STIMSOK

711.42157Sa29/638 : Telegram

The Minister in Canada (Phillips) to the Secretary of State

OTTAWA, November 15, 1929 1 p. m.

[Eeceived 5 : 50 p. m.]
222. Department's 104 of October 25 regarding St. Lawrence devel-

opment. In absence of Prime Minister I have had an informal con-

versation with Minister of Public Works on lines of Department's

instruction, without mentioning the instruction itself, in an attempt
to ascertain his reaction. He felt that, if the United States could not

allow Canada to proceed with necessary improvement of American

channels on the reimbursement plan, Canada would certainly be per-
mitted to do the improvement without reimbursement. He was of

the opinion that the United States could not well object to such a

course in view of the fact that at other points in the St. Lawrence

waterway system, in particular I believe the Great Lakes, the United

States had with the consent of Canada undertaken at American expense
certain work on the Canadian side of the boundary, he felt therefore

that to refuse Canada now a similar request would be widely criticized.

It seems possible therefore that, when I take up the matter with

the Prime Minister on his return, he may make a proposal on the above

lines and it would be helpful to me to know beforehand the Depart-
ment's attitude. The records of the Legation do not reveal the points

upon the St. Lawrence system where the United States has at its own
cost made improvements on the Canadian side. It is said that a drill

boat equipped with 12 drills has already started work at the Brock-

ville Narrows. Canada is, therefore, now going forward with her

part of the channels in the Thousand Islands sections and may be

expected to press for an early reply regarding her interest in the

American channels in this section.

PHTTJ.IPS
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711.42157Sa29/640 : Telegram

The Minister in Canada (Phillips) to the Secretary of State

OTTAWA, November 25, 19298 p. m.

[Keceived November 2612 : 50 a. m.]

230. I presented to the Prime Minister this afternoon the substance

of the Department's 104 of October 25th regarding the St. Lawrence.

He told me that he is most anxious to have the conference of Premiers

during the second week in December and was telegraphing today to

the Minister of Justice and to Dr. Skelton, who are both at London,
to ascertain whether they will be back by that date. He does not wish

to hold the conference without their presence. Speaking of the ap-

pointment of commissioners, he thought that from the Canadian view-

point it might be better to have the International Joint Commission

undertake the work rather than new commissioners, partly, I believe,

for the reason that Mr. McGrath. Chairman of the Canadian section-

of the Commission, is intimately in touch with Premier Ferguson and

would therefore be helpful in bringing the Province of Ontario into

line. Mr. King asked whether this would be satisfactory to us. I

said that I had no information on this point but thought that possibly
in view of the technical details to be considered, both engineering and

financial, the President might feel the need of appointing other com-

missioners having the technical knowledge.
The question as to the personnel of commissioners would seem to be

something which could be taken up either at the time of the meeting
of the Premiers or immediately thereafter.

PHILLIPS

711.42157Sa29/643 : Telegram

The Minister in Canada (Phillips) to the Secretary of State

OTTAWA, December 3, 1929 1 p. m.

[Received 8 p. m.]
233. Legation's 230, November 25, 8 p. m. Prime Minister informs

me today that neither Minister of Justice nor Doctor Skelton will

return to Ottawa in time to hold conference of Premiers before Christ-
mas and that accordingly the conference in question will not take place
before January.

PHILLIPS
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711.42157Sa29/685

The Canadian Charge (Mahoney) to the Secretary of State

No. 130 WASHINGTON, June 28, 1930.

Sra : I have the honour to refer to Mr. Massey's note Ko. 64, of tke
5th April, 1928,

35 in which the divergent views of the two sections o
the Joint Board of Engineers as to the best method of meeting the engi-
neering problems involved in the development of the international

rapids section of the St. Lawrence Eiver was referred to, and in whicti
His Majesty's Government in Canada indicated its intention to arrange
a conference between the Canadian section of the Joint Board, an<i

engineers representing the Province of Ontario, preparatory to re-
consideration of the engineering problems in this section by the whole
Joint Board.

Acting upon instructions from the Secretary of State for External

Affairs, I have the honour to transmit to you herewith copy of a report
of the Canadian members of the Joint Board of Engineers, and of
engineers representing the Province of Ontario, upon the international

rapids section of the St. Lawrence Elver.36

I expect that at an early date I shall be in a position to transmit to

you plates giving the plans in detail.

I am further instructed to inform you that the Canadian members
of the Joint Board of Engineers will be prepared to participate, at the
earliest convenient opportunity, in further consideration of the engi-

neering problems in this section of the St. Lawrence Eiver.

I have [etc.] MEBCHAOT

711.42157Sa29/685

The Secretary of State to the Canadian Charge (Mahoney)

WASHINGTON, July 9, 1930.

SIR : T}ie receipt is acknowledged, with thanks, of your note JSTo. 130 ?

of June 28, 1930, enclosing a copy of the report of the Canadian mem-
bers of the Joint Board of Engineers and of engineers representing the

Province of Ontario, on the proposed development of the international

rapids section of the St. Lawrence Eiver.

Copies of your note and of its enclosure have been forwarded to the

appropriate authorities of this Government for their consideration.

Your note states that the Canadian members of the Joint Board of

Engineers will be prepared to participate, at the earliest convenient

**
Foreign Relations, 1928, vol. n, p. 75.

36 See Report of Conference of Canadian Engineers on the International Rapids
Section of the 8t. Lawrence River, With Appendix, Dated December SO, 1929
(Ottawa, F. A. Acland, 1930).
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opportunity, in further consideration of the engineering problems in

this section of the St. Lawrence Eiver. In this regard may I point
out that the Charge d'Affaires of the United States Legation at Ottawa

was instructed on January 22 last to inform the Canadian Government

that the American members of the Joint Board of Engineers would be

prepared to meet with the Canadian engineers at any time to deal with

the St. Lawrence waterway. It was added that it would be desirable

if several days notice of the proposed meeting could be given. It is

suggested that your Government indicate a date on which it would be

convenient for the Joint Board of Engineers to convene. It might be

desirable to save time for the Chairman of the Canadian section of

the Board to communicate direct with Colonel Harley B. Ferguson,
Office of the Chief of Engineers, United States War Department, tlie

Chairman of the American section, Washington, D. C., on this subject.

Accept [etc.]
For the Secretary of State :

WILLIAM E. CASTLE, JR.

711.42l573a29/G99a

The Acting Secretary of State to the Minister in Canada (MacNider)

Xo. 1 WASHINGTON, August 26, 1980.

SIB : You are requested to forward a note reading as follows to the

Secretary of State for External Affairs: 37

(%I have the honor to refer to previous correspondence exchanged be-
tween the Government of Canada and the Government of the United
States on the subject of the proposed St. Lawrence seaway.

t;In pursuance of instructions from the President, I desire to reiter-
ate

tliat_
the Government of the United States stands ready to proceed

with this proposed development at the earliest possible date. I have
been directed tp^inquire whether the Canadian Government now finds
itself in^a position to appoint commissioners to discuss jointly with
commissioners of the United States the details of the seaway, and to
formulate a treaty appropriate to the purpose."

Very truly yours, WILLIAM E. CASTLE, Jn.

72I.42157Sa29/702

The Minister in Canada (MacNider) to the Secretary of State

^ 3i OTTAWA, September 11, 1930.

[Eeceived September 15.]
SIB: With further reference to the Department's instruction No. 1

of August 26, 1930. (no file number indicated) , directing me to forward

*The no
a

re was communicated to the Canadian Secretary, of State for External
Affairs under date of September 2.
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to the Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs a note con-

veying the President's suggestions for action in connection with the

St. Lawrence seaway, I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of

a reply now received from Mr. Bennett, the Secretary of State for

External Affairs. Mr. Bennett briefly repeats the substance of what
he told me in the course of our conversations on this matter, as re-

ported in my despatch No. 17 of September 5, 19S0.38

Kespectfully yours, HANEOKD MAcNiDER

[Enclosure]

TJie Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs (Bennett)
to the American Minister (MacNider)

No. 132 OTTAWA, September 10, 1930.

SIR, I have the honom* to acknowledge your note of September 2nd

indicating the readiness of the Government of the United States to

proceed with the development of the proposed St. Lawrence waterway
at an early date.

The Canadian Government has given consideration to some phases of

the St. Lawrence waterway question, but in view of the fact that the

Parliament of Canada is now in session, and that the opening of the

Imperial Conference has been set for September 30th, it will not be

possible to deal with the question in a comprehensive manner at the

present moment. I purpose, however, to go into the matter immedi-

ately upon my return from the Conference in November, and following
this examination I shall communicate with you further.

Accept [etc.] E. B. BENNETT

AVIATION RADIO CONFERENCE BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA, HELD AT NEW YORK, APRIL 10-11,

1930

811.7442/33 : Telegram

The Acting Secretary of State to the Charge in Canada (Riggs)

WASHINGTON, March 29, 1930 11 a. m.

38. Federal Radio Commission suggests conference be held New
York as soon as practicable between representatives of United States

and Canada regarding aviation radio communication and radio aids

to air navigation. Desire expressed that conference be held on or

before April 10

Take matter up with Canadian authorities and telegraph whether

they will agree to proposed conference and if so names of Canadian

delegates.

COTTON

88 Not printed.
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Sll.7442/35 : Telegram

The Charge in Canada (Riggs) to the Acting Secretary of State

OTTAWA, April 5, 19301 p. m.

[Received 3 : 05 p. m.]

53. Department's 38, March 29, 11 a. m. Reply to Legation's rep-

resentations of March 31st received today. Department of External

Affairs states in note that suggested conference would be useful and

that date of April 10th, 1930 in New York City would be satisfactory.

Delegates are stated to be Mr. C. P. Edwards, Director of Radio in the

Department of Marine, and Major W. A. Steel, of the Department of

National Defense.

RlGGS

811.7442/43

The Chairman of the American Delegation (Starbu<ck) to the Acting

Secretary of State

WASHINGTON, April 15, 1930.

MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY : I have the honor to report to you that

in accordance with letters of instructions from the State Department
dated April 9, 1930,S9 the following representatives of the United

Slates government met with representatives of the Canadian govern-
ment at the Customs House, New York City, on April 10 and 11,

1930:

Commissioner W. D. L. Starbuck, Chairman of Delegation,
Col. Clarence M. Young, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for

Aeronautics,
Mr. W. R. Vallance, [Assistant] Solicitor, Department of State,
Captain F. C. Hingsburg. Chief Engineer, Airways Division, De-

partment of Commerce,
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, Chief Engineer, Federal Radio Commission,
Mr. Gerald C. Gross, Engineer, Federal Radio Commission.

The following representatives of the Canadian government were

present :

Commander C. P. Edwards, Director of Radio Telegraph Branch,
Department of Marine.
Mr. G. C. TT. Browne, Chief Inspector, Radio Telegraph Branch,

Department of Marine.

Major W. A. Steel, Royal Canadian Signals, Department of Na-
tional Defense.

Capt. W. L. Laurie, Royal Canadian Signals, Department of Na-
tional Defense.

B Not printed.
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This informal conference, for the purpose of suggesting means of

improving existing facilities for aviation radio communication and
radio aids to air navigation provided a mutual exchange of ideas and
scientific data which was helpful to the members of both delegations.

The first day's meeting consisted primarily of informative state-

ments which brought out the present working arrangements for avia-

tion radio being followed in each country. At the close of this meet-

ing a Technical Committee was appointed which drew up a series

of recommendations to be used as a guide in the working out of a

common plan for the betterment of aviation radio.

The Canadian and the United States delegates were entertained

by the State Department at a luncheon at the Harvard Club at 1 : 30

P. M. on the first day.
This Technical Committee reported to the Conference the following

day and after discussion and modification of the resolutions formu-

lated, the Conference adopted them unanimously.

Complete minutes of the meetings of the Conference together with
the resolutions adopted are attached.40

Very truly yours, W. D. L. STARBUCK:

811.7442/44

Minutes of Informal Canadianr-United States Conference on Aviation

Radio Held at U. S. Customs House, New York City, April 10-11^
1930

First Meeting

The meeting opened at 10 : 45 A. M.
The following persons were present :

Representing Canada:

Commander C. P. Edwards, Director of Eadio Telegraph Branch,
Department of Marine,
Mr. G. C. W. Browne, Chief Inspector, Eadio Telegraph Branch,

Department of Marine,
Major W. A. Steel, Royal Canadian Signals, Department of National

Defense,
Captain W. L. Laurie, Eoyal Canadian Signals, Department of

National Defense.

Representing the United States:

Commissioner W. D. L. Starbuck, Federal Eadio Commission,
Colonel Clarence M. Young, Assistant Secretary of Commerce,
Mr. W. E. Vallance, Assistant Solicitor, State Department,
Captain F. C. Hingsburg, Chief Engineer, Airways Division, De-

partment of Commerce,

*
Infra.
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Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, Chief Engineer, Federal Eadio Commission,
Mr. Gerald C. Gross, Engineer, Federal Eadio Commission.

Commissioner Starbnck presided over the meeting as chairman of

the host delegation. He welcomed the representatives present and
called attention to the fact that it seemed to be the unanimous desire

to make this conference a purely informative one for the mutual ex-

change of ideas between the representatives of aviation radio from
both countries present.
He then suggested that Colonel Young, Assistant Secretary of

Commerce for Aeronautics, describe the purpose of the conference.

Colonel Young pointed out that the interests of the United States

and Canada in aviation radio are of the same character, and stated

that aviation radio falls naturally into two distinct classifications :

1. Eadio navigation aids to aircraft; 2. Eadio communication with

aircraft.

Commander Edwards then stated that all aviation services in

Canada, both civil and military, come under the Department of Na-
tional Defense, while the allocation of frequencies comes under the

jurisdiction of the Department of Marine. Eepresentatives of both

Departments were included in the Canadian group present. He sug-

gested that the logical procedure for the conference might be to have

the system now being followed in the United States outlined, follow-

ing which the Canadian representatives could describe the procedure
now being followed in Canada, and after this mutual exchange of

information some satisfactory arrangement might be worked out.

At the suggestion of the Chairman, Captain Hingsburg then pro-
ceeded to describe the present system of radio aids to air navigation

being followed in the United States.

Starting with the teletype circuits which are being extended over

United States Civil Airways, he described the operation of these cir-

cuits and stated that data are being collected and brought up to the

minute every fifteen minutes so that a pilot can depend upon regular
weather broadcasts at regular periods. In addition to the collection

and dissemination of weather information, the same teletype circuits

are used for message and other dispatch work.

The information collected by the teletype circuits is broadcast on
standardized 2 KW transmitting sets operating in the frequency band
237-350 kc.

Transmitting sets used for radio beacon work operating most of
the time are only interrupted for the periodic weather broadcasts.
These broadcasts last usually only three minutes so that the interrup-
tion to the beacon service will not be long.
The present beacon system makes use of the aural signal, but in

view of the development of the visual beacon it is planned to install a
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double beacon at one of the stations along the airways, namely Belle-

fonte, Pennsylvania, so that practical tests on both systems may be

carried on. There are at present nine aural beacons in operation and it

is planned by next summer to have thirty-five beacons of the aural

type operating.

Commander Edwards then pointed out that the International Radio

Convention 40a
applies only to international service, and that the con-

vention provides that for regional groups special arrangements may be

made. For example, on the North American continent if new arrange-
ments appear to be desirable between the United States, Canada,
Mexico and other nations, such arrangements may well be made by a

Regional Agreement. Commander Edwards then asked concerning
the tie-up between marine and aviation beacons.

Captain Hingsburg replied that in this country the services were

handled in the same department and were so arranged as to avoid inter-

ference. In all cases where interference had been found it has been

adjusted by the proper distance separation. He further stated that

some thought had been given to the question of having one additional

frequency in the same general band for communication messages to

planes which messages might be too long to interrupt the regular
beacon service. At Commander Edwards' inquiry Captain Hings-

burg explained that the band referred to was from 237 to 350 kilocycles.

Major Steel then asked as to how planes would be taken care of from

stations using both the visual and aural systems, and Captain Hings-

burg replied that only one station at present was proposed for such

joint testing and that both services would be made available.

Commissioner Starbuck then suggested that the only object of the

conference is to provide safe and reliable communication for aircraft

in flight and said that undoubtedly the conference will find itself in

general agreement. He then asked Mr. Gross to describe the radio

communication system now being followed in the United States.

Mr. Gross then described in detail the aviation plan adopted by the

Federal Radio Commission in cooperation with other United States

governmental departments and commercial aviation companies. The

plan was distributed to the representatives present and appears as

Annex A41 to these minutes. He pointed out that the plan was

intended to be flexible and had been modified from time to time to suit

the requirements of the growing art. There are undoubtedly a num-
ber of ways in which the aviation plan can be improved and it is pro-

posed to improve and revise it gradually as more and more practical

operating data become available. After some general discussion on

this aviation plan, the conference adjourned for lunch at 1 p. m.

4011

Signed at Washington, November 25, 1927, Foreign Relations, 1927, vol. I,

p. 288.
tt Not printed.
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The meeting reconvened after lunch. Major Steel then described

the Canadian system of aviation radio, pointing out that most of the

airplane companies are subsidized by air mail contracts. The air mail

route starts from Halifax and runs through to Windsor. At Windsor

the mail is at present transferred through St. Paul and Minneapolis

by American companies to Winnipeg. From Winnipeg the mail is

carried by Canadian companies to Vancouver.

It is proposed that planes may leave Montreal and proceed through

Ottawa to Sudbury. From Sudbury they would travel along the north

shore of Lake Superior to Winnipeg. The other main route is the

one flying into northern Canada from Edmonton as shown on the

attached map 41a from opposite page 40 of the 1928 Canadian Aviation

Eeport. In general the radio service is conducted in Canada on 1200

meters (250 kc.). The information is collected by teletype and

broadcast by radio.

In general the system is similar in nature to that used in the United

States with the difference that one transmitter is used jointly for aural

beacon service, visual beacon service or voice.

Three stations are now operating on the above system, in Montreal,

Toronto and Winnipeg. It is planned to put eight more into service

by next summer.

After some discussion on the merits of the visual vs. the aural bea-

con, Major Steel stated that the Canadian authorities are strongly in

favor of the visual beacon and intend using that system.
Commander Edwards suggested that a technical committee be

appointed to consider the question of how best to link the systems

operated by both countries.

During some discussion on receiving sets Major Steel pointed out

that a number of receivers today will cover the range from 850 to 1300

meters (353 to 230 kc), and Captain Hingsburg stated that the best

ratio on frequency range is 2.5 or 2.0 to 1. Major Steel then stated

that the Canadian authorities do not propose to have communication

traffic carried on within bands used for beacon and weather service.

It is expected, however, to handle emergency messages of an urgent
nature for operating companies by broadcasts to the planes.

Major Steel further stated that it is proposed to carry on communi-
cation services in entirely different bands but that 100 meters (3000

kc) is entirely too long a wave for this work in Canada.
Commander Edwards then stated that the communication might

perhaps be in the band around 5000 kc. Itinerant plane communica-
tion service is especially important in Canada, but due to the more
northerly latitudes higher frequencies are necessary.

Major Steel then suggested that the harmonic relationship might

Not reproduced.
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be followed and that if the United States used around 3000 kc, Canada

might use a frequency in the neighborhood of 6000 kc. He also stated

that the Canadian government contemplated a series of stations from

Halifax to Vancouver to be assigned one frequency throughout the

chain. Commander Edwards then stated that with reference to his

previous suggestion it might be desirable to appoint a technical com-

mittee to study this question and formulate some general statements

of policy, such committee to report to the main conference at 2 P. M.,

Friday, April 11.

Without objection the suggestion was carried and the following
committee was designated for this work:

Major Steel

Captain Laurie
Mr. Browne
Captain Hingsburg
Dr. Jolliffe

Mr. Gross

The Committee arranged to meet at 8 :30 P. M. Thursday, April 10,

and the following morning if necessary.

The conference then adjourned at 5:45 P. M.

Second Meeting

The second and last meeting of the Conference opened at 2 P. M.

April 11, 1930.

The following persons were present :

Representing Canada:

Commander C. P. Edwards, Director of Radio Telegraph Branch,
Department of Marine,
Mr. G. C. W. Browne, Chief Inspector, Radio Telegraph Branch,

Department of Marine,
Major W. A. Steel, Royal Canadian Signals, Department of National

Defense,
Captain W. L. Laurie, Royal Canadian Signals, Department of

National Defense.

Representing the United States:

Commissioner W. D. L. Starbuck, Federal Radio Commission,
Captain F. C. Hingsburg, Chief Engineer, Airways Division, De-

partment of Commerce.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, Chief Engineer, Federal Radio Commission,
Mr. Gerald C. Gross, Engineer, Federal Radio Commission.

Commissioner Starbuck presided. He suggested that the report of

the Technical Committee which met Thursday night and Friday morn-

ing be read and discussed. Each item of the report was considered
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language of the suggested texts were made. The corrected report was

adopted unanimously. This appears as Annex 1 to these minutes.

Commander Edwards then brought up the question of priority of

marine over aviation beacons in the band 285-350 kc. and considerable

discussion took place. After several resolutions touching on the subject

had been presented and considered it was decided that no formal

resolution should be adopted on this point.

The minutes of the first meeting were then read and after some

corrections had been made were adopted.
At 6 P. M. the conference adjourned sine die.

[Annex 1]

INFORMAL CANADIAN-!!. S. AVIATION RADIO CONTEBENCE

The coordination of airways communications and radio aids to air

navigation in Canada and the United States is desirable, and the follow-

ing principles are proposed as a guide in the operation of these systems.

The conference recommends that the two Governments study these

principles and attempt to apply them to their respective systems and
that by correspondence and future conferences these principles be

further developed and closer coordination obtained.

It is further recommended that :

1. The International Air Calling Frequency 333 kc. be not required

regionally for aircraft or aeronautical stations in Canada or the United
States.

2. It be recognized that a frequency separation of 6 kc. is ordinarily
sufficient between stations operating radio range beacon and radio

telephone services.

3. A minimum distance of 750 miles between radio beacon stations

operating on the same frequency is desirable. It is recommended that
this separation be maintained between nations, although in some cases

it may be necessary to reduce the separation within the interior of
either country.

4. The following frequencies :

237 248
240 278 kc.

out of the band 194r-284 kc. be reserved regionally for air services.

5. The following frequencies shall remain free from assignments in
the United States within 750 miles of Canadian airways radio stations :

248 326
290 332 kc.
296

In addition, no further assignments in the United States should be
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mad on the following frequencies within 750 miles of Canadian air-

"ways radio stations :

240
314 kc.

6. The following frequencies shall remain free from assignments in

Canada within 750 miles of United States airways radio stations :

254 308
260 320
266 338
272 344
284 350
302

7. The frequency 278 kc. should be reserved primarily for low power
airport use.

8. One frequency, approximately 237 kc. shall be reserved for emer-

gency messages from ground stations to aircraft in cases where such

messages might interfere with the regular airways beacon service.

9. The following frequencies should be reserved for Canadian

stations operating along the Canadian Transcontinental Airways
zfroin Halifax to Vancouver :

3492

5630 kc

The United States authorities will discuss with aviation companies

operating between Chicago, Minneapolis, and St. Paul a change of

frequencies from those now specified in the U. S. Aviation Plan for

the Green Chain to the Eed Chain frequencies in order that Canadian

planes flying from Winnipeg to Minneapolis and St. Paul will be able

"to have closer frequency coordination.

10. The United States will continue to use 310G ke. as a national

calling frequency and Canada will use the frequency 5630 kc. for the

same purpose, since the experience gained to (late in the United
States and Canada would indicate that the common calling frequency
selected in the United States might not be equally suitable in Canada.

811.7422/51

The Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mackenzie

King) to the American Charge in Canada (Riggs)
42

. 71 OTTAWA, 19 June, 1930.

SIR : With reference to my note No. 70 of even date 48 and to previous

43
Copy transmitted to the Department by the Charg6 as an enclosure to his

despatch No. 1466, June 23, 1930 ; received June 30.
43 Not printed.
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correspondence regarding the Aviation Eadio Conference held in New
York on April 10 and 11 last, I have the honour to inform you that

the Canadian Government are prepared to accept the recommendations

of the Conference and, in developing its radio "aids to air navigation
and radio communication facilities with aircraft", will follow the

general principle set out in these recommendations.

Accept [etc.] O. D. SKELTON
For the Secretary of State for External Affairs

811.7442/56

The American Charge in Canada (Riggs) to the Canadian Secretary of
State for External Affairs (Bennett)

44

No. 804 OTTAWA, August 18, 1930.

SIR: With reference to the Department of External Affairs' note

No. 71 of June 19, 1930, and to previous correspondence regarding the

Aviation Eadio Conference held in New York on April 10 and 11, 1930,

I have the honor, upon instructions from my Government, to advise

you that on August 5, 1930, the Federal Eadio Commission adopted
the recommendations of that Conference and will put them into effect

as soon as practicably possible.

I avail myself [etc.] B. EEATH EIGGS

**
Copy transmitted to tlie Department by the Minister in Canada as an enclosure

to his despatch No. 7, August 30, 1930 ; received September 8.
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CONVENTION BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CHILE FOR PRE-
VENTION OF SMUGGLING OF INTOXICATING LIQUORS, SIGNED MAY
27, 1930

711.259/3

The Chilean Ambassador (Ddvila) to the Acting Secretary of State

No. 12 WASHINGTON, February 17, 1930.

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I

have received instructions from my Government to inquire of Your

Excellency if the Government of the United States of America is

disposed to sign with the Eepublic of Chile a Convention for the

Prevention of the Smuggling of Alcoholic Liquors that will permit
Chilean vessels carrying such liquors to call at American ports.

At the present time, Chilean ships must unload all their alcoholic

liquors in Cristobal on the voyage north, to be reloaded upon their

return. This occasions much trouble, as is natural, and much loss of

money through theft, leakage and breakage, etc., and places our boats

in a very unfavorable situation in comparison with those of countries

that have signed this class of Convention with the United States.

If the Government of the United States deems it convenient I

should be very glad to present for Your Excellency's consideration

a draft of a Convention taking as a basis those of the same character

that have already been signed by Your Excellency's Government.

I avail myself [etc.] CAELOS G.

711.259720

The Secretary of State to the Chilean Ambassador (Ddvila)

WASHINGTON, May 23, 1930.

EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to refer to your note of February

17, 1930, and to the acknowledgment of the Acting Secretary of

State, dated March 3, 1930,
1
concerning the negotiation between the

United States and Chile of a convention for the prevention of the

smuggling of alcoholic liquors.

I take pleasure in informing you that this Government will be glad

to conclude a treaty for the prevention of the smuggling of alcoholic

'Not printed.
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liquors with the Government of Chile similar to the treaties on the

subject which it has, during recent years, concluded with other coun-

tries. The draft of such a treaty is enclosed for your consideration.2

It will be noted that, in accordance with Article V of the draft

treaty, the two Governments reserve the right, three months before

the expiration of one year from the date of the exchange of ratifica-

tions, to propose modifications in the terms of the treaty.

The policy of the United States with reference to treaties of this

nature is at present the subject of careful consideration by several

of the Departments of this Government. Some dissatisfaction with

the operation of this form of treaty has been expressed. Accordingly,
it must be considered as not unlikely that the Government of the

United States will take advantage of the foregoing provision of

Article V at the appropriate time.

Accept [etc.] H. L. STIMSON

711.259/21

The Chilean Ambassador (Ddvila) to the Secretary of State

No. 40 WASHINGTON, May 26, 1930.

EXCELLENCY : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your

Excellency's communication of May 23rd, in which Your Excellency
was good enough to inform me that the Government of the United
States of America would be glad to conclude a treaty with my Govern-
ment for the prevention of the smuggling of alcoholic liquors similar

to the treaties on the same subject already concluded with other coun-

tries. Your Excellency also enclosed a draft of the proposed treaty.

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I have been in-

structed by my Government to sign the proposed treaty, and I await

Your Excellency's pleasure.

The attention of my Government has been called to the attitude of

several Departments of Your Excellency's Government concerning
the policy of the United States with reference to such treaties, and
the likelihood of Your Excellency's Government taking advantage of

that provision of Article V by which modifications may be proposed
three months before the expiration of one year from the date of

exchange of ratifications.

I avail myself [etc.] CARLOS G. DAVZLA

2 Not printed.
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Treaty Series No. 829

Convention Between the United States of America and Ohile^ Signed
at Washington, May 7, 1980

3

The President of the United States of America and the President of

the [Republic of Chile, being desirous of avoiding any difficulties which

might arise between the Governments of the two countries in connec-

tion with the laws in force in the United States on the subject of

alcoholic beverages, have decided to conclude a convention for that

purpose, and have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries:

The President of the United States of America: Mr. Henry L.

Stimson, Secretary of State of the United States of America
;
and

The President of the Republic of Chile : His Excellency Senor Don
Carlos G. Davila, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of

Chile in Washington ;

Who, having communicated their full powers, found in good and
due form, have agreed as follows :

ARTTCXJE!

The High Contracting Parties respectively retain their rights and

claims without prejudice by reason of this convention with respect to

the extent of their territorial jurisdiction.

ARTICLE II

(1) The Chilean Government agree that they will raise no objec-

tion to the boarding of private vessels under the Chilean flag outside

the limits of territorial waters by the authorities of the United States,

its territories or possessions, in order that enquiries may be addressed

to those on board and an examination be made of the ship's papers for

the purpose of ascertaining whether the vessel or those on board are

endeavoring to import or have imported alcoholic beverages into the

United States, its territories or possessions, in violation of the laws

there in force. When such enquiries and examination show a reason-

able ground for suspicion, a search of the vessel may be initiated.

(2) If there is reasonable cause for belief that the vessel has com-

mitted or is committing or attempting to commit an offense against

the laws of the United States, its territories or possessions, prohibiting

the importation of alcoholic beverages, the vessel may be seized and

taken into a port of the United States, its territories or possessions,

for adjudication in accordance with such laws.

8 In English and Spanish ; Spanish text not printed. Ratification advised by
the Senate, June 28, 1930 ; ratified by the President, July 21, 1930 ; ratified by
Chile, October 2, 1930; ratifications exchanged at Washington, November 25,

1930 ; proclaimed by the President, November 26, 1930.
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(3) The rights conferred by this article shall not be exercised at a

greater distance from the coast of the United States, its territories or

possessions, than can be traversed in one hour by the vessel suspected
of endeavoring to commit the offense. In cases, however, in which the

liquor is intended to be conveyed to the United States, its territories

or possessions, by a vessel other than the one boarded and searched, it

shall be the speed of such other vessel, and not the speed of the vessel

boarded, which shall determine the distance from the coast at which
the right under this article can be exercised.

ARTICLE III

No penalty or forfeiture under the laws of the United States shall bo

applicable or attach to alcoholic liquors or to vessels or persons by
reason of the carriage of such liquors, when such liquors are listed as

sea stores or cargo destined for a port foreign to the United States, its

territories or possessions, on board Chilean vessels voyaging to or

from ports of the United States, or its territories or possessions, or

passing through the territorial waters thereof, and such carriage shall

be as now provided by law with respect to the transit of such liquors

through the Panama Canal, provided that such liquors shall be kept
tinder seal continuously while the vessel on which they are carried

remains within said territorial waters and that no part of such liquors
shall at any time or place be unladen within the United States, its

territories or possessions.

ARTICLE IV

Any claim by a Chilean vessel for compensation on the ground that

it has suffered loss or injury through the improper or unreasonable

exercise of the rights conferred by Article II of this convention or on

the ground that it has not been given the benefit of Article III shall

be referred for the joint consideration of two persons, one of whom
shall be nominated by each of the High Contracting Parties.

Effect shall be given to the recommendations contained in any such

joint report. If no joint report can be agreed upon, the claim shall

be referred to the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague
described in the Convention for the pacific settlement of international

disputes, concluded at The Hague, October 18, 1907. The arbitral

tribunal shall be constituted in accordance with Article 87 (Chapter

IV) and with Article 59 (Chapter III) of the said Convention. The

proceedings shall be regulated by so much of Chapter IV of the said

Convention and of Chapter III thereof (special regard being had
for Articles 70 and 74, but excepting Articles 53 and 54) as the tribunal

may consider to be applicable and to be consistent with the provisions
of this agreement. All sums of money which may be awarded by
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months after the date of the final award without interest and without

deduction, save as hereafter specified. Each Government shall bear

its own expenses. The expenses of the tribunal shall be defrayed by
a ratable deduction from the amount of the sums awarded by it

?
at

a rate of five per cent on such sums, or at such lower rate as m:ay be

agreed upon between the two Governments; the deficiency, if any,
shall be defrayed in equal moieties by the two Governments.

ARTICLE V
This Convention shall be subject to ratification and shall remain in

force for a period of one year from the date of the exchange of

ratifications.

Three months before the expiration of the said period of one year,

either of the High Contracting Parties may give notice of its desire

to propose modifications in the terms of the Convention.

If such modifications have not been agreed upon before the expira-
tion of the term of one year mentioned above, the Convention shall

lapse.

If no notice is given on either side of the desire to propose modifica-

tions, the Convention shall remain in force for another year, and so

on automatically, but subject always in respect of each such period of

a year to the right on either side to propose as provided above three

months before its expiration modifications in the convention, and to

the provision that if such modifications are not agreed upon before

the close of the period of one year, the convention shall lapse.

ARTICLE VI

In the event that either of the High Contracting Parties shall be

prevented either by judicial decision or legislative action from giving
full effect to the provisions of the present convention the said con-

vention shall automatically lapse, and, on such lapse or whenever this

convention shall cease to be in force, each High Contracting Party
shall enjoy all the rights which it would luwe possessed had this con-

vention not been concluded.

The present convention shall be duly ratified by the High Contract-

ing Parties in accordance with their respective constitutional methods
;

and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Washington as soon as

possible.

In witness whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the

present convention in duplicate in the English and Spanish languages
and have thereunto affixed their seals.-

Done at the city of Washington this twenty-seventh day of May,
nineteen hundred and thirty.

HENRY L. STIMSON [SEAL]
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Alien seamen, representations of foreign
governments against U. S. Senate
bills for deportation of, 252-255

Anglo-Japanese treaties of alliance,

cited, 12, 69
Arbitration. See Nicaragua-Honduras

and Guatemala-Honduras: Treaty
of arbitration under Boundary dis-

putes.

Argentina, 378-390, 423, 427, 428, 446,

451, 453
Provisional government, recognition

of. See under Revolution, infra.

Recognition by Argentina of provi-
sional government of Bolivia, 423,
427 ;

of Brazil, 453

Revolution, 378-390, 428, 446, 451

Military coup d'etat and creation
of provisional government, re-

ports, 37&-3S1, 381-382, 382-383,

38^-385
Recognition of provisional govern-

*

ment by
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approval, 382, 384, 386, 386-
387, 387-389, 390 ; recommen-
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380-381, 381, 383, 428

; state-

ment of policy by Secretary
of State, Sept. 17, regarding
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livian, and Peruvian govern-
ments, 387-389, 446, 451;
U. S.-British consultation,
382, 383, 385-386, 386

Other governments, 382, 383, 384,

385-386, 386, 387, 389, 390
Armament limitation. See London Na-

val Conference; Naval construc-
tion ; Preparatory Commission for
the Disarmament Conference.

Arms and munitions. See under Brazil :

Revolution : U. S. policy.

Asylum during revolution in

Bolivia, 420, 421, 422
Brazil, U. S. Ambassador's declination

to afford, 444
Peru, 389

Austria, 391-414
Extradition and commutation of death

penalty, treaty and exchange of
notes with United States, texts

signed Jan. SI, 408-414
i

Austria Continued.
Loans and other international financial

obligations, 391-408
Relief loans (see also Reparation:

Forfait-debts, and U. S.-Aus-
trian debt settlement, infra),
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sent, 393-395, 407-408
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ernments regarding similar
action :

Inquiry, U. S., 395-397
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Italy, 402-403, 404-405 ;
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land, 399
Declaration by U. S. Secretary of

Treasury regarding U. S.

consent, 408
International Relief Bonds Com-
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396-397, 407

Reparation Commission, consent,
406, 407

Reparation :

Forfait-debts agreement under art.

18% of Treaty of St. Germain,
Austrian request due to pri-

ority of relief credits, and
U. S. consent to settlement,
401-402, 406

Hague agreement of Jan. 20, re-

garding suspension of repara-
tion payments, 391, 394, 397,

400, 403, 406, 407
U. S.-Austrian debt settlement agree-

ment, contingent: Decision of

Reparation Commission regard-
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Austrian desire for, 397-398
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vention for regulation of, 297-309
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delegation, 302-309
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Aviation :

Armament, U. S. attitude regarding
proposals of Preparatory Commis-
sion for the Disarmament Confer-
ence, 188
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Canada). See under Canada.

Balkan problems, If. S. instructions to
Minister in Bulgaria to refrain from
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garian Government, 486-487
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Bank for International Settlements,

U. S. policy, 234-237
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deal with Bolivian economic and
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nation to appoint official repre-
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in securing remission of fine im-

posed on branch at Sao Paulo,
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Blandy, Lt. Corndr. W. H. P., appoint-
ment as naval attache to U. S. Em-
bassy in Brazil, 458-460, 463

Bolivia (see also 'Chaco dispute), 328,

330-331, 333, 334, 336, 337, 387-389,
390, 415-431, 446, 451

American bankers' commission to deal
with Bolivian economic and fi-

nancial problems, U. S. disincli-

nation to appoint official repre-
sentative on, 429-431

Provisional government, recognition
of. See under Revolution, infra.

Recognition of Peruvian provisional
government, 426

Revolution, 328, 330-331, 333, 334, 336,

337, 387-389, 415-428
Asylum in foreign legations for po-

litical refugees, 420, 421, 422

Politico-military situation and es-

tablishment of provisional gov-
ernment, reports concerning,
328, 330-331, 333, 334, 336, 337,
415-417, 418, 418-422, 422-423,
424-426, 427

Recognition of provisional govern-
ment by

United States: Consideration of,
and interim arrangements,
387, 390, 417, 418, 423-424,
427

; extension of recognition,
428, 451 ; statement of policy
by Secretary of State, Sept.

J?7, regarding recognition of

revolutionary governments,
387-389, 446 ; U. S. Minister-

designate, presentation of cre-

dentials, 427, 428

Bolivia Continued.
Revolution Continued.

Recognition of provisional govern-
ment by Continued.

Other governments, 387, 389, 390,
417, 418, 422, 423, 424, 426-
427

U. S. citizens and property, 420, 421
Tacna-Arica treaty, Bolivian attitude,

426
U. S. appointed Minister, presentation

of credentials, 427, 428

Boundary disputes (see also Chaco dis-

pute), controversies involving Hon-
duras, 344-377

Guatemala-Honduras, unsuccessful
efforts to delimit boundary by
direct negotiations in Washing-
ton, and ultimate conclusion of

treaty of arbitration, 344-361
Direct negotiations in Washington

with assistance of Department
of State, failure to delimit
boundary, 344-348

Treaty of arbitration and supple-
mentary protocol : Negotiations
regarding competency of Cen-
tral American Tribunal and
selection of U. S. Chief Justice
as third Arbitrator, 348-352;
ratification of treaty and ap-
pointment of arbitral tribunal,
Oct. 1931, 361 ; texts signed at

Washington, July 16, 352-361
Nicaragua-Honduras, conclusion of

protocol for establishment of
commission to delimit boundary
in accordance with arbitral
award of King of Spain (1906),
361-377

Negotiations with assistance of De-
partment of State, 361-377 ; re-
lation to border incidents and
suppression of banditry, 363,
374-375

Signature, Jan 21, 1981, 377; pre-
liminary discussions regarding
time and place, 367, 368, 370-
371, 373, 373-374, 374-375,
375-376, 376-377

U. S. cooperation (see also Negotia-
tions, supra), arrangement for
participation of American en-
gineer on delimitation commis-
sion, 362

Boundary treaties and agreements. See
Guatemala-Honduras: Treaty and
Nicaragua-Honduras under Bound-
ary disputes.

Brazil, 131, 335, 337, 389, 417, 423, 424,
432-485

Chaco dispute, Brazilian views and
U. S. reply, 335, 337
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Brazil Continued.
National City Bank, U. S. good offices

in securing remission of fine im-

posed on Sao Paulo branch, 464-
474

Passports for Brazilians having dual

nationality, U. S. representations
against Brazilian policy of re-

quiring use of Brazilian pass-

ports on departure from Brazil,
479-485

Recognition by Brazil of provisional
government of Argentina, 390

;
of

Bolivia, 390, 417, 423, 424; of

Peru, 390
Revolution, 432-453

Politico-military situation and es-

tablishment of provisional gov-
ernment under Getulio Vargas,
reports concerning, 432-433,
434-435, 435-436, 438-439, 439-
440, 444, 444-446, 446-447

Protection of U. S. and other for-

eign citizens and property :

Attitude of revolutionists, 438-
439, 441, 442

Despatch of naval vessels to

Brazil by United States, 433-
434, 435, 437, 439, 440, 441,

442, 445; by other govern-
ments, 442, 444

U. S. representations to Federal
and de facto authorities, 434r-
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Recognition of provisional govern-
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446, 446-447, 449-451 ; exten-
sion of, Nov. S, 451-452, 453

;

statement of policy by Secre-

tary of State, Sept. 11, ques-
tion of application, 446

Other governments, 447, 448-449,
453

U. S. policy (see also Protection
and Recognition : United
States, supra) :

Arms and munitions :

Continuance of purchases by
Brazilian Government,
U. S/ attitude, 437, 443, 452

Embargo, U. S. : Imposition
and maintenance of, 442-
443, 452, 453 ; removal, 452n

Asylum in Embassy, declination
to afford, 444

Closure by Brazilian Govern-
ment of ports in revolution-

ary control, attitude, 435,
436-437

Naval mission, nonparticipation
in naval operations, 438, 441

Shipping profits, U. S.-Brazilian ar-

rangement concerning relief

from double income tax, 475-
479

Brazil Continued.
U. S. naval attache, restoration of

office of, and appointment of
Lt. Comdr. W. H. P. Blandy,
458-460, 463

U. S. naval mission, 43S, 441, 454-464
Attitude during revolution, 43S, 441
Contract of July 6, 1926, termina-

tion, and departure of mission,
454-464

Inconclusive negotiations for re-
newal of contract prior to

revolution, 454, 455
Temporary extension of contract

at request of provisional gov-
ernment, informal arrange-
ments, 455, 456-457

Termination of contract, Jan. 31,
1931, at request of provi-
sional government :

Brazilian reasons for termina-
tion, 457, 462

Date and other arrangements
for departure of mission,
457-458, 460-462 ; personal
notes of U. S. Ambassador
and Brazilian Foreign
Minister concerning, 46O-
462

Restoration of office of U. S.

naval attache upon depar-
ture of mission, 45S-460

Vargas government, establishment of.

See Revolution, supra.

Bryan treaties for the advancement of

peace, 90

Bulgaria, U. S. instructions to Minister
in Bulgaria to refrain from associ-

ating himself with his colleagues In

giving advice to Bulgarian Govern-
ment, 486-487

Canada, 253-254, 488-542
Aviation radio conference, U. S.-Can-

ada, New York, Apr. 10-11, 533-
542

Arrangements, 533-534
Minutes and annexed recommenda-

tions, 535-541
Recommendations: Acceptance by

United States and Canada, 541

542; text, 540-541

Report of American delegation, 534-
535

Commissions (U. S.-Canada) (see
also under Fisheries, infra) : In-

ternational Joint Commission,

530; Joint Board of Engineers,

523, 531-532; proposed commis-
sion to study joint improvement
of St. I^awrence Waterway, 523,

524, 526, 527, 528, 530, 532

Fisheries, 504-522
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Canada Continued.
Fisheries Continued.

Commissions, U. S.-Canada : Inter-
national Fisheries Commission,
514-515, 519, 520-521 ; Interna-
tional Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission, 514-515, 519, 520-
521

Conventions, U. S.-Canada:
Halibut fishery of the Northern

Pacific Ocean and Bering
Sea, convention for preserva-
tion of: Negotiations, SIS-
SIS ; text signed May 9, 518-
522

Sock-eye salmon fisheries of Fra-
ser Kiver, convention for pro-
tection of, 504-513

Letter of transmittal to Presi-
dent Hoover, 504-505

Text signed May 26, 505-512 ;

protocol of exchange of rat-

ifications, July 28, 1937,
text, 512-513

Liquor smuggling convention. See
Smuggling convention, infra.

Seamen, alien, Canadian representa-
tions against U. S. Senate bills

for deportation of, 253-254
Smuggling convention with United

States, proposed, to amend con-
vention of June 6, 1924, 488-503

Enactment by Canada of liquor ex-

port legislation, 488, 489, 500
Negotiations, inconclusive :

Canadian proposal to enter into

negotiations, and U. S. acqui-
escence, 488-490

Consideration of draft conven-
tions :

Correspondence concerning,
490-492, 494-497, 500-503 ;

Canadian delay in furnish-

ing final views, 502-503
Texts, draft: Canadian, 498-

499 ; U. S., 492-494
St. Lawrence Waterway, continued U.

S.-Canadian negotiations for pro-
posed joint improvement of, 522-
533 ; proposed commission to

study question, 523, 524, 526, 527,
528, 530, 532

Treaties with United States. See
Fisheries : Conventions, and
Smuggling convention, supra.

U. S. tariff legislation, Canadian atti-

tude, 523, 524
Caroline Islands, 9-10
Central American Tribunal. See

Boundary disputes : Guatemala-
Honduras: Treaty.

Chaco dispute between Bolivia and Par-
aguay, 309-344

Chaco dispute Continued.
Conciliation of differences arising

from incidents of Dec. 1928 ac-

ceptance by Bolivia and Paraguay
of Uruguayan formula for exe-

cuting conciliation agreement of
Sept. 12, 1929:

Negotiations, 309-325, 328 ; U. S. in-

terest and assistance, 311, 314,
315, 316-317, 320, 323, 334

Protocol between Bolivia, Para-
guay, and Uruguay for restora-
tion of status quo ante in the
Chaco and reestablishment of

Bolivian-Paraguayan diplo-
matic relations: Execution of,

327, 344; text signed Apr. 4>
326-327

Relation to neutrals' proposals for
settlement of basic question,
328, 333, 334, 338-339, 341-342,
342-343

Military conflict in disputed territory,
renewal : Bolivian political situa-

tion, relation to, 328, 330-331, 333,
334, 336, 337; notification to

League of Nations by Bolivia and
Paraguay, and reply, 329, 331-
332, 339; Peruvian attitude, 329;
reports concerning, 317, 330-331,
333, 334, 337 ; U. S. attitude and
representations, 329, 330, 332

Negotiations in Washington between
Bolivia and Paraguay for settle-
ment of basic question, proposal
of the neutral nations :

Brazilian views and U. S. reply, 335.
337

Note to Bolivia, Jan. 9, urging ac-
ceptance of proposals of Oct. 1>
1929:

Arrangement for presentation,
327-328

Bolivian attitude: Efforts of
United States and other neu-
trals to secure acceptance,
316, 318, 332-333, 334, 336;
reports concerning, 315, 318,
318-319, 328, 331, 333, 334r

336, 337-338; text of Boliv-
ian acceptance, Feb. 25, 338-
342

Opening of negotiations, question of
date, 343-344, 418

Chile, 384, 422, 423, 424, 427, 449, 543-
547

Recognition of provisional govern-
ment of Argentina, 384; of Bo-
livia, 422, 423, 424, 427

; of Brazil,
449

Smuggling convention with United
States regarding intoxicating
liquors : Negotiations, 543-544 ;

text signed May 27, 545-547
China, U. S.-Japanese relations with re-

spect to China, 11-13, 69, 73
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Codification of international law, con-
ference for, The Hague, Mar. 13-
Apr. 20, 204-231

Accomplishments (see also Protocol,
infra) : Convention on national-

ity, and protocols, 211-212, 213,

214, 217-218, 221, 223 ; Final Act,
219, 220-221, 223; recommenda-
tions and reports, 214, 215-216,
223

Discussions concerning
Nationality (see also Protocol, in-

fra) ,207, 210, 210-213, 214, 215-

218, 221-222, 223

Responsibility of states for damage
caused in their territory to per-
son or property of foreigners,

207-208, 210, 213
Territorial waters, 207, 210, 213, 214,

223
Protocol relating to military obliga-

tions in certain cases of double

nationality :

Discussions, 215, 217, 218, 223
Ratifications and entry into force,

text of proces-verbal of Feb.

24, 1931, regarding, 230^-231

Text signed Apr. 12, 224-230;
proems-verbal, Feb. 24, 1937,

230-231
U. S. signature, Dec. 31, 223

U. S. participation :

Delegation: Instructions, 208-209,
214, 218, 220-221; personnel,
209; reports and recommenda-
tions, 210-214, 214r-218, 219,
221-223

Invitation of League of Nations and
U. S. acceptance, 204-206, 209

Recommendations by Secretary of

State to President Hoover, 206-
208

Women : Participation in work of con-

ference, 205-206 ; questions of na-

tionality concerning, 210-211, 215,

216, 217, 220, 221-222

Colombia, recognition of provisional gov-
ernments of Argentina, Bolivia, and
Peru, 387 ; of Brazil, 452, 453

Colombian Steamship Co., 476

Commercial treaties, most-favored-nation

treatment, 241-242, 246, 247, 248

Commissions, committees, etc. :

American bankers' commission to dea'

with Bolivian economic and finan-

cial problems, U. S. disinclination

to appoint official representative
on, 429-431

Boundary delimitation commission
Honduras-Nicaragua. See Bound
ary disputes : Nicaragua-Hondu
ras.

Fisheries commissions. See under
Canada : Fisheries.

International Joint Commission, U. S.-

Canada, 530

Commissions, committees, etc. Con.
International Relief Bonds Committee,

394, 395, 396-397, 407
Joint Board of Engineers, U. S.-

Canada, 523, 531-532
Permanent Disarmament Commission,

197-199

Preparatory Commission for the Dis-
armament Conference. See Pre-

paratory Commission.
Reparation Commission: Consent to

subordination of Austrian relief

loans to proposed new investment

loan, 406, 407
; decision regarding

priority over reparations of con-

tingent U. S.-Austrian debt set-

tlement agreement, 391-393
St. Lawrence Waterway, proposed U.

S.-Canadian commission to study
improvement of, 523, 524, 526, 527,

528, 530, 532
TJ. S.-Canadian commissions. See

Canada: Commissions.
Conciliation. See under Chaco dispute.
Conferences :

Aviation radio conference (U. S.-

Canada) . See under Canada.
Boundary conference, Guatemala-

Honduras. See Boundary dis-

putes : Guatemala-Honduras.
International conferences (see also

PanAmerican conferences, infra) :

Codification of international law,
conference at The Hague. Mar.

18-Apr. 20. See Codification of

international law.

Disarmament Conference, Prepara-
tory Commission for. See Pre-

paratory Commission.
Load lines, conference at London,

May 20-Juli! 5. See Load Lines.

London Naval Conference. Jan. 21-

Apr. 22. See London Naval
Conference.

Tariff truce conferences at Geneva,
Feb. Mar. and "Nov., U. S. un-

official representation, 238-246

Pan American conferences :

Automotive Traffic, Conference on

Regulation of, Washington, Oct.

4-6, 302-309.

Road and highway conferences, ref-

erences to, 282-284, 302, 303-

304, 307-308
Contracts. See Brazil : U. S. naval mis-

sion : Contract.
Conventions. See Treaties, conventions,

etc.

Costa Rica, cooperation with United

States in reconnaissance surveys for

an Inter-American Highway, 284,

292-293, 293, 294^295

Cuba, recognition of Argentine, Bolivian,

and Peruvian provisional govern-

ments, 390 ; of Brazilian provisional

government, 447, 452n-.

VOLUMES II AND III ARE INDEXED SEPARATELY
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De facto governments, recognition of.
See Revolution : Recognition of pro-
visional government wider Argen-
tina, Bolivia, Brazil, Peru.

Denmark : Interest in proposed ratifica-
tion of draft convention on oil pollu-
tion of navigable waters, 277, 279;
recognition of Argentine provisional
government, 8o3

; relief loan to Aus-
tria, Danish consent to subordina-
tion to proposed new Austrian loan.
400-401

Deportation of certain alien seamen,
representations by foreign govern-
ments against U. S. Senate bills for.
252-255

Disarmament Conference, Preparatory
Commission for. See Preparatory
Commission.

Double nationality. See Dual nation-
ality.

Dual nationality (see also Codification
of international law, conference :

Protocol), U. S. representations
against Brazilian policy of requiring
Brazilians of dual nationality to use
Brazilian passports on departure
from Brazil, 479-485

Ecuador, recognition of provisional
government of Bolivia and of Peru,
427; of Brazil, 449

El Salvador, question of cooperation
with United States in reconnais-
sance surveys for an Inter-American
Highway, 284, 293, 296

Embargo, U. S., on arms and munitions
shipments to Brazil, 442-443, 452,
453

Extradition and commutation of death
penalty, treaty and exchange of
notes between United States and
Austria, texts signed Jan. SI, 408-
414

Federal Radio Commission (U. S.), 533,
537, 542

Fisheries. See wider Canada.
Five-Power Naval Conference. See

London Naval Conference.
Forfait-debts agreement under art. 184

of Treaty of St. Germain, Austrian
request for permission to settle, and
U. S. consent, 401^02, 406

France (see also London Naval Confer-
ence ; Naval construction ; Prepara-
tory Commission for the Disarma-
ment Commission) : Criticism of
U. S. tariff legislation, and U. S.

reply, 249-251; recognition of Ar-
gentine, Peruvian, and Brazilian
provisional governments, 382, 389,
453 ; relief loan to Austria, French
consent to subordination to proposed
new Austrian loan, 399, 402, 405

Geneva conferences for a tariff truce,
Feb.-MarcJi and Nov., U. S. unoffi-
cial representation, 238-246

Germany : Criticism of U. S. tariff legis-

lation, 248-249; recognition of Ar-
gentine provisional government,
386 ; representations concerning
U. S. Senate bills for deportation
of certain alien seamen, 255 ; war
debt to United States, U. S.-German
agreement signed June 23, cited,
236

Gibson, Hugh : Address before Prepara-
tory Commission for the Disarma-
ment Conference, draft text and
correspondence concerning, 200-203 ;

press reports, erroneous, concern-
ing Gibson's mission in connection
with French-Italian naval problem,
160, 164^-165, 166-167

Good offices of United States (see also

Boundary disputes) : Assistance to
National City Bank in securing re-

mission of fine imposed on branch
at Sao Paulo, Brazil, 464-474 ; Brit-
ish desire for U. S. good offices to
secure ratification of draft conven-
tion on oil pollution of navigable
waters, 275-279

Great Britain (see also London Naval
Conference ;

JX
Taval construction ;

Preparatory Commission for the
Disarmament Conference) :

Anglo-Japanese treaties of alliance,
cited, 12, 69

Brazil, relations with: Acquiescence
in Brazilian policy of requiring
Brazilians of dual nationality to
use Brazilian passports on depar-
ture from that country, 479-480;
recognition of provisional govern-
ment, 446, 449, 453

Load Line Conference, British invita-
tion and preliminary correspond-
ence with United States, 255-257,
260

Oil pollution of navigable waters, draft
convention, British desire for
U. S. good offices to secure ratifi-

cation of, and U. S. disinclination
to act, 275-279

Rapidan conferences between Prime
Minister MacDonald and Presi-
dent Hoover, 1929: Joint state-
ment of Oct. 9, 1929, cited, 55, 79,
94-95 ; references to, 19-20, 22, 98,
102, 103-104

Recognition of Argentine and Peruvian
provisional governments, 382, 383,
385-386, 386; of Brazilian provi-
sional government, 446, 449, 453

Relief loan to Austria, British con-
sent to subordination to proposed
new Austrian loan, 398-399

VOLUMES U AND HI ARE INDEXED SEPARATELY
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Great Britain Continued. !

Representations regarding U. S. Sen-
ate bills for deportation of certain I

alien seamen, 252-253
Guarantees. See Consultative pact and

Kellogg-Briand Pact under London
Naval Conference.

Guatemala (see also under Boundary
disputes), cooperation with United
States in reconnaissance surveys for

an Inter-American Highway, 283-

284, 291

Hague agreement of Jan. 20 regarding
suspension of Austrian reparation

payments, 391, 394, 397, 400, 403,

406, 407

Hague conference on codification of in-

ternational law. See Codification

of international law.

Halibut fishery of the Northern Pacific

Ocean and Bering Sea, convention
between United States and Canada
for preservation of: Negotiations,
513-518 ;

text signed May 0, 518-522

Highways and automotive traffic. See
Automotive traffic ; Conferences :

Pan American conferences ; Inter-

American Highway reconnaissance

surveys.
Honduras (see also Boundary disputes) ,

cooperation with United States in

reconnaissance surveys for an Inter-

American Highway, 289-290, 291,

292, 293

Hoover, Herbert:
London Naval Conference: Approval

of suggestion made by U. S. dele-

gation, 18, 05; attitude concern-

ing possible three-power agree-

ment, 99, 105; congratulations to

U. S. delegation over success

achieved, 107
; message to Tardieu

and Briand, 96-97, 101; opinion
on destroyer and submarine ton-

nage, 22-23, 30-40 ;
En pidan con-

ferences with British Prime Min-
ister MacDonald, 1929, cited in

connection with Conference dis-

cussions, 19-20, 22, 55, 56, 79, 94-

95, 98, 102, 103-104; statement
and attitude concerning consulta-

tive pact, 82, 89-90

Message to Congress, Dec. 2, vii-xviii

Income tax. See Brazil: Shipping
profits.

Inter-American Highway reconnais-

sance surveys, U. S. cooperation
with certain Latin American gov
ernments, 279-296

Inter-American Highway Continued.
Attitude of Costa Rica, 284, 292-293,

293, 294-295; El Salvador, 284,

293, 296; Guatemala, 283-284,
291 ; Honduras, 2S9-290, 291, 292-
293 ; Mexico, 290-291 ; Nicaragua,
283-284, 2S9; Panama, 280, 284,

286, 287-288
Commission of U. S. engineers :

Assistance by U. S. Legation in

Panama, 279-280, 285, 286-287,
288

Instructions by Department of
State: Cited, 287, 288, 293;
text of instructions of July 1,

281-286
Office space, Panamanian tender

and U. S. acceptance, 286, 288
Progress of survey work, 292, 295,

296
Pan American Conference on Regula-

tion of Automotive Traffic, -ap-

proval, 307-309
International Fisheries Commission,

U. S.-Canada, 514-515, 519, 520-521
International law, conference for codifi-

cation of. Bee Codification of in-

ternational law.
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries

Commission, U. S.-Canada, 514-515,
510, 520-521

International Relief Bonds Committee,
394, 395, 396-397, 407

International Settlements, Bank for,

IT. S. policy, 234-U37

Irish Free State, ratification of London
Naval Treaty, 107n, 127-128, 130

Italy (8cc aim London Naval Confer-

ence; Naval construction):

Recognition of provisional govern-
ment of Argentina, 383, 389; of

Brazil, 449

Relief loan to Austria, agreement
with Austria regarding, and con-

sent to subordination to new
Austrian investment loan, 397-

398, 402-403, 404-405

Japan (see also London Naval Confer-

ence; Naval construction) : Anglo-

Japanese treaties of alliance, cited,

12, 09; Lansing-Ishii agreement,

cited, 12, 69; U. S.-Japanese rela-

tions with respect to China, 11-13,

69, 73; war with United States,

contingency, 0-10, 11, 24-25

Kclloffg-Briand Pact :

London Naval Conference discussions.

See under London Naval Confer-

ence.
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Kellogg-Briand Pact Continued.
Proposed amendment of Covenant of

League of Nations to bring into

harmony with, U. S. attitude,
232-234

Knox formula for consent to ratifica-
tion of Treaty of Versailles, 48

Lansing-Ishii agreement, cited, 12, 69

League of Nations (see also Prepara-
tory Commission for the Disarma-
ment Conference) :

Chaco dispute, Bolivian and Para-
guayan notifications to League
concerning continued conflict,
and League representations, 329,
331-332, 339

Codification of international law, con-
ference for, League invitation to
United States, 204-206

Covenant : Citations, 78, SO, 93, 94, 96,

99, 101, 102, 195, 196; U. S. atti-

tude regarding proposed amend-
ment to bring Covenant into har-
mony with Treaty for the Re-
nunciation of War, 232-234

Tariff truce conferences at Geneva,
Feb. Mar. and Nov., League is-

suance of invitations to, 238-239
Liquor smuggling, conventions for sup-

pression of. See Smuggling con-
vention under Canada and Chile.

Load Lines, International Conference
on, London, May %QrJuly 5, 255-275

Agenda, British inquiry and U. S. re-

ply, 255-257
Convention and final protocol, signed

July 5: Texts, 261-273; U. S.

reservation regarding signatory
government not recognized by
United States, 274

Final Act, signed July 5, text, 273-275
U. S. participation :

British invitation and U. S. accept-
ance, 257, 260

Delegation : Assistance by U. S.

Embassy, 259-260, 261*; instruc-

tions, 258-260; list of dele-

gates, 260
Reservation regarding signatory of

convention where government
not recognized by United
States, 274

Loans. See 'under Austria.
Locarno treaties, 37, 76, 80, 93, 102
London Naval Conference, Jan. 21-

Apr. 22, 1-131, 137-141, 144, 147,

156, 157, 191, 192, 193, 194

Agreement between United States,
Great Britain, and Japan regard-
ing auxiliary vessels:

American delegation's tentative

proposal as to naval strength
in all categories:

London Naval Conference Continued.

Agreement between Continued.
American delegation's proposal

Continued.
Outline of plan, 13-17; views of

President Hoover, certain

Congressmen, and Depart-
ment of State, 18-19, 21-23

Statement to the press by Chair-
man of U. S. delegation, sum-
marizing proposal, 19-21

Negotiations, 43-45, 49-51, 53-54,

60-62, 64, 65, 66-67, 68-71, 74-

75, 91, 99-100, 101, 105
Text as incorporated in composite

five-power treaty, 120-123

Anglo-American parity, question of,

19-20, 28, 29, 32

Battleships and aircraft carriers, dis-

cussions concerning, 15-17, 20, 23,

52-53, 72, 107
British-French controversy over fleet

figures and guarantees (see also

Consultative pact, mfra), 3, 26,

29, 30, 36-37, 55-56, 58-59, 62-63,

64, 72-73, 75-78, 84, 87, 93, 98w>

99, 100-101, 101, 102-103, 104

Categories of ships, discussions con-

cerning number, size, armament
and tonnage:

Battleships and aircraft carriers,

15-17, 20, 23, 52-53, 72, 107
Cruisers, 9, 10, 11, 14, 19-20, 23,

23-24, 24-25, 26, 27, 35, 36, 44-

45, 46, 49-50, 60, 61, 62, 64, 6&-

69, 70, 71, 106, 107

Destroyers and submarines : Gen-
eral discussions, 15, 20, 22-23,
25, 32, 60, 61, 62, 106-107 ; par-
ity plan for reducing destroyer
and submarine strength, 39-
40, 42-43, 44^6, 47 ; submarine
treaty, proposed, 33-35, 50-52,
54, 57, 59, 67-68, 74, 104-105;
treaty signed at Conference,
list of countries adhering to

provision regulating use of

submarines, 131
Police craft, 22

Congratulations of President Hoover
to U. S. delegation over success

achieved, 107
Consultative pact, question of (see

also Kellogg-Briand Pact, in-

fra) :

British suggestions, 29, 37, 55-56,
92

French desire for security pact of
mutual military assistance
rather than purely consulta-
tive pact, 3, 29, 36, 56, 63,

75-76, 93
Mediterranean pact, question of, 3,

29, 37, 38, 41, 45, 76, 93
Plan to be submitted to British

and French Governments, 102,
103. 104
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London Kaval Conference Continued.

Consultative pact Continued.

H'esumS of proposals, 92-95
U. S. position : Attitude of Sena-

tors, 48-49, 88; discussions,

37-38, 41-42, 55, 56^57, 57-58,

59, 63, 65, 73, 78-79, 81-90, 92,

101 ; message from President
Hoover to Briand and Tardieu,
96-97; statement issued by
TJ. S. delegation, 83

Cruisers. See imder Categories of

sliips, supra.

Destroyers. See under Categories of

ships, supra.

F'onir-power agreement, British atti-

tude regarding possibility of, 47
Franco-Italian parity, question of,

36, 64r-65, 72, 77, 102, 104
"Guarantees. See Consultative pact,

supra, and Kellogg-Briand Pact,

infra.
Japanese position as to cruisers and

other categories. See Agree-
ment between United States,
Great Britain, and Japan, supra,
and U. S.-Japanese negotiations,

i.nfra.

Kellogg-Briand Pact: Consultative
amendment, proposed, U. S. posi-
tion, 29, 37-39, 40-41, 42, 47, 53,

55, 93 ; French propaganda for

security assurance from United
States, 32-33, 36

Mediterranean pact. See under Con-
sultative pact, supra.

^Negotiations leading to five-power
treaty. See Agreement between
United States, Great Britain, and
Japan, British-French contro-

versy, Categories of ships, Con-
sultative pact, and Franco-Italian

X>arity, supra; also Progress of ne-

gotiations, infra.

Organization and plans for procedure,
1-8, 10-11

Political pacts. See Consultative

pact, supra.
Political situations in individual

countries, effect on negotiations
at Conference: France, forma-
tion of new government, 27-28,
29, 31, 46; Great Britain, posi-
tion of Prime Minister MacDon-
ald, 2, 5, 58, 84 ; Japan, elections,
24, 26, 26-27, 28, 30

Preliminary discussions, U. S.-Brit-

ish, 2-4
Press representatives, arrangements

concerning, 11
Progress of negotiations, reports and

discussions concerning, 23-24,

26^-27, 28-29, 32, 47-48, 52, 53-54;
56, 58-59, 60-61, 62-63, 64-65,
72-73, 75-78, 79-81, 84, 87, 99,

100-101, 105, 106

London Naval Conference Continued.
Beed-Matsudaira conversations, 31,

35, 60, 70
Root resolutions (arts. 1-4 of "Wash-

ington submarine treaty of l# t?2i,

proposed adopt ion of, 33-33, oO-
52, 54, 57, 59. G7-6S, 74, 104-10.1

Security proposals. Sec Consulta-
tive pact and Kellogg-Briand
Pact, supra.

Submarines. See Categories of
sliips: Destroyers and subma-
rines, supra.

Three-power agreement (see also
Agreement between United
States, Great Britain, and Japan,
supra), discussions as to possi-
bility of, 29, 30-31, 32, 36-37, 39,
46, 49, 59, 66-67, 73, 93-99, 102,
103-104

Treaty for the Limitation and Reduc-
tion of Naval Armament :

Adherences to provision regulating
use of submarines, list of coun-
tries, 131

Art. 21: Phraseology cited in discus-
sions of Preparatory Commis-
sion for the Disarmament
Conference, 191, 192, 193, 194 ;

possibility of invocation in con-
nection with Franco-Italian.
naval controversy, 13S, 140, 141,

147, 156, 157

Draft, 38-39

Exchange of notes regarding art. 19,

United, States-Great Britain-

Japan, 126-127
Negotiations. See Agreement be-

tween United States, Great

Britain, and Japan, Britise-

French controversy, Categories
of ships, Consultative pact,
Franco-Italian parity, and
Progress of negotiations, supra.

Parties to Part IV. statement is-

sued by Department of State,

Sept. 30, 1B41, 131

Batifications, 127-130; proces-i'ev-

bal of deposit of ratifications,

test signed Oct. 27, 128-129

Signature, notification from U. S.

delegation, 107
Skeleton outline, texts and com-

ments, 105-107

Statement issued by Department of

State, Sept. 30, 1941, 130-131

Termination of certain parts, state-

ment issued by Department of

State, Sept. SO, 1941, 130

Text signed Apr. 22, 107-125

U. S. suggestion concerning preser-

vation of levels of Treaty, 137-

140, 144

Two-power agreement, question of

possible resort to, 47, 5S, 59, 60, 71
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London Naval Conference Continued.
U. S. delegation: List, 1; statements

issued, 19-21, 47-48, 83
U. S.-Japanese negotiations (see also

Agreement between United States,
Great Britain, and Japan, supra) ,

9-10, 11-13, 26, 30, 31, 35-36, 46, 52
Washington Conference treaties of

1922, citations and discussions:
Four-power Pacific treaty, 85, 86,
88-89, 93 ; naval treaty, 15, 16, 25,
26, 36, 38-39, 41-42, 89; nine-
power treaty relating to China,
12-13; submarine treaty, 33-35,
50-52, 54, 57, 59, 67-68, 74, 104-105

MacDonald, Ramsay:
Negotiations at London Naval Confer-

ence. See London Naval Confer-
ence.

Rapidan conferences of 1929. See
Rapidan conferences.

Marshall Islands, 9-10
McCorniick Steamship Co., 475n
Mexico : Chaeo dispute, Mexican modi-

fications in text of neutral proposal
of Jan. 9, 327-328; declination of
U. S. offer of cooperation in recon-
naissance surveys for an Inter-
American Highway, 290-291

Military obligations in certain cases of
double nationality, protocol relat-

ing to. See Codification of inter-
national law, conference: Protocol.

Mississippi Shipping Co., 476
Moore, John Bassett, 34-35, 54
Most-favored-nation treatment, 241-242,

246, 247, 248
Munson Steamship Line, 475?z.

National City Bank, U. S. good offices in

securing remission of fine imposed
on branch at Sao Paulo, Brazil,
464-474

Nationality (see also Codification of in-

ternational law). U. S. representa-
tions against Brazilian policy of re-

quiring Brazilians of dual nation-

ality to use Brazilian passports on
departure from Brazil, 479-485

Naval construction, problem existing
between France and Italy, and ne-

gotiations looking toward a solu-

tion (see a?so London Naval Con-
ference: Franco-Italian parity),
132-186

Efforts by United States and other
powers to bring about a settle-

ment:
British negotiations :

Conversations with the French,
155, 159-160, 167-168, 176-
177 : with the Italians, 178

Representations to France and
Italy, 149-150, 151, 152

TT ATSm TTT AT

Naval construction Continued.
Efforts by United States and other

powers, etc. Continued.
British negotiations Continued.

Suggestion of plan for solution of
difficulty, 179-181, 185; atti-

tudes of French and Italians,

ISO, 181-186

Japanese representations to France
and Italy in line with U. S.

views, 143, 147, 155-156
TJ. S. negotiations :

Press reports, erroneous, concern-
ing mission of Hugh Gibson
in connection with Franco-
Italian problem, 160, 164-
165, 166-167

Proposal, of unilateral declara-
tion to be made by both
France and Italy, 138, 139,
140-141, 146, 153, 156-159

French attitude, 153-155
Italian attitude, 151, 165, 167

Suggestion of representations to-

be made by United States,.

Great Britain, and Japan for

preservation of levels of Lon-
don Naval Treaty, 137-140,,
144

British attitude, 145-146, 147,.

148, 149, 150, 152
French attitude, 148

Japanese attitude, 148-149
French position (see also Efforts by-

United States and other powers^
etc., supra) :

Assertions and explanations as to

position, 144, 151-152, 152-153,
159, 172-174

Building program for 1981, 137, 142-
143, 144, 144-145, 146, 148

Franco-British negotiations in con-
nection with, 155, 159-160, 176-
177 ; U. S. suggestion based on,
167-168

Franco-Italian conversations, re-

ports and discussions concern-

ing, 132-136, 166, 171-172, 174-
176, 177-179

Italian position (see also Efforts by
United States and other powers,,
etc., and French position, supra),
150-151, 161-164, 168-171, 177-179

London Naval Treaty (see also Efforts

by United States, etc. : U. S. ne-

gotiations, supra), question of
possible invocation of art. 21, 147,
156, 157

Press reports, erroneous, concerning:
mission of Hugh Gibson in con-'

nection with Franco-Italian prob-
lem, 160, 164-165, 166-167

Unilateral declarations proposed by
United States. See Efforts by
United States and other powers :

U. S. negotiations, supra.
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ISJaval mission to Brazil (TJ. S.). See
Brazil : U. S. naval mission.

Navigation. See Shipping and naviga-
tion.

Netherlands: Relief loan to Austria,
Netherlands consent to subordina-
tion to proposed new Austrian loan,

404
; representations concerning

TJ. S. Senate bills for deportation of

certain alien seamen, 254-255

Nicaragua (see also under Boundary
disputes), cooperation with United
States in reconnaissance surveys
for an Inter-American Highway,
283-284, 289

Norway : Recognition of Argentine pro-
visional government, 384, 389; re-

lief loan to Austria, consent to sub-

ordination to proposed new Aus-
trian loan, 400

Oil pollution of navigable waters, draft

convention, U. S. disinclination to

act to secure ratification of, 275-
279

Panama, cooperation with United States

in reconnaissance surveys for an
Inter-American Highway, 283, 284,

286, 2S7-288

Paraguay (-see also Cnaco dispute)

recognition of Argentine provisional
government, 386

Passports for Brazilians having dua
nationality, TJ. S. representations

against Brazilian policy of requir-

ing use of Brazilian passports on

departure from Brazil, 47&-4S5
Pearl Harbor, 9
Peru:

Military junta, question of recognition

of, 382, 383, 385, 386, 387, 389

3S9n, 390
Recognition of Bolivian provisiona"

government, 423, 424, 427, 428
of Brazilian provisional govern
meat, 448

Revolution, and recognition of pro
visional government by Unite
States and other powers, 379, 385-

386, 387, 389, 390, 427, 428 ; state

ment of policy by U. S. Secretar;
of State, Sept. 11, 387-389, 446
451

Views concerning Chaco dispute, 32

Ports, Brazilian, in revolutionary con
trol: Action by revolutionists, 438
445-446 ; closure by Brazilian Gov
ernment, and U. S. attitude, 435
436-437

Portugal, recognition of Brazilian pro
visional government, 449

Preparatory Commission for the Bis
armament Conference, sixth session

second part, 187-203

reparatory Commission Continued.
Address by Chairman of American

delegation, draft test and corre-

spondence concerning, 20U-203
Adjournment, 203
Escape clause in draft treaty :

London Naval Treaty, phraseology
of art. 21 cited. See U. S.

views, infra.
Position of powers members of the

League of Nations, 195-198
U. S. views:

Attitude of other powers, 195-
196, 198

Discussions concerning phrase-
ology and possible a&Yisabll-

ity of withholding any pro-
posal, 190-195, 19G-197; text
of final U. S. draft proposal,
196

Instructions to delegation, 1S9
Permanent Disarmament Commission :

Report of proceedings with regard
to, 197-199; statement of IT. S.

delegation concerning, 197-19S

Progress of negotiations on draft

treaty, 199-200
TJ. S. participation (see also Escape

clause, supra) : Address by Chair-
man of delegation, draft test and
exchange of correspondence con-

cerning. 200-203; instructions to

delegation, 187-190; position re-

garding Permanent Disarmament
Commission, 197-198, 199

President of United States. See Hoover,
Herbert.

Prohibition, U. S. See Smuggling con-

vention under Canada and Chile.

Eadio Commission, Federal (U. S.), 533,

537, 542
Eadio communications. See Canada:

Aviation radio conference.

Rapidan conferences between President
Hoover and Prime Minister Mac-
Donald, 1929: Joint statement of

Oct. 9, 1929, cited, 55, 79, 9i-95;
references to, 19-20, 22, 98, 102, 103-
104

Recognition (See also Revolution under

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Pern) :

Statement by Secretary of State,

Sept. 17, regarding U. S. policy with

respect to recognition of revolution-

ary governments, 3S7-3S9 ; U. S.

reservation made in connection with

signing of International Load Line

Convention, 274
Reed-Matsudaira conversations during

London Naval Conference, 31, 35,

60,70
Relief loans. See under Austria : Loans.

Renunciation of war. See Kellogg-
Briand Pact
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Reparations (see also Reparation and
\

U. S.-Austrian debt settlement un-
der Austria) : Bank for Interna- 1

tional Settlements, U. S. policy re-

garding, 234-237 ; Reparation Com-
mission, 391-393, 406, 407; Young
Plan, 236-237, 397

Requisition of American property by
Brazilian revolutionists, compensa-
tion, 438-439, 442

Responsibility of states for damage
caused in their territory to the per-
son or property of foreigners, 204,

205, 207, 207-208, 210, 213
Revenue Acts, cited, 475
Revolution. See under Argentina, Bo-

livia, Brazil, Peru.
Roads and highways. See Automotive

traffic ; Conferences : Pan American
conferences; Inter-American High-
way reconnaissance surveys.

Root resolutions. See untie? London
Naval Conference.

Salmon (sockeye) fisheries of Fraser
River, convention between United
States and Canada for protection
of, 504-513

Letter of transmittal to President

Hoover, 504-505
Text signed May 26, 505-512 ; protocol

of exchange of ratifications, July
28, 1937, text, 512-513

Seamen, alien, representations by for-

eign governments against U. S.

Senate bills for deportation of, 252-
255

Security. See Consultative pact and
Kellogg-Briand Pact under London
Naval Conference.

Shipping and navigation :

Alien seamen, representations of for-

eign governments concerning U. S.

Senate bills for deportation of,

252-255
Brazilian restrictions on navigation

during revolution : Action of revo-

lutionists, 438, 445-446: closure

by Brazilian Government of ports
in revolutionary control, U. S.

attitude, 435, 436-437
Double income tax on shipping profits,

U. S.-Brazilian arrangement for
relief from, 475-479

Load line convention. See Load Lines,
International Conference on.

Oil pollution of navigable waters, draft
convention, U. S. disinclination
to act to secure ratification, 275-
279

St. Lawrence Waterway, continued
TJ. S.-Canadian negotiations for

joint improvement of, 522-533
U. S. Shipping Board, 475-476

Smuggling conventions. See under
Canada and Chile.

Spain :

Arbitral award by King of Spain
(1906) in Honduras-Nicaragua
dispute, execution. See Boundary
disputes : Honduras-Nicaragua.

Recognition of Argentine provisional
government, 383, 389

Sprague, C. H. & Sons, Inc., 476
St. Germain, Treaty of, forfait-debts

agreement by Austria under art. 184,
Austrian request for U. S. consent to

settle, and U. S. consent, 401-402,
406

St. Lawrence Waterway, continued
U. S.-Canadian negotiations for pro-
posed joint improvement of, 522-53S

Stimson, Henry L. :

Negotiations as Chairman of U. S.

delegation to London Naval Con-
ference. See London Naval Con-
ference.

Statement of U. S. policy regarding
recognition of revolutionary gov-
ernments, 387-389

Submarines. See London Naval Confer-
ence : Categories of ships : Destroy-
ers and submarines.

Sweden : Recognition of Argentine pro-
visional government, 389 ; relief loan
to Austria, consent to subordination
to proposed new Austrian loan, 398

Switzerland, relief loan to Austria, con-
sent to subordination to proposed
new Austrian loan, 399

Tacna-Arica treaty, June 8, 1929, Bo-
livian attitude, 426

Tariff :

Conferences for a Tariff Truce, Ge-
neva, Feb-Ma-r. and Nov., U. S.

unofficial representation, 238-246
TJ. S. tariff legislation, 246-251, 523,

524
Canadian attitude, 523, 524
Efforts of Department of State to

secure removal of objectionable
features, 246-248

Protest by
France, and U. S. reply, 249-251
Germany, 248-249

Territorial waters, consideration of

question at Hague Conference for
the Codification of International
Law, 207, 210, 213, 214, 223

Traffic. See Automotive traffic.

Treasury Department, U. S. : Declara-
tion regarding U. S. consent to sub-
ordination of Austrian relief loan
to proposed new Austrian loan, 408 ;

opinion on Brazilian income tax
laws relating to shipping profits, 478

Treaties, conventions, etc. :

American states, treaties of:
Automotive Traffic, Convention on

Regulation of. See Automo-
tive traffic.
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Treaties, conventions, etc. Continued.

American states, treaties of Con.

Duties and rights of states in civil

strife, convention of Feb. 20,

1928, cited, 452

Anglo-Japanese treaties of alliance,

cited, 12, 69

Arbitration. See Boundary disputes :

Guatemala-Honduras : Treaty ;

Chaco dispute: Conciliation:

Protocol.

Automotive traffic, pan American con-

vention for the regulation of, 297-

301
Bank of International Payments, con-

vention on, cited, 234

Boundary treaties and agreements.
See Guatemal a-Honduras :

Treaty, and Nicaragua-Honduras
under Boundary disputes.

Bryan treaties for the advancement of

peace, 90
Chaco dispute, protocol for execution

of conciliation agreement of Sept.

12, 1929. See Chaco dispute:
Conciliation : Protocol.

Commercial treaties, most-favored-na-
tion treatment, 241-242, 246, 247,
248

Duties and rights of states in civil

strife, convention between the
American republics, Feb. 20, 1928,

cited, 452
Extradition and commutation of death

penalty, treaty and exchange of

notes between United States and
Austria, texts signed Jan. 31, 408-
414

Fisheries conventions. See wider
Canada.

Forfait-debts agreement under art.

184 of Treaty of St. Germain,
Austrian request for permission
to settle, and U. S. consent, 401-

402, 408

Four-power treaty relating to insular

possessions in the Pacific (1921)

cited, 85, 86, 88-89, 93

Hague agreement of Jan. 20 regarding
suspension of Austrian reparation

payments, 391, 394, 397, 400, 403

406, 407
Halibut fishery. See under Canada

Fisheries : Conventions.

Kellogg-Briand Pact (see also under
London Naval Conference), pro
posed amendment of Covenant o:

League of Nations to bring info

harmony with, U. S. attitude, 232-
234

Lansing-Ishii agreement, cited, 12, 6?

League of Nations Covenant. See un
der League of Nations.

'reaties, conventions, etc. Continued.
Liquor smuggling conventions. See

Smuggling convention under Cana-
da and Chile.

Load line convention. See Load
Lines: Convention.

Locarno treaties, 37, 76, SO, 93, 102
London Naval Treaty. See London

Naval Conference: Treaty.
Military obligations in certain cases

of double nationality, protocol re-

lating to. See Codification of in-
ternational law, conference for:
Protocol.

Naval Armament (see also Washing-
ton Conference of 1922. infra),
Treaty for the Limitation and
Reduction of. See London Naval
Conference: Treaty.

Nine-power treatv relating to China
(1922), cited, 12-13

Oil pollution of navigable waters,
draft convention, U. S. disinclina-
tion to act to secure ratification

of, 275-279
Pacific pact. See Four-power treaty,

supra.
Radio communications convention of

#07;. 25, 1921, 537
Renunciation of war. See Kellogg-

Briand Pact, supra.

Reparation payments by Austria,
Hague agreement of Jan. 2 re-

garding suspension of, 391, 391,

397, 400, 403, 406-407

Salmon (sockeye) fisheries. See un-
der Canada: Fisheries: Conven-
tions.

Shipping profits, U. S.-Brazilian ar-

rangement for relief from double
income tax, 475-479

Smuggling conventions. See under
Canada and Chile.

St. Germain, treaty of, Austrian for-

fait-debts agreement under art.

184, Austrian request and U. S.

consent to settlement, 401-402,

406
Tacna-Arica treaty, June 3, 1929, Bo-

livian attitude, 426

U. S.-Austria, extradition and com-

mutation of death penalty, treaty

and exchange of notes signed

Jan. SI, 408^L14

U. S -Brazil, arrangement for relief

from double income tax on ship-

ping profits, 475-479

U. S.-Canada. See Fisheries : Con-

ventions, and Smuggling conven-

tion under Canada.
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Treaties, conventions, etc. Continued.
U. S.-CMle, convention for preven-

tion of smuggling of Intoxicating

liquors: Negotiations, 543-544;
text signed May 27, 545-547

U. S.-Gennany, war debt settlement

agreement, June 23, cited, 236

Washington Conference of 1922, trea-

ties citations and discussions at
London Naval Conference : Four-

power Pacific treaty, 85, 86, 88-

89, 93 : naval treaty, 15, 16, 25, 26,

36, 38-39, 41-42, 89; nine-power
treaty relating to China, 12-13;
submarine treaty, 33-3'5, 50-52,

54, 57, 59, 67-68, 74, 104-105

Uruguay (see also Chaco dispute: Con-
ciliation of differences) , recognition
of Argentine and Brazilian provi-
sional governments, 383, 449

U. S. citizens (see also Brazil: Pass-

ports, and Brazil : Revolution : Pro-
tection of U. S. and other foreign
citizens) : Protection during revo-
lution in Bolivia, 420, 421; U. S.

Brazilian arrangement granting to
citizens reciprocal relief from dou-
ble income tax on shipping profits,
477

U. S. Congress:
House Naval Affairs Committee, views

of Chairman on proposed plan for

three-power naval agreement, 22
Revenue Acts, cited 475
Senate : Bills for deportation of cer-

tain alien seamen, representa-
tions by foreign governments
against, 252-255 ; views of certain
Senators on proposed plan for
three-power naval agreement, 18-
19, 21-22 ; views of certain Sena-
tors on question of consultative

pacts, 48-49, 88

U. S. Congress Continued.
Tariff legislation, criticism of, 240-

251
U. S. Department of Commerce, views

on Load Line Conference, 258-259
U. S. military and naval forces :

Blandy, Lt. Coindr. W. H. P., appoint-
ment as naval attache" to U. S.

Embassy in Brazil, 458-460, 463
Despatch of naval vessel to Brazil for

protection of American citizens

during revolution, 433-434, 435,
437, 439, 440, 441, 442, 445

U. S. naval mission to Brazil. See
under Brazil.

U. S. Minister in Bulgaria, instructions
to refrain from associating himself
with his colleagues in giving advice
to Bulgarian Government, 486-487

U. S. Shipping Board, 475-476
U. S. Treasury Department See Treas-

ury Department.

Vargas, Getulio. See Brazil: Revolu-
tion.

Vatican, recognition of Argentine and
Brazilian provisional governments,
389, 453

'

War between United States and Japan,
contingency, 9-10, 11, 24-25

War debts, arrangements between
United States and European debtor
nations, cited, 236

Washington Conference of 1922, treaties.
See under London Naval Confer-
ence.

Women : Participation in work of Con-
ference for Codification of Inter-
national Law, 205-206 ; questions of
nationality concerning, 210-211,
215, 216, 217, 220, 221-222

World Court, 97

Young Plan, cited, 23&-2S7
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